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INTRODUCTION

In September 2016, CEVRO launched a project aimed at making the democratic transition experience of selected countries available in an organized and systematic manner. During the first year of the project, CEVRO has collected experience from seven countries (the Czech Republic, Estonia, Egypt, Germany, Poland, Romania and Russia) that underwent a political transition in the recent past. During the second year of the project, the transition experience of Argentina, Cambodia and Georgia were added into the database. The aim of the project is clear: the more the reformers of the emerging democracies prepared for the changes, the easier the transition; better governance is formed and a more sustainable democratic system will exist.

The recent experience of the states of the former Soviet bloc shows that a lack of knowledge and successful examples of democratic transition at the early stages of their own change are the main causes of the backsliding of public support toward traditional institutions, government and even the democratic system. During the first ten to fifteen years of political changes, people understood the need for structural changes and demonstrated a greater tolerance to transitional mistakes.

But now, over twenty-five years after the changes, citizens rightfully expect best practices of good governance, corruption mitigation and a high level of freedom. There is zero tolerance for malpractice in governance or cases of corruption. A combination of this along with other challenges for society and also the recent memory of the crimes of the previous regimes, lead to a rise of extremist forces, as well as the revival to prominence of the previous communist regimes. This is the case of many countries in Central and Eastern Europe.

Events of recent years have shown that the demand for democratization of authoritarian or otherwise non-democratic regimes is strong and growing worldwide, spreading even to societies without democratic tradition. Concurrently, with the rise of modern communication technologies, and information being accessible like never before, it can be argued that non-democratic regimes will, in the near future, find it increasingly difficult to resist the pressure of their own people as well as to maintain their own ability to stay in power.

In this environment, what is often overlooked are the issues of long-term reconciliation within their society, resolving the questions of past wrongdoings, and dealing with its own history in a way that is just and honest. The focus of any new governing body stepping in immediately after a political transition is indeed critical to maintaining national stability, developing a working governing and political structure, and preserving the well-being of its people. Speaking from the European experience, often, once a certain level of social content is met, a sense of job well done takes over before the work is finished.

The experience of countries that underwent transition in recent decades shows that facing the questions of the past, in particular addressing the legitimacy and legality of the former regime and remembering its crimes and their perpetrators, is as crucial to the democratization of any society as is a working legal system or a developed economy. To avoid the proverbial "repeating of its own past", marginalization of the history and past wrongs, taking a clear stance concerning both the victims and the culprits, and embedding this stance into the legal system, education and society's memory is a necessary, but often underestimated, task for every transitioning nation.

A prime example of the consequences of such an underestimation might be the Czech Republic, where more than 25 years after the fall of communism, the unreformed Communist Party still presents a major political force with an increasing portion of its electorate being young voters. Former members and informants of the brutally oppressive secret service remain in high positions in both private and public sector, and members of the anti-communist resistance movement still have not been fully recognized for their activities.

It is therefore important for any reformers and democratic leaders to pay attention to reconciliation with the past. Otherwise their attempts to democratize their countries and set up good governance to stabilize society for the long term can be undermined by shadows of the past. Unfortunately, the issues of reconciliation, punishment of the totalitarian crimes, and preservation of memory are not priorities for the first phases of any transition. Partly, it is because the democratic leaders have other priorities (such as economic transformation or free elections), but it is also because the issues of memory preservation and reconciliation are not priorities for democratic assistance, and therefore the leaders are not equipped with the sufficient skills.

Memory of Nations: Democratic Transition Guide aims to provide guidance. Its goal is not to give step-by-step instructions to the transitioning nation, as this would not be a realistic goal given the uniqueness of each such situation. The aim is to provide a comprehensive set of issue-specific advice, coming from real-life experience, case studies dealing with the most frequent problems, and a "witness account" of past errors. More than a "what you should do now", the Guide would answer questions of "what would we have done differently", striving, not to avoid mistakes but, to avoid repeating them.

The Guide offers a unified overview of the best practices, as well as the learnt mistakes, from countries that have undergone transition in recent years. This comparative study can serve you, the current and future reformers, as a reference point for your own activities. You will be able to study different practices and access what might have positive impact in your own country, while developing your political system and improving governance.

The unified structure of the studies will help you compare experience of different countries and choose the best model for your own country. The Lessons Learnt part will help you avoid mistakes made during the previous transitions.

This Guide of the transitional experience will be regularly updated and new countries will be added. Organizers of this project will further focus on adding the experience of non-European countries in the future to make the Guide more universal. The aim of the Guide is to become an open encyclopedia available online to democratic reformers from all around the world.

The organizer would like to thank the National Endowment for Democracy for support of this project, and democracy and freedom worldwide in general.
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TRANSFORMATION OF THE POLITICAL SYSTEM

FERNANDO PEDROSA

INTRODUCTION

During the 20th century, Argentina experienced continuous instability in its political regime. This marked a notable difference from other countries in the region that had few institutional interruptions (including Uruguay, Chile, Colombia and Venezuela) and others that maintained undemocratic regimes, but with a high level of stability (Brazil and Paraguay).

Argentina moved smoothly between democratic, undemocratic and semi-democratic regimes although all of them were unable to generate any institutional stability. It was only with the presidential elections held between 1983, 1989 and 1999 that a democratic functioning was consolidated. However, this happened after the authoritarian experience of 1976, which produced a cut in the country's recent history, not only because of the disastrous economic and social consequences it brought about, but also because of the issues linked to State terrorism and defeat in the Malvinas-Falkland war.

The military repression targeted some of the sectors of the elites (in political, trade union, cultural and economic terms), which after the return to democracy occupied high-level positions, both state, governmental and non-governmental. For this reason, the issues related to the 1970s were of great importance from 1983 onwards, as well as being a sustained presence in the public debates of the following decade.

PREVIOUS SITUATION

There were several conditions that explain the military uprising in 1976. Firstly, the international and global geopolitical context can be mentioned. The Cold War in Latin America implied a reactivation of the presence of the Armed Forces in the internal life of countries in the name of fighting communism and within the context of the so-called National Security Doctrine. 2

Secondly, the regional context which, related to the above, influenced the coups d’état in Chile and Uruguay in 1973. In 1975, Peru also joined the list that included Bolivia, Brazil and Paraguay well before that. 4

Thirdly, the explosive internal situation led the country to a degree of uncontrol and violence unprecedented in its history. The death of the then-President Juan D. Perón led to a confrontation between the left and the right of his party. This resulted in increased guerrilla and vigilante activity, resulting in a significant increase in the number of political assassinations, kidnappings, exiles, bombs, command robberies, etc. The social weariness, the power vacuum and the absence of leaderships, contributed to create a growing expectation for a military intervention, waiting to recover some kind of order. 3

Fourthly, the economic meltdown of the country in the context of the so-called global oil crisis must be mentioned. In 1975 there was a great inflationary crisis and a subsequent adjustment and devaluation of the national currency that marked the beginning of the end of middle-class Argentina, as well as the growing increase in poverty and inequality, later accentuated in the years of the dictatorship.

THE DICTATORSHIP

The self-styled “National Reorganization Process” took power on March 24, 1976. The new government was supported by a military junta considered to be the “supreme organ of the State” and composed of the three commanders. The Junta, formally, took precedence over the President of the Nation himself. From the very first minute, an equal distribution of power, territory and institutions between the three branches of the Armed Forces (Air Force, Army and Navy) and their respective civilian allies was agreed. However, this was quickly strained by the different ambitions and personal projects of the military.

The “Process...” did not formally change the National Constitution, but all application of its dogmatic part (rights and guarantees) was suspended. Above all, the military imposed above the current legal framework (including the constitution) a series of acts and statutes drawn up by themselves, in which they formalized the distribution of power, objectives and mechanisms of operation of the new regime. In addition, the national legal framework, apart from the political aspects and the restriction of freedoms, maintained its traditional structure.

During the first few years, the military government did not encounter any major obstacles to consolidating and developing its plans, especially in the repressive and economic fields. But by 1982, after six years in power, the military government was not responding to the social demands that had generated that initial consensus. Quite the contrary.

To the violence that the country had in 1976, the military government brought worse, illegal and clandestine violence, which was coming to light, especially, due to international pressure. The economic situation was far from improving. Unemployment, poverty, inequality, corruption and uncontrolled external indebtedness produced a great social discontent that was being exploited by the trade unions and the renewed presence of political parties. 6

6 In addition, the international context was very unfavorable: since the combination of Mexico’s debt crisis, falling commodity prices and rising interest rates. Beginning in the 1980s, the period of economic contraction for Latin America began.
In that context, the military saw in the occupation of the Falkland Islands – in British hands – the possibility of exploiting a widespread nationalist sentiment that would renew their legitimacy to remain in power. Therefore, the defeat in the war left the government without any support and with the repudiation of the citizens. In this context, the government had to call for elections to return to a democratic regime and there the transition and a new opportunity for democracy was opened.7

**DESCRIPTION OF THE TRANSITION**

For a better description, the transition years will be grouped into three different times. First, in the so-called liberalization of the regime between the years 1982–1983, then the first transitional government and its challenges (1983–1989), to end with the government inaugurated in 1989 that ended with the threats of an authoritarian setback beginning the period of consolidation.


The Argentine dictatorship collapsed in 1982 with no other plan than to leave the government as soon as possible and return to the barracks.9 Argentine politicians were faced with the possibility of regaining power in the short term and without conditions. At the same time, they faced an extremely serious economic and political situation.

Despite the military’s planned speedy exit, before leaving the government, they tried to resolve the problem that most concerned them: the possibility of being tried, above all, for human rights violations. To that end, shortly before the elections, they acquitted themselves of all crimes under Law No. 22.924, popularly known as “self-amnesty”10.

Despite the problems with the immediate future, the political parties did not seek to confront them in a common and agreed manner and hardly agreed to press for the immediate holding of elections. The end of the dictatorship did not produce a considerable change in the ruling elites which, in turn, did not generate any space for foundational agreements, as happened in post-Franco Spain. This elusive behavior of the political elite influenced scenarios of recurrent political instability from 1983 to the present day.

On the other hand, the military managed to reach an agreement with some Peronist leaders, thinking that they would be the winners of the elections. The election was called under the current constitution, although some rules were added and removed to privileged political parties related to the dictatorship and Peronism.11 On the other hand, the Peronist candidate stated that he would accept the self-amnesty proposed by the military in the withdrawal.

Things were different than expected. In 1983, the candidate of the Radical Civic Union, Raúl Alfonsín, who had been critical of the Malvinas–Falkland war and rejected self-amnesty, triumphed, proposing something unprecedented in the country’s history: to try the military juntas for the crimes of state terrorism.

**1983–1989 THE FIRST TRANSITIONAL GOVERNMENT**

Although democracy was once again reigning in Argentina, the above-mentioned collapse referred only to the political regime, as military power and its support remained in place.12

The Armed Forces, the Catholic Church, the Peronist unions and the big businessmen sought to permanently condition the government with the support of important opposition sectors and the press. At the same time, the radical government was a minority in the Senate and had only a few pro-government governors. The situation that Alfonsín was dealing with resembled the perfect storm.13

Even so, Alfonsín repealed the self-amnesty and reformed the Military Code of Justice with the vain expectation that the military would initiate a process of purging and punishment while respecting legal procedures and providing for constitutional challenges. Far from that, they remained firm in what they did during the dictatorship, arguing for the annihilation of the subversive activities in decrees signed by the last Peronist government and for the social demand against violence.14

Alfonsín embarked on one of the most complex and paradigmatic processes in recent Argentine history: the trial of the military juntas.15 To this end, he formed the National Commission on the Disappearance of Persons (CONADEP), whose function would be to gather information so that the judiciary could then act.16 In April 1985, the trial began and after months of (harsh and convincing) allegations, the existence of a systematic criminal plan became clear and the members of the first three military juntas were condemned. At the same time, the leaders of the guerrilla organizations were also condemned.

The nostalgic sectors of the military regime redoubled their opposition, above all because the possibility of the prosecution of other ranks of the forces beyond the members of the juntas was opened. In fact, new trials began in 1986 that generated a climate

---

8 Ibid.
11 Law 22.847 (July 1983) increased the minimum number of deputies per district to five, favoring small provinces where conservative parties and Peronism were stronger and added a 3% threshold that complicated the left. In the Senate, the third seat per province that would have strengthened the radical party was eliminated. The military agreed with the Peronist unions on benefits and wage increases that conditioned the new government.
12 As the classic work of O’Donnell et al (1988) shows, uncertainty is one of the characteristics of transitions. The possibility of regression is always latent and it was so during Alfonsin’s term in office, even more so considering that the region was still plagued by military governments.
13 In addition to the inherited problems, there was the upsurge of the Cold War with the arrival of Ronald Reagan to the US presidency, the explosion of the debt crisis with the Mexican default of 1982 and a dramatic fall in the international prices of the products exported by Argentina. See Luis Alberto Romero, Breve historia contemporánea de la Argentina, 1916–2010, Buenos Aires: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 2017.
15 It cannot be ignored that more than 40% of the electorate voted for the Peronist candidate who had opposed judging the military. Interestingly, the greatest opposition came from human rights organizations, with technical arguments or, simply, prejudices against Alfonsin for not coming from the left.
16 CONADEP was composed of a plural group of personalities from the fields of culture, law and legislation, as well as members of some human rights organizations. The final report describes the cases of 8,961 missing persons and 380 clandestine detention centers. The CONADEP’s report, called Never Again, is, to this day, an icon of democratic reconstruction.
of discontent and permanent conspiracy between the military and its civilian supporters.

The Armed Forces were divided between the top (the high ranks) and the non-commissioned officers with troop command. The latter were the most conflictive and produced three rebellions (between 1987 and 1988) that Alfonsín managed to contain with great difficulty. The military leadership, although confronted with the rebel group, did not support the transitional government either, which was required to resolve the issue of the trials definitively and therefore did not repress the uprisings.

The so-called Final Point and Due Obedience laws, which limited the universe of military personnel who could be tried, were the result of this conflict between the military and a government that already had scant political capital at that time. At the same time, the unions were constantly confronting the government, taking advantage of its multiple open fronts and producing a wear and tear that Peronism would later take advantage of in electoral terms. In 1989, the violent reappearance of a leftist guerrilla group further complicated the government's situation, especially on the military front.17

In addition to the military issue, Alfonsín tried to implement policies of modernization and democratization in various areas of society and the State. He was more successful in education, culture, the renewal of the Supreme Court and in some social laws, such as divorce and shared parental responsibility. At the same time, he failed to reform the trade unions and, above all, to manage the economy, which, at the end of its mandate, was in the midst of a hyperinflationary meltdown. This was key to the ruling party's defeat and the Peronist victory in the 1989 presidential elections.

Peronism defined his leadership in the leader from La Rioja, Carlos Menem. Since then, and until its decline, Menemism acted without any other type of interest than its own political benefit and the construction of a leadership that later O'Donnell18 would include within the so-called delegative democracies. This forced Alfonsín to move forward with the handing over of his command due to the extortion he suffered from the president-elect and in the midst of a crisis that seemed to have no end in sight.


The end of the transition may be in the late 1990s, with the fourth military uprising.19 That time, the Peronist Carlos Menem managed to repress with the strength that the previous government did not have from a series of strategies to defuse the military resistance. Menem had skillfully negotiated with the rebel groups to wear down Alfonsín, but then in power he agreed with the leadership, granting the pardons they demanded for the military chiefs convicted during the previous government. Satisfied with the presidential measure, the Armed Forces bloodily repressed the rebels in what would be, until today, the last military uprising.

In the context of the end of communism, Menem opened a new economic agenda, where the issues linked to the last dictatorship began to lose some of their validity. Through constant budget constraint, the firepower of the military was significantly reduced and, with the end of compulsory military service for 18-year-olds, the Armed Forces were deprived of a large number of troops and, at the same time, of access to a large section of the population.

In 1998 the Armed Forces carried out an important self-criticism for what happened during the dictatorship, which closed the circle of official policy on the recent past. Before the end of Menem's first term, democracy, in electoral terms, was consolidated and the military was no longer a threat. At the same time, new challenges, not minor ones, opened up, even for the stability of the system itself.

CURRENT STATUS

Argentina's current political problems are far from those it faced during the transition. However, the way in which that process was approached somehow influenced and shaped the course of politics to this day.

While there is no longer any danger of authoritarian regression or interruption of elections, political instability is a constant that Argentine governments have yet to face. This is especially true for those rulers who do not belong to Peronism, which continues to dominate the Senate, provincial politics and the trade union world, using the latter as a battering ram to regain power when it is defeated electorally.

Political parties rarely acted in a coordinated manner, even in times of great crisis. It was not until 1994 that the first major formal agreement between the parties for constitutional reform was reached. That was possibly the kind of pact they should have made 10 years earlier, in the face of the fall of the military government.

However, this late pact did not survive much more than the reformist process that, on the other hand, was opened up by Menem's need to achieve a re-election until now forbidden. In fact, the radical president who succeeded Menem in 1999 (Fernando De la Rua) suffered a strong boycott from Peronism, which – in addition to its own mistakes – ended in 2001 with his early resignation and the return of Peronism to the presidency, less than two years after losing the elections.

Menem's years had two important institutional impacts that reversed some of the policies of the Alfonsín period and that are still being observed today. Firstly, a drastic deterioration in the course of justice.20 This was symbolized by a reform of the Supreme Court that was placed under the political orbit of Peronism. The same thing happened with the main judicial positions in the country (the federal justice).21

Secondly, the prevalence of corruption and drug trafficking should be noted as a subject that would become nodal in the country's institutional life (which would extend even further into the Kirchner years). There was also a growing informalization of social and political life – in the context of increasing poverty.

19 On the basis of what was pointed out by O’Donnell (1988) in 1983, the first stage of the transition was completed, but at the same time another stage was initiated that had to go on until democratic consolidation, that is, until the moment when the new regime no longer ran the risk of regression. In 1990, Argentina reached that point.
20 At the same time, the horizontal accountability bodies were distorted (O’Donnell, 2004) while the elements provided for in the new Constitution to contain the marked presidentialism of the Argentine political system were blocked.
21 The Peronist takeover of federal justice in the provinces began during the transition when radicalism gave up these spaces in exchange for coexistence in the national congress. These positions are approved by the Senate, which had a Peronist majority from 1983 until today.
and unemployment – which had repercussions for the emergence of new actors (social movements) and the growing discredit of traditional political parties.

After the frustrated mandate of President De la Rúa (1999–2001), Peronism completed the remaining period with Eduardo Duhalde (2002–2003) in the context of an unprecedented deterioration of the economic and social situation. So came the turn of a leftist variant of Peronism, led by Néstor Kirchner (2003–2007) and his wife Cristina Fernández (2007–2011 and 2011–2015) who, with populist rhetoric and in the context of a society that was unbelieving and desperate, but also in the midst of an accelerated economic recovery due to the reconfiguration of international prices of raw materials, remained in power for 12 years.

During that time, many of the debates that had characterized the transition returned to the political agenda, especially after the review of the human rights issue. The strongly vindicating rhetoric of the Peronist government’s policy of the 1970s was supported in part by the renewed participation of numerous political actors in the 1970s and the transition. But at the same time, it was also a discursive strategy to legitimate its intention to hegemonically control the state apparatus that supported politically and economically the reappearance of this discursive axis.

This was also possible because the consequences of the dictatorial process had been resolved more by military pressure and the political groups that supported them than by a free and consensual social debate. In this context, the National Congress annulled Final Point and Due Obedience laws of the radical stage and this allowed the Kirchnerist government to promote the trials that had been truncated at the end of the 1980s, although the pardons issued by the also Peronist Carlos Menem were never annulled.

However, these issues were restricting their impact on very informed and involved sectors of public opinion. Among the population, interest in economic and social issues continued to prevail. In addition, the partisanship of the Peronist government produced a noticeable break in the social consensus on human rights issues, going back to the few agreements reached during the transition.

This was seen, above all, in the manipulation of previously prestigious characters and institutions such as the Mothers and Grandmothers of Plaza de Mayo. The participation of important members of these groups in well-known corruption scandals or receiving government benefits generated a strong deterioration in public consideration, within the context of a growing social weariness with the primacy of these issues.

The accession of Mauricio Macri to the presidency in 2015 could mark the definitive end of the problems linked to the transition and the opening of new and more current political and social debates. At the same time, it can be observed that the State abandoned its pretensions to build and disseminate unique and consolidated marks. This was because a large part of the generations that lived through those events are still actors in the public life of the country. However, this is already changing and will deepen as they produce the generational replacements that link these elites to that past.

A symptom of this situation was observed after the death of former president Alfonsín. While he was alive, he never recovered the large shares of social consensus of the 1980s, his figure had a strong vindication beyond his party’s borders. Like any transitional government, it was subjected to a high degree of wear and tear due to the demands and challenges of the moment, especially in a very complicated global situation. The passing of the years allowed for a calmer and more objective look at this situation and the expertise required to carry it forward.

In terms of the lessons learnt, firstly, there is a sustained rejection of everything related to the military in public life. This is manifested in the impossibility of reiterating, even superficially, the strategies that this institution had proposed since 1930, with a constant pretension to get involved in the political decisions of the State. A certain anti-militarism (especially of the elites) led to the point that Argentina was the country in the region with the lowest military budget and zero rearmament.

Secondly, it should be mentioned that the validity of the democratic system has not been questioned again, neither among the population nor, above all, among the political elites. The 2001 crisis that put an end to the De la Rúa government – whose triumph had created great expectations – could have led to the emergence of anti-political, outsider or Venezuelan-style military movements. However, it was resolved through institutional channels with the predominant participation of Congress and political parties.

This had not always been the case, in fact one of the central causes of the constant constitutional interruptions in Argentina was the lack of confidence in democratic rules to regulate social and political life and the absence of specific political clout of Congress.

The Latinobarómetro survey shows the Argentinean case to be always closer to those who value democracy than to those who disbelieve in it. On the democratic development scale (average per country between 2006–2017), Argentina ranks third after Uruguay and Costa Rica. However, this is significantly reversed by consulting on trust in public institutions (Congress and the judiciary) and leading political parties.

Thirdly, Argentina is a country where various aspects that characterize a modern democracy are very present, such as a high level of organization in civil society, an abundant press and a more than acceptable level of freedom of expression in both traditional and digital media in the context of a dense cultural and intellectual life.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

Argentina remains a country that finds it difficult to process political conflicts and definitions of state policies in a consensual manner. However, the events during the years of dictatorship and transition left some very strong and consolidated marks. This was because a large part of the generations that lived through those events are still actors in the public life of the country. However, this is already changing and will deepen as they produce the generational replacements that link these elites to that past.

A symptom of this situation was observed after the death of former president Alfonsín. While he was alive, he never recovered the large shares of social consensus of the 1980s, his figure had a strong vindication beyond his party’s borders. Like any transitional government, it was subjected to a high degree of wear and tear due to the demands and challenges of the moment, especially in a very complicated global situation. The passing of the years allowed for a calmer and more objective look at this situation and the expertise required to carry it forward.

In terms of the lessons learnt, firstly, there is a sustained rejection of everything related to the military in public life. This is manifested in the impossibility of reiterating, even superficially, the strategies that this institution had proposed since 1930, with a constant pretension to get involved in the political decisions of the State. A certain anti-militarism (especially of the elites) led to the point that Argentina was the country in the region with the lowest military budget and zero rearmament.

Secondly, it should be mentioned that the validity of the democratic system has not been questioned again, neither among the population nor, above all, among the political elites. The 2001 crisis that put an end to the De la Rúa government – whose triumph had created great expectations – could have led to the emergence of anti-political, outsider or Venezuelan-style military movements. However, it was resolved through institutional channels with the predominant participation of Congress and political parties.

This had not always been the case, in fact one of the central causes of the constant constitutional interruptions in Argentina was the lack of confidence in democratic rules to regulate social and political life and the absence of specific political clout of Congress.

The Latinobarómetro survey shows the Argentinean case to be always closer to those who value democracy than to those who disbelieve in it. On the democratic development scale (average per country between 2006–2017), Argentina ranks third after Uruguay and Costa Rica. However, this is significantly reversed by consulting on trust in public institutions (Congress and the judiciary) and leading political parties.

Thirdly, Argentina is a country where various aspects that characterize a modern democracy are very present, such as a high level of organization in civil society, an abundant press and a more than acceptable level of freedom of expression in both traditional and digital media in the context of a dense cultural and intellectual life.

**LESIONS LEARNT**

Argentine society does not learn easily. However, the events during the years of dictatorship and transition left some very strong and consolidated marks. This was because a large part of the generations that lived through those events are still actors in the public life of the country. However, this is already changing and will deepen as they produce the generational replacements that link these elites to that past.

A symptom of this situation was observed after the death of former president Alfonsín. While he was alive, he never recovered the large shares of social consensus of the 1980s, his figure had a strong vindication beyond his party’s borders. Like any transitional government, it was subjected to a high degree of wear and tear due to the demands and challenges of the moment, especially in a very complicated global situation. The passing of the years allowed for a calmer and more objective look at this situation and the expertise required to carry it forward.

In terms of the lessons learnt, firstly, there is a sustained rejection of everything related to the military in public life. This is manifested in the impossibility of reiterating, even superficially, the strategies that this institution had proposed since 1930, with a constant pretension to get involved in the political decisions of the State. A certain anti-militarism (especially of the elites) led to the point that Argentina was the country in the region with the lowest military budget and zero rearmament.

Secondly, it should be mentioned that the validity of the democratic system has not been questioned again, neither among the population nor, above all, among the political elites. The 2001 crisis that put an end to the De la Rúa government – whose triumph had created great expectations – could have led to the emergence of anti-political, outsider or Venezuelan-style military movements. However, it was resolved through institutional channels with the predominant participation of Congress and political parties.

This had not always been the case, in fact one of the central causes of the constant constitutional interruptions in Argentina was the lack of confidence in democratic rules to regulate social and political life and the absence of specific political clout of Congress.

The Latinobarómetro survey shows the Argentinean case to be always closer to those who value democracy than to those who disbelieve in it. On the democratic development scale (average per country between 2006–2017), Argentina ranks third after Uruguay and Costa Rica. However, this is significantly reversed by consulting on trust in public institutions (Congress and the judiciary) and leading political parties.

Thirdly, Argentina is a country where various aspects that characterize a modern democracy are very present, such as a high level of organization in civil society, an abundant press and a more than acceptable level of freedom of expression in both traditional and digital media in the context of a dense cultural and intellectual life.

---

23 Although this is a volatile issue, the Latinobarómetro survey showed that by 2017 only 50% of the population had a good image of the Armed Forces. Retrieved from www.latinobarometro.org. Report 2017.
24 The question asked is “On a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is ‘undemocratic’ and 10 is ‘completely democratic’”. Where is your country located? Latinobarómetro Report 2017. Retrieved from www.latinobarometro.org
and institutional manner. The Kirchnerist years were remembered for these issues, to which must be added the emergence of a process of social polarization which in the 1980s and 1990s appeared to be attenuated.

A first recommendation is that those issues related to the transition and the immediately preceding stages should be dealt with again with equitable, professional criteria and with the exact importance they have, within the context of a history that is already quite violent and polarized.

Secondly, and within the context of formal education, it is essential that the teaching and dissemination of these facts be done in the search for greater civic learning and a growing democratic commitment. That is why it is necessary not to continue to promote and point out culprits and to reiterate sterile discussions which, moreover, are anachronistic today.

Thirdly, the nationalist/territorialist approach to the Malvinas-Falklands issue should be reviewed, especially in the public sphere, as it remains an element that can potentially be used for possible authoritarian appeals.

Fourthly and finally, the pending issue remains the social question, especially in view of the high levels of poverty, insecurity (also linked to drug trafficking) and precarious employment conditions which, if not resolved, could become a danger to political stability and democratic life.
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In Argentina, there were six (6) coup d’État between 1930 and 1976. However, the use of violence to resolve political conflicts in the country can be traced back to the years after the War of Independence (1810–1824). Indeed, the constitutive process of a “violent normality”1 has its roots in a way of doing politics legitimized by the social and political actors, military and civil, during the process of building the National State.

The use of violence to modify a correlation of political forces continued beyond the approval of the National Constitution in 1853. In the following years, Bartolomé Mitre carried out “the first coup d’état” against the government of President Santiago Derqui (1860–1861) in 1861, the same politician took up arms in 1874 when he considered that he had lost the presidential elections fraudulently. The governor of the Buenos Aires Province, Carlos Tejedor, rebelled against the national government in 1880 for the same reasons. This situation also continued during the radical “failed coups” of 1890, 1893 and 1905 that demanded compulsory, universal and secret voting in order to put an end to electoral fraud. All the political “families” in Argentina used violence as a method of doing politics.

In this context, the formation of the Argentine Armed Forces was not without contradictions and setbacks in line with the process of building the National State.2 The first steps towards the professionalism of the Armed Forces were taken by President Domingo Faustino Sarmiento (1868–1874), motivated by the Paraguayan War (1865–1870) and the experience gained by him during his diplomatic activity in Europe and the United States (USA). In this sense, the creation of the National Military College (1869) and the Military Naval School (1872) are noteworthy. Finally, when the rebellion led by the governor of the Buenos Aires Province, Carlos Tejedor, was defeated in 1880, Law No. 1.072 was passed, prohibiting the provinces from forming military bodies under any name, guaranteeing the legitimate monopoly of violence to the National State.

Towards the end of the second decade of the 20th century, on the one hand, these professional Armed Forces considered themselves to have the legitimate right to intervene in the political contest and, on the other, political actors continued to validate the use of violence, resorting to the military to change the political results that were adverse to them.3 This self-assigned, society-validated “function” gradually mutated to its peak with the professionalization of the Armed Forces4 and the use of violence to repress the “internal ideological enemy”5; mainly Peronist and leftist militants, but also any opponent of the political project of the Armed Forces.6 Argentina ascribed to the National Security Doctrine that was “founded on a hypothesis of permanent internal war on different fronts” in which the Armed Forces should not only defend territorial integrity but, fundamentally, “the ideological frontiers that separated, within each community, the supporters of the Western and Christian bloc from the adherents to the communist world.”7 This doctrine was in force until well into the 1980s in Latin America.8

In this context, the future dictator Juan Carlos Onganía (1966–1970) implemented the last relevant military reform in the Army between 1963 and 1966.9 The deployment, the organizational structure and the doctrine were designed for the Armed Forces to remain in power sine die; the Armed Forces were constituted as a “military party,”10 seeking to produce fundamental transformations in the social, political and economic life of Argentina.

In this context, the design of the Armed Forces was based on the hypotheses of conflict with Brazil and Chile and on the tradition of using the military in tasks of “internal security.” For example, during the imposition of the political and economic model of Buenos Aires on the rest of the provinces (1820–1862); the struggle against the native peoples (1878–1919); in the repression of social protests such as the Tragic Week (1919) and the Rebel Patagonia (1920–1921); and the protests of radicals, anarchists, socialists and trade unionists between 1890–1955.

The practices listed in the preceding paragraph were fuelled by the incorporation of the French and American counterinsurgency doctrines in the context of Argentina’s accession to the Western bloc during the Cold War (1947–1991).11 In fact, in that country this doctrine was first reflected in the “Plan Conintes” (1959), which consisted of using the Armed Forces6 and the security forces to repress the “internal ideological enemy”6; mainly Peronist and leftist militants, but also any opponent of the political project of the Armed Forces.7 Argentina ascribed to the National Security Doctrine that was “founded on a hypothesis of permanent internal war on different fronts” in which the Armed Forces should not only defend territorial integrity but, fundamentally, “the ideological frontiers that separated, within each community, the supporters of the Western and Christian bloc from the adherents to the communist world.”7

This doctrine was in force until well into the 1980s in Latin America.8

2 For more details, see Oscar Oszlak, La formación del Estado argentino, Buenos Aires: Planeta, 1997.
7 Mario Rapoport, Claudio Spiguel, op. cit., 2005, 52.
9 Sergio Eissa, op. cit., 2015.
10 Subsequently, partial adjustments were made due to budget reductions, such as the dissolution of the Army Corps. See Guillermo Laferrriere & Germán Soprano, El Ejército y la política de defensa en la Argentina del Siglo XXI, Buenos Aires: Protobiblioteca Ediciones, 2015, 39.
Forces to face inter-state conflicts (Chile and Brazil) and internal political groups, of an insurgent nature or simply opposed to government policies.¹¹

**SITUATION DURING THE COUP AND FALL OF THE DICTATORSHIP**

Unlike the previous coups, the Armed Forces decided to avoid the personalities of the past. To this end, as of March 24, 1976, they established that the supreme organ of the state should be a Military Junta (JM) composed of the heads of each force and that it should be responsible for appointing the president.¹² They also decided to divide the positions in the state structure into thirds (33 % for each). This rule produced parallel policies and distortions in state action, while “the military officials appointed in the different areas of the state placed their first loyalties, according to the most elementary military logic, in their respective forces and not in the military authorities [who were their immediate superiors] or of those in charge of the government”.¹³ Although this agreement was followed in the formation of the Legislative Council (CAL) and in the Ministries, the Army always held the presidency and retained the main ministries; as well as “the so-called institutional presidency, comprised of the Presidential Secretariats, whose main activity is the management of the political coordination of the presidency”, among them the General Secretariat and the Secretariat of State Intelligence (SIDE).

This force also dominated the distribution of provincial governorships: twelve (12) for the Army, five (5) for the Navy and two (2) for the Argentine Air Force.¹⁴ As for the structure through which the illegal repression was exercised, the Argentine Army had control over the entire territory through the Army Corps¹⁵ divided into zones, subzones and areas:¹⁶

a/ Army Corps I

- Zone 1: Autonomous City of Buenos Aires (Federal Capital) and the municipalities of the southeast, center and northwest of the province of Buenos Aires. Until the end of 1979 it also covered the entire province of La Pampa.

In the Federal Capital Subzone, Area IIIA was in charge of the Argentine Navy and where the Naval School of Mechanical Engineering (ESMA) operated as a Clandestine Detention Center (CCD) or Meeting Place for Detainees (LRD).

Subzone 16, which included the municipalities of Merlo, Morón and Moreno, was placed under the Directorate of the Argentine Air Force.

b/ Army Corps II

- Zone 2: provinces of Santa Fe, Entre Ríos, Corrientes, Misiones, Chaco and Formosa.

c/ Army Corps III

- Zone 3: provinces of Córdoba, San Luis, Mendoza, San Juan, Catamarca, Santiago del Estero, Tucumán, Salta and Jujuy.

d/ Commander of the Military Institutes (Campo de Mayo)

- Zone 4: covered the northern municipalities of the Buenos Aires Province.

e/ V Army Corps

- Zone 5: south and southwest of the province of Buenos Aires, and the provinces of Neuquén, Río Negro, Chubut, Santa Cruz and the National Territory of Tierra del Fuego.

This organization was intended to conduct defensive and offensive military operations. The former concerned population control and the prevention of “subversive” activities. These were carried out by the areas, which also provided support to the Task Forces (TF); who were responsible for carrying out the offensive actions, i.e. kidnapping the victims. These TF depended on the services of the intelligence headquarters in each area and were composed of officers and non-commissioned officers from the relevant areas. Once the person was abducted, he or she was transferred to a CCD until it was decided whether he or she would be killed, passed to the National Executive or the Judiciary (laundered) or released.

Sixty-one (61) CCDs depended on zone commanders;⁷ albeit some unofficial sources claim that there were 610 CCDs (LRDs and Transitional Sites (LTs)) in 1976, stabilizing at around 364 in 1977.¹⁸ Likewise, Directive No. 1/75 of the National Defense Council “Fight against Subversion”, issued pursuant to Decrees Nos. 261, 2770, 2771 and 2772 of 1975 [presidency of María Estela Martínez de Perón (1974–1976)], established that the Army should have operational control of the provincial prison police and services; the Federal Police; and the National Penitentiary Service.

In addition, it had functional control over SIDE. The Navy was in charge of the operational control of the police of the National Territory of Tierra del Fuego. While the Argentine Air Force would have control of the provincial police and prison services, it would have to agree with the Argentine Army.¹⁹ Little information is available on the members of the Task Forces that participated in state terrorism, which immediately resulted in the disappearance of 30,000 Argentines and the theft of half a thousand babies. For this reason, in order to have an estimated size of the repressive apparatus, we will mention, firstly, that spending on the Armed Forces increased by 450 % (see Graph 1); taking 1951 as a base year.

Secondly, the Task Forces were composed of staff (officers and non-commissioned officers only) of the Armed Forces (Army, Navy and Air Force), the Security Forces (Gendarmerie

---


¹⁴ Paula Canelo, op. cit., 2016, 57.

¹⁵ Ibid., 58–59.


and Prefecture, which were part of the Army and Navy, respectively, until 1984), the Federal Police, the 23 provincial police and the Secretariat of State Intelligence (SIDE).

The approximate number of troops was: See Table No. 1

Currently, provincial police represent 62% of the federal police system. If that proportion had been the same in 1977, the provincial police forces would have totalled approximately 25,000.

It should be noted that “during 1975 the subservient guerillas were defeated in all the major large-scale actions undertaken, and although their actions had not been annihilated, the military and security operations initiated had begun to achieve the objectives set.”

With regard to legal regulations (see table 2), it should be emphasized that the democratic government of María Estela Martínez de Perón (1974–1976) had given the Armed Forces and the Security Forces the necessary legislation and normative instruments to deal with the subversive problem, but there was no reason to justify the illegal and clandestine actions carried out by the military government, and in this sense it should be stressed that “the coup d'état of March 24, 1976 did not mean a substantial change in the legal provisions in force at that date regarding the fight against subversion. (…) the prevailing system only authorized the suspect to be detained, to be housed occasionally and temporarily in a prison or military unit, and to be immediately released or brought before the civil or military courts or the executive branch (…) However, it is clear from the analysis carried out (…) that what happened was radically different.

Although the operational structure continued to function in the same way, the personnel subordinated to the accused detained a large number of people, illegally housed them in military units or in places under the control of the Armed Forces, interrogated them under the torture method, held them in captivity under inhuman conditions of life and accommodation and, finally, either legalized them by placing them at the disposal of the courts or the National Executive Power, released them or physically eliminated them.”

In conclusion, despite the fact that “the legislative policy applied to the subversive phenomenon by the constitutional government did not undergo substantial changes after its overthrow, [instead of] making full use of such legal powers, the military government preferred to implement a clandestine mode of repression.” The coup d'état did not aim to annihilate and/or eliminate subversion, but rather to bring about a political and economic change in Argentine society that required the elimination of all forms of opposition to the authoritarian regime.

The defeat in the Malvinas/Falkland war (1982) will highlight the lack of professionalization of the Argentine Armed Forces to face a traditional conflict – the first since the Paraguayan War (1865–1870) – in which, beyond the heroism demonstrated by the officers, non-commissioned officers and soldiers of the three Forces, the lack of preparation, the lack of means, the individual actions of each Force in the face of the need for joint action and the political factionalism in which the military instrument had been submerged was exposed.

The Armed Forces were an autonomous actor of political power for much of the 20th century and, despite defeat in the Malvinas/Falkland war and the “transition due to collapse”, the military – together with their civil allies – retained an important veto power during the government of Raúl Alfonsín (1983–1989) and bureaucratic autonomy to try to define their mission and roles from the 1990s onwards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Troops</th>
<th>Army</th>
<th>Navy</th>
<th>Air Force</th>
<th>Gendarmerie</th>
<th>Naval Prefecture</th>
<th>Federal Police</th>
<th>SIDE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Troops</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>32,900</td>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>9,000</td>
<td>22,000</td>
<td>2,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>250,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence 25</td>
<td>4,867</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Actions to Strengthen Democracy during the Consolidation Process

In order to transform the security and military apparatus inherited from the dictatorship, the democratic government faced, with varying success, four courses of action during the democratic consolidation:

20 It is not clear from the sources whether such personnel are also included in the totals for each force.
23 Ibid., 610–611.
24 Ibid., 610.
25 The Secret Order of December 17, 1976 eliminated the order to “neutralize and/or annihilate subversive actions” (as instructed by the so-called annihilation decrees of 1975, including No. 261/1975). The Armed Forces themselves, therefore, believed that “subversion” no longer existed militarily. However, the Secret Order states that from then on “subversive criminals must be annihilated”. In fact, the 1976 directive states: “Operations against subversive elements (R-C-9-1) (…) 4003): Apply fighting power with maximum violence to annihilate subversive criminals wherever they are. Military action is always violent and bloody (…) The subversive criminal who wields arms must be annihilated, since when the Armed Forces enter into operations they must not interrupt the combat or accept surrender (…) 4008: the attack will be executed: a) By locating and annihilating subversive activists.”
26 Mario Rapoport, Claudio Spiguel, op. cit., 2005, 52.
27 Sergio Eissa, op. cit., 2015.
TABLE NO. 2: LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR REPRESSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type and number of standard</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decree-Law No. 16.896/1966</td>
<td>It authorizes searches and detentions of persons for up to ten days before they are brought to justice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law No. 20.642 (1974)</td>
<td>Increases penalties under the Penal Code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decree No. 261/1975</td>
<td>It orders the Argentine Army to execute operations to neutralize and/or annihilate the subversion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directive of Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces No. 333 and 334</td>
<td>Operations against subversion in Tucumán.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decree No. 2770, 2771 y 2772 de 1975</td>
<td>They created, respectively, the Defense Council (CD): signed agreements with the provinces to place the police and provincial prison services under the operational control of the CD; and ordered the annihilation of the actions of the subversive elements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directive No. 404/75 “Fight against subversion” (Commander-in-Chief of the Argentine Army)</td>
<td>It established the priority fight zones, divided the strategic maneuver into phases and maintained the pre-existing territorial organization – composed of defense zones, sub-zones, areas and sub-areas – in accordance with the 1972 Capabilities Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-subversive Directive No. 1/75 Secret of the Argentine Navy that approved “Capabilities Plan –PLACINTARA 75-.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statute for the National Reorganization Process.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial Order No. 405/76</td>
<td>Restructuring of jurisdictions to intensify operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directive of the Commander in Chief of the Army No. 504/77.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own creation from public documents.  

1. THE ROLE OF FOREIGN POLICY

While Raúl Alfonsín’s foreign policy (1983–1989) clearly had “the protection and consolidation of democracy” as its ordering axis; that of Carlos Menem (1989–1999) cannot be explained solely from the change in economic policy, but also on the basis of the government’s diagnosis of the post-Cold War international scene, which had its roots in the theoretical development of Carlos Escudé, known as Peripheral Realism. However, both governments bet, one in political terms and the other in economic terms, on regional integration.

In effect, the deactivation of the conflict hypothesis with Chile and Brazil contributed to the military subordination, while the Armed Forces could not justify their budget in terms of either the same or the internal ideological enemy. To this end, Raúl Alfonsín (UCR) began the process of regional integration through the signing of the Program for Economic Integration and Cooperation (PICE) with Brazil, to which Uruguay later joined, as well as the referendum and the subsequent approval of the Treaty of Peace and Friendship with the Republic of Chile in 1984.

Moreover, the position taken in the face of the Central American crisis sought not only to place Argentina as a protagonist on the regional stage, defending the principle of non-intervention and legal equality of states, but also to “prevent the conflict from evolving in a way that would put the [new] democratic governments at a disadvantage.”


29 Roberto Russell, Políticas exteriores: hacia una política común, in Mario Rapoport (Comp.), Argentina y Brasil en el MERCOSUR. Políticas comunes y alianzas regionales, Buenos Aires: Grupo Editor Latinoamericano, 1995, 35.


31 The distention with Brazil began with the signing of the Multilateral Agreement on Corpus-Itaipu in 1979.

The Justicialist president Carlos Menem (PJ) deepened this strategy of regional integration. MERCOSUR, comprising Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay, was launched on 26 March 1991 and continued the work of PICE. Finally, and almost simultaneously, Brazil and Argentina formally ended their respective conflict scenarios in 1996. As for Chile, after a long process that began in 1992, on December 29, 1998, the Argentine Congress approved the treaty that put an end to the demarcation of some twenty points that had not yet been demarcated on the border with that country. Among them, the most important were Laguna del Desierto, resolved through Latin American arbitration, and Hielos Continentales.

2. THE ROLE OF ECONOMIC POLICY

Raúl Alfonsín reduced the defense budget to its historical level of 2% of the GDP, not only because of economic austerity, but also to contribute to the subordination of the Armed Forces to civil power (see Graph 3). Carlos Menem, for his part, disinterested himself in national defense after consolidating civilian control of the Armed Forces in 1990. As a result, the budget sank to 0.9% of GDP until the first decade of the 21st century.

3. TRIAL OF THOSE RESPONSIBLE FOR STATE TERRORISM

From 1983 to the present day, the Argentine government, with advances and setbacks, faced the trial of those responsible for the state terrorism that caused the disappearance of thirty thousand (30,000) people and of half a thousand newborns.

The first phase of this trial was addressed by the radical government (UCR) between 1983 and 1989. While Raúl Alfonsín “philosopher” thought that

Coups d’etat have always been civil-military. The undoubtedly military responsibility for its operational aspect must not make us forget the heavy civil responsibility of its ideological programming and feeding. The coup has always reflected a loss of the legal sense of society and not just a loss of the legal sense of the military. Therefore, it would be absurd, to expect that overcoming the coup would come from military self-criticism or from civil society action on the military. Overcoming the coup can only come from a global reflection of Argentine society on itself.

Raúl Alfonsín, a statesman and politician, considered that the military had carried out a “strategic withdrawal”, leaving the country in a deep economic crisis; in an international scenario where the Cold War (1947–1991) in which the arrival of Ronald Reagan (1981–1989) had faced what would be the final offensive against the Soviet Union; where he had also begun the involvement of his armed forces in the so-called War on Drugs in Latin America (first with Richard Nixon in 1971 and Ronald Reagan in 1986); and in a country where the last military dictatorship (1976–1983) “enjoyed the tacit consent of a significant part of Argentine society.” For this reason, years later, he argued

it was absolutely unthinkable to prosecute thousands of members of the armed and security forces (most of them active) who participated in one way or another in the illegal repression [...]. Our aim could not be to try and convict all those who had violated human rights in one way or another, because this was unattainable, but to achieve an exemplary punishment that would prevent the repetition of similar events in the future [...]

Thus, the president, tense between his convictions and that of fulfilling his maximum objective, which was to hand over the government to another democratically elected ruler, promoted the trial of the Military Juntas – the only one in the world if Nuremberg is not taken into account – but he had to retreat because of errors in the implementation of the reforms of the Code of Military Justice and because the military issue was exacerbated by the irresolution of the government.

Already in two different socio-political contexts, President Carlos Menem opted to put an end to the military issue by pardoning those responsible for state terrorism, while Presidents Néstor Kirchner (2003–2007) and Cristina Fernández de Kirchner (2007–2015), with the support of human rights organizations, opted to promote the reopening of the trial.

Indeed, despite the fact that society and human rights organizations thought otherwise, Raúl Alfonsín had argued during the election campaign that he would declare self-amnesty null and void and that

we’re not going to go backwards looking with a sense of revenge either. We will not build the country of the future in this way [...]. Here, there are different responsibilities: there is a responsibility of those who took the decision to act as it was done, there is a different responsibility of those who committed excesses in the repression, and there is a different responsibility of those who did nothing other than, in a framework of extreme confusion, to comply with orders.

33 The expressions Justicialist Party or Peronism shall be used interchangeably in the text.
37 Sergio Eissa, op. cit., 2015.
39 Ibid., 33.
40 Ibid., 45 and 47–48.
4. REFORMS IN THE NATIONAL DEFENSE, SECURITY AND INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM

The process of reform of the national defense system lasted from 1983 to 2006, while in police agencies it can be argued that the reforms only began in 1997 with advances and setbacks, without significant progress having been made to date. On the other hand, although the Intelligence System was reached by two laws, both the former SIDE and the current Federal Intelligence Agency (AFI) continue to be questioned by political and social actors for their lack of transparency and for the lack of control by the Legislative Power.

Although this analytical separation is carried out, the three systems (defense, internal security and intelligence) are considered to constitute a “systemic construct” that contributes to Argentina’s strategic security.

Synthetically, the construction of the “basic consensus” took place in three (3) stages: a) the executive between 1983 and 1985, b) the legislative between 1987 and 2001 and c) the executive between 2005 and 2010.

During the first stage, reforms were implemented at the doctrinal and organic functional level, aimed at strengthening the subordination of the Armed Forces to the new constitutional government. It had already been agreed with the last de facto president, Reinaldo Bignone, to abolish the three posts of commander-in-chief of the Armed Forces, thus concentrating “the functions that until then had been held by those in the President of the Republic” and it was established that the headquarters of the General Staff of each Force would constitute the highest echelon of the military hierarchy through Decree-Law No. 23,023/83.43

Subsequently, other measures were defined to modernize the National Defense System and strengthen the role of the Ministry of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, it should be noted:

- the strengthening of the role of the Joint Chiefs of Staff of the Armed Forces, insofar as it was conceived by the government as “the greatest link in establishing routines and institutional traditions in accordance with a democratic government”. To this end, the head of the Joint Chiefs of Staff became the highest ranking active officer and provided him with a structure that should be supplemented by the best personnel each force could offer. This was no longer regarded as a career punishment;44
- the transfer of the “share package, public limited companies with majority state participation, state limited companies, public limited companies and mixed companies whose ownership, possession or holding is the responsibility of the armed forces” to the Ministry of Defense (Decree No. 280/83);45
- the delegation to the Ministry of Defense of the power to appoint and reassign senior officers of the three Forces, “as well as decisions on the dismissal and withdrawal of officers from that hierarchy” (Decree No. 436/84).46 One of the first steps taken was to reduce the number of senior officers by almost 50 %;47
- the transfer of the National Gendarmerie and the Argentine Naval Prefecture from the Argentine Army and Navy respectively,48 to the Ministry of Defense;
- strengthening the Ministry in budgeting and
- the reduction of the budget from 4.7 % of GDP to 2.3 %, “which represented approximately the historic level of defense expenditure”.49

Although a Defense Bill was sent to Congress in 1985, which departed from the platform of the ruling party and was drafted by advisers to the Ministry and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the reformist impetus ended with the death of Defense Minister Raúl Borrás in May 1985.50

After the first military uprising and the electoral defeat of radicalism in 1987, it agreed with the Justicialist Party (PJ) on a legislative agenda that included the submission of a National Defense Bill.

The radical and renovating Peronist deputies agreed not to discuss the project coming from the government and sought to “solve the urgent need for a defense law, through a shared effort of conceptual compatibility and proposals of the different aspects of national political thought”.

First, the adoption of a new Defense Law was considered urgent for at least two (2) reasons. On the one hand, it was necessary to promote a strong institutionalization in this area, which would mean closing any door to a new military intervention. On the other hand, it was considered necessary to promote a doctrinal change that would extinguish from the military sector the National Security Doctrine, on the basis of which military intervention in internal security matters and the execution of a brutal repression that led to massive violations of human rights had been justified. Such a bill would then have to agree on a definition of national defense among the different political and social actors. This convergence was achieved in 1988 and is what has been called the “basic consensus”51 (see graph 2).

On the one hand, some Peronist advisers promoted a total rejection of the National Security Doctrine and a return to

42 The concept belongs to Marcelo Sain. Other works by this author include Marcelo Sain, Los rotos y las botas. Estudios sobre la defensa nacional and las relaciones civil-militares en la democracia argentina, Buenos Aires: Prometeo, 2010.
43 Ernesto López, Ni la ceniza ni la gloria. Actores, sistema político y cuestión militar en los años de Alfonsín, Quilmes: Universidad Nacional de Quilmes, 1994, 73.
44 Horacio Jaunarena, op. cit., 2011, 48 and 50.
47 See also Sergio Eissa, op. cit., 2015 and Horacio Jaunarena, op. cit., 2011, 48.
48 The use of this decree was recovered by the Minister of Defense Nilda Garré in December 2005 and repealed by President Mauricio Macri (2015 to present) in 2016.
52 Sergio Eissa, op. cit., 2015.
54 It was an internal line within Peronism in the 1980s that displaced in 1985 the so-called “orthodox” who sought to maintain alignment with former President María Estela Martínez de Perón.
56 A good description of how the agreement was reached is provided by Gustavo Druetta, op. cit., 1989.
the National Defense Doctrine, in force during the first and second of Perón’s governments. Some of these ideas had been worked out in the final stage of the magazine Estrategia, by General Guglielmelli and some of the colonels of the 33 Orientals.\footnote{Peronist-inspired militaries who opposed the 1976 coup d’état and played an important role in building the “basic consensus”. See Clarín, “Los ‘33 orientales’, hombres clave para las leyes de defensa”, in Clarín, December 31, 2007, https://www.clarin.com/ediciones-anteriores/33-orientales-hombres-clave-leyes-defensa_0_HkNeltC0aY.html} Within the Army, this thought was accompanied by the most nationalist sector and professionals “not intoxicated by pro-Yankee liberalism,” being “the workhorse” of the generation of lieutenants Licastro and Fernández Valoni, among others, during the 1970s. This group was accompanied by a sector of classical Peronism and the renovators, and was certain that “military participation in internal affairs was harmful both to the military and to democracy, since it implied a confusion of roles with the police for which the military mentality was not prepared.”\footnote{It is a concept of the “basic consensus” itself, that is, the idea of the Armed Forces as being governed by principles of democratic law to the armed forces. One of the main ideas is that the military are citizens who exercise the profession of arms.} The latter facilitated the agreement with sectors of radicalism, whether they were balbinists (José Manuel Ugarte, Andrés Fontana and Yuyo Gauna) or alfonsinists (Dante Giadone, Jesús Rodríguez, Federico Storani and Eduardo Estévez). The certainty that the military had to be removed from internal affairs because it was harmful to both defense and democracy, and the intention not to return to the past, also implied “the construction of a system of political leadership of internal security.”\footnote{While Argentina became the leading country in the region in terms of the implementation of rules establishing civilian control of the Armed Forces, in terms of intelligence, our country was in arrears, mainly due to the opposition of the SIDE. Since the arrival of the radical Fernando de la Rúa in the government (1999–2001), the radical, Peronist and FREPASO advisers have agreed on a bill with this body. The idea was to replicate, in the first instance, the basic agreement reflected in the National Defense and Internal Security laws to: separate external control of the Armed Forces, in terms of intelligence, our country was in arrears, mainly due to the opposition of the SIDE. Since the arrival of the radical Fernando de la Rúa in the government (1999–2001), the radical, Peronist and FREPASO advisers have agreed on a bill with this body. The idea was to replicate, in the first instance, the basic agreement reflected in the National Defense and Internal Security laws to: separate external

58 Sergio Eissa, op. cit., 2015.
59 Ibid.
60 It is a concept developed in Germany after the Second World War to apply principles of democratic law to the armed forces. One of the main ideas is that the military are citizens who exercise the profession of arms.
61 Sergio Eissa, op. cit., 2015.
62 Ibid.
64 A few months later the deputy of the FREPASO (center-left), Juan Pablo Caffiero, also presented his own project. Gloria Cecilia Manzotti, “Reestructuración de las FFAA: hacia la consolidación de una política de defensa y una cuestión presupuestaria”, paper presented at the IV National Congress of Political Science, Sociedad Argentina de Análisis Político (SAAP), Rosario, 2003, 4, 8, 10.
65 This rule was repealed by Decree No. 1091/2006.
66 Pablo Martínez, La reestructuración de las FFAA. El rol del Congreso. La experiencia argentina, La Paz: Centro de Estudios Hemisféricos de Defensa, 2002, 122.
67 Sergio Eissa, op. cit., 2015.
intelligence from internal intelligence. Despite the resistance of SIDE, the Ministry of Defense and the Armed Forces, Law No. 25.520 on National Intelligence was unanimously approved at the end of 2001.68 In 2014, SIDE was dissolved and the Federal Intelligence Agency (AFI) was created by Law No. 27.126. Immediately after, a purge of the organization was initiated and, months later, Decree No. 1311/2015 was approved, which sought to modify the Argentine intelligence doctrine, professionalize the AFI as the governing body of the National Intelligence System and make it an institution capable of meeting the challenges of the 21st century in terms of the collection and analysis of strategic information for security and defense. This reform was interrupted when President Mauricio Macri (2015 to present) reincorporated the expelled spies and re-established the old model of functioning through the enactment of Decree No. 656/2016. To date, this intelligence agency remains a source of mistrust for society and human rights organizations, both because of its lack of transparency and its ineffectiveness. For example, SIDE was unable to alert the Israeli Embassy and the Argentine Israelite Mutual Association (AMIA) to the terrorist attacks that took place in 1992 and 1994, respectively.69

From 2005 onwards, not only were the regulations approved in previous years,70 made operational, but the institutional framework of the defense system was also completed, not to strengthen the civilian control of the Armed Forces, but rather to make the exercise of civilian defense government more effective.71 To this end, the Defense Law was regulated by Decree No. 727/2006; the Directive on the Organization and Functioning of the Armed Forces was approved by Decree No. 1691/2006, which made operational some of the provisions of Law No. 24.948; Decree No. 1729/2007, which established the “Defense Planning Cycle”; which launched the cycle and concluded with the adoption of the 2009 National Defense Policy Directive (Decree No. 1714/2009); and the Military Capacities Plan (PLANCAMIL 2011). Civilian functions, such as the National Meteorological Service, the Naval Hydrographic Service and air traffic control, were also demilitarized.

POLICE REFORMS

Regarding the police agencies, the authoritarian legacy is not limited to the last dictatorship either, but also to the formation of the Nation State.72 The design of the police in Argentina followed the so-called “French or continental model,” where the police emerged as part of the Armed Forces or militias, which depend hierarchically on the government and are not accountable to their respective communities. The main task of this police force is to “watch” over the enemies of the state. For example, the Argentine Federal Police (PFA) emerged as a necessity of the federal government to subordinate the provincial governments.73 The rest of the current federal security forces (National Gendarmerie, Argentine Naval Prefecture and Airport Security Police) originated in the Armed Forces (Army, Navy and Air Force respectively), and were designed with a centralized and militarized structure; a feature that is still up to date in the National Gendarmerie. On the other hand, it can be argued that the provincial police were designed to monitor the population and the political opposition. The militarization and control tasks of the population and the political opposition were accentuated during the first half of the 20th century, especially during the first two governments of Juan Domingo Perón (1946–1955).74 Consequently, the legacy of the dictatorship was not to be reversed, but to become a long authoritarian tradition.

During the democratic consolidation between 1983 and 1990, the leadership of the provincial police was returned to the democratically elected governors. However, the provincial governments had no incentive to make themselves devote political resources to the development of security as a public policy domain, especially since the attention of public opinion was clearly focused on the strengthening of civilian control over the military (…) For this reason, during the first democratic administrations, the provincial police forces maintained the organizational principles that had characterized them structurally since their emergence: corporatism and collusion with the political power in turn.75

This is what Marcelo Sain has called “police self-government”76 for the federal security forces; a concept that we consider applicable to provincial police forces.

Police reforms entered the public and governmental agenda based on two facts: the resolution of the military issue and the significant increase in the crime rate since 1991 in the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires and in the municipalities surrounding the city that make up the Buenos Aires Metropolitan Area. The trigger was the murder of the photographer and journalist José Luis Cabezas in 1997, who kicked off a series of reforms aimed mainly at the police of the Buenos Aires Province.77 This police agency was reformed between 1997 and 1999 and between 2004 and 2007, but these reforms were reversed or paralyzed between 1999 and 2004 and from 2007 to the present date. The police in the province of Mendoza were reformed in 1998, the police in the province of Córdoba from 1995 onwards, while the police in the provinces of Santa Fe and Río Negro carried out partial

69 See Gerardo Young, Side. La Argentina secreta, Buenos Aires: Planeta, 2006; Gerardo Young, Código Síliso, Buenos Aires: Planeta, 2015; and Marcelo Sain, La Casa que no cea. Infortunios y desafíos en el proceso de reforma de la ex SIDE, Buenos Aires: Editorial Octubre, 2016.
70 The National Defense Law passed in 1988 was only regulated in 2006. In Argentine law, such an administrative act means making a law operational. Except for Law No. 24.948 on the restructuring of the Armed Forces, which remains unregulated to date (2018).
71 Germán Montenegro, op. cit., 2007. The concept of civilian leadership or civilian government of defense belongs to Marcelo Sain and implies the effective exercise of the political and strategic leadership of the Armed Forces. It is not limited to control and involves the implementation of third generation reforms. See Marcelo Sain, op. cit., 2010 y Sergio Eissa, op. cit., 2015.
72 Facundo Salles Kobilianski, op. cit., no data, 8.
74 Laura Kalmanowiecki, op. cit., 2008, 224.
75 Facundo Salles Kobilianski, op. cit., no data, 2.
77 This is the largest provincial police force in the country. While in 2004 it had 45,000 personnel, in 2015 it totalled 90,000. In 2014, the police force rate in Argentina was 749.9 per 100,000 inhabitants.
reforms. The reforms had a common matrix: incorporating precepts related to the Community Policing Model. In opposition, the counter-reforms redirected the police towards a militarized, hierarchical model with the emphasis on saturation and repression, rather than on criminal intelligence and prevention.

Regarding the Federal Security Forces, both the National Gendarmerie and the Naval Prefecture have not undergone any reform processes and, in fact, their organic laws date back to the 1950s. As for the Airport Security Police, it was created as a fully civilian agency in 2006 by Law No. 26.102, based on the structure of the National Aeronautical Police, which depended on the Argentine Air Force. Finally, the responsibilities, structures and personnel of the Argentine Federal Police (PFA) in the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires were transferred to that jurisdiction in 2016; the City Police Force was set up on 1 January 2017. The remainder of the PFA would be transformed into an investigative police force in the manner of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI); but no progress has been made by 2018.79

CITIZENS’ CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE TRANSFORMATION

Citizens contributed through specialized Foundations and NGOs that made their voices heard in Congress, which played a key role between 1987 and 2001. In a second phase, specialists from these civil society institutions, who had also set up research groups at universities, joined the Ministry of Defense between 2005 and 2010.

In the field of civil society, the debate about the mission of the Armed Forces and the need for military reform that would distance them from the National Security Doctrine was, as we said, rather limited. Some books were published in 1985 that sought to leave aside the National Security Doctrine and achieve the full insertion of the Armed Forces in a democratic society. Likewise, the Arturo Illia Foundation for Democracy and Peace initiated a series of publications in the mid-1980s, in which different issues related to defense policy and the armed forces were discussed.

On November 15, 1984, a group of ex-military personnel created the (Military Center for Argentine Democracy (CEMIDA) and in April 1987, they argued that “international conflicts – potential or real – that affect the Argentine Nation, constitute the exclusive and exclusionary subject of national defense. Other types of conflicts are alien to its essence, and their prevention and overcoming are matters that have nothing to do with it.”80

For its part, the Argentine Association for Research on Armed Forces and Society, the Center for the Study of the National Project, the Arturo Illia Foundation for Democracy and Peace and the Latin American Faculty of Social Sciences held a Conference on the Armed Forces, the State, Defense and Society from October 26 to 28, 1988. At the Conference, civilians and the military discussed various aspects of defense policy. The debates were reflected in a book edited by Gustavo Druetta, Eduardo Estévez, Ernesto López and José Miguens in 1990.

The motivation of the conference was “the importance for our country of having professionally trained Armed Forces for their specific function, which is foreign defense.”81

The Center for Legal and Social Studies (CELS), founded in 1979 to promote and defend human rights, also played an important role in the debates that took place in the National Congress and in the control of military promotions in the National Congress, especially since 2003, a task that continues to this day.

There were also positions against the “Basic Consensus” from civil society. For example, the political analyst Rosendo Fraga argued, through the Center for Studies for the New Majority, that “the defense bill limits the constitutional powers of the president of the Nation, which expressly empower him to use the Armed Forces for cases of internal commotion.”82

For the above reasons, and as mentioned above, the Argentine Congress played an important role in defining key defense policy issues, not only because of the proactive attitude of some legislators and advisers, but also thanks to the contribution of the aforementioned civil society organizations. This process blocked, during the 1990s, proposals to re-engage the Armed Forces in issues of internal security and “new threats”. These actors, whether radical or Peronist, defended the basic consensus. To this end, they coalesced in the debates on the subsequent norms during that decade and/or through media interventions to amplify these attempts to militarize internal security on the public agenda.

When Dr. Nilda Garré became Minister of Defense in December 2005, she immediately formed a team comprised of defense specialists, most of whom came from the University of Quilmes, where the Research Programme on the Armed Forces and Society (PIFAS), directed by Ernesto López and co-directed by Marcelo Sain, had been working for several years, with Germán Montenegro and Sabina Frederic, among others, as researchers.

RESISTANCE TO REFORMS AND POLITICAL CHANGES

These were produced in two stages (1983–1987 and 1987–1990) and two different levels: public and clandestine.

Between 1983 and 1987, numerous opinions were heard from civilians and military personnel, both active and retired, who claimed that state terrorism was a crime and requested that those responsible for it be brought to justice. For example, the head of the Navy, Ramón Arosa, stated that “the war against subversion, which was neither sought nor provoked by the Armed Forces, was neither sought nor provoked by the Armed Forces, 78 Eduardo Estévez, “Reforma de sistemas de seguridad pública e investigaciones judiciales: tres experiencias en la Argentina”, paper presented at the International Conference Crimen y Violencia: causas y políticas de prevención, Bogotá: Banco Mundial y Universidad de los Andes, 2000.
79 The Argentine Federal Police was created in December 1943 (from the structure of the Police of the Capital that operated between 1880 and 1944 in the city of Buenos Aires) and its organic norm is Decrease-Law No. 333/58. Its personnel regime was established during the last dictatorship through Decrease-Law No. 21.365 of 1979 and regulated in 1983. The Argentine National Gendarmerie was created by Law No. 12.367 of 28 July, 1938 and its current organizational norm is Decrease-Law No. 19.349/1971. The Argentine Naval Prefecture was re-established in 1862 as Port Authority. It was renamed Maritime Prefecture in 1882 and finally under its present name from Decrease-Law No. 18.398/1969. In 1970, the dictatorship of the time (1966–1973) sanctioned Decrease-Law No. 18.711 which determined the missions, functions and jurisdictions of the National Gendarmerie, the Argentine Naval Prefecture and the Federal Police.80 José García, Horacio Ballester, Augusto Rattenbach, Carlos Gazcón, Fuerzas Armadas Argentinas. El cambio necesario: bases políticas y técnicas para una reforma militar, Buenos Aires: Galerna, 1987, 119–120.
had made it possible to continue living in a free country and not in one subjugated by ideologies alien to our nationality.”

Days later, in January 1984, retired General Luciano Benjamin Menendez stated that “we are being bombarded by the voices of the rearguard of the subversion, the mothers and relatives of those who were defeated by the Armed Forces and rejected by the Argentine people.”

Deputy Álvaro Alsogaray, of the Union of the Democratic Center (UCEdE), demanded an amnesty and denounced that the Mothers of Plaza de Mayo were supported by international Marxism. On the other hand, the Archbishop of La Plata, Antonio Plaza, called the trials “subversive revenge,” practically inciting a coup.

In the background, it should be noted that the so-called “unemployed labour force,” which was part of the Task Forces during the last dictatorship, was responsible for bomb threats, kidnappings and threats to political and social leaders between 1983 and 1987.

During the second phase there were four (4) military uprisings against the governments of Alfonsín and Menem. The first took place in April 1987 in reaction to the ongoing trials, but also as a result of a confrontation between the senior officers and army chiefs and between the nationalist and liberal faction of that force. This uprising was led by Lieutenant Colonel Aldo Rico and they called themselves “carapintadas.”

This first military uprising crystallized a deep division within the Army, between the nationalists, who mostly responded to the “carapintadas,” and the “liberals” who were senior officers who occupied the leadership of the Force; and the “professionals” who sought greater efficiency in the Army through restructuring.

As a result, the Ministry of Defense and the new Army Chief began to purge the strength of the members and/or supporters of the “carapintadas,” although they agreed that the army should claim state terrorism, while continuing to hear pressure to end the trials.

On 17 May 1987, Admiral Arosa insisted that a definitive solution be sought “that will dispel forever the ghosts of bloody confrontations.” Months later, retired General Ramón Camps maintained that “the national being is today under attack from a powerful enemy. That enemy is called Raúl Alfonsín and the Coordinator.”

On the other hand, middle-level army officials transmitted that “the Alfonsinist leadership is the continuation of the anarchist-student movement, of the reformist and destructive cubism lacking in projects, illuminated by the French, ideological sons of the Marxist pairing and of European socialism.”

In October 1987, Priest Manuel Beltrán declared that “the military saved us from Marxism” and that the anti-military campaign had been “carried out in all parts of the country,” very well organized by “Marxism and Zionist Masonry.”

In December 1987, retired General Díaz Bessone wrote that “the revolutionary, inspired by Marxist ideology, continues in Argentina, waiting for the opportunity to seize power [...]. For Christians, and for non-Communists in general, there are only two options: turn the other cheek and accept martyrdom and slavery, or fight or still combat.”

In the first quarter of 1988, the retired general, Luciano Benjamín Menendez, argued that “subversion has not disappeared in our homeland [... especially in the areas of education (to enter the minds of young people) and culture and the press (to influence the thinking of all) [... to destroy our religious convictions [... to distance ourselves from the West and to unite ourselves to the communist countries.”

The second uprising began as a result of the purges that had been carried out by the army chief, by order of President Alfonsín. On December 28, Caridi summoned Rico and asked him to apply for his retirement pass, which Rico refused to accept. Faced with this refusal, the Minister of Defense decided to “play the rest” and asked General Caridi to speed up the situation, so he “ordered the military judge Beltramino to turn Rico’s preventive pressure from attenuated to rigorous.”

As a result of the events reported, on Saturday, January 16, 1988, Aldo Rico led a new uprising carapintada. Unlike Easter Week, the mobilization of loyal troops made Rico’s situation unsustainable.

Finally, the troops gathered in Monte Caseros by Caridi, provoked the surrender of Rico. This fact ended up crystallizing that relationship of forces, unfavourable to the carapintadas and favourable to the liberal sector. At the end of 1988, about a hundred officers and non-commissioned officers were excluded from the army for “administrative reasons, not counting those who were under trial for the successive uprisings.”

---
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Another wave of bomb threats occurred in 1988, this time in public places such as theaters, embassies, supermarkets, churches and hospitals, among others.97

In early December 1988, while Alfonsín was on tour in the United States, the Ministry of Defense received confirmation that a prefectural command group, “Albatros”, had abandoned their unit with weapons and combat clothing. On the night of 2 December, the President was informed that Mohamed Ali Seineldin had risen in Villa Martelli. Alfonsín ordered Jaunarena not to negotiate and to repress the government.98 The trigger seems to have been that the Army leadership would not have proposed Seineldin for promotion to general,99 thus losing the last carapintadas hope of placing one of their own in the generalate. The uprising persisted for almost a week both because of the attrition of the carapintadas, who already felt they had nothing to lose, and because of the inability of the Army’s leadership to re-establish discipline. To this must be added the profound attrition of the government, due to the electoral defeat and the growing deterioration of the economic situation. General Cacere, in charge of the repression, contacted Seineldin – with the knowledge of the army chief – to try to reach an agreement.100 The Pact of Villa Martelli, agreed between the leadership of the force and the “carapintadas” leader, demanded “the anti-subversive struggle”; called for the resignation of Caridi and the restoration of the discipline and unity of the Force. Before resigning, the Army chief said that “it was absolutely reprehensible and unfair to accuse the members of the Armed Forces of being genocidal, since it was thanks to them that today there was democracy.”101 The government appointed General Gassino as head of the force, confirming that it would not accept the appointment of a similar officer to the Carapintadas.

In March 1990, President Carlos Menem and his Defense Minister Humberto Romero had appointed Generals Martín Bonnet and Martín Balza, respectively, to chief and deputy chief of the Army, with a view to a future uprising (both of whom had a harsh discourse against the “carapintadas”), despite the pre-electoral presidential promise to appoint Seineldin as army chief. On 28 November, the head of SIDE informed President Menem that a new military uprising would take place. On Monday, December 3, the “carapintadas” entered the 1st Patrician Regiment in Palermo, but the plan began to fail that same morning. On the one hand, Seineldin could not escape from San Martín de los Andes and, on the other hand, two loyal officers were killed in the 1st Patrician Regiment. Menem declared a state of siege and ordered the head of the General Staff of the Army to “completely extinguish” the uprising.102 The rebellion was defeated in less than 24 hours, resulting in 14 deaths (including four loyalists and three rebels) and numerous injuries.103

LEGAL AND POLITICAL FRAMEWORK FOR CHANGES IN THE SECURITY APPARATUS TODAY104

The convergence of interests and belief systems among the actors that make up the “basic consensus” allowed it to crystalize into three essential laws over three governments and thirteen years. We refer to Law No. 23.554 on National Defense, adopted in 1988; Law No. 24.059 on Internal Security, of 1992; and Law No. 25.520 on National Intelligence, adopted in 2001 and amended in 2014. These rules are articulated around three basic principles that we consider to be introductory. These principles are:

a/ The suppression of the hypotheses of conflict with neighboring countries that require the use of the Armed Forces;

b/ The organic and functional separation between national defense and internal security; and

c/ The civilian government of defense policy.

These principles are translated into a set of guidelines that guide national defense in Argentina.

Firstly, article 2 of Law No. 23.554 defines national defense as “the integration and coordinated action of all the forces of the nation to resolve conflicts that require the use of the Armed Forces, in a dissuasive or effective manner, to confront aggressions of external origin.” In this regard, regulatory decree No. 727/2006 of this Defense Law specifies in its first article that “the Armed Forces, a military instrument of national defense, shall be used against aggressions of external origin perpetrated by Armed Forces belonging to another state or states (…) against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or political independence of our country, or in any other way that is incompatible with the Charter of the United Nations.”

Secondly, article 4 of Law 23.554 on National Defense states that “the fundamental difference between National Defense and Internal Security must be taken into account at all times.”

Thirdly, the Directive on the Organization and Functioning of the Armed Forces (Decree No. 1691/2006) states that “the main mission of the Armed Forces, the National Defense Military Instrument, is to prevent and repel any external state military aggression, in order to guarantee and permanently safeguard the vital interests of the Nation.” Later, he adds that the following should be considered subsidiary missions of the military instrument:

- “Participation of the Armed Forces in the framework of the multinational operations of the United Nations;
- participation of the Armed Forces in internal security operations provided for by the Internal Security Law No. 24.059;
- participation of the Armed Forces in operations to support the national community or friendly countries;
- participation of the Armed Forces in the construction of a Subregional Defense System.”
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LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The type of transition to democracy and its socio-political context influence the limits and scope of transformations. Although the transition collapsed, the lack of agreement among the main political parties did not allow for a rapid resolution of the trial of those responsible for state terrorism in the military and
for progress and setbacks in this area. Furthermore, this prevented the civilians involved in the dictatorship from being brought to justice and retaining a significant amount of power, allowing them to undermine the political power of the presidents, mainly Raúl Alfonsín and Cristina Fernández de Kirchner.

The economic course was also not agreed by the big parties in order to resolve the crisis inherited from the dictatorship. This provoked the economic and political crises from 1987 to 1989, and also allowed the policies of deindustrialization, financial valorization and indebtedness to be adopted again during democratic governments, producing the second most important economic depression since 1930, at the end of 2001.

The military rebellions were the result of the errors in the implementation of the trial of those responsible for state terrorism, but they were also the result of the factionalism introduced during the Dictatorship between the forces and, especially, in the army, and the defeat in the Falkland Islands. The military ceased to be a factor of power in 1990 due to the purging of the “carapintadas” during the Alfonsín government and the pardons and repression of the last military rebellion carried out by Carlos Menem.

The only agreement reached between the majority parties is the so-called “Basic Consensus”. This was facilitated by three factors: a) the defeat of radicalism in 1987; b) the renewal within the Justicialist party and c) the “carapintada” rebellion of 1987. In this context, and based on the lessons of Argentine history and the historical experiences of the United States, Germany and Spain, it was decided to separate the military from the tasks of internal security. This agreement was made through a set of laws through four (4) different governments and over a period of twenty (20) years. However, the political leadership and society as a whole are highly disinterested in defense and armed forces issues. This leads to undefined doctrines, deployment and design adaptation to the mission of preventing and repelling external state military aggressions, in addition to the absence of a correct budgetary allocation. This disinterest allows the Armed Forces to assign themselves missions, supported by the United States Southern Command, which violates current regulations; that is, the adoption of the so-called “New Threats” as a hypothesis for the use of the Armed Forces. All this despite the fact that international experience and the characteristics of problems such as drug trafficking and terrorism clearly demonstrate the futility of the use of military power. There were only serious attempts to adapt the Armed Forces to this mission between 1983 and 1985 and 2005 and 2013, although in such cases, for different reasons, the redesign was not accompanied by budgetary resources.

Finally, three debts to be taken into account in other processes of democratic transition persist in Argentina. Despite the enactment of two (2) intelligence laws, intelligence agencies remain without parliamentary control. Secondly, the judiciary continues to function not only as it did during the Dictatorship – and with some officials of that time – but also as it did in 1862, although the 1853 Constitution ordered the implementation of an accusatory model with jury trials. Finally, the police continue to organize themselves under the logic of population control, repression and saturation, not criminal intelligence, crime prevention and citizen security.

ANNEX 1: GRAPHS

GRAPH NO. 1: EVOLUTION OF DEFENSE SPENDING
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GRAPH NO. 3: DEFENSE EXPENDITURE AS % OF GDP
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Source: Prepared by the authors on the basis of SIPRI data (2017).

GRAPH NO. 2: BASIC CONSENSUS
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Some sources that "illuminated" the drafting of the laws of the “Systemic Construct”, whose “hard core” is the Basic Consensus:

- Background to the intervention of the Armed Forces in the Argentine Political System,
- *Posse Comitatus Act of 1878* and
- *Innere Führung*.

The laws address other issues, so there are areas that do not overlap.

Fuente: own creation.
### ANNEX 2: PRE- AND POST-DICTATORSHIP PRESIDENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Presidents</th>
<th>Parties/Fronts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Héctor Cámpora</td>
<td>Justicialist Liberation Front (PJ, People’s Conservative, MID and a faction of Christian democracy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Raúl Lastiri (interim for resignation of the former – president of the Chamber of Deputies)</td>
<td>PJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973–1974</td>
<td>Juan Domingo Perón (3rd presidency)</td>
<td>Justicialist Liberation Front (PJ, People’s Conservative, MID and a faction of Christian democracy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974–1976</td>
<td>María Estela Martínez de Perón (Vice-president in charge of the Executive due to the death of the president)</td>
<td>Justicialist Liberation Front (PJ, People’s Conservative, MID and a faction of Christian democracy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Junta Militar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976–1981</td>
<td>Jorge Videla</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Roberto Viola</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Carlos Alberto Lacoste</td>
<td>Dictatorship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981–1982</td>
<td>Leopoldo Galtieri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Alfredo Oscar Saint-Jean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982–1983</td>
<td>Reynaldo Bignone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983–1989</td>
<td>Raúl Ricardo Alfonsin</td>
<td>UCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Carlos Saúl Menem (completes term of office due to early resignation of the former)</td>
<td>Justicialist Liberation Front (PJ, PI, PDC and others)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989–1995</td>
<td>Carlos Saúl Menem</td>
<td>Justicialist Liberation Front (PJ, PI, PDC and others)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995–1999</td>
<td>Carlos Saúl Menem</td>
<td>Justicialist Liberation Front (PJ, PI, PDC and others)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999–2001</td>
<td>Fernando de la Rúa</td>
<td>Alliance (UCR, FREPASO and PS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Francisco Ramón Puerta (interim for early resignation of the former and in the absence of a vice-president – president of the Chamber of Senators)</td>
<td>PJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Adolfo Rodríguez Saá (appointed by the Congress of the Nation to complete the previous term of office)</td>
<td>PJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Eduardo Camaño (interim for resignation of the former – president of the Chamber of Deputies)</td>
<td>PJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002–2003</td>
<td>Eduardo Alberto Duhalde (appointed by the National Congress to complete the term of office until 10/12/2003)</td>
<td>PJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Néstor Carlos Kirchner (completes term of office due to early resignation of the former)</td>
<td>Front for Victory (PJ, People’s Conservative, Broad Front, PCCE, PI, PH, PDC and others)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003–2007</td>
<td>Néstor Carlos Kirchner</td>
<td>Front for Victory (PJ, People’s Conservative, Broad Front, PCCE, PI, PH, PDC and others)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007–2011</td>
<td>Cristina Elizabeth Fernández de Kirchner</td>
<td>Concertation (Front for Victory, joined by former socialists and former radicals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011–2015</td>
<td>Cristina Elizabeth Fernández de Kirchner</td>
<td>Front for Victory joined by the Communist Party, former radicals and former socialists)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Federico Pinedo (interim)</td>
<td>Cambiemos (PRO – UCR – CC – UceDé – People’s Conservative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 to date</td>
<td>Mauricio Macri</td>
<td>Cambiemos (PRO – UCR – CC – UceDé – People’s Conservative)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANNEX 3: REFERENCES FOR READING

- Although the War of Independence ended in Argentina in 1820, the fall of Spanish power in South America occurred at the Battle of Ayacucho on December 9, 1824 in the current territory of Peru. Argentine troops participated in it.
- The term “security apparatus” should be understood as being made up of the National Defense System and the Homeland Security System, which both contribute to Argentina’s National or Strategic Security. The Internal Security System is made up of the Federal Security Forces or Intermediate Forces (Gendarmerie, Prefecture, Airport Security Police), the Argentine Federal Police and the provincial police. The National Defense System is made up of the Argentine Air Force, Army and Navy.
- Decrees/laws: these are rules dictated by the dictatorships in Argentina that have the status of law. Firstly, the legitimacy of the Argentine dictatorships was validated by the Supreme Court of Justice through the Agreed Statement of September 10, 1930, after the first coup d’état. Secondly, on 22 August, 1947, the Supreme Court of Justice established in the “Enrique Arlandini” case that “to the extent that it is necessary to legislate to govern a government it has legislative powers (...)” The decree-laws issued by the de facto government are valid by reason of their origin and since they have the value of laws, they subsist even if they have not been ratified by Congress, as long as they are not repealed in the only way that they can be ratified, that is, by other laws.”
- CC: The Civic Coalition is heir to the Affirmation for an Equal Republic (ARI) party and was founded by Elisa Carrió in 2002 (changed its name in 2009), as a detachment from the UCR. It is a center party of social and liberal ideology.
- Popular Conservative: it is a center party that was founded in 1958 as a detachment of the National Democratic Party (1931–1955), which in turn was heir to the Conservative Party (1916–1930) and the historic National Autonomist Party (1874–1916). The latter were located in the center right of the Argentine political spectrum and is of a conservative tendency.
- FREPASO: It was an alliance between the PAIS (1994) and the Broad Front (1993) parties, both of which detached from the PJ in the face of the neoliberal orientation it had adopted between 1989 and 1999, and the PDC, the Democratic Socialist Party (PSD) and the Popular Socialist Party (PSP). It was located in the center-left of the political spectrum and is of a social-democratic and social-liberal ideology.
- MID: The Integration and Development Movement was founded by former President Arturo Frondizi, a former radical, in 1963. It is a center party with a social-liberal tendency.
- PCCE: The Communist Party of Extraordinary Congress was founded in 1996 as a detachment of the Communist Party (PC) which was founded in Argentina in 1918.
- PDC: The Christian Democratic Party was founded by Horacio Sueldo and Guido Di Tella, among others, in 1954. It is a center party with a social-Christian tendency.
- PH: The Humanist Party was founded in 1984 by Mario Luis Rodríguez Cobos and declares itself to be non-Marxist on the left.
- PI: The Intransigent Party was founded by former radical leader Oscar Alende in 1972, as a detachment from the MID. It is a center-left party of social democratic ideology.
- PJ: The Justicialist Party was founded on January 15, 1947 by Juan Domingo Peron. It is considered a “movement” and not a party. At least three ideological currents can be distinguished in its midst until 2015: popular conservatism, social Christian-ty and national left (non-Marxist).
- PRO: The Republican Proposal party is heir to the Commitment to Change party and was founded by Mauricio Macri on 5 August 2005 (name change on 3 June 2010). It is a center-right party with a conservative tendency. This is a traditional ideology in Argentina, which ruled that country between 1874 and 1916 (National Autonomy Party) and 1932–1943 (National Democratic Party), mainly. Between 1955 and 1983, some of the politicians who adhered to this ideology were officials of the dictatorships.
- PS: The Socialist Party was founded by Juan B. Justo and Alfredo Palacios, among others, on June 28, 1896. It is affiliated to the Second Socialist International. It suffered several divisions, the main ones between the PSD and the PSP until the unification produced in 2002.
- UCeDÉ: The Union of the Democratic Center was founded in 1982 by Alvaro Alzogaray, former U.S. ambassador to the 1963–1966 dictatorship. Center-right conservative-liberal party.
- UCR: The Radical Civic Union was founded by Leandro Alem and Hipólito Yrigoyen, among others, on June 26, 1891. It is a liberal party with a social democratic faction. Throughout its history it has been divided several times, the main ones being in 1928, 1957, 2001 and 2007.
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REGIME ARCHIVES

PAULA CANELO AND GABRIELA IPPOLITO-O’DONNELL

CONTENT OF THE SECRET SERVICE ARCHIVES

The main characteristic of the archives of repression1 related to the last military dictatorship that ruled Argentina between 1976 and 1983 is fragmentation. Thirty-five years after the transition to democracy, the archives remain a disperse collection of heterogeneous and incomplete documents. Several reasons account for this fragmentation. Among these reasons, the nature of the repression carried out by the dictatorship (the so-called Process of National Reorganization, hereafter PRN), stands out. In contrast to the experience of other military dictatorships of Latin America, contemporaneous or previous to the PRN, in Argentina repression was extremely harsh, criminal, and clandestine.

The PRN privileged “illegal” over legal repression. Under legal repression the responsibility is entirely assumed by the corresponding repressive bodies of the state within a framework of previously established norms. Illegal repression by the PRN was based on clandestine actions by state agencies and on the organization and predominance of special “Tasks Groups” belonging to each of the three branches of the Armed Forces as well as to other security forces. State agencies and Tasks Groups worked in coordination, but without a centralized command. Illegal repression was complemented with the creation of a network of about 700 Centers of Clandestine Detention (hereafter CCD) distributed throughout the country and located, often, in military and police quarters. In the CCD, the victims of state terror were tortured and sexually abused, and in most cases killed and disappeared. It is estimated that between 15,000 to 20,000 persons were sent to these CCD, and about 90 percent of them were assassinated.2

The Armed Forces adopted an illegal and clandestine repression methodology for various reasons, but primarily because of the influence, in their training, of the USA Doctrine of National Security and of the French Doctrine of Revolutionary War. With the construction of the “subversive” internal enemy subject as the main hypothesis of military conflict, clandestine and criminal repression was considered an efficient method to defeat the enemy. This clandestine and criminal methodology also allowed the Armed Forces to avoid probable international sanctions, as well as to resolve intra-military conflicts.

The clandestine and criminal nature of repression had a deep impact on the types of records the perpetrators of repression elaborated, the urge to destroy them, as much as possible, once the transition to democracy began in 1982, and on the current availability of such records. In 1995, the former Interior Minister of the PRN dictatorship, General Albano Huarquiungey, cynically stated that “If people (the military) were acting illegally, they were not going to be stupid enough as to leave behind proof of that.”3

Another reason that explains the fragmentation of the archives of repression is linked to the collaboration that existed between the Armed and Security Forces: a “pact of silence” was established among them, and is still very much in effect, about the crimes committed, the organization of repression, and the final destiny of the victims.

Repression was carried out by dividing the national territory in zones, subzones and areas. The Army had the operational responsibility while the Navy and the Air Force provided supporting resources; they all forged an alliance with a common goal. The security forces Gendarmerie (Border Force), Prefecture (Water Force), the Federal Police, and the Provincial Police, were under the operational command of the former.4

This organization with the participation of all forces in clandestine and criminal repression led inevitably to a pact of silence on the actions perpetrated and the absolute incompatibility to initiate any revision of them.5

The organizational profile of repression explains not only the convenience, but also the crucial need to destroy all available records on the acts of repression before handing power to the democratically elected government in 1983. The Armed Forces had the capability to order the destruction of most documents, since they had concentrated power in the Junta of Commanders (integrated by one member of each of the three forces) since the coup in 1976.

As a consequence, the primary source of information on the crimes committed by the Armed and Security forces during the dictatorship is not the archives of records produced by them.

The archives of repression are fragmented and of diverse origin. The information they contained has been gathered, produced and systematically organized throughout years of hard work by civil society and human rights organizations as well as by the implementation of various public policies after the inauguration of democracy in 1983.

The need to destroy all evidence on aberrant crimes and the capabilities to do so due to the concentration of power in the PRN junta of Commanders fed the assumption that the Armed Forces had destroyed all, or mostly all, available records on the repression carried out between 1976 and 1983. The need to destroy all records became evident to the Armed Forces when an agreement with democratic opposition parties to avoid sanctions for the crimes committed failed. The transition to democracy in Argentina happened due to the collapse after the defeat in the Malvinas-Falkland war, which deepened the already mounting legitimacy crisis of the military government. About a month after the defeat in the War, in July 1982, General Bignone of the Army became President with the goal to negotiate an exit from power with opposition forces which would include, first and foremost, an agreement to stop any revisions to the actions carried out in the “fight against subversive groups.”

The following year, the military junta issued three important norms that reflect the end of negotiations with opposition forces on the matter. In April of 1983, the military junta issued the report “Documento final sobre la Guerra contra la subversión y el terrorismo.” The report stated that the disappearances were due to the way “terrorists acted” and denied the existence of clandestine places of detention. Furthermore, the report affirmed that the information and explanations included in the text were the only ones available through the Armed Forces. In September, a few months before democratically elected President Raúl Alfonsín took office, the military Junta sanctioned Law 22.924 known as the Self-amnesty law that considered extinguished all penal actions related to crimes committed in the fight against terrorism from May 25, 1973 till June 17, 1983.

In October of 1983, the military government sanctioned Decree 2726/83 that ordered the destruction of all documents referred to as “those documents about the fight against subversion.” The decree referred to the dispositions of Law 22.924 stating that “nobody could be interrogated, searched or call upon in any way in relation to crimes in the fight against subversion.” Furthermore, the decree stated that the spirit of pacification that should be primordial in the next phase of institutionalization in the country requires that the persons that come back to the community should not feel a negative conditioning about themselves. In sum, the decree stipulated the elimination of all information related to persons detained, or be readily available to the executive power by the exclusive authority granted in Article 23 of the National Constitution when the state of siege is in effect.

The Armed Forces have systematically denied the existence of archives on the “war against guerrilla groups.” Even though Decree 2726/83 denies the existence of any kind of clandestine record, later statements by the Armed Forces High Commanders confirm that during the last months of the dictatorship, most records on crimes committed were destroyed. For example, in 1991, former PRN Minister of Interior Albano Hargiúndeguy, stated that in his ministry “there was an archive with files of all (the disappeared) that were burnt during the times of General Bignone (the last President of the Junta).” Later on, General Bignone confirmed that information.

In 1995, while the democratically elected government of President Carlos Menem made available to the public the content of PRN Decree 2726/83 on destruction of information, all military commanders unanimously expressed the inexistence of any records. By 1999, the Commander in chief of the Army Martín Balza denounced General Cristino Nicolaides, a member of the last military Junta, for having ordered in 1983 the destruction, integrally, of the archives of repression, an order Balza considered illegal and immoral.

The official position expressed by the Armed Forces regarding the total destruction of any information related to the crimes committed, the repression, and the identity of the victims is in sharp contrast with the fact, that since 1983, there have been unexpected and very important discoveries of collections of documents in military and government agencies. The most important discovery is the Actas Secretas de la Dictadura (Secret Proceedings of the Dictatorship) found in the main building of the Air Force, the Cóndor Building, in 2013.

This finding questions the official version of the Armed Forces about the inexistence of records. Even though most records have not yet been found, the uncertainty of how many of them still exist, and if they can indeed be recovered continue to feed the expectations and hopes of great part of Argentina’s society.

The controversy on the existence, or not, of more official documents related to repression continues to be a central theme in the never-ending agenda in search of Memory, Truth and Justice.

PUBLIC CONTROL OVER ARCHIVES

As already mentioned, the archives of repression in Argentina come from several sources, and the Armed and Security Forces are not the main one. To the contrary, active civil society organizations are in charge of fighting against secrecy and silence over the repression.

Among these civil society organizations, human rights organizations stand out. These organizations can be differentiated between those linked to persons directly affected by the repression (such as Mothers of May Square, Family Members of Detained and Disappeared Persons for Political Reasons, PRN Decree 2726/83 on destruction of information, all military commanders unanimously expressed the inexistence of any records. By 1999, the Commander in chief of the Army Martín Balza denounced General Cristino Nicolaides, a member of the last military Junta, for having ordered in 1983 the destruction, integrally, of the archives of repression, an order Balza considered illegal and immoral.
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and and Grandmothers of May Square), those confessional and pro-victim assistance (such as Service Peace and Justice and the Ecumenical Movement for Human Rights), or those providing legal support or systematization of information (such as The Permanent Assembly for Human Rights, the Center for Legal and Social Studies, or the Argentina League for the Rights of Men). More recently, these organizations have experienced a generational renewal, giving birth to new organizations linked to the descendants of the disappeared such as the organization Sons and Daughters for Identity and Justice against Forgetting and Silence (H.I.J.O.S.).

It was during the first months of the PRN dictatorship in 1976 that human rights organizations began to unfold an intense campaign on various fronts. They began the communication and public denunciation of repression and violation of human rights, at the domestic and international level, with the goal of obtaining solidarity and support in their fight against the military regime and to organize solidarity networks to assist, protect and help survive victims and their families.

Furthermore, human rights organizations undertook a fundamental role in the systematization of information on acts of repression. The accuracy of the information they gathered was later on confirmed by international organizations. This way, the first archive on disappeared persons was put together by APDH (The Permanent Assembly for Human Rights), an organization that in 1979 had documented 5,818 cases of abuses based on the information provided by family members of the victims and some survivors. In addition, in 1979, the Inter-American Commission for Human Rights of the Organization of American States received 5,580 claims. Claims on abuses were also submitted abroad to CLAMOR, United Nations, Organization of American States, the USA Congress, the French National Assembly, Amnesty International and others civil and religious organizations, especially in Europe and the USA.

It was also by way of these human rights organizations, many of them linked to intellectuals and academics who were organized in international and domestic research centers and who had survived repression that many of the new debates on the nature and consequences of the PRN dictatorship began.

Since their formation during the dictatorship, until the emergence of democracy in 1983, human rights organizations led the difficult task of document registration that included collecting testimonies, making lists and records, creating archives and centers of documentation, etc. This work created and consolidated an important collection of evidence that allowed for court claims. Once the transition began in 1982, these collections of information were used to put on trial those responsible for the dictatorship’s crimes.

USE OF THE ARCHIVES DURING TRANSFORMATION

The process of transitional justice in Argentina entailed the implementation of a myriad of mechanisms to foster memory, justice, reparation and lustralion.

This process was the result of both strategic innovations proposed by human rights organizations and by the implementation of state public policies. In many ways, it was the constant struggles put forward by human rights organizations and activists that set the pace of the transformation process in the country.

This became evident during the first phases of the transformation process initiated by the democratic government of President Raúl Alfonsín in 1983. The archives compiled by human rights organizations during the dictatorship provided crucial information to start the judicialization of human rights abuses by PRN.

In August of 1983, the Technical Commission for Gathering Data was created to consolidate all information compiled by human rights organizations on victims and perpetrators so as to make it available to the newly elected democratic authorities. Beginning in 1984, this big data set was submitted to the Comisión de Acuerdos del Senado (Senate Commission for Promotions) in charge of approving military personnel promotions. This way, for the first time civilian control over military promotions became a tool to challenge those accused of severe human rights violations under the dictatorship.

As a first public policy to know the truth about crimes against humanity, the newly elected democratic government of President Raúl Alfonsín created the National Commission for Disappeared Persons (CONADEP – Comisión Nacional de Desaparición de Personas), a special commission established by a presidential decree on December 15, 1983.

CONADEP worked with human rights organizations, political parties and other political and social groups that were already involved in investigating state terrorism during the dictatorship to elaborate a special report. The report produced by the commission was titled NUNCA MAS (Never Again) and compiles in 50,000 pages a significant number of cases of human rights violations, torture, disappearances and murder and served as the basis for the trial of the military Juntas. The report registered 8,961 disappeared persons and about 380 clandestine centers of detention and torture.

CONADEP functioning between December 15 of 1983 until September 20 of 1984 and it can be considered the first archive that centralized all claims on disappearances dispersed until then in the country and abroad. The CONADEP archive has 4 types of

18 Carlos Acuña, Catalina Smulowitz, 1995.
21 Research centers played a very important political and intellectual role under the dictatorships in Latin America. Among them are CEDES and CISEA in Argentina, CIEPLAN in Chile, CLAEH in Uruguay, RUPERJ and CEBRAP in Brazil, CLACSO and FLACSO at the regional level. See Paula Canelo, 2016.
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid.
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27 Boletín Oficial de la República Argentina, December 13, 1983.
29 Crenzel, 2009.
evidence: oral testimonies, photographic collection, blueprints provided by survivors of clandestine centers of detention, and evidence collected in prisons, police stations, hospitals, cemeteries and morgues that could confirm the connection between the illegal and legal system of repression. The archives created by the information gathered by human rights organizations and by CONADEP were crucial to make advances in the judicialization of human rights violations in Argentina and, first and foremost, to judge all members of the military juntas that ruled the country between 1976 and 1983.30

Since the inauguration of democracy in 1983, there have also been some important advances in "genetic archives." In 1987 by National Law Number 23.511 the Banco Nacional de Datos Genéticos (National Bank of Genetic Data) was created. An autonomous and autarchic institution, the Bank is a systematic archive of genetic material and biologic samples of family members of kidnapped and disappeared persons during the dictatorship that allows for the identification of any remains and of babies born in captivity and later appropriated by acquaintances of the armed and security forces. This "genetic archive" provides crucial information to bring to justice crimes against humanity.31 Until today (November of 2018), 128 babies born in captivity in CCD have been identified.

RIGHT TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES

Access to information is a right recognized in several Articles of the National Constitution of Argentina (Art. 14, 38, 41 and 42). However, there is no national Law regulating access to public information: there is no unified set of norms that clearly establishes the subjects bound to provide information, under which provisions, through which procedures, terms, etc.

The only norm available similar to a National Law is presidential Decree No. 1172/03 (Annex VII) issued in 2003. The decree establishes that any physical or legal person, public or private, has the right to request, access and receive information in equal terms of timing, gratuity and informality. The decree also establishes that all information provided by the subjects bound to do so are presumed of being of public character, except in the cases foreseen by law or when it refers to personal data of sensitive content and whose publicity violates the right to intimacy or honor, among other motives.32

All norms that somehow are related to access of information in Argentina have a limitation when the request refers to personal data. Data protection is regulated by Law No 25.326 sanctioned in 2000. This Law differentiates between personal and sensitive data. Data that disclose racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious, philosophical or moral beliefs, union affiliation, or information related to health or sexual preferences could not be provided without the agreement of the person in question.

In addition, another fact that precludes access to information and, concomitantly, to the archives is the inexistence of a National System of Archives throughout the country to systematize how to deal with documents and how to preserve or destroy them.33

In this way, there is so far no public policy in Argentina, clear and comprehensive, aimed at the protection of the documental heritage of the State, neither are there agencies of accountability regarding the obligations public institutions have about their archives. Even though the General Archive of the Nation34 (Archivo General de la Nación, hereafter AGN) is the institution with the authority over archives, it is just an agency under the Minister of Interior, Public Works and Housing. The AGN has no independent budget and its bureaucratic structure is minimal.35 This has negatively impacted academic work as well as the use of scientific knowledge in judicial cases.36 In sum, the lack of an integral public policy of archives and access to them has been a major obstacle for the diffusion of the contents of the archives and for academic work.37

As a consequence, all public decisions aimed at searching, recording, and opening the archives of repression have not necessarily implied a better access to them.38 Just in the year 2010, the President sanctioned Decree No 4/2010 that ordered the declassification of information linked to the activities of the Armed Forces during the PRN dictatorship and all information or documents that, even though generated in another period, would be related to the actions of the Armed Forces during that time.39

DECLASIFICATION AND OPENING UP THE ARCHIVES

The advances, although still limited, in archive declassification established by Decree No 4/2010 have been related to the process of judicialization of human rights violations. In 2001, a renewed phase of judicialization of crimes against humanity began to emerge by the sequential removal of the legal obstacles to bring to justice the perpetrators of the PRN. A first step in this process was the sentence on the “Simon case” that established the unconstitutional status of the “pardon laws.”40 On August 12, 2003, under the Presidency of Dr. Néstor Kirchner a new law (25.779) superseded the Punto Final and Obediencia Debida laws as well as any pardons issued.41 Starting in 2005, by a Supreme Court decision, any action framed under the figure of “state terror” became a crime against humanity and

30 See the chapter on Investigation and Prosecution of the Crimes of the Regime in this Guide.
31 CELS, 2014.
32 Ibid.
34 In Argentina the legal framework for public archives is Law 15.930 of 1961. The law gives AGN the task of gathering, ordering and preserving all documentation established by the law to communicate knowledge of sources of Argentina’s history; Memoria Abierta, 2011, http://www.agnargentina.gob.ar/
35 CELS, 2014; Memoria Abierta, 2011.
36 Canelo, 2016.
38 Memoria Abierta, 2011.
39 CELS, 2014.
40 The case makes reference to the torture and disappearance of the couple Poblete/Hlaczik and the kidnapping of their daughter.
41 See the chapter on Investigation and Prosecution of the crimes of the Regime in this Guide. Also http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/85000-89999/88140/norma.htm
imprescindible. These decisions allowed many cases of human rights violations by the PRN to be reopened. President Néstor Kirchner also changed the extradition policy, allowing extradition for perpetrators prosecuted abroad but not facing charges in Argentina. In 2003, Argentina became a signatory of the UN Convention on the Non-Applicability of Statutory Limitations to War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity. A creative interpretation of the convention by the courts allowed them to circumvent the statutory limitations to crimes committed decades in the past, and also the ex post facto applicability of laws that were not in force at the time of the crimes.

Under the Kirchner's presidency this renewed judicialization was concomitant to the implementation of a series of politics of memory including a revalorization of the archives of repression not only as a primary source to bring perpetrators to justice, but also for research and teaching purposes.42

The renewed phase of judicialization made evident the legal and political obstacles the courts faced, as well as the institutional weakness for the production, systematization and access to information. With the beginning of a new cycle of trials, finding new information and documentation on the Armed and Security Forces actions under the dictatorship became crucial. However, according to the Law of National Intelligence No 25.528 of 2001 a great part of all documents were classified, and to gain access to them, a decree for each claim presented by the courts had to be issued.43 For this reason, in April 2010, President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner decided by Decree No 4/2010 a general declassification of all information related to the actions of the Armed Forces during the PRN dictatorship and of all other documentation linked to that.44

An important measure also taken was the resolution No. 308/10 issued by the Ministry of National Defense that created “Teams” for the organization and analysis of all documentation with historical and/or judicial value. These Teams were part of the Human Rights and International Humanitarian Law agency of the Ministry of Defense, and worked extensively on the different archives and places gathering information about the Armed Forces to provide documentation to courts and other public agencies.

At the same time, since 2001 there has been a process of declassification of the dictatorship actions initiated by other countries. Human rights organizations asked the Argentine government to request declassification of documents to France and the USA. The declassification of diplomatic documents is underway with the dictatorship. The CPM is an autonomous agency whose members represent organizations of human rights, unions, the judiciary, the legislature, universities and different regions of the province of Buenos Aires. The goal of the CPM is to be an archive and a Center of Information with public access not only for those directly affected by human rights violations, but also for anyone interested in research and dissemination.36 The program of Management and Preservation of the CPM has been incorporating data, such as the Section of Intelligence of the Naval Prefecture of the North Atlantic, or files of political prisoners in the province, among other information. The program provides information to those directly affected, their families, scholars, and institutions that make claims regarding compensation laws. Since 2006 it also records court cases of crimes against humanity in the province.37 The DIPPBA archive has been recognized by UNESCO as World Heritage in 2008.38

After the pioneering experience of DIPPBA, other provincial archives of repression were established. Worth mentioning are: a/ Archive of Memory of the Córdoba Province: created in 2006 by the provincial legislature Law No. 9.286. It is located in the building known as D-2, where the intelligence unit of the provincial police department functioned during the dictatorship. b/ Archive of the Intelligence Department of the Province of Mendoza: The intelligence department was the most important

**CURRENT STATUS**

Nowadays Argentina has an institutionalized set of significant archives of repression49 that contains diverse information from different sources.

In spite of the fragmentation that characterize the archives, we can classify them as provincial archives, human rights organization archives, bureaucratic-governmental archives produced by the last dictatorship and general archives of the Armed Forces.49

The recovery of the archives of repression in Argentina began in 1999, with the archive of the Intelligence Agency of the Police of the Province of Buenos Aires (Dirección de Inteligencia de la Policía de la Provincia de Buenos Aires, hereafter DIPPBA). Buenos Aires is the most important Province of Argentina. DIPPBA was created in 1956 with the name of Central Intelligence and was dissolved in 1998 in the context of a police reform. During the dictatorship it was a very important actor of state terrorism in control of the province. In December of 2000, the provincial government transferred the DIPPBA archive to the Provincial Commission for Memory (Comisión Provincial de la Memoria, hereafter CPM). The CPM is an autonomous agency whose members represent organizations of human rights, unions, the judiciary, the legislature, universities and different regions of the province of Buenos Aires. The goal of the CPM is to be an archive and a Center of Information with public access not only for those directly affected by human rights violations, but also for anyone interested in research and dissemination.36

Furthermore, in 2017, the Archbishops Conference of Argentina announced the opening of a set of documents of their institutional archives, as well as of the Secretary of State of the Vatican that include claims received by the Catholic Church from family members of the disappeared. Access to this information is limited to victims, their families and higher rank members of the church in cases they are somehow linked to.45

In spite of theses advances in declassification of the archives of repression, obstacles remain due to lack of high quality archival management skills of state officers, overlapping of higher and lower ranking norms regulating the matter, absence of clear categories of types of information, and of mechanisms of declassification.47

---
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clandestine center of detention of the province. Comprised of more than 2,300 personal files, it is located in the National University of Cuyo. The archive is digitalized.

c/ Archive of Memory of the Province of Santa Fe: created by decree No 2775/2006. The main source of the collection is the provincial Direction of Information, which received information from various other state agencies between the years 1966 to 1984. Since 2011 the information is permanently available and its collections have been declared World Heritage by the Memory of the World program of UNESCO.

d/ Museum of Memory of the City of Rosario in the Province of Santa Fe: located in the former building of the Command of the II Division of the Army, it houses the Documentation Center “Rubén Naranjo” (an artist and militant). It has an extensive collection of magazines, newspaper clips, and archives of important court cases of human rights violations. Among the archives created by human rights organizations the most important one is that of Memoria Abierta (Open Memory) created in 1999 by a coalition of several organizations. Its main goal is to coordinate the organization, and to catalogue and preserve the archives of the organizations members of the coalition.13 The catalogue contains 28,000 entries. The oral archive of Memoria Abierta contains interviews with victims of state terror. All archives under Memoria Abierta’s custody are considered World Heritage and part of the Memory of the Word program of UNESCO. Another important archive is theArchivo Institucional del Centro de Estudios Legales y Sociales (CELS).14 The Archive has 913 boxes, which covers from 1974 to today. The Archive has seven types of documents and for its relevance is registered in the program Memory of the World of UNESCO.15

The National Archive of Memory (hereafter ANM) was created in 2003 by the President of the Republic. Today it is under the authority of the Secretary of Human Rights and Cultural Pluralism of the Ministry of Justice and Human Rights of the nation.

The main collection of ANM is the Archive of CONADEP. The archive also contains the archive of CONADI (the commission in charge of cases of kidnapping of minors), the full video of the trials of the military dictatorship Junta members and an Oral Archive. Access to the collections is restricted.16

Besides these archives, significant information has been found in piecemeal fashion out of some of the “legal” agencies of the PRN dictatorship. The most important documents found are the before mentioned Secret Acts of the Dictatorship. In 2013, in the basement of the Cóndor Building belonging to the Air Force, 1,500 files were found. These include black lists, actions plans by the dictatorship, receipts of financial contributions, meeting agendas, front desk records, etc. The Secret Acts are in digital form and have public access in the Open Archives site of the Ministry of Defense.

After this finding in 2013, the Ministry of Defense ordered all military units to search for more documents. This led to the finding of 7,000 files of political prisoners at the ex-prison of the Armed Forces in Magdalena, province of Buenos Aires.

Other archives produced by the legal agencies of the dictatorship such as the Fund CAL (Advising Legislative Commission of the Dictatorship) and Fund Consusa (Supreme Tribunal of the Armed Forces) are publicly available through the Department of Intermediate Archive of the General Audit of the Republic (AGN).

In addition to these archives, the Army, the Navy and the Air Force each have their own archives about their personnel that could be eventually consulted.

This fragmentary panorama of the archives of repression improved by the politics of memory implemented since the year 2006 by the administrations of President Néstor Kirchner and President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner.

However, since 2015 the administration of President Mauricio Macri has reversed some of these advances by dismantling state agencies, programs, web sites, and team of experts working on recovering the archives of repression.

LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In 2011, the NGO Memoria Abierta (Open Memory) jointly with the Unidad Fiscal de Coordinación y Seguimiento de las Causas por Violaciones a los Derechos Humanos cometidas bajo terrorismo de Estado de la Procuración General de la Nación (Fiscal Unit of Coordination and Tracing of Court cases for Human Rights Violations of State Terror under the Office of the Attorney General of the Nation) carried out an investigation into the archives of repression that are used as source for court cases on crimes against humanity in the country.

The investigation warned that “the institutions (and the persons in charge of them) do not have the adequate expertise and skills to deal with the documents because of lack of public policies for training and professional development. As a consequence, there is a ‘diversity of archival realities’ in which voluntarism, common sense, and sometimes ignorance set the principles for documentation, instead of professionalism and norms.”17

The investigation concluded that, according to several deficits surrounding the issue of the archives of repression in Argentina, political will to search for and disseminate these crucial documents in order to understand the recent past of the country, does not necessary entail effective public access to them.18

Since the transition in 1982, many pending issues remain with the organization of the archives of repression; these issues have worsened lately by the public policies implemented by the current government of President Mauricio Macri (2015–2019).

After four decades of experience with archives of repression in Argentina we can draw several lessons and recommendations.

First, it is imperative to raise the status of all “archives of repression”, not only as a resource to promote justice against criminals who committed violations of human rights under the dictatorship, but also as a valuable primary source for historical, comparative, and journalistic research aimed at dissemination and teaching.

Second, the organization, description and systematization of the existing collections should be improved to effectively
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democratize declassification and allow free access to all so as to deepen the process of Memory, Truth and Justice. Public policy should aim at establishing general and clear norms for access to the information provided by the archives and to instruct public authorities regarding those norms.59

Third, we need to advance in norms to regulate the archives of repression especially regarding state obligations on their access and preservation, as well as on the authority of the state on preservation and destruction of data.60

Fourth, we recommend the celebration of agreements with countries that are in the process of transitional memory and justice to speed exchange of information, to promote basic standards of preservation and access to archives, and to secure that international organizations jurisprudence is respected to allow for greater impact in terms of access of information.61

Finally, we recommend decisively promoting the work of civil society organizations to demand accountability to authorities regarding all aspects of human rights, especially the conservation of archives of repression and access to them.

Argentina is an exceptional model in relation to the politics of Memory, Truth and Justice. However, we must be very aware that any achievements can be at anytime reversed.

59 CELS, 2014 and 2017; Memoria Abierta, 2011.
60 CELS, 2014; Memoria Abierta, 2011.
61 CELS, 2014.
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INTRODUCTION

In the Argentine Republic, no administrative or legal purging mechanism was implemented. This was mainly due to the fact that, although the transition was brought about by collapse, it did not imply a total defeat of the military and the civilians who led the March 24, 1976 coup d’état. Likewise, and due to the characteristics of the transition, the trial of those responsible for crimes against humanity was limited by the “categorical imperative” defined by President Raúl Alfonsín (1983–1989): to hand over command to another democratically elected president. All the linked actions were subordinated to this great objective.

The first section analyses the situation during the fall of the authoritarian regime. Secondly, it describes the context in which the transition took place in order to understand why laws were not implemented to purge the state of the officials who had held positions during the dictatorship. Thirdly, the crimes of the Dictatorship were tried after a long process with advances and setbacks that continues to this day. Finally, the final reflections are presented.

TRANSITION FROM COLLAPSE?

Raúl Alfonsín (1983–1989) and his collaborators considered that the main objective of their government was to hand over the “presidential baton” to another civilian president, an unprecedented event that had not occurred since 1928, and that the Armed Forces were the greatest threat to the democratic transition.1 In fact, the radical president considered before winning the elections that “the regime has not abandoned power, has abandoned the land and is entrenched in its last line of defense, where it is preparing to fight back.” In his opinion, the Armed Forces had made a “strategic withdrawal” leaving the country in a deep economic crisis, in an international scenario where the Cold War (1947–1991) had warmed up with the arrival of Ronald Reagan (1981–1989) to the presidency of the United States and where, in addition, the involvement of its Armed Forces in the so-called War on Drugs in Latin America had begun. Alfonsín therefore considered that it was impossible not only to judge all the military, but also his civilian accomplices. This context, plus the pardons granted by Carlos Menem (1989–1999), explains the absence of policies aimed at purging civilian and/or military officials who had been part of the state during the last dictatorship (1976–1983).

In fact, both Ernesto López2 and Patrice McSherry4 argue that the Armed Forces, paramilitary groups, economic groups and the intelligence services retained an important veto power that made it impossible to fully prosecute those responsible for state terrorism and to implement policies aimed at modifying the functioning of military organizations. Moreover, during the 18 months that the transition lasted until the assumption of the new civilian authorities on December 10, 1983, the Armed Forces controlled the process and acted (“veto power”) to preserve certain prerogatives in the future constitutional and democratic government.

This was due to the fact that, among other factors, the political actors presented inconsistencies and hesitations to take advantage of the favourable moment that the defeat in the Malvinas/Falkland war (1982) meant. On the one hand, in the Justicialist Party (PJ) the position of accepting that the transition be commanded by the military prevailed. On the other hand, the Multiparty – formed by the main political parties in 1981 – agreed that the military government should establish “the bases and lead the process that would lead to the announcement of elections and the return to democracy.”5 The Dictatorship presented a proposal for agreement on the basis of fifteen points – covering both economic and foreign policy issues – which was rejected by the Multiparty. In addition, the military wanted to close the issue of human rights violations through a final report and a self-amnesty law No. 22.924. Despite the pressure of public opinion, expressed in the march of December 16, 1982, asking for trial and punishment, the Multiparty remained in the position of only asking for the release of the political and union prisoners. The exceptions were Raúl Alfonsín in the Radical Civic Union (UCR) and the internal line of Intransigence and Mobilization in the PJ, which insisted on the need to repeal the self-amnesty and to judge the repressors.6

The only priority the military had after the radical Raúl Alfonsín won the elections, unexpectedly for some domestic and external actors,7 was to avoid judicial review of what had been done regarding human rights violations. Issues such as the application of lessons learned in the Malvinas/Falkland war8 to reform the Armed Forces were set aside by the inability to reach consensus among the forces. In other words, “there was no agreement between civilians and the military, which means that there was no agreed transition (…), but neither was there a complete political defeat of the military and a complete occupation of the spaces and resources of power by

---

1 Sergio Eissa, ¿La irrelevancia de los Estados Unidos? La política de defensa argentina (1983-2010), Buenos Aires: Arte y Parte, 2015. For example, the then head of the Navy maintains in his memoirs that he perceived that the radical government “did not view the military with friendly or at least neutral eyes…” They wanted to make the military appear to be the only ones responsible or guilty of all the evils that have occurred in the country. See Ramón Arosa, De Constitución a Retiro. Reseña y reflexiones del Jefe de la Armada 1984-1985, Buenos Aires: Instituto de Publicaciones Navales, 2008, 31.
4 Patrice McSherry, op. cit., 2008, 86.
5 Ernesto López, op. cit., 1994, 43.
6 Ibid., 45.
7 Just as an example, both the United States and the military preferred the victory of the Peronist candidate, Italo Luder. See also Patrice McSherry, op. cit., 2008, 112.
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civilians that placed them in a solid position of domination and control over the military (...); the military led – even in the midst of growing political weakness – the process of democratic re-institutionalization to the end, which allowed them to withdraw in a more orderly and less costly manner (...): this gave a very special peculiarity to consolidation (...): a) a residual capacity for pressure in the Armed Forces and b) the persistence of the limitations of the conception and behavior of the civilian actors – which obviously did not magically evaporate with the arrival of consolidation-. conditions were created so that it had strong features of instability and unpredictability with regard to the evolution of civil-military relations.19

In conclusion, this transition, despite being characterized as a “collapse”,20 allowed the military and its civilian allies to retain significant shares of real power with which they were able to effectively condition the new democratic government.

SOCIOPOLITICAL CONTEXT

The democratic transition took place during the overheating of the Cold War and, in this context, the United States, with Ronald Reagan in the presidency, put aside the human rights policy of President James Carter and focused once again on the fight against communism in Latin America. Based on the discrepancies raised by Alfonsín regarding U.S. policies in Central America in March 1985, that country once again strengthened its bridges with the Argentine military. Since then, various U.S. government officials have warned of the danger of the resurgence of the montonero guerrilla and that in Latin America there was an enemy that was fighting governments from the inside “employing communist subversion, terrorism or the production and trafficking of narcotics.”11 They also insisted again on the Soviet threat in the region,12 due to the signing of fisheries agreements by Argentina with the countries within the Soviet-dominated sphere. This heightened U.S. fears about possible control by the South Atlantic Soviet Union that would allow a network of drug traffickers and subversives to carry arms on fishing boats to the Chilean opposition to the dictator Augusto Pinochet. Argentine Foreign Minister Dante Caputo assessed that this set of statements meant for the superpower democracy it was good, but it was better if it was controlled by the military.

Secondly, the economic policy implemented by the dictatorship had transformed the socio-economic structure of the country: it had put an end to the model of import substitution industrialization (ISI) (provoking the financialization, de-industrialization and reprimarization of the economy) and had left an external debt of US$ 45,000 million dollars compared to US$ 5,000 million in 1975.

In order to face this economic crisis, Alfonsín tried to apply a Keynesian policy during the first two (2) years.13 In other words, they sought to design a gradual economic policy to reduce social costs, since the president believed that the application of recession and shock recipes would affect the foundations of the nascent democracy.

Due to the failure of the approach outlined above, the “Austral Plan” was launched on May 14, 1985 with the aim of lowering inflation and creating favorable conditions for deeper transformations. However, the success achieved in the short term hid the lack of structural measures to encourage recovery or growth.24 Thus, given the ongoing deterioration of the political situation, the military resistance to the transformations and the electoral defeat of the governing party in the 1987 parliamentary elections, the new economic plan, known as “Primavera,” was born without the necessary strength to control the ever-increasing inflation. In early 1989 – at the behest of Argentine economist and former dictator Domingo Cavallo – the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund announced that they were limiting their loans to the Argentine government. The run against the dollar (“from which some financial groups were no strangers”)17 and the lack of reserves in the Central Bank to intervene adequately in the exchange market, led the country from a situation of high inflation to a hyperinflation that precipitated the government’s early delivery to the Justicialist candidate triumphant in the presidential elections, Carlos Saul Menem.

THE UPS AND DOWNS IN THE TRIAL
OF THOSE RESPONSIBLE FOR STATE TERRORISM AND ITS IMPACT ON PURGING

While the Justicialist Party (PJ) was in favour of self-amnesty, Raúl Alfonsín considered the trial of those responsible for state terrorism important for the construction of a democratic society. However, he was convinced that it was impossible to judge all military personnel in a transitional context and that they should be differentiated by levels of responsibility: 1) the head who gave the orders; 2) those who exceeded their orders; and 3) those who had merely carried out the orders. In addition, he believed that the unrestricted persecution of the military was unjust because various sectors of the Catholic Church, political parties, trade unions, businessmen, the media, among others, had been complicit in state terrorism. Nor did Alfonsín order the trial of the illegal state action of the Armed Forces, Security Forces and police, and the paramilitary organization, Argentinian Anticommunist Alliance (Triple A) during the Justicialist government of María

---

10 In the collapsing transition, “authoritarian rulers fail to control the agenda of the negotiation issues and the outcome of the negotiation.” In the agreed transitions, “the rulers of authoritarian regimes [...] tend to have a strong dominance (although declining over time) over the rhythms and agendas of the transition”. Huntington establishes a third category: transfer. In the latter, “democratization is brought about by the combined action of government and opposition.” See respectively Guillermo O’Donnell, “Transiciones, continuidades y algunas paradojas”; in Cuadernos Políticos, 1989, (56), 25, 26; and Samuel Huntington, La tercera ola. La democratización a finales del siglo XX, Buenos Aires: Paidós, 1995, 143.
13 Sergio Eisa, op. cit., 2015.
17 Ibid., 924.
Estela Martínez de Perón (1974–1976), because this could generate a “confrontation” with the PJ and he had no political margin to do so.

Based on this conceptualization, the main difficulties arose in its implementation.18 It is clear that Raúl Alfonsín never intended to try all the military and civilian accomplices, even if civil society and the military perceived exactly the opposite.19 This led to an increase in civil-military tensions, which resulted in four (4) military uprisings between 1987 and 1990.

President Carlos Menem opted for another approach that was in line with the Justicialist Party’s position in 1983. Although he was not interested in military issues, he knew that he could not ignore the military situation if he wanted to focus mainly on the economic front, which had got out of hand due to hyperinflation in February 1989. To this end, on 7 October 1989, President Menem issued the first pardon, comprising four decrees: 1002/89, 1003/89, 1004/89 and 1005/89. They reached military personnel involved in acts of state terrorism and the Malvinas/Falkland war, persons belonging to armed organizations, and officers, non-commissioned officers and civilians who participated in the military uprisings of 1987 and 1988. The last carapintada (painted face) uprising occurred on 3 December 1990. After the repression, President Carlos Menem granted a second pardon on December 29, 1990, through decrees 2741/90, 2742/90, 2743/90, 2744/90 and 2745/90. They reached the military juntas of the last dictatorship, former guerrillas and former Economy Minister José Martínez de Hoz.20

After the repression of the last military uprising, it can be argued that full civilian control of the Armed Forces was established in the country. Throughout this process, which lasted throughout the 1980s, the Armed Forces ceased to be a relevant actor in the Argentine political system.21 Thus, in the context in which Alfonsín conceived and implemented his policy and the pardons decided by Carlos Menem, he made unthinkable any type of action to purge the state of the officials of the dictatorship. On the contrary, many soldiers – both those responsible for state terrorism and those who rebelled against the governments of Alfonsín and Menem between 1987 and 1990 – were able to stand as legislators, intendents and occupy positions in government. Moreover, the same happened with civil servants who were never subjected to any legal process until 2003, except for a few exceptions such as the former Minister of the Economy José Alfredo Martínez de Hoz.

The enactment of these laws and decrees of impunity prevented the prosecution of those responsible for state terrorism from 1989 onwards, with the exception of cases involving the abduction of newborns between 1976 and 1983.

In 1998, at the proposal of the daughter of Argentine writer Rodolfo Walsh, the National Congress repealed the “Full Stop” and “Due Obedience” laws. In this context, the Center for Legal and Social Studies (CELS) asked the courts to annul these rules. It was only in March 2001 that a first instance ruling declared these laws null and void and unconstitutional, and so the legal processes that had been closed in the 1980s began to be reopened in a completely different political context, in which the Armed Forces no longer constituted a factor of power in Argentine society. In 2003, when Néstor Kirchner (2003–2007) took over the presidency, there were already about “a hundred or so heads of the armed and security forces under arrest for the theft of babies, the looting of property and the reopening of cases.”22 It was only in 2003 that these laws were declared insanely null and void and the Supreme Court of Justice ratified the first instance rulings in 2005.

Until 2003, relatives of the disappeared, human rights bodies and social scientists demanded that the Armed Forces, the Security Forces and the police grant access to their archives on the disappeared. However, since the last months of the dictatorship, they have claimed that they had been eliminated.23 However, the Directives, Orders, Regulations and Plans were provided by the military themselves during the trials, as part of their defense, to justify that they had acted legally. On the other hand, the policy of impunity implemented by the Argentine government between 1989 and 2003 meant that the search for documentary material on state terrorism was completely neglected.

Néstor Kirchner’s assumption of the presidency (2003–2007) made it possible, in the context of the declaration of the nullity of the so-called Forgiveness Laws and the promotion of the trials of those responsible for state terrorism, to take initiatives to preserve private documents, which had been kept by individuals and NGOs, and to search for documents in state offices. Thus, the National Memory Archive (2003), the Provincial Commission for Memory in the Buenos Aires Province (2000) and the Instituto Espacio por la Memoria (Space for Memory Institute) in the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires (2002) were created.24

In December 2003,25 it was reported that in mid-1978 the 601 Intelligence Battalion counted a total of 22,000 people dead and missing from 1975 to that date. This document was part of “a dossier of 1,500 original pages obtained by the Argentine Justice System in the office and home of Arancibia in Buenos Aires, in November 1978. After years of retention in the court archives, the American journalist John Dinges obtained a copy of the invaluable five-volume compilation in January 2002 and sent it to the George Washington University National Security Archive.”26

18 Jaunarena doubted that the Council would take up the task and argued that the entire trial would be unduly prolonged, which was detrimental to the democratic transition. He then proposed to apply the presumption that “under certain hierarchies, military personnel would be considered to have acted on orders.” Horacio Jaunarena, La casa está en orden. Memoria de la transición, Buenos Aires: TAEDA, 2011, 33, 35. See the chapter by Gabriela Ippolito O’Donnell and María Cecilia Alegre for more details.
19 Argentines thought the transition had ended with the presidential oath, while politicians aware of the military problem differed on that point. See Carina Perelli, Legacy of transition to democracy in Argentina and Uruguay, in Louis W. Goodman, Joanna S. R. Mendelson, Juan Rial, eds., The military and democracy. The future of civil-military relations in Latin America, Lexington: Lexington Books, 1990.
20 See the chapter by Gabriela Ippolito O’Donnell and María Cecilia Alegre for more details.
24 Ibid.
On 5 January 2010, President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner (2007–2015) ordered (Decree No. 4/2010) the declassification of “all information and documentation relating to the actions of the Armed Forces during the period 1976–1983, as well as any other information or documentation produced during another period relating to those actions.”

In this new political context, the Argentine Foreign Ministry created the Association for the Recovery of Historical Memory and, in order to have technical assistance, signed an agreement with the Center for Legal and Social Studies (CELS) in June 2011.

On March 13, 2014, the Argentine Army handed over to the Ministry of Defense 7,000 folders (350 of civilians) of files from the Magdalena prison, where Jacobo Timerman and Mario Galli, among others, had disappeared.27 In November of the same year, the Argentine Navy handed over to the Minister of Defense the Isaac Rojas documentary collection, mainly related to the dictatorship that ruled Argentina between 1955 and 1958. In addition, on October 31, 2016, the Head of the Argentine Air Force reported the discovery of documentation related to the operation of the Military Junta and the Legislative Advisory Commission between 1976 and 1983.28

To this end, an area was created within the National Directorate of Human Rights and International Law of the Ministry of Defense for the digitization and preservation of such documents and the digitization and preservation of such documents.29 In January 2018, workers and 500 civil and trade union organizations denounced the dismantling of the area.30

Finally, on 24 March 2016, United States President Barack Obama announced during his visit to Argentina that a project would be launched to “review and declassify intelligence [and military] records on the coup d’état in Argentina and the subsequent repression”. The first round was delivered between August and December of that year, and the second, during Donald Trump’s administration in April 2017.31 In addition, the Vatican State announced in 2016 that it is arranging its own archives for the purpose of declassification.32

In summary,

Beginning in 2006, courts across the country began issuing sentences for the crimes of the dictatorship. From then until December 2013, 494 convictions and 47 acquittals were handed down, that is, almost 10 per cent (…) The 541 trials concluded with a sentence accounting for only 26 per cent of the total number of cases that are ready for trial. All this shows that these are trials in which due process and the right of defense of the accused are respected and that no one is convicted without solid evidence against them.33

LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of these ups and downs in the trial of those responsible for state terrorism and the absence of purging laws, the denial of state terrorism persisted; the attempt to involve the Armed Forces in the internal order (for example, in the fight against drug trafficking); economic policies that follow the neoliberal matrix of the dictatorship; and judicial decisions that favored impunity for civilians and the military.

The main thing that stands out is the persistence of “entrenched authoritarian clauses”34 in the intelligence and security agencies, where – it could be argued – there has been no transition to democracy.

Regarding the national intelligence system, Decree No. 1311/2015 was adopted, which sought to modify Argentina’s intelligence doctrine, professionalize the Federal Intelligence Agency as the governing body of the National Intelligence System and make it an institution capable of meeting the challenges of the twenty-first century in the collection and analysis of strategic information for security and defense. The reform project begun in 2014 was interrupted and the government of President Mauricio Macri (2015 to present) restored the old operating model and reinstated the spies who had been thrown out of the organization.

Regarding the Federal Police (PFA), for example, Marcelo Sain35 states “that this police institution, created in December 1943 and set up in January 1945, lays its institutional foundations on Law Decree 333/58 and its complementary norms”. This rule of the dictatorship of Eugenio Aramburu (1955–1958). As for the professional regime of the PFA, “it was established by Law Decree No. 21.965, promulgated in March 1979 by Lieutenant General Jorge Rafael Videla, and was regulated in 1983 by a decree signed by General Reynaldo Bignone (…) These rules and their amendments are in force, as are Law Decree No. 9,021/63 establishing the ‘Organic Law of the Argentine Federal Police Information’ and its regulations approved by Decree No. 2.322/67. By means of these norms, a true state-owned information and intelligence service was created and put into operation, not subject to any type of administrative, judicial or parliamentary comptroller.”

On the other hand, many former officials of the Dictatorship and former soldiers who rebelled during the government of

28 At the same time, the Ministry of Defence declassified the Rattenbach Report on responsibilities in the conduct and operations of the Malvinas/Falkland war (1982) through Decree No. 200/2012, a task that was completed with the declassification of all documentation relating to the conflict (Decree No. 503/2015).
34 The concept is used by Manuel Garretón to refer to the transition to democracy in Chile. See Manuel Garretón, Incomplete Democracy, Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2003.
Raul Alfonsin and returned to office during the democracy can be highlighted: a) Jose Maria Llados was an official of the General Secretariat of the Presidency during the dictatorship and again assumed the positions in the Ministry of Defense during the radical governments (1983–1989 and 1999–2001); b) Domingo Cavallo was Director of the Central Bank (1982) and later Minister of the Economy (1991–1996 and 2001), Foreign Minister (1989–1991) and National Deputy (1987–1989 and 1997–1999); c) Oscar Camilión was Foreign Minister in 1981 and Minister of Defense during the democracy between 1993 and 1996; d) Antonio Horacio Stiusso was a spy for the Secretary of State for State Intelligence during the dictatorship (1972–1976), he became Director of Counterintelligence at the beginning of the 21st century and was only displaced in 2014; e) Francisco Miret was one of the investigating judges who rejected the habeas corpus of the relatives, he became a member of a chamber during the democracy until he was suspended by the Judicial Council in 2010; f) Aldo Rico was leader of the “carapintadas” uprisings in 1987 and 1988 and was appointed head of Customs (2015–2017), vice-president of the Banco de la Nación Argentina (2017–2018) and president of the same body since May 2018; and f) Christian Von Wernich was police chaplain of the Buenos Aires Province and convicted of crimes against humanity. He was expelled from the police force in 1985 but continued serving in Bragado (Buenos Aires Province) and in Chile until he was arrested.

The possibility of implementing norms to purge the state of authoritarian government officials will depend on the type of transition and its socio-political context and requires political agreement among the main political parties, which did not occur in Argentina in 1983. Firstly, because the parties perceived the transition differently and, secondly, because many of the members of those parties – mainly radical and other smaller parties – held positions during the dictatorship.


| TABLE NO. 1 |
| | Memory, Truth and Justice | Impunity |
| Decrees 157/1983 and 158/1983 | Full Stop Law No. 23.492: establishes the statute of limitations for criminal prosecution of those responsible for crimes committed during the last dictatorship. |
| Decree No. 187/83: creation of the National Commission on the Disappearance of Persons (CONADEP) | Due Obedience Law No. 23.521: establishes the criminal responsibilities of those involved in the genocidal plan between 1976 and 1983 according to the three-tier criterion. |
| Law No. 23.040: repeals Law No. 22.924 on self-amnesty. | Decrees No. 1002, 1003, 1004 and 1005 of 1989, and 2741, 2742, 2743, 2744, 2745 and 2746 of 1990: pardons to the former military leaders of the last dictatorship, former ERP guerrillas and Montoneros, to the commanders who led the Malvinas/Falkland war (1982), to the former Minister of the Economy, Alfredo Martinez de Hoz and to the military rebels who rose up against democracy between 1987 and 1988. |
| Law No. 23.049: modifies the Code of Military Justice, which allowed, inter alia, for appeals to the civil courts. | Decrees Nos. 1228, 1229 and 1230 of 2003: pardons for the former military officer who had risen up against democracy in 1989 and 1990, Mohamed Ali Seineldin, and for former guerrillas, including one of the leaders of the MTP and ERP, Enrique Gorriarán Merlo. |

| Defense of Democracy Law No. 23.077: increases the penalties for those who depose the public authorities and for those who participate in an armed organization that endangers the validity of the National Constitution. |
| Law No. 23.952: repeals Laws No. 23.492 and 23.521. |
| Law No. 25.779: declares Laws No. 23.492 and 23.521 insanely null and void. |
| Law No. 26.475: declares extinguished the benefits obtained by officials of the last dictatorship and granted under special regimes or laws. |
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INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION OF THE CRIMES OF THE REGIME

MARÍA CECILIA ALEGRE AND GABRIELA IPPOLITO-O’DONNELL

INTRODUCTION

From 1976 to 1983 Argentina experienced the most brutally repressive dictatorship of its entire history: the Proceso de Reorganización Nacional (Process of National Reorganization), as the military named the authoritarian experiment.¹

During the seven years that the dictatorship lasted, a carefully designed strategy of repression was put into effect. This strategy included forced disappearances, torture in clandestine centers of detention, kidnapping children, expropriation of private property, and murder of those considered opponents to the regime. The Proceso de Reorganización Nacional (hereafter PRN) aimed at the eradication of left-wing guerrilla groups, as well as of all political and social groups committed to democracy. In addition to sheer repression, the PRN implemented a neoliberal economic program aimed at entirely changing the political economy of the country and, in so doing, disciplining workers and lower class citizens by reversing previously acquired social rights.

In 1982, economic mismanagement and the mobilization of human rights organizations, parties and unions led the dictatorship to embark on the Malvinas/Falkland war against Great Britain in a desperate attempt to regain some legitimacy. Two days before Argentina invaded the Malvinas/Falklands Islands, the dictatorship faced a massive mobilization and a general strike. The demise of the Malvinas/Falkland war on June 14 of 1982 precipitated the collapse of the dictatorship and triggered a rapid transition to democracy.

THE 1983 ELECTION AND THE LEGAL CONDITIONS OF INVESTIGATION OF POLITICALLY MOTIVATED CRIMES

After a very short period of liberalization,² the PRN convoked the celebration of national free and fair elections on October 30 of 1983. Before the elections, on March 23 of 1983, and in the absence of a broad agreement of PRN with opposition forces to manage the transition process, the military passed Law 22.924, which exonerated them from all responsibilities for human rights violations. This law is known as the Self-Amnesty Law (Ley de Autoamnistía). The military also enacted a secret decree that ordered the destruction of records and other evidence of their past crimes.

During the electoral campaign, human rights violations committed by the PRN became a central issue of debate. The two main candidates running for the presidency Raúl Ricardo Alfonsín of the UCR (Unión Cívica Radical) and Italo Luder of the PJ (Peronist Party) adopted very different positions on the issue. One month after the PRN announced the Self-Amnesty Law, on April 25 of 1983, the UCR candidate Raúl Ricardo Alfonsín denounced the law, claiming that it was part of a broader impunity pact between the military and union leaders closely linked to the Peronist Party. Even without proof of such a pact, the position expressed by Italo Luder, the Peronist Party Presidential candidate, stressing that the Self-Amnesty Law “was irreversible”, seemed to confirm its very existence. In September of 1983, in a crowded political meeting at the Ferro soccer Club Stadium, the UCR presidential candidate Alfonsín promised that, once in government, he would declare null the Self-Amnesty Law.

CRIMINAL PROSECUTION OF THE CRIMES OF THE PREVIOUS POWER: THE RETURN OF DEMOCRACY

The UCR candidate Raúl Ricardo Alfonsín won the election with a 52% share of the votes on October 30 of 1983 and took power on December 10. As promised during the campaign, the new government began to deal with the issue of human rights violations by revising the activities of the dictatorship. As soon as President Alfonsín assumed power, he repealed the Self-Amnesty Law and reformed the Military Code (with the agreement of Congress) expecting the military themselves to give an account of past human rights abuses by way of military tribunals, something that did not occur. The military commanders argued that they had followed orders to exterminate the left-wing guerrillas, orders that had been signed by the democratic constitutional government of President Isabel Perón in 1975, before the military coup of 1976. As a consequence of the military’s resistance to give an account of their actions through military tribunals, the newly elected democratic government undertook an unprecedented task: to establish a National Criminal Court of Appeals, and put the top commanders of the PRN on trial. The trials were made possible due to a comprehensive investigation carried out by the National Commission for Disappeared Persons (CONADEP – Comisión Nacional de Desaparición de Personas), a special commission established by a presidential decree on December 15, 1983.³

The CONADEP commission was formed by a plural broad-based group of personalities among them Eduardo Rabossi, Gregorio Klimovsky, Hilario Fernández Long, Marshall Meyer, Ricardo Colombres, Monsignor Jaime de Naveas, Magdalena Ruiz Guiñázú, René Falavoro, and Carlos Gattinoni. World-known writer Ernesto Sábato chaired the commission.

The CONADEP worked with human rights organizations, political parties, and other political and social groups, which were already involved in investigating state terrorism during

¹ For a comprehensive review of those years see Guillermo O’Donnell (2008).
the dictatorship, to elaborate a special report. The report produced by the commission was titled NIINCA MAS (Never Again) and compiles (in 50,000 pages) a significant number of cases of human rights violations, torture, disappearances and murders, and served as the basis for the trial of the military Juntas. The report registered 8,961 individuals who were disappeared and 380 clandestine centers of detention and torture.

On April 22 of 1985, the trial of the military Juntas began. The main prosecutors were Julio César Strassera and his assistant Luis Moreno Ocampo. The trial was presided over by a tribunal of six judges: León Arslanián, Jorge Torlasco, Ricardo Gil Lavedra, Andrés D’Alessio, Jorge Valera Aráoz, and Guillermo Ledesma. Prosecutors presented 709 cases, of which 280 were heard. A total of 833 witnesses testified during the cross-examination phase, which lasted until August 14. After several months of allegations, it became clear that the PRN had implemented a systematic and well-design repression plan. For this reason, the members of the three first military Juntas that had governed the country were found guilty. Sentencing was issued on December 9. General Jorge Videla and Admiral Emilio Massera were sentenced to life imprisonment; General Roberto Viola to seventeen years; Admiral Armando Lambruschini to eight years; and General Orlando Agosti to four and a half years. Omar Graffigna, Leopoldo Menem of the PJ (Peronist Party), civic-military relationships between 1989 and 1991, under the Presidency of Dr. Carlos Saúl Struggled for Truth, Memory and Justice.

Democratic Consolidation and the Endless Breakdown.

Between 1989 and 1991, under the Presidency of Dr. Carlos Saúl Menem of the PJ (Peronist Party), civic-military relationships would change drastically. President Menem sanctioned ten decrees to grant pardons to all participants involved in actions of state terror during the dictatorship. Furthermore, in 1998 the Punto Final and the Obediencia Debida laws were repealed. The military were totally demobilized by these decisions.

On August 12, 2003, under the Presidency of Dr. Néstor Kirchner of the PJ (Peronist Party) a new law (25.779) superseded the Punto Final and Obediencia Debida laws as well as the pardons previously issued by President Menem. Starting in 2005, by a Supreme Court decision, any action framed under the figure of “state terror” became a crime against humanity and imprescriptible. These decisions allowed many cases of human rights violations by the PRN to be reopened. President Néstor Kirchner also changed the extradition policy, allowing extradition for people prosecuted abroad and not facing charges in Argentina. In 2003, Argentina became a signatory of the UN Convention on the Non-Applicability of Statutory Limitations to War Crimes and Crimes Against Humanity. A creative interpretation of the convention by the courts allowed them to circumvent the statutory limitations to crimes committed decades in the past, and also the post facto applicability of laws that were not in force at the time of the crimes.

Today the trials continue. In 2016, a court convicted 15 officials of conspiring to kidnap and assassinate dissidents during the US-backed Operation Condor, which killed 60,000 to 80,000 people in six Latin American nations from 1975 to 1989. As recent as November of 2017, a court sentenced 29 former soldiers for crimes against humanity, 19 of them received between 8 and 25 years, 6 were acquitted. Two of the officers received life sentences for piloting the so-called death flights, in which individuals were tortured, then drugged, and then killed, by being thrown out of airplanes into the river or sea. Among the victims were two French nuns abducted in December of 1977.

However, the most resonant recent cases are those of Alfredo Astiz, known as the “Blond Angel of Death,” and Jorge Acosta, nicknamed “The Tiger,” who also received life sentences for several crimes, including the 1977 disappearance of the 17-year-old Swedish citizen Dagmar Hagelin. Courts had already sentenced both men to life in prior trials. In spite of these achievements, in early 2017 the Supreme Court decreased jail time for human rights abuses, awakening fears of a regression.

It is worth noting as a way of closing, that the courts have begun to deal with the civilian accomplices of the PRN. A former Ford factory director and an ex-security officer are accused of conspiring with security forces to target workers at Ford’s suburban factory, north of the Argentine capital in 1976. According to the prosecution, they provided names, ID numbers, pictures and home addresses to military officials who then abducted 24 factory employees and union members. The victims were allegedly

---

5 The PRN had four military juntas, but only the first three were set to trial. Final Point Law 23.492, 23.12.1986, http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/verNorma.do?id=21864

---
subjected to hours of torture, electric shocks and interrogation on the factory premises in the suburb of General Pacheco before being hauled off to military prisons.10

LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the field of transitional justice, Argentina is an exceptional case. Never before in the history of the country, or any country in Latin America, has a civilian court put on trial military commanders accused of crimes against humanity. The experience of Argentina has not been one of reconciliation, but one of truth, memory and justice. For this reason, even today, the trials continue here and there. The identification of the perpetrators by their victims and their families is an ongoing process. Democratic institutions, fragile as they still are in many respects, have endured the many attempts by the perpetrators and their ideological supporters to stop the process of investigation and prosecution of state terrorism. It has not been an easy process; advances and setbacks are intertwined.

There are several lessons to learn from Argentina’s transitional justice process. There are three aspects to take into account for an evaluation of the process as a whole: leadership, political opportunities, and organization.

First, it is clear that much of what has been achieved in terms of truth, justice and memory has depended upon the commitment of leaders, especially of Presidents, to the cause of human rights. President Alfonsín and President Kirchner were definitely committed to condemn state terrorism. But leaders do not act in a vacuum; the political opportunities they face are also part of the equation of their eventual success or failure. This is a second aspect to take into account. President Alfonsín faced a very complex political environment to fully implement a policy of investigation and prosecution of crimes; he had to sustain some important setbacks. The military still had, at the time, significant power of retaliation. This contrasted sharply with the most favorable environment President Kirchner faced to reverse the policies implemented in favor of the military by President Menem, and make further advances in search of memory, truth and justice.

Third, leadership and favorable political opportunities are not the only factors that count for the successful implementation of a transitional justice strategy. As the case of Argentina shows, a dense civil society, highly mobilized for the cause of human rights, is a crucial aspect for success. Human rights organizations, domestic and international, as well as individual advocates have been fundamental in establishing synergies with other groups in government (all three branches, Executive, Judicial and Legislative) and in society to sustain collective action against impunity. The main recommendation is thus to consider these three aspects when designing a strategy of transitional justice.
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REHABILITATION OF VICTIMS

Sofía del Carril

INTRODUCTION

Rehabilitating the victims of Argentina’s Proceso de Reorganización Nacional was not at the top of the agenda when the transition took off in 1983. Almost 35 years later, however, the country has amassed a broad legal framework to rehabilitate the victims and their families, with a focus on economic reparations. Yet this has not followed a linear path, and to understand the legal framework and its implementation we need to take into account political, social and economic factors. Especially important are the challenges faced and the decisions taken at the political and judicial level, which are covered in other chapters of this study on the Argentine case.

This chapter will explore the scope and typology of rehabilitation, as well as its historical context. A second section will detail the reparations’ legal framework in chronological order; the focus is on economic reparations. Information about the implementation and social satisfaction will be provided, when available. We will then briefly describe the Argentine human rights movement. Finally, we will draw lessons learnt and make recommendations for similar situations around the world.

At all times, this chapter should be read along with other sections of the Democratic Transition Guide, especially the Transformation of the Political System, Investigations and Prosecutions of the Crimes of the Regime, and Education and Preservation of Sites of Conscience chapters.

SCOPE AND TYPOLOGY OF REHABILITATION

During the 20th century, political violence in Argentina left a large amount of victims. For the purpose of this report, we will focus on the violence which occurred in the 1970s and early 1980s.

After the military defeat of the Malvinas/Falkland war, the country slowly started its transition. Raúl Alfonsín, a candidate from the Radical Party, won the 1983 presidential election by 52% of the votes; his campaign platform included measures to address the atrocities of the past.

Shortly after his December 10, 1983 inauguration, President Alfonsín issued decree 187/1983 mandating the creation of a sixteen-member commission, the National Commission on Disappeared Persons (“CONADEP” in Spanish). An extra judicial body, the CONADEP was tasked with “shedding light to the facts relating to the disappearances of people in Argentina.”

It is important to note that its central mandate pertained to enforced disappearances, but not all crime committed by the Junta. Also, that the CONADEP was contested by social and political actors, which pushed for other alternatives.

Following an extensive investigation, which included several thousand testimonies, numerous interviews, and site-visiting, on September 18, 1984 the CONADEP released its final report, Nunca Más (“Never Again”). Needless to say, the Commission faced several dilemmas and made crucial interpretative decisions.

The CONADEP estimated an “open” number of 8,960 disappeared, based on complaints and information cross-checked with national and international human rights organizations. The Never Again report was also a milestone because it shed light on the institutional and systematic character of enforced disappearances, identified those responsible making reference to other actors besides the Junta and recommended an exhaustive investigation on others, who were not high-rank leaders.

The final report made four key recommendations pertaining to justice and the enactment of new legislation. In particular, it recommended:

“[t]hat the appropriate laws be passed to provide the children and/or relatives of the disappeared with economic assistance, study grants, social security and employment and, at the same time, to authorize measures considered necessary to alleviate the many and varied family and social problems caused by the disappearances.”

Only two days after the report was presented, the Undersecretariat of Human and Social Rights was created, under the orbit of the Ministry of the Interior. It would be a key player, following and systematizing the information exposed in the Nunca Más, being the custodian of the CONADEP archives and receiving new complaints.

DEFINING THE UNIVERSE OF VICTIMS

First and foremost, in this document we will mainly refer to the victims of the crimes perpetrated by the Military Junta – the dictatorship that ruled Argentina from March 24, 1976 to December 9, 1983. That is, to victims of State-sanctioned atrocities.

1 From March 24, 1976 to December 10, 1983. Also referred in this chapter as the Junta, the Military Junta, the Dictatorship.
2 María José Guembe, “La experiencia argentina de reparación económica de graves violaciones de derechos humanos”, CEJS, 1994, 1.
3 Emilio Crenzel, “Veinticinco años de democracia en Argentina, un balance desde los derechos humanos”, in Naveg@merica. Revista electrónica de la Asociación Española de Americanistas [online], 2011, vol. 6, 7.
4 Emilio Crenzel, Ideas y Estrategias ante la violencia política y las violaciones a los derechos humanos en la transición política a en Argentina, in Claudia Feld, Marina Franco, eds., Democracia, hora cero. Actores, política y debates en los inicios de la postdictadura, Buenos Aires: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 2015, 106.
6 Guembe, 2.
7 Ibid. As the author notes, the Undersecretariat changed its rank over time. Shortly after its creation it was transformed into a national direction. Nowadays, the Secretary of Human Rights and Cultural Pluralism is part of the Ministry of Justice and Human Rights.
There are other victims, such as those of the para-police organization Triple A (prior to the 1976 military coup), and of guerrilla organizations such as Montoneros and ERP. The acknowledgment and treatment, and the status of these victims are a widely debated issue in Argentina, then and now. As we will see in the next section, certain victims prior to the beginning of the Dictatorship have slowly started to receive compensations.

The Military Junta produced numerous types of victims. In this report, we will focus on certain crimes. Firstly, assassinations by State forces, often in “fake” confrontations, whose remains have been identified and returned to their families. Secondly, desaparecidos or disappeared, individuals assassinated by the government, but whose bodies have never been found. It must be noted that the concept of disappeared also includes individuals that were held prisoners at Centros Clandestinos de Detención (clandestine detention centers), but were later freed.

Prisoners were overwhelmingly subject to torture and inhumane treatments. Another grave crime was the appropriation and identity substitution of babies born to women held as prisoners. Finally, the Junta also applied labor-related sanctions to political opponents, such as layoffs and suspensions.

The notion of victim is a social and historical construction, and the legal framework helps settle the contours of such construction, from the State’s standpoint. Besides ‘direct’ victims, it must be noted that families and other relatives were strongly affected. In this sense, the CONADEP report included a section called “The family as a victim”.

It is a feature of the disappearance syndrome that the stability and structure of the family of the person who disappears is profoundly affected. The arrest (generally carried out in the presence of the family or of people connected to the family); the anxious search for news at public offices, law courts, police stations and military garrisons; the hope that some information will arrive, the fantasy of a bereavement that is never confirmed; these are factors that destabilize a family group just as much as the individual members. Behind each disappearance, there is often a family that is destroyed or dismembered, and always a family that is assaulted in what is most intimate: its right to privacy, to the security of its members, and to respect for the profoundly affectionate relations that are the reason for its existence.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF THE REHABILITATION


With the democratic transition, a series of laws were enacted with the aim to resolve the situation of workers that had been fired during the Dictatorship. As María José Guembe notes, specific groups, independent from public opinion pressure, enacted this first set of laws upon direct pressure. In 1984, two laws were enacted. Passed in February, Law 23.053 mandated the re-incorporation of Foreign Service employees that had been suspended. Later, a similar law was enacted applying to state companies’ workers that had been laid off.

Between 1985 and 1987, several laws were further enacted, pertaining to teachers and bank employees. In September 1985, Law 23.2781 was passed, with important effects. The law mandated that the “inactivity period” due to the dictatorship (being suspended, fired or forced to quit, or being forced to exile) should be counted for retirement purposes.

As Guembe notes, in that time, political detainees began bringing their cases to justice, seeking reparations. This led to the first discussion on general reparations within the judiciary power and the human rights movement.

1986: PENSIONS FOR FAMILIES OF THE DISAPPEARED

In late 1986, Congress approved Law 23.466, creating a package of benefits for families of those disappeared before December 10, 1983, in line with CONADEP recommendations. This benefited underage children as well as spouses or partners and other close family members, which were in charge of the disappeared. The ‘package’ included a pension of approximately USD $200 per month and medical coverage.

Pablo de Greiff points out that the law was aimed more at responding to the situation of widows and children of the disappeared, rather than satisfying legal criteria on proportional compensations to the damages suffered by them. As Guembe notes, this had to do with the financial problems that human rights organisms were suffering, since before 1986, they were the main providers of resources to the families of the disappeared.

1991: COMPENSATIONS FOR POLITICAL PRISONERS

The late 1980s found Argentina coping with the effects of the Juicio a las Juntas, with military coup attempts and the enactment of norms that limited the scope of transitional justice, namely the Punto Final and Obediencia Debid laws.

As De Greiff notes, the situation made no place for a focus on reparations. Along the same line, María José Guembe argues that the priority was the search for truth and justice. Further, at the end of this decade, an acute economic and political crisis shook Argentina, and President Alfonsín had to call for early presidential elections. He was replaced by Carlos Menem, of the Peronist Party.

Several reasons, on the domestic and regional level, pushed Argentina’s executive and legislative power to grant reparations.

8 Emilio Crenzel, “Verdad, justicia y memoria. La experiencia argentina ante las violaciones a los derechos humanos de los años setenta revistada,” in Telar, 2015, vol. 13–14, 63.
9 Nunca Mas Report.
10 Legal framework will focus on national level norms. Argentina has a federal system, and several provinces have enacted specific laws.
11 Guembe, 3.
12 Ibid.
13 In Spanish, “declarados prescindibles.”
16 Guembe, 3.
17 Ibid., 3 and 4.
18 Ibid.
20 Ibid.
21 Guembe, 5.
22 De Greiff, 167 and 168.
23 Guembe, 5.
First, as is covered in other chapters of this study, between 1989 and 1991, when President Menem issued a series of decrees pardoning military officers and former guerilla members.

In this context of impunity, human rights organizations and families brought their cases to the Inter-American system, where Argentina’s state responsibility was contested. This pushed President Menem, himself a former political prisoner, to issue decree 70/91 in January of 1991. The decree granted compensations to individuals, which were detained by authorities before December 10, 1983 and which had started a judicial process against the State before December 10, 1985.34 The benefit was calculated according to the number of days the prisoner spent detained. The reparation was of approximately USD $27 per day at that time.35 It also stipulated a one-time compensation for the families of political detainees that died while in prison and for those detainees that suffered “grave” injuries (approximately, USD $46,275 and USD $34,492 respectively).36

Later that year, in November 1991, Congress passed Law 24.043, which considerably expanded the reparations granted by decree 70/91.37 The law granted economic reparation per day of detention to people detained under the custody of the Executive power or civilians detained by virtue of military tribunals’ decisions. It was granted to political detainees between November 6, 1974 (when the state of siege was declared under the presidency of Isabel Martínez de Perón) and December 1983.38 As De Greiff points out, the structure of the reparations was similar to the decree’s, yet the economic benefits were larger.39 Reparation per day of detention jumped to USD $74.50 and reparations for individuals which died or suffered grave injuries in prison were set in USD $136.254 and USD $94.490 respectively.30

Victims and their families were given until 1998 to make filings, although this was later extended. 13,600 requests were received, and approximately 7,800 were granted.39 Further, Law 24.043 introduced a new payment method: Argentine sovereign bonds.32

1994: COMPENSATIONS FOR ENFORCED DISAPPEARANCES AND ASSASSINATION VICTIMS

In 1994, Argentina’s constitution was reformed and several human rights declarations and treaties were granted “constitutional” level. Further, in mid-1994, the general assembly of the OAS approved the Inter-American Convention on Enforced Disappearance of Persons.

Later that year Congress passed Law 24.411 which established compensation for victims of enforced disappearance and of assassination by armed security, and any other paramilitary forces. De Greiff explains that the law was not a product of the pressure of civil society and was passed without much debate.33 Yet, Law 24.411’s wording lacked operative clauses, and thus three years later, in 1997, it was amended, after an intense debate, by Law 24.823.34 One of the key contentious points had to do with the status of the disappeared.

The law had ample scope, granting compensation for individuals that had been victims of enforced disappearances (at any point in time), and that were still disappeared at the moment the law was promulgated (May 23, 1997),35 and also for those assassinated by security forces, in both cases before December 10, 1983.

The reparation was tied to the monthly salary of the highest level in the administration, by a coefficient; this was approximately USD $220,000 at that time.36 Filings were made for 3,151 assassinated and 8,950 disappeared individuals.37 Again, the reparations were issued in sovereign bonds.38

Although covered in other sections of this report, it must be noted that in the mid-1990s a legal maneuver by human rights group started to succeed. Abuelas de Plaza de Mayo’s lawyers argued that because the crime of kidnapping minors, and changing their identities, had not been covered by amnesty laws, they could be brought to justice.39 Junta leaders Videla and Massera were detained for charges connected with these crimes. Both the impunity granted to the Military Junta and the character of minors as victims were again a subject of discussion.

CURRENT STATUS: NEW SOCIAL ACTORS AND EXPANSION OF REPAIRS

The early 2000 saw new judicial developments, with the landmark case Simón, later ratified by the Supreme Court. In 2003 Néstor Kirchner was elected president, and he quickly incorporated the human rights discourse into his platform.

Enacted in 2004, Law 25.914 established reparations for individuals born during their mother’s captivity and to minors detained with their parents before December 10, 1983. As in other laws, in exchange, beneficiaries could not sue the State for damages in connection with these crimes. Further, the law mandated special compensation for those individuals whose identity had been changed. These victims would receive a compensation equivalent to the one granted by law 24.411 for disappeared and assassinated individuals.30 Law 25.914 beneficiaries received their compensations in cash.

It is important to note that in 2004 the Supreme Court ruled a case and interpreted the concept of detention.40 In this sense, the Court linked restrictions to freedom of movement, with the notion of ostracism associated with exile. Thus this reparation is also available to those individuals, which were forced to exile.

24 De Greiff, 169.
25 Ibid.
26 Ibid.
27 Ibid., 170.
29 De Greiff, 170.
30 Ibid.
31 Ibid., 171.
33 De Greiff, 172.
34 Ibid.
35 Thus, it excluded as beneficiaries those individuals which were disappeared but later where freed, among others. See De Greiff, 173.
36 Emilio Crenzel, “Veinticinco años de democracia en Argentina, un balance desde los derechos humanos”, 13. Economic reparations were not welcomed by some key players of the Human rights movement, namely the Mothers of Plaza de Mayo Association. See Goyochea, Pérez and Surraco, 14. Compensations were often split among the disappeared children.
38 De Greiff, 173.
40 It also included more reparations in the case of injuries, for example.
41 Argentine Supreme Court, case Vaca Narroja de Yofre, 2004.
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In 2009, Law 26.564 expanded the benefits of Laws 24.043 and 24.411 to individuals that were detained, disappeared or assassinated between June 16, 1955 and December 9, 1983. June 16, 1955 marks the beginning of the Revolución Libertadora, a coup, which ended with Juan Perón’s second presidential mandate.

Finally, in 2013 Congress passed Law 26.913, granting a pension to individuals that have been detained due to political, labor or student-related causes, until December 1983. The law was implemented in 2014. Nowadays, the monthly sum is of approximately USD $480.

SOCIAL SATISFICATION

Victims and their families have widely made use of the legal framework described above, although public information regarding this is not available. As of 2016, over 27,000 case files based on the legal framework described above were reportedly being processed by the Human Rights Secretariat.42

It is important to note several criticisms reparations and its implementation have drawn:

■ **High costs of the process**: Both at the economic and symbolic level. As Goyochea, Pérez and Surraco note with regard to the reparations granted by Law 24.411, in order to obtain them, families needed to start both a judiciary and an administrative process.43 To do this, families had to hire lawyers and, in many cases, brokering agents, since reparations were paid in sovereign bonds.

■ **Sovereign bonds as payment**: Families were affected by sovereign bonds’ loss of value during Argentina’s frequent economic crisis,44 especially when the national currency was abruptly un-pegged from the US dollar in 2001.

■ **Reluctance to accept economic reparations**: Some organizations such as Madres de Plaza de Mayo have criticized economic reparations and refused to cash them.45 They strongly reject “setting a price to the lives of our daughters and sons.”

■ **Limits of economic reparations**: Often, economic reparations were not enough to rehabilitate victims, many of them coping for example with trauma effects.46

■ **Scope of reparation to minors**: Reparations to minors have been questioned, and for instance Goyochea, Pérez and Surraco argue that they should be granted not only to those directly affected by the repression as Law 25.914 mandates.47

ORGANIZATIONS OF FORMER VICTIMS

As its history of political violence goes back in time, the country has human rights organizations dating back to the early 20th century, such as Las Lágrimas de lifting of 1937. At the beginning of the Dictatorship, it also had other organizations such as the Permanent Assembly for Human Rights and the Ecumenical Movement for Human Rights (both dating from the mid-1970s).48

Yet the majority of the organizations were founded after the coup in 1976.49 As Kathryn Sikkink writes, after failed solitary searches for their loved ones, family members of the disappeared created new human rights organizations.50 In 1977, Madres de Plaza de Mayo and Abuelas de Plaza de Mayo were created. Along with these two groups, another set of groups started developing, or increasing, their activity over time, such as CELS, SERPAJ and the Permanent Assembly of Human Rights.51 All of these groups faced repression, and some of their members were even disappeared—such as Madres’ founder Azucena Villaflor—or imprisoned.52

As Sikkink notes, human rights groups started developing connections with international organization, such as Amnesty, regional bodies like the Inter-American Commission, and foreign governments such as the United States under Jimmy Carter’s administration.53 They were especially active pushing for and cooperating with the landmark country visit by the Inter-American Commission in 1979.

Argentina’s human rights movement played a key role in the country’s transition, activating mobilization, making complaints, and advocating to national and international actors. As Elizabeth Jelin puts it, the most relevant feature of the human rights movement during the early years of the transition was its ability not only to accept or reject, but to create and build political opportunities.54

Among the most important human rights organizations, we can identify:

■ **Liga Argentina por los Derechos del Hombre** (1937)
■ **Asamblea Permanente para los Derechos Humanos**—APDH (1973)
■ **Servicio Paz y Justicia**—SERPAJ (1974)
■ **Movimiento Ecuménico por los Derechos Humanos** (1976)
■ **Familiares de Desaparecidos y Detenidos por Razones Políticas** (1976)
■ **Madres de Plaza de Mayo** (1977)55
■ **Abuelas de Plaza de Mayo** (1977)
■ **Centro de Estudios Legales y Sociales**—CELS (1979)
■ **Hijos e Hijas por la Identidad y la Justicia contra el Olvido y el Silencio**—H.I.J.O.S. (1995)

LESSONS LEARNT

After tracing and evaluating the politics of reparations in Argentina, we can draw several lessons. First and foremost,
the rehabilitation of victims must be a state policy. Reparations must be carefully considered and planned.

In Argentina’s case, the victims were broadly compensated (especially in economic terms), but this was not the product of a straightforward public policy. Rather, it was constructed incidentally along the last three decades. In fact, there was no clear order, and the measures were taken due to several factors – including demands by affected groups, such as unions and victim’s organizations or, the product of domestic and international litigation against the State. Putting the task to push for reparations on victims is re-victimizing per se. Thus, a political and social consensus on the necessity of granting remedies and reparations to the victims is adamant.

Second, along with the political decision to rehabilitate victims, the financial dimension must be incorporated, calculating and delivering the reparation in a timely manner and format. The use of sovereign bonds, in the case of Argentina with its economic history, has not facilitated the process for victims and families. The use of bonds created barriers of access to reparations, as well as a loss of value that the families had to bear.

Further, we can argue that economic compensations have limitations, and that we should explicitly incorporate other types of reparations. In this regard, the "Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law"56 adopted by the UN General Assembly in December 2005 provides interesting input.

On the other hand, the Argentine case shows the importance of a strong, vibrant and proactive human rights movement. Civil society was crucial before and all along the transition, pushing the agenda at its lowest moments – such as after the amnesty laws were enacted in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Countries in transition and the international community in general should aim for a robust civil society, channeling funds and giving them voice and recognition.

Finally, an important lesson, which can be drawn is an ample definition of “victim.” Although there is a still a strong debate on the scope,57 in the Argentine case families and relatives were considered central from the beginning. This has led to the 2004 Ley de Hijos and to the reparations in cases of exile.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1/ Make rehabilitation of victims a state policy, backed by a political and social consensus.
2/ Create or empower a centralized State organism in charge of reparations. This organism must be highly-ranked, well-funded and adequately staffed.
3/ Include several dimensions in the reparations, not only the economic. In this sense, recent UN principles and guidelines on remedy and reparations are useful.58
4/ Incorporate victims and families in a participative process of designing and implementing reparations.
5/ Adopt a wide criterion of proof for establishing crimes, since valid proofs for many of them such as enforced disappearances are nearly impossible to obtain.
6/ Ensure legal, social and psychological assistance to the victims and their families, both broadly and in connection with the process to obtain reparations.
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EDUCATION AND PRESERVATION OF SITES OF CONSCIENCE

MARÍA CECILIA ALEGRE AND GABRIELA IPPOLITO-O’DONNELL

INTRODUCTION

How newly democratized nations deal with their authoritarian past is a crucial aspect of a successful political transition. The construction of a collective memory to make visible past human rights violations is a difficult, but a fundamental task in the consolidation of democracy. There are many instruments transitional societies can use to recover the memory of state terror atrocities and to strengthen a democratic culture, among these education and preservation of sites of conscience stand out. In spite of a long history of military coups, conflicts and political violence during the 20th century, Argentina had never developed national policies aimed at preserving sites of conscience.

It has been rather recently, starting with the transition to democracy in 1983, that the preservation of memory has become an issue of public debate and of policy design and implementation aimed at uncovering the truth about the experience of state terror under the last military dictatorship that ruled Argentina from 1976 to 1983. However, we are still a long way away from consolidating a process of memory building by the implementation of a comprehensive and systematic set of public policies to preserve sites of conscience and promote democratic education. This is a process still very much in the making in Argentina, and not exempt from potential reversals.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

With the return of democracy on December 10, 1983, under the Presidency of Dr. Raúl Ricardo Alfonsín of the Radical Party (UCR – Union Cívica Radical), the State began to deal with the issue of human rights violations by revising the activities of the dictatorship that governed Argentina for seven long years (1976–1983). Under the President Alfonsín administration, the chief members of the military juntas, from that time, were put on trial. This was made possible due to a comprehensive investigation carried out by the National Commission on the Disappearance of Persons (CONADEP – Comisión Nacional de Desaparición de Personas), a special commission established by presidential decree.¹

The CONADEP commission worked with human rights organizations, political parties and other political and social groups that were already involved in investigating state terrorism under the dictatorship to elaborate a special report. The report was titled NUNCA MAS (Never Again) and compiles a significant number of cases of human rights violations, torture, disappearances and murder, which served as the basis for the trials of the military juntas.²

Later on, Congress passed two laws to settle the matter: Punto Final (Full Stop Law 23.492, 1986)³ and Obediencia Debida (Due Obedience Law 23.521, 1987)⁴. These two laws were in response to the military resistance to the trials. It is important to mention that at the time these laws were passed, the military still had significant political veto power and had threaten to oust the democratically elected government of President Alfonsín.

Between 1989 and 1991, under the Presidency of Dr. Carlos Saúl Menem of the PJ (Peronist Party), 10 (ten) decrees were issued to grant pardon to all participants involved in actions of state terror under the dictatorship. As a result, late in 1998 the Punto Final and the Obediencia Debida laws were finally repealed.⁵

By the turn of the century, however, official policy on this matter shifted once again. On August 21, 2003, under the Presidency of Dr. Néstor Kirchner of the PJ (Peronist Party) a new law (25.779) superseded the Punto Final and Obediencia Debida laws as well as the pardons previously issued by President Menem.⁶

Starting in 2005, by a Supreme Court decision, any action framed under the figure of “state terror” became a crime against humanity and imprescriptible.

One of the most interesting examples paralleling this shifting political environment with regard to memory policies is the changing criteria for the commemoration of March 24, a key date for building collective memory against state terrorism. In effect, March 24 is a landmark in Argentina history; it is the day of the military coup of 1976 that inaugurated the most brutal dictatorship the country had ever experienced. After the return to democracy in 1983, the first mobilization to remember the military coup was on March 24 of 1986, three years after the transition. This mobilization was organized by the Mothers of Plaza de Mayo (Madres de Plaza de Mayo), the group of mothers of the disappeared by the dictatorship, which eventually turned into the most salient human rights social movement of the country. There were no official commemorations of March 24 in 1984 or 1985, even though citizens did mobilize to support the Mothers.

In place of an official commemoration, on March 24, 1984, the Mothers of Plaza de Mayo published in the Clarín newspaper their position regarding President Alfonsín’s policies on state terror. The Mothers demanded: 1) forced disappearances be considered a crime against humanity; 2) the establishment of a bicameral Congressional commission to investigate state terror; and 3) trials trough civil courts and not through special military courts.

A year later, in 1985 a commemoration of March 24 was convoked in the City of Cordoba, organized by the Movimiento de


Juventudes Políticas, and several human rights organizations; about one thousand participants attended the event.

In short, since the beginning of the transition, the way of remembering, keeping memory, and making memory, not only constantly changed, but was also disorganized, and sometimes even violent. These mobilizations were not organized by the state, but instead by various human rights organizations.

The crucial year for institutional inertia to change was 2001. For the first time in history direct action was organized by the State: March 24 became “Día Nacional de la Memoria por la Verdad y la Justicia” (National Day of Memory, Truth, and Justice). A year later, on August 1 of 2002, Congress sanctioned Law 25.633, which declared March 24 a non-working day; a year later in 2005 it was also declared a non-working day, a national holiday and non-changeable in the calendar. This decision was first resisted by human rights organizations, which wanted to avoid the day becoming a national holiday, but to no avail. In 2017, the government of President Mauricio Macri tried by decree to change March 24 to a movable commemoration date, but civil society organizations mobilized and aborted the initiative, so March 24 continues to be celebrated as established in 2005.

ORAL HISTORY AND MEMORY

As the previous section shows, building collective memory is not an easy task, and the instruments available for doing so are of various kinds. The process is anything but linear. In addition to attempts by human rights organizations, and the state, to preserve memory, several historians tried to contribute to the process through their academic work. Among academic contributions, it is worth mentioning the field of “Oral History”, through the work of the Institute of Oral History, housed in the Department of Philosophy at the University of Buenos Aires since 1995 (Instituto de Historia Oral, Facultad de Filosofía y Letras, Universidad de Buenos Aires).

Several historians of the Institute worked to transform oral history into a vehicle to give voice to the voiceless victims of state terror, and to change the official story of how the events unfolded under the dictatorship.

Within the framework of oral history, the testimonies of the victims of state terror are considered crucial to understand the truth of what really happened under the dictatorship. Some of the testimonies were collected during the dictatorship, but the bulk after the return of democracy. Memory acts in the present to represent the past. That representation of the past is complex, and not just a simple reproduction of events; it entails an interpretation. Memory as a historical document has a peculiar character since it is retrospective and highly fluid. It does not exist as “pure memory,” but as reminiscence because memory always starts in the present toward the past.9

BUILDING MEMORY OF STATE TERRORISM IN 21ST CENTURY ARGENTINA THROUGH SITES AND MONUMENTS

Argentina had to wait until the beginning of the 21st Century for the state to design and implement a public policy systematically aimed at building memory of the experience of authoritarianism and state terror. In this newly designed policy, “sites of memory” and “monuments of memory” have a very important role.

Following the criteria of the Institute of Public Policies for Human Rights of Mercosur (IPPDH – Instituto de Políticas Públicas en Derechos Humanos del Mercosur), sites of memory are considered places where serious violations of human rights were committed, or where those violations were resisted, or places that victims, their families and communities associate with those violations and are used anew to recover, rethink and transmit traumatic processes and/or commemorate or provide reparation to the victims.10

The year 2003 is a landmark for building memory with the creation of the Memory Archive (Archivo de la Memoria).11 This Archive is complemented with the archives of several human rights organizations, of CONADEP, of University of Buenos Aires (UBA), and of other Universities throughout the country.

Later on, in 2011, under the administration of President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, the passing of Law 26.69112 was a turning point in the history of the preservation of memory and of the events that occurred under state terrorism between 1976 and 1983. The National State in agreement with Provincial governments, municipalities and human rights organizations decided that the motto “Memory, Truth and Justice” would become national public policy to precisely preserve the memory of that time.

This new “Memory, Truth and Justice” national public policy was to be carried out through the preservation of the sites used by the dictatorship as clandestine centers of detention and torture, or where emblematic events of illegal repression developed until the return of democracy in 1983. With the passing of Law 26.691, the state together with human rights and social organizations surveyed the sites mentioned in the CONADEP report by human rights organizations and by the organization Family Members of Detained and Disappeared Person for Political Reasons (Familiares de Detenidos y Desaparecidos por Razones Políticas) as places of detention, torture, disappearance and murder of persons in the entire country. In this way, a national network of “spaces of memory” became established. This network includes military sites, health centers and even private housing. The map of sites or “spaces of memory” at the national level can be consulted through the official web site of the government, which includes a catalog of all sites of memory and related themes.13

The City of Buenos Aires, the capital of Argentina, is where the most important space of memory is located: Space for Memory and Promotion and Defense of Human Rights-ex-ESMA (Espacio para la Memoria y para la Promoción y Defensa de los Derechos
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Humanos – Ex ESMA). This location is considered the most important site of memory due to the number of testimonies of detained persons that point to this site.

The space is located in the ESMA, Naval School of Mechanical Engineering (Escuela de Mecánica de la Armada), on Libertador Ave. 8100, in the upper class north side of Buenos Aires. In 1924, the Buenos Aires City Council gave the land to the Ministry of Navy to be used as a training camp for its forces. With the military coup of 24 March 1976, ESMA became a center of operations to implement a systematic plan by the dictatorship to repress, torture, disappear and murder people. A clandestine maternity ward also operated at ESMA where babies of detainees were born, and later appropriated by families of the perpetrators of state terror.

Today, the National Archive of Memory is located within ESMA, in the building where the School of Navy War used to function. As already mentioned, it was created by Law in 2003 to “preserve and classify the documents related to violations of human rights in Argentina, the testimonies recorded by CONADEP, and all testimonies that the Secretary of Human Rights of the country still receives.”

The Museum of Malvinas e Islas del Atlántico Sur (Malvinas and Islands of the South Atlantic) has also been located at ESMA since June 2014. This site is not related to state terrorism directly, but aims to recognize the value and history of the Malvinas war in 1982, which was initiated by the military dictatorship against Great Britain to maintain legitimacy. The defeat in the war precipitated the transition to democracy. Many abuses by the military were committed during the war against regular soldiers, showing the various ramifications of state terror. This Museum has no heritage but it has the important goal of promoting thinking and reflection of the recent past. The fact that this museum, created by a Presidential decree, has no heritage is a favorable point: it allows the museum to be “a live museum” that grows up with donations, and calls upon citizens to think about its true meaning.

The City of Buenos Aires has other important sites of memory; the “Space for Memory and Promotion of Human Rights: Automotores Orletti” (Espacio para la Memoria y la Promoción de los Derechos Humanos: Automotores Orletti) is located in the Floresta neighborhood on the west side of the City at Venancio Flores Street 3519/21. This site, located inside an old car-repair garage, was a clandestine center for detention, torture, disappearance, and murder of persons. The site was rented and refurbished by the Secretary of Intelligence SIDE (Secretaría de Inteligencia del Estado), and became the headquarters of Argentina “Operation Condor” (Operativo Condor), an Operation run in agreement with various intelligence and security forces of the Southern Cone countries of Latin America. Since 2006, by Law 2112 of the City of Buenos Aires Legislature, subject to expropriation and recovery, the site was declared a public use site. In 2009, it was transformed into a site of memory, and starting from 2014 is under the administration of the National Secretary of Human Rights. By Presidential decree 1762/2014 it has also been established as a “National Historical Site.”

Another site of memory worth mentioning in Buenos Aires is “Athletic Club” (Club Atlético), which was under the command of the Air Force during the dictatorship. This site of memory shows how the three military branches, the Army, Navy and Air force, colluded between them the actions of state terrorism. Athletic Club is located in the south of the city, in the historic San Telmo neighborhood at Ave. Paseo Colón, between Cochabamba and San Juan Streets, under the Highway Autopista 25 de Mayo. This location under the Highway was a late attempt at deleting its very existence. Law 1794 of the City Legislature declared it a “Historical Site”, and decree 1762/2014, a “National Historical Site.” Passing by, underneath the Highway, one can see that the memory is very much alive, viewing the decorations and signs placed on the site.

Yet another site of detention, this one under the control of the Federal Police was “Virrey Cevallos” (Virrey Ceballos Street 628/30). This site is emblematic, because it was recovered by the collective action of neighbors of San Cristobal where it is located. Organized under the “Association of Neighbors of San Cristobal against Impunity” (Asociación de Vecinos de San Cristóbal contra la Impunidad), neighbors, families, human rights and civil society organizations denounced the site, and in 2004, achieved City Legislature sanctioned Laws 1.454 and 1.505, which declare the site a “public use, subject to expropriation and historical site.” Since 2014, it became a “National Historical Site” by Presidential decree 1.762.

Another site of memory, difficult to imagine, is the Church of Saint Cross (Iglesia de la Santa Cruz, Estados Unidos Street 3150), it unfortunately became so because it was where several of the founding members of Mothers of May Square were kidnapped, together with two French nouns that were helping them, between December 8 and 10 of 1977. The forced disappearances occurred during a, now well-known, military operation commanded by the Navy.

Finally, in the City of Buenos Aires memory has become embodied in the natural environment: the Río de la Plata coastal line is a symbolic space, in whose waters many Argentines were drugged after being tortured and dropped still alive from planes into the river. The Park of Memory and Monument for the Victims of State Terror (Parque de la Memoria-Monumento a las Víctimas del Terrorismo de Estado), is located at Costanera Norte, Rafael Obligado St. 6745. This site of memory was designed in 1997 from a proposal of several human rights organizations. In 1998, Law 46 of the City of Buenos Aires ordered its construction, and an international bid was put forth for the several sculptures that are central to the landscape of the Park. In 2001, on August 30, during the International Day of the Detainees and Disappeared persons, the square that serves as main access to the Park was inaugurated. The Park was finally inaugurated in 2007 and since 2014 has become a “National Historical Monument,” and its sculptures “a public good of historical interest.”

**OTHER SITES OF MEMORY**

Laws and Decrees issued by initiative of the state, cities, social organizations, families of the victims, or the victims themselves, are not the only representations of the memory of state terror

---
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being constructed in Argentina. Other actions forming the building blocks of a collective memory are leaving an imprint on the urban landscape, without being a site of memory, a museum, or a monument. An example of this is the work organized by the association “Coordination of Neighborhoods x Memory and Justice” (Coordinadora Barrios x Memoria y Justicia) in the City of Buenos Aires, and in others cities throughout the country. This association was created at the end of 2005 to make visible popular activists detained, disappeared, and murdered by state terror, right before and during the last dictatorship in neighborhoods all over Argentina. The organization’s aim is to reconstruct the life history of those grassroots activists in their neighborhoods and, in this way, give proof of their existence in the streets they used to walk around. This is being done by the installation of tiles with their names and dates of disappearance on the sidewalks. These cement tiles transform the materials in live history and memory, and allows the socialization and communication of personal sentiments as public and collective signifiers. In doing so, they make visible, the invisible, for those who were unaware of what was happening during those years in their own neighborhoods. The first activity of “Coordinadora Barrios x Memoria y Justicia” was held on December 2 of 2005 at Saint Cross Church, were the first cement tiles were installed on the sidewalks in memory of the twelve persons kidnapped and disappeared in 1977.

**NETWORKS OF SITES OF MEMORY**

Up to now, we have made reference to “sites of memory,” “monuments of memory,” and “Memory Tiles” located in the City of Buenos Aires. But it is important to remember at this point that the jigsaw puzzle of building collective memory began to take form very slowly with the first testimonies collected by human rights organizations, mainly by the “Permanent Assembly for Human Rights” (APDH – Asamblea Permanente por los Derechos Humanos). During the dictatorship this organization formed by a broad multi-party constituency had the capacity to record testimonies and take action against state terror through requesting the legal figure of habeas corpus. As we have also shown, since 2014 with a series of new laws, a survey of “sites of memory” allowed drawing a national map to locate most of them. This process of building memory has developed slowly through the years and is still in the making.

It is important to stress that until 2015, the sites of memory were referred as to “spaces of memory,” but since then it is preferred to use the term “sites of memory” following international classifications, including the one proposed by Mercosur (Common Market of the South) we have already mentioned above.

**SITES OF MEMORY AND EDUCATION**

All sites of memory, including the monuments and memory tiles, have an intrinsic pedagogical goal. The sites of memory, since their original denomination by the Decree 1762 of 2014, which instituted them as “official” sites of memory at the national level, are “spaces of memory and promotion of human rights”. This promotion of human rights entails the idea of education on human rights, for children and adults likewise. By reading the documents of Mercosur’s Institute of Public Policy and Human Rights (Instituto de Políticas Públicas de Derechos Humanos), we observe the deep pedagogic character of sites of memory, besides their primary goal of keeping memory of past atrocities. This pedagogic or educational character has a formal side based on the Ministry of Education of Argentina and an informal side based on the multiple actions undertaken by the sites of memory themselves.

In the case of the formal institutional environment, starting in 2014 the sites of memory gained political leverage since the government decided to give them status of state policy. The sites of memory became an integral part of the “Education and Memory Program” (Programa Educación y Memoria) of the National Ministry of Education for secondary schools.

By the National Education Law, secondary education is mandatory in Argentina and one of the main axes of action of the Ministry of Education. The relevance of secondary education made it a crucial environment to further develop a comprehensive program to link education and memory. Since 2003, the National Ministry of Education began to develop an education policy of memory whose goal would be to facilitate the difficult task of teaching in schools the recent past. This policy is based on the National Education Law 26.206 and as it says in article number 3: “Education is a national priority and a state policy to build a more just society, consolidate national identity and deepening the exercise of democratic citizenship, the respect of human rights and basic freedoms and strengthen the economic and social development of the nation.”

Within this framework, the Program of Education and Memory (Programa Educación y Memoria) targets three fundamental themes: 1) State Terror: memories of the dictatorship; 2) Malvinas: memory, sovereignty and democracy; and 3) Teaching of the Holocaust and other genocides.

**LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

Without a doubt, since the transition to democracy in 1983, the road to building memory has been a long and winding one. The process has not been linear; there have been many advances and a few setbacks. The past 35 years have been years of learning. The experiences of state terror recovered by the creation of various sites of memory have had the pedagogical value of showing that democracy, even with its flaws, is the most preferable political regime. As a result, democracy has endured in spite of military coup attempts, economic crises and low quality governments. Democratic institutions are stronger, and the construction of a collective memory a continuous process. In many ways, the sites of memory are an achievement of democracy and, at
the same time, one of its main sources of legitimacy. In these sites, memory and education are intertwined and complement each other. The sites of memory linked to education programs, formally and informally, are a pedagogic creative practice to rethink new forms of learning at school and in everyday life. In a nutshell, they contribute to understand the past to improve our lives in the present and avoid the same mistakes. As the experience of Argentina shows:

1/ It is crucial to secure the sites of memory and the concomitant educational programs through national legislation to avoid any regressions or nostalgia of the authoritarian past.
2/ It is also crucial that civil society groups work closely with government officials to demand accountability of all actors involved in the creation and administration of the sites.
3/ The previous recommendations are a way to shield the construction of collective memory from short-term changes in governments’ ideological preferences.

It is a moral imperative to remember those who suffered the atrocities of state terror and transmit this memory to the new generations by way of education, so as the Prosecutor of the Military Juntas Dr. Julio César Strassera expressed at the end of the trials, this NEVER AGAIN! (NUNCA MAS!) happens in Argentina.
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TIMELINE OF THE MAJOR EVENTS

SOFÍA DEL CARRIL

March 1973
General elections held. Héctor J. Cámpora of the Partido Justicialista wins with over 49% of the vote

July 1973
President Cámpora and Vice President Solano Lima resign. General elections called

September 1973
General elections held. Juan Domingo Perón wins with over 61% of the vote; María Estela Martínez, his wife, runs as his Vice President. Shortly after, Jose Rucci, a main ally of Perón, is assassinated by Montoneros, although the group does not acknowledge responsibility

November 1973
The Alianza Anticomunista Argentina (known as Triple A), a state-sponsored parapolice group surfaces with a high-profile assassination attempt

July 1974
Juan D. Perón dies. Vice President María Estela Martínez becomes the new head of state

November 6, 1974
President Martínez de Perón establishes the state of siege in the Argentine territory

February 1975
President Martínez de Perón sanctions Decree 265, mandating the armed forces to neutralize or annihilate subversive forces in the northern province of Tucumán. Operativo Independencia is launched, involving national and subnational security forces and targeting PRT-ERP and Montoneros guerrilla groups

October 1975
On October 5, Montoneros attacks a military garrison in Formosa. The next day, decree 2772 extends the mandate of Decree 265 to the entire Argentine territory

December 1975
ERP attacks a military base in Provincia de Buenos Aires

March 24, 1976
Coup d’état. President Martínez de Perón is forced out of government and detained. The Military Junta rises to power, under the command of members of the army, air force and navy

1976–1978
Peak years of the repression with numerous CCD (clandestine centers of detention) active all over the country

September 1979
The Inter American Commission for Human Rights visits Argentina. The Commission receives 5580 complaints. In 1980, the Argentina Report is published

December 1980
Human rights activist Adolfo Perez Esquivel of SERPAJ wins the Nobel Prize

April 2, 1982
Argentina launches a military operation to recover the Falkland Islands

June 14, 1982
Argentine forces surrender the island to UK forces. The Falklands War ends, leaving 649 Argentine soldiers, 255 British soldiers and 3 civilians dead

September 1983
Auto-amnesty law enacted by the Military Junta

October 1983
Democratic elections held in Argentina. Raul Alfonsín of the Union Cívica Radical-UCR wins with 52% of the vote

December 10, 1983
Alfonsín is inaugurated as president

December 1983
Presidential decrees 157 and 158 order the prosecution of the ERP, Montoneros and the Military Junta’s leaders. Subsequently, a new decree creates an extra-judicial entity, the CONADEP, whose mandate is to investigate enforced disappearances

April 1985
The Federal Appeals Court begins the Junta Trials

December 9, 1985
The Federal Appeals Court condemns the former commanders of the Military Junta

December 1986
Congress passes the Ley de Punto Final, which limited the possibility to further investigate crimes

April 1987
Military rebellion to protest and stop prosecutions against military officers

May 1987
Congress enacts the Ley de Obediencia Deuda, which protected low-ranking military officers from prosecutions, based on the fact they “received orders” under a military hierarchy

January 1989
Attack by the Movimiento todos por la Patria-MTP to a military garrison in La Tablada

1989
Within a context of acute economic crisis, including hyperinflation, President Alfonsín calls for early general elections
May 1989  Carlos Menem of the Partido Justicialista wins and in July is inaugurated as President

October 1989  President Menem pardons military officers and guerrilla members

1990  Last military uprising. President Menem dictates new decrees pardoning Junta leaders, among others

1991  Congress passes Law 24.034 on reparations for political detainees


1998  The newly autonomous City of Buenos Aires creates the Parque de la Memoria, a memorial of the victims of State terrorism located along the shore of the river

2001  Federal judge declares amnesty laws (*Ley de Punto Final* and *Ley de Obediencia Debida*) invalid and unconstitutional

2003  Congress annuls amnesty laws

2004  Congress passes law on reparations to minors affected by the repression, known as *Ley de Hijos*. Former clandestine detention center ESMA is transformed into the *Espacio para la Memoria*
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TRANSFORMATIONS OF POLITICAL SYSTEMS

BERND SCHAEFER

INTRODUCTION

With the exception of Thailand, after 1945 all gradually emerging new states in Southeast Asia were post-colonial countries (Brunei, Burma/Myanmar, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaya splitting into Malaysia and Singapore, the Philippines, Vietnam). They had all shed their imperialist rulers and patrons (France, Great Britain, Netherlands, United States) in more or less bloody, or more or less protracted, struggles for independence. In 1949, the largest and most populous country in Asia had turned into a socialist one-party state following the Soviet model and calling itself the People’s Republic of China (PRC). This new China was supposed to wield ever growing influence on local Southeast Asian communists, and thus most Southeast Asian countries, before it became a financial and economic giant in Asia, with an exponentially oversized impact on everyone’s investment and trade relations.

Cambodia obtained its independence from France in 1953 under Norodom Sihanouk (1922–2012) as the country’s King (over the course of later history he also figured as Head of State, Prime Minister, ruler in exile, and again King). Norodom Sihanouk, like all Cambodian rulers after him, be it as President (Lon Nol, 1913–1985), “Brother Number One” (Pol Pot, 1925–1998), or Prime Minister (Hun Sen, born 1952), wanted to stay in power indefinitely, once they had attained it, temporary tactical power-sharing arrangements notwithstanding. All of them were, respectively, disinclined to lose power through coup d’etats, uprisings, wars, or as a result of elections. While only Hun Sen succeeded in this regard, all the rulers of Cambodia were always fully aware that survival in power required control over a regime’s armed units, this is the military, special forces and guards, the police, and the intelligence apparatus.

With the exception of the period of internationalization of Cambodian politics following the 1991 Paris Agreement, and the aftermath of the United Nations (UN) intervention of 1992/1993, the country did not transition from a one-party to a multi-party democratic system based on shared acceptance of potential regime change as a result of elections. However, despite the absence of regime change, after 1993 the country went through partial democratization and developed features that differentiated it from patterns of authoritarianism in other Southeast Asian states.

The dynamics culminating in the 1992/1993 UN presence in Cambodia were a late result of the experience and aftermath of the utter devastation of the country with up to 1.7 million killed and dead Cambodians during the reign of the Communist Party of Kampuchea (CPK) under its leader Saloth Sar, who called himself Pol Pot, between April 1975 and January 1979.

DEMOCRATIC KAMPUCHEA [DK] (1975–1979)

Democratic Kampuchea (DK) replaced the Cambodian Republic under President Lon Nol after the complete military victory of its forces, with the occupation of Phnom Penh on 17 April 1975. Immediately afterwards, the CPK began with an evacuation of Cambodian cities, which it viewed as brewing places of “bourgeois” habits and the most important obstacle to the implementation of true communism. Exiled leader Norodom Sihanouk was lured from Beijing into Phnom Penh later in 1975 as ‘Head of State’ and used for one speech and a visit to the UN, before he disappeared into house arrest for the duration of DK.

In 1976 a Four-Year-Plan was promulgated that enforced collectivization and organized the entire population into CPK-run “Work Groups” to toil in hard manual labor for the production of rice and other crops. Ever afraid of infiltrations of “spies” and “enemies”, in December 1976 Pol Pot decreed a “sickness in the party” that led to never-ending, cascading chain effects of denunciations, arrests, torture, and executions. During the entire DK period, as results of malnutrition, exhaustion, and politically motivated killings, about 1.7 million Cambodians died or were executed.

The end of the DK came about as a result of external events and foreign military intervention. The PRC, the patron and partner of the DK in an anti-Vietnamese alliance, had hosted a DK delegation in October and a delegation of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (SRV) in November 1977. As a result of these visits, PRC–SRV relations broke down into open hostility and the DK felt emboldened in late 1977 to go ahead with attacking the SRV to expand Kampuchea’s borders. The DK and the SRV terminated mutual diplomatic relations and were in a de facto state of war with each other.

The Kampuchean incursions and the Vietnamese counterattacks temporarily occupying DK territory fostered a Vietnamese national security doctrine regarding Cambodia: Never can any anti-Vietnamese government be allowed to rule in Phnom Penh. From early 1978, Vietnam pursued a course of regime change in the DK: Plan A, the preferred solution wanted to manage the overthrow from within the country with Cambodian forces, Plan B was SRV military intervention from outside. While Plan A began to fizzle due to a lack of sufficient numbers of Cambodian cadres and forces to overthrow the DK regime militarily, the SRV was afraid of Chinese military intervention, both into the DK and simultaneously into Northern Vietnam in case of an implementation of Plan B. Ultimately seizing on Chinese domestic political distraction through the highly important December 1978 Third Plenum of the Chinese Communist Party in Beijing, the SRV invaded the DK during this month and captured most of the country until early January 1979. China did not intervene militarily on the side of the DK, as Pol Pot had hoped. Instead, the PRC engineered the flight of CPK leaders and fighters to the Cambodian/Thai border region and brought Norodom Sihanouk back to Beijing into exile.


Former Cambodian CPK cadres, who had defected to the SRV since 1977, and anti-CPK Cambodian exiles from Vietnam, formed the nucleus of the new Cambodian government, installed in Phnom Penh under SRV guidance and supervision. Following the Vietnamese political model, a “People’s Republic
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of Kampuchea” (PRK) was supposed to emerge, and was tied to the SRV through an official Treaty of Friendship early in 1979. It was a dilemma, however, from the perspectives of the Vietnamese advisers and their Cambodian allies that building up socialism SRV-style required the creation of a new all-controlling Marxist-Leninist Cambodian party basically from scratch. With the CPK gone, few non-compromised former Pol Pot supporters were left, and overall weariness to join another communist party in a widely ruined country, the efforts of the new Kampuchean People’s Revolutionary Party (KPRP) fell mostly flat. It took two years until the first official Party Congress was held in 1981, followed by a 2nd, and what turned out to be the last Party Congress in 1985. Cadre recruitment and training was constantly deficient, membership numbers remained insufficiently low. It was not just that Kampuchea was infertile ground for another communist party after the DK experience. Party problems were also due to the fact that in the eyes of most Cambodians the KPRP was suffering from a “national deficit”: It was viewed as a SRV-managed political entity, and accordingly treated as a Vietnamese appendix by friends and foes alike.

Furthermore, from its onset the PRK suffered from an anti-Vietnamese and anti-KPRP insurgency. Remnants of Pol Pot forces, the former DK leadership, and Cambodian refugees from the Northwestern part of the country were equipped with arms and other means by Chinese, Thai, and American efforts. Together with forces loyal to exiled Norodom Sihanouk, in 1982 a Coalition Government of Democratic Kampuchea (CGDK) was formed that operated in parts of the country with bases near the Thai border. Its military wings created disarray and disruptions in the country through sabotage and tenacious guerrilla fighting. The new PRK Army and the Vietnamese started counter-offensives and mined the country. For most of the 1980s, Cambodia experienced protracted civil war within its borders. It took both sides painful experiences of exhaustion, before realizing that there would not be any decisive military solution in the cards for either side to end this Civil War.

The situation in Cambodia would not have changed without changes in the Soviet Union (“Perestrojka” or “Reform”) from 1986 and subsequent changes in the SRV beginning in the same year (“Doi Moi” or “Renovation”). In the shadow of Vietnamese domestic preoccupation and open debate within the Vietnamese Workers Party about the costs and worthiness of SRV engagement in Cambodia, the PRK leadership under Hun Sen began from 1987 to propagate national reconciliation with non-CPK forces of the Cambodian opposition with the intention of marginalizing and isolating Pol Pot and his supporters. In December of 1987 Hun Sen met Sihanouk for talks in Paris, followed by further two- and multi-party meetings during subsequent years including the DK. At the same time, the KPRP began to correct Marxist-Leninist “errors” from the doctrinal Party Congresses of 1981 and 1985. It allowed for limited pluralism and debate without touching One-Party-Rule for now, but the PRK began to change gradually and soon significantly from the model of the other four communist states in Asia (China, Vietnam, Laos, North Korea).


Four-Party talks between Hun Sen, Sihanouk, Son Sann, and Pol Pot representatives to resolve the Cambodian civil war and allow for a Vietnamese military withdrawal continued in Jakarta in July 1988 and February 1989, culminating in extended Four-Party talks in Paris throughout July and August 1989. However, it turned out there was no solution possible if brokered exclusively by Cambodian parties. Foreign disengagement (Vietnam, China, USA) from the Cambodian conflict was needed first, and a final breakthrough was to be realized only through an internationalization of Cambodia peace talks mediated by the United Nations.

In the meantime, Hun Sen had undertaken measures at the home front that made a Cambodian solution more conducive. On 1 May 1989 the PRK was officially replaced by a new “State of Cambodia” (SOC) with a new flag and anthem. The Hun Sen government invited exiles from previous Cambodian regimes to return to the country, capitalist investment was encouraged, Buddhism officially recognized, minority rights were acknowledged. The complete withdrawal of the large Vietnamese military forces from Cambodia was arranged for December 1989 (though some undercover residual forces stayed behind).

After the fall of communism in Eastern Europe and the transformation of the Soviet Union, the years of 1990/1991 witnessed an international euphoria to solve all remaining global conflict spots through multilateralism. Cambodia became an early and prominent showcase in this regard. It was Australia that official proposed an UN role on site in Cambodia during a period of transition. The United States and China withdrew their support for the former Pol Pot government as the official Cambodian UN representation. After many rounds of negotiations, on 23 October 1991 the Paris Peace Agreement (Framework for a Comprehensive Political Settlement of the Cambodia Conflict) was signed by the four domestic factions (Hun Sen, Sihanouk, Son Sann, Pol Pot), the members of the UN Security Council, and the members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations. A Supreme National Council (SNC) was to be formed in Cambodia during a transition period leading to free elections.

As a direct consequence of the agreement, in 1992/1993, an international peacekeeping United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC) was established to pacify the country and to prepare for elections in May 1993. UNTAC was the biggest and most ambitious UN mission ever: It was tasked with establishing a ceasefire, disarmament, repatriating refugees, supervision of a democratic political process and the drafting of a new Cambodian constitution and the preservation of human rights. This agenda was too ambitious to meet all expectations, but it achieved most of its objectives. Hun Sen and his Cambodian People’s Party (CPP), renamed in 1991 after the end of the KPRP, displayed only limited cooperation with UNTAC, and the remaining Pol Pot forces were non-cooperative to openly hostile, boycotted the parliamentary elections, and turned out to become the future losers. What the massive international effort by UNTAC had paradoxically achieved, however, was the final “de-internationalization” of Cambodian domestic politics. For the first time in its history, Cambodian political factions were no longer an instrument of outside players (Vietnam, China, United States), but from now on they had to solve, or fight out, their differences by and on their own.

KINGDOM OF CAMBODIA (SINCE 1993)

In UNTAC-supervised elections between 23 and 28 May 1993, almost 90% of Cambodians turned out to vote. In the 120-member Cambodian National Assembly, the royalist party “United National Front for an Independent, Neutral, Peaceful, and
Cooperative Cambodia” (Funcinpec) under Prince Norodom Ranariddh, a son of Norodom Sihanouk, won 58 seats (45.5 %), Hun Sen’s CPP 51 (38.2 %) and 11 seats went to different parties. The CPP disputed the results and, after much haggling and threats of violence and secession, a compromise was brokered with Norodom Sihanouk featuring Sihanouk, first as Head of State and, from September 1993, again as King. Ministries were divided evenly between Funcinpec and CPP, with Ranariddh serving as First, and Hun Sen as Second Prime Minister. Relations between both sides were contentious from the beginning, and in July 1997 CPP armed groups, especially Hun Sen’s Bodyguard Unit, staged a conflict with Ranariddh’s networks. In a violent coup they arrested opponents and ousted Funcinpec from the government. Ranariddh fled into exile and returned for the 1998 Cambodian elections, where the CPP won an absolute majority of 64 seats while gaining 41.7 % of the national vote.

In 1997 rivalries broke out among the remaining former DK leaders in their remote hideout. After Son Sen’s family was murdered, Pol Pot was arrested and tried by his former comrades. He died in house arrest in 1998 facing deportation, while his decimated former fighters ultimately surrendered after several military defeats and defections. For the first time since the 1960s, Cambodia was free of violent conflict and the government in full control of Cambodian territory within its internationally recognized borders.

In subsequent elections, the CCP gained absolute majorities in 2003 (73 seats / 47.4 %), 2008 (90 / 58.1 %), and 2013 (68/48.8%). In that last election, the opposition Cambodian National Rescue Party (CNRP) led by Sam Rainsy and Kem Sokha came close and won 55 seats. The latter protested the vote count and weren’t seated in parliament until a compromise was signed with Hun Sen in July 2014. In 2016 Sam Rainsy was forced into exile again, a year later Kem Sokha was arrested and the CNRP stripped of its assembly seats and dissolved by Cambodia’s Supreme Court in November 2017. The next national assembly elections were scheduled for July 29, 2018. They featured Hun Sen’s CPP and a large number of smaller, if not dubious parties. With just token opposition, the CPP won with 78 % of the vote claiming all 125 seats in the National Assembly. The ruling party’s nervousness over low turnout and significant numbers of invalid ballots before the election gave way to the CPP’s elation afterwards of having the country turned into a de facto one-party-state. With Prime Minister Hun Sen in power for a time of his choosing, future trends to observe include the role of the military and dynastic politics in terms of the roles for Hun Sen’s sons Hun Manet and Hun Many.

LESSONS LEARNED

The geographical location of Cambodia with its neighbor, the one-party, nominally communist Socialist Republic of Vietnam (SRV), plus its proximity to the one-party, nominally communist People’s Republic of China (PRC), has determined, to very high degree, Cambodia’s foreign relations and political systems since the 1950s. Relations between Cambodia and Vietnam on the one hand, and with China on the other hand, were always asymmetric in military and political terms. After 1993, and especially so during the recent decade, the economic disparity between Cambodia and China, as well as with Vietnam, has grown enormouly and is ever widening. According to 2015 numbers, China’s ‘poorest’ province alone (Yunnan in the South-west north of Laos) has a higher GDP per capita than the three poorest members of ASEAN combined (Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar). Vietnam’s GDP per capita, with a much larger population, is now double the GDP of Cambodia, after both countries were on comparably low levels about 25 years ago. This economic gap and corresponding dependencies are providing both China and Vietnam with leverage over Cambodia, with Chinese influence growing, and now dominating at the expense of previous Vietnamese influence.

All Southeast Asian countries organized in ASEAN have a solid history of authoritarian one-party systems with a high aversion to, and skillful avoidance of, peaceful regime change through elections. Only the Philippines, Thailand once in a while, Indonesia after 1998, and Malaysia in May 2018, have gone through such an experience. After 1993, Cambodia had for the first time a two-party-system with relative freedom of expression. However, this turned out as unsustainable by as early as 1997. With China and Vietnam encouraging, the United States disengaging after 2016, and members of ASEAN non-interfering, if not understanding, the CCP was able to cement Cambodia de facto as a one-party state with a lifelong ruler.

Cambodia’s weak economic and political foundations, in combination with a widespread system of patronage, corruption, and coopted elites, did not prove solid enough to establish a multi-party democracy with regime change options through elections. Throughout the entire history of Cambodia after 1953 the respective government in power wanted to stay so permanently. The current CCP government under Prime Minister Hun Sen, the longest serving ruler in Asia, and for now basically 37 years the leading figure in Cambodian politics, is so far the only government in Cambodian history that has succeeded in this quest.
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CONSOLIDATING THE STATE SECURITY APPARATUS

Kosal Path

POSITION AND STRUCTURE OF THE STATE SECURITY APPARATUS PRIOR TO THE TRANSFORMATION

When the Vietnamese invaded Cambodia in December 1978, 180,000 Khmer Rouge forces fled to seek refuge in camps in Thailand, and remobilized to wage war against the Vietnamese occupying forces and the pro-Vietnam People’s Republic of Kampuchea (PRK). In post-genocide nation building in Cambodia, the Vietnamese Communist Party (VCP) and Government immensely assisted the PRK in building the structure and foundation of its security forces and training PRK officers. The Vietnamese government established four special committees to oversee the building of the PRK government, namely B68 (in charge of building political bodies of the party and machinery of the government), A40 (economic advisers), Unit 478 (military experts), and K79 (public security experts). The PRK security apparatus was controlled by military officers, some of whom were former Khmer Rouge cadres. The current state security apparatus of the Royal Government of Cambodia mainly consists of the national gendarmerie, the national police, the prime minister bodyguard unit, and the intelligence and counter-terrorism units of the Ministry of Defense.

THE ROYAL KHMER GENDARMERIE

The establishment of the gendarmerie as a militarized policing force with jurisdiction over both civilians and military personnel was envisaged in the July 1993 government decree, encouraged by the United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC), supported by King Norodom Sihanouk, and largely financed by France. However, Prime Minister Hun Sen managed to transform the supposedly politically neutral gendarmerie into the CPP-controlled armed forces. As a unit of the PRK security forces, Regiment 70 was military police and had jurisdiction only over military personnel, while civilian policing was under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Interior. The Royal Khmer Gendarmerie (GRK) has institutional origins in Regiment 70, which was dissolved in October 1991 at the time of the Paris Peace Accords (PPA). The GRK was formally inaugurated in November 1993, under the command of General Keo Samuon, with General Sao Sokha as his sole deputy. In May 1994, former Regiment 70 commander Kieng Savut, who also served as Deputy Chief of Military Council’s Political Department and Head of the Phnom Penh Military Command during the PRK, replaced Keo Samuon as the head of the gendarmerie. A government sub-decree issued in December 1994 widened its jurisdiction to cover crimes committed by military personnel and civilians alike. The 2007 Criminal Procedure Code of the Royal Government of Cambodia reaffirmed the GRK's powerful authority over civilian and military matters nationwide. In May 1999, General Sao Sokha, a close ally of Prime Minister Hun Sen, was appointed head of the national GRK and has built the national gendarmerie into a powerful 10,000-member security force spreading across the country.

PRIME MINISTER BODY GUARD UNIT

In October 1994, a year after the first democratic general election sponsored by the United Nations, an elite body guard unit, also formerly known as Brigade 70, was set up to protect the country’s political leadership in addition to national defense duties. In its early stage, Brigade 70 consisted of five units including a light-armed armored squadron, totaling 2,262 men under the command of Lieutenant General Mao Sophan.

POLICING FORCES

As Vietnam completed its withdrawal of Vietnamese troops from Cambodia in 1988, the police fell under the expanded jurisdiction of the Ministry of Interior under the control of Party secretary Chea Sim and his brother-in-law Sar Kheng. By the mid-1980s, there were more than 10,000 police officers, and increased to 36,038 officers in 1986. In 1991 when the Paris Peace Accords was signed, which paved the way for the first democratically elected government in 1993, the Ministry of Interior oversaw the “defense of political security” all over the country with a total force of 70,000 nationwide. The total police force was reduced to, according to Minister of Interior Sar Kheng, 54,700 members in 2001 and the government planned to cut a total of 24,000 [ghost] police posts. In 2005, the police force only slightly dropped to 44,000. In 2007, Cambodia’s national police had a combined force of 52,000 officers. Ever since, the police’s expansion of its force has been steady. Just before the July 29, 2018 elections, the Cambodian government claimed to deploy 80,000 security forces. This figure marked a notable rise from the 50,000 personnel deployed in the commune elections and 70,000 personnel deployed in the 2013 national assembly elections.

Of the 80,000 security personnel deployed to provide public security at the July 2018 polling stations across the country, 20,000 are citizen guards (pro-chea ka-pea in Khmer), a new addition to the state security forces. These citizen guards are actually village guards; they fall under the framework of the Ministry of the Interior, but officially they are not part of the state security forces and not in the government payroll. They are just citizen volunteers from their villages or communes who are chosen by the local council to help monitor security. In reality, these citizen guards receive selective gifts from the ruling Cambodian People’s Party (CPP), and are used by the ruling party to address a twin problem of beefing up local security in the absence of active and competent local state police and monitoring political opposition’s activities without
the appearance of intimidation. While providing village security against thefts more effectively than the state police, these citizen guards units can act as the eyes and ears of party leaders in charge of those districts.

REACTION TO THE POLITICAL CHANGES

In response to the growing threat his political rival Prince Norodom Ranariddh's security force buildup posed to his power, Hun Sen built up his own personal security forces under the command of his most reliable allies within the CPP-controlled security apparatus in the mid-1990s. In July 1997, Hun Sen's loyal generals mounted a successful coup against the royalist FUNCINPEC headed by Prince Norodom Ranariddh. The reluctant party president Chea Sim, who was Hun Sen's political rival within the CPP, was sidelined during the coup. Simultaneously, through his trusted generals, secret negotiations with the outlawed Khmer Rouge commanders under Hun Sen's "Win-Win Policy" – an amnesty-for-peace strategy – were also fruitful. Hun Sen's "the Win-Win Policy" guaranteed Khmer Rouge guerrilla personal security, employment, and ownership for their defection. As much as this policy ended the civil war between the government and the Khmer Rouge rebels, it also enabled Hun Sen to undercut Prince Ranariddh's plot to lure the 40,000-50,000-strong Khmer Rouge soldiers and integrate them under the command of FUNCINPEC military wing.

The rise of Hun Sen's generals to the top of the security force pyramid today can be traced back to Hun Sen's three-pronged victory in 1997–98, which paved the way for his consolidation of power – that is, defeated the Khmer Rouge outlaw, clipped the military wing of the FUNCINPEC political opponents, and neutralized his intimate political rival, the Chea Sim faction, within the ruling CPP. The coup in July 1997 marks a critical turning point in Cambodia's security apparatus – thanks to Hun Sen's decisive victory over the Royalist FUNCINPEC. Hun Sen then elevated his loyalists, who put their life on the line to help Hun Sen stage the coup against Prince Ranariddh's faction, to the upper echelon of the state security apparatus, while purging all security commanders loyal to the prince. In the military, in 1996–97, Co-Defense Minister Tea Banh, General Pol Saroeurn, and General Sao Sokha outmaneuvered FUNCINPEC generals in striking a peace deal with the Khmer Rouge rebels; they played a key role in conducting negotiations with Khmer Rouge commanders and convincing them to integrate with the Royal Cambodian Armed Forces (RCAF) under Hun Sen's "Win-Win Policy." These generals significantly helped Hun Sen put an end to the Khmer Rouge political and military organization by 1998, while bringing the majority of Khmer Rouge armed forces under Hun Sen's control.

Since the July 1997 coup, the Ministry of Interior has been under the control of Sar Kheng as deputy prime minister and minister. However, the national police chiefs have always been under the command of Prime Minister Hun Sen's loyalists and family members, General Hok Lundy, who was appointed National Police Supreme Director in August 1999, and General Neth Savoeun, who replaced Lundy after he died in a helicopter crash in November 2008. Neth Savoeun, who is Hun Sen's nephew-in-law and one of Hun Sen's ardent loyalists within the police force, is currently national police chief; his deputy is General Dy Vichea, who is Lundy's son and Hun Sen's son-in-law; Dy is married to Hun Sen's eldest daughter Hun Mana. In July 1994, Neth Savoeun played a key role in foiling an attempted coup against Hun Sen by CPP elements dissatisfied with his domination of the party. According to Human Rights Watch, through Neth Savoeun and Hok Lundy, Hun Sen subverted the formal national police chain of command, almost totally bypassing FUNCINPEC police officers and also marginalizing CPP Minister of Interior Sar Kheng, his party rival who had been implicated in the failed coup in the mid-1990s.

Today the official police chain of operation command over municipal, provincial, and other local police formations had been short-circuited to bypass Sar Kheng. Instead, the chain of command goes from Hun Sen as prime minister to these forces via a designated secretary of state at the ministry. Sar Keng's authority is largely reduced to oversight of government at the provincial level. This account is corroborated by Sar Kheng's own statement. In 2001, he told a Phnom Penh Post reporter in an interview: "My major responsibility is to control administration of authority at the provincial, district, and commune level in pursuit of the decentralization policy. I am also involved in drafting the law about the control of the provinces, the districts and the commune level decentralization." By his own statement, he did not fail to take direction from Hun Sen. When asked about his work consultation with the Prime Minister, Sar Kheng replied, "I share some of the Prime Minister's workload by handling certain documents, I cannot tell you how many times I call the Prime Minister – some days I call him 10 times. My relationship with the Prime Minister is conducted in three main ways: first by letter, second by telephone, and third by face-to-face discussion."

A December 1993 RGC sub-degree (an official order that has the force of law) restructured the security forces at the Ministry of Interior, creating a Supreme Directorate of National Police, which exercised considerable authority over a number of Central Directorates. One of these was the General Information Unit, placed under the Security Central Directorate. This unit name was then changed back to Intelligence Directorate under the command of General Sok Phal. According to HRW, Sok Phal's directorate was one of the most powerful center-level security force units in Cambodia. Hun Sen used it to assert his authority over not only FUNCINPEC, but also the CPP Minister of Interior Sar Kheng, whom Hun Sen did not trust. On July 11, 2003, Hun Sen promoted Sok Phal to be Chairman of the Security Central Directorate. In 2005, he was awarded another top police position as a Deputy Supreme Commissioner of National Police, and joined the CPP Central Committee at the same time as other Hun Sen's top security force commanders like Kun Kim and Neth Savoeun.

Thus far Prime Minister Hun Sen has successfully coopted Minister of Interior Sar Kheng. Speaking at a ceremony on May 16, 2016 to mark the 71st anniversary of the national police, Kheng toed Hun Sen's call on the leaders of state security forces to preempt the “color revolution”, referring to massive popular uprising, staged by the opposition. In January 2018, Dy Vichea, Hun Sen's son-in-law, was promoted to deputy National Police chief after already replacing Sok Phal as Chairman of the Interior Ministry's powerful Central Security Directorate in August 2014. In a National Police document dated February 28, 2018, Dy Vichea's security portfolio was further expanded and now he is in charge of central security and combating money laundering and terrorism financing. As part of an inter-clan arrangement, Sar 'Thet, Interior Minister Sar Kheng's nephew, was promoted to be in charge of the order police, a national-level unit that focuses on anti-demonstration activities.
FORMS OF TRANSFORMATION OF THE SECURITY APPARATUS

At present, the entire security apparatus is controlled by the ruling Cambodian People’s Party (CPP), and in turn the CPP is dominated by Prime Minister Hun Sen’s family. Notably heads of these security agencies are members of the CPP Central Committee and close allies of Prime Minister Hun Sen, who also serves as the head of the CPP. In February 2015, the ruling CPP added at least 80 commanders and senior officers from the country’s security forces to its expanded Central Committee consisting of 545 members. At the January 2018 CPP Congress, 64 military officers were added into the Central Committee.

Within the security apparatus, the prime minister bodyguard unit, officially known as the Bodyguard Headquarters (BHQ), with a force of at least 3,000 soldiers and 100 tanks is Hun Sen’s most trusted security force. Hun Sen’s two sons and son-in-law sit atop of spy agencies, armed forces, and the national police. As of 2014, the total number of police in Cambodia was officially said to be 52,000. In February 2016, Hun Sen ordered the recruitment of 4,500 new police officers to replace those who left the police force in 2014, citing the need to “keep public order” and for “society’s security.” As of 2017, the official figure for police nation-wide was 58,198, of whom 17,897 were center-level.

In 2018, Cambodia’s defense and internal security expense makes up approximately 16 percent of the national budget, at close to US$973 million, and has risen with an annual 15 percent in the past three years, according to the Cambodian Finance Ministry figures. China now is the main source of military aid to Cambodia; one month before the controversial elections on July 29, 2018, China pledged US$100 million during Chinese defense minister Wei Fenghe’s visit to Cambodia in June. In May, just a month earlier, Chinese public security minister Zhao Kezhi visited Cambodia, according to Prime Minister Hun Sen’s personal secretary Ang Sophal leth, to “strengthen cooperation on law enforcement and security” between China and Cambodia. During Zhao’s visit, China and Cambodia signed an MoU on fighting terrorism and cybercrimes within the broader goal of close cooperation in matter of law enforcement and internal security. Kezhi also met with General Hing Bun Heang, the commander of the Prime Minister’s Bodyguard Unit, but the content of that meeting is not revealed to the public. China has been more assertive in ensuring the survival of its ironclad ally, the CPP. Since the dissolution of the main opposition party in Cambodia, there has been closer cooperation between the CCP-controlled security apparatus and China’s Ministry of Public Security.

LEGAL AND POLITICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE CHANGES OF THE SECURITY APPARATUS

Since his takeover as the sole prime minister of the Cambodian government in 1998, plots to assassinate Hun Sen and “color revolutions” – popular uprising – to overthrow the Hun Sen’s regime has been the main driving force for the Prime Minister’s decision to build up personal security forces under his direct control. On August 23, 1998, a crowd of 10,000 people from the capital and the countryside attended the opposition-organized protest against the results of the July 26 elections allegedly rigged in favor of the CPP. On September 7, 1998, three grenades were thrown at Hun Sen’s unoccupied former residence in central Phnom Penh. According to the UN’s assessment, the attack was likely orchestrated by national police chief Hok Lundy, Hun Sen’s reliable ally, in order to create a pretext for suppressing opposition protest and back up Hun Sen’s narrative of the opposition attempting a “real revolution or coup.” In a speech to security forces in February 2011, Hun Sen stressed: “Peace, security, social order and stability are fragile, and can become chaotic at any time without an advanced prediction.” Hun Sen’s paranoia and fear of losing power is central to his decision to continue to build up his personal security forces.

Prime Minister Bodyguard Unit (BHQ) has been under the Prime Minister Hun Sen’s direct control since its creation in 1995. It was formed as a distinct force from Brigade 70, but a government directive in September 2009 moved it out of Brigade 70. This special force unit has the duty to protect the safety of the government’s top leaders and institutions and follow the policies of the legal government that was created by the election. However, its commander General Hing Bun Heang, a senior CPP military official who earned Hun Sen’s trust for his role in the July 1997 coup, has long pledged his loyalty to Hun Sen. And the Prime Minister has the authority to order the Ministry of Defense to recruit and train more security personnel to expand the PMBU. For instance, a decree signed by the Prime Minister on July 21, 2016 instructed the Ministry of Defense to recruit 500 soldiers, of which 350 designated as personnel for the PMBU.

By the controversial elections in July 2018, Cambodia is a new one-party dominant state backed by the CPP-controlled security forces, and sitting atop of this power pyramid is the Hun family. General Hun Manith, Prime Minister Hun Sen’s second son, was promoted in 2015 to be Director of the Military Intelligence Department under the Ministry of Defense; under his leadership, this spy agency has grown rapidly powerful in terms of its human resources and broad jurisdiction over national security affairs. In October 2017, Hun Manith was promoted to a three-star general continuing his rise through the ranks of the armed forces and ruling party. He is widely believed to have played a key role in generating the “evidence” of the CNRP's conspiracy to plot a “color revolution” against the government, which provided the legal basis for the Supreme Court's dissolution of the main opposition on November 16, 2017. With Manith in charge of the nation’s top spy agency, Hun Sen can exercise close surveillance of hostile forces, domestic and foreign, and enable him to monitor his top generals’ activities.

Emerging as a national hero after commanding Cambodian troops in the battle with Thai army over Preah Vihear Temple in 2010–2011, Prime Minister Hun Sen’s eldest son, Hun Manet, was on a rapid rise to become one of the top military commanders and his father designated successor after the July election of 2018. In July 2018, just two weeks before the elections, Lieutenant General Hun Manet was promoted to a four-star General and Deputy Commander-in-Chief of the Royal Cambodian Armed Forces. Two months later, in September, the 41-year-old Hun Manet was promoted again to the rank of Commander of the RCAF – the second most powerful position in the Kingdom’s military. In October, Prime Minister Hun Sen openly spoke of General Hun Manet as his potential successor.

REACTION OF THE CITIZENS TO THE TRANSFORMATION

Cambodian citizens are divided along partisan lines, with pro-CPP voters seeing the CPP-controlled security forces as
a necessary bulwark against hostile domestic and foreign forces and the guarantor of political stability, which is crucial to continued economic development. Supporters of the ruling CPP believe in the singularity of truth that only their party has the human resources, institutional capabilities, and the vision to lead the Cambodian nation to greater prosperity, a modern version of national salvation built on its legacy of liberating Cambodian people from the Pol Pot genocidal regime in January 1979. This unique “truth,” they believe, can be attained by steering Cambodian youth into a conscious accordance with the CPP’s continued rule. CPP supporters who refuse to bow to the party line risk being labelled vacillators or deviationists.

On the contrary, the pro-change population has come to see these CPP-controlled forces merely as repressive tools of the ruling party to prolong their rule in Cambodia, as well as a major obstacle to the promotion of democracy, rule of law, and social justice. CNRP supporters were either suppressed or forced to exercise self-censorship before the July 2018 elections. While repeated threats of violent crackdown on popular uprising by Hun Sen’s security forces have succeeded in striking terror into the heart of the opposition, the ruling party’s economic achievement have given renewed hope for a better future. Fear and hope has offered Hun Sen’s flawed victory a refuge after the July 2018 elections, and prevented mass protests.

LESSONS LEARNT

First, the underlying socialist client-patron networks which structured the security apparatus during the PRK and SOC (1978–1992) was not dismantled by UNTAC, which hindered the formation of a robust and impartial security institution for the post-1993 election government. Partisan use of security forces sowed the seeds of later conflict between the CPP and FUNCINPEC, which won the 1993 elections but failed to build an independent state security apparatus. Revolutionary leaders like Hun Sen rely on highly disciplined and loyal security force commanders to cling on to power and it is more likely to develop a strong, cohesive, and loyal security organization during their sustained struggles against their political enemies. The resultant use of partisan and personalized state security by the Hun Sen faction to maintain political domination significantly spoiled the democratic process after the historic UN-sponsored free and fair elections in 1993.

Second, since the 1993 election, the CPP elites, especially Prime Minister Hun Sen, believed that the West is more interested in removing Hun Sen from power than pursuing a balanced and fair approach to both the CPP and CNRP. When the media in the West keeps demonizing Hun Sen and his generals for human rights abuses, Hun Sen’s security organization became even more cohesive as all of its members depend on the organizational unity for survival. While some of Hun Sen’s top generals are rights abusers, they helped Hun Sen end the civil war with the Khmer Rouge, bring peace, and avert all political dangers for Hun Sen and CPP. It is this strong bond of comradeship forged during war and political crises that makes Hun Sen’s security organization coherent as it is.

Third, without clear mechanisms of succession of power that would allow the losers to enter into office, and genuine reconciliation and mutual trust between political opponents in the post-war transition, incumbent leaders fear political reprisal and rely even more on personal security forces as Hun Sen has done since 1994.
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THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES OF CAMBODIA

On 20 August 2012, the author spent some time in the National Archives of Cambodia and had an extensive and detailed talk with its Director in the presence of a (silent) representative from the Council of Ministers. Below the author is drawing on his contemporary notes from this meeting, which are still extremely pertinent and current.1

The National Archives (NA) are best known for their extensive and exclusive collections from the French colonial period.2 The periods since 1953 are represented in the NA as follows:

- The NA has an excellent online database where all holdings and research access is to be expected here (definitely not during public research.
- The NA do not have any holdings from the various Cambodian Ministries of Foreign Affairs where the country’s international relations unfolded (e.g. embassy reports and correspondence). The Cambodian MFA has its own documentation department that must be addressed for any inquiries.
- The NA has an excellent online database where all holdings are searchable for names, subjects, etc. Respective research will yield detailed results down to each individual records box stored at the NA.

THE DOCUMENTATION CENTER OF CAMBODIA (DC CAM)

DC Cam in Phnom Penh, originally founded in 1995 and supported by Yale University, is the largest repository holding documents and other material on the period of Democratic Kampuchea between 1975 and 1979. Some of its documentation is quite unique. The DK years are the only period of post-1953 Cambodian history that are well documented in archival terms and openly accessible. An overview of DC Cam holdings can be found here: http://www.d.dccam.org/Archives/index.htm. For more details on DC Cam see also the respective paragraphs in Savina Sirik’s chapter “Education and Preservation of Sites of Conscience” in this guide.

Its origin lies with Yale’s Cambodian Genocide Program based on the access by historian Ben Kiernan to 100,000 pages of files from the DK security police, the Santebal,3 during the 1975–79 period.4 After the files stored with DC Cam were microfilmed in 1999,5 fully searchable Cambodian Genocide databases were established.6

1 The National Archives of Cambodia can be found on Street 61 (Oknha Hing Penn), directly next to the National Library Building, in-between streets 90 and 92 (very close to Wat Phnom). Basically, tell a taxi or tuk-tuk to go to Wat Phnom; every Cambodian knows that Buddhist monastery and temple, nobody knows the National Archives.
3 Santebal Microfilms, Yale University Genocide Studies Program, https://gsp.yale.edu/santebal-microfilms
5 The headline is wrong, those are 20th century Khmer documents of course, not 19th century.
7 Cambodia Genocide Databases (CGBD), Yale University Genocide Studies Program, https://gsp.yale.edu/cambodian-genocide-databases-cgdb
PAPERS OF KING/PRINCE/PRIME MINISTER NORODOM SIHANOUK

A/ PAPERS IN PARIS

The late King Norodom Sihanouk did not trust a Cambodian institution with holding his papers from 1970 to 2007, but had them transferred to the French National Archives in Paris in 2009.7

B/ JULIO JELDRES

The former Chilean diplomat Julio Jeldres became a confidant and close friend of Norodom Sihanouk who shared some papers with him and expected him to become his official biographer. Being affiliated with Monash University in Canberra, Australia, in 2012, Ambassador Jeldres published a sort of book after he had translated a memoir volume of King Sihanouk from 2005. In September 2015, and in 2016, Ambassador Jeldres donated copies of material he had researched in from public archives, or received from Norodom Sihanouk himself, to DC Cambodia in Phnom Penh where they are accessible to the public.9

FOREIGN ARCHIVES WITH HOLDINGS ON CAMBODIA

A/ FORMER COMMUNIST COUNTRIES OF CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE

The Foreign Ministry and other archives of the former Soviet Union, Poland, the GDR, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Romania, as well as of Yugoslavia, are holding material regarding their country’s relations with Cambodia. During the DK period between 1975 and 1979 only Romania and Yugoslavia maintained embassies in Phnom Penh. The densest and revealing material comes from the Phnom Penh embassies of pro-Soviet countries pertaining to the period between 1979 and 1989, due to the very close relationship of those countries with Vietnam, which wielded major influence over domestic and foreign policies of Cambodia in those years.

B/ WESTERN COUNTRIES

The same applies in principle to Foreign Ministry archives of Western countries, only that their embassies had valuable insights only up to 1975. Most of them did not return to Cambodia until after 1990. More recent material in Western archives is subject to 25-years-or-higher-rules of declassification schedules. U.S. archives and the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) of the United States provide the best opportunity to gain access to certain material on Cambodian developments since the 1991 Paris Agreement.

C/ OTHER COUNTRIES

Very significant holdings on Cambodia are contained in the archives of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam and the People’s Republic of China, but they are generally not accessible to researchers.

LESSONS LEARNT

The period between 1975 and 1979 is the only period in Cambodian post-independence history that is well documented in terms of archival access. This is extraordinary since the DK years represent zealous communist ideology and genocidal history at its most extreme. Access to those files laid the groundwork for the international court prosecuting Khmer Rouge leaders and perpetrators, offered the opportunity to Cambodians to come to terms with crimes and criminals, but also exposed limits of doling out justice in contemporary political environments. The relative inaccessibility of records from other periods of Cambodian history, and the subsequent focus on the DK years, make the latter appear to be more representative of Cambodia and its history than they might deserve. Despite the enormous death toll and regression in the country between 1975 and 1979, other periods like the 1960s, 1980s, and 1990s had more lasting long-term effects on Cambodian politics and society. However, their archival documentation remains inaccessible for the foreseeable future.

8 Norodom Arunrasmy, Julio A. Jeldres, A Life Dedicated to Cambodia: Commemorating the Life and Times of His Majesty the King Father, Preah Bat Samdech Preah Norodom Sihanouk of Cambodia, Phnom Penh: The Princess Royal Norodom Arunrasmy, 2012.
9 “Late King’s Biographer Donates Archives to Documentation Center”, in VOA Cambodia, 25 September 2015, https://www.voacambodia.com/a/late-king-biographer-donates-archives-to-documentation-center/2977210.html
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LUSTRATION

Kosal Path

INTRODUCTION

Lustration as a mechanism of transitional justice in post-conflict society refers to official state policies enacted to purge individuals from their current positions or ban them from holding specific positions in the future because of their political acts or identity. These policies are often referred to in terms of the banned group: de-Nazification, de-Sovietization, de-Communization, de-Baathification, and so on. Since Cambodia gained independence from France in 1953, the supposedly neutral state security apparatus has often been used, to a varying degree, by the country's political leaders (Sihanouk, Lon Nol, Pol Pot and now Hun Sen) to suppress political dissent and maintain power. During Cambodia's tumultuous democratic transition from 1993 to 2017, no policy close to any of these post-communist lustration policies ever took place. The security forces of the People's Republic of Kampuchea (PRK) from 1975 to 1989, and its successor the State of Cambodia (SOC) from 1989 to 1993 were transferred, together with the FUNCINPEC's security forces, into the new state apparatus of the CPP-FUNCINPEC coalition government after the United Nations-sponsored general election in 1993. Since 1993, the state security apparatus has been dominated by the Cambodian People's Party (CPP) and commanded by Prime Minister Hun Sen's most loyal generals. The results of the July 29, 2018 election with the main opposition the Cambodian National Rescue Party (CNRP) banned a year before, which were widely condemned by the West but strongly recognized by the People's Republic of China, delivered all 125 National Assembly seats to the CPP. This victory gave Prime Minister Hun Sen's absolute control, with his family members and loyalists in the high command of Cambodia's security forces and state security apparatus. Cambodia is on a fast lane to joining the global one-party authoritarian state.

ABSENCE OF LUSTRATION AFTER THE UN-SPONSORED ELECTIONS IN 1993

In the ensuing years, after the Democratic Kampuchea (DK), widely known as the Khmer Rouge regime, came to power in April 1975, members of the defeated US-backed Lon Nol regime were either murdered or later purged by the Khmer Rouge security apparatus when their identity was revealed. After driving the Khmer Rouge forces to seek refuge in the jungle along the Thai-Cambodian border, the PRK, installed by the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, set up a revolutionary tribunal in 1979 to try Pol Pot and Ieng Sary in absentia for the atrocities they committed during the KR regime from 1975 to 1979. Throughout the 1980s, the PRK security forces hunted down the fifth-column elements burrowing within the ranks and files of the new socialist government. In 1983 when the military intelligence unit of Front 479 – a division of the Vietnamese occupying force – was transferred, together with de-Nazification, de-Sovietization, de-Communization, de-Baathification, and so on. Since Cambodia gained independence from France in 1953, the supposedly neutral state security apparatus has often been used, to a varying degree, by the country's political leaders (Sihanouk, Lon Nol, Pol Pot and now Hun Sen) to suppress political dissent and maintain power. During Cambodia's tumultuous democratic transition from 1993 to 2017, no policy close to any of these post-communist lustration policies ever took place. The security forces of the People's Republic of Kampuchea (PRK) from 1975 to 1989, and its successor the State of Cambodia (SOC) from 1989 to 1993 were transferred, together with the FUNCINPEC's security forces, into the new state apparatus of the CPP-FUNCINPEC coalition government after the United Nations-sponsored general election in 1993. Since 1993, the state security apparatus has been dominated by the Cambodian People's Party (CPP) and commanded by Prime Minister Hun Sen's most loyal generals. The results of the July 29, 2018 election with the main opposition the Cambodian National Rescue Party (CNRP) banned a year before, which were widely condemned by the West but strongly recognized by the People's Republic of China, delivered all 125 National Assembly seats to the CPP. This victory gave Prime Minister Hun Sen's absolute control, with his family members and loyalists in the high command of Cambodia's security forces and state security apparatus. Cambodia is on a fast lane to joining the global one-party authoritarian state.

In 1991, the Hun Sen's government officially abandoned its commitment to Marxism-Leninism in favor of a free market economy. In 1995, the CPP's security forces, into the new state apparatus of the CPP-FUNCINPEC coalition government after the United Nations-sponsored general election in 1993. The CPP continued to dominate the security forces of the new government. According to Article 51 of the constitution of the Kingdom of Cambodia, the government adopts a policy of “liberal democracy and pluralism.” Cambodia, as Article 56 stipulates, also adopts a market economic system. The CPP has secured a majority of ministries in the power-sharing arrangement; it controlled the bureaucracy, most of the military, and the state security apparatus; and the CPP also retained entrenched power in the provinces. Law enforcement and punishment remain a state responsibility, i.e. the enforcement authorities of SOC, and other Cambodian factions in their respective territories. UNATAC's responsibility was to "promote or facilitate, but not replace" the state’s enforcement responsibilities. UNACT's weak and vague mandate resulted in the CPP-dominated state security forces, with most of their PRK/SOC security officers holding key positions in the new government.

The royalist party FUNCINPEC, which won the first democratic elections in 1993, became fractured from within and weak by 1995, and failed in its attempt to build up its own security forces to counter the CPP domination. Cambodia's first prime minister Prince Norodom Ranariddh was outmaneuvered by second prime minister Hun Sen, who then dismantled security forces under FUNCINPEC after the July 1997 coup. The FUNCINPEC, as biographer of King Sihanouk Julio Jeldres put it, “operated since its inception more as a royal court than a political party [...]. The courtier's style, however, is not likely to be of much help in a power struggle against the hard-bitten cadres of the CPP.” In protest against the results of the 1993 elections, Hun Sen accused the UN and foreign countries of engineering a conspiracy of
massive electoral fraud, which had deprived his party of victory. This was followed by the CPP hard-liners’ attempt in July 1994 to stage a secessionist coup, led by Prince Norodom Chakrapong and Sin Song, a former SOC Minister of Interior. This forced Prince Norodom Ranariddh, head of the FUNCINPEC, to make compromises with the CPP in the form of a CPP-FUNCINPEC coalition government, which set the conditions for a power struggle and eventually a violent coup in July 1997 by the Hun Sen faction within the CPP. In retrospect, the failure to dismantle the security forces of former PRK/SOC was partly due to UNTAC’s lack of political will and clear and enforceable mandate.

UNTAC’s mission was not aimed at illustration of the former PRK/SOC security apparatus, and rather relied on their cooperation to maintain social order. In fact, the UNTAC Civilian Police Component was ineffective, under-staffed, and widely perceived as incapable of disciplining SOC generals for their violation of human rights. Under the 1991 PPA, UNTAC had the responsibility for “the investigation of human rights complaints, and, where appropriate, corrective action.” The head of UNTAC Yasushi Akashi interpreted “corrective action” to be largely limited to actions specified in the PPA, such as the dismissal or transfer of government officials. In reality, UNTAC’s enforcement of human rights was limited to the use of threats to remove some of the government leaders from their authority. In 1994, senior CPP military intelligence officers were reportedly continuing to conduct a reign of terror in western Cambodia a year after UNTAC’s departure. On the military side, the PPA had assumed cooperation on the part of the SOC. However, in 1992, when the Khmer Rouge began violating the PPA, the SOC also became un-cooperative. As a result, the UNTAC was unable to supervise and control the SOC’s military and police. The PPA failed to bring peace to Cambodia, and the Royal Government of Cambodia plunged into a civil war with the Khmer Rouge rebels until 1998 when Prime Minister Hun Sen put an end to that civil war with his “Win-Win” policy.

In 1996–98, Hun Sen initiated his own style of conflict resolution and war termination strategies, known as the “Win-Win” Policy, which offered former Khmer Rouge soldiers and their commanders three guarantees, namely personal security from prosecution, positions within the government, and individual ownership (home and farm land). Notably, a number of Hun Sen’s most trusted generals today, including General Sao Sokha, who is commander of the national military police, were his ardent supporters in the July 1997 coup against Prince Ranariddh and secret negotiations with Khmer Rouge commanders to end the civil war in 1996–98. Hun Sen’s “Win-Win” Policy successfully brought about mass defection and integration of former Khmer Rouge soldiers and commanders into the Cambodian society. His policy terminated the Khmer Rouge political and military organization and put an end to the bloody civil war in Cambodia, which UNTAC failed to deliver.

Hun Sen’s “Win-Win” Policy not only put an end to the civil war in 1998, but has also fostered national reconciliation and economic development in the former battleground regions. Former Khmer Rouge officers were given military posts within the RCAF, and administrative positions at the commune, district and provincial levels in regions they previously controlled such as Pailin, Malai, Samlot, and Anlong Veng. Combined with the UN-backed trials of the top surviving Khmer Rouge leaders for the eleven years from 2006 to 2017, Hun Sen’s amnesty-for-peace model certainly defines Cambodia’s unique transitional justice experience after the 1991 PPA.

### The Impact of Non-Lustration on State and Society

The state security apparatus from 1994 to 2013 was dominated by a small, cohesive and privileged organization made up of former PRK/SOC military and police officers loyal to strongman Hun Sen. This elite security organization is nearly defection-proof; the social status within this organization and members’ close ties to the leader (Prime Minister Hun Sen) makes it very difficult for any members to defect. Prime Minister Hun Sen has used material rewards or sanctions to get every member to toe the organization’s line. Hun Sen ostracized his recalcitrant generals and invited the cooperative ones into the inner circle. Prime Minister Hun Sen is first and foremost a military commander. As sociologist Daniel Bultmann, who specializes in Cambodian military culture, succinctly observes: “The strongman’s subordinates were organized in concentric circles according to their degree of loyalty and trustworthiness, with intimates held close and always in sight. A strong man promoted and rewarded only those who were trusted and close, those who proved their loyalty by bravery in many battles for him – be it at combat operations or the ‘home front’.” For instance, in 2009, Hun Sen removed General Ke Kim Yan, who was long-time loyalist of Cambodian People’s Party President Chea Sim and Interior Minister Sar Kheng, from the post of Commander-in-Chief of the RCAF. Hun Sen then promoted his loyalists General Pol Saroeun, General Kun Kim and General Meas Sopheap to the posts of Commander-in-Chief and Deputy Commander-in-Chief. Hun Sen had his loyalist General Sao Sokha as the commander of the military police, General Hok Lundy, and now, General Neth Savoeun as Chiefs of the national police, and Hing Bun Heang as commander of his bodyguard unit. With the widely condemned July 2018 elections in which the only political opposition was banned from participating, Hun Sen installed his two sons and son-in-law in charge of all the top spy agencies within the state security forces.

From 1998 to 2018, the control over the state security apparatus shifted from Prime Minister Hun Sen’s trusted generals to his family in his quest of absolute power in Cambodia. Over the past decade, Oknha, a business elite class (at least 700 members) with close tie with the Prime Minister’s family, has engaged in sponsoring units of security forces, adding another layer of patronage between corporate interests and the state security forces. In February 2010, the government passed a sub-decree enshrining the Oknha-RCAF relationship in which wealthy business elites can donate to security force units in what Defense Minister Tea Banh once called “a culture of sharing and distributing” to the nation between private institutions and RCAF. For instance, a number of Oknha including Ly Yong Phat and Kith Meng reportedly contributed significant funding to the Prime Minister’s Bodyguard Unit.

As he prepared to eliminate the main opposition party, the Cambodian National Rescue Party (CNRP) in the run-up to the July 2018 elections, Hun Sen elevated his sons, son-in-law, and nephew-in-law to top positions in the security forces. The results of the 2013 elections and the 2017 commune elections showed that the CNRP was getting close to defeating the ruling CPP in a free and fair election. By promoting his own family members to the top positions of the state security apparatus and the army before the one-sided elections of July 2018, Hun Sen has established firm control over the state security apparatus. From 2014 to 2018, as Hun Sen’s fear of losing the election and contemplated a bold move to dissolve the opposition, he made a final move to ensure
that this important organization is controlled by his family. Before
the 2018 elections which the CPP won all national assembly seats,
his two sons, Hun Manet and Hun Manith became the heads of
counter-terrorism and military intelligence at the Ministry of De-
Fense and son-in-law Dy Vichea serve as director of the central
intelligence of the national police at the Ministry of Interior. His
third son, Hun Many, is a colonel in the prime minister’s bodyguard
unit. In 2017–18, Hun Sen’s sons and son-in-law are groomed to
take over the top positions of the armed forces and the state se-
curity apparatus as a number of his top generals stepped down
to assume their new roles as National Assembly representatives.
The kinship tie becomes of prime importance in Hun Sen’s security
apparatus he continues to primarily depend on, as he would expect
to face a legitimacy crisis and possible sanctions by the Western
democracies after the flawed July 2018 elections.

LESSONS LEARNT

One important lesson from Cambodia’s democratic transi-
tion is that the security apparatus from the communist regime
morphed into the newly democratic regime, setting the stage
for these spoilers to undermine the democratic process itself.
The absence of lustration policies allowed former security offic-
ers from the communist regimes (PRK/SOC), who are familiar
with popular repression, to continue to dominate the state se-
curity apparatus of the new coalition government after the first
free and fair elections in 1993. UNTAC’s reluctance to ban former
communist security officers from assuming offices in the new
democratic government is a missed opportunity, and has stifled
Cambodia’s democratic process over the next two and a half
decades. Some of the PRK/SOC security officers have been pro-
moted to top positions within the state security apparatus after
1993, members of the ruling party CPP’s Central Committee, and
privileged status within Prime Minister Hun Sen’s inner circle.
They have helped Hun Sen avert danger and crush his political
rivals during the most perilous and chaotic period from 1994 to
1998. In the run-up towards the July 2018 elections, they backed
Hun Sen’s plot to get rid of the only viable political opposition,
the CNRP, in an attempt to put an end to Cambodia’s experiment
with liberal democracy. In Cambodia today, a non-partisan state
security apparatus does not exist, and in its place is a concentric
structure of symbiotic relationship between security forces, busi-
ness and political elites, with Prime Minister Hun Sen as its sole
arbitrator. And Prime Minister Hun Sen has China as a reliable
great power friend to back his regime.
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INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION OF THE CRIMES OF THE REGIME

PECHET MEN

CRIMINAL PROSECUTION OF CRIMES OF THE KHMER ROUGE REGIME

From 1975 to 1979, the Khmer Rouge regime wreaked havoc upon Cambodian society, causing the deaths of around 1.7 million people, nearly 25% of the country’s population of 8 million. Despite the fall of the regime in 1979, the horror of the Khmer Rouge continued. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the Khmer Rouge remained active along the Cambodian-Thai border, waging civil war against the successor government. Only in 1999 did the Khmer Rouge’s reign of terror finally come to an end, when most of its followers surrendered; their crimes essentially going unpunished. It was only in 1997 that the United Nations (UN) and Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) began to discuss the establishment of a tribunal to prosecute the crimes of the Khmer Rouge. It took almost six years of negotiation before the two parties came to an agreement in 2003, establishing a tribunal known officially as the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC).

In January 2001, while negotiation was still underway, the Cambodian National Assembly adopted the draft law (hereinafter “ECCC Law”) establishing the ECCC. In October 2004, the UN-RGC Agreement, and Amendments to the 2001 ECCC Law were approved by the National Assembly, making them official legislation. After waiting for so long, the ECCC began its operation in 2006 as a hybrid tribunal in Phnom Penh. Being hybrid, the ECCC is part of Cambodia’s domestic court sitting in Cambodia, which applies both to Cambodian law and international law, and is staffed by both local and international staff. A unique and complicated feature of the tribunal is that Cambodian judges make up the majority of the judges at all levels of the Chambers including the pre-trial Chamber, trial Chamber and Supreme Court Chamber. The prosecution office and investigation office are composed of two co-prosecutors and two co-investigating judges respectively – one national and one international. The ECCC offers legal aid to defendants who can select both local and international lawyers to represent them. Another exceptional feature of the ECCC concerns the recognition of victims as a formal party to the case. Victims are also entitled to lawyers to represent their interest before the ECCC.

PEOPLE’S REVOLUTIONARY TRIBUNAL (PRT)

As a matter of fact, the ECCC was not the first tribunal to look into the crimes committed by the Khmer Rouge. Immediately after the fall of the Khmer Rouge regime in January 1979, the new government of the People’s Republic of Kampuchea (PRK) attempted to bring about some forms of accountability. The little-known People’s Revolutionary Tribunal (PRT) conducted a trial in absentia in Phnom Penh of the Khmer Rouge’s former Prime Minister Pol Pot and former Minister of Foreign Affairs, Ieng Sary. The trial that lasted just five days from 15 to 19 August 1979 found the two defendants guilty of genocide and sentenced both of them to death, and ordered the confiscation of all their property. Although it was the world’s first tribunal to prosecute individuals for crimes defined under the 1948 Genocide Convention, the tribunal bore no legal significance, and was considered a “sham trial” by the international community. The trials failed far short of upholding international due process; the two defendants still actively controlled parts of the country and were not in custody.

Clearly, the right of the defendants to be presumed innocent was not respected by the PRT. Just one day before the trials began, the presiding judge Keo Chenda issued a political statement indicating the already decided objective of the tribunal, which was meant to “expose all the criminal acts... and... the true face of the criminals who are posting as representative of the people of Kampuchea[,]”. The defense lawyers were appointed without the knowledge and consent of the defendants, and had no communication with them relative to the trials. The defense counsels accepted all crimes charged, and did not carry out any cross-examination of witnesses. Regardless of the quality of the lawyers, the ultimate result was already pre-determined, and that was conviction. Regardless of the respect for due process, the politics of the cold war at the time already dictated that the verdict of the revolutionary tribunal was a politicized one, and would have made no impact whatsoever. Both the survivors and the international community rejected the PRT and continued to advocate for a legitimate prosecution.

INVESTIGATION OF CRIMES OF THE KHMER ROUGE

Although Cambodia and the international community had failed to put an end to the impunity of the Khmer Rouge, they were not forgotten. Relentless efforts by survivors and activists led to the adoption of the Cambodian Genocide Justice Act in April 1994 by the US Congress. President Bill Clinton signed the Act in May of that year. The Act mandated the US State Department to support the effort to look into the crimes committed by the Khmer Rouge between April 17, 1975 and January 7, 1979, and to arrange

---

1 The most cited figure for the death toll of 1.7 million was given by Ben Kiernan in his book “The Pol Pot Regime: Race, Power and Genocide in Cambodia under the Khmer Rouge, 1975–79,” (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996). The ECCC estimated the death toll to be between 1.8 and 2.2 million and about 800,000 died of violent deaths. The exact figure is not known. The total death figure is controversial, ranging from 740,000 to 3.314 million; please see Tom Fawthrop, Helen Jarvis, Getting Away With Genocide, Elusive Justice and the Khmer Rouge Tribunal, University of New South Wales Press, 2005, 3–4.
2 Ibid.
for an investigation into that period. As part of this investigation, Lawyers Jason Abrams and Stephen Ratner were commissioned in 1994–5 to produce a legal analysis of the criminal responsibility of members of the Khmer Rouge relating to war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide. The two lawyers concluded in their findings that they found prima facie evidence for all identified crimes and suggested a number of options for prosecution.

The Cambodian Genocide Program (CGP) of Yale University was awarded the grant from the US State Department to carry out research, training and documentation, and thereafter established a field office in Phnom Penh known as the Documentation Center of Cambodia (DC-Cam). Immediately, DC-Cam started to collect and document primary materials from the Khmer Rouge regime. In 1995, CGP and DC-Cam hosted an international conference where the two lawyers presented their findings. In 1995 and 1996, DC-Cam held its first legal training program for government officials, legal practitioners and judges on international justice. By early 1997, DC-Cam had gathered and documented a huge amount of primary documents. In January 1997, DC-Cam became an independent non-governmental organization (NGO) in Cambodia and, since then, continued to document crimes of the Khmer Rouge.

The Khmer Rouge ran their regime with extreme secrecy using code names and numbers in their documents. This has presented as a huge challenge to those looking into their conduct. In addition, the Khmer Rouge leaders managed to burn many of their documents before the Vietnamese army and Cambodian resistance force took control of the country in January 1979. Further, in the post-Khmer Rouge era, people did not understand the value of materials from the Khmer Rouge period. There were reports of these primary documents being used to wrap fried banana sold on the streets of Phnom Penh.

According to DC-Cam, there are two major categories of documentary materials collected and documented since its inception. The first category involves original materials produced during the Khmer Rouge regime, and contains mostly documents produced during the era, and by the Khmer Rouge officials themselves, prisoner confessions, and documents from foreign countries. The second includes materials produced after the fall of the Khmer Rouge in 1979. They consist primarily of survivor petitions, interview transcripts of survivors, and mapping reports of extensive mass grave and memorial studies. DC-Cam has uncovered roughly 20,000 mass graves and about 200 detention centers where those deemed enemy of the state were kept and tortured. These documents have become an important source of evidences in the trials of the surviving Khmer Rouge leaders.

IDENTIFICATION OF LEADERS OF THE KHMER ROUGE

The prosecution of those responsible for the crimes of the Khmer Rouge is a political as much as a legal matter. The negotiations on the establishment of the tribunal involved complex political issues taking place between 1997 and 2003. The Cambodian government and the United Nations had differences on almost every aspect of the tribunal. The differences included the type of tribunal – special or domestic –, who would make up the majority of judges, which legitimate authority would appoint the judges and prosecutors, the number of defendants and, among other things, the issue of amnesty.

PERSONAL JURISDICTION

One of the most heated aspects of the negotiation was, perhaps, who were to be included under the tribunal’s personal jurisdiction. The discussion on the personal jurisdiction of the tribunal was a complicated political negotiation. The UN argued that both “senior leaders” and “those most responsible” for the crimes committed during the Khmer Rouge regime should fall under the jurisdiction of the tribunal. A group of experts – Ninian Stephen, Rajsomboon Lalllah, and Steven Ratner – sent by the UN Secretary General to carry out legal assessment of the feasible prosecution in 1999, put forward an estimate of 20–30 individuals. The Cambodian government strongly rejected the number.

Cambodia’s Prime Minister Hun Sen announced publicly in late 1999 that only a limited number of individuals would be prosecuted, limiting the number to 4 or 5 individuals. He cited the risk of civil war. Critics argued that this move serve self-interest. The Prime Minister himself, before defecting to Vietnam in 1977, and other high-ranking officials were once serving parts of the Khmer Rouge regime. A large number of defendants may put these officials in the hot seat.

Prior to discussions on the personal jurisdiction of the tribunal, according to Professor David Scheffer who was one of the UN negotiators, the prosecutorial targets referred to during 1997 and 1998 were surviving senior leaders of the Khmer Rouge leadership. At the time, the negotiators were not even aware that Duch, the chairman of the Khmer Rouge’s notorious torture chamber S-21, who was later convicted and sentenced in 2012 to life in prison by the ECCC, was still alive. Scheffer emphasized that the focus, then, was on securing the arrest or surrender of surviving Khmer Rouge leaders, including Pol Pot (who died in 1998), Ta Mok (who died in 2006), Ke Pauk (who died in 2002), Ieng Sary (who died while on trial in 2013), Khieu Samphan and Nuon Chea (who both have been sentenced to life imprisonment in Case 002), Ieng Thirith (the spouse of Ieng Sary, who was found unfit to stand trial by the ECCC in 2011, and later died in 2015) and other senior leaders, as opposed to the actual number of individuals. According

to Scheffer, before the tense discussion on personal jurisdiction, the estimate was about 10 individuals. Despite this initial estimate, the proposal of 20–30 suspects was a firm position by the UN.

The UN’s initial draft law in late 1999 establishing the Khmer Rouge tribunal, drafted by Scheffer, described the tribunal’s personal jurisdiction as “senior leaders of Democratic Kampuchea and all persons responsible for the most serious violation of Cambodian law…” Such a description would have given wide discretion to the prosecution, but was rejected by the Cambodian government. By January 2000, the Cambodian government returned with the language “senior leaders of Democratic Kampuchea and those who were responsible for serious violation…” In a letter to Prime Minister Hun Sen in March 2000, UN Secretary General Kofi Annan referred to personal jurisdiction as “senior leaders of Democratic Kampuchea and those responsible for crimes and serious violation of Cambodian penal law, international law and custom, and international conventions recognized by Cambodia.”

All along, the assumption of the negotiators was that there were two distinct groups that would fall under the jurisdiction of the tribunal – “senior leaders” and “those responsible”. The remaining concern was how large the second group would be. In a letter dated March 24, 2000 to his Cambodian counterpart, Hans Corell, the UN Legal Counsel was concerned that the Cambodian government would propose too many potential suspects to be included in the second group, and implicitly reflect a reduction in number from the 20–30 suspects. It was only then that the UN negotiators proposed the second group to be “those who were most responsible” taking into consideration the capacity of the discussed tribunal. The agreed language went into the ECCC draft law.

On January 2, 2001, the Cambodian National Assembly adopted the ECCC draft law even before the agreement with the UN was reached. Article 1 of the law described the ECCC’s personal jurisdiction as “… senior leaders of Democratic Kampuchea and those who were most responsible for the crimes and serious violations of Cambodian laws…” Hans Corell raised the problems he saw in the adopted law in a letter to the late Senior Minister Sok An who led the Cambodian Task Force in negotiations with the UN on the establishment of the tribunal; personal jurisdiction was not one of them. From then on, both parties appeared to be silent on the issue of personal jurisdiction, which seemed to suggest that the issue was resolved. On January 19, 2001, Prime Minister Hun Sen visited the Khmer Rouge’s last stronghold of Anlong Veng and spoke to over 1000 Khmer Rouge residents of the area. He assured them that “[j]ust top leaders” would be prosecuted and that would include Duch as one of those who were most responsible. He also softened his previous position on a controversial issue related to a royal pardon granted by the King to Ieng Sary, the Khmer Rouge’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, by stating that the King had “no right to protect anyone from prosecution”. According to the news coverage of his visit to Anlong Veng, the Premier described the number of suspects to be between 4 and 10 individuals only.

CASE 001 AND CASE 002

Although negotiations on personal jurisdiction appeared to be agreed upon on the surface, the negotiating teams had reached an impasse on other aspects of the tribunal, leading the UN team to formally withdraw from the negotiations by early 2002. The cessation of the negotiation had drawn condemnation from UN member states. The UN was later pressed to return to the negotiating table. In a resolution sponsored by France and Japan in late 2002, the UN began its engagement with the Cambodian government. By the end of 2003, the UN agreed that it was assumed that the number indicted would range from 5 to 10, but stressed that this number could change based on the court’s investigation.

The two parties reached an agreement in 2003 and, in October 2004, the UN-RGC Agreement and Amendments to the 2001 ECCC Law were approved by the National Assembly. The ECCC began its legal operation in 2006 as a hybrid tribunal in Phnom Penh.

Soon after its inception, the ECCC indicted 5 persons, two of whom have since died, in two cases – Case 001 and Case 002.

Case 001 concerned Duch and Case 002 Nuon Chea, Ieng Sary (deceased), Khieu Samphan and Ieng Thirith (deceased).

Kaing Guek Eav (known as “Duch”) was Chairman of the notorious torture chamber S-21 in Phnom Penh where an estimated 14,000 victims were tortured and killed. His case, Case 001, began its trials in February 2009 and he was convicted and sentenced to life imprisonment by the Supreme Court Chamber in February 2012. In June 2013, Duch was transferred to Kandal Providial Prison to serve his life sentence.

Nuon Chea (known as “Brother Number Two”) was Deputy Secretary of the Communist Party of Kampuchea (CPK) and a member of the CPK Central and Standing Committee. Case 002 began its trial in 2011 and was severed into two trials: Case 002/01 and Case 002/02. Nuon Chea together with Khieu Samphan were found guilty by the Trial Chamber in August 2014 and confirmed by the Supreme Court Chamber in November 2016 for crimes against humanity in Case 002/01. The Trial Chamber of the ECCC announced on November 16, 2018 that Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan were sentenced to life imprisonment in Case 002/02 for genocide, crimes against humanity and grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions of 1949. The crimes were committed at various locations throughout Cambodia between 1975 and 1979. While Nuon Chea was convicted for genocide against the Cham and Vietnamese ethnic groups, Khieu Samphan was convicted for genocide against only the Vietnamese ethnic. Lasting for 283 hearing days, the Chamber heard the testimony of 185 individuals, including 114 witnesses, 63 Civil Parties and 8 experts.

13 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
Khieu Samphan was head of state and a member of CPK Central Committee.

Ieng Sary, husband of Ieng Thirith, was Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs and a member of the CPK Central and Standing Committees. He died in detention while on trial in March 2013.

Ieng Thirith, wife of Ieng Sary and sister-in-law of Pol Pot, was Minister of Social Affairs and Action and also a candidate member of the CPK Central Committee. In November 2011, the ECCC found her unfit to stand trial, due to dementia, and was released from the tribunal detention in 2012. She later died in August 2015 in Pailin near the Thai border.

CONTROVERSIAL DISPUTE ON PERSONAL JURISDICTION

A few months before the start of the Duch trial, former international Co-Prosecutor Robert Petit filed on November 18, 2008 a notice of disagreement between him and his Cambodian counterpart with regard to judicial investigation into additional suspects. He filed two new introductory submissions and one supplementary submission, which had since been withdrawn. These new submissions contained charges against six additional suspects, one of whom had since died. The author did confirm at the time that the sixth suspect had died. This new investigation was strongly contested by the national Co-Prosecutor Chea Leang, and later by the national side of this hybrid tribunal and the Cambodian government.

The views on this dispute between the two co-prosecutors were mixed. NGOs, outside observers and a large portion of the Cambodian public, held the view that they support additional prosecution and this additional prosecution would prove the court’s independence and legitimacy.21 While others argued that it made no difference and the ECCC should focus on the five already accused and charged, and get it done quickly. Based on the ECCC Law, the disagreement had to be resolved before a five-membered Pre-Trial Chamber, whose decision needed an affirmative vote of at least four judges. This complicated feature was a compromise agreed during the complex negotiation. This meant that at least one international judge had to agree with the decision of the three Cambodian judges in order to stop the investigation. In this case, the three Cambodian judges voted against additional investigation and the two international judges voted in favor. Because of the lack of a super majority decision to stop the requested investigations, the new investigations moved forward by default.

The ECCC then began its investigation into an additional 5 suspects and they became known as Case 003 (Meas Muth and Sou Met), Case 004 (Yim Tith), Case 004/01 (Im Chaem) and Case 004/02 (Ao An).22 Sou Met died in 2013. The four surviving suspects have since been charged, but the ECCC found one of them (Im Chaem) to be outside of its jurisdiction.

Case 003: Meas Muth was alleged to be a member of the CPK Central Committee, General Staff Deputy Secretary, Division 164 (including the navy) Secretary and Kampong Som Autonomous Sector Secretary. He has been charged with genocide, crimes against humanity, grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions of 1949, and violations of the 1956 Cambodian Penal Code.

Case 004: Yim Tith (also known as “Ta Tith”) was alleged to be Southwest Zone Sector 13 Secretary, Kirivong District Secretary and Northwest Zone Deputy Secretary and Sector 1, 3 and 4 Secretary. He has been charged with genocide of ethnic Khmer Krom and ethnic Vietnamese, crimes against humanity, grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions of 1949, and violations of the 1956 Cambodian Penal Code.

Case 004/02: Ao An (also known as “Ta An”) was alleged to be Central Zone Deputy Secretary and Sector 41 Secretary. He has been charged with genocide of ethnic Cham, crimes against humanity, and violations of the 1956 Cambodian Penal Code.

Case 004/01: Im Chaem was alleged to be Preah Net Preah District Secretary and Northwest Zone Sector 5 Deputy Secretary. She was charged with homicide and crimes against humanity. On February 2017, the Co-Investigating Judges dismissed the case against her by deciding that she did fall within the personal jurisdiction of the tribunal. The International Co-Prosecutor, without the support of his National Co-Prosecutor, appealed against the decision. The Pre-Trial Chamber had again had split decision between the national and international judges. Three national judges found that the ECCC lacks personal jurisdiction over Im Chaem, while the two international judges found that Im Chaem was among those most responsible, and thereby under ECCC jurisdiction. However, because the ECCC needed four out of five votes to overturn the decision of the Co-Investigating Judges, the Case against Im Chaem was dismissed in June 2018.

Without the support and cooperation of their national counterparts and of the Cambodian government, the investigation was extremely challenging. The ECCC needs the cooperation of their national counterpart to make arrests and, among others, call witnesses to testify. It was widely believed that the Cambodian government was working to prevent additional cases from moving forward.23 Prime Minister Hun Sen was reported to have said in his meeting with UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon that additional cases were not allowed.24 This perception is strongly reflected in the consistent position of Cambodian lawyers, judges and staff at the ECCC by their opposition in moving these two cases forward.25 The controversy in Case 003 and 004 has drawn strong criticism and allegation of political interference and even corruption.26 Three international investigating judges have either resigned or have been blocked from their official function since the start of the controversy. Although the legal process has seemed to move forward more smoothly recently, the rift between the national and international staff at the tribunal appeared to remain as evidenced by the recent split decision to dismiss the Case against Im Chaem.

21 Terith Chy, “Questions on Additional Prosecution Posted by the Co-Prosecutors at the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC),” 2009.
LESSONS LEARNT

For the victims who are still alive today, the ECCC is their last hope of bringing to justice the Khmer Rouge leaders who had inflicted so much pain and devastation. But the journey has not been an easy one. There have been so many challenges along the way. The negotiation on the establishment of the ECCC took 6 years, and the UN had to walk away once before an agreement was reached. While the investigation and trials of Case 001 and Case 002 seemed to be proceeding rather smoothly and two surviving leaders of Khmer Rouge have been sentenced to life imprisonment in Case 002 for genocide and crimes against humanity, a few charged persons and suspects have died along the way. Case 003 and Case 004 have proceeded with so much controversy that the credibility of the tribunal itself has been questioned. A few observers of the tribunal went so far as to suggest that the UN should pull out of the process completely.27 Personal jurisdiction and, perhaps, balance of influence have been central to this controversy. The ECCC has accomplished 3 convictions and spent over 200 million over ten years, while at the same time the status of Case 003 and Case 004 remain uncertain and the credibility of the tribunal has been seriously affected. Despite some limited success, many observers suggest avoiding the ECCC model for future tribunal, mainly due to its complicated features and being politically vulnerable.28
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REHABILITATION OF VICTIMS
Pechet Men

SCOPE AND TYPOLOGY OF THE REHABILITATION

In a broader term, rehabilitation refers to services and programs that are designed to assist individuals who have experienced a trauma or illness resulting in impairment, which creates a loss of function (physical, psychological, social, or vocational).1

However, this paper specifically defines rehabilitation as various measures that Cambodia and the survivors of the Khmer Rouge Regime (1975–1979) have taken to come to terms with their past traumatic experiences, during which time almost two million Cambodian people died from exhaustion, starvation, torture, and mass execution.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF THE REHABILITATION

After the Khmer Rouge regime collapsed in 1979, Cambodia and the survivors of the regime have struggled to rebuild their lives, reconstruct their society, restore relationships, and resolve collective psychological trauma. Significant efforts have been observed throughout the time. Below illustrates those efforts made by Cambodia and her people.

THE PEOPLE’S REVOLUTIONARY TRIBUNAL (PRT)

Legally, the first and foremost effort was to hold the senior Khmer Rouge leaders accountable for their crimes. Shortly after the fall of the Khmer Rouge regime, Cambodia made a considerable effort to put two senior Khmer Rouge leaders on trial, namely Ieng Sary and Pol Pot, by establishing the People’s Revolutionary Tribunal in 1979.2

While the People’s Revolutionary Tribunal was neither internationally recognized nor in compliance with fair trial principles, and was viewed as a show trial that was projected to legitimize the Vietnamese occupation in Cambodia,3 to some certain extent, the tribunal contributed to the lifting of Cambodia’s spirit,4 and in the meantime, provided the chance for reconciliation and improved socio-political condition in Cambodia.5

THE EXTRAORDINARY CHAMBERS IN THE COURTS OF CAMBODIA (ECCC)

In 2006, almost 30 years later, a hybrid court, the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC), or the Khmer Rouge Tribunal, was co-established by the government of Cambodia and the United Nations to address grave human right violations and crimes committed under the Khmer Rouge regime (ECCC).

Located in the Capital of Phnom Penh, Cambodia, the ECCC has brought nine senior Khmer Rouge leaders and other responsible persons to justice in four different cases (ECCC), which has helped Cambodians to achieve a measure of justice and reconciliation.6

VICTIM PARTICIPATION BEFORE THE ECCC

The ECCC has claimed that, “One of the major innovations of the [court] is the enhanced recognition of victims in its proceedings. Victims of crimes that fall under the jurisdiction of the court are given a fundamental role in the ECCC [...] Victims may also participate as Civil Parties. In this capacity, they are recognized as parties to the proceedings and are allowed to seek collective and moral reparations.”7

Victim participation before the ECCC provides exceptional prospects for a more victim-oriented justice process in Cambodia. In addition to telling their stories through their legal application, victims could share their stories in the formal courtroom and even ask questions to the accused.8

For some people, the sharing of stories and testimonies are rehabilitating in and of themselves. Victims are also entitled to legal representation and can seek reparations. Victims could participate as either a Civil Party or a complainant.9

Subsequently, about 5,124 Civil Party application forms have been submitted before the ECCC, among which 90 were in Case 001,10 3,866 in Case 002,11 321 in Case 003,12 and 847 in Case 004,13,14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 Ibid.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 In Case 001 against the S-21 prison chief, Kaing Guek Eav (alias Duch), there were 90 civil parties, 22 of whom were able to testify before the court. A total of 36,493 people attended the trial and appeal hearings in Case 001 during 80 days of hearings. Duch began serving his prison term in the ECCC detention center in 2012 and was transferred to Kandal Provincial Prison in June 2013 to serve the remainder of his term.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This is the first endeavor of its kind that allows victims to participate, not only as witness, but also as full participants in the proceedings.15

THE REPARATIONS BEFORE THE ECCC

As part of the proceedings, Civil Parties are entitled to reparations, should the accused be found guilty. However, pursuant to the Internal Rules of the ECCC, Civil Parties may only be granted collective and moral reparations, but not in monetary form, and Civil Parties cannot receive individual compensation.16

Besides the judicial reparations, the Victims Support Section (VSS) of the ECCC is tasked to develop Non-Judicial Measures with external partners in order to address broader interests of victims.17

Between 2013 and 2017, 16 reparations and non-judicial measures have been proposed to the ECCC, among which nine are judicial reparations. Projected to be about USD 7 million, those 16 projects have been divided into four different categories, including documentation, education, rehabilitation, and remembrance that have been, and will be, implemented by the Victims Support Section, non-governmental organizations, and the Cambodian government.18

In regards to Education, three projects have been identified, namely a Chapter on Victims Participation in a National History Textbook, Community Peace Learning Centers, and the ECCC Virtual Tribunal; Documentation includes four projects, such as the ECCC Documentation Center, the Forced Transfer Exhibition, the Publication of ECCC Verdict, and the Victims Register; Rehabilitation consists of four projects, including the Gender & Transitional Justice Project, a National Reconciliation Event, Self Help Groups for Rehabilitation, and the Testimonial Therapy Initiative; Remembrance includes, the Community Memorials Initiative, a National Remembrance Day, Preservation of Crimes Sites, and the Tuol Sleng Stupa Project; the last one is the Victims Foundation of Cambodia.19

In conclusion, a number of notably legal efforts have been made by the Cambodian government, in collaboration with non-state actors, in order to address and acknowledge the suffering inflicted by the Khmer Rouge on the Cambodian people between 1975 and 1979. As a result, some of the senior Khmer Rouge leaders, and other responsible persons have been brought to justice, and a number of reparations as well as non-judicial measures have been proposed to restore the dignity, and to remember the victims of the Khmer Rouge.

SOCIAL FRAMEWORK OF THE REHABILITATION

While we have looked at legal aspect of the rehabilitation of the victims in Cambodia of the Khmer Rouge regime, we should not neglect the social framework established by Cambodia and the survivors, on one hand, the 1979 People’s Revolutionary Tribunal was not internationally acknowledged, and on the other hand, the ECCC was established almost 30 years later. Therefore, in the absence of these legal mechanisms in addressing past atrocities, substantial struggles have been endured by Cambodia, and the survivors, in order to cope with the past. These achievements should be taken into account and should serve as model for other post conflict societies.

SOCIAL MOVEMENT

In addition to the aforementioned legal mechanisms, Cambodia has made other, formal and informal, efforts to cope with the legacy of the Khmer Rouge regime. Social movements driven by both individuals and the state have contributed to relieving the suffering of the survivors. These include commemorating remembrance days, such as the Day of Victory on January 7 and the Day of Remembrance on May 20.20

Another novel triumph of such an effort is the construction of memorials that are dedicated to those who lost their lives during the Khmer Rouge regime. According to data from the Mapping Project of the Documentation Center of Cambodia (DC-Cam), approximately 81 genocide memorials have been constructed by survivors (Mapping Project).21

Even though healing and reconciliation is a personal matter, these continuous social efforts have made an extensive impact on the Cambodian people. For instance, every year on May 20, Cambodians visit various memorial sites throughout the country to celebrate the Day of Remembrance. The process through which they participate in the ceremony, allow for space to remember the victims and find their own reconciliation.22

The above movement reflects the Cambodian effort to inspire healing and forgiveness through national events that encourage
a shared victimhood among the survivors, which in turn helps relieve society, restore victims' dignity and honor, and allow them to come to terms with the past.21

RESTORATION OF CULTURE AND ARTS

Culture and the arts play a vital role in building peace and reconciliation in a post conflict society,22 although very few efforts have been made to deal with the past trauma in the form of culture and the arts, since the justice process has been the dominant topic for Cambodian and international communities. The arts can contribute to the healing of past painful memories by bringing people and society together to understand its history and learn from past mistakes, and thus, be able to move forward and reconcile the past. However, very few such efforts have been formalized and acknowledged at the national level.25

Presumably, the song “Oh, Phnom Penh”, which was composed and written in 1979 about the sorrow of Cambodian people during the Khmer Rouge regime, and the love for Phnom Penh, the city from where the Khmer Rouge had evacuated its residents to do forced labor in the countryside, has been the only healing song for the Khmer Rouge survivors to commemorate the past.26

Apart from the song “Oh, Phnom Penh”, the play “Breaking the Silence”, produced by the Amrita Performing Arts, is among the few artistic efforts to promote dialogue as part of the reconciliation process.27

GENOCIDE EDUCATION IN CAMBODIA28

Shortly after the Khmer Rouge regime collapsed, the effort to bring the Khmer Rouge history into formal classroom has been very minimal, given political sensitivity and instability of the country. It took almost 28 years before the Khmer Rouge history textbook “A History of Democratic Kampuchea (1975–1979)” was published in 2007, and a few years later in 2009, the Teacher’s Guidebook: The Teaching of “A History of Democratic Kampuchea (1975–1979)” came into existence.29

Since then, there have been more efforts to document and disseminate what happened during the Khmer Rouge to Cambodia’s younger generation. One such effort was the development of a smart-device mobile application for learning the Khmer Rouge history.30

PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT

The experiences during the Khmer Rouge regime have depressed Cambodian society and the survivors. A number of studies have estimated that millions of Cambodians have suffered from trauma related illnesses as a result of the Khmer Rouge regime.31

In an effort to provide psychological support in regard to mental health, Transcultural Psychosocial Organization (TPO Cambodia), Cambodia’s leading NGO in the field of mental health care and psychosocial support, has provided mental health care and support to more than 200,000 Cambodians since 1995, in collaboration with both governmental and non-governmental institutions (TPO Cambodia).

While access to psychological and psycho-social rehabilitation is crucial, mental healthcare in Cambodia is still inadequate to address the needs of the people.32 The number of psychiatrists – 26 of them – cannot fulfill the needs of the Cambodian population. Thus, the Cambodian government needs to allocate more resources, both finance and human resources, to increase awareness to the issue, and facilitate coordination among various players in the field in order to address the issue, properly and adequately.33

In conclusion, substantial efforts have been made by both state and non-state actors in order to rehabilitate victims of the Khmer Rouge regime, and socially to restore people’s dignity, honor, and to achieve reconciliation; and thus, those efforts should be continued and improved.

ORGANIZATIONS OF FORMER VICTIMS

DOCUMENTATION CENTER OF CAMBODIA (DC-CAM)34

DC-Cam is an autonomous Cambodian research institute that records and preserves the history of the Khmer Rouge regime for future generations. Link: www.dc-cam.org

ANLONG VENG PEACE CENTER35

The Anlong Veng Peace Center is dedicated to memory, reconciliation, and peace building, and it achieves these objectives through peace studies and genocide education. Link: http://www.d.dccam.org/Projects/AVPC/avpc.htm

26 Ibid.
27 Ibid.
28 Please see the chapter by Savina Sirik entitled “Education and Preservation of Sites of Conscience” for further details on Genocide Education in Cambodia.
29 Khamboly Dy, Genocide Education in Cambodia: Local Initiatives, Global Connections, Rutgers University, PhD Dissertation, 2015
32 The Human Rights in Trauma Mental Health Laboratory, “The Mental Health Outcomes Resulting From Crimes Committed by the Khmer Rouge Regime”, Stanford University Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Stanford University School of Medicine for Draft Submission to the ECCC in Case 002/02, in Beth Van Schaack, Daryn Reichertcher, Youk Chhang, (Eds.), Cambodia’s Hidden Scars: Trauma Psychology and the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia, Phnom Penh: Documentation Center of Cambodia, 2nd Edition, 2016.
34 Please see the chapter by Savina Sirik entitled “Education and Preservation of Sites of Conscience” for further details on Documentation Center of Cambodia.
35 Please see the chapter by Savina Sirik entitled “Education and Preservation of Sites of Conscience” for further details on Anlong Veng Peace Center.
VICTIMS SUPPORT SECTION OF THE ECCC

The Victims Support Section (VSS) was established to support the ECCC by assisting Victims who want to participate in the proceedings. The VSS is the central contact point between the ECCC and Victims or their representatives. The VSS aims to facilitate the effective participation of Victims in the proceedings. This consists of processing complaints and applications of Victims who seek to exercise their right to participate. It also oversees that Victims have access to legal representation of a high quality. To that end, the VSS also provides legal and administrative support to the Civil Party lawyers. Finally, the VSS serves as a meeting place where all the actors involved in the proceedings that is the Victims, the Court members, the lawyers and intermediary organizations can gather and thus share their views for the most efficient representation of the Victims’ interests. Link: https://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/victims-support-section

LEGAL DOCUMENTATION CENTER

Launched in 2017, the Legal Documentation Center houses legal and related documents from the ECCC’s trial proceedings and serves as a place for the public, as well as national and international researchers, to explore topics pertaining to the trial of former senior leaders of the Khmer Rouge regime.

KDEI KARUNA

Kdei Karuna is a politically-neutral peacebuilding NGO aiming to contribute to sustainable peace efforts in Cambodia. Through an expertise in dialogue facilitation and sustained engagement with communities, Kdei Karuna encourages locally-driven approaches to address conflict, encourage mutual understanding, and promote healing. Link: http://kdeikaruna-organization.squarespace.com

TUOL SLENG GENOCIDE MUSEUM

The Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum is the memorial site of the S-21 interrogation and detention center of the Khmer Rouge regime. Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum aims to serve as a place of reflection and education by preserving and presenting evidence of the past prison system and keeping alive the memory of the Khmer Rouge Regime. Link: www.tuolsleng.gov.kh

TRANSCULTURAL PSYCHOSOCIAL ORGANIZATION (TPO)

TPO Cambodia is Cambodia’s leading NGO in the field of mental health care and psychosocial support. TPO Cambodia was established in February 1995 as a branch of the Netherlands-based NGO ‘TPO International’ with the aim to alleviate psychological and mental health problems of Cambodians. In 2000, it was registered as an independent local NGO, ‘TPO Cambodia,’ run and staffed by Cambodians. Since its beginnings in 1995, TPO Cambodia has provided mental health care and support to more than 200,000 Cambodians. Link: www.tpop柬埔寨.org

YOUTH FOR PEACE (YFP)

YFP is a Cambodian NGO that offers education in peace, leadership, conflict resolution, and reconciliation to Cambodian’s youth. YFP aims to bring about a society of peace and social justice in Cambodia, through the development of good role models and active citizenship of youth who understand and practice a culture of peace. Through its program, YFP anticipates that youth are equipped with peacebuilding tools and skills and are empowered to be agents of social change, and civil society is challenged and impacted for change through education and awareness of peaceful solutions to problems of social injustice. Link: www.yfp柬埔寨.org

YOUTH RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (YRDP)

YRDP envisions a society in which youth are empowered to exercise their civil and political rights as leaders for a peaceful, equitable and sustainable development in Cambodia. YRDP engages youth in the development of their critical thinking skills, empowers them to utilize their civil and political rights, and strengthens their social conscience for positive social action on behalf of their own future, family, community and country. YRDP anticipates that youth become committed and active citizens with a better quality of life through taking concrete initiatives and motivating others for the promotion of sustainable peace, justice, and a democratic society. Link: www.yrdp.org

BOPHANA AUDIOVISUAL RESOURCE CENTER

The Bophana Center acquires film, television and photography from all around the world and gives free public access to this precious heritage. From the very beginning, the Bophana Center’s main objective was to offer young Cambodians vocational training as well as professional support over the long run. Link: www.bophana.org

LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

From Cambodian experiences, rehabilitation of victims of the past traumatic events, like the Khmer Rouge Genocide, has been accomplished in both a legal and a social framework, and both components should not be left out of the process. Though a legal framework, for some reasons, did not take place soon enough after the fall of the Khmer Rouge regime, it is still important in the rehabilitation process, for it acknowledges the serious crimes committed in the past, ends impunity, and provides justice for the victims.

Additionally, while the Cambodian government initiated a social framework and her people have played significant roles in restoring Cambodian society, relationships, dignity, culture and arts, education, and reconciliation, it is advised that imitation of any activities might not work in other countries. Local, cultural and religious context should be placed into consideration before designing any activities.

36 Please see the chapter by Savina Sirik entitled “Education and Preservation of Sites of Conscience” for further details on Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum.
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MEMORIALIZATION OF THE DIFFICULT PAST

Memorialization has been a prominent practice in societies emerging from war, genocide and mass atrocities. The use of memorialization as a tool to unite state subjects is especially evident in transitional states. However, memorialization practices can be very politicized. For example, one can regard memorials as sites of power struggle; where power relations interplay and different actors are involved in the process.

Memorials have often been constructed in order to produce a collective memory. Given that memorials are important symbolic sites in the articulation of nation-statehood, the decision to commemorate or dismiss the past is frequently made by individuals or institutions of authority or power. Indeed, many prominent memorials constitute official or state-sanctioned practices designed to promote a particular version of the past in an attempt to provide legitimacy for the present and future rule. This is especially true in the case of Cambodia, where sites of violence, including prisons and mass graves, were immediately converted to official memorials for genocide remembrance. Consequently, the public landscape has been used by the People’s Republic of Kampuchea (PRK) government to serve the politics of memory, rightly observed by Dwyer and Alderman, that “historical representation is not only a product of social power but also a tool or resource for achieving it.” Therefore, commemoration and education of past atrocities is often linked to the construction of national narratives and memories that serve the state interest in enforcing state legitimacy and political power.

These processes have suppressed personal memories for a long time. However, this has begun to change in the context of Cambodia. Recent initiatives by local civil society organizations have supported and promoted processes through which individual accounts and experiences of survivors have been brought to the fore. Memorials and history education have increasingly included personal accounts into their content and structure, providing individual voices and spaces for survivors to get involved in the process. Thus, the process of remembrance of past atrocities have gradually moved from state-sponsored to local-driven initiatives, with support from civil society organizations, who are important actors in the transitional process.

MEMORY INSTITUTIONS

Immediately after the fall of the Democratic Kampuchea (DK) regime in 1979, a new state, the People’s Republic of Kampuchea (PRK) was announced. This new government faced significant challenges in the reconstruction of the country, as there was scarcely an adequate infrastructure remaining. Despite these challenges, the most important task for PRK leaders was to initiate a political agenda to justify its invasion of the DK regime, and thus legitimize its right to exist. The PRK realized a political opportunity through recognition of the landscapes of violence left behind by the DK regime. This landscape of violence provided evidence of the crimes committed against Cambodians by the Khmer Rouge government. Thus, in the early period of their occupation, the PRK began memorializing past violence through the transformation of sites of violence into memorials of memory.

One of the first major memorial initiatives was the transformation of two significant sites of the violence perpetrated by the DK state: the S-21 Khmer Rouge prison and the killing fields and mass graves at Choeung Ek. The PRK government saw a new opportunity in legitimizing the regime through establishing official narratives. As David Chandler argues, memories of the DK period and what was written about it were channeled by the new regime to suit the ‘demonizing’ policies favored by the regime. Among the sites of violence left behind by the Khmer Rouge, the PRK quickly memorialized the two prominent sites mentioned above, and several other local prisons and mass grave sites. The S-21 Prison was transformed into the Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum; the killing fields and mass graves at Choeung Ek became a memorial site. Ultimately, the PRK used these two places as major landmarks, and 80 other local memorials, to convey the national narrative for remembrance and memorialization of “genocide”.

TUOL SLENG GENOCIDE MUSEUM

Before the DK regime, Tuol Sleng had been a high school in the inner city of Phnom Penh. The Khmer Rouge converted it into a security center designated as ‘S-21’ – a facility utilized by Khmer Rouge security forces for imprisonment, torture and interrogation. David Chandler has extensively examined the role and function of S-21 and notes that the facility functioned as a place of incarceration, investigation, punishment and counterespionage. During its existence from 1976 to 1979, Chandler estimates that the prison processed approximately 14,000 prisoners. Approximately 300 people are known to have survived the prison. Soon after Phnom Penh was captured by Vietnamese forces and

---

4 Ibid., 36. The Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC) provides an update list of S-21 prisoners with a total of 12,272 victims based on the documentary evidence available to the court.
5 Dacil Keo, Nean Yin, Fact Sheet, Phnom Penh: Documentation Center of Cambodia, 2011.
the National Salvation United Front, S-21 was discovered by two Vietnamese journalists who had been accompanying the troops, and were drawn to the site by the smell of decomposing bodies. The journalists took photographs of the bodies remaining in all of the interrogation rooms; some of those photos are now exhibited throughout the Tuol Sleng Museum. A few days after the initial discovery of the prison, vast stacks of documents – including thousands of pages of documented confessions, mug-shot photographs, and notebooks of cadres – were found in the S-21 compound.

Realizing the importance and potential propaganda value of these discoveries, the PRK government officials proceeded to have the documents organized and archived, and to convert the site into a museum. Mai Lam, who had extensive experience in legal studies and museology, arrived in Phnom Penh in March 1979 to lead the transformation of the site into an internationally-recognized museum of genocide. A couple of weeks after the renovation of the site, the museum hosted its first group of foreign visitors. As asserted in PRK documentation, “the site was intended primarily to show... international guests the cruel torture committed by the traitors against the Khmer people.” By January 25 – a mere two weeks after the “discovery” of Tuol Sleng – a group of journalists from socialist countries was invited; these were the first official visitors to Tuol Sleng. The museum was officially opened to the public in July 1980. Local Cambodians were transported from various places throughout the country to visit the museum and learn about the crimes against humanity, as well as other crimes committed by the Khmer Rouge. Cambodians were indoctrinated by the PRK government with such political messages to justify the government’s legitimacy and to promote a reliance on the PRK, thus preventing the return to power of the Khmer Rouge. Prominently featured throughout the curation of S-21 were clear messages of legitimacy; in addition to this display, exposed display of skulls and bones were featured at the Choeung Ek mass graves site. Displays in the museum feature mug shots of victims and Khmer Rouge cadres, graphic images of torture and the corpses of prisoners, and a map of Cambodia depicted in skulls and bones which was later removed from the exhibition due to controversies around skull display. Through these images, the curator intended to establish a connection between the DK regime and the atrocious crimes that took place at S-21 and Choeung Ek.

In March 2015, a Memorial to the Victims of the DK regime was unveiled inside Tuol Sleng, dedicated to the victims of the DK regime, especially to the 14,000 victims who were detained and executed at S-21 prison, and the Cheung Ek killing site. The memorial, designed and erected by Cambodia’s Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts, replaced an old stupa memorial that was built in the 1980s, and destroyed by a storm in 2008. While the memorial was warmly welcomed, the inscription of the names of the victims of S-21 prompted debate over whether the inscribed names represent victims or perpetrators. Given that the majority of the victims at S-21 had been former Khmer Rouge cadres, survivors and academics were concerned that the name inscriptions would offend other victims and their surviving families. The Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC) approved the memorial project as symbolic reparation for the victims and survivors of the Khmer Rouge regime in ECCC’s Case 001 against the S-21 prison chief, Kaing Guek Eav or Duch.

CHOEUNG EK MEMORIAL CENTER

The history of the Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum is directly linked to the killing fields of Choeung Ek, located approximately 15 kilometers southwest of Phnom Penh. The mass graves at Choeung Ek were selected for excavation, also under Mai Lam’s supervision. Over 9,000 bodies were exhumed from the graves and initially placed in a wooden structure, which was later replaced with a monumental memorial stupa made of concrete and glass, built in the style of a Khmer Buddhist stupa. The memorial was inaugurated and opened to visitors in 1988. The excavated pits were left exposed, forming open-air exhibitions with signs attesting to the horrific activities that took place on that landscape. Along with the Tuol Sleng Museum, the Choeung Ek Memorial reinforced the political message of the PRK in condemning the genocidal crimes committed by the Khmer Rouge. Due to the lack of background information on the site, a museum was later built and opened to the public to provide additional information and historical context on the Khmer Rouge regime. Audio tours containing a history of the site as well as personal stories of victims and former Khmer Rouge guards were added to the site. In addition, public ceremonies are held annually at the memorial site to celebrate the May 20 day of remembrance. The site still represents the official narrative of the genocide, which occurred during the DK regime.

LOCAL MEMORIALS

While sites such as Tuol Sleng and Choeung Ek provide visible evidence of memorialization, many other sites of violence have scarcely been memorialized. Only about 81 sites of the innumerable documented sites of mass violence that are widespread throughout the country, including 196 security prison sites, 300 burial sites, and 200,000 mass graves, have been memorialized. Hundreds of other burial sites and labor camps stand as silent testimony to the pervasive violence, which took place in Cambodia. These sites constitute unmarked, violent landscapes, identifiable only by local residents, and remain invisible to visitors who merely pass by the area. This is especially true for members of the younger generation who were born after

7 Ibid., 3.
8 Ibid., 4.
9 Ibid., 8.
10 Ibid., 4.
11 See the discussion in Wynne Cougill, “Buddhist cremation traditions for the dead and the need to preserve forensic evidence in Cambodia”, *Documentation Center of Cambodia*, http://www.d.dccam.org/Projects/Maps/Buddhist_Cremation_Traditions.htm
14 Ibid.
the atrocities. The potential for these sites to become memorialized or representative of past violence have largely been associated with the politics of memory, which have been employed as a tool to justify the political regime. Most local memorial sites have decayed over time since they have not been properly taken care of. A few of them are maintained and developed into community learning centers.

**WAT SAMROUNG KNONG, BATTAMBANG**

Following the consultation process on memory initiatives in 2009, Youth for Peace (YFP)\[16\] — a local organization, based in Phnom Penh, working to promote peace and social justice through youth development — started a memory project at Samroung Knong commune, Battambang province. A community memorial committee was established and a vocational training program was developed. Funded by a Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation through the Victims Support Section of the ECCC, the Samroung Knong Community Peace Learning Center was built, with the purpose of preserving the mass grave site in Wat (Buddhist Temple) Samroung Knong, for its rich history and transforming it into a place where intergenerational dialogue and peace education can take place.\[17\] Wat Samroung Knong was turned into a prison by the Khmer Rouge. The majority of prisoners were former soldiers, government officials of the Lon Nol regime and their families and relatives. In 1980, approximately a hundred mass graves were excavated to recover victims’ remains.\[18\]

In 2015, the Community Peace Learning Centre was in the process of developing an information center, so that the community could access information and participate in the key activities of the Center. Some of these activities include public forums, vocational training programs for youth (such as computer training courses), film screening, radio programs, religious festivals, fundraising and documenting historic cities.\[19\] The Peace Learning Center has been approved by the ECCC as symbolic representation for victims and survivors of the Khmer Rouge regime in the Case 002/01 against Khieu Samphan and Nuon Chea.

**GENOCIDE EDUCATION AFTER THE KHMER ROUGE REGIME**

The education system and infrastructure were revived and rehabilitated after the fall of the Khmer Rouge regime. Under the PRK government, the Khmer Rouge history education was integrated into political education, which emphasized the importance of socialism and civic revolution. Khmer Rouge history was subsequently developed and taught to promote a political agenda and ideology to which the PRK subscribed.\[20\] The school curricula outlined political contents that condemned the Khmer Rouge’s brutal violence, while praising the revolutionary figures, who liberated the country from the Khmer Rouge’s occupation. The textbook content, at the time, included language that provoked anger and vengeance toward the Khmer Rouge leaders including phrases such as “Pol Pot-Ieng Sary-Khieu Samphan genocidal cliques” or “KR genocidal massacres of innocent people.”\[21\] Consequently, such political propaganda was emphasized and utilized as a tool to maintain the political survival and legitimacy of the state.\[22\]

From 1993 to the early 2000s, the contents of Khmer Rouge history became marginalized and at times disappeared from the textbook. During this period, Cambodia faced continued challenges in resolving its internal political conflict and building peace and reconciliation. Even so, politics continued to dictate Cambodian history content to the extent that the Khmer Rouge history was kept silent or marginalized. When the curriculum and teaching materials were being revised, the content on Khmer Rouge atrocities were not prioritized. During the academic year of 2000 and 2001, social studies textbook for grade 9 and 12, for example, was revised to include a modern history of Cambodia from 1953 to 1998 with a brief narration of the Khmer Rouge regime, which did not provide a clear account of what had happened or allow for a critical or in-depth understanding of the historical events at that time.\[23\] Also, in the middle of academic year of 2002, the government withdrew the social studies textbook from the curriculum. The textbook did not return until 2011.\[24\] Thus, the national interests in teaching Khmer Rouge history during that time slowly decreased and the Khmer Rouge history content became marginalized due to internal political conflicts and efforts to integrate different political fractions into society.

Nonetheless, increased international interests and influences in the concepts of human rights and genocide in Cambodia during the transitional period contributed to the reconstruction Khmer Rouge history education, and development of a local genocide education initiative.\[25\] The works of NGOs, the flow of human rights concepts, and the global influence of Holocaust education became one of the driving forces for the emergence of a local genocide education. Local NGOs that devote their work to promoting democracy and human rights in the country stepped up and worked in collaboration with the government to develop genocide education. Among local civil society organizations, the Documentation Center of Cambodia (DC-Cam) took the initiative in establishing Cambodian genocide education, particularly developing the Khmer Rouge history content for the secondary high school level. DC-Cam has worked in collaboration with the Ministry of Education to provide formal education on the Khmer Rouge history for young people. This effort represents one among many local initiatives to formalize Khmer Rouge history education through the formal education system.

**DOCUMENTATION CENTER OF CAMBODIA (DC-CAM)**\[26\]

Established in 1995 as a field office of Yale University’s Cambodian Genocide Program to facilitate field research on the Khmer Rouge’s crimes in Cambodia, DC-Cam became an independent research institute in 1997. DC-Cam has collected, catalogued, and disseminated information on the DK regime to survivors, researchers, students, and the general public. Its archive stores a million pages of Khmer Rouge documents, photographs, interviews, and physical evidence of the genocide. The documentary

\[16\] See Youth for Peace, http://www.yfp cambodia.org/
\[17\] Ibid.
\[19\] Youth for Peace, http://www.yfp cambodia.org/
\[20\] Khamboly Dy, Genocide Education in Cambodia: Local Initiatives, Global Connections, Rutgers University, PhD Dissertation, 2015, 143.
\[21\] Ibid., 97.
\[22\] Ibid., 144.
\[23\] Ibid., 163.
\[24\] Ibid., 166.
\[25\] Ibid.
\[26\] See Documentation Center of Cambodia, http://d.dccam.org/
collections held by the Center have informed much of the preparation for the prosecution cases against the former Khmer Rouge leaders in trials underway at the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia.

DC-Cam has played an important role in the dissemination of Khmer Rouge history education to the public. It has made a significant effort to educate the public about the Khmer Rouge regime through outreach, public education forums, exhibitions, and genocide education programs. As part of the genocide education program, DC-Cam published a textbook, in 2007, entitled A History of Democratic Kampuchea 1975–1979, and distributed hundreds of thousand copies to all secondary high schools throughout the country. In addition, the Center has integrated the textbook and the lessons of the Khmer Rouge regime into the formal curriculum at the secondary high school level and provided training to all history and social science high school teachers.27 The integration of Khmer Rouge history in the formal curriculum has become a major initiative in institutionalizing genocide education in Cambodia’s education system. In addition to these efforts, DC-Cam has also initiated other memory and education efforts through establishing of two institutions: Sleuk Rith Institute and Anlong Veng Peace Center.

SLEUK RITH INSTITUTE28

The Sleuk Rith Institute is intended to be a permanent site for DC-Cam. SRI aims to preserve the memory of the Khmer Rouge genocide, provide a sense of justice, and contribute to the healing of Cambodian society. SRI plans to expand its archival core by incorporating a genocide museum, a research center, and a school of genocide, conflict, and human rights into an integrated research institute focused on the studies of human rights and sustainable development. The project is supported by an architectural partner of the renowned London bureau, the Iraqi-born architect Zaha Hadid. She calls her design a structure of hell, earth, and heaven, tracing the hoped-for progression from the silence of the present generation of Cambodians about their unthinkable past, to a future of openness and vitality. The new SRI building, to be established alongside a respected and still functioning high school in central Phnom Penh, is intended to support deeper research into the past atrocity and to disseminate information through the country’s educational system.

The Sleuk Rith Institute also plans activities and events at the heart of the capital, which will promote healing through cultural revival and celebration. The SRI plans to incorporate into its programs the issues of culture, history, gender, and environment. In addition, SRI plans to present to the future generations of Cambodians and global tourists the ways in which Cambodian survivors and their children may strive to deal with the horrendous tragedy through acts of commemoration and genocide education.

ANLONG VENG PEACE CENTER 29

Situated in Anlong Veng district, the last stronghold of the Khmer Rouge regime, the Anlong Veng Peace Center is a new initiative of the Documentation Center of Cambodia. Created in 2014, the Peace Center aims to achieve memory, reconciliation, and peacebuilding through peace studies, genocide education, and sustainable tourism. Peace studies and genocide education represent the Center’s efforts in promoting a critical understanding of different forms of violence, conflict resolutions, and root causes of what happened under the Khmer Rouge regime. Guided tours to historical sites and meetings with local community members provide space for interactive discussions and shared understanding of individual stories. These concerted efforts are critical to peacebuilding, education, and rule of law in the country.

Using the Center’s core approach of historical empathy, key activities that have been conducted at the Peace Center include a variety of educational and tourism related programs that help preserve the oral and physical history of the region, as well as building peace and reconciliation between generations and across society.29 In order to achieve the stated objectives, the Center works in close collaboration with the local community, schools, and tourism officials in order to implement these activities. In addition to providing an understanding of the past, its main activities also involve providing guided tours of historical sites, conversations between local community members and students, as well as developing a curriculum that utilizes individual stories to promote an understanding of different human experiences.

LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In addition to memorialization at the state level, such as the construction of the major memorial sites of Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum and Choeung Ek Memorial Center, memorialization has emerged from the concerted effort of local civil society organization and local communities, which is essential in the larger process of memory construction, peacebuilding and reconciliation in Cambodia. As discussed above, the preservation and development of historical sites such as Wat Samrong Knong and Anlong Veng, initiated by YFP and DC-Cam, in collaboration with local communities and other stakeholders, can contribute to promoting local ownership of the process of establishing historical truth, reconciliation, and bridging the generational divide. On the one hand, memorial sites serve as significant means through which to commemorate victims of atrocities and preserving memories of the past; on the other hand, providing history education of past atrocities to the younger generation and engaging them in the processes of memory preservation are critical to processes of building peace and democracy in post-conflict societies.

Furthermore, creating fair history content on a difficult past requires political commitment and support from a variety of actors, including domestic and international actors. Historical content can only provide an accurate historical account to young people, if it is created and developed based on scientific research. Such a difficult history should be delivered to the younger generation in such a way that helps promote harmony, empathy, reconciliation, and critical thinking, rather than serving as a propaganda tool to achieve a certain political aim. Cambodian genocide education must go through many years of turbulence and political
controversy, before it can begin to establish historical content that is more objective and scientific. This is just the beginning of a long journey toward peace and reconciliation that Cambodia has to make.

What we can learn from the Cambodian experiences is that local actors who initiate and develop local genocide education program, formally or informally, could benefit from working with various actors at multiple levels to provide legitimacy and effectiveness to the processes. These actors may be formal or non-formal, global or regional, state or local. More importantly, working with a variety of actors will help improve the capability of local implementers and to balance the dominant power of the authorities or political elites. Furthermore, the institutionalization of genocide education will be complemented by other transitional mechanisms, whether they are formal or informal efforts (such as criminal prosecution and memorialization), to educate younger generations about the past. Developing public education to teach children about the Khmer Rouge regime is well resonated among survivors of the atrocities, many of whom are mainly concerned that their children will not receive a proper education about their horrendous past, and thus fail to acknowledge their sufferings.
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# TIMELINE OF THE MAJOR EVENTS

**Bernd Schaefer**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Cambodian communists join forces with Vietnamese against French colonialism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 9, 1953</td>
<td>Cambodia declares its independence from France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Geneva Conference: France withdraws from all of Indochina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954–70</td>
<td>Kingdom of Cambodia under Prince, from 1955 Prime Minister Norodom Sihanouk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 18, 1970</td>
<td>Coup against Prime Minister Norodom Sihanouk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970–75</td>
<td>The Khmer Republic, General Lon Nol as President; Sihanouk, in exile in China, forms exile government with Cambodian communists (‘Khmer Rouge’/KR).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 17, 1975</td>
<td>KR forces led by Pol Pot defeat Lon Nol army and take the capital Phnom Penh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975–79</td>
<td>Democratic Kampuchea (DK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 1975</td>
<td>Sihanouk returns to Cambodia, nominal Head of State, disappears in house arrest soon after</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>DK Government is announced with Khieu Samphan as Head of State and Pol Pot as Prime Minister and Secretary-General of the Communist Party of Kampuchea (CPK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Cambodia launches military attacks across all three of its borders in Thailand, Vietnam, and Laos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Vietnam fights back, occupies Cambodian territory, fully withdraws by March, but returns with full force in December 1978 and defeats Pol Pot forces by January 1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979–1989</td>
<td>People’s Republic of Kampuchea (PRK) Heng Samrin President; Prime Ministers Pen Sovan (until 1981), Chan Sy (until 1984), Hun Sen (since 1985)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989–1993</td>
<td>State of Cambodia (SOC), Hun Sen Prime Minister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>First Paris Conference with Cambodian government and opposition factions fails. Vietnamese troops withdraw from Cambodia by December</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Formation of the Supreme National Council (SNC), composed of six SOC members and two from each of the three opposition factions, including former DK President Khieu Samphan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 23, 1991</td>
<td>Paris Agreement on Cambodia signed by all four Cambodian factions and eighteen Foreign Ministers of interested countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 23 and 28, 1993</td>
<td>General elections with 90 % turnout, boycotted by KR. Coalition government formed with a First and Second Prime Minister: Prince Norodom Ranariddh (FUNCINPEC Party) with 45.5 % and 58 seats and Hun Sen (Cambodian People’s Party/CPP) with 38.2 % and 51 seats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993 to the Present</td>
<td>Kingdom of Cambodia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1993</td>
<td>Norodom Sihanouk becomes Head of State, on 23 September King of Cambodia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>KR movement outlawed by Cambodia’s National Assembly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 1997</td>
<td>Power struggle within government, Hun Sen and CPP oust Prince Ranariddh and his allies in a coup, Hun Sen the only Prime Minister, Ranariddh in exile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 26, 1998</td>
<td>National Assembly Election, CCP gets 41.4 % of vote and 64 seats, FUNCINPEC 31.7 % and 43 seats, the Sam Rainsy Party (SRP) 14.3 % and 15 seats, Hun Sen Prime Minister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 27, 2003</td>
<td>National Assembly Election, CCP gets 47.3 % of vote and 73 seats, FUNCINPEC 20.7 % and 26 seats, the SRP 21.9 % and 24 seats, Hun Sen Prime Minister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 27, 2008</td>
<td>National Assembly Election, CCP gets 58.1 % of vote and 90 seats, SRP 21.9 % and 26 seats, Hun Sen Prime Minister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 28, 2013</td>
<td>National Assembly Election, CCP gets 48.8 % of vote and 68 seats, opposition Cambodian National Rescue Party (CNRP) 44.6 % and 55 seats, disputed election until compromise in July 2014, Hun Sen Prime Minister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 4, 2017</td>
<td>CNRP wins 43.8% in Cambodian communal elections with a 90% turnout, a significant swing away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>from CPP and towards CNRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 16, 2017</td>
<td>Cambodian Constitutional Court bans and dissolves CNRP, its National Assembly seats are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>distributed to other parties, opposition leaders in exile or under arrest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 27, 2018</td>
<td>CCP runs basically unopposed and wins 76.9% of the vote and all 125 National Assembly seats,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hun Sen Prime Minister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 16, 2018</td>
<td>The Trial Chamber of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC) sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>surviving KR leaders Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan to life imprisonment in Case 002/02 for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>genocide, crimes against humanity and grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions of 1949</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TRANSFORMATION OF THE POLITICAL SYSTEM

Ladislav Mrklaš

COMMUNIST REGIME IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA (1948–1989)

The beginning of the communist regime in Czechoslovakia can be dated from 25 February 1948 when the resignation of democratic parties’ ministers was accepted and a new government of the “revived” National Front was appointed, and its end can be set on 17 November 1989 when an authorised student demonstration commemorating 50 years from the death of Jan Opletal, a student killed by the occupation totalitarian regime of Nazi Germany (1939), was dispersed. The intervention against the student gathering launched the fall of the regime which had been in power in Czechoslovakia for more than four decades.

Over these decades, the nature of the regime changed several times, totalitarian phases alternated with post-totalitarian and democratising ones. In its first phase, until 1956 (1958), the regime is designated as a classic communist totalitarian model and its beginning may be identified as the most repressive period, ending by the death of the soviet dictator Joseph Stalin and then by the death of the first national communist leader Klement Gottwald. In the 1960s, at first, there was a phase of loosening which ended when a unique attempt at democratization from the inside was made (post-totalitarian democratising regime, also called “socialism with a human face”). On 21 August 1968, the armies of five states of the Warsaw Pact with the Soviet Union in the lead entered Czechoslovakia and ended the democratisation process. From 1969, at first, we can talk about the period of purges from the reformist powers and of consolidation of the regime (normalization) which was replaced by the freezing of the regime in the first quarter of the 1970s, i.e. stabilisation of the positions created during normalization. It is not until the end of the 1980s and mainly under the influence of Perestroika by Mikhail Gorbachev, but also thanks to the ongoing transition in other former Eastern-Bloc countries (Poland, Hungary, the German Democratic Republic), that the dynamics of the society development started to increase which the regime was no longer able to react to.

DEVELOPMENT OF CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF THE COMMUNIST REGIME

The constitutional and legal framework of the political system was changing quite significantly, too. Until June 1948, the Constitution of 1920 was formally in force; however, many of its parts were not implemented any more. The Czechoslovak coup d’état in February 1948 was crowned by the adoption of the “May Constitution” (on 9 May 1948), drafted entirely by the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. The Constitution already mentions the “people-democratic” nature of the state, the initiated journey towards socialism and the power of the working class.

However, the top constitutional document became the “Socialist Constitution” approved in July 1960, many times and quite significantly amended later on, but formally in force until the dissolution of Czechoslovakia at the end of 1992. It mentioned not only “building up socialism” which corresponded to the change of the official name of the state to the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, but especially Article 4 anchoring the leading role of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia which is designed as the “vanguard of the working class” and a “voluntary union of the most active and most conscious citizens who are labourers, peasants and intellectuals.” Article 6 furthermore limits the plurality in the field of social organizations, as it defines the “National Front of Czechs and Slovaks uniting social organisations”. In practice, it meant that no association or interest organisation (including, for example, animal breeders, gardeners, fishermen or hunters) could exist outside the framework of the National Front. The Constitution also includes a declaration of Marxism-Leninism with the binding state ideology and a single scientific opinion. This constitution does not mention the traditional concept of the division of powers any more.

As of 1 January 1969, the amendment of the Socialist Constitution came into effect thus making a federation of what up to then used to be a unitary state. Although it was a partial victory of the autonomously-minded part of the Slovak Communists, federalization took place already when the reformist movement was defeated, and thus, it had actually no impact on the real division of powers.

1 Discussions about the nature of the Prague Spring and its direction have been going on until today. It is certain that within the competition of various influential groups and dodges in the leadership of the party and the state, the reformist wing got a lot of important positions in the party and state hierarchy. Antonín Novotný left his position as the leader of the party and later his position as the President of the Republic. The reformist Oldřich Černík became the Prime Minister, Ota Šik, the author of the economic reforms proposal, became the Deputy Prime Minister, Josef Smrkovský was elected the president of the National Assembly and Alexander Dubček, a Communist from Slovakia, became the General Secretary of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia and even though he was not directly a member of the reformist wing, thanks to his age and unique manners he soon became one of the symbols of the political loosening. He was active in the following fields: criticism of the existing direction of the regime as a deformation of socialism, democratization of public life, official abolishment of censorship, rehabilitation of a part of the victims of repressions, opening the space for many forbidden and new social and political organisations (Sokol gymnastics movement, Scout Movement, Club of Committed Non-Party Members, Social-Democratic Party, K 231 – Association of former political prisoners), a shift in the foreign policy from the direct vassalage to the Soviet Union, state-law transformation of Czechoslovakia into a federation, but also the program of economic reform which aimed to introduce limited market mechanisms, widen the autonomy of businesses and the renewal of small business.

2 Formally, a federation of two republics was created – the Czech Socialist Republic and the Slovak Socialist Republic. This way, three political structures emerged – federal (federal government and two-chamber Federal Assembly), Czech and Slovak (with their own governments and parliaments – National Councils). This amendment proved itself to be a very important element especially in the period of political transformation. State law questions became, especially for the Slovak part of the society, one of the key points of their political agenda. It was prohibited to get a majority in one of the Chambers (House of Nations) of the Federal Parliament which became one of the breaks of a faster transformation of the legal order and, as a matter of fact, also one of the factors of the process that culminated in the division of the federation following the parliamentary elections in 1992.
If we think about the legal framework of the regime, it is necessary to take into account especially its ideological foundations. Legal thinking was based on the ideology of Marxism-Leninism built on social class stratification being the basic standard. It is very well illustrated by its characteristics written by the important communist law theoretician Viktor Knapp who wrote in 1950: “similarly as the state power in our people’s democratic republic is the only and unified power, our people’s democratic law is also the only one law, being the will, functioning as a law, of the governing working class and all the working people, defined by the material living conditions of our society”. This corresponded to the significant superiority of the public law over private law, which very strongly reflected the idea of common ownership. After 1948, acts and later codes reflecting these ideological foundations were gradually adopted. Some legal fields were degraded or almost disappeared (administration law, commercial law, the majority of the civil law), others were “blossoming” (criminal law, labour law, etc.).

In this context, it is necessary to recall that one of the essential requisites of the communist regime in Czechoslovakia was the almost 100% nationalisation (or other forms of collectivisation, such as creating cooperatives) of the economy and its strict subordination to the state planning (especially to the five-year plans). In this respect, Czechoslovakia was sadly at the top of the countries in the whole EasternBloc. This fact answers the question why it was the economic transformation, including an extensive privatisation of state property, market liberalisation and deregulation, which became the key issue of the whole democratic transition.

LEADING ROLE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY

Until November 1989, the real power was fully in hands of the party leadership, the Presidium of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia which started again to use the extensive repressive apparatus (state political police, special units and party militias). This time, the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia did not use the massive and drastic repressions already known from the turn of the 1940s and 1950s. It did not even strive for the active participation of the masses in building socialism. The motto was rather passivity and depoliticization of the society. Repression was used to bully those who did not want to accept the conditions established by the normalization regime. Non-conformists were denied various material advantages, the possibility of further education and a professional career, and only the most escalated cases ended up in criminalisation, usually by using flexible provisions of the Criminal code on disorderly conduct, incitement to riot or parasitism. On the top of the power pyramid, there was the General Secretary (formerly the First Secretary) of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. From April 1969, this position was executed by Gustáv Husák, a Slovak Communist and originally a moderate supporter of the reforms. He remained in this position until his abdication in December 1987 when he was replaced by Miloš Jakes who would be the leader of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia until November 1989. The key decisions were taken by the Presidium of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, usually consisting of 11–12 members. From the beginning of normalization until the late 1980s, the composition of this body did not change very much. It was dominated by people linked with the suppression of the revival process and close cooperation with, or more precisely vassalage to, the Soviet communist leadership. Formally, the party power was in the hands of the party congresses organised approximately once in five years, announcing long-term goals, including the five-year economic plans, and praising the successes in building socialism.

There was no political pluralism in the period of 1969–1989 in Czechoslovakia. Elections to the Federal Assembly and to both National Councils, as well as to lower-level representative bodies, were held, nevertheless, they represented a mass manifestation of loyalty towards the regime rather than being true elections. The reason for this was not only the absence of any alternative to the candidate lists of the National Front, but also the absence of many other institutes typical for a democratic establishment (free press, legal opposition, judicial control over the power, etc.). Political parties united in the National Front, i.e. the Czechoslovak People’s Party, the Czechoslovak Socialist Party, the Freedom Party and the Revival Party, were just satellite organisations of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. There were independent candidates and representatives of social organisations (trade unions, youth or women organisations, etc.) in the unified candidate lists of the National Front as well, but these candidates were always carefully vetted and appropriately conformed to the regime. The number of members of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia evolved in cycles corresponding to important development phases. In the time of its creation (1921), the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia united about 130 thousand members, however, after Bolshevization in the end of the 1920s, many of them left the party and their number dropped to 40 thousand. After WWII, the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia became a mass organisation and on the eve of the 1946 elections, it comprised of more than one million members. The absolute maximum number of members was achieved in 1948, when the coup d’état took place and the member base had almost 2.5 million individuals. Consequently, the number of its members was steadily dropping. In the time of the revival process at the end of the 1960s, the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia had almost 1.7 million members. After the purges within normalisation, their number dropped to 1.15 million members, and then it immediately started to increase. In the period of the fall of the communist regime in 1989, the party had about 1.5 million members.

POWER AND REPRESSIVE STRUCTURE OF THE COMMUNIST REGIME

After February 1948, the nature of the National Front changed. From the originally people-democratic coalition of political parties which was created as a result of the cooperation of the London and Moscow exile centres of the resistance against the Nazi regime, and partially of the national resistance as well,
the National Front was transformed into an institution with various organisational levels and apparatus. In the first days and weeks after the coup d'état, Action Committees were being formed. They carried out purges in the whole of society, especially at the levels of individual enterprises, factories, offices, at schools, medical facilities, simply at the lowest levels. Hand in hand with these, the National Front did not serve as a real power centre determining the basic political line any more. This role was assumed by the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia itself. On the other hand, the National Front became a power tool for enslaving the civil society. Out of more than 60 existing organisations and associations, only 683 remained legal and these were obliged to become a part of the National Front.

Other important segments of the power structure were the National Committees, i.e. quasi-constitutional bodies at the community, town, district and regional levels, inspired by the soviet model of public administration. In fact, they had very limited power and they served as a leverage of the regime. Regional National Committees were subordinated to the Ministry of the Interior and individual departments of the Regional National Committees were subordinated to departmental Ministries. A similar relationship of subordination was established between the Regional and District National Committees. This was particularly apparent in financial issues being dealt with a clear hierarchy.

Right after February 1948, the public opinion itself ceased to fulfil its role of political pressure and control of power. Not only its freedom, but in the end also the public truth disappeared. The communist leadership monopolised the creation and influence of the public opinion via public meetings that usually published various consenting resolutions to individual events and happenings, and also via the media. The press, radio and later on television, run by the state or official political and social organisations, stopped to fulfil their function of non-distorting informers and were turned into tools of spreading the official ideology, adoration of the government and party politics, celebration of friendly countries with the Soviet Union and its Communist Party in the lead. All the media, including the press office, were subject to a rigid censorship. The leadership of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia determined what the media should write and broadcast and how to interpret individual situations and phenomena.

Very soon, the communist regime destroyed the principle of judicial independence. This part of the power structure was attacked in two ways. The independence of judges was destroyed, many of them were “acted-out”5 and replaced by reliable successors, people who were not qualified, but devoted to the party. Judges of the Supreme Court were elected by deputies of the National Assembly (later on called the Federal Assembly) and judges of the District Courts even directly by citizens. Their mandate was imperative, they answered to their electors with reports on their activities and the activities of the court. They could be repealed on the basis of such a report. Besides these, there were also exceptional courts in the form of a State Court, a special court for “the fight against reaction”; and also exceptional People’s Courts that were already used before 1948 to judge people accused of collaboration with the Nazi regime. In court proceedings, prosecutors became the key and de facto superior institution; their suggestions were binding for courts. The 1960 Constitution already with no scruples at all proclaimed the position of courts and prosecutor’s office that “protect the socialist state, its social establishment and rights and legitimate interests of citizens and organisations of the working people”. In various phases of the development of the communist regime, the judicial system, of course, underwent certain changes. Thus, it experienced a period of certain unbinding from the direct political power of the Communist Party at the end of the 1960s; nevertheless, the direction of justice in the period of normalisation was again very directly pro-regime.

A specific role within the communist regime was played by the armed forces: the army, police, prison service and party militias. In the army, which had already been subject to political supervision since 1945, there was a purge at first, after February 1948, that focused mainly on the Officer’s Corps with experience from the western resistance and repressions did not exclude even many soldiers fighting on the Eastern Front. The purge was followed by a strict Sovietization, i.e. full subordination of arms and powers to the Soviet leadership which was embodied by Soviet counsellors in Czechoslovakia. The police was organised according to the Soviet model and in cooperation with Soviet counsellors, too. The National Security Corps was established already in 1945 consisting of two forces: the Public Security (VB) and the State Security (StB). Whereas, the Public Security executed activities that are usually undertaken by the police, the State Security served as the political police. Its importance culminated after February 1948 when it participated in many judicial murders. It was the most feared element of the repressive apparatus. Investigation methods used by the State Security did not differ from the methods already known by many people who were imprisoned during the period of the Nazi regime. The main mission of the State Security in the first years after the coup d’état was to prepare and control political procedures that revealed saboteur and opposition centres, either real or completely concocted. The position of the State Security in

5 The war. The communist emigration in Moscow was entirely dependent on the Soviet Union and its leader – Stalin. Together, they perceived the war as an opportunity to easily export the communist revolution into a restored state. Their cooperation was reflected in the Friendship Agreement on Mutual Aid and After-War Cooperation between Czechoslovakia and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics which was concluded in December 1943, and mainly by the creation of the National Front government in April 1945 which adopted the “Government programme of national and democratic revolution of Košice” on the basis of which the restoration of power in the territory of the liberated state was carried out from May 1945. For the first time, Communists were represented in the government, executing the very important positions of two Deputy Prime Ministers, the Minister of the Interior, the Minister of Education, the Minister of Agriculture and the Minister of Information. General Svoboda, the commander of the army section of the exile in Moscow who was very close to the Communists, became the Minister of Defence.

6 Many new judges and prosecutors were labourers with no secondary school education and their only qualification was graduation from the Law School of the Working People under the Ministry of Justice where the education usually lasted only a few months and focused mainly on Marxism-Leninism studies. Such “educated labourer prosecutors” consequently occupied the vast majority of leading positions.

7 In the four years of the State Court existence (1948–1952), almost 27 thousand individuals stood trial at this court and it delivered in total 249 death sentence verdicts out of which only a few were granted pardon and changed into life imprisonment sentences. The State Court trial had a purely formal character as it had previously been prepared in meetings of judges and procurators.
various phases of the regime fluctuated; however, it remained the strongest one among all the elements of the repressive apparatus. The State Security got new tasks during normalisation and especially in fighting the opposition which started its formation in the mid-1970s. Even though the methods of its work consisted much more in psychological rather than physical terror, many violent excesses committed by the State Security investigators against dissidents are known. The State Security also had another function, that is to get selected individuals from all social layers, people of many different political opinions, including representatives of the academic spheres, culture, sport, and last but not least, members of the dissent itself, to cooperate with the regime. The role of informers aimed not only to get the information about developments in various segments of the society, but also to sow distrust among the opponents of the regime. At the same time, many prison guards, especially those who worked in forced labour camps in the 1950s were detrimentally known for their brutality. And finally, the last important repressive force were the People’s Militias, i.e. labourer combat units created by a decision of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia in February 1948 when they played an important role in demonstrations to support the coup d’état, as well as being the deterring element of the upcoming new regime. In later phases of the regime, they played an important role especially at times with a certain revolutionary drive, i.e. in times of normalization and in the final phase of the regime when they were repeatedly used to disperse demonstrations in 1988–89. At that time, they consisted of about 80 thousand members.

OPPOSITION AGAINST THE COMMUNIST REGIME

Similarly to all segments of the political system, the opposition, too, had significantly developed during the forty years of the regime. To understand the transition towards democracy, the important phase is the period interconnected with normalisation and the following 1980s. The opposition was not formally organised in any way. This was caused both by many objective and subjective reasons. Whereas the opposition activities against the Soviet invaders and their allies in the state and party governance were of a mass uprising kind (petitions, demonstrations, strikes) at the turn of the 1960s and 1970s, after the suppression of the demonstrations in August 1969, the mass opposition activities disappeared for almost two decades. Following the intermezzo when the last remnants of the student movement were destroyed, as well as the seeds of the radical-left youth movement and the remnants of resistance inside some official organisations, the opposition activities were subdued until 1977.

There were several impulses for the new phase of the opposition activities – the Helsinki Process,8 as well as interventions against the remains of the unofficial culture (mainly the trial concerning the musical underground). The declaration of Charter 77 was drawn up at the turn of 1976 and 1977 and it pointed out the contradiction of the communist regime propaganda and reality. It called for the dialogue of the regime governance with the citizens who were willing to get engaged. The reaction of the regime was very sharp, the initiators and spokespersons of the Charter (Václav Havel, Jan Patočka, Jiří Hájek and others) were watched, interrogated, imprisoned and otherwise bullied.

There was a media campaign against Charter 77. Despite a certain kind of suppression, Charter 77 succeeded in pursuing its activities until 1989. Later on, other initiatives were created, especially the Committee for the Defense of the Unjustly Prosecuted in 1978. Nevertheless, the circle of dissidents remained limited and quite isolated until the mid-1980s.

The nature of the opposition movement started to change only in the second half of the 1980s when the number of citizens involved increased and the scope of opposition activities was widened, too. Some of them even gained a true political drive and various ideological streams started to shape them.10

TRANSITION TO DEMOCRACY

In November 1989, the political regime in Czechoslovakia changed. This change was quite quick, mainly in comparison with the neighbouring countries. The democratisation itself was preceded by a certain level of liberalisation of the public space which occurred more or less spontaneously, often despite the leadership of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. The key impulse was the change in the leadership of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union – that is the arrival of the reformist group with Mikhail Gorbachev in the lead. Its reformist course was received by Czechoslovak Communists with embarrassment. This was only very logical, as the majority of the communist leaders in power gained their positions during the normalisation process, i.e. when the results of similar revolutionary processes from the end of the 1960s were eliminated.

Although the normalisation leadership of the party resisted the changes, gradually, some cosmetic compromises had to be taken. Under the reconstruction11 slogan, the position of a part of businesses changed and there was new space for small business from 1987. The changes were largely cosmetic ones. The media, more and more accentuating the critical tone towards various abuses, opened more space for discussion. Inside some power structures, interesting analysis materials were created and they

---

8 According to realistic estimates, as the exact data are missing, about 100 thousand citizens went through the forced labour camps (“communist camps”), many of whom had already experienced the Nazi concentration camps during WWII. Many prisoners never came back from the camps, or they did, but their health was in such a bad state that they died immediately after their return from the camp.

9 The Helsinki Process refers to a system of international negotiations and agreements issuing from these negotiations the objective of which was to ensure peace and deepen the cooperation between the European states, the USA and Canada which were usually on opposite sides of the bipolar division of the world. This process culminated in the formation of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe and its main result was the signing of the Helsinki Accords on 1 August 1975. In Helsinki, the highest representatives of 33 European states, Canada and the USA signed a document consisting of 5 parts. One of them was also the principle of respecting human rights and fundamental freedoms, including the freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief. Opposition leaders in several countries referred to the signature of this very document, in which the communist countries as well, including Czechoslovakia, committed themselves to respect human rights.

10 The Movement for Civic Freedom attempted to make a broad association of various streams, the most important of which were the social-democratic, Christian-democratic and liberal-conservative ones. Compared to that, the Democratic initiative composed of “realists” represented a more streamlined movement which was to a great extent in opposition to Charter 77.

11 The then analogues of the Soviet Perestroika.
– sometimes very openly – named the economic and societal problems.12

Rather silent or politically resistant parts of the society became active as well – young people and students, ecology activists, a part of the culture community. The number of various petitions demanding the release of political prisoners, dialogue of the political regime, reforms, respecting human rights, increased very sharply. The Několik vět (A Few Sentences) Petition drawn up in June 1989 had several tens of thousands of signatories and the petition on the separation of the church from the state and on religious freedom was signed by 600 thousand citizens of Czechoslovakia.

At the beginning of January 1988, mass demonstrations against the regime started again, organised not only in Prague, but also in other towns. The majority of them were not authorised, they were dispersed and their participants persecuted. However, the regime was not strong enough any more to prevent effectively the repetition of demonstrations and an increase in the number of their members.

Real changes were launched by the already mentioned violent suppression of an authorised demonstration. Two days later, two umbrella movements were created, representing a broad civic platform. The Civic Forum in the Czech part of the federation and Public Against Violence in Slovakia took over the initiative and demanded an open dialogue on democratisation. The creation of the Civic Forum was very spontaneous and its activities were spreading quickly from Prague to other bigger towns and from there all over the country. From the beginning, there was a strong centre created within its framework created by representatives of the dissent together with a part of the cultural front13 and also by personalities from the grey zone.

An important point in the development of the transition was the establishment of a dialogue between the federal government led by Ladislav Adamec and the Civic Forum representatives with the aim of government reconstruction. At that moment, the party leadership was dragged into the events and was not capable of reacting appropriately any more. A week after 17 November, Miloš Jakeš, the General Secretary of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, resigned together with many other of the most compromised representatives of the governing party.

The development was further accelerated by the increasing demands of the Civic Forum and Public Against Violence to create a “Government of National Understanding” with an important representation of the opposition. However, it was already led by a member of a younger generation of the communist nomenclature, one of the important players in the peaceful transition towards democracy, Marián Čalfa. Following the creation of the new government, Gustáv Husák, the former General Secretary of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia and President, stepped down.

Another important milestone in the way towards political plurality was the removal of articles regarding the leading role of Marxism-Leninism. Many other partial changes to the federal constitution and other acts followed, regarding the direct functioning of the pluralist democracy which was being born. From this point of view, co-options of new Deputies of all the legislative assemblies were especially important, as, besides the fundamental change of their political composition, they led towards the real renewal of Parliamentarism.

The transition towards democracy in Czechoslovakia is usually described in foreign literature as a “shift” characterised by the cooperation of the old communist elite and the opposition (Huntington), “transition by reform” when mobilisation of the masses forces the governing regime to compromise (Karl-Schmitter), or “collapse” mainly characterised by an important change of all structures that moves the representatives of the previous regime to the edge of events (Linz-Stepan). Mr. Novák, a Czech political scientist, calls it a transition “forced” by the mobilisation of the masses, opposition powers and international circumstances. The fact is that one of its important characteristics is its high speed that resulted in the blending of the liberalisation phase with the democratisation phase, and also in forming the strategy of individual players only during the transition. With regard to this point, it is very often mentioned that neither the opposition, nor the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia leadership were prepared for the revolutionary situation, even though they could have expected it. Thus, in different phases of the transition, anti-authoritarians represented by the anti-party and anti-hierarchy movements of the Civic Forum and Public Against Violence, and especially their moderate parts, inclined to negotiate with the pragmatic part (however, not with the reformist one, because, as was already said, it de facto did not exist) of elites of the departing regime.

The cooperation of the main players, including the leadership of the Civic Forum and Public Against Violence and a part of the communist government representatives (initially with Adamec, and later with Čalfa in the lead), and also the representatives of the revived parties of the National Front, was reflected, for example, by the already mentioned repeated reconstruction of the legislative assemblies which enabled not only constitutional changes to be carried out, but also Václav Havel, the opposition leader, former spokesperson of Charter 77 and repeatedly imprisoned playwright, to be unanimously elected as the President of the Republic. He was even elected by the Federal Assembly, at that time only partially reconstructed, already at the end of December 1989. At the beginning of 1990, a bill of the “small act on political parties” was prepared for negotiations, enabling the creation of new political parties and movements, and also a constitutional act on shortening the election period of all three parliaments which opened the way towards free elections and stipulated that the first freely elected legislative assemblies will have only a two-year term of office.14 Furthermore, the existing parties and movements agreed on the form of the electoral system to be a proportional representation system, partially

12 As an example we can mention the Pneumatic Institute of the Academy of Sciences with its many economists of very different opinions on the socialist economy. Many of them gained positions in high state functions after November 1989 (Prime Ministers and Ministers Václav Klaus and Miloš Zeman, and ministers Dlouhý, Komárek, etc.)

13 Theatre actors were the first ones to support the representatives of students in November 1989 who entered into a strike and demanded an investigation of the intervention of the repressive apparatus against the student demonstration on 17 November.

14 The act stipulated the conditions of the legal creation of new political parties and movements. The present parties of the National Front were proclaimed as already existing parties and movements that were not obliged to meet these conditions and could immediately start to prepare for the first free elections. These were namely the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, the Czechoslovak People’s Party, the Czechoslovak Socialist Party, the Democratic Party, the Party of Freedom and also both movements - the Civic Forum and Public Against Violence.
modified by an inclusion of the election threshold of 5% for getting represented in the Chamber.

Therefore, the transfer and taking of power in Czechoslovakia was to a great extent quite improvised. A lot of things remained untouched institutionally. This was also reflected by the fact that until the division of Czechoslovakia after elections in 1992, or more precisely at the end of 1992, the constitutional deed consisting mainly of the “Socialist Constitution” from 1960, complemented by later adopted amendments, although ideologically built on the complete opposite to liberal democracy, still remained in force. The second very important result of such improvisation and of the fact that a part of the communist elite continued to participate in establishing the new democratic rules is the successful survival of the practically non-reformed communist party to this day. Contrary to many countries of Central and Eastern Europe where the communist state parties were banned, their property confiscated, or they at least changed fundamentally (”socio-democratised”) and distanced themselves from their past, the Communist Party of Bohemia and Moravia is the direct successor of the former Communist Party of Czechoslovakia.

The birth of the new system of political parties took place in several important phases. The first one dates from November 1989 to the first free parliamentary elections in June 1990. In this period, institutional foundations were laid, as was described above. Until the elections, it is not possible to call it a party system in the strict sense of the term, as it is not clear which of the formations might be considered as relevant at all. However, the important thing is that the development of the political spectrum was going on separately in Bohemia and in Slovakia.

The crucial moment of this phase was a decision of the Civic Forum and its sister Slovak movement Public Against Violence to participate in the elections and to represent both various political and in fact non-political streams of the opposition against the Communist Party, or more precisely against communism. Their overwhelming victory in the elections only highlighted the predominance of the Civic Forum on the Czech side and the very good position of Public Against Violence in Slovakia. Other relevant formations that obtained representation in the Federal Parliament were the Communists that as the only party stood for the elections as a single party in both parts of the federation, the Christian-demos standing separately and with different political programmes, and the “Moravians” demanding the autonomy of the historical territory of Moravia and Silesia within the Czech Republic, Slovak nationalists in Slovakia with their program of independence, and a movement defending the interests of the Hungarian minority. After the elections, the Civic Forum, Public Against Violence and the Slovak Christian-Democratic Movement made a coalition at the federal level. Marián Čalfa again became the head of the federal government, this time already as a nominee of Public Against Violence.

The second phase of the birth of the spectrum of parties takes place in parallel inside and outside the framework of both “catch all movements”. Parties already created before the elections function within the Civic Forum and besides these, there are new political streams being created, some of which will turn out to be essential. Moreover, conflicts inside the wide-spectrum Civic Forum and Public Against Violence are increasing as well. Besides the left-right conflicts about the speed and depth of the economic transformation which became the most important topic in the Czech part of the federation, there are more and more disputes concerning the idea of the constitutional arrangement of Czechoslovakia. And these disputes turn out to be the principal division factor within Public Against Violence which forms two main streams – supporters of the federation and the federal government model of a quick economic reform versus a very nationally oriented part that together with larger independence demands the right for Slovakia to choose the course of the economic transformation. The Civic Forum is further divided by the question of the future of the movement itself with supporters of the transformation towards a standard, but still relatively widely anchored party on the one hand, and on the other hand with those who are persuaded that the Civic Forum should continue to represent the widest spectrum and provide space for strong individuals to succeed. Moreover, some already well-shaped political parties leave the Civic Forum and set off on their individual paths. Other streams are formed in parallel with the already existing parties outside the Civic Forum which is best proved by the existence of several “groupings” of a social-democratic type.

In the end, the Civic Forum breaks up in winter 1991 into two successor entities which commit themselves to finish the term of office in cooperation. That is the Civic Democratic Party which became the most centre-right, liberal-conservative force for more than the next 20 years, and the Civic Movement which represents the supporters of the further existence of the movement, however, experiencing a bitter defeat in parliamentary elections in 1992.

Public Against Violence also divides into two different formations – the national-authoritarian Movement for a Democratic Slovakia which later on brings the already independent Slovakia into international isolation, and the Civic Democratic Union which loses the 1992 elections and consequently disappears, merging with other centre-right parties.

Outside the framework of both catch all movements, various political parties and movements dynamically revive, appear, regroup, merge, dissolve and disappear. Within the majority of the federation, they can be divided, for example, according to their origin to historical ones, out of which only the Social Democratic Party succeeded; to parties created within the dissent, including primarily the Civic Democratic Alliance, the second liberal-conservative party created originally within the Civic Forum; and to completely new parties which include, for example, the Green Party, the cooperative-peasant Agrarian Party, the above mentioned “Moravians” or extreme-right republicans. The development of Christian-democratic politics stands as a specific chapter. In the 1990 elections, it was represented by the coalition of the People’s Party (which used to be a part of the National Front), the anti-communist Christian Democratic Party with roots in dissent and several smaller interest groupings. Later on, the Christian Democratic Party became closer to and finally merged with the Civic Democratic Party, and the People’s Party appropriated the brand of “Christian and democratic” and became an integral part of the political scene with a high potential of making a coalition. Even more interesting is the revival and development of the Czech Social Democratic Party. The Czech Social Democratic Party is actually the only historical party of this type in Central and Eastern Europe which succeeded without the need of having to change its policy in any significant way. It was revived thanks to the activity of the exile social democrats as well as to various domestic sources. First of all, many people with family ties to historical social democracy joined the party, and later on, members of the “Obroda” (Revival), a group of reformist Communists created in 1968, entered the party, and finally,
many deputi-whether we talk about the successes attained by the Civic Democratic Party or the Bush administration. The official unions have always maintained a certain level of communication with the public, just as the Communist government did in the past. However, the perception of their role by the public has changed. People now expect more from their leaders and organizations, and there is a growing awareness of the need for transparency and accountability.

The real and symbolic end of this development phase was the second free elections in 1992. They brought very different results in both parts of the federation which significantly contributed to the dissolution of the common state, but also completed the phase of the dominance of the forum-type movements. Elections in the Czech Republic were clearly won by the Civic Democratic Party in coalition with the small Christian Democratic Party, winning 30% of votes and an even higher number of seats. The Communist Party of Bohemia and Moravia came again second, but it associated with other left-wing parties and formed the Left Bloc. This period can be described as the only period when the Communists under their former leadership tried to distance themselves from the past. The election threshold of 5% in these elections was also achieved by the Czech Social Democratic Party, the Liberal Social Union, the Christian and Democratic Union – the Czechoslovak People’s Party, The Republicans, the Civic Democratic Alliance and the Moravians, getting from 5.9 to 6.5% of votes. Nevertheless, the latter two parties were not represented in the Federal Parliament, but only in the Parliament of the Czech Republic which, however, proved to be the most important one after the dissolution of Czechoslovakia. The new government coalition at the national level was formed by the Civic Democratic Party, the Christian Democratic Party, the Christian and Democratic Union – the Czechoslovak People’s Party and the Civic Democratic Alliance. Václav Klaus, the head of the Civic Democratic Party and one of the symbols of a quick and deep economic reform, became the Prime Minister. At the federal level, a transient government was created and its only task was to prepare the dissolution of Czechoslovakia.

LESSONS LEARNT

Analyses of the Czech political system from the beginning of the new millennium agreed that the Czech political system was, apart from minor exceptions, a consolidated democracy. They stated that the constitutional system and positions of specific players, e.g. the media, the armed forces or the intelligence services, were transformed successfully, the consolidation of the main political parties was on the right track with the success of political parties that were relatively standard or shaped by their programs or interests, and the consolidation of interest groups was also quite successful, even though both types continued to have problems with a lack of interest in membership. Certain problems were experienced in the party system, too. The opposition of the Communist Party remained strong and other parties refused to make coalitions with it, thus making it impossible for the parties to fully alternate in power or to create coherent and operational governments.

Unfortunately, the indicated difficulties have not disappeared ever since, quite the contrary. Many new issues showed up and the old ones even deepened. The instability of governments, the real and alleged corruption excessively presented to the public and internal relations caused that standard political parties lost a lot of their popularity. Their ideological emptying and preferring the technology of power proved to be one of the legacies of the past. The institutional set-up of conditions for the functioning of parties and their cooperation, starting with the constitutional definition of the Prime Minister position and too strong positions of individual legislators, and ending with the inconvenient form of the representative system for elections to the Chamber of Deputies, were found as problematic. Again, however, it is the relic of negotiations with the departing political power at the turn of 1989–1990. Moreover, recently there has been an unusual problem of interconnecting the power of the media, economy and politics which is also linked with the process of economic and political transformation. Many of the “oligarchs” embodying the concentration of power of today are the results of the processes from the period after the coup d’etat when especially the younger generations of the nomenclature cadres and children of representatives of the communist regime participated successfully in the privatisation of the huge state property. To be able to do this, they benefited from their old contacts and social capital. Thus, more than 25 years after November 1989, people connected with the regime more than anyone else ever before are now pushing themselves to power.

To this must be added the influence of the developments in European countries on the national politics, as these countries are more and more confronted with not having been solving many problems which resulted in the feeling of estrangement, populism and political and religious radicalism and search for alternatives to the liberal democracy. The existing political parties are not able to face this and they succumb to fashion waves. This is most typically proved by changing the way of electing the President by a parliamentary vote into a direct vote which led to many principal shifts on the political scene towards a fundamental division of the society into uncompromising camps and to an increase in authoritarian moods in certain segments of the society.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Extensive compromise with the representatives of the past regime in issues regarding the institutional set-up of the political system is not a good deal. In most cases, it is not possible to totally eliminate the representatives of the departing regime, however, it is necessary to remove them from the real decision process regarding the constitution, electoral system, conditions of political parties functioning, their funding, but also from the course of the principal transformation processes.

There is a need to strictly insist either on banning the former state party, or at least on its effective transformation, including its public distancing from the past and the nationalisation not only of its property, but of the property of its branches as well (youth, women and other organisations).

It is absolutely necessary to carry out an exhaustive check-up of the former representatives of the regime, and possibly to confiscate their property, not only at the level of party representatives, but also of members of the nomenclature and leadership of the repressive forces.

When creating the constitutional system, it must be assumed that the executive power has to be strictly controlled, and on the other hand, it must be able to make operational solutions. This must be reflected in the powers of the Prime Minister, as well

---

15 That is quite a bizarre union of socialists who used to be in the National Front, Green Party and the already mentioned Agrarian party that represented the interests of the management of the disintegrating farmer cooperatives.
as in the electoral system which should support the competition of parties anchored by their programs and the formation of stable and operational governments.

Each important change of the constitution must be considered with a cool head, especially the issues concerning the system of checks and balances of individual parts of power, and should not succumb to the pressure of the “streets”.

The positions of the legislative assembly and its members must be defined, corresponding to the fact that it is supposed to be a control body in the first place, not a body where legislation is created and modified to a great extent and where government deputies often plot against their own government for their direct benefits.

Even in the case of very serious economic problems which often accompany the democratic transition, it is not possible to underestimate and to ignore its other features, starting with the legal environment and ending with the purification and transformation of the education system.
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DISMANTLING THE STATE SECURITY APPARATUS

PAVEL ŽÁČEK

POSITION AND STRUCTURE OF THE STATE SECURITY APPARATUS PRIOR TO THE TRANSFORMATION

The last major reorganization of the communist security apparatus pertaining to the Federal Ministry of the Interior of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic (ČSSR) took place in August 1988. The State Security, the secret police was part of the National Security Corps (Sborník národní bezpečnosti), hence the abbreviation SNB, and formed a conspiratorial part of the Federal Ministry of the Interior but it was also present in the regional and district administrations (and borough administrations in cities) of the National Security Corps. The central security services staff number peaked in that year: altogether, there were 16,783 personnel assigned to the ministry, 5,345 of which belonged to the State Security units, 5,358 to the Border Guards and the rest to the Public Police (Veřejná bezpečnost, hence the abbreviation VB) and to other units governed by the Federal Ministry of the Interior.1 In total and including educational facilities, military conscripts and civil employees, there were 18,107 personnel in November 1989.2

The State Security structure within its headquarters was as follows:

- Main Intelligence Directorate (1st SNB Administration),
- Main Counter-intelligence Directorate (2nd SNB Administration),
- Main Military Counter-intelligence Directorate (3rd SNB Administration),
- Surveillance Directorate (4th SNB Administration),
- Directorate for the Protection of Party and Constitutional Officials (5th SNB Administration),
- Directorate for Intelligence Technology (6th SNB Administration),
- Counter-intelligence Directorate in Bratislava (12th SNB Administration),
- Special Directorate (13th SNB Administration), for radio intelligence and radio counter-intelligence,
- State Security Investigations Directorate and the
- SNB Passport and Visa Directorate.

At the beginning of 1989, the SNB Directorate for the Development of Automation became another State Security Directorate. As far as the National Security Corps Administration is concerned, the State Security Faculty functioned as its first faculty.

At the end of April 1989, Lieutenant General František Kincl, the Minister of the Interior of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic was managing the 1st and 5th SNB Administration of the State Security units, and furthermore – he was in charge of the 6th, 13th SNB Administration, the SNB Directorate for the Development of Automation and the National Security Corps Academy; and Deputy Minister Colonel Otto Sedlák was ruling the State Security Investigation Directorate. Thus, the State Security was divided into several entities with the intelligence administration being divided between counterintelligence administration, the intelligence technology directorate and the investigation section.3

For the State Security, the most effective means to control the selected social groups or the respective objects was the network of confidants which consisted of secret collaborators of various categories (agent, resident, holder of a conspiratorial flat), collaborators (confidants),4 furthermore, there was a section responsible for the surveillance of people and objects5 and for the deployment of special technical means (eavesdropping, correspondence control etc.).6 The operational documentation from individual activities was stored in the form of files in the operational archives pertaining to the individual directorates’ archives or it was stored at the statistical records department (section), which archived the counterintelligence agenda. This was done following the termination of a secret collaboration, or after the surveillance of a selected person had ended.

The Main Intelligence Directorate within the SNB, for example, had the following operative file categories in its operational archive (55th department): object-related files (order “1” files), archive-type files (order “2” files), cadre members’ personal files (order “3” files), secret collaborators’ personal files (order “4” files), conspiratorial flats and borrowed flats’ files (order “7” files), operational correspondence files (order “8” files), active measures files (order “9” files).7 Counterintelligence units deposited the archived files at the statistical records department (at the regional directorates of the department) into the so-called funds: Special Fond (Z), Secret Collaborators Fond (TS), Counterintelligence Work Fond (KR), Object-Related Files Fond (OB),

REACTION TO THE POLITICAL CHANGES

During the last days in November of 1989, the management within the federal Ministry of the Interior started addressing the issue during its meetings of how to deal with the compromising documents in the agency-related operational files of the State Security. On December 1st 1989, the First Deputy Minister, Lieutenant General Lorenc issued a top-secret instruction for amending the current work in the archives and in relation to the file agenda; this meant that the State Security units were ordered to sort out the so-called active operational files, the counterintelligence work files and the records of technical activities.

Based on this instruction, the 2nd SNB Administration as well as other central units within the State Security started to selectively liquidate the file and document agenda. The units for the fight against the “enemy from the exterior” (1st–4th departments) and the economic news unit (5th–8th departments) for example, sorted out operational documents shredding them with the aid of the statistical records department. In contrast to this, the internal intelligence section (9th–12th departments) started sorting out the personal files of secret collaborators in political parties ending with the liquidation of almost the entire file agenda relating to the fight against the “enemy within”.

Officially, the mass liquidation of agency-related operational files ended on December 8th 1989 due to the pressure exerted by the students’ movement and the People’s Forum. The last large-scale and nationwide action made it impossible to reveal the entire scope of the unlawful activities committed by the last Communist police top-level members, including their agency network and the cooperation with the Soviet KGB units.

According to incomplete data, the following percentage of documents were shredded or burnt in the offices of the 2nd SNB Administration and its subordinate counterintelligence State Security units in paperwork, in the Federal Ministry of the Interior’s objects and in the accommodation facilities of the Central Group of Soviet Forces in Czechoslovakia: 99 % of personal files on hostile persons (i.e. 7,193), 75 % of personal files (195), 67 % of signal files (528), 67 % of confidant files (8,632), 55 % of files on checked persons (4,701), 44 % of agency files (5,179), 41 % of resident agent files (34), 37 % of object-related files (1,273) and 36 % of the personal files on candidates for the post of secret collaborator. But the information systems and the registration protocols or archive protocols which included the records of the file agenda were preserved in a relatively complete scope.

FORMS OF TRANSFORMATION

OF THE SECURITY APPARATUS

After Václav Havel had been elected president, the first non-Communist Minister of the Interior, Richard Sacher was appointed and in the middle of January 1990, he definitively terminated the activities of the so-called State Security internal intelligence. Following this, he abolished the Federal Ministry of the Interior’s units, including the State Security itself on January 15th 1990 as there was pressure exerted by the public. The Main Military Counterintelligence Directorate and the SNB Directorate for the Development of Automation became an exception to a certain extent. The latter was shifted and became a section within the Ministry for National Defense, or rather – it still had not been detected as having been part of the political police. The subsequent development of the Federal Ministry of the Interior under democratic conditions was still characterized by personnel changes, reorganization, competence disputes and fierce political conflicts regarding the proper shape.

On January 10th 1990, the leaders in the Federal Ministry of the Interior presented a document to the federal government leadership. This document addressed the direction the Federal Ministry of the Interior including its sections was heading in during the period when the government of national understanding was in office. Within this document, the Ministry committed itself to carrying out democratic processes, to the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic’s international commitments especially as far as human rights were concerned and also in relation to the concept of a constitutional state.

The consistent termination of the repressive bodies’ activities within the State Security in the field of the fight against the “enemy within” was listed as the most important task. This was meant to prevent these forces being misused against the citizens and
to please the public at the same time. Thus, the Federal Ministry of the Interior decided that mainly members from the Public Police (Veřejná bezpečnost) would be appointed to the offices of the chiefs of regional and district SNB Directorates.

Furthermore, checking commissions were to be established in order to give proposals to the respective chiefs whether State Security members would be fired or remain in service. Civic Commissions were to be established and to operate as a controlling and initiative body. These commissions would be composed of representatives from the public and from political forces and the commissions would serve to cooperate with the respective chiefs in solving current issues arising from the performance of the security service. Furthermore, there were proposals being made for the establishment of the Ministry of the Interior of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic specialist commissions – both within the Federal Ministry of the Interior and in the regional administrations. These commissions would be mainly composed of former security forces members who left following the occupation in 1968 or of those who were forced to leave due to their political opinion. Apart from their controlling function, these commissions were to actively contribute to reevaluating the security forces’ activities.

It was indispensable to defend the constitutional basis of the republic, its sovereignty, economic stability, to fight against terrorism, drug consumption, to protect the country’s borders etc. in order to protect the new democratic principles the country was built upon and to safeguard its national interests. Taking into consideration the previous negative experience, it was necessary to legally amend the role and the powers given to the security forces, which especially referred to defining the scope of entities entitled to make use of intelligence-technical means (eavesdropping etc.), to exhaustively define the reasons for the application of these methods, to condition the use thereof by an approval granted by the territorially responsible prosecutor, or the territorially responsible court, and to declaring any other use of the information that would be collected via intelligence methods as unlawful. A parliamentary committee was to be entrusted with controlling the intelligence activities.

Purifying the National Security Corps of people who had discredited themselves through misusing their power was declared to be the immediate task. Furthermore, the requirements for the selection and the hiring of new National Security Corps members were to become more rigid, paying particular attention to their moral qualities, integrity and expertise. Furthermore, being part of the Federal Ministry of the Interior or of the security forces precluded any type of political activity. In order to provide for the government of national understanding’s policy line being put through, there were – among others – proposals being made to establish a new operational concept for the intelligence and also for other security forces serving the protection of the constitutional basis and the republic’s democratic regime.

Two days later, Minister Sacher terminated the activities of the internal intelligence section of the State Security, which meant halting the activities of the respective departments and sections within the Main Counterintelligence Directorate (2nd SNB Administration), within the Counterintelligence Directorate in Bratislava (12th SNB Administration), within the regional State Security administration and the subordinate district or borough organizational units. Furthermore, the posts for political police personnel within this section were abolished, the agency-related operational activities of the abolished units were stopped, the documents and aids of the abolished units were to be immediately stored, locked and sealed and the service weapons were to be locked in arsenals.

The next day hosted a meeting of the chiefs of the central units of the National Security Corps’ regional and district administrations which served for negotiating the activities performed by the Federal Ministry of the Interior and the National Security Corps during the period when the government of national understanding was in office. Minister Sacher informed the leading representatives of the security forces about the most important principles, highlighting especially that any political activity within the Federal Ministry of the Interior including all of its units represented a reason for exclusion; the security policy within our Ministry is going to be a security policy that’s not going to be governed by a party – by any party – but this security policy shall be the security policy driven by the government.15

Also Josef Kuracina, a former State Security member and one of Minister Sacher’s advisors, stated that undoubtedly, the State Security’s activity discredited itself to such an extent that even pronouncing this title literally repels the public, while adding at the same time that not a single state can work without the basic functions the Communist political police had been performing, if such a state consistently protects its own national sovereignty.16

Yet neither the public nor the Civic Forum representatives would regard it as sufficient that parts of the State Security ceased to exist. Minister Sacher kept on vainly convincing the public that any units that were focusing – to use the former regime’s wording – on “the fight against the enemy within”, which means those that were focusing “on counterintelligence activities or the protection of churches, on anti-socialist groups, on ideodivisive centers and on emigrant groupings, on controlling the youth, science, education, the mass-media, healthcare and sports had been abolished.” Until this date, all members of the State Security were dismissed from managing posts in the headquarters, in the regional and in the district administrations. Their further development following the checks will be taken care of by newly appointed workers from the Police staff (Veřejná bezpečnost).17

In January 1990, Zdeněk Iodas, a former member of the intelligence services recommended that the Federal Ministry of the Interior leadership carry out further decisive steps as the pressure from the public was growing. There will be individuals coming from the security apparatus who are going to organize active measures for nurturing the atmosphere of uncertainty and as fear among the people will grow, the public will become more prone to believe that rumors regarding the threat which the apparatus represents are true and the public will even be prone to augment the rumor that the apparatus actually is dangerous, which in turn won’t improve political stability. Undoubtedly, the structures within the Ministry of the Interior were still linked to the Communist Party apparatus. It was presupposed that Post-Communist political powers would use disinformation applying their knowledge about the State Security for scandalizing new personalities in the political spectrum.

Although he was convinced that the former political police staff leaving on a mass scale would not happen, he proposed not

to behave naively and to demonstrate the necessary determination and hardness as far as the key units of the State Security were concerned. It is necessary for the public to feel that the government is keeping the situation entirely under control and that there are no reasons for fear as the State Security apparatus has been neutralized entirely. According to him the main threat was that a significant volume of information was concentrated in the State Security files, and also in the hands of individual members, and he also regarded as a threat that the connections to the ideologically agency network and the links to the old Communist Party of Czechoslovakia were being upheld.

Apart from removing all chiefs within the State Security and apart from dissolving the internal intelligence working against the opposition, he proposed to entirely disarm all intelligence forces, to prohibit activities led against embassies of Western democratic countries, and to prohibit any surveillance activities or eavesdropping without the prior consent granted by the new leadership in the Federal Ministry of the Interior. Surveillance measures were to be made use of also against removed State Security functionaries in order to become aware of activities that could lead to anti-government actions; additionally, an overview of the conspiratorial flats was to be kept and the locks to these flats were to be exchanged in order to prevent the agents meeting the informers.

Colonel Jodas stressed that removing the chiefs created the conditions for dismantling the State Security apparatus: losing their commander always leads to the fact that any inhibitions the workers perceive fall away and the workers start accusing each other, (…) the compact structures disintegrating into competing groups creates conditions for detecting workers that will be useful and usable within the new apparatus. Furthermore, it will become possible to gather the latest information on the State Security, in spite of the materials on this issue having been destroyed in December 1989. As far as this phase was concerned, he counted on a certain percentage of the State Security members being taken over by the criminal police – he regarded this as a way leading to weakening possible hatred directed against the new political system and to preventing these people committing hostile activities.

The preparation for establishing a new secret service model for the protection of the constitution was to be carried out as a parallel process. The basic outline was to become evident by the end of March, yet it was clear that the actual construction of this new secret service would begin only after the elections in June 1990.14

Within the next memorandum, Colonel Jodas addressed the Main Intelligence Directorate (1. SNB Administration), which was much more linked to the foreign policy and foreign trade policy promoted by the state leadership. The consequences of each piece of information leaking through intentionally or unintentionally, each piece of information about an operational agency, each piece of disinformation sent through the information channels, each cadre member’s emigration (…), actually anything one could interpret as the continuation of work led against the countries with whom we intend to cooperate both on the political and economic level, can have serious consequences. According to him it was no problem triggering an anti-Czechoslovak campaign at the most inconvenient moment. He proposed a fundamental solution: the prohibition of operational work abroad, under the threat of criminal sanctions. Thus, the responsibility is to be shifted to the old governmental and security structures. These facts are to be taken seriously even after the date when the new intelligence service starts working. According to him, anything old was potentially dangerous.

Until the date of the elections, the intelligence service was to be neutralized, i.e. disarmed, its operational activities both at home and abroad were to be stopped, and the members were to be gradually and selectively dismissed. Only a very small core consisting of the most qualified personnel was to be preserved. He proposed to complete the dismantling process by the end of 1990.

During this period, the model of a new service would be created that wasn’t to be constructed on the debris of the old one but parallel to it. Evaluate the people, methods, objects, the agency, the information system during the dismantling process and do so from the point of view of evaluating the options whether it is possible to preserve them within the new apparatus. Preserve a maximum “amount of information”; but preserve the agency network only to a small extent, select several people from the apparatus by the election date and start the cautious recruitment of new personnel.15

On January 30th 1990, the Specialist Committee set up by the Minister of the Interior of Czechoslovakia was established, having vast initiative powers and controlling powers, including the option of establishing analogous institutions at the medium level within the security apparatus administration. Among others, this committee’s task was to be the evaluation and the presentation of proposals for the establishment of a new system for state security and state protection, the control as to whether the orders and instructions that will have been handed out were consistently fulfilled and implemented. This service was chaired by the former First Deputy Minister of the Interior from 1968, Colonel Stanislav Padrůněk.

LEGAL AND POLITICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE CHANGES OF THE SECURITY APPARATUS

On the last day in January 1990, the Minister of the Interior, Sach, finally abolished virtually all State Security units: the Main Intelligence Directorate, the Main Counter-intelligence Directorate, the Surveillance Directorate, the Directorate for the Protection of Party and Constitutional Officials, the Directorate for Intelligence Technology, the Counter-intelligence Directorate in Bratislava, the Special Directorate, the State Security Investigations Department (which had been the State Security Investigations Directorate until December 29th 1989), the Passport and Visa Directorate. At the same time, new units were established instead of the above-mentioned ones:
1/ Intelligence Service of the Federal Ministry of the Interior,
2/ Office of the Federal Ministry of the Interior for the Protection of the Constitution and for the Protection of Democracy,
3/ Office of the Federal Ministry of the Interior for the Protection of Institutional Officials,
4/ Office of the Federal Ministry of the Interior for the Investigation of Unconstitutional Activities,

The Intelligence Service replaced the 1th SNB Administration, thus becoming the new intelligence service, uncovering and

disabling hostile activity led from other countries. As part of its counterintelligence activities, the Office for the Protection of the Constitution and of Democracy was to fight against other intelligence services on the national territory, also with international terrorists, it was to reveal attempts aiming at violently enforcing a change or the disturbing of the constitutional order, it was also to reveal unlawful limitations posed to the work carried out by constitutional bodies, to reveal unconstitutional activities led against the country’s unity, against nationalities, races or the religious belief of citizens of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic. Thus, this newly established body virtually carried on the activities that had hitherto been performed by the 2nd and 12th SNB Administration. Furthermore, its tasks were the surveillance of people, intelligence activities, radio-intelligence and radio-counterintelligence. In other words, it took over the powers formerly vested in the 4th, 6th and 13th SNB Administration. The 5th SNB Administration, the State Security Investigation Directorate and the Passport and Visa Directorate of the National Security Corps were transformed into the Office for the Protection of Institutional Officials, into the Office for the Investigation of Unconstitutional Activities and into the Office of the Federal Ministry of the Interior for Passport and Aliens Service respectively.

The Main Military Counterintelligence Directorate (3rd SNB Administration) avoided being abolished, as it had been decided at the beginning of the month by the federal government leadership that this section would be incorporated into the Federal Ministry of National Defense, and also the SNB Directorate for the Development of Automation wasn’t abolished – apparently, people didn’t know that this directorate had become part of the State Security during the final year of the Communist dictatorship’s existence.

The order not merely defined new names for the components of the intelligence and security forces that were being established and subordinate to the Federal Ministry of the Interior, but also named those units that remained untouched by the changes. The next order issued on February 15th 1990 led to the abolition of the territorial units of the Communist political police which were replaced on the next day by the Offices of the Federal Ministry of the Interior for the Protection of the Constitution and for the Protection of Democracy based in Prague, České Budějovice, Plzeň, Ústí nad Labem, Hradec Králové, Brno, Ostrava, Bratislava, Banská Bystrica and Košice. The operational archives of the statistical records departments that pertained to the abolished State Security Directorates were now organized by the newly established regional offices (in contrast to the statistical record department incorporated into the structure of the internal and organizational administration of the Federal Ministry of the Interior).

**CONTRIBUTION OF CITIZENS TO THE TRANSFORMATION**

The checking committees and Civic Committees became a source of information for the supreme bodies within the Civic Forum and subsequently for the national defense and security committees. On March 13th 1990, an expert commission completed the crucial document addressed to the Minister of the Interior where it criticized the slow pace of the changes carried out within the Federal Ministry of the Interior.

According to the authors, the typical situation was that the old functionaries and cadres remained virtually untouched in their posts, and their apparatus as well. Former State Security members are remaining in service including the responsible chiefs. [...] Available information reveals that these people keep on meeting each other upholding contacts with former functionaries from the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. Doing this, they rely on leading functionaries within the Federal Ministry of the Interior who still remain in the ministry and frequently, they even uphold contacts with these functionaries further on. The purification of the apparatus from people compromised by unlawful activities is not happening. The commission members accused the units in charge – i.e. the minister’s inspection, the human resources and education administration as well as other units of not showing independent initiative. They are relying on the checks solving the whole purification issue. Given this state of affairs, establishing a counterintelligence apparatus [...] remains somewhat far off. Yet the security situation within the country urgently requires the counterintelligence apparatus to start working as soon as possible. Nevertheless, hitherto we have only a restricted knowledge of what is going on in our country. According to the expert committee, the Federal Ministry of the Interior thus remained a significant exception as far as the movement within the society of our country is concerned. The Ministry does not help in moving forward, but even frequently hinders the development.

Furthermore, the committee members informed the minister that the Ministry of the Interior has documents within its operational archives that prove the totalitarian regime’s activity. Hitherto, there has been no work done with these documents and consequently, they haven’t been made use of within the political struggle. These materials mainly report about unjust enrichment, corruption, provocation by the former State Security, about activities led against civic initiatives including attempts to crush the democratization process.

During a work meeting of the Civic and Checking Committees that took place on March 17th 1990 the situation radicalized. A resolution was adopted demanding the rapid adoption of an act that would enable the immediate dismissal of former State Security members, and to dismiss all of them by an order issued by the Federal Minister of the Interior, as the unlawfulness of the State Security’s activities in general had been proven and because it is not necessary that the State Security members be employees of the Federal Ministry of the Interior in order to check their activities. Another part of the critique was directed against the nomenclature cadres of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia that was in charge of the Inspection of the Ministry of the Interior and of the Cadre and Education Administration. These people, and also other persons are complicating the checking committees’ work and are slowing down the State Security purification process. [...] That’s why we require that all former State Security members be immediately dismissed from their posts at the Federal Ministry of the Interior and that criminal prosecution against them be commenced immediately, if there are proofs of their guilt. There cannot be any orderly state in any lower-level National Security Corps unit until order has been created at the Federal Ministry of the Interior.

At the end of March, the Deputy Minister of the Interior Ivan Průša stated that the security apparatus is an apparatus consisting of old structures created by force. Nevertheless, he differentiated between people in this apparatus as there were both people waiting to see how the situation develops, and servile people who put

---

away their party ID-card and are working 16 hours a day chasing their subordinates. Of course, even the apparatus changes and differentiates. (...) These people are dangerous because they are afraid of informing the new leadership about negative impacts resulting from the leadership decisions which in turn multiplies the mistakes. Unfortunately, the new Ministry was overloaded with new issues to such an extent that it didn’t focus on personal issues sufficiently.

He regarded the fact that the country’s counterintelligence protection had been entirely paralyzed as an issue of the utmost importance. The leadership at the Ministry of the Interior neither had information of sufficient quality about internal relations, about what was emerging, where it was emerging and whether such a development could pose a threat to the state, nor did the leadership have information of sufficient quality about where the former State Security power structures were meeting former People’s Militia functionaries, nor about who had contacts to the Soviet occupation forces.27

Political affairs prior to the first free elections made it virtually impossible to find any practical solution.28 Also the civic and checking committees’ activity was complicated by several problematic issues, especially by the fact that former State Security members infiltrated into these committees, which limited their work and later on led to the results of these committees’ work being subject to doubts. Furthermore, the committees’ activity was limited by some documents not being accessible, especially as far as agency-related operational files were concerned and sometimes, even the different approach of individual chiefs complicated the situation.24 The aim of these checks was to classify the State Security members into three groups: a group that may go on working in the secret service sector; another group that would be assigned to police work and the last group which would have to leave entirely. Due to the fact that the civic and checking committees were working “each on their own”, on an entirely decentralized principle, without management and without methodological instruction, the results were extremely diverse and highly unreliable as far as details were concerned. In spite of this, it appears to have been the only viable step which was also necessary.25

Altogether, 7,694 State Security members were checked, 3,973 of which were nominated to work in the new security service that was being created. In spite of all the insufficiencies in the Civic Commissions’ work, the intelligence service purification was far more profound than in the neighboring countries of Poland or Hungary.26

In the middle of 1990, most of the members in the authority were former State Security members that had been checked. To be more precise, there were 2,308 former State Security members that had been checked and who then worked in the Office of the Federal Ministry of the Interior for the Protection of the Constitution and for the Protection of Democracy. 40 new personnel who hitherto hadn’t been working in intelligence services, and another group that would be more precise, there were 2,308 former State Security members who had been checked and who then worked in the Office of the Federal Ministry of the Interior for the Protection of the Constitution and for the Protection of Democracy. 40 new personnel that had been checked upon and who had been working in external intelligence, or former Border Guard members that had been checked upon, former criminal police members that had been checked upon and also some reactivated or new personnel.29

According to the Civic Committee at the Federal Ministry of the Interior, 2,745 former National Security Corps members left the Ministry (including people who left upon their own request, or who retired). 1,834 personnel were dismissed upon the Civic Committee’s decision that they were unsuitable for remaining in service. Another 155 members were to go or to leave within a few weeks.30

The Intelligence Service of the Federal Ministry of the Interior became the successor organization of the Communist intelligence service. This new intelligence service was to temporarily remain part of the Ministry of the Interior which was also perceived as a guarantee for its purification and sufficient control. Lieutenant Colonel Přemysl Holan who had been a member of the I. Administration and dismissed following the Soviet occupation of 1968, was appointed to become the first head of this institution – he brought along a group of former State Security members from the sixties who had been reactivated. Within the following two years, the new leadership of the Intelligence Service of the Federal Ministry of the Interior had the task of entirely reforming the organization and establishing it with completely new people. Yet the first task was mapping the communist predecessor institution’s activity led against Western democratic countries that gradually became allies.

Just as had happened in the Office for the Protection of the Constitution and for the Protection of Democracy, the purification in the intelligence service that was being established was

22 Žáček, “Demonitáž a očista bezpečnostních struktur”, 72–73.
26 Zetocha, Zpravodajské služby v nové demokracii, 51–52.
27 Ibid, 59.
28 Jan Ruml, Moje působení na ministerstvu vnitra, in: Zkušenosti české transformace, 66.
29 Zetocha, Zpravodajské služby v nové demokracii, 54, 56.
also carried out with the aid of Civic Committees who checked individual cases and decided whether further assignment was possible. Many older members retired making use of all the benefits provided for their retirement and they had done so before any investigation started.\textsuperscript{31}

When Jan Ruml became Deputy Minister of the Interior, Colonel Bohumil Kubík became the leader of the Intelligence Service of the Federal Ministry of the Interior, who had been replaced again for a short period by Holan after the elections. Finally, in September 1990, the long-term political prisoner Radovan Procházka was appointed to office.

Dismantling the agency network within the 1th SNB Administration started right after February 1990 when Holan, the manager in charge, immediately ordered the so-called foreign residenturas (structures residing abroad) to stop all of their activities and to take an inventory of their financial assets. The cooperation with 300 agents abroad was gradually loosened, as their commanding officers were not in direct contact with them on a daily basis. Terminating the cooperation with the so-called illegals, i.e. agents or members living abroad permanently and using a false identity took almost two years.\textsuperscript{32}

In November 1990, the Office of the Federal Ministry of the Interior for Foreign Relations and Information was founded replacing the Intelligence Service of the Federal Ministry of the Interior. The staff number was reduced from the initial 1,300 to approximately one half. Thus, almost eighty percent of the members left the intelligence service during the first transformation year. Within the following years, this fundamental change was completed which not only led to the establishment of a new organizational structure, to defining its new direction, but also personnel continuity was disrupted. Thus, the break with the State Security was almost completed which was a unique approach among the post-communist countries.\textsuperscript{33}

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

After a security apparatus is paralyzed in the course of political changes, it is necessary to prevent (if possible) a mass-scale destruction of the secret police’s operational documents, to disarm its members and to depoliticize the secret police structures. Within the next phase, after the chiefs of the central units are changed, it is necessary to individually assess the members one by one. This process actually decides upon who remains in service and who will be dismissed.

If serious crime is revealed, it’s appropriate to start criminal proceedings against these individual security apparatus members.

At the same time, a system for carrying out the control of the security apparatus is to be created, bills have to be formulated and adopted to become acts on the security forces’ activity (police, intelligence services) and on the specific application of intelligence means (i.e. the limitations of the right for the protection of personal rights).

In the case of Czechoslovakia, transforming the State Security into a standard counterintelligence service proved to be entirely successful, also bearing in mind the extraordinarily beneficial foreign policy and domestic policy situation. Within the chaos and the disintegration of leadership structures prevailing at that time, the Soviet secret services only managed to provide intelligence coverage for the retreat of the Central Group of Soviet Forces in Czechoslovakia as they didn’t have enough time, means and will or opportunities to do anything beyond that. It was possible to scatter the State Security and to start establishing a service consisting of new people.\textsuperscript{34} As far as the Czechoslovak (Czech) conditions are concerned, the military secret service represented a certain exception because – at first – it hadn’t overcome its crisis of identity and didn’t finish its transformation.\textsuperscript{35}

After the assumption of power, the former regime’s secret police needs to be abolished as soon as possible. Yet it isn’t effective to throw its members into a hopeless social situation. (...) It is necessary to differentiate between individual units of the old secret service – as some of them have been doing what the new service is going to perform as well. Following the collapse of totalitarian regimes, the best option appears to be to establish the new service from scratch. Yet right at the initial stage, it is hardly possible to manage this without the aid of former members from the collapsed regime. It is necessary to offer these members e.g. a 5-year grace period and (at the latest) after such a period they shall be replaced and paid off generously; of course, this promise has to be guaranteed and one has to fulfill the promise. After the initial phase of destroying the old services and the rapid establishment of new ones – and it’s necessary to mention that the whole process shouldn’t consume more than one year or two – the new constitutional officials have to define the tasks and limits for these services’ activities.\textsuperscript{36}

One of the post-revolution heads of the Czech secret service sums up: Secret services have their own mission and aim, which is why apart from a short period directly after the assumption of power when it’s necessary to provide for the archives’ and the assets’ safety, they shouldn’t fulfill the task of institutions wiping out communism. If there’s political will and the proper atmosphere in society to start the documentation and, possibly, criminal reappraisal of the former regime, then this task has to be taken care of by newly established institutions. Clashes between opposing, yet at the same time legitimate interests on both sides are going to occur among these institutions. It is not an easy task to balance these interests...\textsuperscript{37}

Last but not least, an indispensable task consists of informing the public about the intelligence services’ tasks and powers within the democratic system (for example – by highlighting the difference towards the executive and repressive function these services had been given by the previous regime), including an effective control mechanism, and trying to improve the intelligence services’ image following their having been misused by the totalitarian regime.

\textsuperscript{31} Ibid, 128–129.
\textsuperscript{32} Ibid, 129–130.
\textsuperscript{33} Ibid, 131.
\textsuperscript{34} Jan Frolík, Transformace ministerstva vnitra a bezpečnostních složek, in Zkoušenosti české transformace, 64.
\textsuperscript{35} Zeman, Transformace zpravodajských služeb, 69.
\textsuperscript{36} Ibid, 75.
\textsuperscript{37} Ibid, 73.
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The documents were stored in fonds of individual organizations (Administrations) that focused on security or administrative issues. The operational archive specific funds contained agency-related operational files in the funds mentioned below:

1. The Special Fond (Z), containing files of extraordinarily important and secret State Security activities, including the investigations and deployment of agents.

The Ministry of the Interior Foreign Intelligence Directorate (1st Administration) stored the agency-related operational agenda in its operational files in a specialized archive (statistical records department), the Counterintelligence Directories (2nd Administration and its predecessors), the Surveillance Directorate (4th Administration) and the Directorate for the Protection of Party and Constitutional Officials (5th Administration) stored these in the operational archive pertaining to the central operational records (statistical records department), the Military Counterintelligence (3rd Administration) and the Intelligence Technology Directorate (6th Administration) stored these documents among its own special subject records and the Surveillance Directorate stored the surveillance file agenda at the Department for Surveillance and Information Technology. The Counter-intelligence Directorate in Bratislava (12th Administration) had its archive at its own analytical-information and statistical records department.

The counterintelligence departments (I., II., III. department and district department) within the regional State Security units archived the agency-related operational file agenda at their evaluation and statistical records departments (groups), the Surveillance Directorate (IV. department) and the department for intelligence technology (VI. department) sent their files for storage to the Prague-based headquarters at the 4th or 6th SNB Administration.


content of the secret service archives

During the long period of their existence, the Communist security services issued detailed documents about their activity, specifically about fulfilling the totalitarian regime repressive practice. These special character documents were set up based upon internal, relatively strictly defined, bureaucratic and conspiratorial parameters – the aim of these documents was to provide for the fundamental power conditions for the totalitarian regime’s existence, which especially referred to continuous repression, prevention (intimidation) and to the need to gather necessary information. Taking into consideration these archive documents’ volume and relative completeness – they have an irreplaceable information value about the rule of the communist regime at that time.1

The administrative documents issued due to the activities performed by individual Czechoslovak security services (National Security Corps, Corrections Corps, Border Guard and Guard of the Interior, General Staff of the Czechoslovak People’s Army Intelligence Directorate) was continuously being archived in the respective special importance archive at the Ministry of the Interior and the Ministry of National Defense.2 The agency-related operational agenda of intelligence and counterintelligence State Security units, including the Military Counterintelligence, the Public Police (Veřejná bezpečnost, hence the abbreviation VB) and of the Border Guard was stored in secret central or regional operational archives that were closely linked to the operational records, or this agenda was stored in the operational archives themselves – i.e. among the individual directorates’ records.

The Ministry of the Interior Foreign Intelligence Directorate (1st Administration) stored the agency-related operational agenda within its operational files in a specialized archive (statistical records department), the Counterintelligence Directories (2nd Administration and its predecessors), the Surveillance Directorate (4th Administration) and the Directorate for the Protection of Party and Constitutional Officials (5th Administration) stored these in the operational archive pertaining to the central operational records (statistical records department), the Military Counterintelligence (3rd Administration) and the Intelligence Technology Directorate (6th Administration) stored these documents among its own special subject records and the Surveillance Directorate stored the surveillance file agenda at the Department for Surveillance and Information Technology.

The Counter-intelligence Directorate in Bratislava (12th Administration) had its archive at its own analytical-information and statistical records department.

The counterintelligence departments (I., II., III. department and district department) within the regional State Security units archived the agency-related operational file agenda at their evaluation and statistical records departments (groups), the Surveillance Directorate (IV. department) and the department for intelligence technology (VI. department) sent their files for storage to the Prague-based headquarters at the 4th or 6th SNB Administration.

The Intelligence Department of the Intelligence Directorate at the Central Border Guard and Border Protection Directorate archived its files at the statistical records department of the 1st Administration and the Counterintelligence Department at the statistical records departments within the regions.12

Apart from the State Security, the entities recording and archiving their agency-related operational agenda individually were the General Staff of the Czechoslovak People’s Army Intelligence Directorate, the Federal Directorate of the Public Police (including the regional Public Police directorates) and the Department for the Protection of the Interior at the Corrections Corps pertaining to the Ministry of Justice.13

As far as the Ministry of the Interior archives are concerned, the documents were stored in funds of individual organization units (Administrations) that focused on security or administrative issues. The operational archive specific funds contained agency-related operational files in the funds mentioned below:

- the Special Fond (Z), containing files of extraordinarily important and secret State Security activities, including the investigations and deployment of agents,

---

3 For comparison, see Pavel Žáček, “Registrace, vedení a archivace svazků ve směrnici čs. komunistické rozvědky”, in Paměť národa, 2006, (2), 64–65.
4 Prior to 1988, this especially referred to the Counterintelligence Directorate for the Fight Against the External Enemy (II. Administration), the Counterintelligence Directorate for the Fight Against the Enemy Within (X. Administration), the Counterintelligence Directorate for the Protection of the Economy (XI. Administration) and during the 1981–1985 period, also to the Counterintelligence Directorate for the Fight Against Extraordinary and Special Forms of Crime (XIV. Administration).
12 For comparison, see Patrik Benda, Pavel Žáček, eds., Denní situiční zprávy Sb z listopadu a prosince 1989, in Securitas Imperii, 2000, (6/III), 1042; Benda, ed., Přehled svazků a spisů vnitřního zpravodajství centrální Státní bezpečnosti, XII–XIII.
13 Ibid, XIV.
the Secret Collaborators Fond (TS),
- the Counterintelligence Work Fond (KR), containing the files about the persons under surveillance,
- the Object-Related Files Fond (OB), containing files about individual institutions or social groups,
- the Tactical Fond (T), containing selected documents of key importance from the destroyed files and documents,
- the Old Documents Fond (S), containing documents from the time prior to the establishment of the file agenda in the 1950s,
- the Investigation Files Fond.
- the Historical Fond.14

ATTEMPTS TO DESTROY THE OPERATION DOCUMENTS OF THE POLITICAL POLICE

During the last days of its existence, i.e. on the verge of November and December 1989, the Communist regime decided to destroy evidence about its ruling, to hush up the crimes it had committed, the continuous breach of applicable national and international norms as well as the infringement of human rights. There were documents being destroyed, both in the centres of political power — within the archives and registries of the bodies of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia and its organization departments, as well as within the operational archives and registries of the Federal Ministry of the Interior's departments which especially refers to the secret police of the State Security, and files were also being destroyed within the organization units of the Federal Ministry of National Defense, within the units and groups of the Czechoslovak People's Army which especially applies to special units of individual organizations and institutions as well as to other pillars of power.

For various reasons, the exponents of the Communist regime didn’t manage to destroy all the compromising documents and archive materials. First and foremost, they didn’t have enough time, sometimes their own administrative norms hindered them in destroying the documents and there were also occasions where some of the responsible functionaries resisted participating in this planned and systematic destruction.

During the first weeks and months following November 1989, it was hardly possible to ascertain the scope of documents that had been preserved or destroyed. Mostly, this referred to issues that were subject to secrecy so that neither the public nor their representatives had access to them.

Irrespective of the lustration affair, i.e. irrespective of accessing data in the State Security files about ministers and deputies in the legislative bodies, which occurred during the spring of 1990, which in turn cast shadows over the Ministry of the Interior, the public wasn’t granted access to the top secret Communist regime files, not even the public comprising of specialists focused on this issue. Yet the first politicians were compromised due to their former collaboration with the secret police. During the new security forces personnel purge, thousands of State Security members were forced to resign from their functions.15

PUBLIC CONTROL OVER ARCHIVES

The Communist archive gradually became a problem which needed to be solved, this situation was aggravated especially after the parliamentary elections in June 1990. Although in 1990 an agreement was concluded between the Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic and the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia about handing over the archive materials of regional and district Communist Party of Czechoslovakia committees, the Communist Party fiercely resisted handing over the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia archive.16 That’s why on November 16th 1990, on the eve of the first anniversary of the students’ revolution, the representatives of the new democratic power put through the Constitutional Act No. 496/1990 Sb. on giving back the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia’s property to the people of Czechoslovakia; this act had an introduction stating that following its coming to power in 1948, the Communist Party regarded the state as its property, handling this property as if it had been its own. In order to get rid of the impacts of such a state at least partially, the Federal Parliament decided that the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia’s archive materials issued until December 31st 1989 become the state’s property on January 1st 1991 without any compensation. A similar decision was made about other written, visual documents or audio documents as well as other Communist Party of Czechoslovakia documents dating back to the period until November 30th 1989 which were to be taken over by the Central National Archive or its regional branches (§ 3).

Archive materials and documents from Communist security services remained classified temporarily and were stored in the Ministry of the Interior archives or were managed by the new security services.

On October 4th 1991, i.e. following the adoption of Act No. 451/1991 Sb., determining some further prerequisites for certain positions in state bodies and organizations of the Czech and Slovak Federative Republic, the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic, the archive materials from the former State Security that were partially managed by the Ministry of the Interior and partially by the Ministry of National Defense, were used for determining whether a particular person had been a member of the Communist secret police or a secret collaborator within the respective agency category. According to one of the paragraphs, it was even prohibited to publish documents for processing the so-called lustration certificates without the citizen’s prior written approval (§ 19).

These documents were used in an identical way for the purposes of complying with Act No. 279/1992 Sb. of April 28th 1992, on some further prerequisites for certain positions filled by appointment or designation of officers of the Police of the Czech Republic and officers of the Penitentiary Service of the Czech Republic.17

Yet the post-Communist power still held the archive materials in a classified mode and they were not used in public discourse about the totalitarian regime’s nature, with historians and other experts being granted access to these documents only on a very

14 For comparison, see Žáček, Administrativa působnosti kontrarozvědné pouzby, 207.
limited scale. Not even the former political prisoners or other persecuted people gained access which gave rise to mistrust towards the bodies of the new power.

Communist power archive materials and documents, including the former security services materials and documents were used on an unlimited scale only by the employees of the new intelligence services (which were frequently the authors of these documents), and on a limited scale by police investigators, e.g. from the Office for the Documentation and the Investigation of State Security Activities (since 1995: Office for the Documentation and the Investigation of the Crimes of Communism). This state also didn’t strengthen the trust put into the newly established bodies.

USE OF THE ARCHIVES DURING TRANSFORMATION

In the mid-1990s, the International Council on Archives prepared a document of major importance for UNESCO known as the Quintana Report. This report summarized the recommendations regarding the handling of former repressive regime archives. These archives were named the key instrument within the transformation era for strengthening collective and individual rights.

The following rights were described as collective rights:
1/ the right of the peoples to choose their own path to political transition.
2/ the unquestionable right of the citizens to the integrity of their written memory.
3/ the right to the truth.
4/ the right to identify those responsible for crimes against human rights.

The following rights were described as individual rights:
1/ the right to discover the fate of the relatives who disappeared during the era of repression.
2/ the right to know what information on individuals is held in the archives of repression.
3/ the right for historical research for the purposes of cognition.
4/ the right to amnesty prisoners and victims of political revenge.
5/ the right of restitution and compensation for the repression victims’ suffering.\(^\text{18}\)

RIGHT TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES

On April 26th 1996, the parliament adopted the Act No. 140/1996 Sb., on making files resulting from the activities of the former State Security Police publicly accessible, for which the Ministry of the Interior imposed the duty to inform a citizen of the Czech Republic, or a citizen of the former Czechoslovak Republic, whether the former State Security’s information system contains a file on this citizen, whether this file has been preserved and possibly to provide a copy of such a file to the citizen (§ 1).

If the citizen was listed as a collaborator, he was only entitled to access those parts of the file that were written at a time when this citizen was not listed as a Secret Service collaborator (§ 5/d).

In order to protect personal data, the Ministry of the Interior made the date of birth and the addresses of other people illegible, also making unreadable any other data about their private and family life, about their crimes, health and property. This was done prior to making the file accessible via a copy of the file. If the file in question was one about a deceased person (i.e. when the application was filed by relatives), the data about the private life and about the family of all people were made unreadable (§ 6).

Going through the file, the applicant had the right to ask for the actual names of the people who were listed in the file under a false (a code) name to be told to him. If this was the case of a person listed as a State Security collaborator and if identifying such a person’s correct name was possible, the Ministry was to immediately approve the application (§ 7).

The file an entitled applicant asked to be declassified and which was managed by the Ministry, ceased to be classified if it had been established prior to January 1st 1990. Yet the state provided for a precautionary measure, as the file could be classified again upon the Ministry of the Interior’s decision, if such a thing served “the state’s security or the safety of people or property” (§ 8).\(^\text{19}\)

This act contained a lot of deficiencies. It was limited to the Czech (Czechoslovak) citizens and provided access only to a limited amount of files – roughly 60,000 – from several counterintelligence State Security units, yet it did not refer to the personal files of the members of the secret police, but for example not even to the Surveillance Directorate’s or the Intelligence Technology Directorate’s file agenda.\(^\text{20}\) Furthermore, the processing proved to be too expensive (even for the applicants), too bureaucratic and inefficient, being furthermore of much too low quality.\(^\text{21}\) This act didn’t fulfill its role and became subject to criticism from society. The Act No. 107/2002 Sb. of March 8th 2002, which tried to make up for some of these deficiencies, stated that the purpose of the act is “to reveal as much of the Communist regime practice in suppressing political rights and freedoms, as exerted by the secret repressive forces within the totalitarian state.” The act was to provide the persecuted people with access to the documents about their persecution and to publish the data about the actors of this persecution and the activities linked to it.

Furthermore, the act stated that all preserved or reconstructed documents established due to the security services activities and managed by the Ministry of the Interior, by the Ministry of National Defense or by the Ministry of Justice during the period from February 25th 1948 until February 15th 1990, and which were recorded in the contemporary files or archive aids (the so-called registers), were subject to declassification and publication. Documents taken out of this process due to specific interests, i.e. because of the assumption that the interests of the Czech Republic in international relations – or its security interests – might be damaged, or documents where “the life of a person might be seriously threatened” were not to be subject to declassification and publication. Yet in order to exempt a document from


\(^{19}\) Act No. 140/1996 Sb., on making publicly accessible files resulting from the activities of the former State Security Police.

\(^{20}\) Radek Schovánek, “Přístupová práva svazků Státní bezpečnosti v České republice”, in Pamäť národa, 2005, (2), 85

\(^{21}\) According to data provided by the Ministry of the Interior, within the period from the beginning of 1997 until the end of 1999, only 4,012 applicants received a positive answer to the question whether there was a file about them, and only 2,270 of them saw the file. Pavel Záček, Boje o minulost, Brno: Barrister & Principal, 2000, 114–115.
declassification and publication, the ministries needed a consent granted by the Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of the Czech Republic for monitoring the declassification process.

The act widened the scope of declassified files by the file (and document) agenda from the Main Directorate of Military Counterintelligence managed by the Ministry of Defense, from the Department for the Protection of the Interior at the Corrections Corps (the so-called prisoners agency, managed by the Ministry of Justice), from the Main Intelligence Directorate, from the Surveillance Directorate, from the Directorate for Intelligence Technology, from the Passport and Visa Directorate of the National Security Corps and from the Border Patrol and National Border Protection Main Directorate.

Another major change was the option to access personal (cadre) files of security services members containing data about the origin, course and termination of their service relationship, or to provide an extract of these documents in the shape of a member’s personal record.

The ministries were further on obliged to hand over the information required upon an adult citizen of the Czech Republic’s application, if this applicant wasn’t imprisoned – or the ministries were obliged to make a copy of the preserved file accessible, including the personal files on collaborators or members of the security services, if they weren’t foreigners.

Furthermore, the Ministry of the Interior and the Ministry of Defense were obliged to hand out in writing and in electronic form the register records from preserved or reconstructed protocols, volumes and other register aids of security services, with this information being handed over in the scope of object-related files or files about people listed as State Security collaborators or as Military Counter-intelligence collaborators – data about the establishment of such a volume or changes made herein, about people (if they weren’t foreigners), or about objects to whom the volumes were related were to be handed over as well. Similarly, the Ministry of Justice issued in writing and in electronic form a transcript of the volumes from the Department for the Protection of the Interior at the Corrections Corps and it did so within the scope of object-related files or files about people listed as collaborators of this department, if these documents had been made use of by the State security.

The ministries were also to continuously issue lists of the declassified personnel (cadre) files of the security services members, including the date on which they became members of the security service, including the position within the security service and the date on which such an enlistment ended.

Prior to an entitled applicant being provided with access to the document, the ministries were to make the date of birth as well as the addresses of other people, including any data about their private and family life, crimes, health and property illegible when providing a copy of the document. If the declassified file was a cadre (personal) file of a security service member, also any data about people standing outside this member’s service activity or public activity was made illegible.

The act enabled the citizens to hand over their own declaration about the content of the file or about the registration in the list itself, and the ministries were then obliged to add these declarations to the data about this person as an integral part of the document and to declassify them for applicants together with the documents or records in the register.

Furthermore, the legal standard amended the then applicable Act No. 97/1974 Sb., on Keeping Archives, stating that persuing the documents in the archives or the archive materials of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia stored in the archives cannot be rejected nor conditioned by any other body’s consent.22

Especially, this act newly defined the notion of a State Security origin document, i.e. that an entitled applicant has the right to more information from the material that has been preserved than only to what is contained in his file. Furthermore, the files about State Security secret collaborators who weren’t citizens of foreign countries, were opened to the public – this referred to the categories of a secret collaborator (tajný spolupracovník, hence the abbreviation TS), resident (R), Agent (A), Informer (I), holder of a borrowed flat (držitel Propůjčeného Bytu, hence the abbreviation PB) and holder of a conspiratorial flat (držitel Konspiračního Bytu, hence the abbreviation KB). Additionally, this act ordered the Ministry of the Interior, the Ministry of Defense and the Ministry of Justice to publish lists of secret collaborators (and object-related files) in counterintelligence units, in the intelligence, in the military counterintelligence and in the prisoners agency who were demonstrably cooperating with the State Security for its benefit. These lists would serve as a form of public control.

On March 20th 2003, the Ministry of the Interior published a list of secret collaborators within the above-mentioned categories. This list was published both in writing and on the internet and equalled 12 A4 notebooks with an overall page number of 6,665.23With the years of 1997–2003, the respective authority made 3,391 investigation, operational and agency-related files accessible to applicants.24 Within the following two years, the Ministry of the Interior presented only 108 personal files about former secret police members.25

Within the period ranging from September 2002 until March 2005, the newly founded Office for the Declassification of the Documents of the Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic which focused on processing documents (files) written due to the counterintelligence’s work, received a total of 3,671 applications, digitalized 402 documents (equaling 358,522 pages) and processed applications of 210 applicants. Furthermore, the office published data on 15,633 persons listed as members of military counterintelligence within the legally binding period, publishing also 1,881 records about object-related files within the legally binding period.26

It was especially the Ministry of the Interior that was unable to raise the quality of its activities within the area of declassifying file agenda as this work remained ineffective and of low quality, the ministry didn’t declassify all the file agenda (e.g. related to...
DECCLASSIFICATION AND OPENING UP THE ARCHIVES

A new Act on Archiving No. 499/2004 was adopted following several years, and this act declassified archive materials that were created due to the activities performed by organizations united in the National Front and in the Communist security services. This act significantly broadened the access the researcher public had to the Security Service file agenda as it stated that the principle according to which only archive materials older than 30 years are declassified, does not apply to these materials. Furthermore, this act stated that in this case, an exception to the restriction of access to archive materials which contain sensitive personal data applies. This seemed to have solved the blocking paragraph of Act No. 107/2002 Sb., which hindered aliens from applying for their materials filed by the State Security. 27

In November 2005, a group of senators presented a bill on the National Memory Institute, a memorial institute designed according to the Polish and Slovak model. Finally, in June 2007, the Act No. 181/2007 Sb. on the Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes and the Security Services Archive, and on Amendments of some Acts, by which a new administration office was established on February 1st 2008, was adopted. This office managed all the document and file agenda of the former Communist security services.

This act stated that the Ministry of the Interior, the Ministry of Defense including the Military Intelligence, the Ministry of Justice, the Security Information Service and the Office for Foreign Relations and Information shall hand over all record and registration aids, archive funds, including the agency-related, operational files, investigation or cadre files, archive collections and individual archive materials and documents established due to the activities of the security services and due to the activities of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia and of the National Front organizations that were operating within these services from April 4th 1945 until February 15th 1990, and the act stated that these ministries shall hand over any documents they are in possession of to the Security Services Archive.

CURRENT STATUS

Altogether, the Security Services Archive took over 18,028.54 running meters of archive materials, 28 including 201,934 so-called micro-proposals from the intelligence (1th Administration), 141,275 micro-proposals from the Main Counterintelligence Directorate (2nd Administration), 94,503 micro-proposals from the Main Military Counterintelligence Directorate (3rd Administration), from the Military Intelligence and hundreds of other microfilms. 29 During the period from February 2008 until December 2012, the Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes, in cooperation with the Security Services Archive, managed to digitalize almost 150,000 inventory units equalling 28,414,834 files (pages), of mostly operational files from the intelligence and counterintelligence. 30

Almost nineteen years following the fall of the communist totalitarian regime, the Security Services Archive took over the responsibility for declassifying and publishing documents as well as archive materials related to the security services, according to the act on making publicly accessible files resulting from the activities of the former State Security Police and according to the Act on Archiving and Document Service.

Declassifying these archive materials and documents is further on being governed especially by Act No. 499/2004 Sb. on Archiving and Document Services and on the Amendment of some Acts; and to a lesser extent by Act No. 140/1996 Sb. on making publicly accessible files resulting from the activities of the former State Security Police, as amended; and by Act No. 181/2007 Sb. on the Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes and on the Security Services Archive and on the Amendment of some Acts. The act thus broadened the liberal approach according to the Act on Archiving encompassing also documents of other security services, for example, it also refers to the Police, Border Patrol, Military Counterintelligence, General Staff of the Czechoslovak People’s Army Intelligence Directorate, Protection of the Interior at the Corrections Corps etc.

Thus, any researcher may apply for access to any material stored in the archives - irrespective of whether he stands in any relation to the person, about whom he asks to receive materials. Furthermore, he may get digital copies, scans, or ask for photocopies or digital forms to be provided to him at his own expense. This scope and access is the most liberal one among all the post-communist countries.

Furthermore, this body provides for the access to this subject and offers the necessary aid and information for state authorities that are part of the security management, or this body helps in investigations led according to the Classified Information Act (National Security Authority), it helps the Intelligence Service of the Czech Republic to fulfill their tasks and the prosecution authorities for the purposes of criminal proceedings.

As far as this act is concerned, the intelligence services didn’t delimit merely those documents and archive materials which further on contained classified information if they indispensably needed them in order to fulfill their tasks. They were (are) to hand them over to the Security Services Archive “immediately after the classification level is abolished”.

LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is necessary to prevent the archive materials and documents compromising the political and security functionalities of the totalitarian power being physically destroyed when the power is handed over and when the transformation period starts.

The archives of the authorities of power within the totalitarian (authoritarian) regime, especially the agency-related operational

27 For comparison, see Schovánek, “Zpřístupňování svazků Státní bezpečnosti”, AT.
funds of the secret police need to be handed over by the Ministry of the Interior or the intelligence services into the hands of a newly established archive which is independent of the national security bodies. It is furthermore necessary to declassify this specific agenda, and to make it accessible to the people for the purpose of re-forging the totalitarian past, and simultaneously making it accessible to the researchers due to the need of a specialized historical reappraisal.

It is further on necessary to make use of the archive materials in carrying out checks in order to comply with the rehabilitation acts, in order to investigate the previous regime’s crimes and in order to reveal to the public how this regime made use of its power.
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INTRODUCTION

Lustration, originally an internal technical term of the Czechoslovak secret police, has gradually became a socio-political umbrella term including legislation and power procedures of the new democratic power, with the aim of breaking down the system of the totalitarian nomenclature. It was not a revolutionary revenge of political prisoners, but a legal instrument protecting the high representatives of the state and its institutions against the representatives and officers of ideological and repressive organisations of the communist regime.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The leaders of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia ensured keeping the totalitarian power and control over the individual state bodies and political and social institutions during their rule mainly via the system of cadre nomenclature used by the relevant party body to approve staffing of the key functions at all levels (federal, national, regional, district, sub-district). From the beginning of the Velvet Revolution in Czechoslovakia, i.e. from 17 November 1989, the key problem of the opposition was how to achieve the departure of representatives of the communist regime – or persons approved by the communist regime – from important political, state and later even economic positions. It was only later that preventing persons oriented on the support of the totalitarian regime from returning to high state and social functions became the main requirement – directly related with the question of national security.

At first, the student movement required only "an immediate punishment (…) of all persons responsible (…) for initiating the Prague massacre." After its creation, the Civic Forum declared a request demanding the resignation of all members of the Central Committee of the Communist Party directly linked with the preparation of the occupation by the Warsaw Pact armies in August 1968, furthermore responsible for "devastating all parts of the social life for many years." Besides the members of the highest political leadership, the Federal Minister of the Interior, Lieutenant General František Kincl, was also required to step down from his function, as he was responsible for all the interventions of the communist police in the last months of the regime. The democratic initiative extended the requirements of the opposition to "a quick resignation of the Czechoslovak government..." Ten days after the beginning of the revolution, the Civic Forum formulated a requirement to dissolve the People's Militias, the armed unit of the Communist Party.

In the first eight days of December 1989 and on the order of the Federal Ministry of the Interior, the State Security (StB, the communist secret police) destroyed tens of thousands of operative files on the surveillance of both Czechoslovak citizens and foreigners. Meanwhile, the Civic Forum together with the Public Against Violence movement declared that "the nomenclature has to be abolished at all levels and in all departments." At the same time, both opposition movements published a request that the two highest heads of the General Prosecutor's Office must be removed from their office. In mid-December, the opposition leader Václav Havel declared: "However, it is true that the totalitarian system was shielding itself by the Communist Party, and therefore, all the Communists bear a higher responsibility for the decadent situation our country is now in."

On 22 December 1989, the Coordination Centre of the Civic Forum suggested to the government to immediately stop the activities of the secret police and dissolve the units of the State Security oriented "on the surveillance of activities of citizens and civic activities." Furthermore, it demanded the dissolution of the "special departments or units" creating networks of "informers for citizens' surveillance and reporting on their activities." Besides the staff changes in these units, the "existing activities of each individual officer of the State security" were to be examined. The communist secret police was designated as a harmful gangrene. "Purification of our country from this gangrene is an extremely complex, but necessary step which must be carried out immediately." A few days later, the Coordination Centre of the Civic Forum changed its mind and decided not to carry out the immediate dissolution of the State Security under the existing circumstances. All its dangerous sectors were to stop their activities; the analysis was to be carried out in order to evaluate the state of the security apparatus on the basis of which a "new state security and defence system" would be created.

After staff changes in the Federal Ministry of the Interior, the reorganisation and abolishment of the State Security, the new counter-intelligence service – Office for the Protection of the Constitution and Democracy – started the reconstruction of agency networks, and, on the basis of requests made by individual constitutional officials, investigated the Register of the former State Security to find out who was a collaborator of the communist secret police (vetting). Consequently, on 22 March 1990, the Minister of the Interior Richard Sacher ordered the vetting of all deputies of the Federal Parliament, both Parliaments of the two republics and members of all the three governments.

3 Ibid., 47–48, 248, 326.
4 Ibid., 90.
7 Suk, Občanské fórum, 48
8 Ibid., 103.
9 Ibid., 245.
10 Ibid., 274–275.
11 Ibid., 291.
FORMS OF PROTECTION OF THE NEWLY ESTABLISHED CONSTITUTIONAL, POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC STRUCTURES

After an agreement with President Václav Havel, the Minister of the Interior issued an instruction by which he allegedly wanted to prevent the vetting of the President of the Republic, members of the federal and national governments, deputies of the federal and nations’ Parliaments and leaders of the political parties, in order to “immediately ensure the stability of the political development.” Consequently, he even stopped all the lustration processes and provision of archive documents. However, such provisions of the Minister – particularly the lustration of Members of Parliament – provoked an extensive political crisis. The fight for the State Security archives and their content touched the highest political functions, including the President of the Republic.

On 8 May 1990, the president of the Security and Safety Committee of the Federal Parliament Ladislav Lis who criticised the insufficient changes in the Federal Ministry of the Interior, declared: “If we wish to remove the influence of the Communist Party on the activities of the Ministry of the Interior, we have to remove the apparatus that ensured its unlimited power. (...) The aim is to destroy the system of the State Security which proved to be the support of the totalitarianism of the Communist Party and to have fascist tendencies.”

Under the pressure of the situation, on 21 May 1990 the Czechoslovak government authorised the lustrations of candidates of individual political entities into Legislative Assemblies, provided, however, that they agreed with it and that the result would be handed over to the management of the party that asked for the vetting. Inconsistency and extra-judicial handling of the lustration data and sometimes of archive files of the State Security culminated shortly before the first free elections when the former cooperation of political parties or leaders of movements with the communist secret police was made public (Bartončík and Budaj affairs).14

LEGAL REGULATION OF LUSTRATIONS

In fact, from November 1989 to September 1991, the post-communist political elite was addressing the issue of whether and how the new democratic constitutional establishment should protect itself from the residues of the communist totalitarian regime. Since the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia was not abolished at the turn of 1989/1990, all the attention focused on the Federal Ministry of the Interior and structures managed by it. At the same time, the form of the possible legislation and what it should stipulate was being discussed.

Due to many political affairs of the post-communist power linked with the purification of the central state bodies, political life and public administration, revealing the specific activities of the highest communist nomenclature, publicizing crimes and violations of human rights by its power pillars (particularly by the State Security), using mass agency and an intelligence network of the soviet type to control the state and society, in the period of 10 to 16 months after the Velvet Revolution to the conclusion that it was necessary to adopt the legal regulation to protect what was a very fragile democratic constitutional arrangement regime at that time.

After a huge public discussion and on the basis of the findings of the parliamentary investigation commission of the Federal Assembly of the Czech and Slovak Federative Republic (ČSFR) to clarify the events of 17 November 1989, the federal and national parliaments adopted what we called “lustration acts” in order to legally change the existing high representatives of the state apparatus who were persons compromised by their service and cooperation with the communist totalitarian power between 1948–1989 and to settle the conditions of staffing certain functions.15

On 4 October 1991, the Federal Parliament finally adopted the Act No. 451/1991 Sb., on determining some further prerequisites for certain positions in state bodies and organizations of the Czech and Slovak Federative Republic, the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic, relating to certain positions staffed by election, designation or appointment in the bodies of the state administration, in the army,16 in the information services, the police force, the Office of the President, Office of the Parliament, Government Office, Office of the Constitutional and Supreme Court, in the Presidium of the Academy of Sciences, in national radio and television, press agencies, and heads of organisations and chief executives in state enterprises and state organisations, joint stock companies where the state is the majority shareholder, foreign trade corporations, state railways, state funds, state monetary institutions and in the state bank. In universities, the act applied to positions of elected academic officials.

Similarly, the act also determined some further prerequisites for the positions of a judge, lay judge, prosecutor, prosecution investigator, notary public, state arbiter and for persons serving as trainee judges, trainee prosecutors, trainee notaries public and arbitration trainees. It also determined the conditions of reliability to allow the operation of some licensed businesses (sec. 1).

A prerequisite for the positions mentioned above was that during the period from 25/2/1948 to 17/11/1989, the citizen was not a member or an officer of the Communist Party or government nomenclature, in the hierarchical order specifically of:

a/ the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia or the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Slovakia, the Bureau for the Management of Party Work in the Czech Lands (Committee for the Management of Party Work in the Czech Lands), a Secretary of a body of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia or the Communist Party of Slovakia from the level of a District Committee or an equivalent committee upwards, a member of the presidium of these committees, except for those holding these posts only in the period from 1/ 1/ 1968 to 1/ 5/ 1969 (i.e. during the Prague Spring and after),

b/ the National Front Action Committee after 25/ 2/ 1948, vetting commissions after 25/2/1948 or vetting and normalization commissions after 21/ 8/ 1968,

c/ the People’s Militias.

13 Ibid., 76-77.
15 Comparison Ibid., p. 114-121.
16 In the Czechoslovak Army and in the department of the Federal Ministry of Defence, the act applied to positions with the highest achievable ranks of Colonel and General and the positions of military attachés (sec. 1 (2)).
The Act No. 451/1991 Sb. became effective on the date of promulgation and it should become ineffective in 5 years, i.e. on 31 December 1996. In 1992, both parliamentary chambers of the republics adopted "small lustration laws" (No. 279/1992 Sb.) relating to officers of the Police of the republic and officers of the Penitentiary Service of the republic, that determine very similar prerequisites for officers of both security services on the same principle.\textsuperscript{17}

To implement the lustration laws, the Ministry of the Interior carried out investigations in its archive (former Central Operative Register of the State Security, today's Security Service Archive), to confirm or exclude that the vetted person was a member or officer of the State Security or a secret associate of the State Security between 1948–1989. Data proved by the affidavit may be verified partly in the Security Service Archive (political bodies of the security service, students of security training in the Soviet Union), or in the National Archive (officers of the communist nomenclature in the former cadre registers of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia) or in state regional archives (action committees, screening commissions).

\section*{Constitutional Review}

On 26 November 1992, the Federal Constitutional Court issued its decision in which it concluded its finding that "it is not only a right, but an obligation of a democratic state to promote and protect the principles" which it was based on, and therefore, it cannot remain inactive "in a situation when leading positions at all levels of the state administration, economic management, etc., are staffed according to totalitarian system criteria that are nowadays unacceptable" (nomenclature system). At the same time, the Court was supposed to seek to abolish the former unjustified preference of one group of privileged citizens based exclusively on the principle of a membership of the totalitarian political party over the rest of the other citizens for which the obviously unlawful preference undoubtedly represented oppression and discrimination.

The Constitutional Court ruled that in state and public bodies as well as in places of work linked with the security of the state democratic societies, it requires complying with certain state-citizen prerequisites characterised as "loyalty with democratic principles which the state is based on." In comparison with the situation under the totalitarian regime when all leadership positions were staffed at all levels not only in contradiction with democratic principles and international standards but also in contradiction with the national law itself, the large lustration law covered only a very limited circle of workers, exclusively in power, administrative and economic apparatus, or in licensed

\textsuperscript{17} Pavel Žáček, "Lustrační zákony po dvaceti letech," in Paměť a dějiny, 2011, (3), 127.

businesses, which could be a source of certain risks as far as the protection of a democratic system and its principles, state security or protection of state secrets are concerned, or it covered positions enabling their holders to openly or secretly influence the development of society and the desirable execution of functions of individual bodies or organisations.

In contrast with the totalitarian system which was based on an immediate objective and had never been bound by legal principles, let alone by constitutional ones, the democratic state is built on completely different values and criteria. Therefore, we cannot understand the large lustration law as “a revenge on individual persons or groups of persons or as discrimination against persons who, contrary to generally recognized principles, violated the fundamental human rights and freedoms, either on their own or in cooperation with the repressive bodies or through them.”

The Constitutional Court emphasised that “each state, the more so a state that was forced to put up with fundamental rights and freedoms violations by the totalitarian power for more than forty years, has a right to establish a democratic system and to apply such legal provisions to avert the risk of subversion or a possible relapse of the totalitarian system, or at least to reduce them.”

The Constitutional Court was persuaded that because of these reasons, among others, it was not possible to deny the state stipulating in its national law the conditions or prerequisites for the execution of management or other positions with decisive power, taking into account the criteria of its own security and citizens’ security and ensuring its future democratic development.

After the fall of the communist regime, the state which was being built upon the rule of law based on the value discontinuity with the totalitarian regime naturally could not be rooted in a different system of values, not even in a situation where the formal normative continuity of the legal order allowed for it. “In fact, respecting the continuity with the old-value system would not be a guarantee of legal certainty, but on the contrary, it would question the new values, endanger the legal certainty in society and shatter the citizens’ trust in the credibility of the democratic system.”

The Constitutional Court ruled that the determination of some further prerequisites for certain positions in state bodies stipulated in the large lustration law is essentially an admissible act, both on the basis of the constitutional standards and in compliance with international legal obligations. As a justification, the court referred to similar provisions adopted by other post-totalitarian European states that understood these “as a legitimate tool, the purpose of which is not to endanger the democratic character of the constitutional establishment and the system of values of the constitutional state built upon the rule of law, or the fundamental rights and freedoms of the citizens, but their protection and reinforcement.”

The Constitutional Court also looked at the argument of the possible retroactivity of the lustration law, and concluded that retroactivity had not been applied at all. The law did not declare the occupation of certain positions in the past as illegal or legally punishable facts or even points of facts of criminal offences and it did not link any legal consequence to it.

Similarly, it rejected the objection that it was a general punishment according to formal affiliation to certain categories, especially in cases that, in compliance with the politics of the totalitarian regime, it acted in line with the power apparatus and its repressive forces.

However, the Constitutional Court based its decision on the time limitation of the law “to quite a short period in which it envisages the completion of the democratic process” (by 31/12/1996). Yet, Czech legislators concluded that this period of “completion of the democratic process” is too short and they extended the effect and force of the law indefinitely. With regard to the active role of the anti-system Communist Party of Bohemia and Moravia in the Czech political system, its stuffing policy and relativisation of totalitarian mechanisms and crimes of the Communist regime before November 1989, the lustration law continues to fulfill its important role.

LESSONS LEARNT

Lustration laws in the Czech (Slovak) conditions became a constitutionally compliant solution for the system to overcome the consequences of the nomenclature apparatus, an essential solution to the discontinuity of staffing in the state governance positions, to the protection of high representatives in public administration and partly also in the economic or financial sphere, to the prevention of many affairs that occurred in other post-communist countries (Poland, Hungary, Slovakia), the determination of conditions to occupy certain positions and an important support for the continuous creation of the rule of law.

The preventive nature of the law consists in the fact that an essential part of the categories (nomenclature of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, membership in People’s Militias, etc.) is verified exclusively by an affidavit. This is proved by the number of applications handled since 1991: out of the total number of applications 473,284 applications, pursuant to Act No. 451/1991 Sb., only 10,255 were positive ones, and pursuant to Act No. 279/1992 Sb., only 476 out of 24,619 applications were positive ones.

One of the imperfections of this legislation is the fact that it does not apply to all of the power supports of the communist totalitarian regime, for example it leaves out the Military Counter-Intelligence members of the Czechoslovak People’s Army, officers of the Border Guard or Intelligence Administration of the General Staff of the Czechoslovak People’s Army. Similarly, it does not differentiate between the officers of the Public Security, ideologically transformed police departments some of which exceeded the acceptable level of collaboration while serving the totalitarian regime.

A fundamental change was brought about by the adoption of the Act No. 250/2014 Sb., on Amending Acts related to the adoption of the Act on State service on 1 January 2015: the act stipulated that the “large lustration law” does not apply to government Ministers and Minister Deputies. This political decision, enforced in addition because of one specific politician – the leader of

a political movement – totally disrupted the existing requirements for the highest civil servants to have a clean record.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Czechoslovak (Czech) experience confirms that the most convenient procedure of protecting a society (state) in transformation is to remove the information systems – as well as the file agenda linked to them – of the former secret police out of the competences of the power apparatus.

On the basis of a political consensus, expressed by the adoption of the law, it is necessary to create an independent institution managing the original data of the secret police. Then, on the basis of their analysis, it is possible to assess the way of using them for vetting, or rather for the purification of the public administration. The status of classification of operational documents that are not absolutely necessary for the further activities of the new security apparatus and intelligence services will be gradually removed.

With regard to the legitimate interests of the public, very eager to uncover the classified practices of the totalitarian regime, it is appropriate to combine the non-public system of lustrations with opening the archives and making them accessible.

Moreover, the Czech and Slovak experience confirms that the 5-year period of validity of lustration laws is too short to ensure that people compromised by their participation in the totalitarian regime do not return back to their offices.
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INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION OF THE CRIMES OF THE REGIME

Pavel Žáček

Just like any other totalitarian regime, the Communist regime in Czechoslovakia upheld its own existence via a power and ideology apparatus, through applying instruments of mass repression as well as terror and by inherently suppressing human rights and freedoms of the opponents of the regime. The Communist authorities and national bodies governed by the communists committed hundreds of thousands of crimes from the time when they came to power on February 25th 1948, but until the fall of the Communist regime, it was impossible to reveal, investigate and punish these crimes.

During the 1948–1989 period, there were at least 257,864 people given unconditional sentences in Czechoslovakia as part of the so-called class-struggle. Around 250 men (and one woman) were executed based on the political processes. The Communist border guards killed at least 280 people on the borders to Austria, the Federal Republic of Germany, or even on the border to the German Democratic Republic, 143 of these people were shot and 95 were killed by the electric fence.

From 1948 until 1953, about 22,000–23,000 people were sent to forced labor camps, the Czechoslovak gulags without any court ruling. During the 1950–1954 period, the Communist regime assigned approximately 60,000 people to the special military labor units, the so-called technical support battalions (Pomocné Technické Prapory, hence the abbreviation PTP) and to the later technical battalions (Technické Prapory, hence the abbreviation TP), 22,000 of which were demonstrably assigned to these units due to political reasons (the so-called classification “E”).

The political bodies within the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, the People’s Militia, the national administration and self-administration bodies, especially the security services (State Security, Public Security), the Czechoslovak People’s Army, the Border Guard and the Guard of the Interior, the prosecution offices, state and people’s courts, national committees etc. participated in different forms of repression. With very few and rare exceptions, the Communist regime protected these bodies and didn’t allow for them to be prosecuted, frequently not even in cases when their members or employees broke valid legal standards.

LEGAL CONDITIONS OF INVESTIGATION OF POLITICALLY MOTIVATED CRIMES

It was already during the “Velvet Revolution” at the end of 1989 that the investigation authorities were overloaded with applications demanding the politically motivated crimes committed during the 1948–1989 period by the communist nomenclatura, the repressive forces and other state bodies to be investigated.

In this way, the citizens tried to pave the way for justice, yet according to valid legislation, their only recourse were the hitherto existing institutions: the General or Military Prosecution office, investigation units within the National Security Corps, various inspection bodies that in turn were more or less occupied by communist structures supporters. The disappointment caused by these police bodies, or rather by the justice not working and also by the fact that the judicial system was occupied by Communist Party members too, frustrated people and made them mistrust the post-totalitarian system. There was an objective factor complicating the investigation which consisted of the long period throughout which the totalitarian regime prevailed and frequently, a significant stretch of time had elapsed since the crimes had been committed, the perpetrators and victims were very old (and had sometimes even died), written evidence was systematically being destroyed. Furthermore, part of the society was unwilling to help as it had wanted the criminal system to remain operational.

On November 13th 1991, the Act No. 480/1991 on the Era of non-Freedom was adopted by the Federal Assembly as a sign of political compromise declaring: “Between 1948 and 1989, the Communist regime breached human rights and even its own laws.” This act stated simultaneously that the legal acts adopted during this era may only be annulled by special acts.

It was as late as on July 9th 1993 that people managed to put through the Act No. 198/1993 Sb. on Illegality of the Communist Regime and on Resistance to it. This was an expression that people knew it was necessary to reappraise the Communist regime. The Czech Parliament representatives said that the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, its management and members are responsible for the type of government in our country in the 1948–1989 period, “which especially refers to the organized destruction of traditional European civilization values, to the wittingly committed breaches of human rights and freedoms, to the moral and economic decay accompanied by judicial crimes and terror against people who have another opinion – all of this having been done by replacing a functional market economy by a centrally organized one, by destroying traditional approaches towards property rights, by misuse of education, science and...”

1 Michal Reiman: O komunistickém totalitarií a o tom, co s ním souvisí, Praha: Nakladatelství Karolinum, Praha, 2000, 62.
2 This refers to the number of convicted people who were rehabilitated later on according to Act No. 119/1990 Sb., but excluding the people convicted by military courts. František Gebauer, Karel Kaplan, František Koudelka, Rudolf Vyhnalé, eds., Soudní perzekuce politické povahy v Československu 1948–1989, Statistický přehled, Praha: ÚSD AV ČR, 1993, 64.
3 Otakar Liška a kol., eds., Tresty smrti vykonané v Československu v letech 1918–1989, Sešity No. 2, Praha: ÚDv, 2006; Ivo Pejčoch, Vojáci na popravišti, Cheb: Svět křídel, 2011. There is a specific category of several thousands of people killed or tortured to death in custody, prisons, penitentiaries or forced labor camps.
The law stated that the Communist regime including those who had been supporting it, had committed the following:

a/ deprived its citizens of any opportunity to freely express their political will, forced them to hide their opinion about the situation within the country and made them say they agreed even with things they actually regarded as a lie or a crime – all this being done under the threat of persecution of the people, their families or friends,

b/ abused human rights systematically and consistently, suppressing certain political, social or religious groups of people,

c/ breached the fundamental principles of a democratic constitutional state, international contracts and even its own laws, posing thus the Communist Party’s and its representatives’ will and interests above the level of law,

d/ ade use of any power instruments for the purposes of persecution, especially:

- executed, murdered, incarcerated people in prisons and forced labor camps, making use of brutal methods including physical and psychological torture and exposure to inhuman ordeals during investigations and during incarcerations,
- deprived people arbitrarily of property and breached their property rights,
- hindered people from doing their employment, occupation or function and prevented them from achieving a university or vocational degree,
- hindered them from travelling freely abroad or returning back freely,
- drafted people for army service in the Technical Support Battalions or in the Technical Battalions for an indefinite period of time,

e/ the regime didn’t hesitate to commit crimes in order to achieve its targets, enabling crimes to be committed with impunity and offering unjustified benefits to those participating in those crimes and persecutions,

f/ formed an alliance with a foreign power upholding the above-mentioned state of affairs with this power’s occupation army from 1968 onwards."

The law stated that the functionaries, organizers and instigators within the communist regime and its political as well as ideological sphere are entirely co-responsible for the crimes that had been committed as well as for other issues.

The regime based upon Communist ideology which had absolute power from February 25th 1948 until November 17th 1989 in respect of governing the country and the Czechoslovak people’s fate, was declared to be criminal, illegal and desppicable especially due to the above-mentioned acts. Furthermore, the Communist Party was declared to be a criminal and despicable organization, like other organizations based upon its ideology, i.e. organizations that strived for the suppression of human rights and the democratic system.7

Again, the act declared support for anybody who had been unjustly affected or persecuted by the regime, but who had not been supporting this regime stating that such a person deserved some kind of participation and moral satisfaction. Additionally, the Czech government was empowered to make up for some injustices committed towards Communist regime opponents or towards people affected by this regime’s persecutions – be it in the social, health or financial sphere. What followed during the next decade of government was social support for former political prisoners, for people sent to military forced labor camps or to technical support battalions, or for people who were arrested or exmatriculated etc.

CRIMINAL PROSECUTION OF THE CRIMES OF THE PREVIOUS POWER

This very important legal standard significantly influenced the subsequent criminal prosecution of Communist crimes. The period between February 25th 1948 and December 29th 1989 still didn’t count as being part of the limitation period “if a politically motivated final court conviction or acquittal had been proclaimed that would be incompatible with the fundamental principles of the constitutional order within a democratic state.” This paragraph enabled the Office for the Documentation and the Investigation of the Crimes of Communism, the prosecuting offices and the courts to continue criminally prosecuting the Communist regime representatives.

Last but not least, this act significantly set the way towards establishing a legal standard regulating rebellion and resistance against the Communist regime which on the one hand provided for these movements to be put on the same level as resistance against the Nazi regime and furthermore led to these movements being acknowledged: “The people’s resistance against this regime which they expressed – be it individually or in a group – due to their politically, religiously or morally guided democratic conviction through rebelling against the regime or through another activity or which they expressed wittingly and in public, on national territory or abroad, even in an alliance with a foreign democratic power, was a legitimate, justified act which deserves to be acknowledged.”

The fact that the Communist Party has not been banned, the fight for its electorate, the significant polarization of legislative acts addressing significant problems with the totalitarian past, or rather with the necessary transformation of the legal system, public administration and the whole society during the transition from the totalitarian regime towards a democracy caused the process of putting through the legislative as well as factual means for at least a partial remedy to these problems to last until now – and this is definitely to be regarded as a negative aspect.

STATUS OF INVESTIGATING AUTHORITIES

The first specialized institution to have been established was the Department for Documentation and Investigation of State Security Activities under the Federal Ministry of the Interior set up in the middle of September 1991, which was directly controlled by the minister who had the task of analyzing archive materials, dealing with proposals made by natural as well as legal persons in relation to the State Security, and who was to investigate crimes committed by members of the Communist secret police. Although the volume of staff under the guidance of Jiří Šetina didn’t exceed twenty people, this department managed to process 56 proposals during 1991 and 245 in 1992.

7 For comparison, see Pavel Žaček, Boje o minulost. Deset let vyrovnavání se komunistickou minulostí, Brno: Barrister & Principal, 2000, 67–68.
Shortly before Czechoslovakia broke up into the Czech Republic and Slovakia, to be more precise – in November 1992 – the department was transformed into a new Office for Documentation and Investigation of State Security Activities, under the Investigation Office for the Czech Republic. The management of the Office for Documentation and Investigation presided over by the political prisoner Lubomír Blažek preferred to gradually educate its own investigators and documentarians (experts). Logically, the demands on the respective police officers and civil employees were very high as far as suitable character requirements were concerned – no one compromised by a burdening relationship towards the pre-revolutionary power could become an employee of this office.8

The Coordination Centre for the Documentation and Investigation of Violence against the Czech Nation from 8. 5. 1945 until 31. 12. 1989, i.e. an office that was part of the General Prosecuting Office of the Czech Republic and managed directly by the General Prosecutor, was founded in March 1993. The coordination centre’s main task was solving crimes against peace and humanity, or possibly further extraordinarily severe crimes committed in relation to citizens, and deducing the legal responsibility for the revealed illegal acts. Solving these crimes was to refer both to illegally acting people, as well as to leading functionaries who had caused or ordered such an activity. Apart from solving, documenting and investigating, the coordination centre was to carry out an analysis and publish the specific results of its activities.

Yet the investigation files from the former Investigation Directorate at the State Security became the main information sources. The coordination centre employees tried to secure further information and evidence via questionnaires that were to serve for recording cases of persecution and to note down specific testimonies.

From May until November 1993, the coordination centre received 538 applications, solving 214 of these cases: 7 were passed on for criminal prosecution, 10 were postponed, 7 were referred to the Office for Documentation and the Investigation, 19 to another department within the General Prosecuting Office, 28 to the Regional Prosecuting Offices, 3 to the Central Military Prosecuting Office, 140 cases were terminated another way.

The transformation process from the prosecuting offices to the Prosecutor's Offices was accompanied by this office’s new orientation and by the new title of the authority – Centre for Documentation of the Unlawfulness of the Communist Regime of the Ministry of Justice of the Czech Republic.9

It was as late as on the advent of the Act on the Illegality of the Communist regime and Resistance against it when it was stated that the period from February 25th 1945 until December 29th 1989 does not count as a limitation period "if a politically motivated final court conviction or acquittal had been proclaimed that would be incompatible with the fundamental principles of the constitutional order within a democratic state." (§ 5). This paragraph de facto provided for the investigation and criminal prosecution of some of the most severe communist crimes.10

Until December 1993, the Office for documentation and investigation dealt with 1,135 suggestions directed at State security members concluding 616 cases. It mainly focused on files that had been handed over after the inspection of the Federal Ministry of the Interior had been abolished. Approximately 200 suggestions referred to people labelled as secret collaborators – agents where the criminal prosecution of an unknown delinquent was demanded.11

In spite of this, it had been demonstrated by the years of 1993/1994 that the Office for the Investigation and Prosecution which was de facto the only state institution responsible for reappraising the past, had been founded too late and vested with too little powers. It appeared on the stage at a time when the deceitful opinion among most of its partners – the administrators of the secret archive materials – prevailed that they had already completed the reappraisal process with the past.

In March 1994, an agreement was concluded between the office and the centre in order to prevent the duplicity of new applications. In August 1994, the office’s management stated that it was focusing on 1,400 cases, estimating that it would be possible to start criminal prosecution in about less than one percent of the cases.

By the end of the limitation period for a public official’s abuse of power (which is by December 29th 1994), the Office for Documentation and the Investigation of Crimes of the State Security concluded 1,055 applications; in 44 cases, the investigators filed charges against the respective people.12

In January 1995, the office and the centre were united and the Office for the Documentation and Investigation of the Crimes of Communism was founded, chaired by the dissident and politician Václav Benda. Defining the new office’s competence, the Minister of the Interior made use of § 5 of the above-mentioned act that defined the limitation periods in the Communist era. Apart from checking notifications and applications as well as investigating crimes committed by Communist functionaries, organizers and supporters in the period from February 25th 1945 until December 29th 1989, the office was to focus on reports, suggestions, investigations of crimes and on detecting the perpetrators. Last but not least, it was to collect, evaluate and document facts and activities connected to the illegality of the Communist regime and the support against it.

In November 1995, V. Benda said in one of the interviews he gave about the Office for the Documentation and Investigation that this office represents "a unique investigation authority of this kind within the whole post-communist block, vested with the full powers of a police force, yet being confined to the 1948–1989 era and to crimes that can be characterized as having been committed under political pressure. In contrast to usual investigation units and taking into consideration the above-mentioned restrictions we are also obliged to document crimes that cannot be prosecuted due to the perpetrators having died or due to insufficient evidence." He described the Czech Republic’s approach in reappraising the totalitarian past as "hesitant, but in a way purposeful" because "we intend to gradually reappraise the past."13

Carrying out its activities, the investigation department paid due respect to the Constitution of the Czech Republic and

8 Žáček, Boje o minulost, 59–60.
9 Ibid., 60–65.
13 Ibid., 80–81.
the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms following the Criminal Code, the Criminal Act, the Act on the Police of the Czech Republic and other legal rules and internal standards applicable to the police and the Ministry of the Interior. It started its investigations based upon suggestions and criminal information handed in by natural and legal persons, or upon its own initiative which was mostly based upon archive materials having been researched by the documentation sector with a specific suspicion that a crime had been committed or possibly, based upon information that resulted from already ongoing investigations.14

IDENTIFICATION OF THE CRIMINALS OF THE TOTALITARIAN REGIME

The Office for the Documentation and Investigation focused on investigating more important cases related to high-ranking party and security nomenclatura within the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (high treason of 1968), or on cases related to medium- and higher-ranking security apparatus posts (e.g. the "Asanace" (Sanitation) campaign, i.e. the forced removal of unpleasant people to foreign countries), shooting on the border or the escapes from forced labor camps, or the torture methods applied by investigators during the fifties.15

At the end of 1996, the investigators pertaining to the Office for the Documentation and Investigation were in the process of criminally prosecuting 110 people. In 30 cases, the investigation was concluded and passed on to the prosecutor's office with the proposal to file charges. In approximately 8 cases, the action was brought before the court. The office was forced to stop several other criminal prosecutions or to postpone them – due to failure of evidence, the perpetrator having died or due to other reasons. At that time, director Benda declared: "The harsh reality is that most of the crimes will remain unpunished. Let's not deceive ourselves that we could punish all the evil that has been committed during the 42 years of the Communist regime. Our work mainly serves the future, creating a constitutional state. We do want to reestablish the knowledge that any crime, be it a crime committed with the utmost support from above, can be punished once. We do want that anybody who committed such crimes lives in fear until the end of his days that he may have to reap the consequences of his behavior."

In April 1997, the overall number of accused people decreased to 100, yet altogether, 13 people were charged, and 4 people faced trials. One month later, V. Benda mentioned: "Currently, more than 100 people are being prosecuted and we are counting with the option of prosecuting several other hundreds, yet within two or three years, this number shall be reduced to about one tenth. It's realistic to assume that a more complete documentation of the crimes of communism will consume another ten to fifteen years." He again stressed the international scope of the office's activity: "We are the only regular police authority of this type within the countries of the former Eastern Block. Not even the Gauck-Authority in Germany, which has three thousand five hundred employees, is an institution with this purpose. At first, our concept had been doubted by people from abroad, but the situation has radically changed. We are now being admired by the West and the East, people are trying to establish similar institutions."

During 1997, the Office for the Documentation and Investigation of the Crimes of Communism was also entrusted with some cases falling into the time period prior to February 1948. This was one of the reasons why the Minister of the Interior broadened the power of this authority to crimes committed in the time from 1939 to 1945 "on citizens of Roma origin in connection to the Protectorate authorities that founded and managed punitive detention camps".

By the end of 1997, the office had processed 39 proposals for indictment, the state prosecutors accused 25 people, yet hitherto, only one had been sentenced – the former State Security officer Jaroslav Daniel. At that time, director Benda complained about some judges’ "ideological" approach. "I underline that this isn't a universally present phenomenon but it's the case of individual judges who are starting to interpret the cases in a purely ideological way. I would say that this is a large-scale offensive intended to stop the prosecution of communist crimes from the previous era..."

Following the elections of 1998 won by the Social Democratic Party which was the sole party to form the government, indiffer-ence about the office's activity prevailed and changes in its management were carried out with bureaucratization and subsequent ineffectiveness prevailing and almost wiping out the inves-tigation of crimes and the documentation of power support during the communist regime era. The office's management basically switched to a rigid mode where quality was replaced by quantity. The fact that the leading functionaries from this office hardly appeared in the media and that the subordinates received hardly any support, furthermore meant that the office which had been initiating a qualified discourse in society and determining the topics of discussions turned into a toothless institution, some kind of alibi established by the state and the police for the political prisoners and for foreign countries.17

In spite of that, the Crime Act Amendment introduced by Act No. 327/1999 Sb. succeeded in prolonging the limitation period thanks to the provision of § 67 subs. 1 letter b) of the Crime Act from ten to twelve years stipulating at the same time the impre-scriptibility of a limited scope of crimes (listed in § 67a letter d) of the Crime Act). The punishability of the crimes committed in the period from February 25th 1948 until December 29th 1989 didn't end after the limitation period of these crimes ran out "where the maximum period of imprisonment is at least ten years, if a politically motivated final court conviction or acquittal had been proclaimed that would be incompatible with the fundamen-tal principles of the constitutional order within a democratic state, and if these crimes were either committed by public officials or in connection to prosecuting individuals or groups due to political, racial or religious reasons."18

In spite of the crisis, investigating Communist crimes didn't stop. In 2005, the structure of the former Communist regime representatives criminally prosecuted by the Office for the Documentation and Investigation of the Crimes of Communism under the Criminal Police Administration was as follows: 114 National Security Corps members (there were 2 members of the Police with the other prosecuted people coming from the State Security – including chiefs of units within the political police), 30 border

---

14 Pavel Gregor, "Informace o činnosti odboru vyšetřování", in Securitas Imperi, 2006, (14), 424.
16 Žáček, Boje o minulost, 79–85.
18 Gregor, "Informace o činnosti odboru vyšetřování", 424.
guard members, 13 Communist Party nomenclatura cadre members (including people from the Federal and National Ministry of the Interior) seven judges, six prison guards, four prosecutors (one of them being an investigator), two military intelligence members, state administration functionaries and doctors, one General Staff of the Czechoslovak People’s Army member and one intelligence member.\textsuperscript{19}

By October 2006 the criminal prosecution of 188 people had started; and in 98 of these cases, the state prosecutor agreed with the investigation results, i.e. came to the conclusion that a crime had been committed and that it had been committed by the accused person. 29 people were finally convicted, 21 of these people received a suspended sentence with a probation period. Furthermore, the courts came to final conclusions in the cases of 48 people who were acquitted or where criminal prosecution was stopped due to amnesty, as a result of a limitation period having run out or due to death. As far as the other cases are concerned, no final decision was arrived at.

After the checking procedure, the investigation department decided to put aside 700 other cases and in 450 of these cases it came to the conclusion that it wasn’t possible to prove that a crime had been committed (§ 159a subs. 1 Criminal Code); in 123 cases, the suspect had died or been granted amnesty which prevented the opening of criminal proceedings (§159a subs. 2 Criminal Code); and in 127 cases, the reason for putting the cases aside was that it wasn’t possible to detect facts which would enable the opening of the respective person’s criminal proceedings (§ 159a subs. 4 Criminal Code).\textsuperscript{20}

At the end of 2006, the Ministry of the Interior management decided to transfer 22 workplaces from the documentation department, i.e. people who were in no way linked to the course of the investigation itself, to the Department of Security Services of the Ministry of the Interior (which was carried out on February 1st and on July 15th 2007) - this was part of the preparations for adopting the act on establishing the National Memory Institute (respectively Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes and Security Services Archive). The Office for the Documentation and Investigation furthermore had 36 system-internal police staff and 2 civil employees.

According to statistics provided by the Office for the Documentation and Investigation of the Crimes of Communism, this office prosecuted 212 people in 114 criminal cases during the period ranging from 1995 until 2013. This institution’s police officers filed 113 proposals for action at the respective prosecuting offices (36 of these were placed repeatedly) related to 136 accused people. The prosecutors subsequently accused 112 people in 84 (21× repeatedly) cases. Until now, the courts have come to a final decision related to 54 people. According to available information, the lowest sentence was a 1 year suspended sentence with a probation period of 18 months and the highest sentence 6 years of unconditional detention. This statistic does not include data on people criminally prosecuted or sentenced prior to the Office for the Documentation and Investigation’s establishment.

Furthermore, during the same period, there were 41 actions initiated at the Supreme Prosecuting Office in Brno for extraordinary remedies to achieve the respective courts’ final decision (this referred to a total of 106 people). This number consisted of:

- 16 applications for complaints initiated due to a breach of law resulting in a disadvantage to the accused,
- 11 applications for reviews of an appeal, again resulting in a disadvantage to the accused people,
- 12 applications for complaints initiated due to a breach of law resulting in an advantage for the accused – referring to the period prior to 1989 (the so-called remaining penalty),
- 2 applications for revision.

Hitherto, the Supreme Court of the Czech Republic has given its approval in 25 cases, whereas in 15 cases, the application was rejected.

The Office for the Documentation and Investigation also handed over information regarding crimes of aliens from the former USSR, Bulgaria, Hungary, the former GDR and Poland through the channels of international judicial assistance.\textsuperscript{21}

**LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

Finally, it remains to be stated that also striving for the punishment of communist crimes was part of the transformation process – on the one hand, this was promoted as part of the process of introducing justice and on the other hand, it formed an indispensible condition for establishing a constitutional state. The process of criminal law reappraisal of the totalitarian past is to be commenced once the political conditions following the fall of the totalitarian regime enable this. If it is possible, a special police and judicial body shall be entrusted with investigating these specific crimes and this authority shall be composed of uncompromised people who are free of any connections to the former totalitarian regime (which also applies to judges who would lack any connections to the policy of the past). Above all, these investigation authorities’ attention should be drawn to solving cases of murder, torture, politically motivated executions, judicial crimes and unclear deaths, manslaughter on the border and also corruption.

Punishing the most severe crimes committed by a totalitarian power is an important element of reestablishing the constitutional state and also represents an indispensible form of prevention against any other attempt which would lead to the usurpation of power. In this sense, it also needs to be stressed that restoring justice is a very difficult legal process where it’s necessary to tackle retroactivity, presidential pardons etc., including a different approach towards the accused who are using all the conveniences available in a constitutional state to defend themselves. Prosecuting the judicial system’s employees, especially the judges, remains another specific issue.

\textsuperscript{19} Pavel Žáček, “Ufod dokumentace a vyšetřování zločinů komunismu”, in Památí národa, 2005, (2), 83.

\textsuperscript{20} Gregor, “Informace o činnosti odboru vyšetřování”, 425.
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INTRODUCTION

When the Communists took over power in February 1948, a period of a mass persecution of real or potential opponents of the new regime began in Czechoslovakia. In investigations and the following trials, there were illegalities consisting in counterfeiting of the evidence, provocations, fabricated accusations of "crimes against the state", falsifications of expert opinions and using bestial methods of violence and psychological terror towards the imprisoned. Due to such methods of the police and judicial bodies, tens of thousands of Czechoslovak citizens were condemned to many years of imprisonment or to life sentences, more than two hundred people were executed for political reasons.

Efforts to re-open some trials or to open new trials of some cases were made by the convicts themselves already in the early 1950s. This actually happened to a very limited extent and the trials started to reopen approximately in 1954. For the re-examination of some show trials, the state gradually established several investigation commissions that looked at these cases, however, basically all of the show trials concerned the former members of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia – the victims of purges in the party. These commissions entered into history either under the name of the communist officer who was at its head, or of the place where it held its sessions. They are the Barák's Commission (1955–1957), Kolder's Commission (1962–1963) and Barnabite Commission (1963). The last commission called Piller's Commission (1968–1971) also looked at other cases, not only at cases concerning the Communist Party.1

In general, the state tried to deal with the prisoners' situation from the 1950s by declaring two extensive general pardons in 1960 and in 1962. However, these were not the general pardons of the President of the Republic in its proper sense as we know them from the period after the fall of communism in 1989. In fact, it was the leadership of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia that decided authoritatively on their scope. By declaring these general pardons, the top apparatus of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia intended to avoid revealing the truth about the course of the show trials from the beginning of its rule, to "come to terms" with its history, and, at the same time, if possible, to look like someone "who showed good will". However, the objective to trigger positive reactions, if there were to be some, did not work. The former political prisoners released from prison both before and during these general pardons, did not feel that they got any moral or social satisfaction in this way. Moreover, even after their release from prison, the former prisoners had to face the consequences of their conviction, including permanent surveillance by the State Security or difficulties in getting a job, linked with the ban on re-entering their original profession.

Persecution of the convicts' families was not an exception either. Their children were not allowed to study at high schools or universities because of the "inconvenient cadre profile" of their parents, and if they exceptionally could, they were not allowed to freely choose the field of study they were interested in.

Complaints about illegal investigations and judgements were increased over the years and information about the course and the background of the show trials were brought to light. The public was more and more interested in these issues and the call for rectification of former crimes in the changing political climate became one of the key moments that contributed to the change in society and to the formation of opposition forces leading to the Prague Spring in 1968.2 During this period, the reformist wing of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia got more and more support, promoting "socialism with a human face", i.e. political loosening in general and at least a partial democratisation of the situation in the state. At that time, the debate about the possibility of anchoring the judicial rehabilitation in a separate act was stirred. A supporter of this idea was also the group of the "reformed" Communists formed mainly by the recently rehabilitated Communist Party members who were condemned in the 1950s.3 The rehabilitation of both communist and non-communist victims of past unlawfulness by means of a legal measure was included in the Action Programme of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia4 in April 1968, and soon after preparations of the act was launched on request of the Presidium of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia.

K 231 – ASSOCIATION OF FORMER POLITICAL PRISONERS

In the relaxed social environment which even favoured various civic activities for a short period, the idea of creating an association of former political prisoners was revived. It was a very large group as, according to estimates of that time, the number of individuals condemned over the two decades, from 1948 to 1968, mainly on the basis of Act No. 50/1923 Sb., on the Republic Protection, and Act No. 231/1948 Sb., on Protection of the Democratic People's Republic, reached up to 128,000 people.5 At the end of March 1968, the constituent meeting of the preparatory committee of Klub 231 (also referred to as "K 231 – Association of former political prisoners")

1 About these commissions: Josef Halla, Průběh a podmínky rehabilitací a odškodnění v českých zemích, in Hynek Fajmon, ed., Sovětská okupace Československa a její oběti, Brno: CDK, 2005, 85–97.
2 Karel Kaplan, Pavel Paleček, Komunistický režim a politické procesy v Československu, Brno: Barrister & Principal, 2001, 212.
or simply “K 231”) was summoned in Prague where several thousand people gathered. The name of the club symbolically referred to the number of the already mentioned Act No. 231/1948 Sb. During the following three months, the club established committees in all the regions and approximately 80,000 people were interested in membership. The main topic of the discussions of the club members, which was one of the fundamental reasons why political prisoners organised themselves in this way, was the judicial rehabilitation. The rehabilitation would result in a restoration of their societal and social status and bring them moral satisfaction.

At first, the K 231 truly could contribute, together with various institutions, to the preparation of the rehabilitation act. The most important thing the club leadership emphasised was the blanket rehabilitation, that is that the majority of persons would be rehabilitated directly by law. Only in cases when a person was judged, besides being judged for political acts, for a delict of criminal nature (battery, rape, murder, etc.), individual investigation was to be carried out. In May 1968, the legal commission of the K 231 even drafted its own bill called act on general reconciliation that was submitted for further negotiations. However, the individual assessment model for each demand was pushed through and the concepts of the association were not carried out. The main reason for the refusal of the proposal of general rehabilitation was that the rehabilitation would deny by law the Czechoslovak legislation itself and recognize it as being unlawful and that there would be a “risk” that even those who were “sentenced fairly” would be rehabilitated by court. Moreover, under pressure from Moscow, the whole Presidium of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia opposed the official authorisation for the K 231 to be a legally operating organisation, including the Czechoslovak pro-reform Communists. A campaign was launched aimed at dishonouring the club and damaging its reputation in the public eye and making any kind of its operation impossible.

On 25 June 1968, the National Assembly enacted Act No. 82/1968 Sb., on Judicial Rehabilitation. Even though it was the first serious attempt to comprehensively rectify the persecutions from 1948 to the enactment of the cited act, its wording was disappointing for the former political prisoners.

**ACT NO. 82/1968 SB., ON JUDICIAL REHABILITATION**

According to the legislative body, the act was supposed to ensure a quick and effective rectification of injustices caused in the previous period to citizens by the unlawful use of criminal repression. However, in the preamble of the act, it was clearly stated that rehabilitation regards only those convicts who became the “victims” of the investigation and judicial system of the past period: “… In the first place, it is necessary that citizens who were convicted and punished as saboteurs of socialism, although they did not violate the interests of the socialist society by committing any criminal activity, be urgently and fully rehabilitated.” The explanatory memorandum of the act states that “deformations in the department of criminal justice affected many citizens, judgements and heavy punishments especially because of crimes against the republic also concerned those citizens who were not enemies of the socialist establishment and did not develop any criminal activities against it: on the contrary, they were usually […] active builders of socialism.” So, the act applied to the above mentioned citizens; on the other hand, the citizens who actively opposed the communist regime, and were therefore, according to the legislative body, judged “rightfully,” were excluded from the act. “However, it is not possible to remove acts of revolutionary legality, weaken or even deny the socialist legal order. The rehabilitation cannot apply to enemies of building socialism who violated the valid laws by their crimes against the republic […] and were rightfully punished by these laws.”

The review of cases started on 24 October 1948, i.e. the enactment day of Act No. 231/1948 Sb., on the Protection of the Democratic People’s Republic. Pursuant to the act, the review concerned convictions in criminal cases which were ruled in the original proceedings in the first instance by a/ the Supreme Court b/ the former State Court, established by Act No. 231/1948 Sb., or/ the Regional Court or Higher Military Tribunal from 1 January 1953 to 31 July 1965.

And it was in the trials before these institutions when the biggest gross violation of lawfulness occurred systematically from 1949 to 1956, and to a lesser extent, later in several waves until July 1965.
The review proceeding took place before special panels of the Regional and Higher Military Tribunals in the first instance, and in the second instance, i.e. after the appeal of the claimant against the judgement of the first instance, before the special panel of the Supreme Court. Such court panels, created especially for the needs of the Rehabilitation Act and formed by three professional judges for the first instance and by five professional judges in the second instance, were to ensure quick and correct court proceedings. The proceedings were initiated at the request of the convicts, and in the case of their death, of their relatives in the direct line (grandparents, parents, children, grand-children, great-grandchildren) or their siblings, adoptive parents, adoptees, spouses and partners. The proposal to initiate the review proceeding of a given case could have been submitted by the prosecutor himself, for example in the case that the formerly convicted person died and none of the entitled persons submitted a request for a review. Social organisations were denied the right to submit a proposal, on the grounds that “it could lead to reproaches and suspicions of using political influence and exerting a certain pressure.”

It was possible to submit the proposal both in a written form and in the form of a testimony in the record at a competent court panel. At the same time, it was also possible to withdraw the proposal. After that, the court asked for all the necessary documents and the addressed national bodies concerned, as well as social and economic organisations, were obliged to provide all the documents regarding the case to the court, if they had them. Thus, they could not deny providing the documents due to the obligation of keeping state, service or economic secrets in the case of matters linked with the original criminal proceeding.

The act cancelled in a blanket manner only some less serious cases that were not originally created by a court decision. These were mainly decisions on placement into Forced Labour Camps which were made by a three-member commission subordinate to the competent Regional National Committees. The act enumerated and stipulated the only reasons for which it was possible to cancel the original legally effective judgement of a conviction in the review procedure and to replace it with a new statement: “If the panel rules that the reviewed decision is defective because:

a/ it was made on the basis of wrong findings, especially that it was based on artificially falsified accusations, or fake or falsified evidence,

b/ procedural rules were grossly violated, especially by enforcing a confession by violence or in other illegal ways,

c/ the activity which the convicting decision was based on was provoked, organised or directed by security bodies,

d/ the act was recognized as criminal in contradiction to the criminal law,

e/ the act was qualified more strictly than it ensues from the act,

f/ the type of penalty imposed was clearly in contradiction to its legal purpose, or the level of the penalty was in clear disproportion to the level of danger of the act to society, it will cancel the decision, either fully, or partially (the part which is defective), and it will decide on the case using its own judgement.”

In the opposite case, the panel rejected the proposal by its ruling.

The act looked quite extensively at the material indemnity of the rehabilitated persons. The original estimates of expenses by the state amounted to approximately 2.5 billion Czechoslovak Crowns (Kčs). The granted indemnity was supposed to cover the compensation of lost wages calculated according to average earnings that the rehabilitated persons earned before they were imprisoned and to the time of their imprisonment. There was a limit in the provision of this compensation – the amount of the compensation could not exceed 20,000 Czechoslovak Crowns a year. Moreover, the indemnity was reduced by finances that the former prisoners earned during their service of the term of imprisonment.

Furthermore, the rehabilitated persons were entitled to an indemnity for health damage that they sustained during their custody and imprisonment and its maximum amount was 40,000 Czechoslovak Crowns. The financial indemnity was awarded to the rehabilitated persons even in cases where they lost earnings due to their inability to work or to their lower ability to work caused by the imprisonment. However, the exact limit was set in this case as well – the indemnity together with the wage and pension was not allowed to exceed the amount of 1,600 Czechoslovak Crowns.

If the rehabilitated person made a claim for an indemnity of the paid costs of the criminal procedure, custody and service of the term of imprisonment, costs of defence or financial penalty, i.e. issues that were usually an integral part of the original punishment, these issues could be dealt with within the rehabilitation procedure and financially refunded by the state, too. The act included the possibility of returning the confiscated property or the forfeited thing to the rehabilitated person after the former judgement. The act preferred “natural restitution”, however, if this was not possible or effective, it provided for the possibility to have the “lost” property reimbursed by the state via the Ministry of Justice.

However, the act did not affect the provisions of the then in force criminal code stipulating that the entitlement to indemnity did not appertain to the former prisoner under certain circumstances. The indemnity for the service of the term of imprisonment could not be awarded to a person who, according to the statement of the court, “caused” the custody by himself, e.g. by an attempt to escape. Furthermore, it could not be awarded to a defendant who was acquitted or if a decision not to proceed with the case was taken due to a general pardon.

A very important fact regarding regaining the standard of living of the former political prisoners is that the act provided the rehabilitated person the possibility to modify the height of their pension. The financial indemnity was awarded to the rehabilitated persons even in cases where they lost earnings due to their inability to work or to their lower ability to work caused by the imprisonment. The time of imprisonment was therefore added to the time of working years of the rehabilitated persons, as if they had worked all this time in the job they had had before their conviction.
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If the convicted and then rehabilitated person did not live to see the act in force, their heirs by intestacy were allowed to make a claim for the indemnity. If a person who was executed or died while serving the term of imprisonment was rehabilitated, the person who was factually provided with support and maintenance by the convict during his life or whom the convict was obliged to provide support and maintenance on a legal ground had the right to claim the indemnity of the lost support and maintenance. The basis for calculation of the compensating financial amount was again the average earnings the convicted persons received before the launch of the criminal prosecution against them.

With regard to the amount of the claims, the act stipulated that the persons concerned were paid compensation of 20,000 Czechoslovak Crowns in cash, and if the amount was higher, the rest was paid in government interest-bearing bonds, payable within 10 years at the latest.

When the rehabilitation judgement was made, both the formerly convicted person and the survivors were able to ask for its satisfaction. The financial costs for publication of the rehabilitation judgement, usually in the same media the former convicting verdict was published, were covered by the state.

The legal provision on making persons who participated in the illegular investigations responsible to become crucial. The criminality of such acts was not to be barred by the statute of limitations before 1 January 1973, unless these criminal offences were already time-barred on the date of the effective day of the rehabilitation act. Therefore, the concept of retroactive effectiveness, which would restore the criminality of acts that were already time-barred, was not accepted with the reasoning that it would be in contradiction with the basic principles of the criminal law. The Rehabilitation Act introduced a provision stipulating that members of the security apparatus who repeatedly and provably acted illegally and occupied public positions in the effective period of the act had to resign from their positions. The level of their guilt was to be assessed by workers of special three-member commissions established at the Ministry of the Interior, Ministry of Defence, General Prosecutor’s Office, or eventually in other state bodies as needed. The decision on removing them from their position or on dismissal from their job could still be changed by a high commission which was to be created by the decision of the National Assembly and which the concerned person could appeal to against the decision of the first instance. However, such punishments of former investigators were probably carried out rather sporadically; there is no research depicting this topic. As far as the representatives of the judicial apparatus, i.e. judges or prosecutors, are concerned, the Rehabilitation Act established a review commission – a “disciplinary panel” formed by judges elected by the parliament which was supposed to look at individual cases. Nevertheless, there is no factual information either about investigations of the given persons or about their consequent punishments.

In general, we can state that only a few people from the State Security and Counter-Intelligence Corps stood trial and were convicted for cruelties which the imprisoned had to face during their custody. The judicial representatives who participated in the show trials imposing and executing death penalties were never investigated, let alone prosecuted, for their actions. Unfortunately, with only one exception, they were not prosecuted after the fall of the communist regime in Czechoslovakia either.

To conclude this chapter we can state that pursuant to the act, requests for review could be submitted until 1 August 1969 and 23,306 people did so. Until the amendment of the act in July 1970, 2,898 individual requests were heard, out of which 1,950 (65.2 °) claimants were fully acquitted, 247 claimants (8.3 °) benefited from the decision not to proceed with the case, the sentence was commuted for 157 persons (5.3 °) and 635 requests (21.2 °) were denied as unjustified. Out of the rest, 455 requests were withdrawn by the claimants before the court made a decision and 721 were transmitted to other institutions to deal with them. With regard to the total number of convicts in politically motivated trials estimated at hundreds of thousands between 1948–1965, the result of the Rehabilitation Act was quite poor. It was caused, besides other things, by another important fact: until then, there were actually no staff changes in the judicial apparatus and the courts employed the same judges as in the 1950s.

**AMENDMENT TO THE REHABILITATION ACT**

As has already been mentioned, the existing studies state that about 24,000 requests were submitted pursuant to Act No. 82/1968 Sb., on Judicial Rehabilitation. This number would have been higher if the political situation had not changed after the occupation of Czechoslovakia by the armies of five states of the Warsaw Pact on 21 August 1968. This tragic event launched a “normalization process” of the situation in the country and it had the following impact on the topic in question – the 1968 Rehabilitation Act was amended. The amendment, signed by state representatives on 8 July 1970, entered into force on 17 July 1970, modified and, in fact, destroyed the meaning of the Rehabilitation Act. It significantly limited the scope of the reviewed issues which in practice meant it made the rehabilitation of former political prisoners more difficult. Due to the amendment, many of the former prisoners did not even submit their request.

The explanatory memorandum, drafted to the Act on Judicial Rehabilitation amendment on the occasion of the Presidium of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia meeting on 19 June 1970, states that “the findings collected by the General Prosecutor’s Office of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and the Supreme Court of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic during 1969 on the implementation of Act No. 82/1968 Sb., on Judicial Rehabilitation, indicated many
serious deficiencies.”33 Some of them, allegedly e.g. the insufficient activity of prosecutors before the special panels or the incomplete investigation of the facts by the court, were, according to the memorandum, removed by organisational measures; others were found to be caused by the wording of some provisions of the act itself, and therefore, it was necessary to amend it.\textsuperscript{34} The amendment changed the limit date until which the judgements were examined, from the originally stipulated 31 July 1965 to 31 December 1956 (!), and also excluded the alleged “issues of a criminal nature” from the review proceeding.\textsuperscript{35} It completely removed several sections from the act, including the section which obliged the witnesses, or more precisely all state bodies and social and economic organisations, to submit the required material on request, as well as to otherwise satisfy the demands of the special court panel. At the same time, it denied these bodies and organisations the possibility to refuse to do so due to their obligation to keep the state, service or economic secret. The reasoning for such a significant interference into the wording of the act was that in some cases, it is absolutely necessary for the state secret to be kept. Another important intervention and one of the main reasons why the amendment was according to the explanatory memorandum necessary, was a modification of section 15: “Decisions of the panel.” Newly, the amendment “excluded the possibility to cancel the original judgement only on the basis of serious procedural defects regardless of its factual accuracy.”\textsuperscript{36} The amendment also changed the section which entitled the rehabilitated person to publish the new decision, on the grounds that the publication of decisions on rehabilitation was used to scandalise the investigative, prosecuting and adjudicating bodies.

The obligation to pay for the costs of the review proceeding was also dealt with differently than in the 1968 Rehabilitation Act. The costs of the review proceeding were to be paid by the complainant whose proposal to open the review procedure was refused. In practice, the provision caused a lot of people seeking rehabilitation to prefer to withdraw their request because they feared the obligation to pay such high financial amounts in case of failure.

Moreover, the amendment significantly altered the rules for financial indemnities of the rehabilitated persons, or possibly of their families, to their detriment. Another change was the adoption of a completely new provision which deprived persons “illegally sojourning abroad” of the possibility to request the review procedure, stating that “there is no reason that the law should provide advantages to people who do not respect the legislation of the Republic and harm its interests.”\textsuperscript{37}

\textbf{AFTER 1989}

The fundamental rights of the Czechoslovak citizens were suppressed by repression until November 1989 when mass protests against the communist regime culminated and led to its fall. Very soon after, the question of judicial rehabilitations was raised again. The result of the efforts to abolish the convicting judgements for acts that, in contradiction to democratic society principles defined the communist acts as criminal, and to allow for the full rehabilitation of persons who were sentenced for these acts, was the Act No. 119/1990 Sb., on Judicial Rehabilitation, enacted on 23 April 1990. The act followed up on the legislation of 1968; however, it surpassed it in many respects. It was created in free conditions and it reacted to ideological and power changes in the governing structures. Not only did it allow for legality in the field of criminal law implementation, i.e. it did not rehabilitate only those convictions that were illegal for the illegal procedure in the interpretation and implementation of criminal laws (that is in judicial decisions), but as far as certain crimes, enumerated in the act, are concerned, it was based directly on the illegality of the legislation, i.e. on the illegality of acts in force at that time.\textsuperscript{38}

The act directly stipulated, i.e. without the review proceeding, cancelling the effective judicial decisions made from 25 February 1948 to 1 January 1990 inclusive that the act exhaustively specified and enumerated in sec. 2 (1) (a–f). This provision concerned all the declared convicting judicial decisions, even if they were in the meantime modified by a legal procedure, e.g. by a general pardon or by a pardon awarded by the President, previous rehabilitation, decision on the complaint in violation of the law, in a new trial, etc. Pursuant to Act No. 119/1990 Sb., on Judicial Rehabilitation, approximately 260,000 persons were rehabilitated in a blanket manner.\textsuperscript{39}

The review proceeding applied to decisions on crimes, criminal offences, misdemeanours and less serious crimes that were different from those that were enumerated in the exhaustive list mentioned above. The procedure was initiated in the same way as in the 1968 Rehabilitation Act. Similarly to the previous act, the court had a notification duty, that is if the court learned from its official agenda about a circumstance that could justify the proposal to open a procedure, it had to notify the entitled person who was concerned. The trial took place before the court which made the former, convicting judgement. If the given court did not exist any more, the case was assigned to the court of the subject-matter and local jurisdiction. Some of the provisions, such as the possibility to publish the decision on rehabilitation in the media, but also other, above mentioned provisions, were practically identical to the provisions of the 1968 act. The situation was similar regarding the financial indemnity and evening up the height of the pension, only the amounts calculated as limit amounts differed a little. This act, too, looks at the criminality of persons who participated in illegals at trials that the Rehabilitation act rectified. Pursuant to this act, the limitation period for such a crime (if it had not already been a statute-barred crime or offence before the Act No. 119/1990 Sb., on Judicial Rehabilitation, entered into force) did not end before 1 January 1995. However, only a few such persons were actually prosecuted.

A problematic issue regarding the rehabilitations according to the mentioned act were the “residual sentences” imposed in connection with some earlier convictions. These were, for example, acts qualified as damaging the socialist property, sabotage, possession of weapons, etc., which concerned about 25,000 cases (!). It can be considered as totally absurd that in several cases, residual sentences were imposed on persons who were executed during the regime for political reasons. It was only on the basis of a complaint of the Confederation of political prisoners, an actual
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successor of K 231, that the 1990 act was amended several times in the following two years thanks to which some other cases were solved and the residual sentences abolished. However, the question of the legitimacy of the resistance against the communist regime being a criminal regime remained unnoticed by the legislature for a long time. The rehabilitation of certain resistance fighters, especially those who went in for armed resistance, was still out of sight.

The enactment of Act No. 198/1993 Sb., on Unlawfulness of the Communist Regime and Resistance against It finally opened the way to the rehabilitation of other persons which the previous rehabilitation acts did not apply to. Actually, the above mentioned legal act clearly stated that “the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, its leadership and its members are responsible for the way of governing […] the country between 1948–1989, especially for the programmed destruction of the traditional values of the European civilisation, for the deliberate violation of human rights and freedoms, for moral and economic decline accompanied by judicial crimes and terror against people with different opinions, by replacing a functioning market economy with direct governance, destroying the traditional principles of property rights, abusing education, science and culture for political and ideological purposes, the ruthless destruction of nature.”

The perception of qualification of some criminal offences, considered as criminal even after the enactment of the 1990 Rehabilitation Act, changed and in the new court trials, the already mentioned residual sentences were imposed for these offences.

Nevertheless, as far as the assessment of the acts committed by citizens in their resistance and opposition to the communist totalitarian regime is concerned, the most important act is Act No. 262/2011 Sb., on Participants in Anti-Communist Opposition and Resistance enacted by the Parliament of the Czech Republic on 20 July 2011. It entered into effect symbolically on the day of the anniversary of the fall of communism in Czechoslovakia, but unfortunately, not earlier than more than 20 years later, on 17 November 2011.

By enacting this act, the legislature expressed “respect and gratitude to all the women and men who during the communist totalitarian regime actively defended the values of freedom and democracy while risking their lives, personal freedom and property” and repeatedly expressed its “deep regret over the innocent victims of the communist regime terror.” First of all, this legal act fully legitimized the opposition and resistance against the communist regime defined as the time of oppression from 25 February 1948 to 17 November 1989 and defined its individual forms, including, for example, the cooperation with the foreign intelligence service of a democratic state, people smuggling or trespassing over state borders in order to take part in the resistance against communism, weapons gathering, writing and spreading anti-communist papers, public speaking against the communist regime, etc. It stipulated the conditions for issuing a certificate for the participant in anti-communist opposition and resistance and enabled the former political prisoners to request the status of a participant in anti-communist opposition and resistance. The act also altered the way the former political prisoners were perceived – they were almost without exception considered both by the law and the public to be the “victims” of the totalitarian regime, not its legitimate opponents.

The legislator charged the Ministry of Defence of the Czech Republic to be the first instance body to lead the process of granting the status of a participant in anti-communist opposition and resistance. On the basis of the request submitted by the applicant, the Ministry is obliged to gather archive or other material that can prove the active participation of the applicant in resistance activities against the communist regime. At the same time, the existence of any obstacles to granting the status of a resistance fighter must be excluded during the process as well; these obstacles are exhaustively enumerated in the act, for example cooperation with the State Security or other armed forces of the former communist Czechoslovakia, membership of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, studying at universities, etc. If the applicant is recognised as an opposition and resistance participant, the person is pursuant to the act honoured with a certificate and a commemorative badge and is granted, besides the moral appreciation in the first place, a one-off financial contribution of CZK 100,000. According to the existing below average calculation of pensions, the resistance fighter is granted a pension amounting to the height of the average national financial pension.

Besides other provisions, section 11 of the act also introduced the provision on rehabilitation, stipulating that the court has to cancel the sentence imposed for a criminal offence that the rehabilitation did not apply to pursuant to the existing rehabilitation acts, if it was found out that the act which the person was convicted for was committed with the intention of weakening, disrupting or otherwise harming the communist totalitarian power in Czechoslovakia. The given provision does not apply to criminal offences that prove to be committed for low or dishonest reasons.

In the case of rehabilitation pursuant to the above mentioned section of the act, which has to be requested within 5 years from the date the act entered into force at the latest, the claimant is entitled to a financial indemnity of the suffered losses. For settlement purposes, the provisions of Act No. 119/1990 Sb., on Judicial Rehabilitation, shall apply.

LESSONS LEARNT

If we wanted to evaluate the rehabilitation process of persons convicted in show trials during the communist regime in Czechoslovakia, i.e. between 1948–1989, we have to refer to the period following its fall only. It was only in the free and democratic society, even though it was developing slowly, that the conditions were created to be able to declare the former totalitarian regime as illegitimate and criminal from its base, and only after having identified with such a position, it was possible to achieve the full rehabilitation of all persons, be it “victims” of the regime, or those who truly stood up against it. As we can observe from the Czechoslovak, or Czech experience, this process was not easy at all and from the point of view of the citizens most concerned by the rehabilitation acts, it was more than a lengthy process.

From 1989, the state governments attempted several times to deal with the tragic heritage of the past, but it was only in 2011
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when they succeeded in enforcing the act on anti-communist resistance, however, not without difficulties. Thus, this act can only be perceived as an act completing the process that lasted for decades, leading, at least from the legal point of view, to an undeniable distancing from the former communist regime and efforts to rectify the damage it caused. Unfortunately, with regard to the disproportionally long period this process had required in the Czech Republic, many former political prisoners did not live to see this moral satisfaction in the first place.

RECOMMENDATIONS

When evaluating the Czechoslovak experience with the rehabilitation of persons oppressed and persecuted by the former non-democratic regime, it can be emphasised in the first place that it is absolutely necessary that the new, democratically elected government openly rejects such a regime by adopting an act on the illegitimacy of the past regime and declares its will to mitigate its consequences. At the same time, it should factually, not only formally, strive to punish the culprits of the persecutions, both in the security forces and in judiciary bodies.

The persons persecuted in the past should be fully rehabilitated, granted a financial indemnity and offered an opportunity of social involvement corresponding to their degrees and former employment. Moreover, the state should particularly appreciate the true opponents of the former non-democratic regime who participated in the restoration of democracy and freedom in their country while risking not only their position and property, but also their lives and the lives of their close ones. And what is really important is that the government considers these issues to be so important that they are dealt with in a satisfactory manner as soon as possible. In this way, a situation that the majority of persons concerned die first could be avoided.
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EDUCATION AND PRESERVATION OF SITES OF CONSCIENCE

Markéta Bártová

INTRODUCTION

The ways the society reconciles with its past, remembers it, what it leaves out or forgets, have always been a subject of constant political pressure on the shaping of the content of the collective conscience.1 These days as well, the collective conscience becomes a subject of pressure and manipulation of power and not even today’s democratic societies are protected against the dangers of a gradual forgetting of the period of non-freedom.

SITUATION IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

After the fall of communism in Czechoslovakia in November 1989, the idea to create a conscience institution in the new democratic state was not born in the minds of its political representatives, but came out of a private initiative. Over the years, several conscience institutions have been created this way, some of which have built up a very strong and irreplaceable position in the given area. An institution directly governed and financially funded by the state was created only in 2007 after long debates and disputes at the political and expert level, almost twenty years after the fall of the communist regime in the country.

The following overview introduces the institutions focusing on the period of the communist regime in the former Czechoslovakia between 1948 and 1989, specialised web sites – projects of non-profit organisations concentrating mainly on the collection of and making accessible the memories of witnesses, and educational programmes, as well as planned projects and in the end, purely commercial projects.

I. INSTITUTIONS

LIBRI PROHIBITI,2 PRAGUE

After several months of preparations consisting especially in searching for suitable premises and getting the necessary financial support, it was finally possible to open for the public a completely unique library Libri prohibiti in October 1990. The aim of the whole project was to concentrate and make accessible the production of samizdat and exile publishers, i.e. books and various printed materials in general, the production and dissemination of which was banned by the communist regime for ideological and political reasons and judicially punished. The collection originally consisted of 2,000 books, magazines and other documents written by authors who were the leading Czechoslovak dissidents, including the founder of the library. Today, it accounts for more than 100,000 items kept in several collections. These are the Czechoslovak samizdat of 1960–1989, the Czechoslovak exile literature of 1948–2008, the Polish samizdat literature of 1979–1989 and foreign literature linked to the former Czechoslovakia. Besides these, the library provides access to literature of the Czechoslovak war exile of 1939–1945 and literature of Russian and Ukrainian exile of 1920–1990.

In 1993, an audio-visual department of the Libri prohibiti was created, collecting and making accessible music records of groups banned under the communist regime (more than 3,000 music supports), audio records of lectures and seminars organised by political opponents of communism at that time (approximately 570 records), video documents and amateur film production (over 1,260 records). Moreover, the library is gradually converting all the records into a digital form, thus conserving them for the public, as the quality of records on audio-cassettes and tapes deteriorates over time and they could be lost forever.

Besides this, the library has a wide archive collection including written documents created mainly by the activity of independent initiatives – Charter 77, Committee for the Defense of the Unjustly Prosecuted (VONS), East-European Intelligence Agency (VIA) and others which informed about the violation of human and civil rights at that time not only in the former Czechoslovakia, but also in the whole Soviet Bloc. Petitions with the signatures of signatories, various letters, non-published manuscripts, posters and fliers of the Polish and Czechoslovak opposition, photographs and other unique documents from the period of persecution belong to other unique documents of the period of persecution. The library also managed to gain several private collections of the Czechoslovak dissidents to add to its collections.

The library of the “banned books” has been and still is in private hands, which gives it freedom and independence mainly as regards the projects it focuses on. Besides the above mentioned activities, it cooperates in various educational and cultural programmes, organises many author’s readings and exhibitions of works of art by artists who could not officially publish or exhibit before November 1989.

The absolute uniqueness of the documents conserved in Libri prohibiti is proved by the placement of its collection of Czech and Slovak samizdat periodicals of 1948–1989 into the UNESCO register Memory of the World in 2013.3

THE CZECHOSLOVAK DOCUMENTATION CENTRE,4 PRAGUE

It is a non-profit organization following up on the activity of the exile Czechoslovak documentation centre of independent
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literature which was founded in March 1986 in Hannover by a group of Czech exiles. The institution cooperates very closely with the National Museum and the centre of its activity is to support the scientific research, promote the historical research and shape the historical conscience of the society in general. The aim of its efforts is to contribute to the knowledge of the national and exile anti-totalitarian resistance in the period of communist Czechoslovakia between 1948 and 1989. The centre has a wide archive collection, consisting among others of the personal estate of the prominent Czechoslovak dissidents who were politicians and artists. It owns and makes accessible to the public a huge amount of samizdat national and exile literature, contributes to publishing its own publications and co-organises technical conferences and exhibitions. The centre is also a co-founder of the International Samizdat [Research] Association (IS[R]A) based in Budapest.

**THE MUSEUM OF THE THIRD RESISTANCE, PŘÍBRAM**

The Museum of the Third Resistance ranks among the conscience institutions in the CR and its origins go back to 1990 when it was being created within the initiative of the former political prisoners. In various negotiations, they strived for the museum to be created directly in the capital; however, the capital did not react to these efforts. That is why the museum was finally built in 1992 in Příbram, i.e. in the home town of the local branch of the Confederation of Political Prisoners with the financial support of the government of that time. The declared objective of the museum is to document the anti-communist resistance of 1948–1989. During that time, approximately 250,000 Czechoslovak citizens were sentenced in politically motivated trials and the majority of them were used as cheap workforce in uranium mines or in production during the service of their term of imprisonment. The exhibition called Political prisoners in uranium mines of 1948–1968 shows, via more than 400 documents and collection objects including objects of the every-day use of the prisoners, mining tools, personal objects of a reminder nature and others, the atrocious living conditions in prisons the convicts had to face. The exhibition includes aerial photos of labour camps that operated at the beginning of the 1950s, mainly in the Jáchymov, Slavkov and Příbram regions, as well as models of the main camp buildings. Other specialised exhibitions can be found in the museum: Women in the Third Resistance behind the Bars of the Prisons 1948–1968 and From Bohemia into the Gulags of Siberia documenting the imprisonment of Czechoslovakia citizens in the USSR between 1944 and 1969. However, the uniqueness of the exposed objects, but also the phenomena of the anti-communist resistance ignored by the Czech society until recently would deserve bigger support of the state, mainly from the financial point of view. Rather modest exhibitions consisting more or less of glass show-cases and glazed notice-boards are, as regards today’s requirements and possibilities of presentation of historical material and precious artefacts, very old-fashioned and unfortunately rather unattractive for the young generation living hand in hand with technological progress. The existing situation of the museum which has virtually not been changed from the beginning of the 1990s shows the lack of interest of the state in such projects.

**THE VOJNA MEMORIAL, PŘÍBRAM**

The former political prisoners have sought a reconstruction of the only, authentically preserved prison site and the making of it accessible to the public already from the beginning of the 1990s. It was at their instigation that in 1998, the government adopted a resolution which transformed the camp owned by the army into a memorial area. Originally a camp for German war prisoners situated between the former uranium shafts served in 1949–1951 as a forced labour camp and until 1961 as a prison facility for the opponents of the governing regime. Two years after the Czech government adopted the resolution to preserve the premises and build a memorial there, designed as a memorial area commemorating the suffering of citizens imprisoned by the communist regime, the memorial was pronounced a cultural monument and a very demanding reconstruction began. The best preserved buildings were reconstructed, some buildings were built again as replicas of the original ones. A barbed wire fence was built around the whole area and watchtowers were erected to evoke, or rather to preserve the mood of that time. In the buildings, we can find exhibitions documenting the everyday life of prisoners. The Corrective Labour Camp Vojna, as the facility was called from 1951, was opened up to the public in 2005.

**INSTITUTE OF CONTEMPORARY HISTORY, THE CZECH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (ÚSD AV ČR), PRAGUE, BRNO**

The Institute was created at the beginning of 1990 and since then, it has been focusing on the research of the most recent Czechoslovak history in the period 1938–1989. The research of the only recently finished communist era which was systematically accompanied by the ideological surveillance, cadreship and censorship, appeared to be an actual and urgent need of the society after November 1989. The liberated society perceived the knowledge of the communist past as one of the conditions of its inclusion into the European democratic community. A specialised library opened to the wide public was created in the Institute. From the beginning of its creation, the Institute focused on its own publication activities, it founded the editorial series Sešity ÚSD (Notebooks of the ÚSD), Prameny k dějinám čs. krize v letech 1967 až 1970 (Sources to the history of the Czechoslovak crisis in 1967–1970) and Svědectví o dobré a lídech (Testimony...
about the era and the people). It has its own magazine called Soubové dějiny published since 2013 with its English mutation called Czech Journal of Contemporary History.

Today, the Institute is divided into three departments according to their chronological focus, covering the periods from 1938 until today: the department of the history of the occupation and capitalism creation, the department of real socialism and the department of late socialism and post-socialism. In parallel with this structure, there are smaller and flexible working teams and centres that sometimes exist only for a given period of time. It is the Centre of Oral History, the Centre for the Study of the Cold War and its Impacts, the Centre for the History of Minorities, the History of the Communist Party working group, the Czech Society 1938–1948 working group, Society and the Regime working group and others.

After its creation, the Institute has built the position of a well-respected academic institution, which is proved by the prestigious international Hannah Arendt Prize in 1999 received from the Institute für die Wissenschaften vom Menschen and Koerber-Stiftung. The Institute develops international contact, its cooperation institutions are the National Security Archive in Washington, D.C., the Forschungsstelle Osteuropaan der Universität Bremen, the Institut Studiów Politycznych Polskiej Akademii Nauk and the Instytut Pamięci Narodowej in Warsaw or the Hannah-Arendt-Institut für Totalitarismusforschungan der Technischen Universität Dresden and others. In cooperation with these organisations, the Institute organises international conferences, specialised symposiums, workshops and exhibitions.

INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF TOTALITARIAN REGIMES AND SECURITY SERVICES ARCHIVE, PRAGUE

The proposal to create a conscience institution which was supposed to provide the institutional framework for the reconciliation of the Czechoslovak society with its own totalitarian past was first discussed in the Parliament of the CR only in 1999. Its working name was “the Memorial of the Non-Freedom Era” and its aim was, following the example of similar institutions in the world (National Holocaust Museum, Yad Vashem), to document, educate, scientifically research, collect and provide information about the non-freedom era mainly of 1939–1989. The memorial should have been given powers that would enable it to gather evidence and documents from national bodies, public administration bodies and eventually from citizens needed to fully and impartially evaluate the era of the Nazi and communist totalitarianism. Its main goal was to analyse the reasons for the loss of freedom and the way it was carried out, manifestations of totalitarian regimes and ideologies, to systematically collect and expertly process all kinds of information. The memorial assumed broad cooperation with all the interested national and foreign institutions, especially with scientific institutions, resistance memorials, libraries and museums. The most important role of the planned institution was to publish and provide access to information about the non-freedom era and the promotion of ideas of freedom and defence of democracy against totalitarian regimes.

However, the necessary political consensus was not reached at that time and it was not until 2005 that the idea of creating the state memory institution in the Czech Republic was revived. The “Nation’s Memory Institute,” which was the newly considered name of the institution, was to be created on the basis of a newly enacted act that stipulated the rights and obligations of the given institution and which stipulated such conditions allowing for a qualitative new approach to documents of the repressive forces of the Czechoslovak state. Documents of the given origin were to be set aside into a special archive which would be an impartial, but to a certain extent independent institution of the Institute. The Czech Republic drew the inspiration from the already created institutions of a similar character in the neighbouring post-communist countries – Germany, Poland and Slovakia. According to its legislative intention, it was to be awarded the competences of an administration office for processing information about both the Nazi and communist totalitarian power and their application for the protection of the democratic rule of law and the base of a democratic political system.

After complex negotiations and discussions, the Act No. 181/2007 Sb., on the Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes and the Security Services Archive, was enacted and came into effect in August 2007. On 1 February 2008, the Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes (ÚSTR) and its subordinate Security Services Archive began their operation.

The supreme authority of the ÚSTR was the Council of the Institute, consisting of seven members named by the Senate of the Czech Republic on the basis of proposals of the President of the Republic and the Chamber of Deputies of the CR. The Council of the Institute has, among others, powers to appoint and revoke the head of the institution. The ÚSTR gained the position of an individual organisational unit of the state, the activity of which can be intervened with and modified only on the basis of the enacted act. The activity of the Institute is controlled by the Chamber of Deputies or by the Senate by discussing its annual reports on its activity.

Besides other obligations, the Act No. 181/2007 Sb., on the Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes and the Security Services Archive, imposes on the Institute the following:

- to examine and impartially assess the non-freedom era and the period of communist totalitarian power, examine the non-democratic and criminal activity of the state bodies, especially of its security forces, and the criminal activity of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, as well as other organisations based on its ideology;
- to analyse the causes and the way of elimination of the democratic regime during the communist totalitarian power era, to document the participation of national and foreign persons in supporting the communist regime and resistance to it;
- to gather documents testifying about the non-freedom era and period of the communist totalitarian power, especially about the activity of the security forces and forms of persecution and resistance and opening up these documents to the public.

13 For more, see http://www.absbr.cz/en (citation to the date of 29/05/2017).
15 Žáček, Memory of Nations in Democratic Transition. The Czech Experience, 41.
■ to convert the collected documents into an electronic form without undue delay,
■ to provide the results of its activities to the public, especially to publish information about the non-freedom era, the period of the communist totalitarian power, acts and fates of individuals, publish and spread publications, organise exhibitions, seminars, specialised conferences and discussions,
■ cooperate with scientific, cultural, educational and other institutions in order to exchange information and experience regarding technical issues,
■ to cooperate with foreign institutions or persons with a similar focus of activity.

To sum up, the basic tasks of the Institute are research activities regarding the non-freedom era (1938–1945) and the period of the communist totalitarian power (1948–1989). Besides the scientific and editorial activities, the employees of the Institute participate in a social discourse about totalitarian regimes by organising conferences, movie zones and conference cycles for experts and the lay public including schools. The Institute also regularly publishes two expert review periodicals – the review Paměť a dějiny and the almanac Securitas Imperii. Both of them present the results of the research of the historians working at the Institute or of their external colleagues. Once a year, the Institute publishes the Almanac of the Security Forces Archive, presenting other research findings from the cycle of topics that the act imposed on the Institute to process. The USTR administers its own huge library named after Ján Langoš, the important Czechoslovak and Slovak politician and founder of the Nation’s Memory Institute in Bratislava.

One of the most important tasks of the Institute is to convert the documents from the archive collections and ABS collections into an electronic form, enabling the necessary protection of archive documents, as well as creating a digital archive the aim of which is to provide quick and quality access to archive documents to the researching public.

MEMORIAL TO THE VICTIMS OF COMMUNISM, PRAGUE

Even though they are not institutions as such, memorials, too, can be ranked among the sites of conscience, and therefore, we shall mention at least one memorial representing all the memorials (and there are not many of them) that are built in the Czech Republic today to commemorate the victims of the communist regime: it is the Memorial to the Victims of Communism in Prague. The Memorial is situated at the foot of the Petřín hill in the centre of the capital and it was unveiled in 2002, that is more than 10 years after the fall of the regime (!). Its sculpture part was created by the Czech academic sculptor Olbram Zoubek, the architectural design was made by the architects Zdeněk Hölzl and Jan Kerel. The memorial is made of a massive tapering staircase with seven more or less torso-like human figures made of metal alloy and situated in its upper part. The first of the walking figures is almost complete, the others are gradually more and more crippled, but still standing. The figures symbolise the everyday torture of political prisoners, as well as their bravery and resilience. It represents men and women, liquidated by the state power, but still standing and resisting.

At the bottom part of the memorial, there is a signature imprinted in metal plaques reading “Victims of Communism 1948–1989: 205,486 sentenced – 248 executed – 4,500 died in prisons – 327 died on the borders – 170,938 citizens emigrated.”

II. WEB PROJECTS OF NON-PROFIT ORGANISATIONS

The organisations listed below, presenting themselves mainly, but not only, via their web projects, work with the concept that the sites of conscience can contribute to disrupt the “master narratives”, i.e. official, linearly narrated history, as it is traditionally taught at schools. They strive to affect and disrupt the classical approach to history education which was determined by a selection of historical reality and learning about heroic political acts, rather than by a critical analysis of the history. They emphasise the concept of discovering the life of an ordinary person, which represents a new approach in history education: “instead of famous heroes and battles, the cultural conscience promotes the perspective of ‘ordinary’ people who found themselves in unprecedented situations exposed to incomprehensible suffering which at least some of them have been more or less lucky to be able to survive. Thus, the memories of the witnesses become on the one hand the source of sadness, and on the other hand both a warning and a lecture for the future.”

Besides collecting, making accessible and evaluating historical documents witnessing the persecution of opinion opponents and their persistent efforts to resist the Communists, the above mentioned institutions try to capture the testimony itself of these people by the method of oral history.

POLITIČTÍ VĚZNI.CZ19

The non-governmental and non-profit project called Političtí vězni.cz (Politicalprisoners.eu) is an example of such efforts. Its objective is to ethically record and preserve the memory and life experience of the former political prisoners and prisoners in the territory of the former Czechoslovakia and abroad. The aim of the project with the motto “Each interview with a victim of Stalin’s repression recorded in a methodologically correct way represents a living memory of the European past” is mainly to document the life stories of the former political prisoners and to present them to the wide public in an accessible way. Besides the database of interviews with political prisoners accessible on-line, the association also publishes freely available publications thematically connected with the period of the communist regime in the Czechoslovak Republic. Moreover, it organises visits to former uranium mines in Jáchymov and to criminal labour camps with a trained guide, or accompanied by one of the witnesses who were imprisoned in the Jáchymov region.

18 Hana Havlůjová, Jaroslav Najbert a kol., Paměť a projektové využívání v dějepise, 6.
19 For more, see http://www.politicalprisoners.eu/ (citation to the date of 23/05/2017).
A unique project which was founded in 1999 is the *Spolek Dcery 50. let (Daughters of the Enemy Association)* associating the daughters of political prisoners of the 1950s. These daughters, bound by similar life experiences, decided to get their personal testimonies over especially to the young generation, to give lectures about the impact of the communist era on the environment and life of families where usually one of the parents did not agree with such a communist ideology and opposed the ideology via various forms of protest and fight. These persons were punished for their opinions not only by a long-term imprisonment, but their whole family was punished, too. The aim of this association is to lecture future generations so that a terror of this kind would never take place in our country again, which is expressed in the motto of the association: "Who can map their past, can control and govern their future as well." They cooperate with various national and foreign non-profit organisations, participate in the creation of film and radio documentaries, give lectures at schools, participate in miscellaneous meetings and discussions with the public and publish.

**POST BELLUM,²¹ PRAGUE**

The non-profit organisation with a fitting name was founded in 2001 by several activists, mainly journalists. The fundamental goal of this organisation which is still operational and the activities of which are known to the wide public, is to record the memories of the witnesses and to make them accessible on the internet website Paměť národa.²² Today, there are more than 6,000 memories of the war veterans, holocaust victims, prisoners and opponents of Nazism and communism, victims of collectivisation, victims of brutal physical and psychological terror by the former security forces of communist Czechoslovakia. The recorded memories of the participants of the historical events are supposed to enable the recognition of the essence of totalitarian regimes of the 20th century, but also to examine the motivations and decisions of individuals who found themselves in a limit situation. It is the widest publicly accessible database of memories in the whole of Europe. Gradually, the base and number of collaborators of the Post Bellum organisation widened and it organises various conferences, exhibitions and discussions, participates in document creation, publishes thematic publications and is pedagogically active. Within its sectional project *Stories of Our Neighbours (Příběhy našich sousedů),²³* it instructs the pupils of higher classes of secondary and high schools to find a witness, record his or her life-time memories, digitalise their photographs, explore the archives and finally create a radio, TV or written report or document.²⁴ It also organises the biggest documentary competition in the country called *Stories of the 20th century.²⁵* The Post Bellum organisation aims to simplify and at the same time to diversify the ways of mediation of historical events via its own application for mobile phones with a fitting name *Memory of Nations Sites.*²⁶

**ONE WORLD IN SCHOOLS²⁷ – STORIES OF INJUSTICE PROJECT²⁸**

One World in Schools is one of the educational projects by the People in Need organisation and it was launched in 2001. Its aim is to contribute to the education of young people so that they are able to orient themselves well in the contemporary world and to take an open and critical approach to information. The educational materials are provided to students and teachers in more than 3,300 secondary and high schools that are involved in the programme. Films, discussions and educational activities within this project mainly bring the topic of human rights and civic engagement to schools.

One of the important projects of this programme is the Stories of Injustice project. It was created in 2005 when a need to react to the contemporary situation in the Czech Republic was felt, as, despite their experience of living in dictatorships for decades, people seemed to forget that freedom cannot be taken for granted and it is necessary to protect it. Thus, the Stories of Injustice project gives students an idea of the time of non-freedom, via documentary and feature films, lectures and discussions with the witnesses and historians, publications and exhibitions. Since 2009, students have been awarding the Stories of Injustice Award for brave positions and acts during the communist regime era.

**PANT²⁹**

The civic association PANT, founded in 2007, focuses on similar activities as the above mentioned project with the objective to be active in the field of the development and promotion of public awareness about human rights issues and their violation by totalitarian regimes of the 20th century. Its activity focuses above all on education, film documentary and journalist production, support of activities that are mapping and developing the cultural heritage in the Czech, Central-European and European regions. The flagship of the association is the educational website Moderní dějiny.cz (Modern History.eu) providing high quality content to the public with increasing web traffic.²⁰ The association cooperates intensively with primary, secondary and high schools and universities, historical and political science institutions, archives, associations of witnesses and other non-governmental organisations with a similar orientation. In the international field, it develops a rich cooperation with

---

²⁰ For more, see http://www.enemysdaughters.com/ (citation to the date of 24/05/2017).
²¹ For more, see https://www.postbellum.cz/english/ (citation to the date of 29/05/2017).
²³ For more, see https://www.pribehynasichsousedu.cz/ (citation to the date of 23/05/2017).
²⁴ For more, see https://www.pribehynasichsousedu.cz/ (citation to the date of 23/05/2017).
²⁵ For more, see https://www.jsns.cz/en/home (citation to the date of 23/05/2017).
²⁷ For more, see http://www.mistapametinaroda.cz/?lc=en (citation to the date of 23/05/2017).
²⁸ For more, see http://www.pribehy2ostolei.cz/ (citation to the date of 23/05/2017).
²⁹ For more, see http://www.postbellum.cz/english/ (citation to the date of 29/05/2017).

III. UNREALISED PROJECTS

Over the last two decades, there have been many museums and memorials being discussed and not created or built until today, let’s mention at least two of them.

PRISON IN UHERSKÉ HRADIŠTĚ

The site of the former prison has a troubled history: during the occupation of the Czechoslovak Republic by the German army, Czech patriots and anti-fascism fighters were imprisoned here, during the communist regime, its opinion opponents were imprisoned and brutally tortured here. In 1960, the prison was closed and the site, now owned by the Ministry of Justice, has been deteriorating ever since. The state has not been able to decide yet what to do with the former prison and the building is in quite a dilapidated state today.

In 2009, the civic association called Initiative for a dignified use of the prison in Uherské Hradiště (Iniciativa za důstojné využití věznice v Uherském Hradišti) was created. Its aim has been to support the solution of the in-the-long-term unacceptable situation of the object which the association considers to be an important monument commemorating the years of terror of the two totalitarian regimes of the last century. The goal of the association is to preserve the prison and to rebuild it, with an appropriate reverence, into a memorial to the victims of the totalitarian regimes and a museum of the power persecution. However, this has not happened yet and it remains a question whether the expensive reconstruction of the prison in order to build the monument instead will ever be carried out by the state.

RED TOWER OF DEATH, OSTROV NAD OHŘÍ

The tower for sorting the uranium ore situated near the uranium mines in Jáchymov where many political prisoners worked as slaves under atrocious conditions is one of their most significant symbols now. Thanks to long-term efforts, this site was pronounced a national cultural monument in 2008 and handed over from private ownership into the hands, or administration of the Confederation of Political Prisoners (KPV). The organisation was thinking about creating an “International Museum of Slave Labour”, as was the working title there, however, this objective was not carried out because of a lack of financial resources and staff capacities. Recently, the confederation has been striving for the state to take the monument directly into its ownership and administration, whereas the costs of the overall reconstruction of the site and creation of expositions are estimated at CZK 60,000,000. After the completion of the reconstruction, the exposition on communist prisons together with the necessary facilities for visitors should be created here on the basis of the consultation of the former political prisoners and experts.

IV. COMMERCIAL INSTITUTIONS

In 2001, a private Museum of Communism was opened right in the centre of Prague. At the time of its creation, it aroused many reactions, mainly due to the fact that it was the first (and unfortunately, the only) museum of communism in the capital city, on top of this it was created on a commercial basis and without consulting the experts on history. Its owner focuses mainly on tourists and the turnout of 60,000 visitors a year proves that people show interest in the museum.

A similar project is the KGB Museum in Prague created in 2010, with a smaller range of exhibited objects, and the Iron Curtain Museum in Valtice in South Moravia. The second listed museum focuses on the border surveillance in the former Czechoslovakia and attempts at its illegal crossing.

CURRENT STATUS AND LESSONS LEARNT

After the fall of communism, we can observe a steady and in some periods even increasing tendency to feel nostalgic about the life “during communism”, despite the criminality of the communist regime and the constant efforts of the memory institutions that have been created in the Czech Republic so far. However, this fact, for some even incomprehensible, is in various degrees of intensity observable in most of the post-communist countries. This is reflected in different surveys and opinion polls, as well as in the political sphere. Public opinion polls confirm such a prevailing phenomenon, especially for persons of the lower social class of the older and middle generations; the majority of this category of respondents emphasises the material and social securities that the former regime in their opinion ensured. Today, they do not consider the predominant “mainstream problems” of communism, such as the ban on crossing the borders of your own country, the ban on presenting opinions of one’s self, or even on having them, the ubiquitous censorship and a lack of consumer goods, to be that important. Usually, on the grounds that today, they can travel and buy things, but they do not have enough financial funds for it. It seems that the creation or demonstration of their own opinion is not that important to them. They approve of, condone or ignore the crimes of communism. Unfortunately.

As far as the current political situation in the Czech Republic is concerned, the successor party of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (KSČ) entitled the Communist Party of Bohemia and Moravia (KSČM) is a kind of a permanent element of the Czech political scene at the national, as well as local level. The long-term research continues to attribute to the party important electoral preferences that are, moreover, rather increasing (today, up to 13 % of legitimate voters would vote for the party). Also due to these warning results, it is important for the state to fight for the establishing or innovating of the sites of conscience that are related to the long-term period of the non-democratic regime rule in Czechoslovakia. These sites of conscience are meaningful not only for preserving the nation’s memory, but for the future of the nation as well – for the viewpoint it will take. All the projects mentioned above draw attention to recognize the injustice and violence not only as the attributes of the past

31 For more, see http://www.veznicehradiste.cz/ (citation to the date of 24/05/2017).
RECOMMENDATIONS

Each democratic state, or its political representatives should consider the maintenance and reinforcement of democracy and freedom in their country as a priority. This approach must be reflected in the financial and staff support of memory institutions and projects alike, as these can significantly influence the opinion orientation and political direction of the whole nation in the future.
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### TIMELINE OF THE MAJOR EVENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>November 17, 1989</td>
<td>Suppression of student demonstration in the centre of the capital city of Prague by communist security forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 20, 1989</td>
<td>Creation of opposition political movement named “Civic forum”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 29, 1989</td>
<td>Federal Parliament removes parts of the Constitution about the leadership of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia and about Marxism-Leninism being the national ideology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1–8, 1989</td>
<td>Members of the communist secret police State Security (StB) destroy tens of thousands of operative files with evidence of their illegal activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 10, 1989</td>
<td>Appointment of the Government of National Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 29, 1989</td>
<td>Election of the opposition leader Václav Havel as the President of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 15, 1990</td>
<td>Federal Minister of the Interior Richard Sacher dismisses central and regional departments of State Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 26, 1990</td>
<td>Signature of the intergovernmental agreement between Czechoslovakia and the SSSR about the withdrawal of soviet troops from Czechoslovakia by 30 June 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 21, 1990</td>
<td>Federal Government issues a regulation on the removal of the immovable property in permanent use by the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 8–9, 1990</td>
<td>The first free parliamentary elections take place in the Czech and Slovak Federative Republic after the fall of the communist regime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2, 1990</td>
<td>Federal Parliament adopts the Act No. 403/1990 Sb., on Mitigating the Consequences of Certain Property Injustices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 16, 1990</td>
<td>Federal Parliament adopts the Constitutional Act on Property Restitution of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia to the people of the Czech and Slovak Federative Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 30, 1991</td>
<td>Departure of the last units of the soviet occupation troops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2, 1991</td>
<td>Creation of the Department for Documentation and Investigation of State Security Activities under the Federal Ministry of the Interior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 28, 1992</td>
<td>Czech Parliament adopts Act No. 279/1992 Sb., on Some Further Prerequisites for Certain Positions Filled by Appointment or Designation of Officers of the Police of the Czech Republic and Officers of the Penitentiary Service of the Czech Republic (&quot;small lustration law&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 1, 1992</td>
<td>Creation of the Office for the Documentation and Investigation of the State Security Activities under the Investigation Office for the Czech Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 1, 1993</td>
<td>Division of the Czech and Slovak Federative Republic into the Czech Republic and Slovak Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 10, 1993</td>
<td>Creation of the Coordination Centre for the Documentation and Investigation of Violence against the Czech Nation from 8 May 1975 to 31 December 1989, integrated in the organisational structure of the General Prosecutor’s Office of the Czech Republic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
July 9, 1993
Czech Parliament adopts Act No. 198/1993 Sb., on the Unlawfulness of the Communist Regime and Resistance against It

January 1, 1994
Creation of the Centre for Documentation of the Unlawfulness of the Communist Regime of the Ministry of Justice of the Czech Republic

January 1, 1995
Creation of the Office for the Documentation and Investigation of the Crimes of Communism under the Investigation Office for the Czech Republic

April 26, 1996
Czech Parliament adopts Act No. 140/1996 Sb., on Making Publicly Accessible Files Resulting from Activities of the Former State Security Police

June 25, 1997
Czech government issues a regulation on the payment of One-off Compensation to Alleviate some Wrongs Committed by the Communist Regime

March 8, 2002

June 8, 2007

February 1, 2008
Creation of the Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes and the Security Services Archive

April 27, 2009
Czech government issues regulation No. 135/2009 Sb., on One-off Contribution to Alleviate Some Wrongs Committed by the Communist Regime

July 20, 201
Czech Parliament adopts Act No. 262/2011 Sb., on the Participants in Anti-Communist Opposition and Resistance

November 17, 2011
Creation of the Ethics Committee of the Czech Republic for the Appreciation of the Participants in Anticommunist Opposition and Resistance

February 20, 2013
Czech government issues regulation No. 51/2013 Sb., amending the government regulation No. 135/2009 Sb., on One-off Contribution to Alleviate Some Wrongs Committed by the Communist Regime

January 1, 2015
Adoption of Act No. 250/2014 Sb., on Amending Acts related to adoption of Act on State service stipulating that the “large lustration law” does not apply to government Ministers and Minister Deputies
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MISSED OPPORTUNITY: HOW POST-JANUARY REVOLUTION REFORM OF SECURITY SECTOR IN EGYPT FALTERED?

ASHRAF AL-SABAGH

INTRODUCTION

The 25 January revolution provided a good opportunity to create a new horizon for radical change in Egypt. This is not only through toppling the Mubarak regime, but by also dismantling the authoritarian regime and rehabilitating the notion of radical change by involving numerous sectors in managing authority on various levels and creating room for the establishment of democratic organizations and diverse intermediary institutions. These would enable citizens to have oversight of authority, take part in formulating and implementing policies and legislation, and defend their political, economic and social rights. Indeed, the period that immediately followed the overthrow of Mubarak witnessed great momentum, manifested in the emergence of a large number of new parties and movements, a flurry of activity by civil society and student action at universities, and the emergence of a number of new media channels and platforms, both private and independent, and research and study centers. Additionally, there was large room for newcomers who are interested in political and community work. It appeared as though Mubarak had been a great barrier to a living domain that was only waiting for the opportunity of the death of the deity that had a tight grip on power.

At the time, many headings and initiatives were proposed concerning the form of society and state within their new framework, key of which were: Reforming security agencies and civil-military relations as main headings to dismantle authoritarianism that had dominated Egyptian society for decades. The aim was to reestablish the security system to operate in a manner that is more consistent with the standards of democracy and good governance. Also, this system should be qualified and subject to accountability before a democratically elected civil political authority.

In the first months of the revolution, reform of the police overshadowed reform of the military establishment, perhaps because the context of the scene was linked to the revolution against the practices of the security agencies under Mubarak and because the army had been absent from the political scene before the revolution. Of course, the army dominated the scene when the revolution broke out as it was the establishment that sided by the key demands of the revolutionaries; namely, toppling Mubarak and the symbols of his ruling regime. It later transpired that this was done in form only and that it actually allowed the military establishment to reposition itself within the components of the state. This started with partial administration of the state and ended in full control in the wake of the changes that followed 3 July 2013.

The opportunity created in January for taking serious steps vis-à-vis the file of “security reform” after the revolution was greatly reduced because of the growing political polarization and the lack of political-community consensus to push for reforming the security system as an important step toward democratization. This was reinforced by the weakness of the opposition and its failure to build a popular democratic political alternative. The opportunity was then completely eliminated when the military establishment imposed its control on the administration of the entire political process after ousting President Mohammed Morsi and removing the Muslim Brotherhood-backed government from power on 3 July 2013.

Political and community polarization increased dramatically and pro-regime government and private media alike were mobilized against any political or civil activity. In addition, security policies and measures - not witnessed by Egypt even under the Nasserite state – were introduced. Thus, the movement of the opposition in the street was completely restricted and the Interior Ministry was again used as a heavy stick to restrict the space that was largely opened to return it to its pre-revolution situation. The police establishment took advantage of this counterrevolutionary wave to try to restore its lost prestige. Consequently, it stepped up its repressive practices. Also, tight control was imposed on any political and social activity. This trend was reinforced by the practices of the judicial establishment, which was politicized in a crude manner. It handed down tough sentences across the board against thousands of political opponents and lost its status and position as a neutral authority to a large extent in the eyes of the opposition and the street. As time went by, the grip of the regime – with the military establishment at its core – has become tighter on the political and economic tracks. It has become clear, due to repressive practices that went hand in hand with legal and constitutional amendments that toppled freedoms in Egypt, that the post-3 July 2013 situation is much worse than what the situation was, even under Mubarak.

The weak positive aspect in this extremely bleak picture is that most of those who were involved in revolutionary struggle, which has extended throughout the post-revolution era, came to the conclusion that reviving the political situation in Egypt once again was dependent on a broad political reform agenda, the key part of which is clearly linked to radical restructuring of the police establishment and a review of the status of the army and its role in the political and social sphere based on a clear perception of civil-military relations.

It has clearly emerged that issues linked to the achievement of a transitional justice system and the fulfillment of some of its measures, such as the creation of a fact-finding committee to examine crimes committed by the regime and hold those responsible accountable, the revolution establishing institutions that ensure serious care for the victims and their families, reviewing the documents of the various security agencies and subjecting...
them to an oversight committee formed by popular authorities, and others have actually not been realized. This is in light of the absence of the conditions that are linked to completing the process of democratization, most important of which are a broad civil coalition and the existence of revolutionary momentum to push for achieving the goals of the revolution. This has not been achieved due to the growing polarization and the lack of a civil democratic alternative that has the necessary conditions to compete and exercise pressure.

This paper analyzes the reasons that led to the failure of the reform of the security agencies in Egypt after the revolution. It also tries to analyze the structure of the political regime on which the revolution was based and the reactions of its various institutions and agencies, particularly security apparatuses, to the revolution. Moreover, the paper seeks to explore the reasons that have “relatively” led to the failure of the idea of documenting the events of the revolution and the failure of the “fact-finding” committees that were formed after the revolution to achieve their main aims. This has been one of many reasons for the lack of actual investigation of the crimes of the Mubarak regime and the lack of purging and taking action against the members of the security agencies who caused human rights crimes before and during the revolution.

PART ONE: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF STUDY

There is no single path for achieving democratic transition. Successful political experiences in South and East Europe, Southeast Asia, Latin America, and Africa over the past few decades suggest that there are numerous ways for this transition. Besides, relevant academic studies have offered a long list of reasons that explain the shift toward democracy in these experiences.¹

Achieving democracy here means, in its simplest definition, establishing a system whereby there is a great measure of equality, law enforcement, expanding public participation, subjecting state officials and representatives to oversight and accountability, and creating justice that guarantees the equality of all citizens in rights and duties, regardless of differences in race, religion, and gender.

In general, the period of democratic transition goes through three main phases. In the first phase, there is social and political action against an authoritarian regime. In this period, the experience of this activity accumulates and there is ebb and flow. There are successes in achieving different (political or social) demands. This action could also suffer failure and perhaps wane, giving way to another alternative movement in the street after some period of interruption, and so on and so forth.

When different reasons come together, including internal reasons related to the old age of the regime or its extreme faltering in managing the state, and external reasons related to the rising action in the street, and perhaps others, such as loss in wars, foreign pressure, and new alliances, the time becomes ripe for the dismantlement and collapse of the regime. The pace increases when there is revolutionary action that seeks to remove or dismantle the regime and its institutions as a whole (when there is a large-scale radical revolution) or partial (if there is a short popular uprising) to bring pressure to bear on the regime to make large concessions. This is the second phase. The third phase is the one that follows the fall of the authoritarian regime or its leaders making major concessions. Here, political and social forces agree to the structure of “supra-constitutional” principles that lay the groundwork for the form of the new regime, the assignment of authorities between the institutions, the role of each institution in it, the form of administration of authority, and others. The situation will end up with a democratic regime (it is important to note that there is disagreement over the very term of democracy and the idea of the democratic system as will be explained later).

According to Gary A. Stradiotto and Sujian Guo, the concept of “democratic transition” refers, in its broadest sense, to processes and interactions associated with transition or shift from an undemocratic ruling regime to a democratic ruling regime. It is known that there are several modes or patterns for the undemocratic regimes. They could be totalitarian, closed authoritarian, civil or military, autocracy or rule by a few individuals, etc. Also, there are several states and levels of the democratic regime to which there is transition. A closed authoritarian regime might shift to a semi-democratic regime that assumes the form of electoral democracy; a semi-democratic regime could turn into a liberal democratic regime or be close to it. Besides, the transition to a democratic regime could be top-down, which means that it is based on an initiative by the ruling elite in a nondemocratic regime or the reform wing in it; or bottom-up by the opposition forces, which have broad popular support; or through bargaining and negotiation between the ruling elite and the opposition forces; or through foreign military intervention.²

Burhan Ghalioun says that what is meant by democratic transition is “seeking to absorb major and violent contradictions and reduce the high tension that cannot be tolerated and that threatens the democratic process before it begins.”³ Schmitter defines it as “the process of applying the democratic rules, whether at institutions in which they were not applied before or extending these rules to include individuals or subjects that they did not include them before.” Based on this, the process of democratic transition refers to integrating or reintegrating competitive and institutional multi-party practices into the political body. This includes constitutional, organizational, value, and intellectual amendments. It also includes redistributing power and influence and expanding the circle of participation in it and the emergence of different centers.⁴

Samuel Huntington identifies three patterns and mechanisms for the transformation, summed up as follows:

A. TRANSFORMATION FROM ABOVE

This process takes place when the regime leaders allow for the greatest measure of popular participation and provide an opportunity to political parties and civil society institutions to be present and largely reduce censorship of newspapers and media. The leaders of authoritarian regimes often resort to this track in view of the growing social demands or even external pressures for bringing about democratic reforms. The regime often tolerates

² Sodhi Mohamed Mahmoud, Concept of Democratic Transition and Concepts Closely Related To It, in Academia website (researcher's page), date of visiting link 11 June 2017: https://goo.gl/KmH3eE
³ Eman Ahmad, Theoretical Readings: Democracy and Democratic Transition, Egyptian Institute for Political and Strategic Studies, 28 February 2016: https://goo.gl/IhHE3dP
⁴ Ibid.
these demands so that it can continue. This response is usually parallel with the arrival of new elite from within the regime itself that supports transition toward more political and economic liberalism.5

Also, there is often something similar to a conflict of interests all the time between the new forces and the old forces over influence within the regime. The new group that came to power shows its smartness by taking advantage of the card of political reforms to enhance its influence and get closer to the street or to establish coalitions with internal forces (for example businessmen) or external forces (friendly countries). The last formula was somewhat closer to the set of “limited” reforms that occurred in Egypt after 2004 after the pressure put on the Mubarak regime by the U.S. Administration to open the political sphere more. It is the same period that witnessed the greater rise of businessmen to power and partial marginalization of the men of the old guard, and then holding presidential election (even if it was formal and rigged) and parliamentary elections in which the Muslim Brotherhood won a large number of seats in parliament. However, the political sphere soon witnessed a great decline, especially during the period that followed the revolution, which is the period that witnessed the return of Mohamed ElBaradei and the establishment of the National Association for Change and then the outbreak of the revolution in 2011.

B. DEMOCRATIC TRANSFORMATION THROUGH NEGOTIATION

Huntington means by this the initiative that arises through negotiation between the ruling regime and the opposition. This negotiation ends in offering concessions by the authoritarian leaders. It often happens when political and economic conditions deteriorate, along with the legitimacy of the political regime. However, the opposition might be too weak to create a political alternative to allow it to be in power. Thus, the process ends in flexible negotiation that allows for partial amendments and reforms in phases, and so on.6

C. DEMOCRATIC TRANSFORMATION OR CHANGE FROM BELOW

Democratic transformation from below happens as a result of huge popular action and accumulation of a large movement of organized public protests and strikes by different popular organizations. Then, the leaders of the authoritarian regime yield to public demands in order to contain the crisis by introducing political reforms to the structure of the regime. Alternatively, public action could develop and become very violent and take the form of large-scale “radical revolution.” Consequently, the leaders of the regime will give up power voluntarily or be forced to give it up.7

The situation develops after the revolution based on the power of the opposition and its organizations, the size of its presence, and its closeness to the street. This also depends on the flexibility of some wings within the regime itself (for example the army) in dealing with the revolution or not. There are other factors that affect the form and structure of the new regime, such as foreign intervention. A revolution might be very close to toppling a certain regime, but some major foreign powers might intervene to abort the revolution and cause its failure. Or these powers could intervene to side with one opposition party at the expense of another; or they might support the army, which is reluctant to deal with the revolution, to turn against the revolution and curb it.

Other scholars speak about other points of entry that contribute to the process of change and transformation, such as foreign intervention, which has many forms, including diplomatic and various intelligence forms, as well as conditional economic instruments and direct military intervention to change the ruling regime. The use of direct military intervention often causes a lot of acts of violence, as happened in the examples of Iraq and Afghanistan. The U.S. occupation led to the outbreak of civil war in the two countries and the fall of hundreds of thousands of people. The wounded are almost double the number of the dead. The Japanese and German cases are exceptions as other factors played a role in their success, chief of which is the generous Western support.8

When talking about the idea of transition from an authoritarian or despotic regime to a democratic regime, there are differences over the question of “democracy” itself and its definition and form, according to different academic and political schools. A democratic system in liberalism means something different for Marxism and so on. Marxists, for example, criticize liberal democracy and believe that the idea of democracy that is confined to changing elected governments and electing limited elite representative groups is a fragile idea that only expresses “procedural democracy.” They also believe that “representative democracy” only leads to limited elite groups getting to elected parliaments, which later control leading political positions in view of their ability to coordinate with a huge network that owns capital and media or that has tribal and factional links (as is the case in local communities that are primarily tribal). All of these are instruments that represent strong levers for being present at oversight, legislative, and executive institutions in the state. Therefore, decision-making, even with the existence of representative democracy, remains in the hands of particular elite groups. Meanwhile, large sectors of the masses remain incapable of participating in political decision-making or controlling decisions linked to their economic, social, or cultural interests in light of the existence of laws, institutions, or frameworks that hamper their participation or restrict their presence in or near decision-making institutions. Consequently, talking about a radical democratic issue, from their point of view, can only happen when there are decentralized representations, coming from below, of the masses and their interests.

The methodology of the study will focus on the vision of democratic transition and transformation stage. A part of this vision focuses on analyzing the positions of key players, explaining their positions and choices. It also examines the impact of selecting these positions on the process of democratization.

Here, the study focuses on the security establishments of the regime (military and police). The researcher will speak about an important player, which is the Muslim Brotherhood group, in view of its pivotal role, which is connected to it being in power for a short period and before that as a political actor that influenced the whole scene with a number of coalitions that it established with the Military Council and other political groups.

5 Sodfa Mohamed Mahmoud, Ibid (paraphrased).
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PART TWO: PRE-REVOLUTION POLITICAL REGIME IN EGYPT

FIRST: ARMY OFFICERS AND THE CREATION OF THE JULY STATE

The regime that managed the Egyptian state before the January revolution had a complex structure, at the helm of which was a president who came from the military establishment as a key element representing a part of the legacy of the July state whose foundations were laid down by military persons who staged a coup on 23 July 1952. They changed the structure of the political system of the state completely and put in place political and social rules that are completely different from the situation of the liberal monarchical period that followed 1952. Therefore, it is important here to speak about the features of the political regime of the July state whose architect was Gamal Abdel Nasser and the form of the regime that Sadat created later before discussing the form of the political regime under Mubarak.

In March 1945, after the defeat of the democratic and popular forces and the parties (Al Wafd, the communists, unions, and student movement), besides the Muslim Brotherhood group, Gamal Abdel Nasser and the officers who sided by him against the return of the army to the barracks monopolized power. The stage of clearing out the public and political sphere started with a number of decisions that completely eliminated the public and political sphere in Egypt. The national sphere was completely nationalized by eliminating parties, unions, and student and labor movements. An authoritarian regime was created based on Gamal Abdel Nasser's monopoly over power, helped by executive agencies and a sole formal political agency (National Union which later was renamed as Socialist Union) whose sole job was to mobilize the street behind the various decisions of the leader.

The specific mission of the July state was to establish a unified power that works for central objectives linked to the building of a new state. The project was present only in the mind of Abdel Nasser. It was a project to be built by the person at the helm of the state, from top to bottom, and not the other way around. It was a project that centered on his own vision and his person.

Consequently, Abdel Nasser and the group of army officers that rallied around him rejected the idea of self-organization by the forces of the people. His hatred toward political parties was visible. He also sought to have flexibility and absolute freedom of movement for his authority. This is why he refused to restrict his movement by committing to a specific ideology and a genuine political party that leads a project for comprehensive social change from below. Therefore, Abdel Nasser preferred to rely on personal leadership and the class of army officers, which mostly had the inclinations of petty bourgeoisie, lack of competence, security mindset, and hostility to politics. He also relied on bureaucracy, which became very large under his regime. At the center, there was a network of security establishments (specifically belonging to the army and intelligence), which controlled these relations.

The movement of the 23 July officers did not have a political organization that can contribute directly to implementing the decisions of the revolution. Therefore, it had to dominate the existing apparatus of the state through its military officers who came from the heart of the army, in order to move this apparatus and to move through it. To tighten this domination, it had to purge this apparatus and ensure its loyalty, with a shadow of legitimacy from this apparatus [...]. On the other hand, the conflict between the organized political forces and the path chosen by the nascent authority, in using the tools of the state in this conflict, dictated that it pay attention to the security agencies [...]. Because the new authority emanated from the army, the army became its major pillar in the conflict of that new authority.

The security agencies were re-formed through control by the security agencies affiliated directly with the army, such as the military police, which carried out different operations against the various components of the opposition that opposed the expansion of the officers' movement, such as the arrest of the officers of the Cavalry, the Brotherhood, the communists, and others. To control the state and society, it was not enough to dominate the state administration apparatus and to own the security agencies and strike the party movement. It was also necessary to close windows and make things harder for the emergence of opposition, whether to the revolution (23 July coup) in terms of the aims and objectives, or to the new authority. This meant tightening control over the establishments that were known to have produced certain shades of opposition or resistance; namely, universities, unions, and old parties, especially the majority Al Wafd Party, newspapers, civil organizations, and others.

The Nasserite regime faced several upheavals, key of which was the failure of the unity with Syria. Economic conditions became difficult in the 1960s, and then there was the harsh defeat it sustained on 5 June 1967, which slightly affected its centers of power. However, the internal components of the regime remained intact, along with its political and economic perceptions. Abdel Nasser tried to curb the army, which was under the control of Abdel Hakim Amer and his group, and the General Intelligence after the defeat, to be under his full control.

SECOND: SADAT, ARMY, AND OPENNESS

After the death of Gamal Abdel Nasser in September 1970, Anwar Sadat, the vice president, assumed the presidency of the Republic. He was a man with rightist leanings in the Nasserite regime. Sadat removed Abdel Nasser's men within a short period. The man completed the building of the army to confront Israel. After the October War and in the middle of the 1970s, major changes happened in the July state in its political and economic line.

Sadat turned his back on the Soviet Union. Before that, he had expelled Soviet experts from the army. Sadat also relatively liberalized the economy. The policy of economic openness, which he adopted, sought to give free rein to the activities of private and foreign capital in various economic domains. The “age of openness” was reflected in several pieces of legislation passed during that period, including a major law, which is Law No. 43 of 1973, known as Investment of Arab and Foreign Capital and Free Zones. This law allowed foreign capital to operate in large areas. There was also Law No. 93 of 1974, which approved the right of individuals to represent foreign companies and open dealerships to import from them. Law No. 118 of 1975 opened the door for exports and imports to the private sector. Law No. 97 of 1976 on

---

9 Ashraf Al Sharif, Kanal Al Din Hussein and the Faces of the Conservative July State, 1 October 2015: https://goo.gl/0aARQd+
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The Mubarak regime inherited the Sadat regime with its manifold contradictions. The regime was despotic and contained pluralism that was lacking, represented in some parties described as “cardboard parties.” Mubarak also inherited from Sadat his political line and economic vision of capitalist economy whose resources are essentially founded on rentier sources, fragile systems of production, and budget that is permanently in trouble. The deteriorating situation of this budget was not improved by donations and financing from abroad or domestic debt. Mubarak had sought to curb the openness policy versus a somewhat larger role of the state to reduce the losses to the economy.

Under Mubarak, the role of the army receded and took two steps back. Mubarak tightened his grip on the army in a stronger way after he removed Abdel Halim Abu Ghazala in the wake of accusations that referred to the latter’s involvement in a project to develop and produce missiles for the army, in cooperation with Argentina and Iraq, at the end of the 1980s. Before that, the budget of the Ministry of Defense had been reduced gradually in favor of other establishments, such as the Ministry of Interior. At the same time, the army held keep of a share in executive positions in the state and managed entire economic sectors affiliated with it, as was mentioned before.

Field Marshal Abdel Halim Abu Ghazala, who occupied the post of defense minister toward the end of Sadat’s term and the beginning of Mubarak’s term for several years until 1989, used the National Service Project Organization, which was established as soon as the peace treaty between Egypt and Israel was signed, as his base of operations. One year after his appointment as defense minister, Abu Ghazala issued a ministerial decision to amend the bylaw of the organization to give him the right to establish any kind of companies and expand his activities inside and outside Egypt, in cooperation with the capitalists of openness, Egyptians and foreigners alike.

The decision of the field marshal stated that “the organization will carry out all economic, industrial, agricultural, administrative, trade, and financial services and activities inside and outside... To achieve its aims, the organization may establish all kinds of companies, whether unilaterally or with the participation of national or foreign capital.” Moreover, Abu Ghazala issued a decision making the activities of the organization “secret” and exempt from the control and inspection of the Accountability State Authority.15

In his important book “Strong Regime and Weak State,” scholar Samer Suleiman says that the Egyptian state under Mubarak had proceeded according to specific mechanisms that defined the form of the composition of authority and the weight of the forces within it. This equation could be analyzed accurately when studying the paths of state spending and distribution of resources. Suleiman says that the financial resources of the Egyptian state had increased in favor of some sectors at the expense of other sectors. Public spending increased in certain paths for a major aim, which is basically to strengthen the ruling regime. In this context, Suleiman refers to two main paths in state spending. These are: Security agencies (specifically the police and its hard core, the State Security Service), and the ideological agencies that morally control the minds of citizens in support of the physical control that is carried out by the security agencies. These ideological agencies are represented in the Ministry of Culture and Ministry of Awqaf. The latter oversees the appointment and monitoring of mosque preachers throughout the Republic.16

The resources allocated to the Ministry of Interior were also raised, starting in the 1990s. Meanwhile, the resources of the Ministry of Defense had previously declined in the 1980s, especially with the growing confrontation between the state and jihadist groups at the time. However, the army was given a free hand to establish its own economic sectors after the reduction of the resources it received from the state. The idea was closer to an unwritten deal between the head of the regime and the army whereby the latter would not be present directly in authority provided that it is given space to move through quality appointments in the administrative apparatus of the state, such as municipalities and public and holding companies, and to establish its own companies.17

With the beginning of the new millennium, and the arrival of businessmen, the Mubarak regime turned relatively from a traditional capitalist system (market system with state intervention and the existence of public sector, free education and health sector and subsidy umbrella, even if these were worn-out sectors) into a free market economy in a larger manner, even if it had kept some of the features of the old system just to avoid angering

14 Ibid.
16 For more, see: Samer Suleiman, Strong Regime and Weak State, Cairo: General Organization of Culture Palaces, 2013, Third Edition.
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the street and to maintain social grassroots that it feared losing. Also, reliance on the Ministry of Interior increased. This organ had the upper hand in drawing up many features of political life up until the revolution.

Mubarak headed the National Party, which had the majority all the time in parliament. It is the old party, which was dissolved immediately after the revolution. However, most of its grassroots became active again after 3 July 2013. The party represented a large gathering of the interests of businessmen and families whose interests were linked to the interests of the regime.

As for the government, it represented the executive organ of the regime. It mostly comprised technocrats coming from the administrative organ of the state or who had organizational ties with the National Party. In the last years of the Mubarak rule, a group of new businessmen controlled the government. Most of them came from the National Party or had ties with it. They were part of the wing of Gamal Mubarak, who led the Policies Committee in the National Democratic Party, which ruled at the time. It was helped in this context by businessman Ahmad Ezz, who had occupied the post of secretary of the organization of the party itself. In the recent years of the Mubarak rule, the influence of Ezz grew larger to the extent that he had controlled those who represented the party in the legislative elections.

Ahmad Ezz represented a very important segment whose influence increased with the emergence of Gamal Mubarak, the younger son of Mubarak, who was groomed to succeed his father. The presence of this group became larger with the major economic transformations in the mid 1990s. Their influence grew with the beginning of the millennium and the emergence of Gamal Mubarak, who set up a large Policies Committee within the National Party, which mostly comprised businessmen who controlled the government in the last decade of the Mubarak regime. They clearly supported Gamal Mubarak to make him get to the presidency. The military establishment objected to this. However, the outbreak of the revolution disrupted the inheritance of power and greatly minimized the domination and power of the group.

Strengthening the pillars of power as a part of the strategy of the Mubarak regime was done through a large network of close associates. The calculations were clear and enjoyed the sanctity of continuation: The more jobs the leader granted, the greater loyalty to him. While the state was being modernized and new laws were activated, the administrative divisions and ministries on the level of the old state were expanding and new entities were created, while only a small part was canceled. As a result of this expansion, the wages of civil servants accounted for 90 % of the current expenditures of local administration, compared with 60–70 %, which is the prevailing standard worldwide. Also, the ratio of workers in the local administration to the number of citizens totaled 1:21, while the ratio in Western Europe, which has decentralization, is between 1:70 and 1:80.18

There were two main groups controlling the local administration apparatus. They were the members of the old National Party, who controlled junior and middle executive positions and part of senior positions, but most senior positions in municipalities were controlled by men who originally came from the army, especially the governors and their aides.

In his important study “Above the State: Republic of Officers in Egypt,” Yazid Sayigh says that the military had almost total control over local administration. He says: “Retired army personnel occupy all government echelons and operate as an executive and security arm, which is affiliated with the president of the Republic through the local governors, who are also appointed by the president. They make huge gains from these honorary posts, besides the end of service compensation that they receive as officers as bonuses for their early retirement. For example, in the mid 1990s, 50–80 % of the governors of the regions were retired officers, while 20 % came from the police or the security services. Retired officers also occupied other jobs that assist the governor on the level of the governorate. This pattern was also reflected on the lower levels of administration.”19

This system, which was made up of army officers, businessmen, members of the old National Party, and the security agencies, existed within a social coalition that changed slightly depending on certain political fluctuations. Thus, one group would advance at the expense of another or one segment would disappear from a certain group due to exceptional circumstances. In the revolution, for example, the group of businessmen in authority retreated, along with a large segment of the National Party, in favor of greater presence of the military establishment.

The current pattern of coalitions, according to some people, is very narrow (limited segment of businessmen and a limited number of civil and military bureaucracy). This coalition relies on a rentier economy that spread cultural patterns that give higher value to consumption and make the standard of social status the wealth that one has, while the value of productive work is wasted.20

All in all, the Mubarak regime, and Sadat before him, consisted of a loose coalition that included the military and civil bureaucracy, along with a class or segment of businessmen that overlapped with senior figures of the existing political organization (National Party or Socialist Union), and a segment of cultural and media elites. These coalitions were supported by marriage relations and broad trade partnerships.

This composition in the Mubarak regime (the same composition now) relies on a structural base of large families that have roots in the governorates, villages, and rural areas. These families have strong community presence, economic weight, and links with major state organizations through their members, whether in the army, police, or administrative apparatus of the state. They also have political representation through the old party of the authority (the dissolved National Party) or parties and groups that are close to the state and its organizations after the revolution, some of which were formed by former officers of the military establishment and the intelligence.

PART THREE: POSITION OF STATE AND ITS INSTITUTIONS VIS-À-VIS JANUARY REVOLUTION

FIRST: WHY DID THE ARMY REFRAIN FROM CRACKING DOWN ON 25 JANUARY DEMONSTRATIONS?

Tackling the demonstrations in the first days of the revolution was based on the same security mentality of crude handling of

18 Tadamon, Why Did the Revolution Stop at the Municipal Level?, in Tadamon website, 25 June 2013, see link: https://goo.gl/5C4VNL
19 Yazid Sayigh, Above the State: Republic of Officers in Egypt, Carnegie Middle East Center, 1 August 2012: http://carnegie-mec.org/2012/08/01/ar-pub-48996
20 Abdel Mouli Dhaki, Deep State in Egypt: Characteristics and Pillars, Egyptian Institute for Political and Strategic Studies, 11 June 2016: https://goo.gl/hETJZY
any protest that appeared in the Egyptian street, especially in the latter years of Mubarak’s rule. At the beginning, the Ministry of Interior adopted systematic tactics to eliminate demonstration before it occurs and to dry up its sources by arresting the symbols of revolutionary and political movements before and during the first days of the revolution. Then, the regime, through its security apparatus, put pressure on telecommunication companies to cut off Internet and disrupt mobile phone connections. In the early days of the demonstrations, the main metro stations that lead to Tahrir Square were closed and a militia of thugs was mobilized to deter demonstrators. The Ministry of Interior had used these groups before during the parliamentary elections.

The situation not only involved cracking down on demonstrators, but more than 1,000 people died in the first 18 days of the revolution, let alone tens of thousands of injured.

Some revolutionaries had fears that the military establishment would play a role in cracking down on demonstrators, who took to the streets in the millions. However, in view of the composition of the Egyptian army, which is basically set up through compulsory military service, it would be very difficult for soldiers to open fire on demonstrators. This not only concerned rank and file, but also officers of junior and middle ranks, and even some senior ranks. Perhaps, the situation would have developed into a rebellion and splits within the army itself on a class basis. This would have strengthened the revolution more.23

On 28 September 2013, an edition of Al Watan newspaper was confiscated. It is a private newspaper known for being close to el-Sisi’s regime. The edition contained the first part of the memoirs of General Sami Anan, who was the army’s chief of staff when the revolution broke out. He also occupied the position of deputy chairman of the Military Council, which led the country after Hosni Mubarak stepped down. The memoirs reveal how the military establishment handled the revolution and how the reaction of the army command was at the time.24

The memoirs of Sami Anan clearly reveal the muted hostility between the military establishment on the one hand and the group of businessmen leading the dissolved National Party and the government on the other in the wake of the rejection of the former of policies linked to the file of bequeathing power and the reservations of the senior commanders of the military establishment over the manner in which the government ran the parliamentary elections in 2010. The elections were marred by great fraud and were a reason for increasing tension in the street and between the regime and opposition, which boycotted the parliamentary elections at the time.

Anan also talks about a conversation he had with the former minister of defense, Field Marshal Hussein Tantawi, in the wake of the outbreak of the Tunisian revolution about the reaction they are supposed to have if a similar revolution erupts in Egypt. The former told the field marshal that it would be difficult for him to take a decision to strike Egyptian demonstrators, justifying this by saying that the army commanders themselves had previously turned down a request by the political leadership to use a heavy hand when the Palestinians invaded Rafah while Israel was striking Gaza, let alone firing army bullets on Egyptian demonstrators.25

Anan says that the Egyptian revolution broke out while he was in the United States. Anan was asked, according to his memoirs, by Alexander Vershbow, a U.S. official on a committee that supervised military and security cooperation and coordination between Egypt and the United States, about the reaction of the army to the demonstrations that broke out in Egypt and what would happen if the army went down to the street. Anan answered that the army would go down only to secure vital installations and that if the political leadership gave orders to strike the demonstrators, military commanders would reject them.26

Sami Anan expressed reservations about the first speech by Mubarak after the revolution, in which Mubarak used the words “I have asked the government to submit its resignation today.” Anan was of the opinion that a stronger expression should have been used, suggesting that he would respond to the demands of the revolutionaries in the street and that he should talk about dismissing the government due to its failure to run the affairs of the state.25

It is noticed here that Anan – the military establishment had the same view – did not hold Mubarak directly responsible for the failure to run domestic affairs. Instead, he blamed groups from the regime, chief of which, of course, were the groups run by Gamal Mubarak and Ahmad Ezz, secretary of the former organization of the dissolved National Party, as well as the group of businessmen who had controlled the party and government. Anan says: “The aides and advisers to the president are to blame. It is either that they did not have sufficient information, which is a disaster, or that they had it, but could not analyze it well in a mature scientific manner, which would be a bigger disaster.”26

The viewpoint raised by Anan carries a superficial military view that links political, economic, and social failure to administration and overlooks other things, such as corruption and the absence of democracy.

The interesting thing about the “memoirs” is Anan’s praise of his former commander, Hosni Mubarak, and his talk about his emotional speech after 28 January, which appealed to the masses had it not been for the plotting by known domestic and foreign powers, which did not wish for stability for their own interests, according to Anan.

Anan also spoke in a tone that reflects the “conspiracy theory,” which military commanders and the security agencies are known for. It states that Hamas and Hezbollah were the ones who raided the prisons of the Ministry of Interior and freed the prisoners. He also leveled implausible accusations against the Muslim Brotherhood group, saying that it prevented demonstrators from leaving the square. He further accused the United States of leaking news to the Qatari Al Jazeera TV to the effect that he had cut short his visit to the United States and returned to Egypt to stir up tension, by which it would maintain its interests. He used the Egyptian expression “a person who uses a cover provided by the Americans is naked.”

The strange thing is that the tone of military and government officials had changed all the time. They used dual rhetoric when talking about the United States. The rhetoric addressed to the domestic audience demonized America and accused it of meddling and financing civil society groups and institutions. The rhetoric addressed to the United States during official visits
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considered it a strategic ally and permanent military and political supporter of Egypt.

On 29 January 2011, the day that followed the “Friday of Anger” and the army going down to the street, Sami Anan, former chief of staff, proposed to Field Marshal Tantawi, the former minister of defense, that the army stage a “soft coup” against Mubarak – one that achieves stability without the fall of victims or bloodshed. The coup would heed the people’s demands on the one hand and preserve the status of the presidential position through free and fair elections on the other. Tactically, this would take place by asking groups from the commando forces, paratroopers, and military police to pass by the troops at Tahrir Square and Maspero. From there, the decisions adopted by the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces would be announced to maintain the unity of the country and avoid conflicts and problems. Anan thought that this soft coup would be welcomed by the people, especially in view of the popularity gained by the army after going out to the street and the demonstrators shouting then “the army and people are one hand.” Field Marshal Tantawi rejected this and waited to see how the situation would unfold and what the reaction of the presidency would be. Some resignations and changes in the National Party and the government occurred to absorb part of the popular anger.27

On 29 January 2011, and amid the protests that demanded, among other things, removing Ahmad Ezz, he resigned from the National Party to absorb some of the anger in the street, which rose up against a regime that Ahmad Ezz represented par excellence.28

Prior to that, the ousted president, Hosni Mubarak, had issued a republican decision, appointing Omar Suleiman as vice president of the Republic. He had also issued a decision, designating Ahmad Shafiq as prime minister.29

All these concessions that were made through the change of the government and resignation of Ahmad Ezz, who was responsible for the disaster of parliamentary elections, were not enough for the street. The army remained in place, waiting for escalation by the revolutionaries and the reaction by Mubarak and his group in power.

On 31 January, Major General Ismail Othman, spokesman for the Armed Forces, announced that the Armed Forces would not use force against the protesters and that freedom of expression was guaranteed for all citizens who use peaceful means.30 This step fueled the enthusiasm of the revolutionaries, who saw the announcement as one of two things: First, that they should rest assured that they can continue with the demonstrations without fear that the army would intervene and suppress them. Second, that the statement implies that the army had a different opinion of the moves in the street, away from the presidential palace. Indeed, the army gained popularity in the streets and squares at the time because of this statement.

Meanwhile, the army had thought, as Anan explained, that the step of dismissing the Ahmad Nadjif government and appointing Ahmad Shafiq and Omar Suleiman was good, but late. Mubarak summoned Anan and Tantawi to a private meeting, which was not announced in the media. The two army commanders went to the meeting, which was attended by Mubarak; Omar Suleiman; Ahmad Shafiq, the new prime minister; Interior Minister Mahmoud Wajdi; Major General Najib Rashwan, commander of the Republican Guard; and Major General Hasan Abdel Rahman, chief of the State Security Investigations. According to Anan, Mubarak was assured that the first statement by the army was not meant to incite against him; it was simply to assure the street that the army would not shed the blood of demonstrators. Mubarak told Tantawi and Anan at the time that “the army is responsible for safeguarding legitimacy.”31

It appeared from Anan’s statement about Mubarak’s second speech, which he delivered on 1 February 2011 and in which appealed to the sentiments of the street, and even some demonstrators, that the army commanders welcomed the fact that things would proceed calmly when Mubarak announced that he would not run in the elections and that the army was interested in maintaining calm and stability in the street.

Army commanders thought that the concessions that Mubarak made in his speech on 1 February 2011 were more than enough. This included his announcement that he would not run again and ridding the army of bequeathal of power by toppling Gamal Mubarak and before that Ahmad Ezz, secretary of the organization, the government of businessmen, and Interior Minister Habib Adili. However, things went out of control when the infamous “Camel Battle” took place. Huge groups of thugs stormed Tahrir Square and the situation took another turn in favor of the revolutionaries after the Mubarak speech was about to pull the rug from under the feet of the revolutionaries.

The important and last point in Sami Anan’s memoirs – this is the first part only because the edition was confiscated and the other episodes of the memoirs were not completed – is that Anan responded to the accusations made against the military establishment after Mubarak stepped down. He first refuted the accusation that the army handed power over to the Brotherhood, noting that there was tension and hostility between the army and the Brotherhood and that the army removes people who have political inclinations from its ranks before joining military colleges. He said that when the Supreme Council ran the country after Mubarak stepped down, it was an unexpected and surprising development and without precedents or constitutional provisions that gave the military establishment this right. He said that the military establishment wanted to hand over power to civilians immediately. This is why it pushed for elections. It did not want a constitution to be drafted during that period because it did not want people to say that the constitution was drafted under a military administration. He added that civil opposition and youth of the revolution were the cause of the crisis because they were so weak and failed to establish parties that would enable them to compete with the Muslim Brotherhood. The historic responsibility assumed by the army made them speed up the constitutional track to hand over power to an elected administration. The elections that were held under their supervision were fair, as both opponents and supporters of the army have testified. According to Anan, the army was very keen on not getting involved in politics; its main task was to safeguard the state against any foreign aggression.32
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SECOND: POST-REVOLUTION CRISIS OF POLARIZATION

The March 2011 referendum on the constitutional amendments was the beginning of the unfolding of real polarization between political and revolutionary groups on the political scene. It was followed by several other developments, which completely did away with any consensus between the political forces.

The Muslim Brotherhood group, along with its allies from other Islamic movements and parties, participated in the first referendum that immediately followed the revolution on the constitutional amendments proposed by the Military Council at the time. Despite the wide rejection by the other political forces, the Brotherhood and the Islamic parties and groups mobilized support for the constitutional amendments because the implicit meaning of passing these amendments was the early entry into elections and winning them before the other forces get ready to build their parties. The referendum itself was the first real station for striking national consensus. It also served as a warning to the revolutionary and civil forces that clearly stated that the group intends to almost fully monopolize the administration of the transitional stage, based on partnership with the Military Council, as a prelude to a stage in which it will almost completely run the Egyptian state after the transitional stage.

Meanwhile, the Military Council wanted indeed to reduce the pace of the revolution by creating a legitimate cover for other reform forces with whom there can be negotiations and common ground to put pressure on it through them. The Military Council achieved what it wanted. That was the first and biggest mistake of the Brotherhood.

The Brotherhood group succeeded in mobilizing people for the first referendum. It then succeeded in the parliamentary elections and did not find a suitable candidate for the presidency of the state with whom it can establish an alliance. It hastened to nominate its candidate to compete for the most important executive position in the state, which is the position of president. The group initially controlled the People’s Assembly – before dissolving it – and then the Shura Council and the Presidency. It finally controlled the composition of the last Brotherhood government that was led by Hisham Qandeel.

In the wake of the short experience in governance, be it the “almost total” control, along with the rest of the Islamic factions, of the two chambers of parliament (People’s Assembly and Shura Council) or the Presidency or controlling the administration of the government, it can be said that the Brotherhood group, just as it was pushed by force toward revolutionary participation, seemed as if it was pushed by force to accept democracy in its procedural form, and not democracy as values and practice. Therefore, the governing framework with which the group dealt with its allies was exclusion and total control. It failed to adopt a consensual national discourse or take the initiative in accommodating all other revolutionary and political parties to take part in bearing the burden of running a state. This is because it would be difficult for a group with no experience in administration and governance to run this state on its own.

Moreover, the Brotherhood adopted a non-pragmatic political discourse, which is even more radical than that of some groups and parties that belong to the Salafi trend. Its crude media rhetoric was literally exploited by its opponents to discredit it with the public through media outlets, most of which were owned by businessmen loyal to the Mubarak regime. All of this made the Brotherhood lose the chance of creating new coalitions after getting to power.

The crisis of the 2012 constitution was an example of this situation. The Brotherhood, along with their Islamist allies, drafted the constitution on their own after the resignation of most liberal, leftist, and independent political groups from the committee. Consequently, the composition of the constitutional committee received wide criticism as it did not seriously reflect any political or community consensus. On the other hand, the new revolutionary and political groups failed to build organizations that express broad grassroots or organize interest groups to take them to parliament or to power. Almost all the battles they fought were without the public or any real popularity.

PART FOUR: LACK OF PRESSURE FOR REFORMING THE SECURITY SECTOR

Based on the Huntington classification of the paths of democratic transition, the model of the Egyptian revolution follows the third case specifically, which is transformation through change from below. However, it was an incomplete state of democratization. The experience in Egypt faced failure in view of a large number of reasons, most significant of which is that the largest security establishment in the country (the military establishment) took control of the state after Mubarak stepped down and led the counterrevolution all the time and worked to exhaust different groups, one after the other.

The active factor in the political crisis that faced the democratic transformation in Egypt – which was aborted at an early stage – is that the military establishment managed sovereign files. There were no opposition institutions or parties that benefited from the revolutionary momentum in the street to get organized and assume and manage these files.

Contrary to many radical revolutions and democratic transformations that have occurred in some countries that were ruled by dictatorial regimes where reforms involved all branches of security establishments (police-army-intelligence), this did not happen in Egypt after the January revolution. We can exclude the police service, which witnessed simple partial reforms and changes in its key commanders. These changes soon witnessed a setback after 3 July 2013.

Of course, there was no rhetoric that spoke about the importance of rehabilitating the military establishment to be consistent with democratic practice and the new national goals for the stage that will follow 25 January 2011. The reason for this is simple, which is that the military establishment itself was the one that was actually in control of the administration of the transitional stage. Most political groups considered it a partner, and not a party that is the subject of reform, except for some very few voices, such as the group of Revolutionary Socialists.

The second point is that immediately after the revolution and despite the fact that the key demands raised by the masses in the streets included holding Interior Ministry officials accountable for their crimes in connection with torture and other violations and fabrication of cases, no path was adopted to reform the security establishment on a political and popular level in a manner that would allow for a real process of change at the heart of the police service. There were some very minor changes. Also, some views were raised by different entities, mostly think tanks and public political studies centers, and some of which by parties.
But all these papers were ignored because political groups were busy later with the elections, drafting of the constitution, and other issues. There was enough time, and the conditions allowed for pushing for some reform as the revolutionary momentum was still alive in the street, but this momentum was directed toward the elections, which were held early.

The strong state of polarization between political groups, which started appearing more visibly after the march 2011 referendum, increased the fragmentation of secular and Islamic political groups alike. Most parties with a reform inclination had clear reservations over any proposals that spoke about reshaping civil-military relations under the new political regime or demanding radical reform of the security agencies.

There was no consensus at all on the question of reforming security sectors. In fact, some sectors of the political groups did not have any clear vision of the question of restructuring itself or dealing with the Interior Ministry. There was almost total absence of a specific view of civil-military relations on the part of most political groups that dominated the scene after the revolution, let alone a blurred and conservative vision associated with was called “the importance and centrality of the patriotic and historical role of the military establishment in the Egyptian state.” This vision was adopted by some political groups in a bid to curb the rhetoric that had demanded completely keeping the military establishment away from political life. The issue was only raised by small political or academic elite groups. Although these groups struggled to convey their voice to the larger political groups, they failed for different reasons, including the fact that political and revolutionary groups were busy with different procedures of the transitional process and faced attrition due to their involvement with these procedures and the internecine conflict they had.

In view of the situation of the revolution, there was room for the democratic forces and civil society to dominate and to have the upper hand vis-à-vis the old state and its institutions by creating a constitutional and legal status that would allow for public oversight of executive agencies and stripping them of their authoritarian situation. However, this did not happen. There was a reversal with regard to the status of the military establishment in the two constitutions of 2012 and 2014, which were drafted directly after the revolution. Thus, the military establishment assumed greater powers compared with the pre-January revolution constitutions.

For example, a new article was introduced into the 2012 constitution, which is Article 195. It stipulated that “the defense minister is the commander in chief of the Armed Forces and he shall be appointed from its officers.” Also, the constitution, which was drafted under a consensual government appointed by the Military Council and based on agreement with the Brotherhood and some civil forces, set a condition that the approval of the National Defense Council must be obtained in the case of declaring war or dispatching the Armed Forces to war outside the Egyptian state. This was previously tied to the approval of parliament. This article was kept in the 2014 constitution, drafted under interim President Adly Mansour, who took power after the ouster of President Mohammed Morsi. This was the period in which the military establishment completely dominated the political scene.

The revolution did not address the space of civil-military relations, which discusses, among other things, the presence of military persons in the administrative sectors of the state and the effect of this on military domination of the political realm and the obstacles to the democratic transition. The matter aggravated with the increase in the members of the military in civil jobs and sectors immediately after the revolution. It then exacerbated after 3 July 2013. The year in which the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces took power after the departure of Mubarak witnessed a noticeable increase in the number of officers appointed to civil posts. The Military Council, chaired by former Defense Minister Hussein Tantawi, took advantage of its presidential power to appoint a growing number of retired officers to many civil posts. The two post-revolution prime ministers, who were stripped of power, happily signed the letters of appointment of those officers.

The law on civil servants in the Egyptian state allowed this situation to develop. The president was given sole authority to appoint and dismiss holders of senior positions, including governors and directors general. Sadat issued Law No. 47 of 1978 in a bid to end the Nasser legacy and minimize the presence of the army in the government. Mubarak used the same law to re-instate them. Article 16 of that law stipulates that “appointment to senior jobs shall be by a decision by the president of the Republic.” Although the law stipulates that the employee must have a medical checkup to determine his fitness to assume the position, Article 20 exempts those appointed by the president from this checkup. This fits retired and old army officers.

In late 2015, Abdel Fattah el-Sisi issued a decision, allowing the army to establish companies with national capital or through partnership with foreign capital. This decision was deemed the cornerstone in the domination of the military establishment and interference in investment in all sectors. In February 2015, el-Sisi had allocated land south of the Cairo-Suez road for the Armed Forces Land Agency to establish the new administrative capital. In July 2015, el-Sisi issued a decision allowing the Egyptian army and police to establish private security companies, let alone the approval of establishing the first language school in Suez, which is Badr International School, affiliated with the military establishment, in 2013. A decision was issued by the Higher Council of Universities to stop all public bids and tenders for medicines and medical supplies to buy them from the medical services administration of the Armed Forces. The Egyptian army largely expanded its sales of food products through cars in the streets within the context of an announcement by el-Sisi about the intervention of the Armed Forces to control prices, although this is not its responsibility.

It became abundantly clear that civil-military relations had tilted in favor of the military establishment. This is much worse than the pre-revolution situation.

On the level of reforming the police service, all that happened was simply canceling some internal divisions, such as the administration that was involved in religious and political activity, which is affiliated with State Security. However, this division, which followed religious and political activity, was reinstated in 2014. Also, the Ministry of Interior changed the name of the "State
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Security Investigations Service" and called it “National Security Service.” The Ministry of Interior further issued a code of conduct and ethics for police work, in which it highlighted the mission, goals, rights, and duties of the Egyptian police. The aim was to change the police doctrine and make them respect human rights and rule of law. There were some amendments to the provisions of Law No. 109 of 1971 concerning regulating the police service, which was approved by the People’s Assembly in June 2012, key of which were curtailing the powers of the Higher Police Council with regard to disciplining officers and giving this right to the interior minister while considering the opinion of the council to be “advisory.”

Following the overthrow of President Mohammed Morsi on 3 July, the security establishment and its personnel returned to the same old ways. The crimes of torture, detention without judicial warrant, expanding the scope of suspicion, and the lack of a dividing line between political and nonpolitical conduct were repeated. Thus, police violence and violations again became systematic.

PART FIVE: HOW DID NATIONAL SECURITY ARCHIVE DISAPPEAR?

FIRST: IMPORTANCE OF REVOLUTION
ACCESSING ARCHIVE OF SECURITY REGIME

The content of the classified documents of the security agencies – these are seized after revolutionary uprisings or received from the government of the former regime under public pressure during the process of democratic transition to be used by transitional justice and fact-finding committees - is of paramount importance as it shows the magnitude of violations that were committed against the victims who fell at the hands of the regime before and during uprisings or revolutions. These documents also help in knowing the real culprits who took part in these violations either personally or through issuing orders, and tracking down corrupt officers and officials who are involved in cases of financial, criminal, or legal corruption; persons accused of taking part in torturing ordinary citizens or politicians; or security personnel or political officials who had a hand in putting pressure on judicial or local institutions to rig elections. Furthermore, the importance of these documents is that they represent an archive for preserving the popular and historical memory of the people to show the atrocities committed by the authoritarian regime that had ruled before the revolution.

All of this did not take place in the Egyptian revolution due to the lack of the necessary objective conditions to bring about the process of radical democratic change and transformation. These conditions included the following:

First: The political power imbalance between the forces of the revolution and the establishments that represented the counterrevolution or the old regime. There was some balance at the outset of the revolution, but it later disappeared and the military establishment managed to take control quickly.

Second: The revolutionary and political groups did not possess the conditions of systematic political change (the ability to put pressure on the regime, developing visions for managing the transitional stage, how to handle civil-military relations, developing supra-constitutional principles for managing the transitional stage and the stage that comes after it, etc.)

All of this did not happen in Egypt due to the collapse of the civil alliance between the revolutionary and political forces opposed to the Mubarak regime. In addition, the power of the protests and revolutionary momentum in the street waned before reaching the limit that would allow for continuing pressure on the establishment that ran the transitional stage (military establishment) to carry out a revolutionary program with clear features.

Of course, the failure of the party experience or any other alternative civil experience is a main reason for the lack of a political base to be relied on to bring about the stage of transformation. Then, the stage of transformation itself became under the rule of the Brotherhood, who are known for their extreme weakness when it comes to how they envision the necessary standards and goals to bring about a full-fledged process of democratic transformation. This has led to their downfall because of mistakes in their rhetoric and strategy and other mistakes in the political process and on the part of its different parties. This paved the way for summoning the military establishment, which found great room for intervention and halting the entire process of democratization.

SECOND: STORMING HEADQUARTERS OF NATIONAL SECURITY

In the January revolution, the masses managed to have access to some documents of the “State Security” Service. It is the agency that had controlled political and religious activity in Egypt. It represented the heavy stick through which the regime controlled the political and social scene. Its power reached the extent of rejecting the nomination of persons to specific ministries; rejecting the appointments of some names to sensitive ministries, such as the Foreign Ministry, and the state-owned TV; reviewing the lists of appointments of mosque preachers, university professors, and employees in government administrations; and handling political parties and movements. The State Security Service, which became “National Security” Service after the revolution, was a terrifying entity, given the wide influence it was granted by the head of the regime.

The revolutionaries managed to have access to a part of its files, while the larger part was burned and destroyed by the officers of the service, as will be detailed later. The revolutionary groups that stormed the State Security buildings or the political groups to whom the documents were leaked failed to handle the files that were seized as most of them were handed over to the army. Some individuals managed to get hold of some of these documents and leaked a small number to the media, but they were quickly suppressed after the army and government demanded not publishing any of their contents. As for the documents in the possession of other security agencies affiliated with the army and intelligence, of course they remained intact because the protests in the 25 January revolution only affected the institutions affiliated with the Ministry of Interior, specifically State Security branches in the different governorates.

The first headquarters of National Security – the military establishment known for its terrifying influence – to be burned
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was its branch in Buheira on the “Friday of Anger” on 28 January 2011. Other incidents occurred on 4 March 2011, less than a month after former President Hosni Mubarak was toppled, and on the day that followed the dismissal of Prime Minister Ahmad Shafiq.38

Hassan Mustafa, an Egyptian activist from Alexandria, had observed that large vehicles were transporting huge quantities of documents from the State Security (currently National Security) building in the Governorate of Alexandria. Activists and revolutionary citizens headed to the headquarters and besieged it, fearing that National Security officers would destroy the classified documents of these agencies, which might contain information about the involvement of some officials of the service or of the Ministry of Interior or other state officials in criminal or other acts.39

The State Security headquarters in Alexandria was besieged and some of its officers were detained. On the next day, 5 March 2011, similar incidents took place. The National Security headquarters in Cairo, Giza, Faiyum, and other governorates were stormed.40

THIRD: LEAKS OF STATE SECURITY DOCUMENTS

In an interview on 5 March 2011, conducted by Mona el-Shazly, a famous Egyptian TV host, on the “10 PM” talk show, Belal Fadl, a well-known Egyptian screenplay writer, revealed that he had received a large quantity of documents taken from “State Security” headquarters that were stormed. The documents showed that the service had committed several grave crimes under Mubarak as follows:

- Reports that include the names of journalists collaborating with state services; some of it includes reports submitted by those journalists themselves to these services about the progress of work at their establishments and the activities of fellow journalists and subordinates.
- The documents also contained the names of State Security officers who communicate with the journalists. Revolutionary young people deleted the names of journalists collaborating with these agencies in the leaked reports “so as to give them a life,” as Fadl put it.
- Letters from the State Security Service to the Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics asking it to issue cards for officers and informers allowing them to collect information about certain citizens. Letter No. 259 of 2005, which has the serial number 3, speaks, according to Belal Fadl, about recruiting some judges and members of the prosecution to seek their help in rigging some of the procedures of the electoral process that was held in 2005.41
- Documents and files that prove the attempt to hack the email of some political activists through some technical arrangements.
- Documents showing that the State Security Service put pressure on the Tax Authority to examine the tax status of some political activists who own some businesses.
- Papers showing letters sent by the State Security Service to some ministries to obstruct some services offered by members of the Muslim Brotherhood and opposition deputies (Parliament of 2005) to influence their popularity in their districts.
- Belal Fadl also spoke about obtaining a document, in which the director of State Security in Beheira asks Engineer Ahmad Ezz, secretary of the organization in the former National Party, to intervene to cause the father of Emad Jildah (political activist imprisoned during Mubarak’s term), who ran in the elections then for Shubra Khit, to lose the election in favor of the candidate of the National Party.42
- Other documents spoke about the involvement of State Security officers in the fire at the Accountability State Authority. The latter was supposed to deliver papers to the judiciary, proving the involvement of some officers of the security service in corruption relations and bribes, some of it related to their intervention in the appointment of employees in oil companies. Of course, Belal Fadl said that most of these very important and sensitive documents were shredded and destroyed and that what he had read and analyzed is only what the revolutionaries managed to obtain after a great deal of effort and that most of these documents were later handed over to the army.43

On 6 March 2011, the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces asked all citizens to hand over the documents in their possession pertaining to the State Security Investigations Service to the Armed Forces immediately to adopt the necessary measures toward them and not to circulate them in the media. The council noted that, first, this stems from national responsibility, and, second, it is meant to avoid legal liability. It confirmed that these documents could contain issues that compromise the security of the country and its citizens.44

Newspapers entered a race with each other to publish the leaked documents. Some analysts, most of whom were close to the military establishment and the security services, claimed that the documents were forged. Those include, for example, former Intelligence Major General Sameh Seif el-Yazal. These newspapers did not even wait for their print copies and started immediately posting photos of the leaked papers on their websites. At the same time, some pages were established specifically for these documents on Facebook.

On 6 March 2011, the day when the military establishment and the Egyptian Cabinet45 asked Egyptian citizens not to publish the documents found at the State Security headquarters that were stormed two days before, Al Masry Al Youm newspaper published what it said were the minutes of a meeting at State Security to draw up a plan to destroy the secret documents before the storming of the headquarters.46
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The newspaper noted that the minutes were in two documents, which it published along with an archival photo that explained their content. The first document includes instructions to the branches of the service to shred, rather than burn, all the archives of the offices of the administrations and geographic branches, while transferring information that was not available at the administration or branch to the archive of the administration or branch, in addition to:

- Doing business at the offices in the case of requesting names by contacting the administration or branch, with the knowledge of one of the officers, to meet the request.
- Removing the “Top Secret” archive at the administrations and geographic branches and shredding its content, and coordinating with the “Top Secret” archive at the State Security Service in the event of requesting information.
- Not keeping copies of “Top Secret” correspondence in the future and using the original only for that purpose.47

The second document contained the minutes of a meeting given to Al Masry Al Youm by a young man called Asem Emam after finding it inside one of the offices at the State Security headquarters in Nasr City. It explained the measures that the service decided to take to destroy its entire archive of documents that bears the classification “Top Secret.”48

According to the minutes of the meeting held on 21 February 2011 in the wake of the eruption of the 25 January revolution and the former president stepping down, the meeting was attended by a group of key commanders of the service to study securing the archive of the administrations and branches in light of the recent demonstrations witnessed in the country. The participants in the meeting decided to ask all the branches to provide archive rooms with concrete walls, armored doors, and internal steel locks. It also obliged each branch to develop an emergency evacuation plan that includes getting rid of the archive by shredding, rather than burning, in the event of a breach and once the branch chief ascertains that the archive cannot be salvaged. The participants in the meeting also studied seeking the help of one of the technical experts to study the possibility of destroying files with a chemical substance (in the case of danger) instead of a fire.

The participants in the meeting further stressed the need for transferring all the “Top Secret” correspondence to the electronic archive, which will take a year. The period can be cut to four months in the case of increasing the number of personnel working on data entry from 40 to 120. The minutes of the meeting revealed that the number of personal files at the regular archive of the service amounted to 354,000, while thematic files amounted to 500,000. The service also established an electronic archive on which it uploaded data from 1998 to 2011. Uploading the data will take a year. The period can be cut to four months.49

FOURTH: HANDING OVER DOCUMENTS TO PROSECUTION

On 10 March 2011, activists and rights advocates submitted a statement to the Egyptian attorney general to investigate cases related to the corruption of State Security officers in the country, based on the documents that they obtained after citizens stormed the headquarters of the State Security Service in a number of Egyptian governorates. They considered these documents to constitute material evidence of crimes committed by State Security officers against citizens. Lawyers and activists headed to East Cairo Public Prosecution where Statement No. 4098 was written and the documents were given to the public prosecutor of East Cairo, who formed a team comprising five members of the prosecution to receive and secure the documents by placing them under heavy security.50

The committee succeeded in collecting 83,000 documents of State Security, which were placed in more than 40 boxes and handed over to the attorney general. The documents included files of spying on public figures and documents confirming the involvement of the commanders of the service in arms trade; smuggling antiquities, alcohol, and prostitution; selling state land; and interfering with the boards of companies. Sayid Ibrahim, head of the popular committee for protecting documents, said that the attorney general asked the committee to submit the documents to secondary prosecution offices.

Inspired by WikiLeaks, a website specialized in publishing secret documents, many Egyptians sought to publish photocopies of documents and papers of the State Security Service by creating several pages and groups on Facebook. The creators of these pages assumed the personality of Julian Assange, founder of WikiLeaks. Their aim was to have all these documents in one place to make it easy to access them and to expose the tasks of the service in the years that followed the 25 January revolution. These pages and groups had different names, such as “Scandals and Leaks of State Security Page,” “State Security Documents for History,” “Publish State Security Documents,” “State Security Files,” “State Security Investigations Documents-Top Injustice,” “Together To Expose State Security,” “As of Today, There Is No State Security; We Are security and We Are State,” “State Security WikiLeaks,” and “Amm Dawla Leaks.”51

The interesting thing is that these groups and pages attracted members estimated at thousands then although they had been created only two days after storming the National Security headquarters. Curiosity prompted people to learn about the secrets of the State Security Service, which virtually controlled the country under the former Mubarak regime, and to watch photos and videos of rooms where papers were shredded at State Security headquarters in Cairo and the governorates.52
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The committee thought that this was “very dangerous as it would be difficult to transport the documents for long distances in light of the absence of security.”

The attorney general, according to the statements of the members of the committee, then assigned a room for these documents with heavy security around the clock. He also assigned Counselor Hatem Zayyat and his assistants at the public prosecution the task of conducting investigations. After delivering the documents, the committee held the public prosecution responsible for protecting them. The committee warned it of the fires that destroy many documents and evidence of corruption. After delivering the documents, the public prosecution interrogated activists who were present when the National Security headquarters were stormed and asked them how the documents were obtained and about the persons who had access to them. The committee included some lawyers as members. Those lawyers had visited the National Security headquarters at the request of citizens after storming the State Security Service headquarters in Nasr City and the refusal to hand over the documents to legal and rights figures.

The notion of secrecy persisted. It involved obtaining any documents or statements, or even the memoirs of some commanders who witnessed some events. This even happened with the key commanders of the Military Council, which ran the country in the immediate aftermath of Mubarak’s fall. The same military establishment confiscated Al Watan newspaper when it published the memoirs of Sami Anan, the former chief of staff. He occupied this post in the recent years before the revolution and afterward until he was dismissed by President Mohammed Morsi. He was a deputy to Field Marshal Tantawi in the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces, which ran the country immediately after the revolution.

Anan’s memoirs spoke about the decisions that were taken concerning the revolution, the position of the Military Council on the overthrow of Mubarak, and the circumstances surrounding the visit of Sami Anan to the United States around the time of the revolution. They also spoke about the position of Anan and the military command toward the question of handling the demonstrators and other details related to backstage developments in the rooms of the highest leadership entity in the Egyptian army at the time of the revolution. The first part of these memoirs was published in Al Watan newspaper, which is not known for opposing the regime. However, the edition in which the memoirs were published was immediately confiscated.

Afterward, an army spokesman made a statement to the effect that “the information and statements circulated by some media outlets during this period as memoirs of some former military officials create a state of confusion and sensationalism in a manner that affects the security and safety of the Armed Forces and that affects the national security of the country under extremely delicate and sensitive circumstances.” The official Egyptian Middle East News Agency carried statements by War Staff Colonel Ahmad Mohammed Ali, former official military spokesman, in which he stressed that “it is extremely important to be careful and to beware of handling this information without adopting the necessary legal measures, in coordination with the relevant agencies in the Armed Forces, given the risks that this could pose, especially since all countries ban the publication of issues that could affect their national security and set appropriate periods and laws to regulate this subject to legal accountability.”

At a later stage, after the domination of the “counterrevolution” that followed 3 July 2013, and in a wave of “settling scores” with political figures who belong to various political groups that took part in the revolution, some activists who stormed State Security headquarters were pursued. A famous pro-regime lawyer filed lawsuits against some activists who witnessed these developments, accusing them of endangering state security. The reputation of others was tarnished by leaking some of their personal calls to satellite channels affiliated with businessmen loyal to the regime, as happened with Mustafa Najjar, former MP who represented the Adl (Justice) Party. The same thing happened to activists from the April 6 Movement, such as Asmaa Mahfouz, Ahmad Maher, Mohammed Adil, and others.

The researcher tried to speak to a former activist who witnessed the storming of the main headquarters of the State Security Service in Nasr City in Cairo, but she declined, saying that this could make her criminally liable or cause security action against her, as happened to some revolutionaries previously.

**PART SIXTH: LUSTRATION, INVESTIGATION, AND PROSECUTION INVOLVING REGIME CRIMES**

**FIRST: LACK OF SPECIAL COURTS**

Contrary to the tradition in the experiences of revolutions and democratic transformation, which allow for quick special courts to hold corrupt officials of former regimes accountable for economic corruption, political crimes, or rights violations, the cases related to the crimes of the key figures of the Mubarak regime were referred to the ordinary judiciary, which is known for its extreme bureaucracy. Besides, some of its measures, which are full of loopholes, allow suspects to easily beat the cases against them. This is indeed what happened as Mubarak and the symbols of his authority were acquitted in all the major cases they were accused of a few months after the revolution. The complete opposite happened to political and community activists who received harsh prison sentences between 3 and 10 years after they were charged in connection with violating the Protest Law, passed under interim President Adly Mansour. The same applies to activists and members of the Muslim Brotherhood group and other Islamists, who received severe prison sentences, ranging from 5–7 years to long sentences and even death sentences under extremely exceptional judicial and political circumstances. This has led to accusations that the judicial system in Egypt has been politicized and totally controlled by the executive authority.

Therefore, it was important to set up “special judiciary” in the transitional phase of the revolution. It is special judiciary, and not extraordinary judiciary or outside the domain of law and constitution. This would allow for fair trials. The lack of such judicial entities allowed Mubarak and the symbols of his regime, as well as police officers accused of committing crimes against demonstrators and before that against victims in the pre-25 January phase, to escape justice. What helped in this is the lack of
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a legislative framework that allows for such trials and that lays the foundations of a stable system of transitional justice.

A report issued by the Arabic Network for Human Rights Information, an Egyptian rights organization chaired by rights activist Jamal Eid – a recent ruling was issued to confiscate his funds and those of the organization he heads – about transitional justice stated that political will in the countries of the Arab Spring had seen a general trend of impunity and the lack of a systematic approach of transitional justice. This has led to the faltering of reform and democratization and the lack of restructuring of state institutions that are accused of corruption and holding officials accountable for the crimes committed against peoples.58

SECOND: FACT-FINDING COMMITTEES

There are two main parties when it comes to knowing the violations against citizens, whether in times of war or civil conflicts or revolutions. The first party is the person against whom violations are committed, and his parents and relatives. This is based on the updated Set of Principles for the Protection and Promotion of Human Rights through Action to Combat Impunity, which stated the following: “Irrespective of any legal proceedings, victims, their families and relatives have the imprescriptible right to know the truth about the circumstances in which violations took place, and, in the event of death or disappearance, the victim’s fate.” The right of victims and their parents to know the truth is linked to their right to reparation and fair judicial satisfaction and bringing the perpetrators of violations to account.59

Of course, the second party that has the right to know is society, which makes up the nation and state, because it is a public party to the conflict as a whole and because it represents the popular sum of a nation whereby the right of a group of its individuals have been violated. The violations that occurred are a small part within a system of conflict that represents a part of the context of the history of this society and its collective memory, which must be preserved for different reasons, most important of which is: Bringing the perpetrators of these crimes to trial, no matter how long the conflict lasts and regardless of the length of litigation and bringing the violators to justice. Also, this is meant to let new generations know about how much older generations suffered during conflict, war, or revolution, and to prevent the repeat of the same crimes and violations. Bringing violators or criminals to a fair trial or popular hearing committees is part of the punishment, which serves as a lesson for others.

The fact-finding committees formed after the revolution have failed for different reasons. The only thing that has changed in the regime is the fall of one of its wings. The state was run with a stronger wing, which is the military establishment. This establishment curbed the revolution completely throughout different phases, through its partnership with the Ministry of Interior. This was also the result of the weakness of civil parties and movements and the grave mistakes committed by Islamists. On the procedural level, these committees, which were formed several times, have failed for several reasons, either because of deliberately failing to mention the results reached by these committees or because they lacked the powers and necessary tools to facilitate their work, or because of their composition and the quality of the institutions that supervised them.

Naturally, an authority whose heart is the counterrevolution, as well as establishments that took part in the violations all the time, such as the police and army, would not form a transitional justice committee or a fact-finding committee in a way so that the reports or decisions of this committee can be trusted.

Here, we will focus on the first fact-finding committee as a case study, the form and circumstances of its creation, and the conclusions it reached for several reasons, most important of which is that it was the first committee formed immediately after the revolution. The committee was formed amid the revolutionary action of the Egyptian revolution and the existence of popular momentum in the street that put pressure on the authority then. Therefore, it was expected that its recommendations would be taken, at least compared with other committees. This committee could have been a step toward establishing a path for transitional justice had its recommendations been built on and its work completed and had a political-popular-media agreement been reached on it. However, it failed due to the control of the military establishment over the management of the transitional process after the revolution and also due to the absence of political will on the part of the different groups of the revolution.

THIRD: EVALUATING RESULTS OF FIRST FACT-FINDING COMMITTEE

The first fact-finding committee was formed immediately after the revolution based on Decision No. 294 of 2011 issued by the Cabinet under the rule of the former Military Council concerning the incidents and crimes that took place during the revolution 26 January - February 2011. The committee was formed to investigate the events of the revolution. It comprised a group of judicial counselors and some of their assistants, who are rights specialists. The committee was given some fact-finding powers and asked to take the necessary measures that it deems fit vis-à-vis the incidents that took place on the Egyptian scene between 25 January 2011 when the revolution broke out and until the committee was asked to start its work on 9 February 2011. Some of these important powers included finding facts concerning the illegal practices that made the said events deviate from the civilized nature of the peaceful demonstrations of young people. They also included doing what it deems necessary, such as hearing witnesses, collecting information, summoning anyone involved in the said events, and having access to papers, documents, and minutes that it deems necessary. The committee had the power to receive correspondence from citizens and civil society organizations and others, including statements or information about the said events. Article 3 of the said Cabinet decision obliged state agencies and the competent bodies to provide the committee with all the information and data it requests in relation to the tasks assigned to it. Article 7 of the Cabinet decision stipulated that the committee shall submit its report and recommendations to the attorney general.60

The committee submitted its report to the first post-revolution government, led by Essam Sharaf; the Supreme Council of Armed Forces, which ruled the country at the time after Mubarak stepped down; and the attorney general. Counselor
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Abdel Majeed Mahmoud. The report reached the following important conclusions:

The committee established in its report that “policemen fired rubber bullets, blanks, and live ammunition in the face of demonstrators; or there was sniping from rooftops overlooking Tahrir Square, especially from the Ministry of Interior building, from the top of Nile Hilton Hotel, and from the top of the building of the American University. This was confirmed by the statements of those interviewed by the committee and by medical reports, which stated that the deaths were primarily caused by bullets and blank cartridges in the head, neck, and chest. Firing bullets requires permission from a committee chaired by the interior minister and including senior officers in the Ministry of Interior. Then, orders go down the chain of command to police officers, who carry them out.”

The committees issued a number of important recommendations, including drafting a new constitution to establish the foundations of democratic rule through a constituent committee, reconsidering all the laws that restrict freedoms in Egypt, reconsidering the Parties’ Law and all the laws that regulate rights and public freedoms, and reconsidering the tax exemptions given to businessmen while imposing progressive taxes on income. The recommendations also included passing a law to combat all forms of religious, ethnic, economic, or social discrimination among citizens; ensuring the real independence of the judiciary; canceling all forms of intervention by the executive authority in the work of the judiciary; canceling all forms of extraordinary judiciary; facilitating the administration of effective justice; and modernizing the security service to ensure its professional competence and its respect for the law and for human rights. Besides, security agencies must not be the sole party to solve the problems of citizens, and they must be qualified professionally and psychologically. Moreover, the administrative apparatus of the state must be modernized to increase its efficiency and eliminate corruption in it and open routes for transparency to preserve public funds. A health insurance system must be put in place by providing free health care to all citizens; development policy must be linked to social justice; the post of president of the republic must be separated from the leadership of political parties; a national anti-corruption agency, which has immunity, must be established; the principle of respect for the law must be asserted, while subjecting all citizens to its provisions; judicial rulings must be respected, especially by the government; and freedom to establish political parties must be granted.

However, the conclusions reached by this committee – and the committees that followed it later – concerning blaming the Mubarak regime for the situation of political and economic corruption and also blaming it and its executive agencies – chief of which is the Ministry of Interior – for the fall of victims during the 25 January revolution were all in vain as Mubarak, the symbols of his rule, and police officers were acquitted of all charges. Likewise, most of the recommendations made by the committee to the new ruling authority in Egypt were not implemented on the ground and faced different problems and obstacles.

PART SEVEN: WHY WAS THE EGYPTIAN REVOLUTION NOT SUFFICIENTLY DOCUMENTED?

Immediately after the January revolution, there was a pressing need for documenting the action witnessed by the 25 January revolution, which means preserving the historical memory of the revolution and its scenes and preserving the collective memory of a generation that witnessed the revolution and its interactions, events, actors, and the establishments and persons who committed crimes against victims who fell or whose bodies or rights were violated.

There were several initiatives that were launched either through official establishments – none of them succeeded – and initiatives by individuals and unofficial establishments, civil society organizations, or activists who saw that it is important to work on this issue, especially given the continuing attrition in various events and the fall of victims or imprisonment of others who were witnesses to the events.

First: Committee for Documentation of 25 January Revolution

The “Committee for the Documentation of the 25 January Revolution” is an initiative that emerged from the “official” Egyptian National Library and Archives a few months after the ousting of Mubarak on 11 February 2011. The National Library and Archives then assigned the job to Dr. Khalid Fahmi, a renowned Egyptian researcher and historian, former history professor at the American University, and the author of a book that resonated a great deal about the era of Muhammad Ali Pasha, founder of modern Egypt. The committee set for itself several objectives at the time, including implementing a project that aims at collecting the material related to the revolution to make it available later to the public. The committee considered its work on this project to be a right for the Egyptian people, the one who triggered the revolution, and the right of future generations to see the documents and the pictures, films, and testimonies related to different aspects of the revolution, whether in the period that preceded the revolution or during the 18 days that it took until the former president stepped down or during the later weeks whose events are still unfolding until now. This is a part of the mission of the National Library and Archives, which is to safeguard the documents of the country and make them available to interested people and researchers studying Egypt's history.

The committee developed a vision to establish an archive, which is as perfect as can be. It should be indexed and maintained in accordance with the standards followed in this domain. The target archive includes all digital and physical media, including documents, libraries, pictures, films, posters, publications, songs, works of art, and jokes. This is in addition to recording the testimonies of those who took part in the revolution, such as the testimonies of those who formed the popular committees throughout the Republic.

To implement this, the committee thought that there were several methods that it could follow to collect testimonies related to the events of the revolution, including collecting personal testimonies of the people who took part in the revolution, whether by planning, walking amid demonstrations, and staging sit-ins at squares. This also includes the testimonies of those who did not take part directly in any of the demonstrations or sit-ins at squares and the testimonies of those who did not take part directly in any of these events, but they witnessed it or were affected by it in any manner.
The committee also sought to collect pictures, videos, and audio recordings that accompanied the events of the revolution during the 18-day period from 25 January until 11 February; collect posters, banners, publications, and works of art produced or distributed in the streets and squares during the days of the revolution; collect newspapers, magazines, and TV recordings that accompanied the days of the revolution; contact the different fact-finding committees that were formed in the wake of the revolution; collect the documentary material produced by these committees during the period of their work; contact human rights organizations and collect the reports they issued about human rights violations that occurred during the revolution; collect the slogans, shouts, songs, and jokes that circulated during the days of the revolution; monitor the role of religious establishments and groups (official and unofficial) and their position toward the revolution and collect the publications attributed to them or press interviews of people affiliated with them during the days of the revolution; and monitor the role of political parties and professional associations and collect reports, publications, and press interviews by people affiliated with them during the days of the revolution.

Of course, the committee faced some fundamental questions at the beginning of its work. The members of the committee then saw that these questions would define the notion and question of documentation itself, such as: When did the revolution end? When do we stop documenting? Is it when the referendum was held on constitutional amendments? Or when the parliamentary elections were held? Or when the presidential elections were held? Since we found ourselves walking in one funeral after the other for one of our martyrs, hold one protest after the other to champion one of our friends, and make one visit after the other to the Zeinhom morgue out of sympathy with the families of the victims of the Ministry of Interior, then it is right for us to ask: “Has the revolution really ended or is it still continuing?” Also, there is another question: “When did the revolution exactly break out?” Is it on 25 January? Or is it on 14 January 2011 when (Zine El Abidine) Ben Ali fled and the Tunisian revolution succeeded in removing the man who had ruled Tunisia for more than 20 years, inspiring hope in the hearts of some Egyptians? Or did the revolution start through previous events that made anger boil until it reached a climax on 25 January? That climax was the targeting of the Two Saints Church in Alexandria in late 2010. Or it could be the repressive practices of the Ministry of Interior, most infamous of which was the killing of the youth Khalid Saeed in the city of Alexandria in the same year, or even way before that in the uprising in el-Mahalla in 2007, the creation of the Kefaya Movement in 2004, or the demonstrations that erupted against the Gulf War in 2003, etc.

In the end, these events were crucial. They accumulated until they reached a climax in the beginning of 2011. They only lacked self-ignition whose focus was hundreds of kilometers away in Tunisia.

The committee worked for two years, 2011–2012, before it dissolved itself at the beginning of 2013. The work of the committee during that period was to collect documents related to the events of the revolution. All of the documents were later handed over to the National Library and Archives, such as electronic proofs of the last editions of the newspapers pertaining to the 18 days since the eruption of the revolution and until Mubarak stepped down and recording testimonies of a group of citizens and politicians based on an announcement made by the committee to the participants in the revolution or those who witnessed some of the events to submit their testimonies about these events. The aim of the committee was not to explain the events or to confirm its own vision. This is why the members agreed in the work methodology on giving anyone who wants to give his testimony 20 minutes, which could be increased. The key question was: “What did you do on such and such a day?” Then, they would leave the person to tell the story.

The committee did not document any of the cases, in connection with the revolution, which were examined by the courts at the time. However, the members of the committee thought that the best way to document these cases was to collect the records of the case itself and the testimonies of the parties if possible, regardless of the legal outcome reached by the court. Of course, this is assuming that the court agrees to this. The short duration of the work of the committee and the climate of polarization that emerged later obstructed the work of the committee and prevented it from continuing any later paths that its members had intended to pursue.

The fate of the Committee for the Documentation of 25 January was dissolution in early 2013, just a few months prior to the toppling of President Mohammed Morsi. The dissolution of the committee was a decision taken by its chairman and members, who volunteered to work with it. The reasons for the dissolution were either subjective or objective. Most of these reasons had to do with obstacles created to the committee to disrupt its work. The most serious obstacle that faced the committee had to do with citizen fears of security breaking into the place where the documents are held and using their testimonies as evidence to convict them of carrying out acts during the revolution that could form grounds for incriminating them now. Thus, they requested guarantees from the committee to protect their testimonies and keep them for years and not release them except with their consent according to a contract with the committee. The advisers of the National Library and Archives denied the possibility of achieving this. In the end, the failure of the revolution caused the work of the committee to stop because every action that will be documented might be used later against the people involved in it. This is because the counterrevolution is in power now. Khalid Fahmi, chairman of the committee, put it as follows: “If we think philosophically, we will discover that the tragedy of the committee is that the revolution was not completed, and consequently, revolutionary acts have become criminalized now.”

There were other bureaucratic measures that made the work of the committee difficult, such as the refusal of the National Library and Archives to give the committee the documentary material and newspapers proofs – which the members of the committee obtained and collected through their personal connections – to upload to the committee website, and so on. In the end, the project, which brought together volunteer researchers and historians to carry out a national project to document a very important stage ended in failure.
SECOND: DOCUMENTATION INITIATIVES

There were several attempts and initiatives, either individually or by civil society organizations or research groups, which considered documentation important in light of the great attrition due to successive and fast developments. They considered the idea of documentation itself to be a revolutionary act since documentation is important to monitor events so as not to cover up the crimes that were committed by the regime or by the establishments that are leading the “counterrevolution” during the period that followed the fall of Mubarak. A 14-year-old girl did the necessary documentation for the 18 days on which the website “25 January Revolution... Full Documentation” depended. According to the creators of the website, the girl, who was outside Egypt during the revolution, saved what people circulated online, including pictures, video recordings, articles, and even blogs and personal thoughts, and classified it chronologically.

The importance of the website lies in that it contains a search specialized in the events of the revolution. It is divided into several categories, including “violence and clashes,” “million-man marches,” “revolution harbingers,” “army deployed,” and another specialized search under the name “personalities” containing around 183 names, including public figures that stood with or against the revolution and figures who became prominent during the revolution. In addition, the website documents press articles and videos that include revolutionary songs from the field, clashes, and media statements by officials and public figures. Under the same name “25 January Revolution,” another website documented its events. It included an important section that had the testimonies of citizens who were invited to participate under the section “tell your story in the revolution.” The last update of citizens’ testimonies dates back to June 2012.

THIRD: REVOLUTION MUSEUM... INCOMPLETE PROJECT

Immediately after the revolution, Hisham Ali Jreisha, an Egyptian professor who heads the architecture department at one of the Egyptian universities, presented a project to Essam Sharaf, the first prime minister to be selected by the revolution, to eternalize the memory of the 25 January revolution and its martyrs by turning the burning building of the former National Party into a museum. This museum would embody the revolution and its various narratives. Also, the roof of a car park near the Omar Makram Mosque at the heart of Tahrir Square would be turned into a marble square to remind people of the martyrs of the revolution through transparent crystal pillars.

The idea of the proposed project was partly based on covering the building of the “dissolved National Party” from outside with transparent glass so as to keep the traces of the fire on the building from outside as a witness to the most important moments of the Egyptian revolution, which is the day of “Friday of Anger.” It is considered a crucial day in the Egyptian revolution. The second phase of the project would include renovating the building of the defunct National Party and restoring it from inside and providing it with central air conditioning. Thus, it will turn into a museum that documents the revolution of the Egyptians against their ousted president through displaying everything that is connected to the revolution, such as the belongings of the revolutionaries and the clothes of the martyrs when they were killed. It will also show some aspects of the practices of the defunct regime against Egyptians, including the injustice and persecution for almost three decades. The second part of the project Shumu’ al-Shahada (Martyrs’ Candles), as explained by the person who conceived its idea, is to use the roof of a car park under construction near the Omar Makram Mosque at the heart of Tahrir Square as a large marble monument to commemorate the martyrs of the revolution.

However, the project did not see daylight. The building of the National Party was later demolished by the army despite the repeated appeals by political groups to maintain the building as a historical vestige of the revolution and of an important phase in the history of the country.

FOURTH: REVOLUTION MUSEUM IN PHARAONIC VILLAGE

It is a project that seems to have been fulfilled on the ground, but it actually does not exist now. It has totally disappeared without clear reasons. It is the inauguration of a museum about 25 January in the famous Pharaonic Village in Giza. The museum was established immediately after the revolution. It was opened by a number of famous media persons, artists, and politicians, some of whom turned against the revolution and its line after 3 July 2013.

The museum, according to the London-based Al Sharq Al Awsat newspaper, was opened on Monday, 7 March 2011, on the banks of the Nile, one month after the fall of Mubarak. The museum contained pictures of the martyrs of the revolution and their clothes and belongings. Also, a monument was inaugurated for them at the entrance of the museum. A large number of photos and portraits eternalizing the events of the revolution over 18 days were hung on the walls of the museum, which was established by the Pharaonic Village under the title “So That We Will Not Forget.” The photos and portraits captured slogans raised by the demonstrators and shots of their joy and sorrow. It resembled a historical recording, in the Pharaonic way, which used to record events on walls. The museum also contained items that the revolutionaries considered “spoils of war.” They are some live bullets fired on the demonstrators and different types of tear gas thrown by security forces at them. All of the items were put on display inside glass boxes, just as international museums do.

When we access the website of the Pharaonic Village now, we find links and pictures of only eight museums inside it. These are: Boats of Ancient Egypt, Mummification Exhibit, Pyramids and Sphinx Exhibit, Dr. Hassan Ragab’s Exhibit, Art and History of Islam, Coptic Exhibit, Cleopatra’s Exhibit, and Ancient Arts and Beliefs. There is no single reference to anything by the name “Revolution Museum,” as if it was a temporary project that ended when its time was over.
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FIFTH: HEADQUARTERS OF THE OLD NATIONAL PARTY

Several political groups launched appeals, demanding turning the headquarters of the National Party on the Nile, located at the entrance of Tahrir Square, into a museum. The headquarters was set on fire on 28 January 2011 by the revolutionaries; this was a declaration at the time of tearing down the most prominent symbol of the rule of the old National Party. However, the building remained like this without a clear idea about how to benefit from it after the revolution. During the first three years after the fall of Mubarak, there were calls for turning it into a museum that symbolizes the defunct era. However, when the army took power after the ousting of President Mohammed Morsi, the government of Ibrahim Mihlib, the second government to be formed after 3 July 2013, agreed to demolish the building provided that Cairo Governorate would proceed with measures to demolish the building, while assigning the demolition works to the Armed Forces Engineering Authority. Once the demolition is over, the site would be used based on a decision by the Cabinet, without setting a date for the first step in the demolition process.

In March 2014, the government approved of the demolition of the burned building. Then, Cairo Governorate announced that it would demolish it and turn the site into a park. Former Minister of Antiquities Mohammed Ibrahim said that the building would be attached to the Egyptian Museum in Tahrir Square. A third statement was made by the former government about turning the building into a large hotel. However, some activists demanded keeping the building intact to commemorate the revolution.76

Some Egyptian activists are of the opinion that the Egyptian government, which is supported, they believe, by the military regime, had saved National Party leaders from penalty and decided only to demolish the building perhaps “to obliterate the symbol of the collapse of the regime in the face of the uprising of the people and to conceal evidence that had existed on the banks of the Nile that reminded everyone who saw it that the people of Egypt one day staged a revolution.”

The National Party, which had dominated the scene throughout the Mubarak era, was formed by former President Anwar Sadat and was considered during Sadat’s time and the Mubarak era to be the authority’s party. The party was chaired by the two presidents, both of whom belonged to the military establishment. The party was officially dissolved by the judiciary immediately after the January revolution.

SIXTH: GRAFFITI... POPULAR DOCUMENTATION

One of the archival projects, which constituted spontaneous popular documentation of the revolution and its slogans and key political messages, involved graffiti on the walls of Cairo. These drawings depicted the martyrs of the revolution and the symbols of the old regime and the counterrevolution. They also expressed some of the demands of the revolution, such as social justice and the trial of the leaders of the Mubarak regime. They symbolically embodied some of the significant events of the revolution, such as the fall of Mubarak, the events of Mohammed Mahmoud Street, and others. Graffiti murals marked a visual development in the Egyptian revolution; they depicted the faces of Field Marshal Tantawi and Mubarak; processions of martyrs, angels, and bodies; a Pharaonic warrior destroying the myths of tyrants; and a child eating street food with tears in his eyes.77

In May 2012, under the authority of the Military Council, a part of the graffiti was removed on the pretext of a cleanup carried out by workers of Cairo Municipality. The same thing happened during the rule of President Mohammed Morsi as graffiti was removed from Mohammed Mahmoud Street, off Tahrir Square, late at night. The walls of the street were painted in yellow. Many people expressed dissatisfaction with this on social media sites at the time.

In 2013, when Mohammed Morsi was ousted and the Muslim Brotherhood-backed government was removed, and within the context of the war by the regime on the revolution, a systematic policy was adopted to eliminate anything that had any connection with the 25 January revolution. A law was enacted preventing demonstrations. This allowed for the arrest of peaceful demonstrators. Also, many graffiti artists were arrested. An artist known by the name “Ganzeer” had to leave the country after a smear campaign. The same year and the following years witnessed repeated attacks on freedom of opinion and expression. This included campaigns against cultural centers and publication houses and the imprisonment of novelists and writers on charges that violate freedom of opinion.78

Things did not stop at this point. Erasing the popular and official memory included removing most scenes of the Egyptian revolution from the page on the website of the State Information Service, which is known to be affiliated with the Egyptian Intelligence. The website initially made no mention of some significant events during the revolution, such as the 28 January incidents, the escape of the police, and the burning of the headquarters of the old National Party. At a later stage, the page became inactive for unknown reasons.

SEVENTH: REMOVING THE REVOLUTION FROM CURRICULA

The movement staged by the July 1952 officers strengthened the notion of politicizing school curricula. The July 1952 coup deleted everything related to the family of Muhammad Ali Pasha, which had ruled Egypt for more than a century and a half. It also used the curricula to distort the liberal period that followed 1952. The symbols of the era were erased and their persons were crudely smeared.

The same thing was repeated with the 25 January revolution, which was initially welcomed by state institutions and media. However, in the years that followed the ouster of President Mohammed Morsi and the Muslim Brotherhood-backed government, these entities completely turned against the revolution. After 3 July, a state of confusion swept the educational process in Egypt. This process was affected by the political crises in the country. Thus, school curricula saw amendments, additions, and deletions as they were connected to political changes.

For example, the Egyptian Ministry of Education announced that the curricula had been completely “purged” of the additions introduced by the Muslim Brotherhood regime to it after they took power. The ministry had also amended the curricula at the beginning of the school year by removing one of the lessons

76 Mohammad Rida, Headquarters of National Party, from Moral Collapse to Forced Demolition, in Al Youm Al Sabi, 15 April 2015: https://goo.gl/eEZtNN
77 Mohammed Sabbagh, The Guardian, Tahrir Graffiti... Erasing What Remains of the Revolution, in Zahma website (taken from The Guardian) 1 April 2016: https://goo.gl/IP1xWg
78 Ibid.
taught to high-school students under the heading “Difference Between Revolution and Coup.” The ministry stopped the printing of the textbook on Psychology and Sociology to high-school students before it reached the printing press. The lesson spoke at length about the difference between a popular revolution and a military coup. The amendments to the curricula also included reprinting the National Education textbook for high-school students because the line it contained did not agree with the political line of the 3 July regime. The chapter on legitimacy was deleted; it was part of the National Education textbook.79 Entire chapters of the textbooks on Psychology and National Education for high-school students were deleted on the pretext that they contained violating lessons. They were deleted and reprinted.80

CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNT

This paper attempts to review the factors that led to the losing of the opportunity for reforming the security services; it being the largest obstacle that hampered the Egyptian revolution. This paper discusses the problems faced with this kind of reform, including the growing political polarization between the opposition forces after the ousting of Mubarak, and the failure of those opposing powers to reach a political and societal agreement on the importance of reform as an essential effort in the democratization process.

Also, the paper attempts to reflect on the political system, which managed the Egyptian state before the revolution: its main structures, elements of configuration and its internal and external alliances.

The paper addresses the performance of the fact-finding committee that was formed directly after the ousting of Mubarak, and how it failed to achieve its basic goals. This failure indirectly impacted investigations into the crimes of the Mubarak regime, and eventually the inability to prosecute members of the security services.

This paper analyzes the reasons several projects to document the Egyptian revolution have been unsuccessful. The researcher particularly focuses on the government-led project through the Egyptian National Archive, as well as other initiatives by individuals, research centers, and civil society organizations.

The lesson learnt from the aborted Egyptian revolution is that restoring or building a strong democratic process in Egypt is contingent on having a broader political reform agenda; the most integral component of which is a clear path for transitional justice and the reform of the security services.

79 Walaa Hussein, Egyptian Curricula Provide Room for Political Wrangling... With Change in Regimes, in al-monitor, 2 January 2014: http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/ar/originals/2014/01/egypt-curriculum-dictated-ruling-regime.html#
80 Ibid (slight change in wording).
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LOSS OF INDEPENDENCE DURING WORLD WAR II

Occupation. The member states of the League of Nations, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania were occupied by the Soviet Union in June 1940. Tens of thousands of the Red Army and Soviet Baltic Fleet soldiers and sailors were stationed to the territories of the Baltic states. After that the Estonian government resigned. The list of members of the next government, a puppet government, was proposed by the Soviet Legation in Tallinn. Andrej Zhdanov, a special emissary of Joseph Stalin, was sent to Tallinn and coerced the President of the Republic, Konstantin Päts, to appoint a puppet government. Similar events took place in Latvia and Lithuania. A “transitional period” in all three Baltic states created the illusion of the continuation of the former legal order with the so-called people’s governments, controlled by Soviet special representatives, under the cover of the Soviet diplomats, and by the Soviet secret police, NKVD, was finalized by the formal incorporation of all three Baltic states into the Soviet Union in the beginning of August 1940. Three weeks earlier the Soviet-controlled and Soviet-type elections, with only one candidate in each electoral district, were carried out in each Baltic country. Elected puppet parliaments had voted unanimously for the reorganisation of their countries into soviet republics, and asked the Soviet government for incorporation of their states into the “friendly family of the soviet nations”.

Non-recognition policy of the USA. Simultaneously with the first session of the puppet parliaments in all three occupied Baltic states, on 23 July 1940, the US acting Secretary of State Sumner Welles issued a declaration, condemning the political changes in all three Baltic states. It was the beginning of the non-recognition policy of the Western countries in respect of incorporation of the Baltic states that continued until the collapse of the Soviet Union.

Soviet reorganisation of society. At the end of August 1940 the constitutions of all three Baltic soviet union republics, based on Stalinist constitution of the USSR from December 1936, came into force. The puppet parliaments declared themselves to the temporary Supreme Soviets and continued in this capacity until new supreme soviets were elected in 1947. Temporary Supreme Soviets appointed new governments, councils of people’s commissars. Although some members of the “people’s governments” continued in new councils of people’s commissars, now also the former underground communists and some citizens of the Soviet Union were appointed to the people’s commissars’ (ministers) posts respectively in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.

Before the end of the year 1940 the Soviet legislation was introduced, including the criminal code of the Russian Soviet Socialist Federal Republic of 1926. Estonian currency, kroon, was changed to the Soviet rouble using the extortionate exchange rate 1 kroon = 1.25 roubles.

During 1940–1941 Estonia was ruled in fact by the Plenipotentiary of the Central Committee of the All-Union Communist (bolshevist) Party and the Council of People’s Commissars of the USSR in Estonia Vladimir Bochkarev and his staff. To each ESSR people’s commissariat a deputy people’s commissar, in fact a supervisor from respective branch institution of the party or the USSR government was appointed. The security services, the People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs (NKVD) and the People’s Commissariat the State Security (NKGB), created in February 1941 with their branch offices (respective ESSR people’s commissariats) had extraordinary important role.

Political terror and population losses. First arrests of the political opponents took place already in June 1940. Since autumn the massive political arrests began, culminating with the deportation of men, women and children from all three Baltic states on 14 June 1941. Repressions and deportation were directed against the bearers of the statehood: the politicians and higher state officials, military officers, policemen, part of educational elites, businessmen, entrepreneurs, wealthier peasants etc. During 1939–1941 Estonia has lost every tenth resident: when in 1939 there was about 1,134,000 inhabitants in the Republic of Estonia, so according to the registration of the population, carried through by the German occupation authorities in the end of 1941, there were little bit less than 1,000,000.

After the German occupation in 1941–1944, according to the registration of the population carried through by the Soviet authorities in autumn 1944, only about 900,000 persons were present in Estonia, i.e during 1939–1944 Estonia has lost every fifth resident.

2 First Soviet military bases were stationed to the Baltic countries after the defeat of Poland beginning with October 1939 following another Soviet ultimatum, but though according to the agreements between the Soviet Union and each Baltic state.
3 The communist parties were illegal in all three Baltic states. The central committee of the Estonian CP was located in the Soviet Union and was subordinated to the Comintern and in turn to the All-Union Communist (bolshevist) Party of the Soviet Union. ECP was the smallest comparing to the other Baltic states with some 100–150 members in 1940.
4 Not all of them were direct victims of the Soviet repressions: among them were the more than 20,000 Baltic Germans, settled to the Germany after the Hitler-Stalin Pact was signed. In summer 1941 more than 30,000 men were mobilised to the Red Army from Estonia, but sent to the labour units, and more than 25,000 were evacuated (mostly the party and Soviet officials, but also skilled workers and specialists). The most of circa 7000 arrested and a majority 10,000 deported persons, who were sent to the Gulag camps or forced settlement in Northern Russia and Siberia, died during first few years. Circa 2000 political prisoners and civilians were executed in Estonia or murdered by the butchering staff of the state security institutions or the Red Army soldiers during the combat in Estonia from July to October 1941.
5 The biggest categories among them were more than 70,000 individuals who escaped to the Germany and Sweden in autumn 1944, including the men who were mobilised in the German armed forces, and probably also part of the men mobilised to the Red Army in Estonia during 1944–1945 (altogether about 20,000 men).
Estonia has lost all its national minorities: the Jews (0.4 % in 1934) who remained in Estonia became the victims of the Holocaust already in 1941 (more than ½ of Estonian Jews succeeded to escape to the Soviet Union and the most of them, who had survived there, returned after the end of the war) and the Swedes (7500 individuals) were evacuated to Sweden in 1943–1944. In 1944–1945 the parts of Northeast and Southeast Estonia with mostly Russian population were dispatched from ESSR to the Russian Federation. When in 1939 the proportion of ethnic Estonians in the whole population was little bit less than 90 %, so in 1945 more than 95 %.

SOVIETISATION AND THE SOVIET LIFE FROM 1944

After the return of the Soviets in 1944 the Sovietisation continued. The model of 1930s with forced industrialisation, collectivisation of the agriculture was followed including the liquidation of private ownership and the sovietisation of educational system and culture. However, under the slogans of “blooming of the culture and education of the Soviet nations” the language of instruction in the schools and universities remained Estonian. The Russian-speaking population had their own schools. There were few Russian-language departments in the higher education establishments also.

**Continuation of the political terror.** The armed resistance of the so-called forest brothers was suppressed up to 1950s. During 1944–1953 more than 35,000 individuals were arrested on political reasons and sent to Gulag camps. In 1949 more than 20,000 individuals, mostly peasants with their families, were deported to Siberia. After Stalin’s death the survivors were released and returned to Estonia during the second half of 1950s, but remained under surveillance until the collapse of the Soviet Union.

**Population change.** According to last Soviet census of 1989 there were about 1.5 million inhabitants in Estonia. Only 64 % of them were ethnic Estonians yet. Other were mostly Russian-speaking immigrants. Big part of them were brought to Estonia as the workers of big industrial enterprises that mostly served the needs of the Soviet armament production and heavy industry. The labour craft of Estonian mining industry, producing oil shale, mostly used for fuelling of two big power plants, was predominantly Russian-speaking, too.

Estonia remained an important part of the Soviet military system with tens of thousands of soldiers and officers stationed in Estonia. Among others the medium range nuclear missiles were stationed in Estonia at the end of 1950s. In Paldiski a nuclear submarine training center was built up and a strategic air force base was located in Tartu, the second largest town in Estonia. Estonian young men were conscripted into mandatory military service to the Soviet Army. Absolute majority of them served in the units outside of Estonia.

**Organisation of the Soviet government in Estonia.** Estonia was governed by the local branch of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), the Estonian Communist Party (ECP), which was commanded and controlled by the apparatus of the Central Committee of the CPSU. The higher leadership of the ECP was appointed by the Politburo of the CPSU CC. Local Soviet authorities, the ESSR Supreme Soviet with its Præsidium and the Council of Ministers, were controlled by the ECP CC. There were three types of ministries in the Soviet Union: the all-union, all-union-republican and republican. This allowed to subordinate all important fields to the direct control of central authorities in Moscow.

The dynamics of the personnel of the Soviet authorities in Estonia had four phases, however without very clear borders. During 1944–1950 the leading posts were in the hands of former Estonian underground communists from the interwar period and their fellow travellers, who joined the party soon after the beginning of the Soviet occupation in June 1940. In 1949–1950 a lot of them were fired and many also arrested under the accusation of “bourgeois nationalism”. They were replaced with so-called Soviet Estonians (liiduestelasid in Estonian), men and women, who had lived or were born in the Soviet Union during interwar period and dispatched to Estonia in big numbers after the WW II, but also with Russians and members of other Soviet nations. Since 1960s they were replaced step by step by Estonians, who had born in Estonia and had lived in Estonia during interwar period, but had received their “baptism of fire” during the World War II in the Red Army Estonian national units or in the Soviet rear. Since 1970s the replacement of “old cadres” with younger men and women born in Estonia began. They were mostly persons without any strong conviction to the communist ideology, treating their membership in the Communist Youth League and later in the Party as an unavoidable step in their career. An important moment in the life of this generation was the short period of hope to the “human-faced socialism” during 1960s that was finished with the suppression of Prague Spring in 1968. At the same time, the Estonian branch of the Communist Youth League in Estonia became a mass organisation and the most of the youngsters beginning with the age of 14 were forced to join it.

During the whole period the power was firmly in the hands of old cadres. The 1st Secretary of the CC of the ECP Johannes Kähin (1905–1999) kept this position from 1950–1978. He was born in Estonia but his parents moved to St. Petersburg already in 1910. He was replaced by Karl Vaino (born 1923 in an Estonian settlement Siberia) led the party during 1978–1988.

The Chairman of the Supreme Soviet of the ESSR during 1961–1970 Alexei Müürisepp died in the office and was replaced

---


7 Subordinate departments in the soviet republics of all-union ministries were under direct control of Moscow central offices, for example the ministry of defence. The administration of all-union-republican ministries was a combination with central office in Moscow and subordinate ministry in the soviet republic. "Republican" ministries administrated the branches of economy of local importance and culture; there was a ministry of local industry in ESSR, for example.

8 They were called in Estonia “prison communists”, because the most of Estonian communists were arrested during 1923–1924 and sentenced for long time forced labour. They were released with an amnesty in May 1938.

9 A lot of Estonians emigrated to Russia from the second half of 19th century until the Great War. The number of them was estimated in the beginning of 1920s in the Soviet Russia at more than 100,000.

10 In many documents and Russian-language texts the Russian version of Johannes, Ivan has been used.
by Artur Vader (1970–1978), Johannes Käbin was demoted to this ceremonial post in 1978. They all had come from the Soviet Union in 1940s. In 1983 Arnold Rüütel (born 1928) was appointed to this post. He held this position until the end of the Soviet Union. Rüütel was born in Estonia and was popular among Estonians. It is corroborated by the fact of his election to the President of Estonia in 2001.

The government, Council of Ministers, was chaired by Valter Klauson (1914–1988) during 1961–1984. He was dispatched to Estonia after the Soviet occupation. He was followed by Bruno Saul (born 1932 in Estonia). He and the last Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the ESSR Indrek Toome (born 1943) during 1988–1990 belonged to the new cadres already.

**Soviet security service in Estonia.** The State Security Service – Estonian branch office of the KGB – was a local office of the All-Union KGB. The chief or the KGB in Estonia during 1961–1982 was Major General August Pork (1917–2002), an Estonian born in Russia. During 1982–1990 he was followed with Lieutenant General Karl Kortelainen, born 1930 in an Estonian settlement in Siberia. The last KGB-chief dispatched in Estonia during 1990–1991 Major General Rein Sillar (born 1948) belonged to the new local cadres. The dynamics of the personnel in the KGB were similar to those of higher leadership of the party and Soviet institutions. Since 1960s young Estonian men and women with higher education were hired among others – especially for the fields of secret police work where the knowledge of the local language and circumstances was needed. As in all countries of the Soviet Bloc there was a big number of informal collaborators, mostly hired using their personal weaknesses or as a condition of forgiving the minor criminal offences.

**Anti-Soviet resistance.** After the end of armed resistance of the forest brothers in 1950s the resistance was continued by numerous Anti-Soviet organisations of the high school students. The most of them were exposed and the members were sentenced to the prison camps. During 1960s and 1970s the organisations were founded that demanded the finishing of the Soviet occupation. Small demonstrations took place supporting the Hungarian uprising, Prague Spring and protesting against the Soviet invasion to Afghanistan. The movement of the Helsinki groups after Helsinki summit of 1975 to supervise the following of the human rights in the Soviet Union was not active in Estonia; the Estonian, as also the Latvian and Lithuanian resistance members demanded the termination of the Soviet occupation. Their most important achievement was the Baltic Appeal, a public letter to the general secretary of the United Nations, the Soviet Union, East and West Germany, and signatories of the Atlantic Charter by 45 Lithuanian, Latvian and Estonian citizens, big part of them were the former political prisoners, that was sent on 23 August 1979, on the 40th anniversary of the Hitler-Stalin Pact. The signatories demanded public disclosure of the pact and its secret protocols and restoration of the independence of the Baltic states. The appeal constituted the basis of the European Parliament’s resolution of 13 January 1983 on the situation in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.

**Period of deterioration of the Soviet rule.** After the new Soviet constitution was affirmed in October 1977, aiming among others the creation of the Soviet nation, the Russification in the national soviet republics was strengthened, including the increasing use of Russian language in the public life and expanding the teaching of Russian in the national schools and even kindergartens. These actions incurred one of the biggest acts of civilian resistance in Estonia before the collapse of the Soviet Union. In September and October 1980 the youth riots took place in Tallinn, protesting among others against the Russification, that were suppressed by the militia forces and KGB using violence. Following to that 40 Estonian intellectuals wrote a public letter, protesting the politics of the authorities in lessening the importance of national language and the indifference of the central agencies towards the interests of the ESSR. The letter was not published in the USSR, but was leaked via Finland and Sweden to the West and red out in the Estonian programs of the Voice of America and Radio Free Europe. The signatories were “prophylactised” (профилактизация, a procedure including the conversation with a state security officer with threats) by the KGB and punished with the ban of publication or public presentation, deprivation of some prerequisites etc.

**Membership of the Communist Party in Estonia.** There was more than 100,000 members in ECP during the collapse of the Soviet Union. A little bit more than half of them were ethnic Estonians. The number of those party members among ethnic Estonians, who were dispatched to Estonia after the end of the WW II (i.e. Soviet citizens) is not known.

Differently from East European countries, which retained their independence, though as members of the Soviet Bloc, in Estonia the “Soviet-Estonian identity” did not emerged in fact. The absolute majority of ethnic Estonians regardless of their affiliation or non-affiliation to the party or the Communist Youth League felt themselves firstly as Estonians and only then, if at all, as the Soviet citizens. Majority of Estonian party members had joined the party for career or by opportunism or similar reasons. They left the party during a very short time in 1990 and a viable communist organisation was never restored in Estonia. But many members of Estonian parliament elected since 1992 were and are the former members of the ECP, belonging now to all parties from the left to the right.

**RESTORATION OF INDEPENDENCE**

**First political movements.** The restoration of Estonian independence on 20 August 1991 began together with the reforms of Mikhail Gorbachev in the whole Soviet Union. In Estonian case an extraoridinary important role had the members of Estonian exile organisations, who supported the independence movement in Estonia with information, books, printing facilities and money and raised the issue of the need of termination of the Soviet occupation in the media of their countries of residence and in international organisations.

During 1986/1987–1990 the groups emerged that formed the base of the new political movements. A movement of preservation of Estonian national heritage began already in 1970s with volunteer work in raising awareness of Estonian national heritage and taking care of national monuments that were not demolished by the Soviets. In December 1987 the Estonian National Heritage Society was founded and became quickly to a country-wide mass movement, supported financially by the Estonian exile

---

In August 1987 an organisation MRP-AEG (Estonian abbreviation of the words The Estonian Group for the Disclosure of the Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact) was founded by the former dissidents that demanded the recognition of the existence of the secret protocol of Hitler–Stalin pact by the Soviet Government and annulment of it. The members of MRP-AEG became the initiators of the first new Estonian political party, the Party of Estonian National Independence, founded in August 1988.

The year 1988 was a year of the beginning of the countrywide independence movement. The public appearance of the Estonian national symbol, the blue-black-white flag was prohibited during the Soviet period. In spring 1988 the Estonian national flags were taken largely into use at the public events. The most of them were old flags that had been hidden since the World War II. During the song festivals with some hundreds of thousands of participants in summer 1988 were sung already under blue-black-white colours despite of still valid ban to hoist them. On 24 February 1989, the 71st anniversary of the Republic of Estonia, the Estonian flag was hoisted on the parliament building instead of the ESSR flag.

The supporters of the Gorbachev’s perestroika had established the Popular Front in Spring 1988 that united different people from the reform-communists to the nationalists and grow rapidly into a mass organisation. The supporters of the Popular Front belonged mainly to the middle-aged generation, while in the national heritage movement literally the grandparents with their grandchildren.

**Soviet Perestroika in Estonia.** In summer 1988 Gorbachev expelled unpopular party chief Karl Vaino, and invited Vaino Väljas, who had been the Soviet Ambassador in Venezuela and Nicaragua since 1980, to become the ECP CC 1st secretary. Väljas was popular, he was Estonian and he supported the changes. On 16 November 1988 the Estonian Sovereignty Declaration was issued by the ESSR Supreme Soviet, asserting Estonia’s sovereignty and the declaring the supremacy of the ESSR laws over the laws of the Soviet Union.

On 23 August 1989 the Baltic Way (Baltic Chain) was organised by the popular fronts of Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia. It was a peaceful political demonstration where approximately two million people from Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania joined their hands to form a human chain from Tallinn to Vilnius (more than 600 km) to commemorate their national states and citizens who fell victims of the agreement of the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany, signed exactly 50 years earlier, on 23 August 1939.

**Political directions inside of the independence movement.** Two factions emerged in the Estonian independence movement. One, the Estonian members of the ESSR Supreme Soviet and most of the members of the Popular Front, wanted to achieve Estonian sovereignty with reforms in the framework of Gorbachev’s perestroika, initially not declaring the goal of secession. The other, supported by the Party of Estonian National Independence and the Estonian National Heritage Society, demanded the restoration of the Republic of Estonia, occupied in 1940 by the Soviet Union, based on the principle of legal continuation with reference to the policy of non-recognition by Western countries.

The supporters of legal continuity began on 24 February 1989 with voluntary registration of Estonian citizens; those who were Estonian citizens on 16 June 1940, and their descendants. A special certificate of Estonian citizenship was issued to everybody who was accepted as an Estonian citizen by the registration boards. On 24 February 1990 the Estonian Congress was elected by the registered Estonian citizens that came to its first session on 11 and 12 March 1990. The Congress, with 498 elected delegates decided for the restoration of Estonian statehood on the principle of legal continuity and elected a 78-member executive organ, the Estonian Committee.

On 18 March 1990, the first free elections in the ESSR took place for the ESSR Supreme Soviet (Supreme Council). Instead of the earlier 283 members, the new composition had only 105 members. All adult persons on the territory of the ESSR had the right to vote. For the members of the Soviet armed forces in Estonia four seats in the Supreme Council were reserved. Supporters of independence won 73 seats. The new Council of Ministers was formed by the leader of the Popular Front, Edgar Savisaar. The former Chairman of the Praesidium of the Supreme Soviet, Arnold Rüütel, continued as Chairman of the ESSR Supreme Council.

In April 1990, the ESSR Supreme Council abolished Soviet conscription in the territory of Estonia. On 8 May 1990, the official name Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic was replaced with the Republic of Estonia and Estonian national symbols came into official use. On 7 August 1990, the ESSR Supreme Council stated that the relationship between Estonia and the USSR should be founded on the principles of the Tartu Peace Treaty of 2 February 1920.

**Dissolution of the Communist Party.** The Estonian Communist Party held its Congress on 23–25 March 1990. The party was split into two, Estonians who supported the creation of independent ECP with the goal of an independent state, while most Russian speaking members founded a new “ECP on the platform of the CPSU”. A majority of Estonian members left the ECP soon after. The few Estonians who remained in the “independent ECP” organised their party in November 1992 to the Estonian Democratic Labour Party which did not win any seats in Parliament. “The ECP on the platform of the CPSU” was banned after Estonia had regained its independence.

The Gorbachev ideas of reforming the Soviet Union (1987–1989) appealed to the Estonian communists and many supporters of the Popular Front. But the idea of full independence in a form of restoration of the pre-war republic, gained
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12 Parallel name of Hitler-Stalin Pact of 23 August 1939 by the names of signatories Vyacheslav Molotov and Joachim von Ribbentrop.
ground also among them from Autumn 1988. Western powers supported the Gorbachev reforms, and were until 1990–1991 against the dissolution of the Soviet Union, warning Baltic politicians not to work against the reforms.

**Pro-Soviet resistance to the independence movement.** The third part of the political environment were the people who wished for the continuation of the ESSR in the Soviet Union. Russian-speaking workers and the staff of heavy industry plants founded the International Movement of Workers in the Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic (Intermovement) in July 1988, as an opposition to the Popular Front. Their best known action was an unsuccessful attempt to take over Parliament and government on 15 May 1990. The Chairman of the Council of Ministers warned the residents of Tallinn by radio, and the members of the Intermovement were forced to leave by volunteers, who had rushed to the government site. Intermovement was banned by the Estonian government on 25 August 1991.

**Independence referendum.** On 3 March 1991, a independence referendum was held. The active service staff of the Soviet armed forces in the Estonian territory had no right to participate. 83 % of the electoral lists participated and 78 % voted for Estonian independence.

Among the most important acts issued by the Estonian Supreme Council was the Republic of Estonia Principles of Ownership Reform Act, passed on 13 June 1991. This act became one of three main cornerstones for the restoration of Estonian statehood, the other two were the citizenship act and international recognition of the restoration of Estonian statehood. The act stated “nationalization, collectivization and expropriation of property in the course of unlawful repression, including mass repression, and by other methods [...] during the period between 16 June 1940 and 1 June 1981 are deemed to be unlawful expropriation of property.”

Paradoxically the abolishment of private property by the Soviets helped to restore it, because new private property relationships had not emerged during the Soviet period. The turn back to June 1940, through the restoration of statehood, also made the restoration of legal status of property possible.

**Restoration of the independence on 20 August 1991.** The decisive moment for Estonian independence was the unsuccessful coup d'état in Moscow on 19–21 August 1991. An airborne regiment of the Soviet Army was sent to Tallinn from Pskov on tracked infantry fighting vehicles and took control of the Estonian capital. Government sites, the radio and television center and the TV-tower were defended by the Volunteers. Volunteers were members of two paramilitary organisations: the Defence League, which had been restored in February 1990, and the Home Guard which was founded in May 1990 after the attempted putch by the Intermovement. While the Defence League was supported by the Estonian Congress, the Home Guard men were mostly the supporters of the Popular Front.

The confrontation of the Estonian paramilitary organisations with the Soviet troops did not turn violent. Estonians had a few small arms against the Soviet regular troops and the guns of their infantry fighting vehicles. The Soviet officers, however, were confused and did not know exactly what they were tasked with.

The Estonian Supreme Council and the Estonian Congress agreed on 20 August that Estonian independence should be restored on the principle of legal continuity at once, de jure and de facto. With same declaration, the formation of the Constituent Assembly was decided; 30 members of the Assembly came from Supreme Council and 30 members from the Estonian Congress.

The restoration of Estonian independence was recognised by a number of countries.

**Bearers of Estonian legal continuity in exile.** Legal continuation of the Republic of Estonia during the Soviet occupation had been based on two institutions: diplomatic representations and the exile government. The Estonian Legation in London and the Consulate General in New York continued their activities during 1940–1991, and were recognised by a number of Western countries. Estonian passports, issued by these institutions were recognised as travel documents by many countries until 1991.

On 18 September 1944, when the Germans were evacuating their forces from Tallinn and the Red Army had not yet arrived, the last Prime Minister of Estonia in 1940, Jüri Uluots, now in the capacity of acting President of the Republic (President Päts was deported to the USSR in July 1940), appointed the government headed by Otto Tief. The actions of the Estonian politicians were not recognised by the German occupation forces, but in September 1944 the main goal of the latter was the evacuation of troops and offices from Estonia. The Red Army took Tallinn on 22 September and most of the government ministers were soon arrested by the Soviet State Security, but some succeeded in escaping to Sweden. Uluots died in 1945. The oldest member of the government, August Rei, took over the post of acting President of the Republic of Estonia and in 1953 appointed new members of the exile Government. After his death in 1963 he was replaced by the oldest member of the exile government at the time. The Estonian exile Government was treated as the bearer of legal continuity similarly to Polish government in exile.

**RESTORATION OF THE STATEHOOD**

During the transitional period from August 1991 to October 1992, the Chairman of the Supreme Council of the Republic of Estonia, Arnold Rüütel, fulfilled the duties of Head of State, and Edgar Savisaar became the Prime Minister. Savisaar was replaced by Tiiu Vähi in January 1992 after the government crisis. Most of the Soviet institutions, including the KGB, ended their activities in Estonia. A couple of months later, in December 1991, the Soviet Union itself was dissolved. Before that, in September 1991, Estonia and the other Baltic countries became members of the United Nations.

Despite of the deteriorated economic situation, the foundations of the renewed Republic of Estonia were completed within a year. The 1938 citizenship act was reinstated on 26 February 1992. According to the implementation regulation of this act, women and men, who were Estonian citizens on 16 June 1940, and their direct descendants, were legal Estonian citizens. The participation in the elections of hundreds of thousands, of possibly pro-Soviet voices, who came to Estonia after World War II were disenfranchised by this act.

Despite recommendations by many foreign economy experts not to, currency reform was carried out on 20 June 1992. The Estonian kroon was stated as the official currency of the Estonian

---


---

territory, at fixed exchange rate of 8 kroon to 1 German Mark. This exchange rate remained until Estonia joined the Eurozone 19 years later, on 1 January 2011.

A week later, on 28 June 1992, a referendum was held to approve the new Constitution. 67% of voters participated, and 92% of them voted for approving the Constitution which entered into law on 3 July 1992. The fourth constitution of Estonia (the former were adopted in 1920, 1933 and 1937/1938) was a constitution of a parliamentary republic, with a 101-seat unicameral parliament (Riigikogu). Members of Parliament were elected for four years. The President of the Republic, as head of state, had limited powers, was elected by the Parliament or special electoral council (in the third round; including in addition to the parliament the representatives of the towns and rural municipalities) for five years, with the right to stand for re-elected once.

On 20 September 1992, the elections to the Parliament, together with the first round of presidential elections were held. The parliamentary elections were won by the Pro-Patria Union (the followers of the Estonian Congress) who got 29 seats. The Chairman of the Pro-Patria Union Mart Laar became the first Prime Minister of independent Estonia. In October 1992, a second round of presidential elections took place, Lennart Meri was elected. The last acting President of exile government, Heinrich Mark, symbolically handed over his powers to Lennart Meri.

In August 1994 the last Soviet (then Russian already) troops stationed in Estonia left, according to an agreement between Russian President Boris Yeltsin and Lennart Meri.

**Era of restitution.** The first half of the 1990s was characterised as an era of the restoration of Estonian statehood, with the ultimate purpose of returning to Europe and joining Euro-Atlantic international organisations. The proportion of foreign trade to Russia decreased rapidly in favour of European countries and North America. The new government began with radical economic reforms that were supported by the majority of Estonian citizens. Besides the restitution of property and real estate, most enterprises from the Soviet era were privatised using the example of East German Treuhand model. Real estate, confiscated by the Soviet authorities, was returned to the former owners or their legal successors. The NGOs, closed by the Soviet authorities during 1940s, were restored. The monuments demolished by the Soviets were restored, financed by voluntary donations and supported with voluntary work. Most of them were the monuments to fallen men in the War of Independence (1918–1920) that were erected at graveyards of every parish, and demolished by the Soviets during 1940s. The number of exile Estonians who returned to the homeland was relatively small, compare with the number of Estonians who had left Estonia in 1944. Some of them played influential role in Estonian state and society, including some government ministers, the Commander of the Armed Forces during 1993–1995, and the President of the Republic during 2006–2016.

In the middle of the 1990s, the Estonian parliament decided to apply for membership in the EU and NATO. Estonia joined both international organisations in 2004.

**LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

Despite the events of worldwide importance, like the collapse of the Soviet Union and the Eastern Bloc, we have to avoid superficial generalisation. Every political ideology uses a current social and political environment to take the power, democratically or violently, or supported by a military invasion of another country. The restoration of Estonian statehood became possible due to the collapse of the Soviet Union, but how it was realised was defined by national preconditions and the decisions of the people who did participate in the turn.

National identity should not be forgotten here. Estonian national identity is based on language and culture, but also on a similar background (an absolute majority of Estonians belonged to the peasantry until the Great War). The biggest achievement of the Estonians was independence, proclaimed in 1918. Due to the Lutheran faith and parish schools, founded at the end of 17th century, the majority of Estonians were literate. Democratic tradition is important. In the Estonian case, it began during the 1860s with about a thousand rural municipalities of self-government by the peasantry. The period of 1918/1920–1934 was a period of a parliamentary republic with frequent changes of governments. During 1934–1940, Estonia was ruled in an authoritarian way, but the regime was among the mildest, compared with other authoritarian regimes and dictatorships at this time Europe. This was supported by a common background of Estonians, and the homogeneity of the population. Estonian national identity was anti-German and anti-Russian. Estonian lands were part of the Russian Empire since 1710 but most of the members of the local higher classes were, from the 13th century to the Great War, the descendants of crusaders and merchants and later immigrants, coming mostly from German lands. The Germanization and later Russification of Estonian peasants did not take place due to the small number of members of local higher classes, the restrictions against Estonian peasants to join the legal-public associations of noblemen, merchants, craftsmen an clergy, and last but not least, the very different language.

The communist ideology was treated as a form of Russian imperial supremacy in Estonia. The land reform of 1919 made most Estonians small landowners. Soviet collectivisation of agriculture in the 1940s, and the confiscation of landed property disinclined Estonians furthermore against the Soviets. One has not to forget the cruel political repressions directed against the young elites of the Republic of Estonia, and the forced attempts of Russification. In 1980s, the only real supporters of the Soviet regime were the people sent to Estonia, beginning in the 1940s, from other parts of the Soviet Union. In contrast with the strong national identity of Estonia, most of the people who were sent to Estonia had only a Soviet identity which lost its foundations with collapse of the Soviet Union.

The agreement achieved between the Estonian Congress, with the goal of the restoration of the Republic of Estonia by way of restitution, and the ESSR Supreme Soviet and Popular Front, initially trying to find a more moderate way of secession from the Soviet Union, was accomplished finally on the restoration of "old" republic with the recognition of Western countries. A referendum held in the beginning of 1991 supported the independence and the Estonian citizenship definition helped to lessen the pro-Soviet political influence. An antagonistic confrontation between different directions of independence movement was avoided. This was supported by a strong national identity and by the fact that irrespective of

their political affiliations, the absolute majority of Estonians supported independence.

An important lesson learnt is that the attempts to win the hearts and minds of the pro-Soviet, Russian-speaking part of the population, who mostly immigrated to Estonia after the World War II, could have been more active. But here, the big number of late immigrants, about ⅓ of whole population, who are strongly influenced by Russian TV-channels in a country bordering with Russia should be taken into account. The strongest argument for supporting Estonia among the pro-Soviet people was the living standards in Estonia versus Russia. In this comparison, the most Russian-speaking Estonians preferred to stay in Estonia. That was not the case in many other former non-Russian parts of the Soviet Union.

A recommendation derived from Estonian experience of the years 1987–1992 is to avoid the escalation of unneeded conflicts between the different factions of the independence movement. This recommendation is corroborated by the numerous attempts of pro-Soviet forces to create such conflicts. A general recommendation is not to try to import the experience of one nation, to a political environment of another nation or another time. History and culture make every nation and fate unique, a simple copy-paste could result in fatal consequences.
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INTRODUCTION

The Soviet Union’s Committee for State Security (USSR KGB) and its predecessors (VeCHEKA – OGPU – NKVD – NKGB – MGB) were of the world’s largest and most powerful intelligence and security services; created in 1917 and initially evolved under the conditions of the “Red Terror”. Under orders from the higher-ranking Communist Party organs, it was the primary instrument of terror. The KGB identified enemies of the Soviet regime both within the Soviet Union as well as abroad. In the so-called socialist countries, the KGB was the “older brother” of the secret services of those countries, which similarly called themselves “Chekists” according to the KGB’s example.

Thanks to historical KGB foreign intelligence documents preserved at the Estonian National Archives, we can trace the interests and activities of this service in Estonia through 1924–1940. From that time, the existence of several parallel structures that operated with the same objective, yet competed against each other in a state rivalry, which already characterised the so-called “state security organs” or “security organs”. The functions of the state security organs are traditionally delineated, as they had evolved during the KGB era. These include foreign intelligence, counterintelligence, military counterintelligence and security; the struggle against “anti-Soviet elements” (political police) and against the hostile activity of religious organisations, safeguarding state security in the fields of transportation and the state economy, guarding the state’s borders, protection of the leaders of the state and the Communist Party, and other such tasks.

As has been mentioned above, the state security organs were already engaged in foreign intelligence in Estonia during its pre-war period of independence. After the mutual assistance pact forced on Estonia by the Soviet Union at the start of the Second World War, Red Army bases were established in Estonia, bringing with them the army’s special Chekist departments. After Estonia’s annexation and incorporation into the Soviet Union in 1940, a subordinate office of the KGB’s predecessor of that time – the People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs (NKVD) – was also formed in Estonia (respectively in the Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic – the ESSR). The structure of the ESSR NKVD corresponded to that of the USSR NKVD, the lines of work of their subunits overlapped. That is how it remained in the future as well – the ESSR’s state security organs emulated the USSR-wide organisation in terms of its structure, only in a scaled-down form.

The Criminal Code of the Russian SFSR was put into effect in Estonia during the final months of 1940, including the notorious articles concerning “counterrevolutionary crimes” (58-1a, etc.), on the basis of which the security organs set about sending Estonian citizens into imprisonment in the territory of the Soviet Union. Yet the true Red Terror was launched in 1941 immediately prior to the start of the war between Germany and the Soviet Union, and in the course of the ensuing warfare. The mass deportation carried out in 1941, where about 10,000 people, including entire families, were taken from Estonia to the Soviet Union’s internal oblasts, the bloodshed carried out by the NKVD’s wartime so-called destruction battalions, and the mass murders connected with the deportation of imprisoned persons assured the state security organs of a frightening reputation that they could not shake until the end of their operational existence.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEFAULT SITUATION

At the end of 1943, when planning the recapture of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, subunits of the state security organs for these countries were formed again in the rear area in the Soviet Union. Upon the recapture of these countries, these state security organ subunits were responsible for taking control in these countries, establishing themselves and setting about executing their assignments. Since the population still remembered the Terror of 1941 very well, the Germans occupying Estonia and their henchmen did not have to go to a great deal of trouble to frighten people with the horrors of the Soviet regime. Unfortunately, this undertaking in frightening the population proved to be not merely a propaganda lie, rather the terror and mass arrests began in Estonia again, and these were most extensive, precisely in 1945. It was also not long until mass deportation was carried out once again – in March of 1949, over 20,000 people, again including entire families, were taken all at once to the Soviet Union’s “most distant regions” (primarily the region extending from the Southern Ural mountains to Lake Baikal, including areas of Kazakhstan, which were not far from the Semipalatinsk [Nuclear] Test Site). The struggle waged by the state security organs against freedom fighters hiding in the woods, who were either imprisoned or murdered on the spot, was topical until the mid-1950s. All this created an overall atmosphere of terror and violence where nobody could feel secure.

The only institution in the Estonian SSR, which at least theoretically, was authorised to control the state security organs, was the party apparat of the local branch of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) – the Estonian Communist Party (ECP). Yet even the Party apparat operated in Estonia in accordance with the dictates of the Soviet leadership. As a rule, a division of tasks was in effect between these two institutions, where the former suppressed resistance using terror, and the latter dealt with agitation and propaganda aimed at suppressing resistance. As a rule, the Chairman of the ESSR KGB also belonged to the ECP’s leading council – the Bureau of the Central Committee of the ECP. The leadership of the ECP never had the kind of power over the state security organs as did the leadership of the CPSU.

The state security organs achieved their largest size as an organisation at the outset of the 1950s when the militia (which was the equivalent of uniformed police force of Western countries), the internal security troops (i.e. military force), etc., which had all traditionally been part of the administrative field of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, were combined with the Ministry of State Security (MGB). According to some sources, the personnel of the USSR MGB had grown to a number between 200,000 and 267,000 (not including the border guards) by 1952. In 1949,
the staff of the central apparatus of the ESSR MGB and its peripheral organs (a total of 15 municipal and county departments) numbered a total of 1,292 positions, including 711 operational staff positions that were directly involved in operational work or in the running of such work. As of 31 December 1949, 636 operational staff positions (89.5%) and 493 non-operational staff positions (84.5%) of that total number were staffed with employees. Thus the ESSR MGB had a total number of 1,129 employees on staff at that time. About a quarter of these employees were ethnic Estonian and this relative proportion remained the same until the termination of the KGB’s activity. After a brief period that followed the death of the Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin, when the MGB was placed under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (1953–1954), the Committee for State Security was formed under the jurisdiction of the USSR Council of Ministers and similarly, its subordinate institution was also formed in Estonia: the Committee for State Security under the Estonian SSR Council of Ministers. The status of the Committee was strengthened somewhat in 1978 and it became simply the USSR KGB (correspondingly the ESSR KGB in Estonia). The KGB distanced itself from the mass terror of the Stalinist era during its initial years and at the same time, the number of its personnel was significantly reduced. A new Estonian SSR Criminal Code was put in effect in 1961.

The more important departments of the central apparatus of the Estonian SSR KGB were:

- 1st Department – dealt with foreign intelligence
- 2nd Department – dealt with counterintelligence
- 4th Department – counterintelligence and security in the field of transportation and communications
- 5th Department – department for combating “ideological sabotage”
- 7th Department – covert surveillance
- Investigation Department – dealt with investigating criminal cases.

Smaller subunits and units for technical and administrative support operated in addition to the above-mentioned units.

In the context of Estonia, the most central unit was the ESSR KGB 5th Department, the task of which consisted of the complete suppression of all manner of dissidence and manifestations interpreted as being anti-Soviet. The department’s spheres of work covered all the more important public objects. At the end of the 1980s, about a thousand people worked in the ESSR KGB, about half of which were operational agents.

Its so-called operational departments functioned by the use of secret collaborators; the main categories of which were the agent, the resident, and the tenant of the secret apartment or apartment for covert meetings. The number of operational agents in Estonia during the final years of the KGB’s activity has been estimated at between 2,500 and 3,000.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TRANSITION

In 1988/89, when Estonia directed its course towards seceding from the Soviet Union, Estonia’s leadership faced a dilemma – what to do with the KGB. One of the first plans was to take over the KGB’s functions and to distribute them among different institutions. On 13 April 1989, an ESSR governmental committee was formed for reorganising the ESSR KGB. The committee’s proposals, nevertheless, were not implemented. The committee also criticised the draft bill of the USSR State Security Organs Act. Changing times also brought a change in ESSR KGB personnel, when Rein Sillar, a KGB cadre officer who was born and raised in Estonia, was appointed Chairman of the Committee for State Security in March of 1990 (persons of non-Estonian origin had formerly been preferred for positions in the leadership of the ESSR state security organs, excluding a few exceptions). It is believed that the reorganisation of the KGB and its partial subordination to the government of the Estonian SSR would actually have come to pass, if the August putsch of 1991 had not taken place.

The government made the decision to do away with the KGB in Estonia a few days after the restoration of independence in August of 1991. A government order issued on 26 August 1991 instructed the Chairman of the ESSR KGB, R. Sillar, to halt the work of the organ under his leadership, on that very same day, until the government issues a special order, and to form a joint committee consisting of authorised representatives of the Republic of Estonia and representatives of the ESSR KGB to resolve issues associated with the KGB. The Ministry of Internal Affairs issued an order for closing off and sealing the workrooms of the ESSR KGB. For its own part, the government pledged to guarantee the human rights of KGB employees and the inviolability of their personal liberty on an equal footing with other inhabitants of Estonia. Regardless of the resoluteness of this document, almost no measures whatsoever followed from it. The KGB continued to operate in its buildings (except for its local departments) until the end of 1991.

The fact that a corresponding agreement had already been reached on 4 September 1991 with Vadim Bakatin, who had risen to the position of heading the USSR KGB, indicated that conditions were favourable for achieving an agreement with the new leadership of the USSR KGB. The agreement was in accordance with the principles of the latter, the most important of which was doing away with the KGB as such, and the distribution of its functions among different institutions.7

In Moscow on 4 September 1991, the Chairman of the Government of the Republic of Estonia Edgar Savisaar, the Chairman of the USSR KGB, V. Bakatin, and the Chairman of the ESSR KGB, R. Sillar signed the protocol “Concerning the mutual obligations of the Republic of Estonia, the USSR KGB, and the Estonian KGB”, which prescribed the establishment of a trilateral committee of experts (the Government of the Republic of Estonia, the USSR KGB, and the ESSR KGB), which was to present a list of issues that needed to be solved, first of all, together with draft agreements for implementing the provisions of the protocol. Thus, this protocol took the termination of the KGB’s activity back to its starting point. Both the KGB and the Government of the Republic of Estonia accepted different obligations, among which the KGB itself was to be responsible for the preservation of its property and archives, while the Government of the Republic of Estonia, on the other hand, was responsible for securing the social, political and personal rights of KGB employees, pensioners and the members of their families, and was obligated to continue financing the KGB and to provide for its economic upkeep (excluding employment pay, which the USSR KGB was

1 Concerning the 5th Department of the ESSR KGB and other structural information, see for instance: Harri Mügi, ENSV KGB tegevuse lõpetamine, Tallinn: Varrak, 2012, 47–54.
supposed to provide). Only the KGBs local departments were to be shut down.3

On 9 October 1991, E. Savisaar, V. Bakatin, and R. Sillar signed the protocol “Concerning the implementation of practical measures connected to terminating the activity of the ESSR KGB.” The protocol prescribed that:

- a trilateral committee of experts was to be formed for inventorying the KGBs real estate and movable property, technical means, and weaponry located in the territory of the Republic of Estonia, and for preparing separate protocols for handing buildings, special equipment, means of transportation, weaponry and other tangible assets over to the Republic of Estonia. The handing over of information detailing the structure of the ESSR KGB and lists of its personnel was also prescribed;
- a certain portion of the ESSR KGB archives was to be handed over to the Republic of Estonia.

The USSR KGB was prepared to hand over to Estonia the agent-operational materials of the ESSR KGB in the event that the Republic of Estonia would provide certain legal guarantees (see the chapter “Regime Archives”). In actuality, it was the archives, in particular, that practically were the only object of agreement of any permanent value.

The Republic of Estonia took upon itself the obligation to guarantee the social, political and personal rights of the ESSR KGB’s former employees, pensioners and the members of their families in accordance with generally recognised norms of international law, the laws of the Republic of Estonia, and bilateral and multilateral agreements with the Soviet Union. Even more so, the USSR KGB and the Government of the Republic of Estonia were required to submit proposals on the issues of the legal and social protection of the ESSR KGB’s former employees, pensioners and the members of their families, and of providing them with pensions and housing, in order to sign the corresponding agreements at the international level.4

The following working groups were formed for the takeover by order of the Government of the Republic of Estonia:

1/ working group for issues concerning real estate and movable property;
2/ working group for issues concerning weapons, special equipment, and other such matters;
3/ working group for issues concerning archives and documentation, and
4/ working group for issues concerning governmental communications, private communications, and other such matters.

The takeover of the local state security departments took place first of all. Unfortunately, the entire documentation of the work of those departments had already been removed from almost all of the departments prior to their takeover. Buildings and their furnishings were handed over mostly in undamaged condition. A statement in the protocol was signed on 25 October, according to which weapons and ammunition were handed over to the Estonian side: about 200 Kalashnikov assault rifles, over 1,400 pistols, about 600 hand grenades, over 300,000 cartridges, etc.

The handover of KGB property and the termination of the institution were completed in December, when the “Final act concerning the termination of the activity of the ESSR Committee for State Security” was signed on 18 December 1991. It was signed by the Minister of State of the Republic of Estonia Raivo Vare, the fully authorised representative of the Federal State Security Service, Vyacheslav Shironin, and the former Chairman of the ESSR KGB, Rein Sillar.

According to the act, the measures connected to terminating the activity of the ESSR KGB had been implemented and the KGB’s personnel had been removed from their posts or transferred to continue their service outside of the Republic of Estonia (with the exception of 25 people); buildings, property, means for automobile transportation, special equipment, weaponry and ammunition were handed over to the Republic of Estonia to the agreed extent, in accordance with agreements, archival collections and other materials were handed over to the Estonian Police Bureau; additionally, an agreement was prepared concerning the provision of former KGB employees and pensioners with legal and social protection, pension insurance and housing. The provisions of this agreement were to be followed until the conclusion of an agreement at the international level.5

CURRENT STATUS

Although the termination of the KGB in Estonia could have been considered completed at that point in time, an important development later came to light, as along with the final act, an agreement concerning social guarantees for former KGB employees and their families had also been signed. The public only found out about this in 2000 when a copy of this document was presented as evidence in court. This induced the Riigikogu (Estonian parliament) to form a Riigikogu committee of inquiry (its chairman was member of the Riigikogu Aimar Altosaar) as late as 2001 for investigating the termination of the KGB, but primarily for ascertaining the facts and circumstances of the signing of the agreement.7

The so-called social guarantees agreement bears the date 18 December 1991 and the title “Agreement concerning guaranteeing legal and social protection, pensions and housing for former ESSR KGB co-workers and pensioners, and the members of their families”. The agreement bears the signatures of R. Vare and V. Shirion; although it had been drawn up and worded to be signed by the head of the Federal State Security Service, V. Bakatin, and the Chairman of the Government of the Republic of Estonia, E. Savisaar.

Pursuant to the agreement, the Government of the Republic of Estonia undertook the obligation to:

- guarantee the social, political and personal rights of former KGB co-workers, pensioners and the members of their families and not to permit the restriction of their rights and liberties, their punishment pursuant to criminal procedure, and bringing them to justice in other ways, for their preceding actions.

3 Протокол о взаимных обязательствах Правительства Эстонской Республики, КГБ СССР и КГБ Эстонии, 4 September 1991, Estonian National Archives, ERA.B-1.5.1236, 207–210.
4 Протокол о реализации практических мер, связанных с прекращением деятельности КГБ Эстонской ССР, 9 October 1991, Estonian National Archives, ERA.B-1.5.1236, 211–215.
5 USSR legislation of 3 December 1991 reorganised the USSR KGB as the Federal State Security Service.
6 Final act concerning the termination of the activity of the ESSR Committee for State Security, 8 December 1991, Estonian National Archives, ERA.B-1.5.1236, 18–20.
service or work in the state security organs, if their activity was in accordance with legislation that was in effect;
- guarantee the payment of pensions, benefits and compensations deriving from Russia to the KGB’s military pensioners and the members of their families who remain living in Estonia;
- carry out the exchange of residential premises of former KGB co-workers and the members of their families who are leaving Estonia and the shipping of their property out of the country pursuant to the laws of the Republic of Estonia;
- recognise documents verifying graduation from USSR KGB institutions of education on an equal footing with the diplomas of other USSR institutions of higher education.

It had been judged that the actual conclusion of this agreement would have either ruled out or significantly hampered the conduct of the lustration process.

The lustration process as a whole in Estonia focused on the elimination of the effect of the KGB and of persons associated with it in independent Estonia. One of the driving forces in this process was the formation of an ad hoc committee in 1993 for investigating the activity of the security and intelligence organs of the Soviet Union and of other countries in Estonia (the committee chairman was the member of the Riigikogu and former political prisoner Enn Tartu). This committee was formed for investigating matters connected with the activity and termination of the above-mentioned organs and also the ESSR KGB, and for working out a legal mechanism for using relevant materials. The committee was charged with the task of submitting draft legislation concerning the procedure for the public disclosure of activities, employees, and networks of agents of the security and intelligence organs of the Soviet Union and other countries. The committee was obligated to pass the relevant materials on to investigative and court organs, or to the Chancellor of Justice in the event that it discovered violation of law, and also if facts and circumstances came to light casting doubt on the oath of conscience of any particular individual.

The ad hoc committee worked out rules and legislation for the preservation and use of the KGB archives that had been taken over. The committee also tried, but failed to achieve the return from Russia of documents that had been taken away.

The most important accomplishment of the ad hoc committee was working out draft legislation for registering KGB employees and individuals who had collaborated with it (along with the employees and collaborators of other intelligence and security services of the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany). The legislation that went into effect in March of 1995 specified the services (including the KGB), the employees of which had to register themselves with the Estonian Internal Security Service within one year, meaning that such individuals had to confess their cooperation with such services. Individuals (agents, residents, confidants, etc.) who had collaborated with these services were also subject to the same requirement. Such confessions were considered state secrets. Collaborators who did not confess were to be publicly disclosed in the Riigi Teataja. This registration legislation has been assessed positively because, on the one hand, it enabled the state to obtain information about individuals who had cooperated with secret services and, on the other hand, it enabled those individuals to establish relations of loyalty to the Republic of Estonia and to safeguard themselves against blackmail by a foreign country. Of those who have not registered themselves, so far, the identity of over 600 former KGB operatives has been publicly disclosed.

The ad hoc committee also dealt with starting up the research of international crimes with no statute of limitations and assessed the work of the governmental committee that terminated the activity of the KGB. In the opinion of the committee, the governmental committee for terminating the activity of the KGB did not have a clear and coordinated position in relation to the objectives of its work. The committee concluded that the work of the termination committee cannot be considered satisfactory and its actions cannot be considered the termination of the KGB, but rather, at best, the formal ending of the activities of the KGB.

LESSONS LEARNT

It is practical to lay open the experiences gained in Estonia from the termination of the KGB, on the basis of the final report of the committee of inquiry formed in 2001, to investigate the termination. The final report of the Committee of Inquiry into the Termination of the Activity of the Former ESSR Committee for State Security, completed in 2002, viewed the termination of the KGB in Estonia in a quite critical light. The committee’s main conclusions were as follows:

1/ The committee expressed approval of the choice made by the Government of the Republic of Estonia, at that time, to terminate the ESSR Committee for State Security, and of the fact that the KGB’s legal activity in Estonia was halted.

2/ In the opinion of the committee, the Government of the Republic of Estonia was not sufficiently consistent and demanding in the fulfilment of many of the points agreed upon in the protocols of 4 September and 9 October 1991, and in demanding their fulfilment (first and foremost in matters concerning the archives):

a/ the demand for the return of operational files and files on networks of agents was not seen through to the end.

The Government of the Republic of Estonia should have initiated legislation in the Supreme Council to work out

8 See the chapter “Lustration”.
9 Riigikogu decision to form an ad hoc committee to investigate the activities of the security and intelligence organs of the Soviet Union and other countries in Estonia. Passed on 18 May 1993 – Riigikogu decision to form an ad hoc committee to investigate the activities of the security and intelligence organs of the Soviet Union and other countries. See the chapter “Lustration”.
12 See the chapter “Investigation and Prosecution of the Crimes of the Regime”.
The committee of inquiry focused its attention on which problems remained or are still to this day topical for the Estonian state:

1/ There is abundant evidence available on the fact that, at the time of terminating the KGB, the social guarantees of KGB personnel bearing the signatures of R. Vare and V. Shironin (18 December 1991). Although this document was judged to be invalid in the course of legal proceedings, and the members of the Government of the Republic of Estonia, at that time, also did not verify the conclusion of this agreement, it was assumed that matters associated with this agreement could cause headaches for the Estonian state in the future as well.

Based on the above, we can also formulate a few recommendations relating to the termination of the activities of secret services of a former regime. Here it must be taken into account that in every specific case, the tactics and results depend primarily on the political situation and on how strong a political agreement for illustration is succeeded in achieving. In an ideal situation (which as we know almost does not exist in reality), recommendations could be as follows:

1/ The governmental committee that is authorised to carry out the termination of the secret service should have firm objectives, a comprehensive approach and a clear plan for taking over the property of the service and for determining their future ownership;

2/ The affairs of the committee must be managed properly and its activity must be documented;

3/ The activity of the committee and the problems that arise should be as public as possible and under the control of parliament;

4/ Advisors and informers with inside information on the situation in the secret service should be involved in the work of the committee;

5/ In the event of taking over property, the protocols of inventories from previous years should be requested on a compulsory basis in order to compare them to the quantity of property that is actually handed over.

Concerning taking over documentation and the archives, see the chapter “Regime archives” for further information.
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INTRODUCTION

Historical themes were of great importance in the Singing Revolution that erupted in Estonia in 1988. The reason for this was the wish of Estonians to study and write their own history that would be free of communist falsification, and to fill the “white patches” or blank gaps in history that the foreign power’s treatment of history had concealed. First of all among these “white patches” were the communist terror and the fate of the individuals who suffered in that terror. The years 1988–1991 were a strange transitional period when the Estonian organ of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union – the Estonian Communist Party (ECP) and the state security service (KGB) tried to demonstrate a certain complaisance in publicly disclosing information concerning the communist terror. This was part of Soviet state policy – of public disclosure (Glansnost). The disclosure of information took place under the complete control of these institutions, and the public was not allowed access to their secret archives (the archives of the Soviet administration were likewise off limits). Similarly, outside of those institutions, there was no clear idea of the composition of the archives or of current records. The Soviet KGB, for its own part, tried to use public disclosure with the aim of halting the disintegration of the Soviet system of government. It provided Soviet judicial authorities and prosecuting authorities with access to its archival materials in rehabilitating victims of Stalinist terror.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEFAULT SITUATION

The most important communist secret service archive in Estonian territory was the archive of the Estonian territorial organ of the Committee for State Security (KGB) – the Estonian SSR KGB – in Tallinn.1 The complete content and volume of this archive has not been publicly disclosed to this day. On the basis of analogy with the archives of former KGB subunits preserved in other regions of the former Soviet Union, there are grounds for believing that all archived materials of the Estonian SSR KGB and its predecessors from the entire period of their activity, from 1940–1941 and starting from 1944 onward until the present time, were deposited in the archive. This had to include regulative documents, correspondence and records management, operational account files, departmental administration files, files on cadre employees and agents, internal investigation files, investigation files, filtration files, special auditing files, card files and other information apparatus, the secret library, the photo archive, etc. etc. The organisation of the KGB archive, the so-called “operational archive”, and the reception, systematisation, preservation and use of documents were all under the jurisdiction of the KGB’s 10th Department. Additionally, materials that were not archived, that were in use and in circulation were also part of the KGB’s documentation.

According to existing information, the removal of KGB archival material from Estonia already began at the end of 1989. This was probably connected to events in Germany that ensued from the fall of the Berlin Wall, where the danger that secret service materials could find their way into “foreign hands” became real. According to the former leaders of the ESSR KGB, the USSR KGB “dislocated” its archives as its own property to another location. First of all, archived personal and work files of its network of agents (agents, residents and the tenants of secret apartments whose work had ended or had been discontinued and whose personal files and work files had been placed in the archive) were removed. In January of 1990, operational account files (processing and surveillance files of groups and individuals) were also taken out of Estonia for storage elsewhere. At the same time, the KGB took the KGB Communist Party organisation archive back from the Estonian Communist Party archive and carted it off. In the late spring/early summer of 1990, the personal files of operational agents were taken away, and their work files were allegedly destroyed. The card file of the networks of agents was similarly destroyed at the time of the August putsch in 1991. Since the information concerning these actions derives primarily from oral sources, and documents concerning these actions have not been made public, it cannot be claimed with full certainty that everything really happened like that.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TRANSITION

After the restoration of Estonia’s independence on 20 August 1991 and the decision of the Government of the Republic of Estonia to discontinue the activity of the KGB in Estonia (26 August 1991), negotiations began with the USSR KGB for the termination of the ESSR KGB and also for handing its archival materials over to the Republic of Estonia. According to the agreement signed on 9 October 1991 by the Prime Minister of Estonia, the chairman of the USSR KGB, and the chairman of the ESSR KGB, the signatories were obligated to trilaterally form a special committee for handing over the archival materials, and the archival collections that were to be handed over were designated. These collections included:

1/ Investigation files;
2/ Filtration files (personal files of persons detained in so-called vetting-filtration camps in 1944–1946);
3/ Materials from the investigation of war crimes;
4/ The “special library”.

By 25 November 1991, the committee was also supposed find a way to maintain “peace and concord among the citizenry” in its task of working out a procedure for handing over and preserving KGB materials on the “armed conflicts” of the 1940s and 1950s

1 The main sources used for the descriptive part in putting together this overview are the book: Harri Mägi, ENSV KGB teguruse lõpetamine, Tallinn: Varrak, 2012, and the manuscript by Meelis Maripuu Eesti kogenuus KGB dokumentidega (2016, in the possession of the Estonian Institute of Historical Memory). The author thanks M. Maripuu for his assistance and advice.
2 Protocol concerning practical measures connected to the termination of the ESSR KGB, 9 October 1991 – Mägi, ENSV KGB, 168–172.
in Estonia and on the persons who perished in them, as well as materials from KGB supervisory investigations carried out to investigate the violation of legality.

It is not known why only this limited quantity of KGB materials was selected to be handed over. It can be said in advance that the above-mentioned collections ultimately formed the main part of what was handed over to Estonia. The KGB nevertheless expressed its willingness in the same protocol to also hand over materials on agent-operational activities and materials concerning secret collaborators (agents, etc.) in accordance with a separate agreement after “sufficient legislative guarantees” have been established in the Republic of Estonia for maintaining the secrecy and security of individuals who have cooperated with the KGB. It can be said in advance that since the dynamics of Russian–Estonian relations did not develop in the direction of good-neighbourliness, then for this or some other reason, such an agreement was not concluded in the future.

On the basis of the above, the statement of the handing over of the ESSR KGB archive collections and other documentary materials was signed on 24 October 1991. In addition to the collections listed above, a selection of activity documents from the 1940s and 1950s, primarily concerning the struggle against the resistance movement, a collection of KGB internal investigation materials from the same time period, and other smaller collections of materials were handed over to the Republic of Estonia as “operational materials”. It was noted that materials received at headquarters from KGB regional departments and so-called special audit materials can also be destroyed if they have no historical or other value. The greater portion of special audit materials (according to their serial numbers approximately 80,000 files) consisted of so-called foreign travel files, which contained materials concerning individuals who had applied for permits to travel to capitalist countries. The listed materials were handed over to the Estonian Police Board operating under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Internal Affairs without involving the national archive system and archivists. The justification given for transferring these materials to the internal institutional police archive was the fact that the national archive system is open to all and the procedure for the protection of private information had not yet been worked out. The transfer of materials lasted until December of 1991. The final act of the termination of the activity of the ESSR KGB was signed in that same month and it noted among other things that, “In accordance with existing agreements, archival collections and other materials of state and historical importance for the Republic of Estonia were handed over to the Estonian Police Board”. Historians, however, were not involved in assessing the historical importance of the archival materials that were to be transferred. On the other hand, “historical importance” meant that as a rule, these materials were of no actual operational importance. They dealt with a time period that was long past and with persons who were mostly already dead or who no longer participated actively in social-political life. The transformation of the Police Board, which was given the responsibility of managing the KGB files, from the Soviet militia into a law enforcement agency of an independent state based on the rule of law similarly did not take place overnight, for which reason it did not display any noticeable activity in making the KGB and Ministry of Internal Affairs archives deposited there accessible to the public.

In summary, the KGB handed only a small portion of its archive over to the Republic of Estonia. Thereat, many important groups of documents, like correspondence and normative materials, personal files of secret collaborators, personal files of cadre employees, and documents concerning operational activity from the 1960s–1980s, were excluded in their entirety from the materials that were handed over. The complete composition and preservation of the ESSR KGB archive and of documentation that had not yet been archived at that time is unknown at the present time. The most valuable part of what has been handed over to the Estonian state nevertheless makes it possible to research communist crimes at their high point in the 1940s and 1950s, and to ascertain the fates of their victims and identify the individuals who committed crimes against humanity.

KGB materials initially remained off limits to researchers and the public after their transfer in 1991. Historians and archivists had already been the driving force behind the opening up of access to archives during the period of Glasnost. In February of 1989, Estonian archivists and historians addressed the public in a memorandum, appealing for access for researchers to the archival records of the Estonian Communist Party, the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Estonian SSR, and the KGB. In reality, however, this was accomplished only after the restoration of independence in 1991. Steps were taken first of all to take over the ECP archive in September of 1991. On 4 December 1991, a committee composed of archivists and historians determined the principles for the subsequent use of ECP archival records. Most archival documents were declassified and restrictions on use remained in effect for only personal files.

In October of 1991, the director of the Estonian Archival Board Peep Pillak also presented a public demand for KGB materials to be transferred to the national archive, which was being reorganised at that time. Yet another year and a half passed before the order issued by the Government of the Republic of Estonia on 19 April 1993 prescribed the transfer of KGB materials from the Police Board’s archive to Estonia’s national archive system. The Estonian Archival Board formed a committee for launching the takeover process. The employees of archives were involved in carrying out an inventory check on the materials that were to be transferred.

By the end of 1993, most of the archival collections of the ESSR Committee for State Security together with their accompanying finding aids had been brought to the depositories of the Estonian National Archives Branch Archive (Communist Party Archive) in Tallinn. Some materials, including special audit materials (“foreign travel files”) and operational materials from the 1940s and 1950s made their way to the National Archives somewhat later by way of the Estonian Internal Security Service, yet by the outset of 1995, even these materials had been transferred in their entirety. Thus 82,529 files, or less than 70% of the quantity of archival records that had allegedly been taken over from the KGB without conducting an inventory check, made it to the National Archives. A large portion of the “special audit” files had “gone missing” yet it is not known exactly how many.

In addition to the above-mentioned materials, another small quantity of KGB foreign intelligence files concerning Estonia was transferred to the National Archives of Estonia from the Estonian Government Office in 1997. How the Estonian authorities came into possession of these files is not precisely known. Currently, a total of 114,431 files of KGB documents and collections

---

of photographs are preserved in 19 National Archives’ collections. In connection with Soviet era reforms of the ministries of State Security and Internal Affairs, and with the transfer of spheres of responsibility from the jurisdiction of one institution to that of another, some documents originating from the KGB made their way to the National Archives from the ESSR Ministry of Internal Affairs. In addition to documents, books from the ESSR KGB special library, that were also promised to be handed over but only 98 titles of which were actually handed over by the KGB, have been deposited at the National Archives library.

In May of 1993, an ad hoc committee for investigating the actions of the state security and intelligence services of foreign countries in Estonia (chairman Enn Tartu) was formed, with members from all the political parties represented in parliament. The committee’s tasks included the investigation of all that was connected to the activity and termination of the Estonian SSR Committee for State Security, and also the working out of the legal mechanism for using KGB materials. Among other things, the committee demanded that the archive of the former Estonian SSR Ministry of Internal Affairs also be handed over to the Estonian National Archives, which indeed was later gradually carried out.

Together with the Archival Board, the parliamentary committee worked out temporary regulations to provide researchers with access to KGB archives. According to these regulations, every person was allowed access to materials concerning himself. As such, Estonia was the second country (after Germany) from the former “socialist bloc” where the materials of the communist secret service were made accessible. Permission for access to the KGB archive was adopted as legislation on 10 March 1994 that went into effect one month later.

The Procedure for Collection, Registration, Preservation and Use of Materials of Security and Intelligence Organisations of Other Countries Which Have Operated in Estonia Act that went into effect regulated the collection, registration, preservation and use of materials connected with security and intelligence organisations of other countries that have operated in Estonia (resp. the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany), and their activities. These materials were declared the property of the Republic of Estonia, and the Estonian National Archives were made responsible for them. Regarding the right to their use and access, it was prescribed that every individual has the right to peruse information in the archives concerning himself either in person or by way of an authorised representative. In the event that the person in question was dead, the circle of relatives was defined as to who was permitted to gain access to the relevant materials (§ 9).

Materials containing information concerning the private life of the subject were to be categorised as “restricted access” materials (§ 10). In addition to the above-mentioned individuals, persons for whom it was necessary for conducting research work and to whom the director of the archive had issued a permit for such access, along with investigation and inquiry organs, court organs and organs of the prosecutor's office, parties participating in court trials and their authorised representatives, and executive organs for carrying out court verdicts within the extent of commenced civil, administrative or criminal proceedings, had the right to gain access to restricted access materials. The legislation also made provision for the right to challenge the decision to restrict the use of materials.

This essentially put into effect the preceding principle that the Republic of Estonia does not treat or protect state secrets of the Soviet Union (including the KGB) as Estonian state secrets, for this reason the declassification of these archival materials or any other such procedure was not necessary. In principle, access restrictions were only meant for private personal data, but in practice, separating private personal information from other information, a task which was assigned to archival employees, was very difficult to accomplish. The approach on the part of the archives took on a fairly liberal form, and in order to resolve ambiguous situations, the practice was adopted where the researcher had to sign an obligation not to disclose the private personal data of third parties in order to use archival records with unrestricted access. This procedure has proven to be rather successful in Estonia. No court action has been initiated and over the course of more than 20 years of practical experience, there have been only a couple of cases where the archive has decided to restrict access to archival materials in some specific case on the basis of a protest by the data subject.

KGB and ECP archival material started being used very extensively since 1995. Archival files were the basis for the rehabilitation of individuals and for the associated return of property. To this end, the archive issued official notices to applicants. Individuals were able to peruse their own files and those of their forebears without restriction in the archive’s reading room in Tallinn. Professional historians were able to enjoy practically unrestricted access to KGB files. The archive’s research staff quickly set about working out reference materials for assisting interested persons and researchers in researching and understanding the hitherto unknown activities of the KGB, and in finding the materials they were looking for.

The transfer of the archives to a public archive provided an immediate impulse to work that was being conducted in research and publication. The first treatment based on KGB documents of the KGB’s role in “working over” Estonian expatriates that had fled to the West was published in the following year after the KGB archives had been handed over. Its author, Dr. Indrek Jürjo had himself been the chairman of the committee appointed by the Estonian Archival Board for taking over KGB documents, which gave him an excellent starting position. Looking back at that time twenty years ago, Jürjo’s book functioned as an aftershock that accompanied the transfer of KGB documents at that time, which shook society considerably and affects the research of Estonia’s recent history to this day. In one sense, the book quickly became a kind of reference book. Verification of the possible collaboration of specific persons with the Soviet secret services was sought from its sizeable index of names. On the other hand, this touched off a broader discussion in Estonia on the authenticity and credibility of KGB materials, since many of Jürjo’s archival discoveries and inferences were not at all to the liking of many people and provided unpleasant surprises in the case of people who had until then been known as bearers of Estonian culture or national sentiments. The emergence of this set of problems and their examination in historical treatments corroborates the importance, in terms of schools of thought, of the study of these problems and the role such research has...
in shaping the study of Estonia's recent history. The pioneering nature of this treatment also manifests itself in its own way in the author's later commentary: “This is in a sense a thankless topic. Fear of being suspected of collaboration causes an enormous amount of negative reactions and I’m constantly reviled. This negativity is tiring. Had I written about repressions against cultural figures, military personnel or clergymen, then everyone would pat me on the shoulder. Nobody would dispute the findings and argue that the sources can’t be believed.” The attitude of society has settled down over the past twenty years and many of the facts that became known from this book have become general knowledge. People no longer wonder where this knowledge originates from. A second edition of this book has already been published.

Additions to Jürjo’s book have appeared in subsequent years in the form of a few monographs and publications of sources (the primary publisher of which has been the Estonian National Archives). The repressions of the Stalinist era, the structure of the state security apparatus and its relations with the ECP, the resistance movement and the struggle against it, and other such topics are conveyed in these studies. Some ESSR KGB documents have been publicly disclosed digitally within the framework of the www.kgbdocuments.eu Lithuanian–Latvian–Estonian joint project.

CURRENT STATUS

According to the Estonian Archives Act, access to every archival record preserved at the National Archives is open to all, if restrictions established in the Public Information Act, the Personal Data Protection Act, the State Secrets and Classified Information on Foreign Affairs Act, or in other legislation do not extend to it. Requirements concerning the protection of personal data that have become tougher year after year have started regulating access restrictions on materials containing personal data concerning third parties in a more clear-cut manner. The Personal Data Protection Act (passed in 1996, 2003 and 2008) has gone through a noteworthy evolution over the years. One of the aims of the wording of the new Personal Data Protection Act (IKS) that went into effect in 2008 was to regulate the processing of personal data for research and statistical purposes, which had previously not been provided for (IKS § 16). The general principle of the act is that the processing of personal data is allowed only with the consent of the data subject (IKS § 10). Without consent, it is permissible to process the data of those individuals since whose death over 30 years have passed (IKS § 13). The implementation of the principles established by the new legislation extended the number of KGB archival collections subject to access restrictions. Thus at the current time, only 4 KGB collections, of a total of 19, can be used without restrictions.

The basis for access restriction is IKS § 4 section 2, which defines so-called “sensitive personal data” among the overall body of personal data. These are:
1/ data revealing political opinions or religious or philosophical beliefs, except data relating to being a member of a legal profession in private law registered pursuant to the procedure provided by law;
2/ data revealing ethnic or racial origin;
3/ data on state of health or disability;
4/ data on genetic information;
5/ biometric data (above all fingerprints, palm prints, eye iris images and genetic data);
6/ information on sex life;
7/ information on trade union membership;
8/ information concerning commission of an offence or falling victim to an offence before a public court hearing, or making of a decision in the matter of the offence or termination of the court proceeding in the matter.

Information on the existence and conditions for use of archival records with restricted access is public. All archival material in Estonia, including materials of the former KGB, can be found via the network search website ais.ra.ee. KGB and Ministry of Internal Affairs archival collections can be found in the National Archives directory of collections. KGB and ECP materials are physically preserved in the City of Tartu in modern depositories, which were completed along with the main building of the National Archives in 2016.

According to the procedure established at the National Archives, restriction of access is initially applied to the collection as a whole, yet in issuing materials to researchers, decisions are made based on individual files. In order to gain access to KGB archival records to which access is restricted, the researcher must give grounds for his need for access and the National Archives must verify the researcher’s need for access, which may derive from his occupational tasks or research interest. For this the researcher submits an application for an access permit. If the researcher’s right to access information derives from legislation (fulfilment of occupational tasks, perusing information concerning oneself, perusing with the written consent of the data subject, or other such circumstance), the grounds provided can be minimal and the archive does not implement a deliberation of the decision. In all other cases, a description of the research theme and the expected result that is as detailed as possible must be presented in the application, because the National Archives decide on providing access by way of deliberation. In the course of deliberation, it is decided whether a researcher has a valid reason for access to information subject to access restriction. In the course of deliberation, it is ascertained whether the public benefit anticipated to accrue from the use of data to which access is restricted outweighs the infringement of someone’s rights or interests, which may accompany the use of this data. The risks of the data subject and the National Archives that may arise in connection with granting access are also assessed in the course of deliberation. At the State Archive, where KGB documents are deposited, the head of the Access and Enquiry Department decides whether access is granted or refused. If a file with restricted access is digitised, it can nevertheless be used only in the internal network of the archive’s reading room. Access permits are valid for one year.

In Estonian society, matters associated with KGB documents preserved in Estonian archives have lost their sensational aura. People have arrived at the belief that major exposés can no longer come from those documents, and have largely come to

terms with the fact that individuals were extensively involved in covert collaboration with the KGB. A relatively similar perception of the credibility of KGB documents as historical source material prevails among Estonian historians, which allows these documents to be used in research work while carefully applying source criticism. This is all the more so that in the case of many questions, these documents are necessarily the only written sources. Alongside this, a small number of researchers also exists who consider practically the whole of the KGB material a priori to consist of fabrications, disinformation, phony confessions and testimony obtained through violence, or other such spurious material.

In summary, it can be recognised that in regard to the protection of personal data and the interests of scholarly research, a fairly reasonable balance has been achieved in Estonia concerning KGB materials. This prevents non-authorised persons interested in the subject from obtaining delicate personal data concerning third parties, yet provides researchers access to materials of interest to them on the condition of their joint responsibility.

LESSONS LEARNT

Estonia’s experience in taking over the materials of the former totalitarian regime’s secret services demonstrates that the completeness of the takeover and the conditions for accessing those materials depend above all on the political situation. If the new government has decided to make a complete break with the former regime and has declared the actions of the former regime’s secret service to be criminal or in violation of human rights, this provides a good starting position for the entire transformation process. Otherwise, negative reactions inevitably emerge – the destruction and removal of documents, the concealment of data, etc. Differences in the political situation also make it more difficult to adopt the experiences of other countries because the same approaches cannot be applied in different political situations. Yet whether the lustration process is nonexistent, ostensible or actual surely remains a circumstance of decisive importance. Only in the latter case is it possible to use the documentation of the former regime successfully for building up a new polity and a state based on the rule of law that respects human rights.

In Estonia’s case, two experiences above all can be highlighted as having been positive: abandoning the keeping and protection of the Soviet Union’s state secrets, and the immediate transfer of materials to the public national archival system. The former made it possible to avoid declaring information from the Soviet era a state secret of the Republic of Estonia, and the time-consuming procedures for declassifying this information, etc. The latter made it possible to preserve and use these materials under general conditions, not leaving the decision to one agency or making access possible for only a limited number of researchers. This ensured that the first studies disclosing KGB archival materials could be published in 1996. These studies generated intense debate in that part of society that was interested in the topic, and made it possible to immediately begin discussion concerning the verification of KGB materials as well, among other things. It is noteworthy that court disputes and more serious incidents, where the need to restrict access to KGB materials would have been raised, did not emerge.

In terms of the use of documents, the work done by the Estonian National Archives in creating and managing a digital search system merits recognition. Using this system, it is possible for individuals, regardless of their location, to find KGB collections and documents preserved in the archive, to place orders for their delivery to the reading room, and also to use digital versions of materials to which access is not restricted.

As negative experiences, Estonia has to note primarily the deficiencies in competence in archival matters and also specific to the secret services, the taking over the archives. This made it possible for a situation to emerge where the party representing the Republic of Estonia in the negotiations did not have an adequate understanding of the composition, quantity and preservation of KGB materials, for this reason it was incapable of achieving the takeover of a broader and larger quantity of materials. It is unclear from the documents drawn up concerning the takeover whether the KGB submitted registers of the collections or documents contained in its operational archive. The delegation representing the Republic of Estonia, however, lacked members or advisors who would have been capable of bringing such competence to the negotiations.

The opinion has also been expressed that it is even a good thing that not all KGB materials were handed over to Estonia, first and foremost, materials containing information on the personnel of secret agent networks. This has allegedly prevented a situation where a significant quantity of people in a small society like Estonia (with a population of slightly more than one million) would have been forced to be left out of the building up an independent country, since they would have been compromised by their collaboration with the KGB. In the opinion of that same expert, the confessions of such persons concerning their collaboration submitted to the Estonian Internal Security Service mitigated the security risk (see the text Dismantling the State Security Apparatus).

On the other hand, the position is widespread that leaving KGB archives and information in a foreign country is a security risk because it makes former collaborators liable to manipulation by that foreign country, or it makes it possible to use the information gathered concerning them for blackmail, exerting influence, or compromising the individuals involved.

The ambivalence of the two viewpoints mentioned above and the shortness of temporal distance hinders arriving at a conclusive assessment of the transfer and takeover of the Soviet secret service archives in Estonia at this time.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the experience gained in Estonia, a few recommendations can be made for taking over the archives of the secret services of former regimes, taking into account that these are not necessarily universal in every political situation:

1/ The takeover of archives should take place with the participation of professional historians and archivists;
2/ The heads of the secret services to be taken over and the heads of their archival services must be responsible for the completeness of the preservation of the archives;
3/ To minimise the damage of political crosswinds and non-professional preservation, the archives of secret services that have been taken over should immediately be transferred to a public archive for their preservation and for putting them in order;
4/ The classification of archival materials should be assessed from the standpoint of the new system of government, not according to that of the old regime, while also taking into account the possibilities of their use in the lustration process as a whole;

5/ In the event of radical lustration, the classification of archival materials as a state secret should be removed, and the information contained in them should be protected in accordance with the protection of personal data;

6/ A situation where all materials are initially made public and thereafter access starts to be restricted can generate confusion or antipathy, for this reason this kind of course of events should be avoided;

7/ Everyone should have the opportunity without restrictions to peruse materials drawn up concerning themselves, similarly everyone should have the opportunity to peruse information concerning their deceased forebears/relatives;

8/ Access should not be restricted for scholarly research, yet the use and disclosure of data should take place with the (joint) responsibility of the researcher;

9/ Registers of documents should be public and, if possible, accessible digitally;

10/ Normative documents and reports of secret services, along with other more important documents necessary for understanding their actions, should be public and accessible digitally via the internet.
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LUSTRATION

Toomas Hiio

INTRODUCTION

Estonia’s independence was restored on 20 August 1991. In September, Estonia became a member of the United Nations together with the other Baltic States. Most of the world’s countries recognise Estonia as a state that was created in February of 1918 and the independence of which was restored in 1991 (legal continuity). Russia and a number of other countries consider Estonia to be a state that was born in 1991 due to the collapse of the Soviet Union.

In August of 1991, the Constitutional Assembly, formed on the basis of parity by members of two political forces (30 + 30), the Supreme Council of the Republic of Estonia elected by residents of Estonia in 1990, and the Estonian Congress representing only Estonian citizens by legal succession, drew up a new constitution that was approved in a referendum held in June of 1992 and went into effect on 3 July 1992. Monetary reform was also implemented in June of 1992, in which Estonia abandoned the Soviet rouble, which was rapidly decreasing in value, and adopted the Estonian kroon with its exchange rate fixed at 8:1 Deutschmarks.

On 20 September 1992, the country’s parliament, the 7th Riigikogu with 101 members, was elected in accordance with the new constitution. Political parties that set rapid integration with the West (returning to Europe, as it was referred to back then) as their objective won the election. Mart Laar, the young leader of the patriotic Pro Patria (Fatherland) Party oriented towards the West, formed the government. In October of that same year, Lennart Meri was elected president. As a film director and writer during the Soviet era, and as Minister of Foreign Affairs in the transitional government (1990–1991), Meri had already worked in the name of upholding the idea of Estonia belonging to the West and Estonia’s return to Europe. Estonia is a parliamentary republic, but until 2011, the President was the supreme commander of national defence of Estonia, from which derived his right to appoint the Commander of the Defence Forces to his post.1

A course of radical reform began with the aim of quickly joining the European Union and NATO. One of the election slogans of Mart Laar’s party was “Let’s make a clean sweep!” Its poster depicted a University of Tartu Professor of Estonian History sweeping a yard with a broom, which was supposed to symbolise the aim of quickly doing away with the Soviet legacy. Yet Pro Patria’s political opponents interpreted this primarily as the aim to purge the public sector of Soviet-era officials and former members of the Communist Party. Many young people were hired in the public sector once Pro Patria was in power. This was particularly conspicuous in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Defence, which were built up from scratch. There was no Ministry of Defence in the Estonian SSR, and the small staff of its Ministry of Foreign Affairs primarily fulfilled tasks related to protocol when one or another foreign delegation visited the Estonian SSR.

In 1996, the 8th Riigikogu, which was elected in 1995, adopted the main orientations of Estonia’s national defence policy, in which the objective was set for Estonia to become a full member of NATO and an associated member of the Western European Union (WEU).2

The last Russian troops, the successors of the former Soviet Army, withdrew from Estonia on 31 August 1994.

ESTONIAN SYSTEM OF VETTING

Only a few post-communist countries succeeded in implementing lustration in relation to the party that was formerly in power and its officials. In Estonia as well, lustration was limited only to purging cadre employees and secret collaborators of the former intelligence and state security service of the Soviet Union – the USSR Committee for State Security (KGB) – from official positions of greater responsibility in the Republic of Estonia, and not allowing them to work in such positions.

Almost no files of the KGB’s network of agents ended up at the disposal of the Republic of Estonia. Thus for the most part, it is not possible to rely on the former state security archives for background checks in Estonia.

In July of 1992, immediately after the new constitution went into effect and before the parliamentary election, legislation was passed concerning the requirements and procedure for taking an oath of conscience. The legislation enumerates the posts for which candidates are required to take the oath of conscience: “[…] a candidate standing in an election of the President, of the Riigikogu or of the council of a local authority, or a person who seeks the position of Prime Minister, minister, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, justice of the Supreme Court, judge, Chancellor of Justice, Auditor General, President of the Bank of Estonia, Commander or Commander-in-Chief of the Defence Forces, or any other elected or appointed position in an agency of the national government or a local authority […]”3

A person taking the oath of conscience affirms that he “has not been in the service or worked as an agent of the state security organs or armed forces intelligence or counterintelligence of states that have occupied Estonia, and has not participated in prosecuting and repressing citizens for their political convictions, disloyalty, class affiliation or for having been in the civil service or served in the defence forces of the Republic of Estonia.”4

In February of 1995, the Riigikogu passed the Procedure for Registration and Disclosure of Persons who Have Served in or Co-operated with Security Organisations or Intelligence or Counter-intelligence Organisations of Armed Forces of States which Have Occupied Estonia Act.5 This act obliged individuals who had

---

1 From 2011 onwards, the Government of the Republic of Estonia appoints the Commander of the Defence Forces to office.
4 Ibid.
5 Procedure for Registration and Disclosure of Persons who Have Served in or Co-operated with Security Organisations or Intelligence or
collaborated with the state security services of states that have occupied Estonia to register themselves at the Estonian Internal Security Service within one year and to submit a written confession concerning their service or collaboration with the state security service of a state that has occupied Estonia. The names of those individuals who had not confessed their service or collaboration within one year, concerning whose collaboration or service the Estonian Internal Security Service had sufficient information, were publicly disclosed in the Riigi Teataja (State Gazette, official journal). At the present time, the names of more than a hundred individuals have been disclosed.

Service in the state security organ of a state that has occupied Estonia, or collaboration with it, does not allow a person to apply for positions enumerated in the oath of conscience. The task of the Estonian Internal Security Service is to monitor that such persons will not apply for such positions: “The Internal Security Service is required to forward the information which contests the oath taken by the person if the person has not contested the notice of the Internal Security Service specified in subsection 8 (2) of this act during the period of time provided for in subsection 8 (4) or after it has been established by a court decision which has entered into force that the person has served in or co-operated with security or intelligence organisations to the Office of the Prosecutor General who has the obligation to contest the oath in court pursuant to the Prosecutor’s Office Act and the Republic of Estonia Act on Procedure for Taking Oath.”

In addition to the oath of conscience, other measures were also employed, for instance as a rule, former KGB personnel living in Estonia who were not citizens were not issued permanent residence permits, to say nothing of citizenship, so that if a security risk came to light, it would be possible to revoke the right of the persons involved to remain in Estonia.

INTERNAL SECURITY AGENCIES

In the Soviet Union, the Ministry of Internal Affairs was a USSR-wide ministry to which the ministries of internal affairs of the union republics were subordinated. The Ministry of Internal Affairs was an agency with broad jurisdiction. In addition to law enforcement organs (the militia) and fire fighting, prisons and a number of other agencies were subordinated to the Ministry of Internal Affairs. The Ministry of Internal Affairs had its own armed forces – the so-called interior troops. A battalion of interior troops was also stationed in Tallinn. It was manned by conscripts who were mostly from outside of Estonia. In the Soviet Union, the KGB, the Committee for State Security which had the rights of a state committee since 1978, was an independent organ of the central government, fulfilled the tasks of domestic intelligence and counterintelligence. The KGB was also a USSR-wide agency and the Estonian SSR Committee for State Security (the ESSR KGB) was its territorial subordinate division. In the Soviet Union, the Committee for State Security was also the security service of the Communist Party. As a rule, the chairman of the KGB was also a member of the Politburo of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.

TERMINATION OF THE KGB IN ESTONIA

Needless to say, the Republic of Estonia could not take over the KGB’s Estonian subordinate division as its own domestic security service (a few states that were born when the Soviet Union collapsed took the former KGB as their security service). A large proportion of the Estonian SSR KGB personnel were not citizens of Estonia, and people who had served in the KGB could not be counted on to be loyal to the Republic of Estonia. There was reason to assume that they were more likely to be loyal to the Soviet Union’s legal successor, the Russian Federation.

On 9 September 1991, three weeks after the declaration of independence, the transitional government formed a governmental committee, chaired by Hardo Aasmäe, for terminating the KGB in Estonia. Aasmäe was educated as a geographer. He had been a member of the USSR Congress of People’s Deputies in 1989–1991 and was the mayor of Tallinn in 1990–1992. As one of the leaders of the Estonian Popular Front, he was part of the immediate circle of Edgar Savisaar, the Prime Minister of the transitional government. Work began even earlier on terminating the KGB. On 29 August 1991, the Prime Minister of the transitional government, Savisaar, and the last chairman of the Estonian SSR KGB, Rein Sillar, wrote jointly to the last chairman of the USSR KGB, Vadim Bakatin, to begin the termination of the KGB in Estonia. On 5 September, a protocol of mutual obligations was signed between the government of Estonia, the ESSR KGB, and the USSR KGB. On 9 October, a protocol of the practical measures connected to the termination of the ESSR KGB was signed. The KGB’s activity in Estonia was halted at more or less the same time as the dissolution of the Soviet Union took place, on 18 December 1991. The final act was signed by the last Chairman of the ESSR KGB, Rein Sillar, Minister of State of the Republic of Estonia, Raivo Vare, and on behalf of the USSR KGB, Vyacheslav Shironin. The final act stated among other things that “measures connected to terminating the activity of the ESSR KGB have been implemented and the personnel of the ESSR KGB has been dismissed from service or transferred to continue service outside of the Republic of Estonia with the exception of 25 people, whose dismissal or transfer will be completed by 31 December 1991.”

The results of the termination of the KGB caused dissatisfaction in Estonia. On 16 January 2001 in connection with the question of the right of a former KGB employee to live in Estonia, the Riigikogu formed an eight-member committee of inquiry to ascertain the facts and circumstances connected to the termination of the activity of the Estonian SSR Committee for State Security, which was meant to objectively and impartially determine the factual and legal circumstances connected to the termination of the KGB’s activity.7 The committee’s report was completed in March of 2002.8


8 Ibid, § 5 (5).


MEMORY OF NATIONS: DEMOCRATIC TRANSITION GUIDE – THE ESTONIAN EXPERIENCE [23]
The committee identified the following problems connected with the termination of the KGB, which could still have been topical in 2002:

1/ The Estonian side did not obtain lists of KGB personnel in the course of terminating the KGB;
2/ Materials on the networks of agents and operational materials, and thousands of other KGB archival files concerning Estonian citizens were taken to Russia;
3/ Some foreign travel files (these are files that were drawn up concerning every person applying to travel abroad) went missing at the time of the termination of the KGB;
4/ The copy of the agreement signed by Raivo Vare and Vyacheslav Shironin concerning social guarantees for former KGB personnel in the Republic of Estonia was missing altogether. The committee admittedly commended the government’s work in terminating the KGB but stated that “it is nevertheless surprising that during the period of establishing the country’s independence, matters connected to terminating the state security and intelligence organ of the occupying regime were not considered a top priority.”

THE USE OF KGB ARCHIVAL MATERIALS

Most of the KGB’s paperwork was classified and was subject to the classification procedure in effect in the Soviet Union. It is known that starting in 1989, a large portion of the documents that were in the ESSR KGB’s departmental archive was removed from Estonia. The authorities of the Republic of Estonia did not consider it possible to take over the ESSR KGB’s central agency by force in August and September of 1991 after the restoration of the independence of the Republic of Estonia. Admittedly, however, a few local KGB departments, for instance in Tartu, were taken over. In the course of these takeovers, some KGB files that were held in local departments allegedly went missing. On 24 October 1991, in the course of organising the takeover of the ESSR KGB, an agreement was concluded concerning the procedure for handing over the Estonian KGB archival collections and other materials to the Police Bureau of the Republic of Estonia.

The KGB archival files that were in Estonia or arrived in Estonia were initially handed over to the Police Bureau of the Republic of Estonia. On 19 April 1993, the Government of the Republic of Estonia issued an order according to which the Ministry of Internal Affairs was to transfer some of the Estonian SSR KGB and Estonian SSR Ministry of Internal Affairs archival documents held in the Police Bureau’s Information and Analysis Bureau Archive to the national archive system.

A separate state security services archive was not established in Estonia. The files of the former KGB archive were gradually transferred to the present-day National Archives, where they are accessible for public use if restrictions arising from the protection of sensitive personal data do not prevent this. Thus for instance, the use of most foreign travel files and other personal files is restricted if the persons concerning whom these files were kept are alive or if less than 30 years have passed since their death. The files affected are principally the so-called foreign travel files, or files that were drawn up concerning persons who applied for a permit to travel abroad. The use of these files is permitted for the subjects themselves of the files or with their permission, or in the event that the subject of the file is deceased, with the permission of a close relative.

It is known that not all documents that by agreement were to be returned were actually brought back from Russia in 1991. It is also known that some documents have ended up in the hands of private individuals, including documents that have been designated for destruction. The fate of a number of foreign travel files is not known. Not many cases are known where these documents have been used to blackmail one or another individual with the threat of exposing his previous collaboration with the KGB, but such cases have occurred.

In the lustration process, KGB files were used primarily in researching crimes against humanity and war crimes. Since this material mostly covers the 1940s and 1950s, this made it possible to identify the crimes committed, the perpetrators of these crimes, the persons who gave the orders for these criminal actions, and the secret agents involved, etc. The Estonian Internal Security Service has sifted through KGB material within the framework of criminal investigation (see the chapter Investigation and Prosecution of the Crimes of the Regime).

The so-called foreign travel files, which could contain direct or indirect information on the collaborative ties between the individual being checked and the KGB, also developed into a separate opportunity for carrying out the lustration process. Thus for instance, information was disclosed in the media in 1997 concerning Toomas Savi, who at that time was the speaker of the Riigikogu, that in 1964 he had been referred to, in his foreign travel file, as a KGB “trusted.” At that time, Savi’s oath of conscience was not questioned because the Estonian Internal Security Service acknowledged that there was no information at its disposal that would prove that Savi was in the service of the state security organs or intelligence or counterintelligence organs of the armed forces of states that have occupied Estonia as a staff employee or agent.

Professional historians have also used foreign travel files to ascertain the KGB connections of one or another individual.

THE FORMATION OF THE ESTONIAN INTERNAL SECURITY SERVICE – THE SECURITY AGENCY OF THE REPUBLIC OF ESTONIA

The security service of the Republic of Estonia – the “Security Police” – was initially established as a department of the Police...
Bureau on 12 February 1991, even before the formal restoration of independence on 20 August 1991. The Estonian Security Police was established as a new agency, and the vast majority of its employees had never worked in security agencies before, rather they transferred from the police, or were young people with postsecondary education hired from other areas of specialisation. A small portion of technical staff from the former Estonian SSR KGB was nevertheless taken over, which when viewed in retrospect was not justified in the case of every individual concerned.

On 21 April 1993, the Riigikogu adopted a decision concerning the formation of the independent Security Police in the administrative field of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. The Government of the Republic of Estonia appointed the commissioner of the Security Police to his post on 16 June 1993. The first commissioner was Jüri Pihl, whose background was in law enforcement and who had headed the Security Police since its inception. The Security Authorities Act went into effect on 1 March 2001, converting the Security Police Bureau from a police agency into a security agency. The Security Police retained police powers in criminal investigations.14 A team for investigating crimes against humanity was formed in 1995 as part of the staff of the Security Police. It investigates crimes against humanity, war crimes and genocide committed during the Soviet and German occupations (1940–1991).

The Estonian Internal Security Service is the security agency of the Republic of Estonia responsible for the following functions:

- collection and processing of information for the prevention and combating of activities aimed at changing by force the constitutional order and territorial integrity of Estonia;
- collection and processing of information for the prevention and combating of intelligence activities directed against the state;
- collection and processing of information for the prevention and combating of terrorism (including financing and supporting thereof);
- protection of state secrets and classified information of foreign states, performance of security vetting;
- non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, conduct of proceedings of offences related to explosive substances;
- anti-corruption combat;
- conduct of proceedings of other offences within the investigative jurisdiction of the Board.15

CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNT

Unlike the countries of the Eastern Bloc in Eastern Europe, Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia were occupied, therefore these countries did not have their “own” domestic security agencies during communist rule. The Republic of Estonia was restored on the basis of legal continuity as a country occupied by the Soviet Union in 1940, which in and of itself already ruled out the “growing up” of the local department of the Soviet Union’s KGB to become the domestic security agency of the Republic of Estonia.

The Estonian division of the Soviet Union’s KGB was terminated within a few months after the restoration of Estonia’s independence. Certain social guarantees for individuals who had previously served in the KGB and remained living in Estonia were guaranteed by agreement between the USSR KGB and the transitional government of the Republic of Estonia. In return, the USSR KGB agreed to transfer to Estonia some of the KGB’s archival documents concerning Estonia.

The termination of the KGB in Estonia did not take place as properly as it should have. Of course, the era in which it took place must also be kept in mind – Estonia’s economic situation was catastrophic, the future perspectives of the Estonian state were unclear, and at the same time, the entire Soviet Union collapsed. Regardless of this, several tons of KGB documents concerning Estonia were successfully brought to Estonia. For the most part, these documents did not have anything to do with the KGB’s activity and network of agents in Estonia from the 1960s to the 1990s but were instead of historical value. A large portion of the files brought to Estonia were the investigation files of victims of mass repressions, political imprisonments and deportation committed in the 1940s and 1950s.

The KGB’s archival materials were not materials of an agency of the Republic of Estonia and they had no connection to Estonia’s domestic security agencies that were built back up again starting in 1991. This is one reason why a separate state security archive was not formed in Estonia. Instead, the documents were soon transferred to the Estonian National Archives. This, but especially the unrestricted access to those documents for researchers, has fostered the research of primarily the political mass repressions of the era of Soviet occupation, and of the communist period as a whole.

Background checks, the investigation of international crimes committed in the past, and the identification of former collaborators with the state security agencies of states that have occupied Estonia are within the jurisdiction of the Estonian Internal Security Service. For the above mentioned reason – newer materials concerning the KGB’s network of agents are not in Estonia – two laws have been passed for resolving these questions. Persons applying for more important official positions have to take an oath of conscience by which they swear that they have not cooperated with the state security organs of states that have occupied Estonia or participated in political repressions. Persons who have collaborated with state security organs of states that have occupied Estonia were registered on the basis of voluntary confessions. The names of whoever did not appear for registration within a year were disclosed in the Riigi Teataja, if their names and the fact of their collaboration had been ascertained.

The distinctive feature of Estonia’s experience is that state security documents concerning persons who were in active service at the time that the independence of the Republic of Estonia was restored were for the most part not at the disposal of Estonian agencies. For this reason, the method of the oath of conscience and voluntary confession was chosen. This is not a one-hundred percent success story, but for the most part, the effect of the KGB’s legacy in Estonia’s domestic policy has been successfully avoided. Some individuals have nevertheless been caught and convicted for collaboration with Russia’s intelligence services, whereas their collaboration had begun before 1991. The best known case is that of Hermann Simm, who was the former chief

of the Estonian Defence Ministry’s security department and was sentenced to 12.5 years in prison in 2009. His collaboration with the KGB had begun before 1991.\(^\text{16}\)

The key to Estonia’s success was how quickly it built up its new domestic security service, which helped to prevent the legacy of a totalitarian state security service, the KGB, from leaking into the security agencies of the Republic of Estonia.
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INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION OF THE CRIMES OF THE REGIME

MEELIS SAUEAK

INTRODUCTION

The Soviet regime committed acts of terror in Estonia in the 1940s and 1950s – mass murders, deportations, etc., which by their nature are qualified as international crimes without statutory limitations – genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes. Approximately 2,000 people were killed and about 10,000 people were deported en masse in 1941. Mass arrests were made, hundreds of people were executed or perished in prison camps, and over 1,500 people were murdered in the woods in 1944–1945. Over 20,000 people were banished from Estonia in the course of the mass deportation of 1949, etc. A total of about 70,000 people were murdered on the spot, arrested, or deported from Estonia to the Soviet Union.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEFAULT SITUATION

After Stalin’s death in 1953, the new political orientation was admittedly set towards doing away with mass repressions, and imprisoned persons and deportees started being released in stages. A few leaders of State Security were also prosecuted, but it was inconceivable in the Soviet Union and the Estonian SSR that the acts committed would officially be treated as anything other than “mistakes” and even less so that judicial investigations would be carried out concerning such matters. In the latter half of the 1980s a “new wave” began in the rehabilitation process in the Soviet Union, the distinct feature of which was “further investigation” connected to repressions. The main objective here became the “rehabilitation” of victims.

The investigation of international crimes without statutory limitations has had a central role as a measure of transitional justice since the time of the Nuremberg Trials of Nazis. It became permissible to openly and publicly discuss crimes committed mainly during the Stalinist era in Estonia during the process of restoring independence starting in 1988. After the Estonian SSR declared its sovereignty, the Extraordinary Mass Repressions in Soviet Estonia in the 1940s–1950s Act was passed, which declaratively proposed that the Estonian SSR Prosecutor’s Office should begin reviewing applications and notifications concerning mass murders and other acts against humanity committed in Soviet Estonia, and should make decisions on questions concerning the commencement of criminal proceedings and the criminal prosecution of offenders. Even though a few criminal proceedings were thereafter launched at the Prosecutor’s Office concerning the murders of 1941, their investigation did not lead to any convictions. Although victims were rehabilitated and property that had been confiscated from them also started to be returned to them, the perpetrators of these crimes were not brought to justice.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TRANSITION

It was only the restoration of Estonia’s independence in August of 1991 that opened up the legal and political preconditions for investigating the crimes of communism and prosecuting the perpetrators of those crimes. Already on 26 September 1991, Estonia joined two UN conventions – the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (1948), and the Convention on the Non-Applicability of Statutory Limitations to War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity (1968) – by decision of its transitional parliament, the Supreme Council. With these conventions, Estonia also took upon itself the obligation to work out the corresponding legislative framework and to commence investigation of crimes without statutory limitations and of the perpetrators of those crimes.

The Estonian State Commission on Examination of the Policies of Repression (ORURK) was established in accordance with the decision issued on 26 March 1992 by the Presidium of the Supreme Council of the Republic of Estonia. The committee’s task was to:

1/ analyse the repressive policy imposed in the territory of the Republic of Estonia in the 20th century during the years of occupation by the Soviet Union and Germany;

2/ identify crimes of genocide committed against citizens of the Republic of Estonia during the periods of occupation;

3/ assess the economic damage caused to the Estonian people by the occupations;

4/ form an objective, research-based assessment of the actions of the 20th century occupying regimes in Estonia.1

Although carrying out criminal investigations was not within the jurisdiction of ORURK (the chairman of which was the writer Jaan Kross, and later the clergyman, theologian, historian and man of letters Vello Salo), the broad-based and comprehensive expertise of the committee greatly contributed to improving the state of the investigation of international crimes not subject to statutory limitations. The Estonian International Commission for Investigating Crimes against Humanity (the chairman of which was the former Finnish Ambassador to the UN and Sweden Minister Max Jakobson), established in 1998 at the initiative of the President of the Republic of Estonia Lennart Meri, continued doing roughly the same work, using as its legal framework, the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court definitions of international crimes.

Nevertheless, from among the Baltic States, it took Estonia the longest to start implementing criminal-judicial measures. A curious situation emerged where in 1994; a parliamentary ad hoc committee (the chairman of which was Enn Tarto)

requested the commencement of criminal proceedings to investigate the mass deportations of the 1940s and 1950s, yet this could not be done because the corresponding provisions were missing from the Penal Code. At about the same time for instance (in March of 1994), the former head of the Latvian branch of the Soviet secret service Alfronis Noviks was arrested in Latvia and charged with genocide against the Latvian people.

Amongst a background of political bickering, it took until the end of that same year, when finally on 9 November 1994, the Riigikogu passed an amendment to the Criminal Code of the Republic of Estonia, which derived from the time of Soviet rule, establishing responsibility for crimes against humanity and war crimes. Its Article 61-1 stated that “For crimes against humanity, including genocide, as per definition of these crimes in international law, that is for deliberate acts whose aim it is to fully or partially eradicate a group, based on national, ethnic, racial or religious distinction, which is resisting an occupation regime, or any other social group; for the killing of a member of such a group or for causing him/her grave or very grave bodily injuries or mental dysfunction or for torturing him/her; for removal of his/her children by force; for deportation of the indigenous population or for banishment into exile once an armed invasion, occupation or annexation has occurred, and for depriving them of their economic, political and social human rights or for restriction of these rights – the penalty is deprivation of liberty for between 8–15 years or the death penalty.” This definition differed slightly from those usually found in international legislation. For example, deliberate acts against a group, which is resisting the occupation regime, or against a social group, were categorised as crimes against humanity, and the crime of genocide was in a way included in the crimes against humanity.

The pre-trial investigation of crimes against humanity is a task that was assigned to the Estonian Security Police Board (since 2013 in English – Estonian Internal Security Service). The Security Police Board was established in 1993 and was formed without employing former employees of the Soviet state security forces – the KGB, except for some technical specialists. A special unit for investigating crimes against humanity was established within the structure of the Security Police Board.

The Security Police acted quickly and by the spring of 1995, five criminal cases were already pending for investigating crimes against humanity and war crimes. Although the Security Police started out by investigating crimes from the Soviet era, it has also worked in parallel on investigating crimes from the time of the German occupation. The criminal cases concerning war crimes and crimes against humanity being processed by the Internal Security Service can be roughly divided into four categories:

1/ Crimes committed during the Soviet occupation of 1940/41;
2/ Crimes committed during the German occupation (1941–1944);
3/ Crimes against civilians committed in Estonia for the purpose of suppressing resistance to the occupying regime during the Soviet occupation of 1944–1991;
4/ The mass deportation of March, 1949.

One of the first investigations was launched and carried out concerning the former regional head of state security Vassili Riis. The investigation concerning Riis was launched in 1995 in accordance with the Criminal Code article on crimes against humanity. In 1941, Riis (1910–98), gave written consent to the arrest or deportation of 1,062 citizens of the Republic of Estonia. In 1996, the criminal case was transferred to the Court, but the trial was suspended due to the poor health of the defendant and terminated in 1998 due to his death.

Some of the subsequent investigations also suffered the same fate – the accused was in such a condition that it was no longer possible for him to stand trial due to his age and the state of his health. Thanks to the time factor (about 50 years had already passed since the crimes under consideration had been committed), most of the higher-ranking figures and the individuals who gave the orders, as well as witnesses, were no longer alive. The archival material that the KGB had handed over to the Republic of Estonia had many gaps in it, for this reason the acquisition of written evidence also required a great deal of work. Thus the investigation of crimes against humanity became a race against time.

The first investigation to result in a court case was in 1999 when the former KGB employee and operative officer Johannes Klaassepp was sentenced according to Article 61-1 of the Criminal Code for participation in the mass deportation of 1949, deporting 15 people and attempting to deport two more. The youngest of Klaassepp’s victims was 4 years old. Enn Sav, a member of ORURK, was involved in the trial as an expert and drew up a comprehensive statement on the deportation and its legal assessment. The court verdict sentenced Klaassepp to eight years conditional imprisonment with a probation period of two years, and subsequently became a precedent for such cases. Altogether, Estonian courts have found eight people guilty of the deportation of the March, 1949 as a crime against humanity.

### CURRENT STATUS

The ascertainment of offenders continued under slightly amended legal grounds after the reform of the Penal Code carried out at the turn of the century in Estonia. The new Penal Code that went into effect in 2002 added an article on genocide alongside the necessary elements of crimes against humanity. The new definitions of crimes against humanity and of genocide according to the valid Penal Code are as follows:

§ 89. Crimes against humanity – Systematic or large-scale deprivation or restriction of human rights and freedoms, instigated or directed by a state, organisation or group, or killing, torture, rape, causing health damage, forced displacement, expulsion, subjection to prostitution, unfounded deprivation of liberty, or other abuse of civilians, is punishable by 8 to 20 years imprisonment or life imprisonment.

§ 90. Genocide – A person who, with the intention to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial or religious group, a group resisting occupation or any other social group, kills or tortures members of the group, causes health damage to members of the group, imposes coercive measures preventing childbirth within the group or forcibly transfers children of the group, or subjects members of such group to living conditions which have caused danger for the total or partial physical destruction of persons.

---

3 Kriminaalkoodeks (Criminal Code), Riigi Teataja: https://www.riigiteataja.ee/akt/184289 (last visited 1 April 2017).
of the group, shall be punished by 10 to 20 years imprisonment or life imprisonment.  

As we can see, the crime of genocide is now considered to be a separate crime distinct from a crime against humanity, yet the concept of a crime of genocide remains expanded compared to that of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. The treatment of genocide has been internationally contested since the adoption of the concept, and different countries and institutions have interpreted it differently in their legislation as well.  

Over the 20-plus intervening years, a total of 12 criminal cases have been prosecuted in Estonian courts under the section of crimes against humanity, and 11 persons have been convicted:  
1/ 8 persons have been convicted in connection with the deportation of March, 1949 (J. Klaassepp, V. Beskov, M. Neverovski, V. Loginov, J. Karpov, A. Kolk, V. Kask and P. Kislyi (Kislöi)). These persons were former Soviet state security officers (MGB or MVD) and were sentenced for crimes against humanity (See the description of the sections from the Penal Code or Criminal Code). As a rule, the sentence for such crimes was imprisonment for 8 years suspended on probation. Typically speaking, the investigation of deportations was conducted region by region because this was also how the carrying out of the deportation operation was organised;  
2/ 3 persons have been convicted of murdering members of the national armed resistance (“forest brothers”) in the 1940s–1950s – K. L. Paulov, V. Penart and R. Tuv;  
3/ No person prosecuted for crimes against humanity has been acquitted. In addition, court proceedings were terminated due to the death of the person on trial (11 persons) and due to poor health (7 persons).  

The majority of criminal cases against the Soviets are initiated by the Internal Security Service (the former Security Police Board) and its special unit for investigating crimes against humanity. In a few cases (like the Paulov case, who was sentenced for the murders of members of the national armed resistance), criminal proceedings are initiated on the request of citizens. All convicted persons were former officers of the Soviet secret police (NKVD/ MGB/KGB) or militia who were operating at the executive level of the deportation operation.  

Last, but not least, the Estonian Parliament passed the Declaration of the Crimes of the Occupying Regime in Estonia in 2002, which declared the communist regime of the Soviet Union criminal, which committed crimes against humanity, and the organs of the Soviet Union that violently carried out these crimes, like the NKVD, NKGB, KGB and others, and tribunals and special counsels formed by these agencies, as well as destruction battalions and people’s defence battalions and their activity. The Riigikogu stressed that the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and its subordinate organisation, the Estonian Communist Party, which controlled the repressive organs of the Soviet Union, are responsible for the crimes against humanity and war crimes committed in Estonia by those repressive organs.  

**LESSONS LEARNT**  

In the case of Estonia, the investigation of the crimes of the former regime has developed into an instrument of retrospective justice. This has been done as an attempt to establish justice in regard to crimes that have been committed about half a century ago and the offenders of which were persons who no longer played a political role in Estonia during the period of transition. While the investigating agencies have been criticised for the fact that the leading figures in the crimes were not convicted, the situation developed in this way because the leading figures were no longer alive by the time the investigation was carried out. The number and volume of investigations corresponded to the resources allocated for this purpose by the government.  

Primarily, the fact that communist crimes were given a legal assessment in the form of court verdicts – both domestically and Europe-wide can be considered positive. In 2004, August Kolk and Pjotr Kislyi, found guilty of deportation, and Vladimir Penart, convicted of murdering “forest brothers”, lodged appeals with the European Court of Human Rights against the Republic of Estonia. The appeals emphasised that, pursuant to the principles of criminal law, a person is not punishable for an act that was not a crime under the law in force at the time of its commission. The appellants claimed that at the moment the crimes were committed, the 1926 Criminal Code of the Russian SFSR – which did not establish a punishment for a crime against humanity – was effective in Estonia. As the deportation of Estonian nationals and the persecution of “forest brothers” had been carried out under the law of the USSR, the appellants claimed they could not have known that their acts were criminal. The appeals also claimed that, as the Charter of the Nuremberg Tribunal had been developed in order to ensure the punishment of German war criminals for crimes committed during World War II, its principles did not apply to crimes committed by the Soviet authorities after the war. In 2006, the European Court of Human Rights declared all the appellants’ arguments unfounded and rejected the appeals. The court concluded that, even if the acts committed by Penart, Kolk and Kislyi were regarded as “lawful” pursuant to Soviet law, they were, however, crimes against humanity pursuant to international law. In so doing, the court’s decision equated the crimes of Communism and Nazism, corroborating that the same international principles and legal sources applied to both. The court refuted the appellants’ claims that the principles of the Nuremberg Trials – one of the sources of contemporary international law – did not apply to the USSR, which had won World War II, and that the crimes could be justified by the “specific nature” of the legal system of the criminal regime. In addition, the European Court of Human Rights explicitly noted that, in violation of international law, Estonia was occupied by the Soviet Union from 1940 to 1941 and from 1944 to 1991, and statements to the contrary could not be taken seriously by the international community. In fact, the long period of occupation was the reason the individuals having committed international crimes without statutory limitations in Estonia while serving the communist regime could not be held criminally liable earlier.  

7 Kaitsepolitsei amet (Estonian Internal Security Service), ”International crimes not subject to statutory limitations”, Kaitsepolitsei amet; https://www.kapo.ee/eng/areas-of-activity/international-crimes-notsubject-to-statutory-limitations/background-information (last visited 1 April 2017). Data from the Estonian Internal Security Service.  
The investigation of mass deportation, region by region, and county by county, which formed a separate structural unit of the operation, can be considered a success. This admittedly took more time, but it made it possible to structurally work through the entire mechanism and to achieve synergy in both the investigation and the course of the court session. It was possible for all individuals interested in the matter from the entire region to attend the court session.

In the opinion of Eva-Clarita Pettai and Vello Pettai, in comparison to Latvia and Lithuania, in Estonia, though the national media would report on individual trials and their outcomes, this rarely went beyond mere statements of facts, and the criminal justice process remained rather disconnected from broader historical and moral discourses on the Soviet period.10

A deficiency was that due to limited resources and a certain delay in establishing the necessary legislative framework, valuable time for investigation was lost. The accused and the witnesses grew successively more elderly and in some important cases (Vassili Riis, Idel Jakobson, Arnold Meri and others), they did not last until the court session, or to its conclusion. At the current time, the investigation of crimes without statutory limitations is in the home stretch in Estonia because the last individuals that can potentially be accused will soon pass away.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on Estonia’s experience, the following recommendations should be highlighted for dealing with international crimes without statutory limitations:

1/ In working out the legislative framework, the aim of future trials – the restoration of justice – and the corresponding norms of international law should be carefully followed;

2/ When the crimes under investigation have been committed decades ago, limited time should be taken into consideration in planning the investigation and thus to concentrate resources;

3/ Experienced historians and experts on secret services should be added to the staff of the investigating agency or be included in their work;

4/ A committee consisting of historians, sociologists, etc. that would help to study the crimes that have been committed more broadly and completely should be added to criminal investigations that have focused on gathering evidence for bringing charges against perpetrators who are still alive;

5/ The investigation procedure should correspond to rules prescribed by legislation and respect the human rights of the accused;

6/ The victims of crimes who participate in the trial as aggrieved parties and witnesses should be provided with access to victim support and legal advice that is free of charge similarly to other crime victims, and taking into consideration their distinctive nature in order to alleviate re-experiencing traumas of the past;

7/ The reporting of the investigation and the court trial in the press should correspond to the principles of the presumption of innocence and should not develop into a part of current political competition.
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REHABILITATION OF VICTIMS

TOOMAS HIIO

The period of 1940–1991 in Estonian history was the era of the Soviet (1940–1941 and 1944–1991) and German (1941–1944) occupation. Consequently, the political repression against Estonian citizens and residents, committed during this time, were not a consequence of the politics of the Republic of Estonia. The occupation forces were responsible and their legal successors are responsible for these deeds. The participation of Estonian citizens and residents, however, in the genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes committed by the Soviet and Nazi regimes has been condemned by the Estonian state on the highest level a number of times. In 1995, the German Federal Republic paid compensation to Estonia for the National Socialist persecution of Estonian citizens and residents.¹ The Legal successor of the Soviet Union, the Russian Federation, recognises Estonia as a state, born during the dissolution of the Soviet Union.

REHABILITATION BEFORE THE REGAINING OF ESTONIAN INDEPENDENCE

ON 20 AUGUST 1991

The rehabilitation of the victims of the Stalinist terror began in the Soviet Union after the death of Joseph Stalin. During the second half of the 1950s, most of the survived political prisoners were released from the GULAG camps, and the deported men and women sent to forced settlement sites² were also released. Most of the former political prisoners and deportees returned to Estonia. However, for some categories of persons, certain restrictions remained in force, for example the ban on living in large towns, and returning to their former place of residence.³

During the years of the perestroika in the Soviet Union, a couple of acts were passed by the Supreme Soviet of Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic (ESSR). On 7 December 1988, the Act on Nonjudicial Mass Repressions in the Soviet Union during the 1940–1950s was adopted.⁴ The ESSR Supreme Soviet condemned entirely and unconditionally the nonjudicial mass repressions during the 1940–1950s, and acknowledged them as unlawful acts against humanity. All former deportees were rehabilitated with all legal consequences. People who were repressed by the special boards⁵ were rehabilitated according to the procedures that were to be prescribed in the legislation. The ESSR Prosecutor Office was tasked with examination of applications concerning the mass murders and other crimes against humanity on the territory of Soviet Estonia and deciding the issue of the prosecution of the offenders. In addition, the ESSR Council of Ministers had to create the procedure for compensation for the losses of the victims of nonjudicial mass repressions, to begin with the commemoration of the victims of Stalinism, to re-establish the lists of nonjudicially repressed persons, and to guarantee the preservation of the documents reflecting the mass repressions and other deeds against humanity committed on the territory of Soviet Estonia.

This document was a part of the rehabilitation process in the Soviet Union as a whole, connected to the work of the USSR special commission, founded in October 1988, and chaired by Alexander Yakovlev. The first step was quite careful and concerned only so-called unjudicial repressions – the deportations and sentences by the special boards.

On 19 February 1990 the ESSR Supreme Soviet issued the enactment “On the Rehabilitation of Unjudicially Repressed and Groundlessly Sentenced Persons.” Unlike the act of 1988, anyone who was sentenced pursuant to a number of articles of the Criminal Code of the Russian Soviet Federal Socialist Republic, valid on the territory of the ESSR from 1940–1961, or unjudicially repressed, whose criminal investigation was ended in a way that had not involved the rehabilitation was effected. A person eligible for rehabilitation was any person sentenced according to the articles of 58-1a to 58-14 of the abovementioned criminal code, as long as the sentenced persons had not killed or tortured civilians or prisoners of war, and had not participated in espionage, diversions, terrorist acts, and robbery. In addition, all individuals were rehabilitated, who were sentenced according to multiple other articles of the abovementioned criminal code.⁶

The only exception was the participation of a sentenced individual for crimes that were not covered by the rehabilitation. In addition, anyone who was sentenced by the Soviet authorities for the deeds that were not crimes according to the legislation of the Republic of Estonia until 1940, were rehabilitated. Finally, Articles 68; Anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda, and 194; Dissemination of knowingly wrong fables derogating the Soviet occupation forces were responsible and their legal successors are responsible for these deeds. The participation of Estonian citizens and residents repressed for political reasons by the Soviet authorities and sentences by the special boards.

⁴ Special board (особое совещание) – a nonjudicial body of the USSR People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs (later of the Ministry of State Security) that acted in the functions of judicial authority and sentenced the people with political indictments basing only on the file of investigation, without presence of accused person.

² Henceforth the word exile or exiled will be used sometimes as synonym of deportation or deported. The location of forced settlement was usually some remoted village or Kolkhoz in Siberian countryside, where the deportees had to live usually side by side with local inhabitants, but under supervision of the commandant of given location of forced settlement.
⁵ Special board (особое совещание) – a nonjudicial body of the USSR People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs (later of the Ministry of State Security) that acted in the functions of judicial authority and sentenced the people with political indictments basing only on the file of investigation, without presence of accused person.
⁶ 59¹, 60-42, 64, 66, 68-70, 79¹, 79, 79¹ and 122, and 59¹ (1) b and (2), 59¹, 59, 59¹, 59, 59¹, 81, 82, 84, 121, 166-a, 182¹, 192-a, 193 (g), 193 (g), 193 (g).
The Pension Act was replaced with State Pension Insurance Act, on 5 December 2001. Since 2003, the rehabilitation of the victims of political repressions of occupying regimes is regulated by the Persons Repressed by Occupying Powers Act (see below).

REHABILITATION AFTER THE REGAINING OF ESTONIAN INDEPENDENCE

On 19 February 1992, the Supreme Council of the Republic of Estonia passed the Rehabilitation of Unjustly Repressed and Groundlessly Sentenced Persons Act. This document was the first act of the Republic of Estonia in the field of rehabilitation. The scope of the rehabilitation was fundamentally changed; according to the act all decisions by the “repressive organs of the USSR” were declared null and void by which extrajudicial repressions had been carried out in respect of:
1/ citizens of the Republic of Estonia regardless of the location where the decision had been taken,
2/ individuals for acts committed in the Republic of Estonia,

All individuals whose sentences were the result of these three definitions, were declared to be the victims of deliberate violence committed by the Soviet state. The act provides for the rehabilitation of individuals, who had fought for the independence of Estonia and against the injustice caused to the Estonian people, who had been sentenced by a number of articles of the Criminal Code of the RSFSR and the ESSR Criminal Code (replaced the RSFSR Criminal Code on the territory of Estonia in 1961).

With same...
act, the legislature simultaneously acknowledged the activities of these individuals for the fight for the independence of the Republic of Estonia. The Supreme Court of the Republic of Estonia was authorised to deny the rehabilitation of the persons who were sentenced by the Soviet authorities according to above-mentioned articles of the Criminal Code of the RSFSR and the ESSR Criminal Code, if an individual had participated in genocide or crimes against humanity, or the deliberate killing, injuring, or torturing of the prisoners of war or civilians. The confiscation or appropriation of the property of the unjustly repressed and groundlessly sentenced persons was declared null and void and their property was returned to them or compensated according to the Republic of Estonia Principles of Ownership Reform Act, passed on 13 June 1991 (see above). The applications for the rehabilitation were to be sent to the Supreme Court.

The above mentioned acts guaranteed the rehabilitation of the victims of the Soviet and Nazi occupations in compliance with the capacities of the re-established Republic of Estonia: the re-establishment of all civic rights of individuals repressed according to political indictments, the restitution of their property confiscated by the Soviets, and the increase of the pension of former victims. The Republic of Estonia does not bear the responsibility for the crimes of occupying forces, but the goal of the Republic of Estonia is to support its citizens and residents who had suffered simply for being a citizen of the Republic of Estonia, or fighting for the re-establishment of Estonian independence.

During 1994–1995, the Estonian Supreme Court issued a number of judgments in cases of individuals, who had been sentenced by the Soviet courts according to the “usual” articles of the criminal code, who were asking for their rehabilitation, and arguing that they were punished for resistance against the Soviet occupation forces. Most cases were connected to thefts of state property by the individuals, hiding from the Soviet authorities and fighting against the Soviet authorities (so-called Forest Brothers). The court did not pass judgement on the rehabilitation in all such applications. However, in some cases the Supreme Court stated that “hiding himself from the Soviet occupation forces was the fight for the independence of the Republic of Estonia and against the injustice caused to the people of Estonia.” In another case the court stated that “hiding himself in July 1941 from the Soviet occupation forces and participation in the Forest Brothers movement was the fight for the independence of the Republic of Estonia and against the injustice caused to the people of Estonia.” In one case, the Supreme Court stated that “hiding himself in the woods was fighting for the independence of the Republic of Estonia and against the injustice caused to the people of Estonia in accordance with the objectives of the resistance.”

DISCLOSURE OF PERPETRATORS

The political repressions by the Soviet authorities were declared to be crimes against humanity or genocide acts. According to Estonian Penal Code, the definition of the crime of genocide includes the “a group resisting occupation or any other social group”:

“A person who, with the intention to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial or religious group, a group resisting occupation or any other social group, kills or tortures members of the group, causes health damage to members of the group, imposes coercive measures preventing childbirth within the group or forcibly transfers children of the group, or subjects members of such group to living conditions which have caused danger for the total or partial physical destruction of the group, shall be punished by 10 to 20 years’ imprisonment or life imprisonment.”

On 21 October 1991, Estonia joined the UN Convention on the non-applicability of statutory limitations to war crimes and crimes against humanity of 1968. In the mid 1990s a special department was established at the Estonian Internal Security Service with the task of investigating living persons who had participated in crimes against humanity, war crimes, and genocide in Estonia, and subsequently send them to the court. The task was complicated, because most of the archives of the Soviet State Security offices active in Estonia were brought to the Soviet Union before Estonian independence was re-established.

Beginning in 1995, 12 criminal cases have been prosecuted in Estonian courts under the section of crime against humanity and 11 persons have been convicted, including eight participants of the deportation operation in March 1949, and three who had murdered the Forest Brothers. No person prosecuted for crimes against humanity has been acquitted. Some convictions were appealed at the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), but the appeals were rejected by the ECHR.

Living perpetrators was only a part of the problem Estonia faced. By virtue of the character of the Soviet regime, there were a large number of former official and unofficial collaborators of different Soviet security services in Estonia. These individuals could have been re-recruited by the secret services of other countries, or simply pressured by persons who knew of their former connections. Collaboration with the Soviet secret services, 16 Supreme Court in the case of Ölo Holm, who was sentenced to the prison camp for 15 years on 13 April 1950 by the Military Tribunal of the Internal Forces in the ESSR – see Khohtuotsu Eesti Vabariigi nimel, III-1/3-19/95, 20. 6. 1995, http://www.nc.ee/?id=11&tekst=RI/III-1%2F23-19%2F95 (accessed on 24 May 2017).


18 Supreme Court in the case of Elmar Sari, who was sentenced to the prison camp for 25 years on 12 November 1948 by the Military Tribunal of the Internal Forces in the ESSR – see Khohtuotsu Eesti Vabariigi nimel, III-1/3-29, 29. 3. 1994, http://www.nc.ee/?id=11&tekst=RI/III-1%2F23-2%2F94 (accessed on 24 May 2017),; see also English summary of an article of Herbert Lindnäe, who himself was a Justice of the Criminal Chamber of the Supreme Court during the time when these decisions were passed:


as such, was not a crime. However, “a solution [was] needed to arrange the relationship between the Republic of Estonia and the individuals who had collaborated with intelligence, counter-intelligence, or state security organisations of states which had occupied Estonia.”

On 6 February 1995, Estonian Parliament adopted the Procedure for Registration and Disclosure of Persons Who Have Served in or Co-operated with Intelligence or Counter-intelligence Organisations of Security Organisations or Military Forces of States which Have Occupied Estonia Act. The service in, or cooperation with, security or intelligence organisations was defined as follows:

1/ […] serving in security or intelligence organisations is employment as a staff employee of a security or intelligence organisation;

2/ […] co-operating with security or intelligence organisations is being an agent, a resident, a keeper of a conspiratorial flat or being a trustee of security or intelligence organisations or knowingly and voluntarily co-operating in any other manner with such organisations. A person who co-operated or granted consent for co-operation with security or intelligence organisations without having had employment relationships with the latter shall be deemed to be an agent, a resident, a keeper of a conspiratorial flat or a trustee. A person’s co-operation with security or intelligence organisations is deemed to be proved by signing a corresponding obligation (consent) or a report expressing co-operation addressed to such organisation by him or her or receipt of monetary or other compensation for co-operation, and other evidence evaluated pursuant to the procedure prescribed by law.

According to the act, the persons, who were in the service of security or intelligence organisations, or co-operated therewith had to be registered by the Estonian Internal Security Service. The registration included “a personal confession submitted to the Security Police Board” within one year after the entry into force of this act concerning service in security, intelligence organisations, or co-operation therewith. The names of the persons, who did not register, but whom the Security Police Board had the information, were published in the Appendix of Estonian State Gazette (official Journal). A couple of hundreds of names were published during last 20 years. However, in 2015 the European Court of Human Rights found the publishing of the name of a former KGB driver and the information about his employment by KGB in the Estonian State Gazette as a violation of the right to respect for private life.

Another issue was the need to avoid the election, or nomination, of individuals to public service positions who had had contacts with Soviet security institutions earlier. As the archives of the Soviet security offices were brought to the Russian Federation, this was not always possible. The problem was partly regulated by the Act on Procedure for Taking Oath, adopted on 8 July 1992, that stated in its first paragraph: “[…] a candidate standing in an election of the President, of the Riigikogu or of the council of a local authority, or a person who seeks the position of Prime Minister, minister, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Justice of the Supreme Court, judge, Chancellor of Justice, Auditor General, President of the Bank of Estonia, Commander or Commander-in-Chief of the Defence Forces, or any other elected or appointed position in an agency of the national government or a local authority, is required to take the following written oath of conscience: […] I swear that I have not been in the service or an operative of a security service, or of an intelligence or counterintelligence service of the armed forces, of a state which has occupied Estonia, or participated in the persecution or repression of citizens because of their disloyalty or the political beliefs or social class that they represented or because they had been part of the civil service or defence forces of the Republic of Estonia.” The act was amended in November 1994 with detailed description of participation in the persecution:

1/ persons who planned or gave orders for extra-judicial mass repressions (including deportation) or who supervised or gave orders for the preparation thereof;

2/ persons who commanded the preparation of deportation lists and persons who had the right to decide the preparation of such lists or organise and monitor the preparation of such lists;

3/ persons who knowingly and of their free will, although without relevant authority, collected and forwarded information which resulted in other people being included in deportation lists or deported;

4/ persons who directly organised or carried out deportation or commanded it and who had the relevant authority or who had the power to decide or were responsible for it or who did it knowingly and of their free will, although without relevant authority;

5/ persons who belonged to the People’s Self-defence or defence battalions or destruction battalions and who knowingly gave or followed criminal commands or orders to persecute or repress citizens;

6/ persons who acted as an investigator, expert, specialist, judge, lay judge or prosecutor in the pre-trial or court proceedings preceding the conviction of persons who were unfoundedly convicted and who have been rehabilitated by the date of entry into force of this act, if it has been proved in court that the intentional activity of such persons lead to the unfounded conviction of a person.”

23 Enn Tarto (chairman of the provisional parliamentary committee), Seletuskiri seaduseelu "Eestit okupeerinud riikide julgeolekuorganite või relvajõudude luure- või vastuluureorganite teenistuses olnud või nendega koostööd teinud isikute arvelevõtmine ja avalikustamise korra seisus" (744 SE) juurde (Explanatory report to the draft of Procedure for Registration and Disclosure of Persons Who Have Served in or Co-operated with Security Organisations or Intelligence or Counterintelligence Organisations of Armed Forces of States which Have Occupied Estonia Act), 5 December 1994.


25 Procedure for Registration and Disclosure of Persons Who Have Served in or Co-operated with Security Organisations or Intelligence or Counterintelligence Organisations of Armed Forces of States which Have Occupied Estonia Act, § 4.

26 Earlier official translation of the Estonian Internal Security Service (Kaitsepoliitsei) in Estonian.


30 Ibid.
PERSONS REPPRESSED BY OCCUPYING POWERS ACT (2003)

In the parliamentary elections of March 2003, a new conservative political party, Res Publica, was very successful and formed a government coalition. The program of the coalition paid special attention to the support of the victims of political repressions by the occupying states. These concerns previously belonged to the Pro Patria Union, another national conservative party. Res Publica succeeded in capturing part of Pro Patria Union’s supporters during the elections, stressing the need of better support for the people repressed by the Soviet authorities. The Persons Repressed by Occupying Powers Act, initiated by the members of Res Publica, was adopted on 17 December 2003 and enforced on 1 January 2004.31 The act consolidated most legal provisions connected to the support of the repressed persons.

The act defined the term “unlawfully repressed person.” The act limited the individuals covered by this term to citizens of the Republic of Estonia and permanent residents as of 16 June 1940, excepting persons “who were brought or who came to Estonia on the basis of the agreement entered into by the Republic of Estonia and the Soviet Union on 28 September 1939 […] or acts arising therefrom.” The issue is that after 1944 several hundred thousand Soviet citizens were brought or immigrated voluntarily to Estonia. Among them there might have been individuals who had been repressed in the Soviet Union; but supporting them was, and is, the task of the legal successor of the Soviet Union. From 28 September 1939 to 16 June 1940 Estonia continued to be an independent country, but during this period about 25,000 soldiers, sailors and officers of the Red Army and the Soviet Baltic Fleet were stationed to Estonia according to the mutual assistance treaty between the Soviet Union and Estonia that Estonian government was forced to sign under the threat of the Soviet military invasion, and there might have been individuals among them who were repressed before September 1939 in the Soviet Union, or later, and who lived in Estonia in the beginning of 21th century.

The term “unlawfully repressed person” included the following categories: victims of genocide, those imprisoned or sent into exile (i.e deported) due to beliefs, property status, origin or religion, those who were imprisoned or sent into exile due to failure to comply with special obligations established by an occupying state for its own citizens (such as military service, loyalty oaths), freedom fighters and prisoners of conscience punished by occupation regimes, deportees, people sent to forced labour in a Soviet Union labour battalion, people sent to forced labour outside Estonia during the German occupation, people who were prohibited to live in Estonia, children who were born while in exile or in a place of detention, where the parent was a victim of unlawful repression.

In addition to these individuals, two additional categories deserve special attention. Persons “who were subjected to radiation, as a test subject, in connection with the explosion of a nuclear device”, were men who had served as conscripts to the Soviet Army in service units of nuclear bomb tests, but also men and women, who were deported in 1949 to locations of forced settlement in the neighbourhood of the nuclear test site of Semipalatinsk. Persons “who were forcibly sent to a nuclear disaster area for the elimination of the effects of the disaster” were the several thousand men, who were mobilised from Estonia in the Spring of 1986 for severeral months, as reservists of the Soviet Army for extraordinary training, but in the reality for the liquidation of the consequences of the explosion at the Chernobyl nuclear plant near Kyiv.

Individuals who had served in institutions which carried out the repressions and individuals who joined the Communist Party of the Soviet Union earlier than the 1st of January 1954, were not considered unlawfully repressed persons. Their case could explain some complications of determination of who was an unlawfully repressed person. Namely, from the second half of 1940s until the death of Joseph Stalin in 1953 many communist activists who participated in the Sovietisation during 1940–1941 and since 1944, were arrested and sent to the GULAG. They were not included in the category of unlawfully repressed persons by the act because of their participation in the establishment of the occupation regime. Also the individuals who were mobilised to the Red Army as members of the Communist Party or Communist Youth League (Komsomol), persons who had belonged to different paramilitary units, organised by the Soviet State Security for securing the rear area or fighting the Forest Brothers, individuals who were mobilised to the German Armed Forces as members or member candidates of the NSDAP were not considered unlawfully repressed persons. On the other hand, a number of persons who returned from the GULAG or from the forced settlement during the second half of 1950s and were later accepted as members of the Communist Party (the motivation of joining the party despite having been victims of the Soviet Terror needs a separate article), were considered unlawfully repressed persons. For example, there were thousands of children among the deportees or children who had been born to the deported parents in forced settlement. Joining the Communist Party after the 1st of January 1954 is not an obstacle for receiving benefits as a former repressed person.

OFFICIAL STATEMENTS

The Estonian Parliament (Riigikogu) has adopted three statements addressing the occupation of Estonia, crimes against humanity committed by the occupation powers against the Estonian nation, and lastly, a statement honoring and supporting the victims who survived political repressions.

In June 2001, when the victims of the June Deportation of 1941 were remembered, the Estonian Parliament did not succeed in drawing up a respective statement despite active preparations. Under discussion was, in what way exactly to codify the communist regime, taking into account that some members of the parliament had been the members of the Communist Party before 1990. The President of Estonia during 1992–2001, Lennart Meri, who himself was deported 60 years earlier with his parents, published a Statement of the President of the Republic

that stated: “[…] I welcome the wish of the Estonian parliament to draw up a statement that would pronounce the communist regime, which had so many victims, to be equally criminal with the Nazi regime. In World War II, which broke out of the Hitler-Stalin pact, and in the resistance movement, the Republic of Estonia lost one tenth of her citizens. For a people of one million, the execution of the country’s political leaders, officers, local government officials and intellectuals, the deportation of their families and the confiscation of their property by the occupying powers meant a criminal method for the elimination of the nation as a whole.” […] His second term in office ended in October 2001. In June of that year, he made a farewell tour through all 15 Estonian counties. He held a speech in each county and to these open air meetings, all survived victims of the Communist and Nazi terror of respective county were invited. Lennart Meri shook hands with every one of them and handed over the badges of “Broken Cornflower” as a symbol of respect by the state. The badge was initiated by himself shortly before.

The Parliament adopted its statement a year later, on 18 June 2002,32 declaring the communist regime of the Soviet Union and the organs that implemented its policies by force as criminal. The parliament stated that the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and its Estonian branch were responsible for those crimes. But the statement did not call for collective responsibility of the members of these organizations. The responsibility of each individual person is determined by his or her former actions. Parliament stated that while the crimes of the national socialist regime have been condemned at the international level, similar crimes committed by the Soviet Union have not been condemned.

A controversial issue, parallel to the debate of the consequences of the occupations was the status of Estonian men who were mobilised or joined voluntarily the German armed forces to fight against the Soviet Union. Various NGOs, unions and associations of freedomfighters, demanded the recognition of them by the government as freedomfighters and were cautiously supported by the conservative parties. The majority of them were subject to the legislation supporting the repressed persons,33 because most of them, who had remained in Estonia in 1944 or taken prisoner by the Red Army in Eastern Europe from Autumn 1944 to May 1945,34 were sentenced later by the Soviet authorities. They supported their demand with the fact that in February 1944, when the Red Army reached the Eastern borders of German-occupied Estonia, the occupation authorities proclaimed a general mobilisation, that was publicly supported (though under pressure of Germans) by the last Prime Minister of Estonia in 1940, Jüri Uluots, and hence was a legal mobilisation from the viewpoint of Estonian legal continuity. The debate lasted more than ten years. The unavoidable negative impact on the international level of such declaration was taken in account. The Parliament passed its statement “Payning tribute to the Estonian citizens” on 14 February 2012,35 which was not very enthusiastically received by the NGOs of the former victims and freedomfighters:

“On the basis of the Constitution of the Republic of Estonia and proceeding from the fact that according to international law, the legal continuity of the Republic of Estonia, that was occupied in World War II, was not interrupted.

The Riigikogu pays tribute to the citizens of the Republic of Estonia who, in the years of Soviet or Nazi German occupation, acted in the name of de facto restoration of the Republic of Estonia. The Riigikogu condemns the repressive politics of the Soviet Union and National Socialist Germany and the activities of the persons who, in the service of these regimes, have committed crimes against humanity, irrespective of their citizenship and location of commitment of these crimes.”

A statement of the Parliament was adopted on 14 June 2016 to commemorate the victims of the June deportation 75 years later.36 The Estonian Riigikogu stated that “it is our moral duty to commemorate the victims of totalitarian regimes and pass the knowledge about those events on to the coming generations.”

LESSONS LEARNED AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Estonian experience has shown that the rehabilitation of the victims of political terror is very important. Besides the fighters for the freedom of their homeland against occupying regimes there were a lot of victims of political mass repressions who actually needed a declaration from the highest level of public authorities to say they were not criminals and were innocent victims. One has to keep in mind the influence persistent communist propaganda which had tried to convince the public that the respective individuals were or had been the enemies of the nation. The surviving victims needed real financial support to compensate for their direct material losses and indirect losses that were caused by the loss of opportunity to study in the universities or to use their professional skills. Former political prisoners were not entitled to apply for many positions. People who were not allowed to return to their homes after the release from prison camps or forced settlement had to begin from zero again. Health problems, mental problems among them, were directly or indirectly caused by long years in inhuman conditions in prison camps or sites of forced settlement in miserable villages of Siberian hinterland with harsh, or at least unfamiliar climate. Keeping in mind that the most these individuals had suffered simply for being good citizens of their homeland, the advantages of health care were unavoidable.

34 After the re-establishment of Estonian independence the most of Estonians, who had served in German or Finnish Armed Forces during the World War II, got one-time or yearly payments by respective countries depending on the length of their service, injuries etc. through social benefit system for foreign veterans of these countries. In addition to that a number of healthcare services were provided for them.
35 German Supreme Command ordered to take all Estonian units of the German armed forces to Germany at the end of September 1944. Thousands of the members of these units stayed in Estonia intentionally or did not succeed to retreat.
Both the Soviet and Nazi regimes tried to find and found individuals, who collaborated with them willingly or unwillingly. The situation was extraordinarily complicated because the regimes changed during a short time; in 1940, 1941 and 1944. There were a number of cases when the perpetrators in the service of one regime became the victims of another. Therefore the precise definition of victim groups was extremely important simply to avoid the creation a new injustice.

Another important issue is the persecution of former perpetrators who were guilty of crimes against humanity, war crimes, and genocide. It was important for justice to overcome the unfounded, and sometimes even founded fears in the society.

The Republic of Estonia has the responsibility for its own citizens and residents, but it is not responsible for injustices and crimes committed by the occupying regimes in the name of their political and economic objectives. Therefore, claims for compensation by individuals determined to be of non-Estonian citizens, meaning mainly the Soviet citizens prior to 1939/1940, who would had been repressed before their arrival to Estonia, must be the responsibility of the legal successors of the occupying regimes, despite of the expectancies of the claim.

The experiences of one country do not fit the different historical conditions of another country. Therefore the recommendations are general ones. Firstly, the highest authority has to publish a declaration honouring the resistance fighters for resisting the terror and dictatorship or occupation, but also the innocent victims, and condemning the perpetrators. Secondly, the victims should be supported financially, according to the abilities of the current country and its legal system. The supporting system has to be fair and transparent in order to avoid the continuation of the tensions between the different victim groups. In the case of an occupation, the claim should be asserted to the state, which had occupied the country, or to the legal successor of the former. Finally, perpetrators should be prosecuted and their cases sent to the court. Overcoming the legacy of the terror and dictatorship or occupation is an essential part of democratization, and has to be carried out as soon as possible to prevent the continuation of injustice and the influence of actors of the former regime.
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INTRODUCTION

After the reign of totalitarian and criminal regimes, education and the perpetuation of memories have an extremely important role. The thorough legal study of the past period, the punishment of the offenders guilty of crimes, and the rehabilitation of victims makes it possible to restore the legal status of aggrieved individuals. The commemoration of sites of conscience and the appraisal by society of what has taken place at those sites are particularly important for restoring the moral dignity of the victims and for society to cope with its history. The field of education has to bear the brunt of educating the new generation. There is no direct experience from the prior regime, and for this reason, there is also no understanding of the dangers connected to such criminal regimes and of their operational mechanisms that seem absurd today. The field of education and commemoration faces a particularly complex task, of great responsibility, in societies that have lived under more than one criminal regime, which have also been hostile towards each other. In Estonia, the Soviet Union’s communist regime and the German national socialist regime alternately dominated. By virtue of the end results of the Second World War, where the Soviet Union belonged to the coalition of victors, the receptions of the communist and national socialist regimes are extremely varied and at times outright diametrically opposite. This leads to situations where bringing the crimes of communist regimes to light is labelled as an attempt to diminish the importance of Nazi crimes.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEFAULT SITUATION

During the last decades of its existence, the Soviet regime softened somewhat and at the same time stagnated. Active political terror against its inhabitants ended with the death of the Soviet dictator Josif Stalin in 1953, and in 1956, Nikita Khrushchev, the new leader of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, denounced the preceding terror. This was admittedly followed by the staggered release of prisoners and deportees from penal institutions, but not by the explicit condemnation of the preceding political terror or the punishment of those who participated in it. The regime’s new leaders, who had already risen through the ranks during Stalin’s reign, washed the blood off their hands and turned the deceased dictator into a scapegoat. They attempted to continue developing society on the basis of communist dogma and the same applied to their depiction of the past. The official history of Soviet society was the history of class struggle, the writing of which was regulated by the state. Depiction of the Soviet regime in a negative light was an absolute taboo. Even after Stalin’s death, the regime simply kept silent about the condemned dictator; he was “written out of history”.

The regime attempted to consolidate a society that had suffered for decades under harsh domestic political terror by modelling the image of a foreign enemy, whose imagined activity was supposed to justify domestic terror and the extensive restriction of human rights until the end of the 1980s. Hitlerite Germany who had lost the Second World War was placed in this role, and when the Cold War broke out, the role was transferred to the entire “imperialist Western world” headed by the Soviet regime’s recent ally, the USA. This scheme functioned successfully in regions of the Soviet Union that had fallen under communist rule immediately after the fall of the Russian Empire in 1917. In the case of Estonian and other nations that had managed to fight their way out of the grasp of the communists upon the collapse of the tsarist empire and to gain independence, fell under Soviet occupation after the signing of the Molotov–Ribbentrop pact, such an approach did not work. In addition to being a taboo topic, the geographical remoteness of the sites of terror and conscience hindered the ascertainment, under the conditions of Soviet rule, of the fate of tens of thousands of compatriots who had lost their lives or freedom in the course of political terror. Most of the punishment camps and sites where deportees were forced to settle, which have symbolic value were situated in distant eastern and northern regions of the Soviet Union, access to which was complicated or altogether forbidden. The memory of victims of terror could be preserved and passed on only in the narrow circle of the family and close friends. A few people had secretly drawn up and preserved their own lists of fellow sufferers. All of the pertinent archival documents were in the administrative field of the Soviet Union’s Ministry of Internal Affairs, and only a few researchers who were loyal to the regime and whose writings were used for propaganda purposes had access to them.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TRANSITION

The political changes of the latter half of the 1980s in the Soviet Union enabled social activists and the first historians on their own personal initiative to start eliminating history’s so-called blank patches during the last years of the Soviet regime. These referred to formerly taboo topics that obscured the communist regime’s domestic political terror and political murders that had continued for decades. As long as the state authorities completely controlled access to the archives, this type of knowledge was primarily based on people’s memories and indirectly relevant documents that access was possible to gain. Heritage conservation associations that set about actively gathering the memories of victims of repression played an important role in the transitional period. The fact that throughout the exposure, remembrance and making sense of the communist regime’s crimes in Estonia, society has consensually proceeded from the principle of the legal continuation of the Republic of Estonia, must be pointed out as an important point of departure in this entire process. In the given context, this means that neither researchers nor society at large consider the Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic, formed by
the Soviet Union and which existed de facto as the power structure in occupied Estonia in 1940/1941 and 1944–1991, as their “own country”, but rather as a foreign state that was part of the invading country’s administrative structure. This gave researchers unrestricted access to the archival materials of Soviet institutions that had been left in Estonian archives and made the moral assessment of their actions considerably easier.

During the final years of the Soviet Union’s existence, as the regime sought a way out of its impasse, it started admitting its earlier domestic political terror step by step and rehabilitating its victims. This new policy made it possible for former victims of political terror to organise legally and founded the Eesti Sõjaväepoliitika Komisjon (Estonian State Commission on Examination of the Policies of Repression) in Estonia in 1989, two years before Estonia regained its independence from its forcible annexation by the Soviet Union. The Eesti Memento Liit (Estonian Memento Association), an umbrella organisation for the non-profit associations and societies united persons who had fought for Estonia’s independence, persons who were repressed during the Soviet era and members of their families, operates as the legal successor of that association since 1999. Typically of associations uniting victims, standing for their rights, the preservation of the memory of what has happened, and drawing up lists of victims and ascertaining their fates have been at the centre of their activity from the very start. The centre for ascertaining victims has been the Memento working group known as the Eesti Represseeritute Registri Büroo (Registry Bureau of Estonian Repressed Persons), which was created in 1990.1 By 2017, data concerning several hundred thousand persons, who have suffered under the communist regime in various ways, has been gathered from archival documents and other sources, and published as the result of their work. Of this total, over 25,000 persons lost their lives in the course of this terror.2

The political regime in contemporary Russia does not support the treatment of former penal institutions and other sites connected to political repressions, all of which are tied to the fates of millions of people, as memorial sites. Victims of political terror and their supporters from Estonia and other countries that were captured by the Soviet Union have both separately and jointly organised expeditions to former penal institutions in Russia’s northern and eastern regions, and have tried to commemorate the victims in those places in a low-key manner. These opportunities, to a great extent, depended on the disposition of Russia’s local organs of power, which can be more favourable than that of the central government. Due to political obstacles and their geographical remoteness, these sites of conscience do not play a direct role in the shaping of today’s culture of memory in Estonia, although they are important to the victims of terror themselves.

The thorough study and use of the heritage of criminal regimes from the aspects of education and the culture of memory requires the scholarly treatment of the whole subject matter in addition to ascertaining the victims. After independence was regained in 1991, the opportunity emerged for society to coordinate important subject matter research. In 1992, the Okupatsioonide Repressiivpolitika Uurimise Riiklik Komisjon (Estonian State Commission on Examination of the Policies of Repression) was formed to operate under the jurisdiction of parliament. A whole series of very different studies emerged as the result of their work, and the book Valkre raamat. Eesti rahvua kaotustest okupatsioonide läbi 1940–1991 was published as the summary of their work in 2005.3

The Estonian International Commission for the Investigation of Crimes against Humanity was founded with a narrower scope of investigation at the initiative of President Lennart Meri in 1998. The Commission set as its objective the investigation of crimes against humanity committed in Estonia and/or against citizens of the Republic of Estonia, which were committed from the occupation of Estonia in June of 1940 onward. The Commission proceed in its work from the definitions of crimes against humanity, war crimes and genocide in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court passed in 1998. The objective of the Commission’s historical investigation work was to ascertain what crimes have been committed and their historical background. 4 The research studies that formed the basis for the Commission’s reports have been published in the form of two books.5 The Estonian International Commission for the Investigation of Crimes against Humanity completed its work in 2008.

The Estonian Institute of Historical Memory, founded at the initiative of President Toomas-Hendrik Ilves in 2008, has adopted the UN General Declaration of Human Rights as the basis of its work and continues the work of the previous Commission in researching the Soviet era in Estonian history.6

Universities as institutions have not developed into leading centres in this field of research in Estonia. At the University of Tartu, which is Estonia’s leading university in the field of history, 76 doctoral dissertations in history have been defended after the restoration of independence and only 6 of them are connected to this subject field to a greater or lesser extent.7 This is the case in a situation where the examination of the criminal Soviet regime has been the theme that has aroused the greatest interest in society as a whole during those years. Historians working at universities have been involved in researching this theme within the framework of other projects or scientific grants. The Estonian Literary Museum and the Estonian Life Stories Association, that operates as part of the museum has played the leading role in gathering and publishing memories.8

Within Estonia, primarily a few isolated buildings connected to Soviet repressive institutions, where victims of political terror were interrogated or imprisoned, can be viewed as sites of conscience. A KGB prison cells museum was opened in Tartu,

1 Eesti Memento Liit, http://www.memento.ee/ (5 June 2017)
7 Doctoral dissertations defended at the University of Tartu, http://www.ut.ee/et/opimine/doktoriope/doktoritood (5 June 2017)
Estonia's second largest city in terms of population, in 2001, as a branch of the local municipal museum. It is located in a building where the Estonian SSR Ministry of State Security Tartu Department operated in the 1940s and 1950s. An exhibition is open to interested visitors in the preliminary investigation prison cells located in the building's cellar. A small exhibit will be opened in the summer of 2017 on Pagari Street in Tallinn in the cellars of the Estonian SSR Ministry of State Security internal prison. The most monumental site of conscience associated with the fates of thousands of Estonia's people is the prison situated in Tallinn that became known under the name of Patarei (Battery), where victims of terror were held in custody during their preliminary investigations and after their penalties had been imposed, until they were sent to the Soviet Union's penal institutions. The Patarei complex is currently the most important site of memory in Estonia on an emotional level, yet the government has not had the means for fixing it up. Patarei operated as a provisional museum over the course of several years, where the preserved prison atmosphere was demonstrated for visitors, but since the building is in such poor condition, it is in danger of collapse; it is now closed to visitors. Europe’s leading heritage conservation organisation Europa Nostra and the European Investment Bank Institute have added the Patarei complex to the list of 14 monuments that are considered to be the most endangered in Europe.

In addition to the above-mentioned buildings, as sites of memory connected to the crimes of the Soviet regime, large numbers of memorial plaques and other such reminders have been mounted in local communities throughout Estonia in memory of local people who fell victim to political terror. There is hitherto no central memorial in memory of the victims of communism with national status in Estonia. Popular initiative has already launched the erection of a heap of stones in memory of the victims in Pilistvere at the centre of Estonia in 1988 at the end of the Soviet regime. The heap of stones has grown considerably over the intervening decades. Memorial stones in memory of victims from different counties of Estonia have been erected there. Furthermore, everyone has the opportunity to add a stone to it in memory of those who were close to him or her. As such, the heap of stones at Pilistvere is thus far the only site of memory that unites all of Estonia. Similarly to the lack of a memorial, a central national museum or exposition for perpetuating the memory of the victims of communism and for organising educational work has not been created in Estonia. The Museum of Occupations founded in 1998 through private initiative has filled this gap. This museum's permanent exhibition and films provide an overview of the occupation era, repressions, the nationalist resistance struggle and the Singing Revolution in Estonia in 1940–1991, when Estonia was occupied, alternately by the Soviet Union, Germany, and once again by the Soviet Union. After the opening of this museum, the government has supported it by covering its fixed costs as a contribution from the Estonian state.

Changes have already begun in the treatment of this topic in general education in the final years of the Soviet regime, when strict ideological control of the content of the teaching of history disappeared and preparations began for developing an entirely new concept and new course syllabuses for teaching history. This process took place through productive cooperation between progressively-minded officials in education, working teachers, lecturers from schools of higher education, and others. The transitional period of 1989–1992 coincided with stages in the restoration of national independence. The establishment of new course syllabuses was nevertheless only the beginning of the journey; liberation had been achieved from the Soviet regime's ideological pressure and control, but new content had yet to be created. For years, the content of the teaching of history in schools depended on the personal views of the teachers and their wish and capability for gathering and systematising information. Lecture courses given by university historians on the most topical themes played a very important role in the in-service training of teachers. The more active teachers gathered substantial additional material on an ongoing basis from the media as such material was publicly disclosed. This was especially connected to the recent history of Estonia itself, the research of which had been impossible from a non-communist point of view until the last few years of the Soviet period due to the inaccessibility of the archives. The cycle of the completion of new academic treatments of history and of textbooks corresponding to such treatments was a process that lasted many years.8

CURRENT STATUS

Compared to the 1990s, the situation concerning speaking about the political terror and violation of human rights perpetrated by the communist regime, and the preservation of the memory of its victims, has changed in various ways. The changing of generations affects this as an inevitable factor. The new generation that is now already becoming actively involved in shaping society, and the young people currently in schools have no direct experience of the Soviet regime. Society's general interest in this theme has decreased along with the retirement of the preceding generation that has directly experienced the most virulent political terror. Thematic educational work has to a great extent been left as the responsibility of the school system, yet contemporary educational policy favours more exact sciences and language learning. The position and scope in terms of hours allotted in school to history and social studies, as the primary subjects that introduce the heritage of the past and society’s values, have declined considerably. Since 2014, these subjects are no longer among the national exams required for graduating from secondary school.

Tying education to political objectives has never been popular in Estonia. Thus German-type political foundations for operating in the sphere of civic, political or historical education, for instance, have not emerged in Estonia.10 The annual public commemoration of remembrance days on 25 March and 14 June marking the mass deportations carried out by the Soviet regime in 1941 and 1949 has acquired a certain positive role in trans-generational involvement in dealing with the heritage of the communist regime. Young people are included in organising remembrance events through organisations and student governments at secondary schools and universities. One of the few non-student organisations that has organised work in this field


9 The larger German political foundations (primarily the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e. V. and the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung) admittedly operate in Estonia at varying levels of activity, but do so in order to fulfill their own aims.
among young people is the Unitas Foundation, which has successfully involved young people in various projects. The initiative Kogu me lugu can be highlighted as a distinctive project, in the course of which the stories of Estonian families through the years of Soviet and German occupation are gathered as video clips, studied and shared. Young people are carrying out this project and at the same time, young people can also be found among the people telling their stories, telling about how the stories of their families have reached them and how they make sense of these stories.

This year in 2017, Estonia is preparing to erect a national memorial to the victims of communism in its capital Tallinn, which is to be completed in the country’s centenary year of 2018. In the course of these preparations, accessible archival sources will once more be thoroughly examined in order to ascertain the victims of political terror by name, and the public will be involved to perpetuate the memory of the victims in the memorial that is to be built. The completion of a national memorial is, on the one hand, in honour of the tens of thousands of victims and the hundreds of thousands who have suffered, yet at the same time it has to bear a message for subsequent generations.

The new era needs an educational and memory political approach to the heritage of the communist regime that differs from previous approaches in order to put the message concealed in that heritage into words for current generations, and to find a way to convey this message to its recipients.

Regardless of the fact thirty years will soon have passed since the collapse of the Soviet Union, there are still blank gaps in the research of the activity of the communist regime in Estonia. This refers to the internal operational mechanisms of the occupying regime as well as the social mechanics manipulated by governmental agencies to force people to obey, adapt and collaborate. The research of these themes requires the active continuation of both local and international comparative studies.

LESSONS LEARNT

POSITIVE EXAMPLES

Estonia has by way of shaping its national policy and social attitudes clearly and unambiguously uncoupled itself from the legacy of its communist regime. This has provided historians with unrestricted access to archival documents so that academic studies and the memories of contemporaries of the events in question, together, would form as broad a base as possible for the people’s culture of memory and for the clear-cut historical treatment of this theme in school. With the financial support of public funds, the Eesti Represseritudi Registri Bürroo has succeeded in documenting by name the lion’s share of the victims of the communist regime and those who suffered under it. Work on further ascertainment of their fates will also continue in the future.

Very large numbers of the memories of those who suffered under the regime have been published as books. Massive collections of memories have additionally been deposited at the Estonian Literary Museum, the Museum of Occupations, and other institutions. The greater part of the population has an overview of the extent of the political terror that has taken place. There were few families that it did not affect at all. This fact is surely one factor that has not allowed political nostalgia for communist ideology to emerge in Estonia, regardless of political crises and the squabbling between the political parties. After the restoration of Estonia’s independence, the legal successor to the Communist Party (under the name of the Eestimaa Ühendatud Vasakpar-tei (United Left-wing Party of Estonia)) has managed to exceed the election threshold in parliamentary elections only once, in 1999. Currently, the party has become utterly marginalised.

NEGATIVE EXAMPLES

A large Russian-speaking community remained in the country after Estonia regained its independence in 1991. The overwhelming majority of the members of this community, either they themselves or their parents, had come to live in Estonia during the Soviet era. Their relative proportion of the population had risen to about one third; today it has declined to about one fourth. The Russian-speaking community continues, to a great extent, to function in society as a detached segment of the population that is in the information field of neighbouring Russia on a daily basis by way of the mass media. Russia’s media channels transmit an image of history that for the most part been approved by the Russian state and in its assessments is more often in the position of trying to justify the previous communist regime and its crimes. Thus the treatment of the heritage of the communist regime in school, and as a theme in society as a whole, is often complicated and generates contradictions. Through the effect of Russia’s propaganda, nostalgia is noticeable in the Russian-speaking community, especially among its more elderly members.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In the case of Estonia, we are reaching the time where due to the temporal factor, the possible judicial punishment of the offenders from the criminal regime is becoming unlikely. The interpretation of the heritage of the past criminal regime for the new generation that has no direct contact with it, therefore becomes all the more important. It is unlikely that this task will be accomplished only on the strength of victims’ associations or civil society activists. This requires the existence of an apolitical institution with guaranteed long-term financing that is capable of coordinating undertakings relevant to this theme in different fields: the organisation of research work, the support of educational activity, the conduct of remembrance events, etc.

---

12 Kogu Me Lugu (translates as Collect our Story, We’re Collecting the Story, also Our Entire Story).
14 Memorial to the victims of communism and the monument to officers https://ajaveeb.just.ee/kommunismiohvritememoriaal/ (5 June 2017)
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### Timeline of the Major Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>November 7, 1917</td>
<td>Bolshevist Revolution in Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 24, 1918</td>
<td>Estonian independence proclamation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February–November 1918</td>
<td>Estonia is occupied by the German Imperial Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 1918 – February 1920</td>
<td>Estonian War of Independence against the Soviet Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 2, 1920</td>
<td>Tartu Peace Treaty between Estonia and the Soviet Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 15, 1920</td>
<td>Adoption of the first Constitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1921</td>
<td>Three Baltic States join the League of Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 14–16, 1933</td>
<td>Adoption of the second Constitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 12, 1934</td>
<td>Coup d’état by Prime Minister Konstantin Päts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934–1940</td>
<td>Authoritarian rule in Estonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 28, 1937</td>
<td>Adoption of the third Constitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 23, 1939</td>
<td>Hitler–Stalin Pact. According to the secret protocol of the pact, Estonia was included in the Soviet sphere of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September–October 1939</td>
<td>Soviet Union threatens the Baltic states with military power. Mutual assistance treaties are signed between the Soviet Union and each Baltic state. Soviet military bases are stationed in the territories of the Baltic States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 1939 – May 1940</td>
<td>Resettlement of the German population (Baltic Germans) from the Baltic states to Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 14–17, 1940</td>
<td>The Soviet Union occupies the Baltic states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 21, 1940</td>
<td>Estonian, Latvian, and Lithuanian puppet parliaments established under the control of Soviet legations and special representatives, ask to join the Soviet Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 23, 1940</td>
<td>The United States’ acting Secretary of State Sumner Welles condemns the occupation by the Soviet Union of the three Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. The beginning of the non-recognition policy of the Western powers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 2–6, 1940</td>
<td>Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia are incorporated into the Soviet Union as Soviet Union republics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer 1940 – Summer 1941</td>
<td>Forced Sovietisation and political terror against bearers of statehood and others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 14, 1941</td>
<td>Deportation of tens of thousands of men, women and children from the Baltic states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July–October 1941</td>
<td>Battles between the Soviet and German armies on Estonian territory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941–1944</td>
<td>German occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September–November 1944</td>
<td>The Soviets return, the Red Army occupies the country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 18, 1944</td>
<td>Restoration of the Republic of Estonia proclaimed and the government established, but most government ministers were arrested soon after by Soviet State Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944–1953</td>
<td>Continuation of forced Sovietisation and political terror. About 35,000 Estonians are sent to Gulag camps, more than 20,000 deported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948–1950</td>
<td>Stalinist purges in Estonia; former Estonian underground communists and their later fellow travelers in Estonian leadership are replaced by cadres, brought from the Soviet Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 25, 1949</td>
<td>Mass deportation of mostly rural population from Estonia and Latvia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning of 1950s</td>
<td>Ceasstion of armed resistance (actions of so-called Forest Brothers) against the Soviets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 5, 1953</td>
<td>The death of Joseph Stalin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954–1960</td>
<td>Most of the surviving political prisoners and deportees are released and return to Estonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>Suppression of the Hungarian revolution by the Soviets together with the indifference of the West wipes out hope for the termination of the Soviet occupation in Estonia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1968  
Suppression of the Prague Spring wipes out the hopes of the younger generation for the human-faced socialism

August 23, 1979  
The Baltic Appeal of 45 Lithuanian, Latvian and Estonian citizens to the general secretary of the United Nations, Soviet Union, East and West Germany, and signatories of the Atlantic Charter demanding public disclosure of the Hitler-Stalin pact of 1939 and its secret protocols

September-October 1980  
Youth riots in Tallinn, followed by a public letter of 40 Estonian intellectuals defending the Estonian language and protesting against the recklessness of the government in dealing with youth protests

1985  
Mikhail Gorbachov is nominated to secretary general of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and soon begins his reforms under the slogans of perestroika, uskorenie and glasnost

Spring 1987  
Mass public protests, especially of the student youth, against the plans of the Soviet central authorities to begin with stripe-mining of phosphates in Estonia; the plans are cancelled

August 23, 1987  
The victims of the Hitler-Stalin pact were publicly commemorated in Tallinn and restoration of Estonian independence was demanded

December 1987  
Estonian National Heritage Society is founded

1988  
A countrywide independence movement, the "Singing revolution" begins

Since Spring 1988  
Prohibited blue-black-white national colours are publicly hoisted despite of the ban

April 1988  
Establishment of the Popular Front

Summer 1988  
Establishment of the pro-Soviet International Movement of Workers in the Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic

August 1988  
Establishment of the Party of Estonian National Independence

November 16, 1988  
The Estonian Sovereignty Declaration is issued by the ESSR Supreme Soviet, asserting Estonia’s sovereignty

December 7, 1988  
The ESSR Act on Nonjudicial Mass Repressions in the Soviet Union during the 1940–1950s

February 24, 1989  
The blue-black-white Estonian flag is hoisted on the parliament building instead of the ESSR flag on the 71st anniversary of the Republic of Estonia

August 23, 1989  
The Baltic Way (Baltic Chain) begins, with approximately two million people from Tallinn to Vilnius, remembering the victims of the Hitler-Stalin pact signed 50 years earlier

November 1989  
The Fall of the Berlin Wall

February 19, 1990  
The ESSR enactment on the rehabilitation of unjudicially repressed and groundlessly sentenced persons

March 11–12, 1990  
First session of the Estonian Congress, elected by the persons, who were Estonian citizens on 16 June 1940 and their children

March 18, 1990  
Free elections to the Estonian SSR Supreme Soviet with success of the supporters of independence

March 1990 – October 1992  
Transitional period

March 23–25, 1990  
The Congress of the Estonian branch of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Party splits into Estonian and Soviet-minded wings. Soon the Estonian members leave the party completely

May 8, 1990  
The name of the ESSR is changed to the Republic of Estonia and the national symbols are put into use

March 3, 1991  
Independence referendum

April 15, 1991  
Pension Act with special provisions for rehabilitated persons

June 13, 1991  
Republic of Estonia Principles of Ownership Reform Act

August 19–21, 1991  
Unsuccessful coup d’etat in Moscow

August 20, 1991  
Supreme Council of the Republic of Estonia proclaims the restoration of the Republic of Estonia and establishes the Constituent Assembly with 30 members in the Supreme Council and 30 members in the Estonian Congress

September 1991  
Baltic states joining the United Nations
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>October 21, 1991</td>
<td>Estonia joins the UN Convention on the non-applicability of statutory limitations to war crimes and crimes against humanity of 1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1991</td>
<td>Dissolution of the Soviet Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 19, 1992</td>
<td>Rehabilitation of Unjudicially Repressed and Groundlessly Sentenced Persons Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 28, 1992</td>
<td>The Citizenship Act of 1938 is reinstated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 20, 1992</td>
<td>Currency reform: the Estonian kroon with a fixed exchange rate to German Mark is introduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 28, 1992</td>
<td>New Constitution is approved by referendum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 8, 1992</td>
<td>Act on the Procedures for Taking Oath with provisions for disqualification for public service of former collaborators of the security services of states that had occupied Estonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 20, 1992</td>
<td>Parliamentary Elections (7th composition of Riigikogu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 1992</td>
<td>Lennart Meri is elected to President of the Republic; the last acting President of the exile government symbolically hands over powers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 31, 1994</td>
<td>Last Soviet (Russian) troops leave Estonia according to an agreement between Lennart Meri and Boris Yeltsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 6, 1995</td>
<td>Procedure for Registration and Disclosure of Persons who Have Served in or Co-operated with Intelligence or Counter-intelligence Organisations of Security Organisations or Military Forces of States which Have Occupied Estonia Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 14, 2001</td>
<td>Statement of the President of the Republic remembering the victims of the Soviet deportation of June 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 18, 2002</td>
<td>Parliament's statement of the crimes committed by the occupation regimes in Estonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 17, 2003</td>
<td>Persons Repressed by Occupying Powers Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Estonia joins the European Union and the NATO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 1, 2011</td>
<td>Estonia joins the Eurozone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 14, 2012</td>
<td>Parliament's statement “Paying tribute to the Estonian citizens”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 14, 2016</td>
<td>Parliament's statement commemorating the victims of the June deportation 75 years earlier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 1, 2017</td>
<td>Estonian Chairmanship in the EU begins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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INTRODUCTION / THE DEFAULT POSITION

During 1989–95, Georgia underwent a transition from a Soviet-style autocracy (or totalitarianism) to a hybrid, semi-democratic (or semi-authoritarian) regime. Notably, though, at the starting point of political transformation, Georgia was not an independent polity: it was one of the fifteen member-states within a quasi-federal structure of the Soviet Union. The two processes of creating an independent nation and of transformation of the political system ran parallel to each other, with one often complicating the other.

The Soviet structure should be called quasi-federal, rather than a genuine federation, because of the discrepancy between the formal institutional set-up and actual functioning of power. The Soviet Constitution suggested a model of a parliamentary republic, whereby an elected legislature (the Supreme Soviet) created an executive branch (Council of Ministers). This structure was replicated in each of fifteen union republics that supposedly had quite broad rights of self-rule, including a right to secession not qualified by any preconditions (Article 72 of the 1977 Constitution).

In practice, however, the monopoly of power belonged to the Communist Party with no other party allowed to function. The Party was built on the principles of “democratic centralism” implying full control exercised by its Central Committee, and a small Politburo on its top, over all regional branches. The party (represented by its vast bureaucracy) was the principal policy-making body responsible for hiring and firing personnel for all important offices. The General Secretary of the Communist Party was the effective political leader of the country. The cabinet of ministers including the military and the security apparatus, was only responsible for technical implementation of decisions made by the Communist Party. Elections to the Supreme Soviets of every level were a formality, because only candidates approved by the Communist Party could run, and there was a single candidate in each constituency.

The list of important offices where appointments were to be made by the Communist Party bodies were called “nomenklatura”; party ruling bodies of every level had its own such lists. Therefore, the power elite of the communist societies was informally called “nomenklatura”.

The Communist Party of Georgia was a regional branch of the Soviet Communist Party, responsible for implementing its decisions on Georgia’s territory. However, within the Soviet “nationality policy”, local nomenklatura almost exclusively consisted of ethnic Georgians (as was the case in all other union republics). Conversely, ethnic Georgian party leaders had only miniscule chances to pursue their careers on the all-Union level. Moreover, there was a universal system of education in the Georgian language, which most of the ethnic Georgian population used, as well as mass media in the Georgian language. This contributed to the creation of a national elite that came to consider its own and its country’s interests somewhat separate from that of the all-Union identity and interests.

Soviet nationality policies also implied existence of ethnically-defined autonomous regions for some (though not all) ethnic minorities residing within Union Republics. Georgia, thirty percent of whose population was comprised of ethnic minorities (according to the 1989 census1), had three such units: the Abkhazian and Adjarian autonomous republics, and the South Ossetian autonomous Oblast (oblast had somewhat lower rank than republic). This was the second largest number of autonomous units within a union republic after the Russian Federation; it is also notable that Adaria was the only region in the Soviet Union that had autonomous status based on religion rather than ethnicity: Adjars consider themselves ethnic Georgians, but many of them are Muslims, therefore a minority within a traditionally Orthodox Christian country.

THE PROCESS OF CHANGE

The process was initiated by a gradual liberalization of the Soviet communist regime launched by Mikhail Gorbachev, known as Perestroika (restructuring) and Glasnost (openness). This implied loosening control rather than substantive institutional change: political prisoners were released, censorship of the media gradually weakened, criticism of the government tolerated, etc.

In Georgia, this led to the creation of independent political and civic movements and groups that were referred to as arapor-malebi (“the informals”). These groups had nationalist agenda, guided by the idea that Georgia had to restore its independence that it had lost after the Russian Bolshevik invasion in 1921. It was also presumed that independent Georgia would be a European-style democracy. Between 1987 and 1989, this developed into a large-scale pro-independence movement. However, in parallel to these developments, similar movements also developed in Abkhazia and South Ossetia that looked either for further strengthening of autonomous rights, or, preferably, secession in Abkhazia and South Ossetia that looked either for further strengthening of autonomous rights, or, preferably, secession from Georgia and joining the Russian Federation (in Abkhazia’s case, full independence was also considered as an option).

The violent crackdown of the Soviet army against pro-independence demonstration on April 9, 1989 (21 people were killed, mostly teenage girls) led to a radical discrediting of the communist regime. The nationalist movement gained the moral high ground and got nearly full freedom of action without any changes to the institutional structure of power. The Abkhazian and South Ossetian nationalist movements became more active in their demands as well, which led to some skirmishes, and the creation of armed militias on all sides, which the weak and demoralized regime did not try to disarm. Moreover, there were sharp divisions and occasional violence between different

---

Georgian nationalist groups that could not agree on issues of tactics and leadership.3

In October and November 1990, the first multi-party elections were held in Georgia based on a mixed proportional and majoritarian system. The Round Table coalition, led by Zviad Gamsakhurdia, a veteran dissident and the most charismatic of the nationalist leaders, carried the election getting 124 mandates out of 250 (with 54 percent of the vote in the proportional system), with the Communist Party coming second with 61 MPs. No other party cleared the five percent threshold.4

At this moment, Georgia was still formally part of the Soviet Union, even though the center had largely lost control over its domestic political life. The new government abstained from proclaiming independence outright, opting instead for declaring a transitional period towards independence. It also did not go for substantive institutional transformation and made only a handful of changes to the Constitution, such as removing provisions regarding the leading role of the Communist Party, taking out the words “Soviet” and “Socialist” from the name of the country, etc. Zviad Gamsakhurdia was elected the chairman of Parliament (Supreme Council), but it was understood that he was the leader of the country, with the prime minister being the technical executive. The new law on local government was adopted that provided for locally elected municipal councils, but also centrally appointed prefects that held the most important powers on the municipal level.

In December 1990, the Supreme Council abolished the autonomy of South Ossetia in response to the latter’s Supreme Council declaring sovereignty.5 This led to armed hostilities for actual control of the region that continued until July 1993.

In March 1991, a referendum was carried out on Georgia’s independence, followed by the Supreme Council proclaiming independence of April 9 the same year.6 A new position of a strong executive president was introduced, and on May 26, Zviad Gamsakhurdia won the elections with 86 percent of the vote, setting a precedent for overwhelming majorities for popular leaders.7

However, the new system did not prove stable. In September the same year, a group of Gamsakhurdia’s chief lieutenants defected from him and joined vocal opposition. Part of the newly created National Guard followed Tengiz Kitovani, its creator and leader, to the opposition. In the end of December (this coincided with formal break-up of the Soviet Union), a military stand-off between the insurgents and the government forces ensued, which led to Gamsakhurdia fleeing the country in January 1992. A two member Military Council took responsibility for the governance and soon invited Eduard Shevardnadze, a veteran communist leader who had earlier served as the foreign minister of the Soviet Union.

A period of turmoil and virtual implosion of state institutions ensued. A provisional State Council proclaimed restoration of the 1921 Constitution (that of the short-lived independent Georgian Republic that existed in 1918–21), but this was a symbolic gesture, which did not have any relevance for the actual distribution of power that effectively depended on resources of different warlords and power clans. In October 1992, a multi-party parliamentary election led to the creation of a fragmented Parliament; in a separate vote, Eduard Shevardnadze was elected the chairman of Parliament and Head of State (with 96 percent of the vote). However, the actual powers of these bodies were rather limited. The country was immersed in ethnic wars for separation in Abkhazia and South Ossetia, and a standoff between the new government and supporters of Zviad Gamsakhurdia who controlled part of western Georgia. Adjaria, while not having ambitions for full separation, demonstrated its effective independence from central power as well.

Through a series of Machiavellian moves, Shevardnadze gradually consolidated power. Both territorial conflicts were lost and ceasefire agreements signed that became the ground for a lengthy period of the so-called “frozen conflicts”. The pro-Gamsakhurdia insurgents, on the other hand, were defeated. Later, major warlords were neutralized and put in jail, and their followers disarmed. The status of Adjaria, ruled by a local strongman, Aslan Abashidze, remained ambiguous.

The process of consolidation of a new system came to completion in 1995: in August, a new Constitution was enacted and in November, Eduard Shevardnadze was elected the president with 74.3 percent of the vote. His party, Citizens Union of Georgia, gained effective majority in Parliament.8

**GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE NEW SYSTEM**

The newly consolidated system, however, cannot be considered democratic; it is usually referred to as a hybrid regime that combines features of democracy and autocracy. Despite changes in power and of the Constitutional design since, this general assessment has been quite stable throughout the period if 1995–2017. For instance, during this period Georgia’s scores in the Freedom of the World ratings have been oscillating between 3 and 4, with 1 standing for a fully free or fully democratic regime, and 7 – for a fully autocratic one.9 The discrepancy between recognition of liberal democratic values and norms in the formal Constitutional system, and the semi-autocratic character of established political practices, may be the most important characteristic of such a regime.10

Apart from assessing Georgia’s political system along the scale of democracy-autocracy, there is an important dimension of stability and efficacy of the system. Being born out of ethnic and political conflict, throughout the 1990s Georgia was often described as a “failing” or “failed” state, unable to ensure territorial control, enforce monopoly of the legitimate use of power, collect public revenues and provide for public goods. Despite ending armed conflicts and getting rid of illegal militias, under Eduard Shevardnadze’s rule Georgia was an especially corrupt country unable to pay anything close to reasonable salaries to its public servants.

---


4 The elections were conducted according to a mixed, proportional and majoritarian system. See “Georgia – History of Elections 1990–2010s”, http://infocenter.gov.ge/elections2017/history_en.pdf


8 Ibid.


and provide for most basic public services or social benefits.\textsuperscript{11} The government of the United National Movement (UNM) that came to power after the so-called “Rose Revolution” achieved a breakthrough in that regard: Georgia became the least corrupt country in its neighborhood, and the effectiveness of public services increased manifold.\textsuperscript{12} This period of reforms, carried out mostly in 2004–2007, may be called a second transition in Georgia; however, their success in establishing modern public institutions in Georgia did not bring about genuine democratization of the political system.

\section*{Changing Legal Framework}

Starting from 1995, Georgia’s Constitutional framework changed several times. However, these changes did not lead to substantive changes in the nature of the political system. Frequent changes, however, indicate the dissatisfaction of the political elites with the functioning of the political system. The division of power between the legislative and executive, national and local governments, and the electoral system, constituted the principal dividing issues. When it came to defining civil and political rights and freedoms, the Constitutional provisions were generally deemed corresponding to accepted international standards and usually did not become a point of contention.

The 1995 Constitution\textsuperscript{13} was loosely based on an American system: It provided for relatively strict separation between the legislative and executive powers, and this allowed parliament to be a relatively independent political actor. The electoral system was mixed, with 150 out of 234 MPs elected through a proportional system of national party lists, and the rest through single-mandate constituencies. However, the Constitution left open the issue of territorial arrangement of the country due to political sensitivity of the problem and a failure to achieve consensus in Parliament. The system as defined by a separate law was rather centralized, with leaders on the municipal and regional level (gamgebelis and governors) being directly appointed by the president; weak locally elected municipal councils (sakrebulos) could not balance the power of central appointees.\textsuperscript{14}

In 2004, the Constitutional system was switched to a mixed one whereby a position of prime minister was introduced, nominated by the president and confirmed by a parliamentary majority; the president could dissolve Parliament in the case of disagreement on the composition of the Cabinet, or the budget. This was done in the name of increased flexibility and effectiveness of the executive, but in practice further increased the power of the presidency and weakened the legislative. The issues of sub-national power were still left out of the Constitution, but a new local government legislation provided for local gamgebelis and mayors elected by municipal sakrebulos rather than centrally appointed.\textsuperscript{15} Based on a referendum decision, the number of MPs was reduced to 150 with a balance between MPs elected through proportional rather than majoritarian system changed in favor of the latter (73 MPs were elected through single-mandate constituencies).

In 2010, still another overhaul made the system closer to parliamentarian one, with the president’s powers significantly reduced and these powers moved to the cabinet, and the prime minister turning into the principal political leader (this and most other provisions were supposed to come into force after the next presidential elections in 2013). This was done in response to the criticism of too strong a presidency encouraging autocratic tendencies, but suspicions were widely spread that this was a way for then president Mikheil Saakashvili to remain in power after the end of his last term. For the first time, the issue of territorial distribution of power came to be spelt out in the Constitution, though without changing the existent system (with the exception of local mayors and gamgebelis now elected directly).

In 2017, the Georgian Dream majority in parliament carried out one more overhaul of the Constitutional system. The President’s powers were further curtailed making this a ceremonial position, and direct elections of the president abolished (the 2018 presidential elections are supposed to be the last direct elections of the president). Georgia thus moved to a fully parliamentary model. The electoral system was changed to fully proportional, but it will not be enacted until after the next parliamentary elections; this means that if the current and next parliament serve their full terms, the new system will only come into force in 2024.

\section*{Georgia’s Dominant Power System}

As said, however, thus far these series of constitutional changes did not affect the basics of the hybrid political system that had been consolidated in the middle of 1990s. Its nature can be defined, using a term proposed by Thomas Carothers, as a dominant power system.\textsuperscript{16} This means that while at most times there exists an opposition that genuinely challenges the government, truly independent and critical media, vibrant and combative civil society, there is no level playing field between the party in government and the opposition. The former fully dominates all branches of power: It has a strong (often constitutional) majority in parliament, controls all (or almost all) municipal governments, has an influence over most popular media, as well as most powerful business organizations, etc. The opposition is typically weak, divided, irresponsible, and fully focused on discrediting powers that be instead of proposing alternative policies.

Moreover, in the Georgian case the dominant political powers have not been represented by institutionalized political parties, but by organizations existing around strong political personalities, such as Zviad Gamsakhurdia, Eduard Shevardnadze, Mikheil Saakashvili, and Bidzina Ivanishvili. In the latter case, between October 2013 and May 2018, Bidzina Ivanishvili did not even hold any political position at all, but he was widely recognized to be the real guiding force behind the power of the Georgian Dream party. In May 2018, Ivanishvili took the formal position of the party chairman.

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
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In the absence of internal party democracy, the domination of the party in power translated into an exceedingly centralized system. Therefore, some increase in the formal powers of municipal authorities described in the previous section did not have any effect because the overcentralized nature of the dominant party ensured full compliance of municipal bodies to national authorities.

Despite such unipolarity, the system allows for occasional changes of power: since 1990, there have been four different governments in Georgia; such rate of rotation of power may in itself be acceptable for a fully consolidated democracy as well. However, in two cases (1992 and 2003) the power changed hands through unconstitutional means. Each of the mentioned changes was celebrated as a democratic opening supposed to replace the hitherto existent autocratic system with a more democratic one. However, in each of the cases, the dominant power system soon fully reproduced itself.

This allows to speak of an essentially cyclical character or the Georgian political system: a democratic opening with radical opposition replacing the incumbent power (October 1990, January 1992, November 2003, October 2012) led to genuine public enthusiasm translating itself into extremely high electoral scores for the incoming leader and his party. This then led to a consolidation of a new dominant power system, followed by a gradual process of public disaffection with it. The period of political apathy continued for several years until popular discontent reached a critical point and a new popular leader emerged that could mobilize the masses towards a non-constitutional or electoral change of power. This cannot be understood as a prediction for the future development of the Georgian political development, but summarizes its nature and path of development so far.

LESSONS LEARNT, PROSPECTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Why was it that so many democratic openings based on genuine expressions of people’s power all ended up in repeated frustrations? Can we pin down some typical mistakes of democratic reformers and the democracy-promoting community?

One such mistake may be overestimating the importance of formal institutional reforms. Over years, Georgia has made a lot of progress in this direction. While legislation is always open to debate, it can be argued that the Georgian Constitution and other legislation generally conform to recognized international standards. However, different legislative changes promoted by pro-democracy activists, such as moving to parliamentary system from the presidential one, disconnecting politicians from the process of appointment of judges, introducing full formal independence of local government, adopting extremely liberal media law, and many others, have failed to substantively democratize the system. This does not imply saying that the mentioned institutional reforms were not worth the effort; but other factors may be more important.

The second is exaggerated reliance on specific political players. At different times, international democratic community, as well as a large part of domestic actors, obviously overestimated the capacity and commitment of specific new leaders and parties to advance democratic norms: Eduard Shevardnadze (due to his role in Mikhail Gorbachev's government, and his readiness to invite young reformers to his government), Mikheil Saakashvili (who was a western-educated reformer and appointed leading NGO activists to key government positions), and Bidzina Ivanishvili (who included into his initial coalition political parties that had most consistently promoted democratic norms before). Conversely, failures of democratic consolidation were later blamed on alleged defects of the same personalities, who in different ways displayed propensity for monopolizing power instead of sharing it.

Having said that, the same experience may be summarized from the positive angle as well: Georgia is by far the most successful democratic reformer in its region, which is an important achievement in its own right. While all its governments have displayed leanings to fully monopolize power and marginalize its opponents, none of them fully succeeded in these efforts. This may be explained by two main factors: (1) resistance of the Georgian civil society – including opposition parties, media, NGOs, as well as different informal groups, and Georgian public at large; (2) strong leverage and linkage of/to the western democratic community17 that in its own turn may be explained by the centrality of the objective of European and Euro-Atlantic integration in the country’s policies.

The last two factors are the most important grounds for optimism in the future: If Georgia is going to succeed on its way to democratic consolidation, the way to this lies in the empowerment of its civil society, and close involvement of the democratic international community. Political society represented by political parties has probably been the weakest link so far and are in an especially great need of further development.
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INTRODUCTION

After the collapse of Soviet rule in Georgia and along the way of several phases of failed transitions, breakdowns, stagnation, revolutions and regime changes, there was never any call for civil initiatives for the investigation of the crimes of the communist state security, scientific research of the structure, or the everyday activities and history of the special operations of the KGB of the Georgian SSR.1 Due to a lack of information of the history of the communist state security organs in Georgia, their behavior during last years of Soviet regime, and short transition time, the history is still totally forgotten. During last year of Soviet rule, there were attempts from protest movement representatives and political parties to block KGB buildings and compel them to break away from the central organs, at the same time the Georgian KGB had internal fragmentation towards the nationalistic agenda of the protest movement and separating from the central organs. All of this was behind the walls of KGB and was staying private, in the same way, the final step of the transformation from the Georgian SSR KGB to state security of independent Georgian state was also private.

Since 1991, especially after 2004–2005, when the former archive of Georgian SSR KGB began to be accessible to society and researchers, state officials have always claimed that all the documents and funds, related to operative activities of the KGB, personal cases, and the database of secret informers were destroyed2 during fire in KGB building in December of 1991. At the same time, after the 1990’s Central archives of the former KGB of USSR was closed to Georgian researchers as well as for Russians. As a result, due to the lack of information, it is impossible to understand the situation based on the few, unverified sources from Russian media-platforms and research papers.

POSITION AND STRUCTURE OF THE STATE SECURITY APPARATUS PRIOR TO THE TRANSFORMATION

After “Perestroika”, the structure of the Georgian KGB seemed like the standard Republican KGB in the USSR:
- Directorate – Chief of staff, Deputy of chief, Head of party committee
- Secretariat
- I division – Foreign intelligence
- II division – Counterintelligence
- IV division – Counterintelligence responsible for transport and communications
- VI division – Economic counterintelligence
- VII division – Surveillance
- VII division – Coding and encoding
- IX division – Security of Party and state leaders
- X division – Archive
- Division Z – Security of constitutional order (former V division – against “ideological diversions”)
- Division OP – Organized crime issues (former III division – counterintelligence assistance of MVD)
- Operative-technical division
- Investigative division
- Inspection division
- HR
- Division of mobilisation
- Assistance division3

Besides the Central organs of the KGB in the Georgian SSR, there was the KGB of Autonomous republics of Abkhazia and Adjara, and the Division of the KGB of South-Ossetian autonomous district.

As far as we know4 all the republican systems of the Georgian KGB was structured like this:
- Regional (“Raion”) divisions:
  - “Gareubani” (suburban, Tbilisi)
  - Gardabani
  - Mtshketa
  - Sighnaghi
  - Lagodekhi
  - Kvareli
  - Tianeti
  - Akhmeta
  - Tetritskaro
  - Tsalka
  - Gori
  - Aspindza
  - Tskhakaia (Khoni)
  - Samtredia
  - Tsageri
  - Mestia
  - Makharadze (Ozurgeti)
- City “Apparatus”:
  - Zugdidi
  - Poti
- City Divisions:
  - Rustavi
  - Chiatura
  - Kutaisi (?)
- “Special representative”:
  - Akhalkalaki
- Railway station office:
  - Khashuri

1 Committee for State Security of the Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic
3 See the structure and personnel of the KGB of the Georgian SSR, http://shieldandsword.mozohin.ru/kgb5491/terr_org/respublik/georgia.htm
4 Based on sources of the Georgian MIA archive; according to analyses of the KGB party organizations’ structures.
In the capital - Tbilisi, as far as we know, there were two city district divisions:
- Stalin Raion division
- Kalinin Raion division

As official version claims, all the sources on personnel of the Georgian SSR KGB central and their regional structures were destroyed. According to this disposition, we can’t calculate the number of official members of Soviet Georgians state security system. Also, it is almost impossible to determine the number of secret informers in central and regional levels. As some secondary sources claim, in the 1980’s, the number of secret informers was around 22,000 persons.

Between 1953–1955, which were the most crucial times of the internal war in the Communist Party of USSR, and after the death of Stalin, when Lavrenti Beria lost his positions, and life, the state security apparatus was cleaned up. In the Georgian SSR the state security system lived in peace and prosperity under the rule of the former military officer, Aleks Shuria, who was the chief of the Georgian KGB until 1988. The Georgian SSR was a border country with NATO (Turkey) and a strategic area for the Soviet Union’s Near East policy, the everyday life of the Georgian KGB was not stressful, and the routine of special operations was hunting citizens trying to escape over Turkey’s border, hunting “contrabandists” and underground businessman (so-called “Delets”), surveillance of foreign state officials and tourists. There were very few (generally known) facts when a situation went out of control and citizens were witnesses of “excesses”: for example, terrorist attacks (Vladimer Zhvania’s case), split and robbery in Georgian orthodox church (Keratashvili’s case), torture and humiliation in prison (Tsirekidze’s case), countermeasures for blocking Jews repatriation in Israel (Goldstein brothers’ case), the famous hijacking of a plane (so-called Airplane boys’ case).

In the internal battles in Georgian Communist Party, during 1970–1980’s, the KGB was not active and until 1988–1990, it was strictly loyal to the center apparatus and their directors. There are some stories remaining on the level of folktales of how the Georgian KGB chief was keeping its power based on holding incriminating evidence over Georgian Communist Party leaders, and at the same time staying neutral in the political battles of the Georgian SSR.

At the same time, the majority of citizens did not feel the “Iron hand” of the KGB in everyday life, and they were loyal and peaceful Soviet citizens. The Georgian KGB, as all Soviet state security systems, strictly observed the “Dissident movement”, but in Georgian’s case, the number of such groups and individuals was not high enough to create a wide sense of oppression in society.

**TRANSITION PERIOD**

The changes in Georgian SSR KGB began in 1989. On April 9, 1989, Soviet internal troops and Special Forces suppressed an Anti-Soviet demonstration in Tbilisi. 21 citizens were killed, hundreds were injured, and there were a variety of physical traumas by chemical gas. This tragedy deeply affected society and initiated the radical change and the rise of loathing against Soviet rule. Many citizens demonstratively left the Communist Party. Accompanied by the general crisis in Soviet Union and the liberalization of the media, due to Gorbachev’s “Perestroika” and “glasnost” (publicity), during 1989 and at the beginning of 1990 the first cracks started to be visible in Georgian KGB system. The first stage, at the beginning of 1990, a hint of upcoming changes was noticed in an open appeal to the Georgian KGB in the communist press about consultations and the strategic planning in the KGB around the difficult political challenges in the republic. KGB officials were announcing that they understood the Communist Party agenda, and the peaceful coexistence of different nationalities in Georgia, ensuring them the sovereignty of the Georgian republic. At the same time the KGB was promising to be very sensitive and was responding to ethnic tensions in regions. It also expressed a deep concern that some groups of society were sandering the KGB and promised to have direct contact with society and be open to honest dialogue.

At a later time, anonymous officers of the KGB were claiming, that in reality, in late 1988 there were protest in central apparatus of Georgian KGB, demanding liberation from the dictate of the center (Moscow central KGB), de-politicization, and liberation from the Communist Party dictate, and transformation of the KGB to a standard state security service. The same kinds of petitions were made internally in April and May of 1989, but with no success. At the same time, after 9 of April 1989, some officers of the KGB left the system as a sign of protest. Some KGB officers expressed indignation regarding the suppression of the demonstration, Georgian KGB involvement in the “disinformation” of the central authority, leading them to use extreme measures against the demonstrators and stopping the Georgian KGB from acting before the 9th of April demonstration became a tragedy, and finally, their wish not to be involved in the operations of suppression against the demonstrations, which was perceived as a sign of mistrust from political center.

In September 1990, close to the first multiparty elections of the supreme council of the Georgian SSR, a group of KGB employees openly expressed their protest against Soviet rule, sending a declaration to the opposition press edition, blaming the center KGB of a destructive agenda, insisting on depoliticization and asking the support of the future supreme council of Georgia for a peaceful transition of the Georgian KGB to the state security service of an independent republic of Georgia. This action was based on the common sense of the upcoming changes, and at the same time it was a signal from the center government for the depoliticization of the state defense and internal security organs; the editor of the newspaper preferred not to publish the names of protest officers’ group.

At the same time, in September, during demonstrations on Rustaveli avenue (in front of governments house), close to KGB headquarter, a group of protesters rushed into the KGB building trying to occupy it. The KGB guards quickly neutralized the action. As former officers claimed, this fact was used by high-ranking KGB officials to illustrate the danger against the security of the KGB information bases and began evacuation of the archive sources to the Smolensk repository of the KGB. 9

---

5 The demonstrations started as a protest against movement for separation from the Georgian SSR in Abkhazian ASSR, but very soon it transformed into an anti-Soviet protest, demanding the independence of the Georgian state.


8 Order of President of USSR, about reforming of political organs of armed forces of USSR, armed forces of KGB of USSR, armed forces of MVD of USSR and armed forces of railway, Moscow, Kremlin, 3. 9. 1990. M. Gorbachev, in Communist #205 (20051), 6. 9. 1990.

9 Documentary “Lost History” [Dakarguli Istoria], 2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vIBOhxHjI
Before the election and after, when the main opposition alliance won election and the new supreme council declared a transitional process leading to the restoration of independence, such changes naturally reflected the situation in the KGB. Officers who were neutralized as pro-nationalists came back into leading positions. The Georgian KGB started a media campaign to demonstrate the nature of the changes and opened communication with society, promising transparency of the historical KGB archives. High-ranking officials started discussions with journalists for the future plans of the transformation. According to the content-analysis of the interviews, we can see obvious tension between the Georgian KGB and the Central USSR KGB around subordination; Georgian officers, were trying to persuade society that a strong state security system was necessary for any kind of state, and at the same time were trying to split from the central USSR KGB, and that Georgian state security would be able to be successful in the foreign intelligence field.

After the 9th of April 1991, re-establishing independence in Georgia, in the short difficult failed transition was marred by the radicalization of political life and open confrontation between the radical opposition and the Government of Zviad Gamsakhurdia. Reform of state security system was forgotten. Furthermore, during escalation of conflict, the newborn Georgian Ministry of State Security (based on the Georgian KGB) started to be a self-isolated and out of control body, refusing to give information to the president of republic about secret informers of the KGB and blocking lustration attempts. Later, former high rank officials were proudly remembering this experience, as sign of professional ethic.11

After the coup d’état in Tbilisi (December 1991, January 1992), in May 1992, the Ministry of State Security of Georgia (formally renamed KGB) was formally abandoned, and the new state security office, “Informative-intelligence service” was founded, but, very soon, in October 1993 the Ministry of State Security was re-established.

It is an interesting fact that until 1998–1999 there was not any law, regulating the activities of state security and establishing basic principles of its work.12

**CURRENT STATUS AND LESSONS LEARNT**

After the 2003 “Rose revolution”, until now, the Georgian state security system has experienced several restruc- turalizations, but it has always stayed non-transparent and an immune from strong civil and parliamentary control.13

Looking back to the crucial times of the changes in Soviet Georgia – 1990–1991, the analyses of how the state security system tried to react to political transformation, how society considered the importance of the transformation of the state security service, and the responsibility of the KGB, as a guard of the communist regime, it gives us a chance to see bitter lessons, which shows a real degree of readiness for changes in our society.

**Non-transparency** – In the transition time, the KGB system was a "black box" for society. The lack of information about the activism of officers who were trying to transform the KGB from inside, the fragmented focus of the media on KGB transformation challenges, the one-side communication (the media was covering KGB life, when they were invited by the system to talk, not asking painful questions from the outside), and the absolute unprofessional attitude of journalists around state security issues, all gave the KGB apparatus the opportunity to be a leading actor, giving input to media, not having their structure in the spotlight, and not responding painful questions.

**Empty rhetoric in society** – In the late 1980’s, and especially in 1990–1991, being a member of the KGB was a stigma in society, and worst kind of ostracism was to be accused of being a "spy of KGB". However, open questions and demonization of the KGB and its crimes always stayed at the level of rhetoric. There was no real incentive, during the mass protest movement against Soviet rule, to be focused on blocking the KGB network, occupying their archive infrastructure, and the reconfiguration of the personnel of KGB. The complex political and social crises in 1990–1991 always distracted the focus of society from essential, but very specific issues such as dismantling of the communist type state security system and rise of questions of responsibilities of officers.

**Nationalistic sentiments** – As in 1989–1990 the Communist Party realized that one of the main engines of the protest movement in Georgia was the nationalistic agenda, they started to try to implement its own surrogate of a nationalistic project, talking about “national sovereignty” etc. Based on the problem of non-transparency, there is a strong suspicion that the Georgian KGB started to use the same tactic, trying to transform tension in society against them, from a system level to a nationalistic level, blaming the Russian deputy chief of the KGB and his group of being “governors from center” and designing responsibilities of the Georgian KGB as a problem of the Center-Republic conflict, and domination of Moscow rule. Later, after a short peaceful transition time, 1990–1991, after being transformed to the Ministry of State Security of Georgia, former high-ranking officials of the KGB were positioning themselves as “Georgian patriots” trying to argue against lustration based on “national stability”, and protecting the prestige of national heroes and famous historical figures of XX century Georgian history.

Now, after 27 years since the end of Soviet rule in Georgia, society is informed about the everyday life and actions of state security service, almost as it was in Soviet times; there is absolute zero knowledge and memory about the processes which took place in the Georgian KGB system during the transition time of 1989–1991. Question about legal responsibilities regarding Soviet crimes against KGB officers has never risen up, attempts of lustration has been blocked several times during the 1990–2000’s, and it is always focused on “KGB spies”. Officers of Soviet state security were always in the background. Moreover, the last surrogate of lustration the “Freedom Charter”, adopted in 2011, was strictly against those employees of the KGB, who had not continued to working in system after the re-establishment of Georgian independence on the 9th of April 1991. Because of the non-transparency of the former KGB archive, and the current state security

---

10 Kote Gurgenidze, “Georgian KGB is changing its agenda; is KGB anyway - KGB?!”, Interview with Tanzania Adamia, in Republika #31, 11. 12. 1990, 4.
12 Georgian law on Operative-Investigative Activities, #1933, 30. 04. 1999.
14 Vakhtang Menabde, Tamar Papashvili, Nino Kashakashvili, Giorgi Kekenadze, Ana Beridze, Twenty years without parliamentary control, supervision from side of supreme representative power to services of state security, internal affairs and foreign intelligence of Georgia, Tbilisi: OSCE, 2017.
service archives, there is no chance to identify all personnel of the Georgian KGB system and no one has a chance to even think about the possibilities, how currently former officers of Soviet KGB are still defining state security issues.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

Based on best experience of Central and Eastern Europe mixed with the local character of events in the Georgian SSR in 1990–1991, we can make several recommendations about the transition period in state security system of totalitarian states:

**Sustainable focus of media on state security apparatus** – Active input from different kinds of media, asking essential and painful question about the system of security and individuals, around the responsibilities for crimes of the regime, the fortune of the victims, and the transparency of sources, should be part of main agenda of a protest movement and society should always be the initiator of communication, and not depend on a reverence about the state security’s side.

**Mobilization of speakers familiar with issues of state security institution** – It’s absolutely necessary to have a resource of people who are familiar of behind the scene activity of the state security organs of everyday life, who have fundamental knowledge about structure, attitudes and the personnel of state security institutions, and can be a generator of the main questions and accents to the media, who can identify counter-propaganda and disinformation from state security or actors planning policies for infiltration from state security officers, ensuring that they be more active and transparent and an ally to changes in structures of power.

**Transparency** – It’s crucial to keep all processes completely transparent, and not to give representatives of the state security institution the power, or the chance, to plan a long-term manipulative agenda, and play the card of loyalty, and of positioning themselves as patriots and internal oppositionists.

**Blocking archives** – As the history of Georgia proves, in transitional time, state security officers try to destroy archive documents, which illustrate their crimes against political parties and the movement in order to win the battle for power and ensure the safety of their positions, and avoid legal responsibilities. It’s strategically important to block any activities of the state security service to either destroy, or hide documents, or using disinformation to society about the amount and meaning of the archive data, and as soon as it is possible to hand the processing and administration of the former security archives to a civil, representative body.

**Complex agenda towards responsibility of state security institutions of totalitarian state** – And finally, it’s necessary to include all important activities to a general, wide political agenda towards the transition of a political system, and to strengthen the line of reform and restructuration of the state security service, with a clear political will for change, and combine these activities with the process of lustration, and a real legal framework of the investigation of crimes of the totalitarian state.
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REGIME ARCHIVES

ANTON VACHARADZE

INTRODUCTION

Access to the Soviet archives and archival documents remains a contentious topic among many post-Soviet countries. The transition to democracy, de-sovietisation and rethinking of the Soviet past proceeded at a different pace and took various paths in the former Soviet republics. These differences determined state policies toward archives. In many countries, Soviet era documents remain classified, and archives are not accessible to scholars and historians; other countries, only partially. On a legislative level Georgia, together with the Baltic States, may seem like a good example of a post-Soviet country with an open, available level. Nevertheless, Georgia, together with the Baltic States, may seem like a good example of a post-Soviet country with an open, available level. However, on a practical level, there are problems in transparency and free access that some researchers have faced during their work at the reading rooms of the National Archive.

During the 70 years of the Soviet rule, history was used as an ideological weapon devoid of any real facts; truth was full of falsifications, misinterpretations, communist postulates and clichés. The only place where communists were truthful and honest was with “Secret” and “Top Secret” documents that Soviet bureaucrats circulated among the top level of government and ruling elite. Without archival work, no genuine and accurate scientific and historical research is possible regarding the Soviet era.

Modern day progressive society has agreed that totalitarian regimes, with its political repressions and prosecutions, must not be repeated. In order to ensure this core value, a crucial task and necessity is a proper analysis and study of history. In particular, the study of archival documents, which are often the only accurate sources of information about the tragic events of the past. The democratization of the intelligence agencies and polices can’t occur properly if they continue to guard the archives containing information on mass human rights violations and continue to use the same methods of their predecessors. It is possible to construct new state institutes, including, breaking off the continuity chain with the organs of the retaliatory body, which had implemented the repressive actions. Open access to the archives of the totalitarian intelligence agencies, not only gives the chance to restore the violated rights, but also shows that information on all crimes occurred properly if they continue to guard the archives containing information on mass human rights violations and continue to use the same methods of their predecessors. It is possible to construct new state institutes, including, breaking off the continuity chain with the organs of the retaliatory body, which had implemented the repressive actions. Open access to the archives of the totalitarian intelligence agencies, not only gives the chance to restore the violated rights, but also shows that information on all crimes will become known to the public, sooner or later. In order to avoid repeating the totalitarian practices of the past, it is important to inform society how the repressive modes had worked.

Only a full opening of the archives of the intelligence and security agencies can give answers, both to private matters of citizens, as well questions that have enormous value for the entire society. It is impossible to have a valid written history of the 20th century of any former Soviet country without studying these archives. The issue is also important in regards to freedom of information, as access to such documents is one of the components of an open government, especially in post-Soviet states, where openness should start from the archives. Moreover, the issue is relevant in terms of transitional justice as well. Soviet repressions remain one of the main traumatic points in the collective memory of post-Soviet countries. Publishing authentic documented data on the repressed, as well as the individual stories, will support the process of the rehabilitation of the victims, deliver the truth to the families of the victims, and help restore justice and promote reconciliation within the entire society.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEFAULT SITUATION

The most important communist secret service archive in Georgian SSR was the archive of the Georgian territorial organ of the Committee for the State Security (KGB) in Tbilisi.

According to official information of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MIA) of Georgia, the history of the KGB archive follows: in March of 1921, according to a resolution passed by the Presidium of the Special Emergency Committee, or “Cheka”, the registration archive department was formed. Its task was to gather and preserve incriminating materials about numerous “enemies” and “dangerous elements” of the state that the Cheka had identified. Thirty staff units were selected for the registration archive department.

Between 1921 and 1992, 230,000 archival files were created. In the beginning of the 1990’s the files were stored in the cellar of the 10th department of the Committee for State Security (KGB) of the former Georgian SSR. In 1990, mass anti-Soviet demonstrations took place in the center of Tbilisi, on Rustaveli Avenue right next to the MIA-KGB building. The demonstrators broke into the building and tried to seize the secret documents. The guards quickly dispersed the protesters. Shortly thereafter, the former KGB’s central building caught fire in the Tbilisi Civil War of 1991–1992. As a result, 210,000 archival files were destroyed – about 80% of the entire collection. The Documents that survived were soggy; most of them suffered water damage from the efforts to put out the fire. War and fire affected MIA archives and a large portion of the collection was destroyed as well. The remaining archival files from the former archives (approximately 20,000 units), most of them in poor condition, were provisionally stored in the cellar of the building of the state Archive. The files suffered even more damage from being stored in the cellar, and their rescue became an urgent matter.¹

Naturally, one can suppose that the complete content and capacity of this archive will remain unclear and the actual number of documents may differ from the official number. In general, this archive is subject to speculations and mystifications. According to the alleged witnesses and participants of the process: some of the important documents from the archive were transferred to a special KGB depository in Smolensk, Russia. A group of Georgian KGB employees escorted the documents, probably in order to sort and then to destroy them. The above sources claim they were the documents about intelligence developments, accounts and reports.² Some of the documents that were not destroyed, ¹ The Archival Bulletin, N1, 2008, 6–8.
² Documentary “Lost History” [Dakarguli Istoria], 2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vIB0xBHj4
were sent back, but the condition and legal environment of the remaining part of the documents in the Smolensk archive are unclear. Since 2003, there have been talks about the return of the documents (originals or scanned), but without any consequences. After the 2008 war, Georgia broke diplomatic relations with Russia and the archival institutions no longer have any contact.

Besides the KGB archives, the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Georgia is also a repository of the archive of Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Georgian SSR: a resolution passed by the presidium of the Central Committee of the Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Georgia on June 24, 1922, created the IstPart Commission (Commission on Party History). IstPart's primary mission was to collect, academically process and publish materials on the history of Georgia's Communist organs. In late 1929, under the instructions of the Lenin Institute, the Party History Institute established the Party Archive. On the basis of a resolution passed by the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Georgia on February 23, 1932, the Historical-Revolutionary and Scientific-Research Institute of Stalin was formed in Tbilisi. In June 1934, the Institute became a branch of the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute of the All-Union Central Committee of the Communist Party, and later, the two merged completely. The IstPart archive, as well as the documents from the Central Committee local divisions, was transferred there. Between 1933 and 1937, the so-called IMELI (IstPart Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute) building was constructed on Rustaveli Avenue, Tbilisi, where the Party Archive was placed, and where it functioned until 2007.

The predecessor of the modern National Archives of Georgia was established in April 23, 1920, according to the law “About the establishment of Republic’s Central Scientific Archive”, issued by the Democratic Republic of Georgia. On July 1, 1921 the Revolutionary Committee of Georgia issued a decree “About the reorganization of the Archival Affair”. After this, the archival field of the Georgian SSR was ruled according to Soviet legislation almost for seven decades. After Georgia regained independence, the National Archives was a subdivision of the Ministry of Justice. The 29th December, 2006 law, “On the National Archive Fund and the national Archives” was adopted and the National Archives gained the status of a legal entity of public law, still supervised by the Ministry of Justice. During the Soviet Era, the predecessor of the National Archives had secret materials that were regulated differently and annually only a few people with the permission of the higher Party and KGB organs were granted access to the reading room of the secret materials. Lack of a suitable finding aid was an obstacle for getting the necessary document too: many titles in the finding aid, books and catalogues, were censored and hidden because of their not very “desired” historical background. Today the National Archives of Georgia doesn’t contain any secret documents, and all their records are available for everyone, if it does not contradict with the state law on personally identifiable information.

Some of the researchers noted, that in order to restrict access to the documents the archives tend to find loopholes in current legislation. One such loophole is the concept of “personal information”. The National Archive network refer to the Law on the National Archives and Archive Fund, which prohibits third parties accessing documents containing “personal information” without the consent of the person or his/her heirs before the expiration of the 75-year period from their issuing. Referring to this clause, the archive arbitrary blocks all information after 1943, often making it difficult to access materials from earlier years as well. The law does not consider that the legal concept of “personal information” implies any information that allows identifying the person (including the name and surname). As a rule, that part of the information that requires special control is often called “sensitive” or “personal”, as it covers information about the private life, finances and health of an individual. The law does not consider these differences in terms and concepts, and blocks access to all information about all persons, regardless of who the person is – an individual or a civil servant. The situation is even aggravated by the indifferent attitude of the supreme authority towards the problems of collective memory, Soviet totalitarianism legacy and problems in the archival space.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TRANSITION AND CURRENT STATUS

To preserve the remaining part of the KGB Archive from the repeated danger of fire, in April and May of 1995 the governing body of the Ministry of State Security provided space for the materials in the so-called “Moduli” scientific technical center. Preparation work for accommodating the archive materials was carried out in this emergency situation. After the “Rose Revolution” in 2003, attention to the KGB archives in Georgia increased again. As mentioned in the official statement of MIA, after 2004, the conditions of the archive depository started to improve. The merging of the Archive Department with the Ministry of Internal Affairs in 2005, and the combining of the archival materials was especially important. After this, the restoration and systematization of the documents began according to the archival rules and regulations. As it was stated in the “Archival Bulletin”, the MIA official magazine, one of the priorities conducted by the Archive Department of the MIA, is searching for key information, and providing certificates for persons, who were subject to unjustified repression. These certificates help in getting court decisions, which assign the victims or their heirs some small pensions and other benefits.

In 2002, the future winning, politicians raised the issue of illustration in their pre-election promises and wanted to implement the so-called “10 steps to freedom” – a project offered by several NGO’s, but later, when they got into the Government, they quit all discussions about the issue. Their decision, not to develop the idea, was later criticized several times by the Georgian media. After time, discussions about the issue faded away from Georgian discourse, and no wider discussions took place, only few mentions in media. After the 2008 war between Georgia and Russia, the authorities began a new policy in the field of collective

3 See National Archives of Georgia, "Historical Background of National Archives of Georgia", http://archives.gov.ge/en/history
5 Interview with the Deputy Director of the Central Historical Archive, Ketevan Kobiaishvili, 2015.
6 Anton Vacharadze, “Problems of Archival Descriptions in Post-Soviet Countries”, Case study according to the Central Historical Archive of Georgia, International Conference Proceedings, Radenci, 2016, 46.
9 See Tea Gularidze, “Deficiences of ruling Party were visable from day one”, in Civil.ge, 28 February, 2004, http://www.civil.ge/geo_/print.php?id=6139
memory; the Soviet past, terror, and political repressions became a central issue for this project. The authorities decided to restructure and modernize the former Georgian SSR KGB archive. Resolution no. 150, passed by the President of Georgia on April 5, 2007, moved the collection to the KGB Archive Administration of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Georgia.10

Noteworthy documents still preserved in the KGB Archive include those on the 1922–1924 Anti-Soviet uprising, the Civil War, the dissident movement, the events of March 9, 1956 in Tbilisi, the so-called “Mingrelian Case” and many others. After the inventory and digitalization of the KGB Archive, it became possible to tell the actual number of documents. According to the official guide-book issued by the archive management, the situation is as follows:

**Fonds no. 1 Normative acts** – consists of 1,134 the former “Top Secret”, “Secret” and “Non-Secret” volumes, which range in date from 1920 to 1990 (excluding normative acts from 1921). The following themes appear in the acts: personnel; operations against espionage, “hooliganism”, robbery, speculation, smuggling and hard drinking; secret services; transportation; weapons storage and security; internal affairs; internal discipline; the implementation of orders and resolutions; cases brought before the military tribunal; confiscations and requisitions; border security; censorship in state and private theatres; travel abroad; diplomatic property and mail; courier service; secret business correspondence; published journals; employment; association with foreigners; activities of the State Political Directorate (GPU); issuance of credit; secret correspondence; application reviews; prisoners statistics; issuance of diplomatic and transit visas; the organization of sport institutions; concentration/labour camps; rules against photographing/filming military units; military service law; literature storage and security; the rights of minority persons; echelon numbers and railcars used for transport; people sent to exile from Georgian SSR included émigrés, so-called “traitors of homeland and people”, former prisoners of the German army (prisoners of the WW II and civilians deported to Germany for forced labour), citizens and families suspected of cooperating with the Turkish secret services, and people of Greek, Iranian, Turkish, German, Kurdish and Armenian, Assyrian nationality/ethnicity. Minor and disabled people were also subject to exile.

On the basis of Resolution no. 744, passed by the USSR Defense Committee on October 8th, 1941, all ethnic Germans were sent to exile. On the basis of Resolution no. 6279, passed by the USSR Defense Committee on July 31st, 1944, Meskhetian Turks, Azerbaidjanis, Kurds, Iezids, Khemshil Armenians,11 Adjarans, Lazs, Iranians and Turks were re-settled.

**Fonds no. 6 Criminal Cases** – The Archive of the State Security Committee of the Georgian SSR (KGB Archive) combines criminal cases of the Special Committee (Cheka), State Political Directorate (GPU), Joint State Political Directorate (OGPU), People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs (NKVD), State Security Committee (KGB) and Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD). These documents range in date from 1919 to 1989. The Archive holds 20,000 criminal cases, most of which are of persons tried under the articles on political crimes: Article 58-10 (anti-Soviet agitation/propaganda) and 58-11 (organizing anti-Soviet activities). The remaining cases are of persons tried under the articles on treason, espionage, terrorist acts, border violation, smuggling, illegal currency operations, drawing up illegal files, organizing mass disturbances, speculation and ordinary crimes under various articles of the criminal code.

These fonds also hold the criminal cases of the 9th and 11th Red Army in pre-Soviet Georgia. These unique cases include photographs, documents and personal correspondence. This fond also contains exclusive materials about the 1924 Anti-Soviet Uprising. These materials (4,100 cases) are dispersed throughout the files from 1925 up to 1927.

Fonds no. 6 contains 4,180 criminal cases of the 1937–1938 Great Purge.

Fonds no. 6 also includes criminal cases from the World War II and after (1939–1950). These cases were built on the basis of Article 58-1 (treason), and those convicted were sentenced to 25 years in prison. Family members of the “traitors” were also tried.

From the later decades, cases of note include those of the 1970s dissident movement in Georgia and Helsinki Group, and the twenty-two volume Hijackers Case (no. 8309) of the 1980s.

**Fonds no. 8 Meeting Protocols** – combines protocols of the board, presidium, special advisory and so-called “Troika” of the Special Committee (Cheka), State Political Directorate (GPU), Joint State Political Directorate (OGPU), People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs (NKVD) and Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD). This fonds consists of 491 cases created between 1921 and 1955.

Fonds no. 9 Filtration Materials – this fond collects state checking and filtration control materials from 1946–1951. After World War II, many combatants were checked and sent to the so called “Filtration Camps”, where they were subject to forced labour. They were charged with cooperation with the German Army.

A considerable part of this 45,000-case fonds was destroyed during the 1991–1992 Tbilisi Civil War. Only 1,300 cases remain.

**Fonds no. 12 Executions** – holds documents concerning death-penalty sentences from the Special Committee (Cheka), State Political Directorate (GPU) People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs (NKVD) and Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD) between 1921 and 1952. This fonds consists of 92 cases; 16,693 persons were executed.

**Fonds no. 13 Special Exiles** – this fonds collects the “Echelon Lists” of exiled persons and cases of “special exile” from 1941 to 1951.

The “Echelon Lists” provide the following information: number of family members exiled; names of adult exiles; number of underage persons; echelon numbers and railcars used for transport. People sent to exile from Georgian SSR included émigrés, so-called “traitors of homeland and people”, former prisoners of the German army (prisoners of the WW II and civilians deported to Germany for forced labour), citizens and families suspected of cooperating with the Turkish secret services, and people of Greek, Iranian, Turkish, German, Kurdish and Armenian, Assyrian nationality/ethnicity. Minor and disabled people were also subject to exile.

On the basis of Resolution no. 744, passed by the USSR Defense Committee on October 8th, 1941, all ethnic Germans were sent to exile.

On the basis of Resolution no. 6279, passed by the USSR Defense Committee on July 31st, 1944, Meskhetian Turks, Azerbaidjanis, Kurds, Iezids, Khemshil Armenians,11 Adjarans, Lazs, Iranians and Turks were re-settled.

On the basis of Resolution no. 2214-856, passed by the USSR Council of Ministers on May 29th, 1949, Armenian, Greek, Assyrian and Turkish families were exiled from Georgia.

On the basis of Resolution no. 4893-21136, passed by the USSR Council of Ministers on November 29th, 1951, Georgians

---

11 Meskhetian Turks and Khemshil Armenians – Sunni Muslim population of Georgian and Armenian ethnicity from Meskhet-Javakheti and Adjara region of Georgia.
(primarily from the Adjara region), Azerbaijanis (primarily relatives of émigrés) and former prisoners of war and their families were sent to exile.

**Fonds no. 14 Missing in Action** – This fond collects lists of those missing in action, captured or killed during World War II. There are 105 volumes, preserving information on 120,000 persons. Each volume deals with approximately 1,200–1,800 individuals.

These lists include valuable information including soldiers’ military ranks, the names of persons injured, captured or killed, and the whereabouts of the deceased.

Example: Grigol Grigorevich Avalishvili, date of birth – 1902; place of birth – Poti region; summoned by the Poti Regional Commissariat; title – Red Army Soldier; position – rifleman; military unit – 800th Rifle Regiment; mobilized – 5.7. 1941; cause of death – died of injuries; location of grave – Orel Oblast, Dolgorukov Region, village of Stepanovka.

These documents are preserved in Podolsk, Russian Federation and MIA archives preserve its copies.

**Fonds no. 21 Rehabilitations** – Lists of people rehabilitated by the Supreme Court Board of Criminal Cases; The Prosecutor’s Office of the Georgian SSR issued rehabilitation notices for citizens oppressed by the state political administration and the NKVD.

On January 16th, 1989, the USSR Supreme Council passed a resolution declaring all repressed persons rehabilitated.

The 60-volume fonds provides information on approximately 18,000 victims of repression.

These fonds also hold the lists of those rehabilitated by the Supreme Court Board of Criminal Cases. These lists were transferred from the National Archive.

Between 1955 and 1960, victims of politically-motivated repressions by Soviet authorities were rehabilitated by the Supreme Court Council of the Georgian SSR.

There are six volumes and 10,768 rehabilitations.12

The Archive of the Communist Party of Georgian SSR is one of the biggest archives in Georgia, preserving about 8,300 fonds, currently preserved at the MIA Archive. Archival fonds and materials are crucial to the study of the Party history, as well as the history of the Young Communist League (Komsomoli).

In recent years, interest in the Archive has grown daily and many important projects have been accomplished. An electronic database was created, interesting new data was found and made accessible to society. And over 8,000 photos were digitized. Documentary films, TV programs, publications in newspapers and magazines have incorporated Archive materials. Both Georgian and foreign researchers visit the Archive frequently, and the bilingual magazine *Archival Bulletin* is published on the basis of its holdings.13

The National Archives of Georgia is the largest holder of archival materials in the country. It is significant, not only for the local population, but for scholars worldwide, who study the history of Caucasus, Russian Empire, the First Democratic Republic of Georgia, the Establishment of Bolshevik State, the Georgian Soviet Republic, and the Period of transition from Soviet State to Democracy. The Archive registers about 1000 researchers a year, more than 100 of which are from foreign countries.

As I have mentioned, the MIA and the National Archives of Georgia do not keep classified and secret materials. The law “On the National Archival Fund and the National Archives”14 oversees the openness of the materials of the national archival fonds, according to the principles declared in the “Law of Georgia on Personal Data Protection,”15 except those materials containing state secret documents, documents that contain personally identifiable information, criminal trial materials, and in some cases, if 75 years from its creation haven’t passed, or in other legislative cases that do not extend to it.

According to its official magazine, the Georgian MIA Archive Administration’s web site is a perfect model of how the information can be accessed by anyone. Georgia, along with the Baltic States, was a pioneer in opening the archive of special-services. That was a result of the authority’s political will. The web site of the Archive Administration was highly praised, as there should be many official documents and data available, which are still secret in neighboring countries. That web site can be, according to the magazine, a model for other countries.16 However, in criticism of the version that the official magazine offers, we can simply compare the web site with role-model archives, and we’ll see that the search tool of the MIA archive web page isn’t a successful example of digitization and transparency, and has a minimal degree of digital access.17 The same may be said of the website of the National Archives: the website is multilingual, with better design, but also has a minimal degree of digital access and more relevant for PR/marketing issues than towards researcher’s needs.18

Also, some questions have emerged about the Archives and some problems are still unresolved. These questions were indicated in the analytical report “Open Access to the KGB Archives in the Eastern Partnership” issued in Kyiv in 2017:

1/ What has happened to personal records and personal files of the employees of repressive organs? Whether the archive and the file cabinet of the secret KGB officers were preserved or were burnt?
2/ What has happened to the KGB district departments of the Georgian SSR archives?
3/ Where is the archive and documentation of the frontier and internal troops?

In the process of writing this article, the author addressed these questions to MIA Archives’ officials and received the following answers:

1/ The major parts of the records were burnt during the events.

The officials suppose that one copy of every created document was sent to Moscow because this was the common practice. After independence, some officials continued to work in Security Service of Georgia and restored their own documents via service record books. Also, according to state law, increased social benefits and pension were provided for officials, who
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worked for the Security Service and because of this some of people requested and received the relevant notices from Moscow.

2/ All the materials from the district departments of the KGB were sent to Tbilisi for centralized registration and record keeping.

3/ These files are not kept in the MIA Archives. They suppose, that these materials were under supervision of the administration of the border district of South Caucasus, and thus were fully under the supervision of Moscow.

The other major problem is that although there is law that regulates the basic principles of archive business and archival institutions – already mentioned “On the National Archival Fund and the National Archives”, the MIA and other state archives, except for the National Archives, led by their own regulations, establish separate regulations or charters of internal order. Therefore, different archives have different working conditions and there is no unified strategy of physically storing documents, keeping records, processing search queries, and the usage of documents on scientific issues. Since 2009, there were no incidents of refusal to provide documents from the MIA archive. Internal order and prices of services are regulated by separate rules:

1/ The Decree of the President of Georgia No. 494 from 6. 9. 2011 “On the creation of the Ministry of Internal Affairs Archives” defines the functions and structure of the archives and its offices;

2/ The Decree of the Government of Georgia No. 428 from 16. 10. 2012 “On payment for services provided by the Ministry of Internal Affairs Archives”.

Both Georgian and foreign citizens are allowed to access the documents – the law does not provide any restrictions on the basis of nationality. But it also does not give any privileges to scientists, students, etc. Even individuals, who are the subjects of the records themselves, or their heirs, do not have any advantages in accessing documents. They pay very high prices to copy documents that relate personally to them or their family members. Usually the archive issues copies with “watermarks”, which according to scholars, practically excludes the full use of the “product”.

Currently the MIA Academy Archives is moving to a new building, which gives hope for better working conditions with the documents. Before moving the MIA Archives to a new building, the first MIA Academy Archives department (MIA-KGB Archive) was located in the State Security building, and the second department (Communist Party of Georgian SSR archive) was stored in former communications office building. Working conditions in the reading room are rather uncomfortable. There is not enough space, the hall is located next to the working rooms, and there are no stationary computers or the Internet.

LESSONS LEARNT

The fire in the KGB Archives, the wars and overall chaos in Georgia in the 90’s, strongly influenced the public’s attention to the comprehension of the Soviet past. There has been several wars in the country and there was no initiatives or discussions about the archives and the sensitive problems of Soviet history.

Only in late 90’s, and the beginning of 2000’s, did public initiatives about lustration, rehabilitation of victims of Soviet repressions, rethinking the Soviet past and the Red terror, start to emerge. Even with the new era, and westernization of the country, these questions still remain.

After the Ministry of Internal Affairs Archives was reformed and opened in the late 2000s, the issue of transparency and access to the data became significant, and since then, the Archive and the authorities have always stressed that the Archive be absolutely transparent and provides modern services. Transparency of the MIA Archives is important and, besides the scholars, who work on various topics, the organization itself publishes a scientific popular magazine – *The Archival Bulletin*, as well as its online version. The topics in the magazine respond to Soviet repressions, the Soviet regime and the overall crimes committed by the state security apparatus.

During the 1990s, there was only one organization from civil society in Georgia – the Georgian “Memorial”, which tried to unite the members of repressed families, systematize information about the victims, collect family archives and disseminate information among general public by publishing them online. The organization still exists, but does not actively work anymore, and the online archive is not available. The Georgian society “Memorial” started one of the public initiatives about KGB Archive materials. It was engaged in the systematization of archival data regarding repressed persons, who were shot in the Georgian SSR in 1924 and 1937–1938. The Georgian society “Memorial” published this data in its own newspaper, but due to lack of resources and other reasons, the process soon stopped.

Since 2010, the non-governmental organization “Soviet Past Research Laboratory – SovLab” has carried out a number of researches and educational projects in the archives aimed at understanding the Soviet past: “Topography of Red Terror” – a historical and educational tour; a map with stories of the sites, places, houses of the old cities and of the people living there. In 2011–2012, the publications “Topography of Red Terror – Old Tbilisi”, “Comprehension of the Soviet Past – a Collection of Discussions”, “Lost History – the Memory of Repressed Women”, were issued. Two documentaries were also produced: “Great Soviet Terror –People’s Stories”, “Stories Told Live – the Memory of Repressed Women”. Within the framework of this project, exhibitions were organized in various cities of Georgia. That same year, the organization launched the “Public Archive” project (archive.ge) – it is an open web-archive that collects oral stories and digitized versions of unique historical documents – personal archives of Georgian citizens (including those documents that are stored in the families of the repressed persons). In 2013–2017, the organization carried out such projects as: “Memorial Collection of the Constituent Assembly of the Democratic Republic of Georgia”, “Project on the Identification of Places of Mass Executions in 1920–1940s Years in Tbilisi, Telavi and Gori”, “History of the Political Red Cross of Georgia” and “History of the Local Governments Reform in the First Republic of Georgia in 1918”.

In addition, “SovLab” initiated a draft bill that implies a possibility for the researcher to access the archives’ reading hall with his / her own camera and inadmissibility of interpretation of the Law.

---


on Personal Data by an archive towards its benefit. This draft bill, being introduced by two members of the Parliament minority, is still in the pending process.23

Since 2009, the NGO Institute for Development of Freedom of Information (IDFI) launched several ideas with cooperation with the MIA Archives and the National Archives of Georgia. IDFI has valuable experience in collecting, analyzing, digitalizing and publishing archival documents. From 2011–2013, the organization was engaged in the launching of an electronic database of documents related to the events of March 9, 1956 – the massacre of citizens in Tbilisi during a demonstration, by Soviet Militia and troops. The next big project implemented with the MIA Archives was “Stalin Lists from Georgia.” In this database, information about more than 3,600 persons convicted during so-called Great Terror in 1937–1938 was digitized and put online. IDFI has a rich experience of hosting international conferences on archives. IDFI hosted several international conferences in Georgia, in cooperation with the MIA Archive, the National Security Archive at the George Washington University, and the US and International Society “Memorial.” The international conferences are aimed at establishing professional links between high specialist scholars, archivists, archive openness advocates across the post-Soviet space, sharing their experiences working in Soviet Archives, developing archival research, and dealing with state bureaucratic obstacles to information access. For several years, the IDFI has been advocating ideas of openness of archives in political and public circles. One of the steps was advocating for openness of the archives and advocating to the Ministry of Justice of Georgia, and the National Archives of Georgia, to abolish fees for getting original archival document, or digital copies in the reading room. In the framework of the Open Government Partnership (OGP), the IDFI advocated for the digitization of the catalogue of documents of the former KGB Archive of Georgia. The OGP committee positively assessed these novelties and the government officials always note the positive effort towards overall openness of the archives and freedom of information in general. In November 2017, the IDFI launched the project – “Enhancing Openness of State Archives in Former Soviet Republics.”

The overarching goal of the project is to ensure the openness of Soviet archives in the post-Soviet era, and to create a network of scholars/NGOs in the post-Soviet era to work on issues of Soviet Archive openness.24 On April 27–28, 2018, the IDFI hosted an international conference titled: Enhancing the Openness of State Archives. The event enabled more than 30 archivists (including directors of state archives, researchers, civil society representatives) from over 20 countries to share their experiences on the accessibility of archival documents to the public.25

Many of these initiatives were supported by the Georgian archives and the organizations were granted free access to the archives. For the creation of the “Stalin’s Lists from Georgia” Project, the MIA Archive gave all the necessary data to the IDFI (several thousands scanned records) to analyse, process, and input into the Archive’s database. The National Parliament Library of Georgia put the database on its website;26 it is now available online. IDFI started litigation proceedings against the National Archives because the institution didn’t provide publicly available information IDFI asked. Sovlab also started similar process because of the misinterpretation of the law about personally identified information. The results of the processes will be clear in the nearest future.

Public initiatives with the support of public institutions are priceless in the overall openness of archives, and have a primary impact on the promotion of archival openness and archival research. Archival openness and research can have a substantial impact on the transition in any post-soviet state. Georgia’s example, and the work done by the IDFI on openness of the KGB Archive, publishing archival catalogs of documents, as well as international research projects on Soviet Studies implemented in Georgia can be taken as one of the best practices, whereby certain type of documents are accessible to any interested individual. Such efforts not only promote openness on matters of the past, but of the present as well.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is necessary to keep the funds and documents of the regime archives physically safe: compromising the security and relying only on bureaucracy functionaries is inadmissible. There must be frequent social control mechanisms over archives, especially during the period of transition. Unfortunately, Georgia couldn’t avoid the tragic turnover of the situation during the period of transition and the majority of the archives were destroyed. Allegedly copies of the documents fell into the hands of the successor of the USSR, the Russian Federation, and according to today’s political conjuncture couldn’t be transferred to Georgia in near future.

Concerning the few archival materials that survived: the official standpoint of the MIA Archive is that there are no files that researchers cannot see. Since society cannot independently audit the archive’s repository and does not even undertake such attempts, no one can officially question this statement. The society has to trust the MIA Archive funds inventory posted on the Archive website. We can clearly say that there is no publicly announced information request that the MIA Archive has rejected to access the records from its funds.

Also, many independent scholars stress that a fee for using the archival materials, e.g., making copies, is very expensive. The IDFI thinks that allowing researchers to use their own cameras in the reading halls of the archives might solve this problem. But up to this day, neither the National Archives, nor the MIA Archives have made this option available.

For future development, revision and digitalization of documents preserved in the Russian KGB Archives is the most important issue for the Georgian society, but as of now, this task is impossible due to the lack of diplomatic relations between the countries and inaccessibility of the KGB Archive in Smolensk, Russia. Without these archives, there will always be controversy about the activity and history of the Soviet state retaliatory institutions. But this mission seems impossible for now, at least from the year 2018, and because of this, many questions in Georgian society will still remain unanswered.

24 See “Enhancing Openness of State Archives in Former Soviet Republics, project of the IDFI Georgia”, https://idfi.ge/en/archival_studies_post_soviet_space
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LUSTRATION

GIORGI KLDIASHVILI

INTRODUCTION

In the 20th century, the administration of lustration started from the denazification of Germany after World War II by the decision of the Potsdam Conference. Lustration was carried out in the 90s in the states belonging to Central and Eastern Europe after the fall of the Soviet regime. In other words, lustration is carried out in order to make a switch from an antidemocratic regime to a political system with democratic political order and principles of rule-of-law.

Many of the post-communist states of Eastern Europe have chosen to enact a vetting procedure known as lustration to ban former secret police agents and their informants from holding public office. This practice is part of a global trend toward increasing accountability for human rights violations.1

In some countries different laws on Lustration were adopted immediately or soon after the fall of the Eastern Block (Czech Republic – 1991, Baltic States – 1990–1995, Hungary – 1992); in some of them, this was done only after years of transformational change (Poland – 1997, Georgia – 2010, Ukraine – 2014). And in some countries, lustration was not adopted at all, like in the Russian Federation, Central Asian countries, etc. Lustration, the vetting of public officials in Central Europe for links to the communist-era security services, has been pursued most systematically in the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland. Prior attempts to explain the pursuit or avoidance of lustration focused on the differing experiences of communist rule or transition to democracy. A closer examination finds that although the three countries in question had very different histories, there were identical demands for lustration in the early 1990s. These demands were translated into legislation at different times and varied considerably in the range of offices affected and the sanctions imposed.2

This article will try to review the lustration policy that was implemented in Georgia and analyze the implications of lustration for democratization and transitional justice.

First of all, the main reasons for lustration according to general principles and practical decisions in various countries similar to Georgia are:

- To disclose information with regard to secret officers, ones who assisted in the communist regime;
- Possibility to establish the principle of individual responsibility (mainly political);
- Removal from holding public posts of employees pertaining to former criminal regime;
- Initiation of criminal cases and criminal prosecution of persons guilty of mass killings and other crimes against humanity;
- To reveal and eliminate fascist-totalitarian symbols;
- Social and information functions.

Secondly, it has to be emphasized that the Parliamentary Assembly of Council of Europe, in its Resolution N1096 (1996) “On Measures to dismantle the heritage of former communist totalitarian systems” dated June, 27, 1996, grants the following:

- Firstly, guilt, being individual, rather than collective, must be proven in each individual case – this emphasizes the need for an individual, and not collective, application of lustration laws;
- Secondly, the right of defense, the presumption of innocence until proven guilty, and the right to appeal to a court of law must be guaranteed;
- Revenge may never be a goal of such measures, nor should political or social misuse of the resulting lustration process be allowed;
- The aim of lustration is not to punish people presumed guilty (this is the task of prosecutors using criminal law), but to protect the newly emerged democracy.3

Georgia is obligated to fulfill the requirements and resolutions of the above resolution within the scope of the Association Agreement between EU and Georgia.

There are two major challenges in terms of lustration in Georgia. First, the lustration process in Georgia started too late, more than 20 years after the fall of the Soviet Union. Second, relevant documents about the staff, officers and former KGB related persons in Georgia are only partially available, making it difficult to find materials needed to ensure that the lustration process is carried out adequately. Unfortunately, the partial destruction of the former state security archive during the Tbilisi War of 1991–1992, as well as the reasonable suspicion that Moscow has taken the appropriate archival materials from Georgia, makes the full-scale lustration difficult. However, the Law of Georgia on Lustration (Law of Georgia Freedom Charter)4 is primarily aimed at dismantling of the totalitarian ideology and the recognition of the Soviet Union as a criminal regime, which is a necessary step towards reevaluating the past and recent history of Georgia.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TRANSITION AND CURRENT STATUS

The transition process varied in different states. The Latvian electoral law from 1992 required from all Parliamentary candidates to issue a written statement on the existence of, or lack of, their ties with the Soviet or other secret services. Since 1995, the law on elections of the Latvian Seym prohibits the election of persons who were active in the Communist Party as well as a range of its partner organizations. Lithuanians created a special

---

3 Paragraphs 12, 13 of the mentioned resolution.
parliamentary commission. Finally, in both abovementioned states former employees of foreign (Soviet or other) intelligence services may not stand for parliamentary elections.

In Hungary, according to the 1992 so-called “Zétényi-Takács law,” after fairly lengthy proceedings the Constitutional Court of Hungary arrived at a decision, the essence of which was as follows: the list of agents can be opened to society, if there is public interest in disclosing the past of the agents.

In Poland, when power changed from the communists to the opposition – “Solidarity” – the government guaranteed inviolability to former communists. The newly elected government announced that a “Thick Line” would be drawn between the past and present. But in 1997 the first law “On Lustration” was adopted in order to check the connection of top executives with the security agencies from the communist period, and a fairly rigid model of lustration procedure has started. Since then, Poland checks all persons entering the civil service in terms of their involvement in the former communist regime in the country. The functions pertaining to such examination are entrusted to the Lustration Office of the Institute of National Memory. The corresponding procedure is applied to everyone starting from the President to the vice-principal of a higher educational establishment.

Georgia was not able to adopt a law on lustration immediately after regaining independence. Although, in late 1980’s, and especially in early 1990’s, being a member of the KGB was a stigma in the society; and being accused of being an “agent of KGB” was the worst kind of insult. Open questions about the KGB and the persecution of its crimes have always stayed only on the level of rhetoric.

On April 9, 1991, after the re-establishment of independence by Georgia, during the short time of peaceful development and failed transition, which was due to the radicalization of political life and open confrontation between the radical opposition and the government of the elected president Zviad Gamsakhurdia, the reform of the state security system was forgotten. Moreover, during the escalation of the conflict, the new Georgian Ministry of State Security (based on the Georgian KGB) became a self-isolated and out of control body, refusing to comply with the President’s requests to provide information about secret informers of the KGB and blocking Lustration attempts, which later former high-ranking officials proudly remembered as a sign of professional ethic.

Furthermore, members of the USSR intelligence service took a considerable part of the Archive of the Former Intelligence Committee to Moscow, and most of the remaining Archive was destroyed by a fire during the Tbilisi War. The former KGB’s central building caught fire during the Tbilisi Civil War of 1991–1992. According to the official version from the MIA, as a result of the fire, 210,000 archival files were destroyed – about 80% of the entire collection. The documents that survived were soggy, most of them suffered water damage from the efforts to put out the fire. War and fire affected MIA archives and a large portion of the collection was destroyed as well.

Naturally, one can suppose that the complete content and capacity of these archives will remain unclear and may exceed official approximate numbers. In general, these archives give many reasons for speculation. According to alleged witnesses and participants of the process, some of the important documents from the archive were transferred to the special KGB depository in Smolensk, Russia. A group of Georgian KGB employees escorted the documents, probably in order to sort and then destroy them.

Witnesses claim that those were the documents on the line of intelligence developments, accounts and reports. After all of the failed attempts to initiate a law on lustration since Georgia regained independence in the 90s, public discourse about lustration law was relaunched in early 2000, after the country’s westernization process started following the “Rose Revolution” of 2003. Although officially the ruling political party the United National Movement supported the process, the draft law on lustration was presented to the Georgian Parliament on November 30, 2005 by the opposition. According to the draft, those who worked in the former Soviet special services, or held high positions in the Soviet Communist Party, or were serving as KGB agents would be banned from holding key positions in the Government, the President’s Administration, or the Defense and Interior Ministries. The list also included the Chair of the Soviet Georgian Television and Radio Broadcasting Committee.

Those wishing to run for elective office would have to disclose a full record of their past links with the Soviet authorities. Even if a candidate appeared to have collaborated with the ex-Soviet secret services, it would be up to the voters to decide whether to elect them.

But even the authors of the draft law admitted that it would be difficult to enforce this proposal, since documentation about those persons who were KGB agents, or collaborated with the secret services was not available in Georgia.

Although the law was not enacted in the Parliament, lustration became an active topic in political and public discussions. Finally, a tangible lustration started in Georgia in October 2010, when a law on lustration (Freedom Charter) was initiated by Gia Tortladze, a minority MP, and was unanimously supported by the ruling United National Movement party. The Georgian Parliament adopted the law – Freedom Charter – in May 31, 2011. The Freedom Charter has three main tenets: strengthening national security, prohibiting Soviet and Fascist ideologies and removing any associated symbols, and creating a special commission to maintain a black-list for anyone suspected of collusion with foreign special forces. The law prohibits persons who were employed within the KGB of the USSR or were at the senior management level in the Communist Party of the Soviet Union from

holding key positions in the state. The commission on lustration, established in accordance with this law, dealt with the issues of the eradication of communist symbols in Georgia, including the names of streets and squares, as well as the elimination of monuments, symbolizing the totalitarian past.

In 2011, the Parliament of Georgia unanimously adopted a law on lustration, which also forbade totalitarian socialist and Nazi symbols in public places. This law established work-related restrictions for the former employees of the intelligence agencies of the Soviet Union, as well as former public officials of the Communist Party and Komsomol (All-Union Leninist Young Communist League (AULYCL), or Komsomol). These people couldn’t work in executive bodies and in judicial authorities. In addition, the above citizens were unable to hold positions as heads of higher education institutions.

According to Article 9 of the Freedom Charter, positional restrictions apply to those persons, who, from April 25, 1921 until April 9, 1991, served as:

a/ Secret officials of the former Soviet Union’s special services, from the day of Georgia’s declaration of independence (April 9, 1991):
   1. Have refused to cooperate secretly with the special services of independent Georgia;
   2. Were dismissed from the office of secret officials for state security reasons;
   3. Broke off their relations with the special services of independent Georgia for unidentified reasons;

b/ Officers of the former USSR State Security Committee, who, since the day of Georgia’s declaration of independence (April 9, 1991), have refused to continue working with the special services of independent Georgia or who, for state security reasons, were refused work at the special services of independent Georgia;

c/ Members of the Communist Party Central Committees of the former USSR and the Georgian SSR, as well as secretaries of district and city committees;

d/ Members of the former USSRs and the Georgian SSR’s Lenin Communist Youth Union Central Committee Bureaus;

e/ Chairman of the Georgian State Committee on Television and Radio Broadcasting.

The Freedom Charter restricts persons, listed in Article 9, from being elected or appointed to the following state positions:

a/ Members of the Georgian government, deputy ministers and ministry department heads, members of the National Security Council, members of Emergency Management Agency, members of Central Election Commission, government members of the Autonomous Republics of Abkhazia and Adjara, general auditor of the State Audit Office and his/her deputies, director of the National Archives and his/her deputies (Legal Entity of Public Law (LEPL) under the Ministry of Justice), head and deputy heads of the President’s Administration, head and deputy heads of the Government Administration, head of the State Security Service, his/her deputies and department heads, extraordinary and plenipotentiary ambassadors, consuls, president and vice-president of the Georgian National Bank, representatives of executive authorities in administrative-territorial units (state trustee – governor), members of national regulatory bodies, executive director of LEPL National Statistics Office and his/her deputies.

b/ Operational unit employees of the territorial bodies of Ministries of Defense and Internal Affairs, and the State Security Service.

c/ Judges of the Constitutional and Common Courts of Georgia.

d/ Rectors of higher education institutions, vice-rectors, deans and department managers; General Director of the Georgian Public Broadcaster, his/her deputies and board members.

The list is quite long. The legislator tries to cover the entire political and educational field, which could affect the safety of the state and the future generation. This list partly draws from the experience of former socialist countries; however, it can be extended further to cover more unregulated areas, such as the prosecutor’s office, public schools, and so forth. For example, Poland’s lustration law also applies to prosecutors.

At the same time, the Charter guarantees the privacy of those persons who admit that they have secretly cooperated or had covert ties with the former Soviet special services. A similar approach is used in Lithuania, where, according to the lustration law, special service employees, who admit their connection with secret services, will be guaranteed confidentiality, but be prohibited from holding state positions.

The belated adoption of the law was criticized by some scholars: As doctor of law science, Volodimyr Goshovskiy mentions in his article, as of 2010 neither revanche of communist regime nor influence of anti-democratic ideas associated with it constituted a significant threat. Instead, Georgia encountered a problem of direct armed aggression on the part of the Russian Federation. Why there was no focus on the removal from office of individuals who were involved in the promotion of carrying out actions against the territorial integrity and independence of Georgia by intelligent services of aggressor state on the basis of individual punishment and why the interim measures with regard to the removal of persons suspected of such actions were not introduced – is a rhetorical question.

The implementation of the law was criticized by a local NGO, the Institute for Development of Freedom of Information (IDFI). In its article – “Failed Lustration Process in Georgia,” authors underlined why the process had stayed “on paper.” In order to realize the law's objectives, the Charter of Freedom entailed the creation of a special Commission. According to Article 7 of the law, a commission was to be created at the State Security Service of Georgia (which used to be under the Ministry of Internal Affairs at the time of the adoption of the law) that would collect data on people, who secretly collaborated with the special agencies of the Soviet Union, or on people who are believed to have collaborated with the Soviet agencies through information obtained by legal means. The composition of the Commission (except for members proposed by factions represented in the Parliament of Georgia) and its Code of Conduct shall be set out in regulations developed and approved by the head of the State Security Service of Georgia. The Charter promotes the participation of Members

of Parliament in the commission. It is not a legally binding provision for Parliament; however, it is clearly noted that MPs (one member per faction) have the opportunity.

Unfortunately, publicly available information suggests that factions in the existing Parliament (elected in 2016) have not used the opportunity to send their representatives to the Commission under the State Security Service. The composition of the Commission was most recently updated on May 25, 2018; new members included high-ranking officials from the State Security Service and the Ministry of Internal Affairs, with no mention of MPs as members.

On December 2, 2015, the IDFI contacted the Ministry of Internal Affairs and requested information about the creation of the commission and its activities prescribed by the Charter of Freedom. The IDFI wanted to collect data about the following: how many meetings the commission conducted, whether or not a register was created on secret collaborators and employees of the Soviet intelligence agencies (the ones who voluntarily revealed themselves), and how many people are registered there, etc. The Ministry of Internal Affairs forwarded the request to the State Security Service. On December 30, 2015, the IDFI received a response from the latter institution. According to the letter, the commission, based upon the demands of Charter of Freedom, has only met once on May 28, 2014, and the meeting discussed the mechanisms of creating the register required by the Charter. According to Order N167 (Adopted on February 28, 2014), Article 3, section 1, the commission was obligated to meet at least once every three months. The letter also noted that Order N167 that orders the creation of a commission and defines its provisions was annulled by Order N561 of the same Ministry on July 30, 2015. Therefore, taking into account the fact that the commission was created approximately 3 years after the Charter of Freedom entered into force, this means that the commission only existed for a year and 5 months and convened only once.

According to the Legislative Herald of Georgia, on December 21, 2015, the Head of the State Security Service adopted a new order (Order N115) on the creation of the Commission. On December 30, 2015, a new order was adopted (N122) that set May 1, 2016 as the date of the beginning of the work for the Commission. The regulation of minimal mandatory commission gatherings was also changed; this regulation no longer exists.

In January 2018, the IDFI received information18 from the State Security Service of Georgia indicating that in 2016–2017, the Commission had considered an unspecified number of appeals to look into candidates for high-level positions regarding their connection with Soviet authorities; the Commission did not find any violations of the law. In addition, in 2016, the Commission asked two entities to stop displaying communist totalitarian symbols, and provided requested information to three entities in 2017.

In order to conduct a real lustration process in Georgia, as it was conducted in other former Socialist countries, the IDFI believes it is necessary to recruit an effective commission, which will be interested in implementing the principles of the Charter of Freedom. As of today, the commission implemented on the basis of the law is not functioning and the State Security Service as well as the Parliament of Georgia cannot ensure the Charter’s translation into practice.19

As it was indicated above, one of the main goals of the law is “to provide preventive measures against the principles of communist totalitarian and national socialist (Nazi) ideologies; remove the symbols and names of cult buildings, memorials, monument, bas-reliefs, inscriptions, streets, squares, villages and settlements of the communist totalitarian regime, as well as prohibit the propaganda instruments and other means of communist totalitarian and national socialist (Nazi) ideologies”. Starting from 2013, Stalin monuments were erected in violation of the law in several places in Georgia by local citizens and soon afterwards many of them were vandalized using red paint.20 Because of numerous similar cases and the division of public opinion towards the personality of Stalin, MPs Levan Berdzhenishvili and Tamar Kordzaia initiated amendments. According to MP Berdzhenishvili, there were several instances of the restoration of Stalin monuments and the need for such a process to be under the regulation of one particular commission.21 To make the law more practically effective, in late 2013, the Charter was amended, mainly with the following changes:

1/ Definitions of “Communist Totalitarian Ideology” and “Communist Totalitarian Symbols” were adopted.

2/ The following functions: “to ensure security and democratic development of the country, the secret employees of former USSR special services, registration of officials appointed by this Law, voluntary recognition and registry production, as well as prohibit communist totalitarian and fascist ideologies and propaganda, and other aims defined by the Law” were transferred from the State Security Agency to the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

3/ If, after a warning from the state commission, the provision banning the public display of totalitarian symbols is still violated, the action will carry a financial penalty of GEL 1,000. In practice, there have been several cases in recent years when the State Security Service of Georgia warned both leftist (Non-commercial Legal Entity - Public Union Socialist Georgia)22 and neo-fascist groups (Georgia’s National Unity)23 in using totalitarian symbols in public places, there is no information if these organizations were fined according to the law.24 One thing is certain; the work of the commission is far from effective. The commission assembled only once, and to this day there are streets in Georgia named, not only after Stalin but also, after numerous communist leaders and public figures that is contrary to the law.

18 Information received by IDFI on January 17, 2018 in response to the FoI request submitted to the State Security Service of Georgia.
20 Zaza Tseladze, ”50 Statuts of Stalin one needs to pay while alive”, in VOA, 11 February, 2013, https://www.amerikiskhema.com/a/georgia-stalin-vandalism/1609928.html
CONSTITUTIONAL COMPLAINT – GEORGIAN CITIZEN NODAR MUMLAURI AGAINST THE GEORGIAN PARLIAMENT

On July 24, 2013, Georgian citizen Nodar Mumlauri filed a complaint with the Constitutional Court, stating that Article 9, Paragraph 1, Subparagraphs c) and d) of the Freedom Charter were contrary to the rights guaranteed by the Constitution. A Lawyer of the Institute for Development of Freedom of Information (IDFI), Davit Maisuradze, examined the decision and wrote an article in order to better understand the restrictions made by the Freedom Charter and the resolution part of the Constitutional Court ruling.

The Constitutional Court complaint was filed by Nodar Mumlauri against the Parliament of Georgia. In the constitutional claim, the applicant pointed out that on June 17, 2013, he participated in the competition for the vacancy of Governor of Telavi municipality, but was unjustifiably removed from the competition, and told that he would be unable to participate based on the above mentioned Article 1, Paragraph c) and d) of the Freedom Charter. The plaintiff indicated in the constitutional claim that he had been a member of the Central Committee Bureau of the Lenin Communist Youth Union of the Georgian SSR, and later worked as secretary of Telavi district committee of the Communist Party. In his constitutional claim the plaintiff pointed out that:

- The restriction on holding state positions prescribed by the disputed norms constituted an act of political retribution, which could be used repeatedly after any parliamentary elections.
- Persons who were restricted from holding state positions listed in the Freedom Charter held important state positions and made decisions prior to the adoption of the Freedom Charter (May 31, 2015).
- The disputed provisions impose the above restriction on persons based solely on the fact that they lived during the Soviet regime – a one-party state that did not leave individuals any alternatives.
- Instead of an absolute prohibition, persons applying for state positions should be examined in terms of their cooperation with Soviet secret services.
- The Freedom Charter did not specify a limitation period, and introduced a permanent ban on holding state positions.
- The Communist Party has not been banned by independent Georgia.
- The above restrictions could have been justified for a period immediately after the collapse of the Soviet Union.
- The disputed norms are contrary to Article 17, Paragraph 1 of the Constitution (the inviolability of a person’s honor and dignity), since they do not differentiate between high and low level positions of Soviet Union secret services. Article 17 of the Constitution guarantees a person’s right to be treated ethically and with dignity, which was being violated by the disputed norms.
- The disputed provisions contradict Article 14 of the Constitution (all people are born free and equal before the law regardless of race, color, language, sex, religion, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, property and title, place of residence) by treating individuals differently based on their political views and place of work, depriving them of the opportunity to hold specific state positions based on their past political activities and the ability to contribute to the country’s development. In other words, the disputed provisions were of a discriminatory nature.
- The disputed provisions created an unjustifiable barrier and violated Article 29, Paragraph 1 of the Constitution, according to which, every Georgian citizen has the right to hold any public office, if they meet the requirements set by the law. The defendant, a representative of the Georgian Parliament, based their argumentation on Georgia’s transition period after Soviet collapse, and stated that former party officials had a strong impact on domestic policy.

The respondent also pointed out that the contested provisions intended to prevent negative consequences rather than hold someone responsible, since state positions mentioned in the Freedom Charter are positions of the highest authority that are responsible for important decisions related to the country’s internal and foreign policy.

The respondent argued that the plaintiff and other persons in similar circumstances held positions (described in the disputed provision) during the period of the former USSR and, therefore, were creators or supporters of the communist totalitarian regime. The actions or inactions of such persons made possible a regime that is unacceptable for everyone and deserves to be condemned.

The respondent also indicated that the archive data was artificially changed or destroyed, so there was no accurate list of persons who secretly collaborated with the special services of the Soviet totalitarian regime. Consequently, it was impossible to find out what additional work these people performed. According to the respondent, “in the fight against the Soviet totalitarian regime, it’s important to take into consideration the whole system and not just individuals”.

The respondent pointed out that the disputed provisions were not contrary to Article 14 of the Constitution, since it differentiated between persons of different status. Persons mentioned by the disputed norms are subjects with a distinctive status that are connected to the communist regime and held state positions in the former Soviet Union. The defendant pointed out that the plaintiff had incorrectly understood the content of the first paragraph of Article 17 of the Constitution, since “the public opinion related to an individual is not protected by Article 17”. The respondent pointed out that the disputed provisions are not contrary to Article 29 of the Constitution, since the right to hold a state position is not absolute, and must meet the requirements established by law.

The Constitutional Court ruling states that the defendant also referred to the legislation of the former Socialist Republics, which imposed restrictions on certain state positions.

The Constitutional Court ruled the following:

1/ “The Constitutional Court was going to rule on whether the disputed provisions indefinitely banning certain individuals from holding state positions contradicted Article 17 of the Constitution.”

2/ “The standing constitutional and legal order is established on diametrically opposed values of the communist system. The principle of the constitutional state, the rule of law, respect for human rights and equality are fundamental values of the Georgian state and its constitutional system.”

3/ In view of recent history, the state may have a legitimate interest not to allow the recovery of the totalitarian regime in the country. However, this must be carried out by legal mechanisms that are based on rule of law and human rights.
If such mechanisms do not meet constitutional requirements, “the state itself will become like the regime that it is trying to suppress.”

4/ Article 17, Paragraph 1 of the Constitution guarantees basic human honor and dignity as essential attributes of social identity and natural rights. “Respect for human dignity means recognizing each human person, and its deprivation or restrictions is unacceptable.” However, the existence of regulations limiting rights protected by the Constitution does not lead to the violation of this right. In each individual case, the Constitutional Court, establishes the compliance of disputed provisions with rights guaranteed by the Constitution by considering the content, goal and intensity of restriction of a right.

5/ According to the plaintiff’s position, banning the ability to hold certain positions is a violation of one’s honor and dignity, since this equates the plaintiff to those Soviet intelligence officials, who refused to work for the security services of independent Georgia.

6/ It is possible that not all people holding managerial positions were directly involved in the activities of the Communist Party of the Soviet regime, and could have even fought against it, as was made evident in 1991–1992, when some of these officials fought for Georgian national interests and not for narrow party ideology. However, “the disputed norms restrict such persons’ right to occupy state positions.”

7/ “The disputed provisions establish a blanket ban without considering the scope of activities/authority/competence of those persons who set the internal/external ideological policies of the Communist Party, as well as on those individuals, who did not have the authority to change the situation and influence the decision-making process granted to them by law or practice.”

8/ The ban was also applied to persons who formally held the positions (for a short period of time) and did not have time to start performing their duties. Also, according to the disputed provisions, the decision to restrict a person from holding a state position does not have to be based on individual reviews of each person’s activities and functions. The restriction to hold state positions automatically applies to all persons who had previously held a party position.

9/ As time passes, the risks and challenges that served as the basis for adopting the disputed provisions, lose relevance. The disputed provisions prevent the plaintiff to hold a number of state positions without an assessment of how realistic the above threats are today, and to what extent is the plaintiff still the same threat to state security.

10/ The Court also considered it necessary to consider the social consequences of the disputed norms. The court stated that the disputed norms may lead to social exclusion of certain individuals or groups, therefore, the implementation of these regulations holds a risk of stigmatization.

11/ The permanent restriction to hold state positions was clearly conceived as a punitive rather than a resocialization measure. In addition, these measures could not serve as an effective means of preventing threats. The Law on Public Service provides for the possibility even for persons that have committed graves crimes to hold public service positions after serving their sentence.

12/ For certain individuals who had occupied high positions in the Communist Party, there may be legitimate public interest in prohibiting them to hold high state positions. However, the risks coming from these few people cannot serve as constitutional-legislative grounds for a blanket ban.

13/ Through the disputed provisions the state has used individuals as a means of achieving its specific goal, and treated them as objects rather than subjects of law. “The state is using these people as the means for protecting national security and achieving the objective of overcoming the communist totalitarian ideology. Such treatment is not consistent with the constitutionally guaranteed right to dignity.”

14/ On the basis of all of the above, the Constitutional Court ruled that the disputed norms were contrary to Article 17 of the Convention.

The Constitutional Court also examined the compliance of the disputed norms with Paragraph 1 of Article 29 ("Every citizen has the right to hold any public office, if it meets the conditions established by law") and Article 14 (all people are born free and equal before the law regardless of race, color, language, sex, religion, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, property and title condition, place of residence) of the Constitution.

Regarding Article 29, Paragraph 1 of the Constitution, the Constitutional Court noted that the article guarantees every Georgian citizen the right to hold an elected as well as appointed position. At the same time, the court pointed out that this right was not absolute, and that the Constitution provided for the possibility of introducing legislative restrictions on the basis of legitimate goals. The legislator may introduce special requirements for state positions. However, when restricting the right to hold state positions, the legislator is obligated to maintain the balance between the legitimate purpose and employed means.

The Constitutional Court noted in its decision that the “primary requirement of Article 29 of the Constitution is to determine reasonable, fair and non-discriminatory terms for holding any state position. At the same time, the legislation may determine different conditions for holding each specific position based on the nature of the position, its functions, and importance, since these positions are of special importance in terms of the country’s independence, stability and security.” Since the Freedom Charter aims to ensure national security and safety by overcoming communist totalitarian ideology, in certain cases, due to increased public interest, it is possible to limit Article 29 of the Constitution, which guarantees the right to hold state positions, and create a legal order, which will be conducive to achieving the legitimate aim by avoiding potential risks.

Due to the above-mentioned circumstances, the Constitutional Court found that the disputed provisions are not in contradiction with the requirements of Article 29 of the Constitution.

The Constitutional Court also reviewed compliance of the disputed norms with Article 14 of the Constitution (all people are born free and equal before the law regardless of race, color, language, sex, religion, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, property, title condition and birth, place of residence).

In particular, it is noted in the decision of the Constitutional Court that the Constitutional Court considers it important to separate political views and political activity. “Individuals have private political views whether or not they hold positions in a political party and/or are members of political unions. A person may have political views without joining any political organization as well. Political activity is considered to be a person’s involvement
in political unions, and/or agreeing with the ideology/worldview of a political union and being involved in trying to achieve its goals.”

The Constitutional Court noted that the disputed provisions do not provide different treatment on political grounds. The restriction set by the disputed norms applied to holding political leadership positions in the Communist Party mentioned in Article 8 of the Freedom Charter. Therefore, the Constitutional Court stated that the disputed provisions do not contradict Article 29 of the Constitution.

The Constitutional Court ruled invalid Article 8, Paragraph 1, Sub-paragraph c) and d) of the Freedom Charter, which the Court considered as contrary to Article 17, Paragraph 1 of the Constitution.

Therefore, positional restrictions were removed from those persons who were members of the Communist Party Central Committees of the former USSR and the Georgian SSR, secretaries of district and city committees, and members of the Lenin Communist Youth Union Central Committee Bureaus from February 25, 1921 until April 9, 1991.

The Constitutional Court ruling discussed above can have an important impact on contemporary Georgia.25

LESSONS LEARNT

The Constitutional Court judges made the correct decision to impose a permanent restriction of holding state positions on certain individuals (listed in Article 9 of the Freedom Charter) without examining their functions and activities during the Soviet regime. A parallel can be drawn with Poland, where after adopting the lustration law people related to Soviet special services were prohibited from public service for a period of 10 years.

Also, it is important to differentiate working with the Communist Party, and cooperation with special services. All former Soviet Socialist Republics or socialist countries impose stricter regulations for those individuals who collaborated with security services. In several countries (e.g., Czech Republic, Poland, etc.) the list of these people is public and available to any interested person.

It is important that the Court did not consider these provisions incompatible with Article 29 and Article 14 of the Constitution. The court exhibited a positive position that restrictions made under the Charter do not lead to discrimination on political grounds, but rather is based on the activities or inactivity of certain individuals during the totalitarian regime, and that the right to hold state positions listed in the Charter cannot be more important that national security.

The Constitutional Court ruling discussed above also contains important recommendations that should be taken into account by Parliament. Specifically, changes should be made to the Freedom Charter so that persons listed in Article 9 are being examined in terms of their past work activities and functions prior to applying the prohibitions. Even though the Constitutional Court declared invalid Article 9, Sub-paragraphs c) and d) of the Freedom Charter, the basis for the decision was the blanket nature of the ban that prohibits members of the Communist Party Central Committees of the former USSR and the Georgian SSR, secretaries of district and city committees, and members of the Lenin Communist Youth Union Central Committee Bureaus from February 25, 1921 until April 9, 1991 to hold state positions listed in Article 8 without individual evaluation. Moreover, the above restriction is permanent. Therefore, if the legislator introduces individual examination of the activities of these people, and makes the restriction temporary (e.g., a 10-year term, as it is in Poland), it will be possible to modify the invalidated norms and reintroduce them in the Freedom Charter. The blanket prohibition can still apply to former employees of Soviet special services that meet the requirements of Article 9 (the plaintiff stated that his low level position was being equated to an employee of special services, which was violating his dignity, since he was trying to distance himself from them), however, other officials should be subjected to individual examinations and the limitation period.

The Freedom Charter includes many other regulations that, for example, aim to combat fascist and Soviet symbols. This issue is extremely important due to the increased frequency of recent attempts to return Soviet monuments (e.g., statues of Stalin). There are many places remaining in Georgia that have streets named after totalitarian leaders (e.g., Stalin Street).

In addition, Article 11 of the Charter provides for the openness of information of those persons, who apply to the election commission to be registered as a candidate. If the election commission determines that the candidate is a person who has collaborated with former Soviet special services, it will address the election administration. If the electoral administration registers the candidate anyway, and the person does not withdraw their candidacy, the commission will publish the secret information about this person. The lustration laws of former socialist countries (for example, Hungary) also apply to persons who wish to hold electoral positions.

The Freedom Charter provides for setting up a Commission inside the State Security Service of Georgia, which also includes members nominated by parliamentary factions. Essentially, the charter implements its regulations through this Commission.

Having a fairly rigid model of lustration procedure can harm the interests of certain citizens and it will overshadow the full process of lustration. The process should be fully harmonized with Resolution 1096 (1996) “On Measures to Dismantle the Heritage of Former Communist Totalitarian Systems” of the Parliamentary Assembly of Council of Europe and its principles.

The biggest challenge facing Georgia is that the former KGB archives are still held by a country that is hostile towards it. It is not proven that these documents will be used as part of a political agenda and against Georgian politicians or public figures, but in the future, there is the risk that the Russian KGB, that according to recent research is a state retaliatory body, can use it for its own political reasons.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In case of Georgia, the following progress was made on the principles of lustration:

- To disclose information with regard to secret officers, ones who assisted in the communist regime – isn’t/can’t be fulfilled;

Possibility to establish the principle of individual responsibility (mainly political) – isn’t/ can’t be fulfilled;
Removal from holding public posts of employees pertaining to former criminal regime – isn’t/ can’t be fulfilled;
Initiation of criminal cases and criminal prosecution of persons guilty of mass killings and other crimes against humanity – isn’t/ can’t be fulfilled;
To reveal and eliminate fascist/totalitarian symbols – is fulfilled;
Social and information functions – is fulfilled partially.

The “Thick Line” policy that failed during the early 90’s in Poland will fail in other countries as well because there will always be people who will consider it as a lenient approach towards communist regime and an excuse for state criminals. Despite attempts to “forgive and forget” by the first two Polish governments, the issue of dealing with the communist past did not go away. Even though it was not officially declared, Eduard Shevardnadze’s government (1995–2003) in Georgia was following the same principle and the subsequent government delayed the process for 7 years.

Time is crucial in the process of restoring transitional justice. Delays only show the unwillingness of political actors and strengthen rumors that the process is being deliberately postponed.

The best way is to adopt best practices and success stories. Practical guidelines for the implementation of lustration should be implemented and strict principles should be approved.

In our point of view, the establishment of a proper institute for studying this issue is also very important. Examples include the Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes and the Security Service Archives in the Czech Republic and Lustration Office of the Institute of National Memory in Poland.

Widespread access to previously secret documents about secret service agents is the most important point of the lustration process. Even though there was no possibility to adopt a law on lustration and fully examine crimes against citizens in Georgia immediately after regaining independence due to war and the burning of archives, the willingness to declare the Soviet State as a criminal regime is nonetheless crucial for Georgia’s road towards westernization democratic values.

The lustration process in Georgia generally failed and there are objective and subjective reasons: the lack of relevant documents, the delay in time, and the lack of a strong political will. Despite this, the law on lustration is still a very important step forward and a statement the country made in favor of eradicating totalitarian values and the recognition of the Soviet Union as a criminal regime. All of this is clearly necessary to re-evaluate modern history and the recent past.
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INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION OF THE CRIMES OF THE REGIME

IRAKLI KHVADAGIANI

INTRODUCTION

During the last years of Soviet rule in Georgia and the short painful transition, the crimes of the communist totalitarian rule were always a topic of public discussions (after 1989). However, anti-Soviet rhetoric, questions of responsibility, and the need for prosecution never transformed into any real action, and were never implemented at the legislative level. Symbolic attempts to investigate any concrete “cases” of crimes were not sufficient and were always combined with issues of lustration and the dismantling of the Soviet state security apparatus. Finally, after failing the “projects”, the attempt to persecute Soviet crimes was left without real changes.

SYSTEM CHALLENGES BLOCKING INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION IN SOVIET GEORGIA

Today it’s difficult to identify the character and the level of sensibility of citizens regarding Soviet crimes at late 1980’s. They are perhaps ambivalent about the issue, since the active phase of Soviet mass terror (1920–1950’s) has long since passed. There are no documentary sources or new researches attempting to illustrate the real numbers and the horrors of mass terror in Stalin’s time. Information about these crimes are based on underground, collective knowledge and personal family experiences. The gaps in memory lead citizens to only imagine the Soviet terror, without concrete personalities and direct responsibilities for crimes.

After the death of Joseph Stalin and Laverty Beria in 1953, there was a mass purge of “Beria’s guards” in the state security system. As a result of this, in 1955–1956 some former officers of NKVD-MGB faced an open trial for “mass violation of socialist orders in 1937–1938”. It was a minor prosecution for crimes in 1937, but generally rather symbolic. The trial was organized as part of Nikita Khrushchev’s agenda to explain Soviet mass terror in 1937 as the personal crimes of Stalin and Beria and “their” people in state institutions, but not as systemic violence. In 1980’s, after many decades, no matter how difficult it is to imagine, people with direct responsibility for the mass terror of 1920–1950 were still alive.

Soviet mass terror of the late 1930s may seem like the deep past, but there have been examples of human rights violations, political terror and mass crimes in the recent past as well. Some have been linked with the suppression of dissident movements, some of them with internal battles in the Georgian Communist Party, and “mafia wars” kinds of reprisals, or with the violations against the protest movement in 1989. In the following text we outline some of them, emphasizing that in transitional times, there were enough “hot” and painful cases in Georgian society, which became part of public discussion. These cases might be examples for new investigation and prosecution:

THE GAIOZ KERATISHVILI’S CASE

Gaioz Keratishvili was bishop (metropolitan) of the Georgian Orthodox Church in 1970’s. In 1977 he was considered for the future patriarch of Georgian Orthodox Church, but another bishop, Ilia Shiolashvili (patriarch Ilia II), was elected. A struggle for power from the Keratishvili side was obvious, and there were also several other scandals in Georgian church during 1977–1978. On 25th May 1978, Keratishvili was arrested, and accused of the robbery of historical icons from the Georgian church and sentenced by the court to 15 years in prison. At the time, there were a variety of versions and conspiracies around his arrest, splitting the church and creating an internal battle in the Communist Party of Georgia as a new secretary of the Georgian Communist Party, Eduard Shevardnadze, was cleaning up the circle of former secretary, Vasil Mzhavanadze, who was deeply involved in corruption, and Keratishvili was considered to be close to him. In spite of plenty of questions and versions surrounding Keratishvili’s arrest, there was not any attempt to investigate his case again when he was released from prison after an amnesty in 1989.

THE NAZI SHAMANAURI’S CASE

Nazi Shamanauri was freelancer journalist of the communist newspapers from the Dusheti region (north-north east part of Georgia) in 1970–1980s. She was living in the countryside and witnessed complex problems in the collective farm system resulting from the total corruption of Party structures and state institutions. When she began to print articles in the press about the problems, she was blackmailed and ignored. Later, when she tried to express her protest in a national celebration openly to the crowd in 1983, she and her mother were arrested and sent to a psychiatric hospital. There she went on a hunger strike and became the victim of violent pressure and torture. As result of this, Nazi Shamanauri finally died in the hospital. Although her case was widely known in the 1980’s as an illustration of the corruption and brutality of the Soviet regime, there was no initiative to investigate and persecute the culprits.

THE “AIRPLANE’S BOYS”

In 1983, a group of young artists hijacked an airplane flying from Tbilisi to Batumi, trying to force the pilots to cross the border with Turkey. The airplane’s crew managed to subdue them; however, during the clash there were casualties on both sides as well as among passengers. The airplane returned to Tbilisi airport, where Special Forces confronted it and freed the hostages; during the operation some of the hijackers and passengers were injured. The court sentenced to death a majority of the hijackers,

1 NKVD (НКВД) - Peoples Commissariat of Internal Affairs, MGB (МГБ) - Ministry of State Security
including their friend, the priest Teimuraz Chikhladze, who was not participating in the terrorist attack. He, however, was designated by prosecutors as the “ideological organizer” of the hijacking. This case is well-known and shocked the country, since there were many questions about the necessity of the death penalty and the fate of an innocent priest. Later, after collapse of the Soviet Union, the new Georgian government (with president Zviad Gamsakhurdia) promised to begin a new investigation, but has not been done in any real sense.

THE SOLIKO KHBABISHVILI CASE

Soliko Khabishvili was a high ranking official of the Georgian Communist Party (member of Central Committee) and close friend of the secretary of the Georgian Communist Party, Eduard Shevardnadze. In 1985, after Shevardnadze left Georgia and became minister of foreign affairs of the Soviet Union, Khabishvili was considered as his successor in Georgia. However, Jumber Patiashvili was chosen by the “center” (Moscow) as first secretary of the Georgian Communist Party. In an internal battle for power, Patiashvili started to push for arrests of former high rank officials accused of corruption. In the same year (1985), Khabishvili was released from the Central Committee and was arrested soon after. The court sentenced him to 15 years in prison. He was released in 1989, but until his murder in 1995, there were no attempts to re-investigate his criminal case.

COMMISSION OF INVESTIGATION OF TRAGEDY OF 9 OF APRIL 1989 IN TBILISI

The only precedent for the investigation of Soviet state crimes in Georgia is linked with the investigation of the suppression of an anti-Soviet demonstration in the center of Tbilisi, 9 April of 1989, when 21 people died and hundreds were injured with chemical weapons and variety of physical attacks. After the tragedy, the Communist Party and state tried to hide information about the actual casualties and details of the operation of the dissolution of demonstration. Due to extensive protests, counter reaction in society, and international pressure, a special Commission of Investigation of the Tragedy was created in Supreme Council of USSR (Soviet Union). The Commission published a conclusion on December of 1989. Based on documents, interrogation of representatives of the civil and military authorities (who participated in the suppression of demonstration), eyewitnesses, injured victims etc., the conclusion stated that malfeasant decisions against peaceful demonstration were made by the Communist Party highest officials and heads of Transcaucasian military district. However, despite the conclusion, there was no legal continuity in identifying individuals who were responsible for the tragedy; not even after declaring the independence of Georgia in 1991. The state has never announced any kind of judgment and court decision against the Soviet Communist Party officials (including Georgian Communist Party high ranking officials), military commanders and state security officials, who share responsibility for the tragedy of 9th April 1989.

Besides the Supreme Council Commission, there have been several, official, individual, and journalist investigations of the tragedy of 9 of April, as well as civil initiatives to support a fair investigation.

“COMMISSION OF THE SUPREME COUNCIL OF GEORGIAN SSR FOR RE-ESTABLISHING JUSTICE FOR VICTIMS OF REPRESSIONS WHICH TOOK PLACE IN THE 1930–40 AND 1950’S”

In last phase of its existence, the Georgian Communist Party began to try to coordinate its agenda with the agenda of protest movement against Soviet rule. Specifically, the Party presented its new demands as part of a “new policy” of the communist state and transferred critical political and social demands from a revolutionary street environment into “cabinet” style resolutions on the state bureaucratic level. This was an attempt to reform the Soviet state and Communist Party within Gorbachev’s “Perestroika”.

As in Moscow, in Soviet Georgia, on 29 March of 1989, a special “Commission of the Supreme Council of the Georgian SSR for re-establishing justice for victims of repressions that took place in 1930–40 and 1950’s” was founded to revise cases and to rehabilitate the victims of Soviet repressions, to assist with the social protection of the victims and to work on issues of compensation.

The Commission was comprised of state officials (executive branch, prosecutor office and state security and ministry of internal affairs representatives) and a few representatives of civil (Soviet) organizations.

However, in practice, its work showed that the Commission was focused only on one category of victims, members of the Communist Party. From the very beginning there was a sub-commission of a “Party control group” which showed itself as the main active group between 1989–1990 and most of the revised cases were prepared by the group.

Up to the end of 1990, the Commission revised 1 110 cases concerning 1 391 persons. Demands for the re-investigation of the cases, the so-called Protests, concerning 1 022 persons were sent to the Supreme Court of Georgian SSR and 84 to the Supreme Court of USSR. Generally, until the end of 1990, the Supreme Court of Georgian SSR rehabilitated around 633 persons. 387 persons were rehabilitated towards the Party line. The Georgian SSR KGB investigation division prepared conclusions for 11 203 persons for the rehabilitation process.

The results of re-investigation were published as short summaries – statistics of revised cases and personalities of people who were rehabilitated by the Commission. However, the questions of the criminal dimension of the repressions and of individual responsibilities of people who participated in mass crimes have never been raised at the legal level. There were only a few talks about the inhumanity of the system and a few press-interviews with the head of the Commission.

Besides the Commission, there were no other initiatives attempting to revise the cases of victims of Soviet terror from 1921–1991 who were members of other parties, or non-party people. Also, questions about the prosecution of the participants of the mass violation of human rights have never been raised. Demands for the prosecution of crimes from former dissidents and their supporters did not lead to any general changes in this field.

LESSONS LEARNT

Georgia has mostly a symbolic experience concerning the investigation and prosecution of Soviet state crimes. Therefore, we can make only a few conclusions:
■ The Investigation of Soviet crimes for Georgian society is unclear. Decades of Soviet rule marked by mass terror, massive state propaganda and censorship have eliminated collective memory and the understanding of the Soviet-Stalinist time crimes are a current challenge of responsibility. As a result of this, at the end of the 1980’s, society considered the Soviet mass terror of 1921–1953 as a very old story, and re-establishing justice could only be imagined through the publishing of information about Soviet repressions and victims.

■ Soviet Georgian and independent Georgian judiciary and prosecutors were not successful in prosecuting individuals, and state officials, accused of violations of law and human rights abuses, with legal investigations and trials, even on symbolic level, without the presence of suspects. There simply was not enough continuity in the prosecution of mass crimes of Soviet regime, like the tragedy of 9 April of 1989.

■ Because of the complex political and social crisis during the time of transition, questions about the prosecution of the crimes of the regime were not part of the main political (anti-Soviet) agenda. It always stayed at a verbal-symbolic level.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations based on poor experiences and critical analysis of the Georgian case of investigation and prosecution of crimes of the Soviet regime can only be reviewed on a general level:

■ It is necessary to have a protest or resistance movement with a group of individuals, who can collect sources, testimonies and information about the crimes of the regime, emphasizing concrete individuals who have committed violations of laws and human rights, in order to raise questions of responsibility, and to be able to start the legal process at the time of changes and transition.

■ On a system level, the real face of the regime should be published based on non-arguable facts and documents. Questions of responsibility and prosecution should be combined with a discussion of the inhumanity of state institutions and state security activities of the totalitarian regime. They should be investigated and described. On a personal level, all individuals, state officials, members of Party organizations, state security systems, informers of state security, officials of the court and state prosecutors’ office investigated should draw special attention.
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REHABILITATION OF VICTIMS

Levan Avalishvili

INTRODUCTION

Soviet repression has become a popular theme of research among scholars, after the fall of the Soviet Union in almost every former Soviet state, including Georgia. The scale of repression and the approximate number of victims is still unclear in Georgia.

There were several stages of Soviet repression in Georgia: In February–March of 1921, Bolshevik Russia invaded the country, overthrew the democratically elected government and took control over whole territory. The members of the government and the parliament of the Democratic Republic of Georgia (1918–21) immediately became victims of repression. Only some members of the government, and people affiliated it, emigrated to Europe and survived.1

After the occupation of Georgia, the most extensive attempt to restore independence was the August Uprising of 1924. Members of the Committee for the Independence of Georgia, which was established in Europe, initiated the uprising, but the badly planned operation didn’t succeed. This failure caused the imprisonment and mass executions of members of the uprising. Estimates of the numbers of deaths, of both rebels and their opponents (including executions), range from 630 to 4,000. Some members of the Georgian government in exile were among the repressed that had emigrated to Europe in 1921, but had later returned to Georgia to take part in the uprising.2

The years 1937 and 1938, the period of the Great Terror, was the time of the largest repressions in the whole of the Soviet Union, and Georgia, with no exception. In Georgian the SSR convicted more than 29,000 people, almost half executed by the so-called “Troikas”. Among them, 3621 people were convicted by direct order, sent straight from Moscow, with the signature of Joseph Stalin, and other members of Political Bureau (so called “Stalin’s Lists”).3

The repression continued between 1941–1951. In this period representatives of various national, ethnic and religious minorities also became subjects to the mass repression.4

Two Separate events, which have deeply affected the Georgian memory, and still leave scars for Georgian society, are the events of the 9th of March 1956, and the 9th of April 1989. On both occasions, Soviet authorities rapidly dismantled peaceful demonstrators in the center of the capital city, Tbilisi.5

DESCRIPTION OF THE CURRENT SITUATION

The analysis of the dynamics and specifics of the rehabilitation process, of the victims of Soviet repression, in the Georgian SSR is hindered by complex problems in the archival sphere of Georgia. On the one hand, the fragmentation of the archives of the former KGB, and the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Georgian SSR (now - the first section of the Archive of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Georgia), is linked with the loss of a significant part of the archival documents during the Tbilisi Civil War of 1991. Due to this, it makes it impossible to determine the number of victims of the repressions in the territory of Georgia from 1921, up to the collapse of the USSR. Due to the low research activity, there is no information yet on what has become of the documents partially reflecting the activities of the repressive apparatus of the security agencies (annual reports, reports on specific issues, “cases” of anti-Soviet political organizations, correspondence on the issues, communication with subordinate structures), which would restore the overall picture.

On the other hand, the main documentary evidence for studying the rehabilitation process has been preserved in the National Archive in the funds of the Prosecutor’s Office and the Supreme Court. Researchers have access to these documents in cases were 75 years have passed from the moment of their creation. The Laws of Georgia “On the National Archives and Archive Fonds” and “On Personal Data Protection” protect “personal information” does not allow “third parties” to access documents related to criminal cases and containing personal information. The rehabilitation materials of the mid-1950s will be available for study from 2030 (unless fundamental changes occur in legislation). As the researchers note in their analytical reports, currently, it is impossible to obtain some declassified documents, since, according to this law, the researchers are not allowed to get access, with the search aid of the funds (list of cases), because they contain declassified documents, for which the period of secrecy has not yet expired. Thus, the researchers do not have the ability, either to receive records on rehabilitation of a particular person, or to process a complete list of existing cases to recreate an overall picture.6

Today we have more or less clear information about the NKVDs (People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs of the Georgian SSR) operations on the central and regional levels, and how they were managed by Moscow. In 2015, the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Georgia released a two-volume edition “Bolshevik Order in Georgia”, which gives a portrayal of the Bolshevik repression. According to this publication, the NKVD’s so-called “Kulak” Operation (order N00447) is one of the most researched, repressive operations in the former Soviet countries. The assumption is that the repressive organs worked only to implement the will of the Centre and only according to orders from Moscow, which has not been confirmed.7

1 Saqartvelos D amp hu dz neb eli Kreba – 1919 [Constituent Assembly of Georgia - 1919], SovLab, Tbilisi, 2016.

1  Saqartvelos Damphudznebeli Kreba - 1919 [Constituent Assembly of Georgia - 1919], SovLab, Tbilisi, 2016.
DESCRIPTION OF THE TRANSITION AND CURRENT STATUS

Prior to the collapse of the Soviet state, a significant, and most pertinent part of the archives remained inaccessible for studying the process and scope of Soviet terror, and for the identification of its victims. In addition, most of the interested persons and researchers lacked the competence to determine where the relevant materials could be found. For instance, from 1989 to the end of 1991, only a few researchers succeeded in gaining access to materials of the former KGB Archives, and in December 1991, during the Civil War in Tbilisi, a significant part of the archive that was at the epicenter of the fighting, was destroyed as a result of a fire. Naturally, one can suppose that the complete content and extent of this archive will remain unclear, and may exceed the official estimates. In general, the KGB archives give numerous reasons for speculations and interpretations. Alleged witnesses, and participants, of the process claim that some of the most important documents from the archives were later transferred to the special KGB depository in Smolensk. Some claim that a group of Georgian KGB employees escorted the documents in order to sort and destroy them. The above-mentioned sources claim that the documents concerned intelligence developments, accounts and reports. The numbers of the documents destroyed, or sent back, about the state, and the legal environment of the remaining documents in the Smolensk Archive, are also unclear. Since 2003, there have been talks about the return of the documents (originals or scanned) but without any consequences. In 2008, Georgia broke diplomatic relations with Russia, and the archival institutions no longer have contact with each other.

Only a few non-governmental organizations in Georgia are interested in the matters of Soviet repression and rehabilitation, including the Institute for Development of Freedom of Information (IDFI), the Georgian society “Memorial”, the Soviet Past Research Laboratory (SovLab) and the Georgian Young Lawyers’ Association (GYLA). With the help of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Georgia, the financial aid from the Heinrich Boell Foundation, and the Embassy of Switzerland in Georgia, the IDFI and “Memorial” implemented the project “Stalin’s Lists from Georgia”. A large database with search tools was created for this project. It contains more than 3600 short biographies of the victims of the “Great Terror” of 1937–1938, who were convicted based on the decisions of Stalin, and the members the Politbureau.

The Georgian society “Memorial” has been working on this issue since it was founded in 1992. Since then, the society has advocated for quick enactment and implementation of the laws fostering the repressed persons. Also, they have advocated for fulfilling the compensation nominated by the European Court of Human Rights, as a result of the case against Georgia, and for granting the repressed people at least the same social benefits as was granted to former law enforcement officers. The law of Georgia N430 from 16. 10. 1996 “On Social Security of Persons Transferred to the Reserve from Military Bodies, Internal Affairs Bodies and the Special State Protection Service, and Their Family Members”, granted persons transferred to the reserve from military bodies, internal affairs bodies, and the Special State Protection Service, who have permanent residence in Georgia and Georgian citizenship, with state compensation. As a member of Georgian society “Memorial”, Guram Soselia told us it was an irony of fate that some former KGB and other workers of the system of retaliatory bodies during USSR, who were involved in the executions, were granted much more benefits than the heirs of the executed people themselves.

LAW AND THE PRACTICE OF ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF CITIZENS OF GEORGIA AS VICTIMS OF POLITICAL REPRESSIONS AND SOCIAL PROTECTION

The first relevant law on rehabilitation was passed in Georgia in 1997; it was titled “On the Acknowledgment of Citizens of Georgia as Victims of Political Repression and Social Protection of Repressed Persons”. According to the Article 2 of this Law, “different forms of coercion shall be construed as political repression, such as deprivation of life, damage to health, imprisonment, exile, expulsion, deportation from the state, forcible placement in psychiatric institutions, deprivation of citizenship, forced labor, confiscation and destruction of property, illegal dismissal from office or from other work places, movement to special settlements by force, eviction from a dwelling house, as well as other restrictions of human rights and freedoms guaranteed by the legislation of Georgia, which were conducted by the State for political reasons based on the decision of a court or other state authorities, and which were related to false accusations of committing a crime, to a person’s political opinion, or to the acts of contradiction by peaceful means against illegal actions of the current political regime, to social or religious affiliation or a social class status, as well as forms of coercion committed by the State as provided for by the Article 4 of this Law”. Nevertheless, despite the adoption of this Law, the issue of compensation to the victims of repression remained a serious challenge for 7 The Soviet secret police worked according to quotas. Just as Soviet economic planners set targets for industrial growth, so too did state security organs set their own ‘limits’ for arrests and executions. Paul R. Gregory, Terror by Quota: State Security from Lenin to Stalin, New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009, https://www.h-net.org/reviews/showrev.php?id=23648 8 Mark Junge, Omar Tusharashvili, Bernd Bonvoc, Bolshieviki Tserogi Saspertvelodi [Bolshevik Order in Georgia], Tbilisi: Intellect Publishing House, 2015. 9 Documentary “Lost History” [Dakarguli Istoria], 2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vIBbx8BJ4 10 See “Stalin’s Lists from Georgia”, e-data base, 26 March 2018, http://www.npilg.gov.ge/gedict/index.php?as=index&sd=26 11 Law of Georgia “On Social Security of Persons Transferred to the Reserve from Military Bodies, Internal Affairs Bodies and the Special State Protection Service, and Their Family Members”, Consolidated Publications, 7. 12. 2017. 12 The interview with the Georgian society “Memorial” member – Guram Soselia, 2018. 13 Law of Georgia “On the Acknowledgment of Citizens of Georgia as Victims of Political Repression and Social Protection of Repressed Persons”;[N1160; 11. 12. 1997/ Consolidated Publications, 31. 10. 2014], https://matsne.gov.ge/en/document/download/31408/11/en/pdf
Georgia. Although article 8 of the Law mentions a separate law that determines the procedures for the revival of property rights of the rehabilitated person, this law has not been enacted, until now... In 1997, when the Law on recognition of the victims was being passed, the Parliament of Georgia postponed the discussion of this issue. In 2009, the Public Defender of Georgia asked the Government to adopt this law, but his request has not been satisfied. The turning point that changed the situation was the decision of the European Court of Human Rights, against Georgia, which was related to citizens Klaus and Yuri Kiladzes

**EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS CASE: KLAUS AND YURI KILADZE VS. GEORGIA**

A court case about the recognition of two Georgian nationals, who were victims of Soviet repressions, to receive the compensation they were entitled to, became a precedent for the other similar cases in Georgia. The case began when the appeal wasn’t satisfied by the Georgian Court system, and the case was sent to the European Court of Human Rights.

This case against Georgia originated from application no. 7975/96, lodged to the ECHR under Article 34 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, by two Georgian nationals, Klaus Kiladze and Yuri Kiladze, on the 22nd of February 2006, in order to assert their rights for compensation resulting from their status as victims of political repression. The applicants, two brothers, were born in 1926 and 1928 respectively and live in Tbilisi. Their father was convicted on October 2, 1937 for “sabotage and terrorism” and executed. On November 7, 1938, their mother was condemned to eight years of imprisonment for “propaganda and agitation expressed in a call to overthrow the Soviet regime” and was sent to the labour camp in the Far North of the USSR. Then aged 12 and 10 respectively, the applicants at first remained alone in their parents’ apartment in Tbilisi, with no neighbors, friends or family daring to go near them because of the fear of being arrested. They were then held for one and a half months at a detention center in Tbilisi. They were malnourished, and subsequently contracted typhoid due to unhygienic conditions. They were then sent away from Georgia to the Stavropol region of Russia, and placed in an orphanage, and spent two years there. Both applicants were constantly humiliated and beaten by the staff and by the other orphan children.

Immediately after the arrest of the applicants’ mother, the family apartment of 90 m² in Tbilisi was confiscated together with all the furniture and personal and family items.

In 1940, the grandmother of the applicants managed to obtain guardianship over them. After returning to Georgia, while still children, Klaus and Yuri had to work hard in order to earn money to live. Subsequently, they faced strong social and political pressure as the children of a “traitor of the Motherland” their entire life working in the USSR.

In 1945, the applicants’ mother was freed. On May 4, 1956, the South Caucasus Military Court annulled the decision of November 7, 1938 that condemned her, due to the absence of an offence, and pronounced her rehabilitation. On 30 August 1957, the Panel on Military affairs of the Supreme Court of the USSR annulled the decision of October 2, 1937, for the same reasons, and pronounced the rehabilitation of their father.

On March 16, 1998, the applicants applied to the court of primary jurisdiction in Tbilisi requesting that their parents, as well as they themselves, be declared victims of political repressions. On August 19, 1998, their request was granted in full. On the grounds of this decision, the brothers Kiladze applied on March 15, 2005 to the court of primary jurisdiction for compensation for the material and moral damages based on Article 9 of the Law “On the Recognition of Status as a Victim of Political Repression for Georgian Citizens and Social Protection for the Repressed Persons”. Emphasizing the killing of their father, the separation from their mother, their conditions of detention, first at the detention center then at the orphanage, the damage caused to their health, the humiliation and repression suffered from the time of their parents’ arrest to an elderly age, as well as the confiscation of property after their mother’s arrest, the applicants asked to be granted compensation of 515,000 GEL (approximately 208,000 EUR) each for the total material and moral damages they suffered.

The representative of the Georgian President, the defending party, alleged that the applicants’ claim should not be admitted, given the fact that their right to compensation had not been recognized prior to 1997, and that the law that was referred to in the Article 8 of the Law of December 11, 1997 had not yet been adopted. On June 9, 2005, the court of primary jurisdiction Tbilisi Regional Court considered the facts related to the applicants’ past to be established, save for the confiscation of possessions. On the latter point, the court cited against the applicants on the grounds of the Article 102 § 3 of the Civil Procedure Code – lack of documentary proof attesting to the confiscation, judging that the submitted written statements of eye-witnesses were not sufficient. The court also considered the applicants’ claim to be beyond the period of limitation altogether, without indicating what period of limitation they were referring to and when this period had commenced. Finally, the court concluded that the request of the applicants could not be admitted in any event since the laws the Articles 8 and 9 of the law of December 11, 1997 referred to had not yet been adopted.

The applicants brought a cassation appeal asserting that, by virtue of the Order of August 15, 1937, the spouse of any person condemned as a “traitor of the Motherland” would automatically be condemned to a term of imprisonment from five to eight years, that their minor children would then be placed in an orphanage outside of the Georgian territory, and that their movable and immovable property would automatically be confiscated. The conviction of their father obligatorily led to these measures and, given the context in which these events took place, they could not be blamed for the fact that they were unable to present the documentary proof of the confiscation of property. As to the period of limitation, the applicants asserted that their claim for compensation was based on the Law of December 11, 1997, and could not therefore be beyond the period of limitation at the time, when their requests were decided. The applicants also alleged that nearly eight years had already passed since the Law of December 11, 1997 had entered into force, in which the State had not taken the necessary measures in order to legislate and compensate the victims of political repressions, in accordance with the Articles 8 § 3 and 9 of this Law. They maintained that the number of the victims, all elderly, was falling, and in their opinion, the State was waiting for their death to resolve the problem of compensating them. According

REHABILITATION AND COMPENSATION TO THE VICTIMS OF REPRESSIONS AFTER THE ECHR DECISION

Executing the decision of the ECHR, the Georgian authorities passed a certain amendment to the Law "On the Acknowledgment of Citizens of Georgia as Victims of Political Repression and Social Protection of Repressed Persons" according to which the repressed person, or his /her first immediate heir, or their representative, should directly apply to Tbilisi City Court in order to get the pecuniary compensation. The total number of victims of Georgia's political repression and their heirs was about 20,000 people before the amendment, but later, the numbers increased. The number of applicants also increased.

According to the Georgian Young Lawyers Association, more than 2,500 suits were filed in Tbilisi City Court within three months after the legislative amendments took effect. Due to the large number of suits, the court established a compensation limit of minimum 200 GEL (about $ 100) and a maximum of 500 GEL (about $ 250). It is noteworthy that these suits could be examined only by Tbilisi City Court, which caused additional expenses for people living in province.

The Georgian Parliament made several changes to the law on 30 October 2014 by. Thus, the definition of a victim of political repressions, and the rules of acknowledgement the victims of political repressions and guarantees of their social protections were elaborated. According to the law, the victims of political repressions are people, who have suffered political repression in the territory of the former USSR from February 1921 until 28 October 1990, from the intervention of the Soviet Red Army until the first free and multi-party elections in the Soviet Socialist Republic of Georgia and later on the territory of independent Georgia. As usual, in all countries, where the similar law exists, not only the persons, who suffered the repressions, but also a spouse, child (adopted child), parent and any other lineal relative, who stayed with such persons in penitentiary establishments, has been in exile and expulsion, and in special settlements with such persons were also acknowledged as the victims of the political repressions. Georgia was not an exception and similar record appears in Georgian law as well.17

According to the Law, persons, who have been acknowledged as victims of political repression shall have all of their political, civil and other rights and freedoms that have been violated as a consequence of political repression restored, and shall regain all military and special rank and government awards that have been seized as a consequence of political repression, and shall be granted the allowances as provided for by this Law.

According to the changes in the Law made in 2014, victims of repression were granted with an indemnity: no less than GEL 1,000 and no more than GEL 2,000 (approximately 600–1200$ with regard to the official exchange rates in Georgia). If the person is already dead, the nearest heir can claim the indemnity.16

In parallel to the adoption of the amendments to the Law on repressed, an amendment was made to the concomitant law – "The Administrative Procedures Code of Georgia". The repressed person, or his /her first immediate heir or their representative should directly apply to Tbilisi or Kutaisi Court in order to get the pecuniary compensation. The claim had to be submitted by 1st of January 2018. In addition, a person, who had already received compensation, but a sum that was less than

---

16 Ibid., paragraph 85.
17 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
the minimum set by the new amendments, could have applied to the court again.

It is also important to note that the Law applied to Georgian citizens, who suffered political repression in former Soviet Union from the 25th of February 1921 to the 28th of October 1990 and later, on the territory of independent Georgia. But this law does not apply to the persons, who belong to ethnic or religious groups deported from Georgia in the Soviet period; the procedure for their rehabilitation should have been determined separately.

The IDFI requested information from Tbilisi and Kutaisi City Courts about the number of people, who were declared victims of the political repressions. From January 2011 to May 2017, Tbilisi City Court received 13.525 appeals in total, reviewed 11.539, affirmed 11.511 and declined only 28 appeals. Kutaisi City Court from January 2015 to May 2017 received 5.517 appeals and affirmed 4.957 of them. The IDFI requested the information on the total amount of compensation that was granted to people, whose appeals were affirmed, but they received the answer that the Courts did not possess this information. Then, on the 5th of July 2017, the IDFI made a similar request to the Ministry of Finance of Georgia, and asked for the total quantity of compensations (one by one for every year) for the defined list of persons from the national budget. The Ministry of Finance of Georgia answered that the National Bureau of Enforcement satisfied these demands by forced fulfillment, and they have no authority to reveal this information. Thus, the IDFI was unable to get information about the average amount of compensation.19

ABOUT THE CATEGORY OF VICTIMS

Ethnic or religious groups deported from Georgia in the Soviet period can be analyzed by looking at the issue of “Meskhetian Turks” – the ethnic group deported from Georgian SSR to Uzbek SSR in 1944 an estimated 90,000–120,000 people. Many of the deportees died en route, or as an indirect consequence of the resettlement. There is no consensus on the reasons for the deportation. Unlike other deported people, who were rehabilitated in the 1950s and 1960s (or the Crimean Tatars who have been allowed to return since the late 1980s), the Meskhetian Turks have neither been rehabilitated, or allowed to return to their land of origin, nor has their property been returned.20

Programs and attacks on the Meskhetian Turks, in the Fergana Region of Uzbek SSR, in early June 1989 became the one of the first ethnic conflicts in the disintegrating USSR, and ended with the second forced exile of about 70,000 Meskhetian Turks who were spread through various countries and never reunited.21

The efforts to return the Meskhetian Turks to Georgia first emerged in 1970, but southwest Georgia’s special status as a border-region, effectively blocked the start of the process. Since the 1989 events have been noted, repatriation of “Meskhetian Turks” has been on Georgia’s agenda, but during Zviad Gamsakhurdia’s and Eduard Shevardnadze’s presidency, only several hundred Meskhetian Turk families have returned to various regions of Georgia (though not to their historic homeland), mainly with their own initiative and wages. The official number of repatriates by the end of 2001 was 644 persons.22

After high-level meetings in The Hague and Vienna in 1998–1999, hosted by various organizations23 with the involvement of governments, Georgia’s delegation pledged to solve the question of citizenship for returnees by the end of 1999 and announced the establishment of a State Committee, or Repatriation Service, in the near future to address issues relating to the repatriation of Meskhetian Turks.

In 2007, Georgia issued the law – “On the Repatriation of Persons Involuntarily Displaced by the Former USSR from the Georgian SSR (The Soviet Socialist Republic of Georgia) in the 1940’s.” According to the law, the application for obtaining the status of repatriate in accordance with Article 4 of this Law was no later than July 1, 2009.

After the implementations of the law, the official statistics are as follows: a total of 5,841 individuals applied to Georgia for reintegration status over the past few years. Of these, 1,998 have been granted this status, and 494 people have received “conditional citizenship” that implies that Georgian citizenship will take its effect immediately after they renounce the citizenship of another country.

As officials explain, people are usually refused to be granted citizenship due to a lack of relevant documentation. The implementation of the law has been criticized numerous times; being stateless people, they are not eligible for the public healthcare program. “They don’t have social and economic guarantees and property-related issues still remain a problem,” reads the Georgian Public Defender’s report for 2015.24

As we see from the following, the problem still exists; the percentage of people who repatriate is very low and even people who received the status are still waiting for justice to be fully restored.

LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As the Georgian case shows, there are positive, as well as negative, examples of cases on how Georgia has dealt with the rehabilitation of the victims of Soviet repressions.

The main positive issue is that not only the persons, who suffered the repressions, but also members of their families, close relatives, who were with him/her in the imprisonment and deportation, were acknowledged as the victims of political repression, and if the person is already dead, the nearest heir can claim the indemnity.

The constant conflicts between groups in society, the atmosphere of violence, and the economic crisis, have all distracted society from comprehending the consequences of Soviet terror, and identifying and dismantling the driving mechanisms of the totalitarian system, as well as rehabilitating the victims of repression.

19 Official correspondence of IDFI with Tbilisi and Kutaisi City Courts and Ministry of Finance of Georgia.
23 In Hague, OSCE High Commissioner on National Minorities (OSCE-HC-NM), Max van der Stoel, in cooperation with UNHCR and the Forced Migration Projects of the Open Society Institute (FMP-OSI) hosted consultations on issues relating to Meskhetian Turks. The same organizations – OSCE, UNHCR and FMP OSI hosted second meeting in Vienna.
The corresponding law on restoring property rights of the rehabilitated persons, which would regulate the process of restoring justice for the victims, has not been elaborated for more than 20 years, which makes the victims, and other stakeholders, think that the state authorities don’t have the political will to fulfill it.

Only complete opening of the archives of intelligence agencies and security agencies can give answers, both to the private matters of citizens, as well as to the questions that have enormous value for all society. It is impossible to have a valid written history of the XX century, of any Soviet country, without studying the archives. Soviet repression remains one of the main traumatic points in the collective memory of post-Soviet countries. Publishing authentic documented data on the repressed, as well as individual stories, will support the process of rehabilitation of the victims, deliver the truth to families of the victims, help to restore justice and promote reconciliation within the entire society.

The tragic events of 1991–1992, when historical documents of the former KGB Archives were lost, and together with them, the chances for rehabilitation of the victims within the country vanished. Thus, the key for restoring the truth through documents only remains in the Russian archives, which are practically inaccessible at the moment, neither to Georgian historians, nor to ordinary Georgian citizens, due to the absence of the diplomatic relations and contacts between the archival institutions of the two countries. In the regard to the situation, as the member of society “Memorial”, Guram Soselia told us, some retired KGB officers have addressed the corresponding archives in Moscow and received reference letters, but he did not know of any ordinary repressed person from Georgia, who had done the same. In theory, it is unclear, whether a repressed citizen of Georgia can receive any probative approval documents by addressing the Russian archives or not.25

The main recommendations for Georgian authorities are to finalize working on a corresponding law about restoring the property rights of the rehabilitated persons. Also, the prolonged lustration process of former KGB and other workers of the system of retaliatory bodies during USSR is a sensitive topic for Georgian society and needs to be resolved once and for all, as well as repatriation of Persons Involuntarily Displaced from the Georgian SSR.

---

25 The interview with the Georgian society “Memorial” member - Guram Soselia, 2018.
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EDUCATION AND PRESERVATION OF SITES OF CONSCIENCE

IRAKLI KHVADAGIANI

INTRODUCTION

During the last stage of “Perestroika”, especially after the tragedy of the 9th of April 1989 in Tbilisi, which was due to rise of mass protests and a sense of system crisis, it came time for public discussions on a variety of formerly forbidden issues, including Soviet crimes and mass terror. As communist state censorship was weakened, enough testimonies and memories of the victims of Soviet repressions began to be published and a few formerly forbidden books were published for the first time. The last years of Soviet rule in Georgia were accompanied with the humiliation and the destroying of Soviet symbols – monuments of Soviet leaders and architectural details of Soviet ideology. During the transition time – 1989–1991, there were demands for marking memory about the victims and preserving sites of conscience, but the complex problems of political and social life after the re-establishment of the independence of Georgia created an unfriendly environment for developing such ideas and projects.

THE NEED FOR THE PRESERVATION OF WITNESS MEMORY

The first initiatives concerning identification and preservation of sites of conscience began in Georgia in 1989. In March 1989 the “Commission of Supreme Council of Georgian SSR for the re-establishing of justice for the victims of repressions, which took place in 1930–40 and 1950’s” was founded. One of the aims of the Commission was the identification of mass gravesites of the victims of Soviet repressions. However, the Commission has yet to find such places, and public society started to organize a campaign of identification based on appeals in the press, but without definite success.

At the same time, a movement to create symbolic sites of conscience started to appear; one of the first initiatives was from Tamaz Kvashntiradze’s article published in the “Literaturuli Sakartvelo” (Literary Georgia). The basic idea of the article was to construct a symbolic grave in memory of repressed Georgian public figures on the Mtatsminda Mountain pantheon. This idea gained active resonance and even led to the beginnings of specific projects, but none of them has been realized.1

The same kind of initiative was expressed by a group of Georgian writers and poets who published an open appeal to the minister of culture of the Georgian SSR in July 1989, asking to order a network of Georgian museums to prepare and open new expositions about the tragedy of 9 of April. The group further demanded the creation of “Museum of National Tragedy”, which should focus on tragic dates of Georgian modern history – 1921, 1924, 1936–37 (sic), 1956 and 1989 and should be placed in national art gallery on Rustaveli avenue, the former “Temple of military glory of Russian Empire”. However, the initiative was neglected and only existed on press papers.

Besides a few examples of initiatives by civic activists, who were trying to localize places linked with the Soviet state security apparatus, and preserve them as sites of memory, there was no common understanding of the meaning of such activism, as well as there being a lack of readiness in political circles and society for making the first step. On one hand, topographic dimension of Soviet terror was possible to explore based on the interrogation of eyewitnesses; however, it needed to be linked with the necessity of having a wide network of researchers and modern methodology. Deep historical research based on original documentary sources seemed another solution, however, such research demanded the transparency of KGB archives and was problematic until 1990.

Moreover, many of the former offices of state security and prisons were already destroyed, or were still used as state structures.

Consequently, there were no successful examples of identification and preservation of sites of memory in Georgia, neither during the transition time 1989 – 1991, nor during the 1990s.

After the 1990’s, only a few examples of establishing memorial sites linked with 20th centuries mass tragedies exist. Some of them resulted from an alternative public initiative; others were developed with assistance of central or local governments. Here is a list of those examples of symbolic memorials of mass graves of victims of Soviet repressions:

- **The Kutaisi memorial of the victims of the Anti-Soviet uprising in August of 1924** – A symbolic memorial sign is installed in the Mukhrani forest, South-East of Kutaisi city, at the supposed area of a mass shooting during the August uprising of 1924.

- **The Telavi memorial of the victims of Anti-Soviet uprising in August of 1924** – A symbolic memorial sign is installed at “Gigos Gora” little hill, South-East of Telavi city, at the supposed area of a mass shooting during August uprising of 1924.

- **The Shorapani memorial of the victims of the Anti-Soviet uprising in August of 1924** – A symbolic memorial sign is installed in Shorapani village, close to Zestafoni city, at supposed place of mass shooting of victims during August uprising of 1924, the victims were captured in Railway carriages and shot with a machine guns.

- **The Chiauria memorial of the victims of the Anti-Soviet uprising in August of 1924** – A symbolic memorial sign was installed in the year 2014, in Chiauria city center, where on 28 August 1924 an Anti-Soviet uprising started.

- **The Zugdidi memorial of the victims of the Anti-Soviet uprising in August of 1924** – A symbolic memorial sign was installed in 2017, in Zugdidi city center, in the Dadiani palace yard, the supposed place where the victims of 1924 August Anti-Soviet uprising were shot.

---

1 Only a small memorial wall with a few names of repressed writers and artists was constructed there in 2010’s.
2 Occupation of Georgian Democratic Republic by Soviet Russia; Anti-Soviet uprising; Big Soviet terror; Suppression of Stalinist demonstration in Tbilisi – 9 of March; Suppression of Anti-Soviet demonstration in Tbilisi – 9 of April.
Also, only small part of GULAG network in Georgia is marked due to the German prisoner of war's (POW) traces; During 1990–2000’s German War Graves Commission (Volksbund Deutsche Kriegsgräberfürsorge in German) memorialized 24 places in Georgia. The majority of the memorial signs are not installed in the correct location of the POWs camps or cemeteries, but generally mark the areas. Here is a list of those memorial places:

- Tbilisi, Sairme hill
- Tbilisi, “Veli”
- Rustavi, Zedgenidze Street
- Gardabani, close to Gardabani Electrical station
- Ksani
- Gori
- Bulachauri
- Khrami Hydroelectric station
- Ivvari pass
- Stepantsminda
- Chitakhevi (2)
- Kvabiskhevi (2)
- Surami
- Sagarejo
- Telavi
- Zugdidi
- Bolnisi
- Chiautara.
- Sairme
- Tkibuli
- Makhjinauri
- Kutaisi

The Rose revolution in 2003 brought a new perspective to the memory policy in Georgia. Within a few years, the state managed to realize its agenda concerning modern history issues, illustrated by the founding of the Museum of Soviet occupation in Tbilisi, renaming streets with the names of victims of Soviet terror etc. The state became even more active in this field after the Russian–Georgian war in August 2008, as the rethinking of the Soviet legacy was included into the state-lead anti-Russian propaganda campaign. Up until 2012, there were several activities attempting to create memorial signs in public spaces – for example building a memorial wall of repressed writers and artists in Mtatsminda pantheon, founding "Commission of Historical Truth"; creating the memorial desk of Kote Abkhazi. However, all those efforts were characterized as superficial and slightly propagandistic. For example, in the inscription at the memorial desk of Kote Abkhazi, there is a factual mistake about his rank. Moreover, he is named as a victim of the Russian occupation, not as a victim of the communist regime.

Since 2010, new civil organizations such as the Soviet Past Research Laboratory (SovLab) and the Institute for Development of Freedom of Information (IDFI), started to create an alternative agenda in the culture of remembrance and memory policy, including memorialization of places of conscience.

In 2011, SovLab created a city tour "Topography of Red Terror", about Soviet terror in Tbilisi in 1921–1950’s.

In 2015–2016, the IDFI began installing memorial desks in houses of so called "military center" members, who were executed by the Soviet regime in 1923. The IDFI was also advocating for the creation of their memorial, but due to a lack of will and proper understanding of the importance of the installation of memorial, it is still in progress.

Since 2011, SovLab is trying to raise attention and sensibility about the most valuable historical building of the 20th century and place of memory, the house of “Cheka” of the Georgian SSR, which is still standing in the center of Tbilisi city, on #22 Ingorokva street. There is not any real feedback from the state regarding the form of preservation and memorialization of the building.

In 2014, the Soviet Past Research Laboratory identified another former POWs camp and cemetery in Kutaisi city, near a former auto mechanical plant. Further, with the assistance of the south Caucasus and Turkey office of the DVV international, a cemetery of POWs in Rustavi city was identified in 2016–2017, close to Zedgenidze street (see list of memorials up). In 2017, the first test excavations confirmed the findings. A new stage of excavations is planned in 2018.

In 2017, SovLab participated in the founding of the initiative, the "Last Address – Georgia", which is a partner project of the post-Soviet network of remembrance – “Последний адресс”. It aims to install metal memorial signs on houses of victims of Soviet repressions. “Last address – Georgia” is still in the process of getting permission from Tbilisi city hall for installing the first memorial signs.

**TYPES AND ROLES OF MEMORY INSTITUTIONS**

The last years of Soviet rule in Georgia were a time of an “explosion” of the founding of a variety of civic and political organizations, parties etc. However, similar activities were not observed regarding groups of the victims of Soviet repression and the successors of their families; during the 1990’s only two memorial organizations were founded.

The first of them was, **Einnung**, the Association of Germans in Georgia was founded in August 1991. The association collected successors of German settlers in Georgia. The association started a variety of activities for the research and preservation of material and the cultural heritage of Germans in Georgia. It aims at understanding the memory of mass deportation of Germans to the Soviet Union in 1941.

Another and very important society was “**Memoriali**”, the Georgian society of victims of Soviet repressions. “Memoriali” was established in 1992. The organization was founded by the successors of families of victims of Soviet political repressions. The society began with archival research for the identification of the fates of victims, collecting documentary sources and information from families. During the 1990’s the society was publishing its own newspaper “Memoriali”. The society organized several public exhibitions about Soviet repressions.

Throughout the 1990’s “Memoriali” was actively trying to influence state policies towards guaranteeing social protection to the victims of Soviet terror and the successors of their families. The society started to collect information about the victims of Soviet terror based on sources from the KGB archives and published them in the newspaper. Memoriali led a civic campaign to prompt the government to create a memorial complex on Tbilisi–Rustavi road. The memorial complex was supposed to

---

3 Former military commander, one of founders of Georgian National Democratic party, member of committee of independence after Soviet occupation in 1922–1923. He was arrested by Cheka and was shot on 20th May 1923.

stand on the place of mass graves of the victims of Soviet terror, which was marked by historian Giorgi Tsitsihvili in 1990. However, the initiative was neglected by state and mobilization of society has also failed.

During the 1990’s, as a result of the collapse of economic and social life of the Georgian state, permanent political crisis, and the restoration of the communist political elite in state structures, there was an extremely unfriendly environment for developing strong movements of research into the Soviet totalitarian state’s mass crimes, and the memorializing of sites of memory. All groups and institutions founded at beginning of 1990’s were facing complex problems and challenges and until 2010’s there were no new initiatives for the rethinking of the Soviet past.

LESSONS LEARNT

It can be concluded that the failure of the process of the preservation of sites of conscience in Georgia after the end of Soviet rule, as well as a minimal degree of development of memorial institutions, the low impact on state policy and low mobilization of society can be considered a result of the crisis among historians, who were not ready to give input to society in order to understand the importance of sites of memory. At the same time, a disastrous breakdown of the economy, a political crisis, and war at the beginning of the 1990’s almost destroyed the field for the development of a proper civic activism towards the rethinking of the Soviet past. The state itself began to be passive about the prosecution of Soviet crimes, as it was partly dominated by former communist elite. The deadlock of this combination almost closed the door for any kind of progress in this field until 2010’s.

RECOMMENDATIONS

■ It is necessary to lead a wide civic campaign, record testimonies of victims and witnesses of mass crimes. Moreover, physical traces of the regime’s inhumanity, mass graves of the victims, prisons, offices of state security units should be identified. These places have ethical meaning as places of conscience and memory, and are educational resources guaranteeing the keeping of a collective memory for future generations. This is all necessary for the resolution of the legacy of the totalitarian state and supporting prosecution of its crimes.

■ Civil society should initiate the preserving of sites of memory as a part of complex agenda towards dealing with the legacy of the former regime. However, at the same time, civil society should actively push state institutions to create a friendly environment for developing such activities and initiatives.

5 Till today there are no evidences about validity of this conclusion.
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TIMELINE OF THE MAJOR EVENTS

DAVID JISHKARIANI

1953
Lavrenti Beria was arrested in Moscow. It was followed by a mass cleaning of the state security system from “Beria’s guard”. In 1955–1956 some former officers of the NKVD-MGB were sent under a partly open trial for “mass violation of socialistic orders in 1937–1938”. Some of these trials were held in Tbilisi

March 1956
Large-scale demonstrations took place in Georgia, following Khrushchev’s criticism of Stalin at the 20th Party Congress. These were the first significant expressions of public protest and civil disobedience in the Soviet Union for decades, and they also bore a clearly nationalistic character

1956
The rehabilitation process started. The party apparatus tries to show the brutality of Beria and his Gung

1983
A group of young artists hijacked an airplane flying from Tbilisi to Batumi, trying to force the pilots cross the border into Turkey. The airplane’s crew managed to stop them and during the clash there were casualties from both sides, also among the passengers. The airplane returned to Tbilisi airport, where Special Forces attacked it and freed the hostages; during the operation some hijackers and passengers were injured

April 1989
Soviet internal troops and Special Forces suppressed an Anti-Soviet demonstration in Tbilisi. The demonstrations started as a protest against a movement for separation from the Georgian SSR in Abkhazian ASSR, but very soon it transformed into an Anti-Soviet protest, demanding the independence of the Georgian state. 21 citizens were killed

September 1990
Close to the first multiparty elections of the supreme council of the Georgian SSR, a group of KGB employees openly expressed their protest against Soviet rule, sending a declaration to the opposition press edition, blaming the center KGB of a destructive agenda, insisting on depoliticization and asking for the support of the future Supreme council of Georgia for a peaceful transition of the Georgian KGB to the State security service of an independent republic of Georgia

March 31, 1991
An independence referendum was held in the Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic. It was approved by 99.5 % of voters

December 1991
A fire in the KGB building destroyed many archival documents, the exact number is still not known

May 1992
The Ministry of State security of Georgia (formally renamed KGB) was formally abandoned, and the new state security office, “Informative-intelligence service” was founded, but, very soon after, in October 1993, the Ministry of State security was re-established

1997
Law “On the Acknowledgment of Citizens of Georgia as Victims of Political Repression and Social Protection of Repressed Persons”

2006
Law “On the National Archival Fund and the National Archives”

2006
The case against Georgia originating from application no. 7975/06 lodged to the ECHR under the Article 34 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms by Klaus Kiladzeand Yuri Kiladze on the 22nd of February 2006 in order to assert their rights for compensation resulting from their status as victims of political repression

2007
Public discussion about Lustration organized by Heinrich Böll foundation in Tbilisi, key speaker was Joachim Gauck

2011
Freedom Charter adopted

2012
Law of Georgia on Personal Data Protection

2012
Payment for services provided by the Ministry of Internal Affairs Archives. Prices became extremely expensive; one-page copy costs 3 GEL (approx. 1 EURO)

2013
Definitions of “Communist Totalitarian Ideology” and “Communist Totalitarian Symbols” adopted

2013
Georgian citizen Nodar Mumlauri filed a complaint with the Constitutional Court, stating that Article 9, Paragraph 1, Subparagraphs c) and d) of the Freedom Charter were contrary to the rights guaranteed by the Constitution
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TRANSFORMATION OF THE POLITICAL SYSTEM

HANS ALTENDORF

INTRODUCTION

Meanwhile, the communist dictatorship history within the Soviet Occupation Zone (SOZ) and the German Democratic Republic (GDR), the previous history as well as the Peaceful Revolution of 1989 has become a very profoundly and holistically researched topic of contemporary history, of social and political sciences and is part of a number of popular scientific and journalist works. This both applies for overviews as well as for numerous singular studies on the state and society.

The following political system transformation outline can highlight merely a few of the most significant aspects:

Within the context of profound changes in Europe’s political order which took place in 1989–1991, dealing with the Soviet Occupation Zone (SOZ) and the GDR requires one fundamental introductory remark.

On the one hand, the Peaceful Revolution within the GDR that took place in the autumn of 1989 and paved the way towards the reunification of the two Germanies on October 3rd 1990, is partly a story of how the communist dictatorships in Eastern and Central Europe were overcome. There are many parallels regarding the onset, the regime structures, the secret polices’ operational methods etc. with the central and eastern European “fraternal countries” belonging to the Soviet imperium.

On the other hand, the development within the GDR, its fall and the transformation into a democratic constitutional state are most closely linked with the very specific situation prevalent in the separated Germany following WW2: The Soviet Occupation Zone that became the GDR in 1949, and the Western Allies’ Zones that called themselves the Federal Republic of Germany from 1949 and became a stabilized parliamentarian democracy, embedded into western pacts and value systems. The whole transformation process that was linked to taking over the rules and structures applicable in the western part of Germany, is influenced by this very specific character in many ways (from the political, economic, administrative and societal point of view). This is why the German transition is substantially different in comparison to that in other states from the formerly Soviet-governed sphere.

SITUATION GIVEN AT THE BEGINNING: THE GDR SYSTEM

The allied victorious powers (USA, USSR, Great Britain, France) divided the land following Nazi-Germany’s unconditional surrender in 1945 into four occupation zones, with Berlin being divided in the same way, yet being assigned special status.

Following the allies’ victory against the mutual opponent, the contrasts between their systems rapidly became apparent again. Different countries were established: within the western zones, it was the Federal Republic of Germany in May 1949, and in the eastern zone, it was the GDR in autumn 1949.

As far as the development of the GDR (and the SOZ) is concerned, different phases and events can be listed:

- The path to a dictatorship has been eagerly paved already in the Soviet Occupation zone by the USSR.
- The process of “Establishing Socialism” was marked by Stalinism.
- The workers’ uprising from 1953 has shattered the system.
- The ongoing refugee movements from the GDR to the FRG: From 1949 until 1961 2.7 million GDR citizens left the country.
- The construction of the Berlin Wall that had started on August 13th 1961 prevented a mass refugee movement to the West to a large extent.
- The 1960s witnessed a cautious opening within the interior accompanied with simultaneous striving for international acclaim, attempts at modernizing the economy; all this being linked with reinforced suppression.
- During the 1970s, there was a “controlled opening” within the interior, the influence of the policy détente became visible and the Helsinki Final Act issued at the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe appeared (CSCE).
- The 1980s: economic decline, the Socialist Unity Party of Germany’s inability to undergo reforms, the formation of an opposition

The number of GDR inhabitants declined from 19.1m in 1949 down to 16.4 m in 1989. In comparison – the FRG’s number of inhabitants was 47.7 m in 1950 and 63 m in 1989.

Summing up, it can be said that the GDRs system was a dictatorship shaped by the Soviet Union and a regime where the Socialist Unity Party of Germany (Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschland, hence the abbreviation SED in German) as the Marxist-Leninist workers’ class party, i.e. a communist party in effect, was ascribed the key role. There were neither free elections nor an independent judiciary. Both the division of powers and administrative as well as constitutional law matters were unknown to this system. The Ministry for State Security, the Stasi, operated as a secret and uncontrolled police with comprehensive powers and was used to provide for the maintaining of power and suppressing of the opposition or people having a different opinion. Censorship, a non-existent freedom of press, freedom of expression and freedom to travel as well as the persecution of the political opposition were the characteristic traits of this state system. Yet exerting the domination throughout the GDRs 40 years of existence differed: there was the Stalinist repression during the foundation phase, the violent suppression of the uprising in 1953, internal opening phases, concessions in line with international détente processes (e.g. as a result of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe – Helsinki Final Act) accompanied by an ongoing repression of the opposition within the country. Furthermore, it was important that suppressing the freedom of press and freedom of opinion became an important counterbalance as far as the western media and the east-west travelling were concerned.
THE GDR RULERS PRIOR TO THE PEACEFUL REVOLUTION

The Secretariat of the Central Committee and the Socialist Unity Party of Germany Politburo consisted of approximately 40 persons who formed the power core within the GDR. 500 to 600 people can be regarded as the top power elite. Apart from the already mentioned elite, these people were the members and candidates of the Central Committee, the First Secretaries of the Socialist Unity Party District administrations, the Heads of Department within the Central Committee apparatus as well as the top governing committees of the so-called mass organizations. Ideological and social homogeneity was provided for by a targeted cadre policy including careful control exerted by the Ministry for State Security (MfS).

As a second tier, we can name the administrative service class: members of the State Council, of the Ministerial Council, of the People's Chamber, of the managing committees within the State Control Commission, of the combines, of the Stasi and military units, of the higher Socialist Unity Party of Germany managing level, of the so-called block-parties and mass organizations, of the scientific institutes within the Central Committee and of the Academy of Sciences.

Below this kind of administrative service class, we can detect an operative service class that contained the middle level management within the Socialist Unity Party of Germany and within the state apparatus as well as within the state owned enterprises as well as highly qualified state employees such as professors, doctors, engineers and teachers, furthermore, employees within the administrative bodies and further scientific personnel. Loyalty to the system was a precondition that was mostly documented by membership of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany.

Altogether, there were approximately 250,000 people pertaining to the administrative and operative service class.

GOVERNING AND CONTROL STRUCTURES WITHIN THE GDR

Power was vested in the hands of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany that had a claim for absolute leadership which was also anchored within the constitution and based upon Marxism-Leninism. The organization and leading principle of a “Democratic Centralism” as developed by Lenin was applied. Already from the establishment of the GDR onwards, any decrees, acts, ordinances and decisions taken by the People’s Chamber and the Government underwent an approval process by the Politburo or rather the Politburo Secretariat. There were clearly hierarchical order structures within the party. The Nomenclature principle was to provide for the rookies staying on the path that had been shown and that they were willing to obey and subdue. The Socialist Unity Party membership number rose from 1947 (when it was 1.8m) up to 2.4m in 1988.

The Politburo General Secretaries were: Walter Ulbricht in the period of 1950–1971 and Erich Honecker within the 1971–1989 period.

The Ministry of State Security, i.e. the Stasi, considered itself to be the “shield and sword” in safeguarding these power structures. It was not a “state within a state” nor the covert, actual power centre (as it had been or is the case in dictatorships elsewhere), but served as a secret police with extensive competences and its own self-perception of providing for the safety and stability of the party’s reign.

Furthermore, other state institutions such as the People’s Police or the military performed indispensable governance or control tasks for the SED-dictatorship.

REACTION OF THE OLD SYSTEM TOWARDS THE CHANGE

When the political and societal changes in the other Eastern block countries and especially within the USSR became apparent at the end of the 1980s, the Honecker-led SED stuck to its orthodox hardline policy. It was unable to undergo reforms. It has become clear from the files that the SED-leadership had already been in decay during this phase of the Peaceful Revolution. Yet the citizens were not aware of this at all as the state functions were upheld, including all their flaws. The demonstrating people could not have foreseen the party’s and state leadership’s reactions towards their protest.

The communal elections in 1989 became the starting point of a broader opposition movement that was supported, as it had been in previous years, by the Evangelic Church to a significant extent. There were many protests and numerous criminal charges brought against the state-organized electoral frauds.

During the summer of 1989, the emigration and refugee movement was manifested and openly perceivable due to the Federal Republic of Germany’s embassies in Budapest, Prague and Warsaw being cramped with GDR refugees. Apart from the economic crisis situation, this contributed to destabilizing the SED-regime.

Until September 1989, the GDR reacted with repressions towards demonstrations and activities organized by opposition and church groups, using both the police and Stasi to arrest hundreds of people.

As we know today, the mass demonstration in Leipzig on October 9th 1989 gained historical importance – about 70,000 people went to the streets. The police and special forces were ready to intervene. The people feared to a significant extent that this democratic protest would be suppressed by military power – in a way as a reference to the bloody suppression of the protest on Tiananmen Square in Beijing in June 1989 – i.e. lead to a “Chinese solution”. Yet the guards were not finally deployed as the respective order from East Berlin didn’t come nor did the local authorities within the Party or the State apparatus order them to do so, following rather the societal power that put a lot of emphasis on dialogue. The fact that Leipzig had remained peaceful on this day had an enormous influence on the subsequent development of the Peaceful Revolution.

In the light of these events, the ongoing refugee movement and the desolate economic situation the SED-leadership was aware of, the dismissal of the SED General Secretary Erich Honecker and the election of Egon Krenz on October 18th was meant to bring about the “turn”. Yet certain personnel shifts and corrections within state policy did not calm down the situation. The refugee movement went on. New rules for travelling abroad were intended to enable appropriately organized private journeys abroad. Following a press conference where the question regarding the point of time since when this regulation would come into effect was answered with “Now, immediately,” nothing could stop the development of this situation further. GDR citizens gathered at the checkpoints from East to West Berlin, the passport
control officers finally heaved up the barriers – the Berlin Wall fell in the night from the 9th to the 10th October. The SED including the state leadership were virtually unable to act.

Within a few weeks, the SED rapidly lost its influence. 600,000 members left the party. The managing committees agreed upon dissolving themselves as early as in December 1989, leading members were expelled from the party. There was an attempt at a restart by renaming the SED-party the Party of Democratic Socialism (PDS).

Dissolving the Stasi, the secret police of the collapsing regime, first became apparent on December 4th 1989 when the Stasi offices in Erfurt were occupied; for further information on this issue, see also the following chapter.

Altogether we can say that the old system was significantly weakened during the end phase without the citizens knowing whether the system became less willing to become violent or less dangerous. Yet the regime’s attempts to maintain its influence by putting through a modified “reform” course and through the resignation of the old leaders which were also attempts to convince the citizens of the will to bring about changes remained unsuccessful. Also the criminal prosecution of those who had committed electoral fraud that was prohibited even within the GDR didn’t change anything about this. Following the first free election in the GDR, the People’s Chamber elections in March 1990, the prospect for a reunification with West Germany became clear. Yet this required negotiations and agreements with the allies. The reason for this being Germany’s sovereignty that had been limited since the Second World War.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK CONDITIONS FOR THE CHANGE

Following the “self-liberation”, a “self-democratization” followed within the GDR. The legal issues regarding the transition towards a democracy are partially those that referred to the GDR’s internal rules as this country had opened itself up in autumn 1989 in a peaceful and revolutionary way in order to overcome the SED-dictatorship. A former state party fundamentally deprived of power came across a split opposition that was suppressed within the GDR and didn’t really have a solid position.

The amendment made to the GDR constitution on December 1st 1989 was rather symbolic: In Art. 1, the passage saying that the “workers’ class and its Marxist-Leninist party” performs the leading role was erased. Thus, the SED lost its dominance also in a formal way.

Although the “Central Round Table” – established according to its Polish model – didn’t have any formal parliamentarian nor executive function, it played a very significant role from December 1989 until March 1990 during the peaceful transition. It was composed of one half of the representatives of the old system, with the other half being occupied by various opposition powers and the task was to openly declare the ecological, economic and financial situation and present proposals for overcoming the crisis. Many cities and communities witnessed round tables being established according to this model and these round tables served for having a dialogue with the state institutions and controlling them.

On March 18th 1990 the first and only free, democratic People’s Chamber elections took place in the GDR. The result was to be understood as a clear vote for a rapid reunification. The opposition movement, the decisive political powers of the peaceful revolution and the round tables, became only a minor group within the parliament.

It was at the latest at this point when the legal framework conditions were influenced by the contract negotiations with the allies and by the perspective for a reunification of both German countries. It was not the GDR-law adaptation to the new, constitutional law and democratic rules that were of the utmost importance as in the other countries of the former Eastern bloc, but the transition modalities into the state of the FRG which had been existing since 1949 which was to be clarified. As we have already mentioned above in section 1, this was a significant characteristic of the GDR’s transition process.

As far as this path of German reunification is concerned, which is a highly complex legal as well as politically creative task, there are certain important key legal issues:

■ A treaty on establishing a monetary, economic and social union was concluded on May 18th 1990 between the Federal Republic of Germany and the GDR. Taking into consideration that the East German economic system was virtually dissolved and that an East-West mass movement prevailed (mostly a young and highly qualified workforce), rapid and effective measures for establishing a well-functioning social market economy became necessary. The State Treaty was approved by both the West German Bundestag and the East German Volkskammer with a vast majority. Thus, on July 1st 1990, the economic and social structures were transferred from the Federal Republic of Germany to the GDR and the D-Mark had been agreed upon to become the one and only legal currency.

■ The Two-plus-Four-Treaty concluded by the four allied victorious powers and both German states was concluded on September 12th 1990: According to international law, this treaty fulfilled the role of a peace treaty providing the reunited Germany with full sovereignty within the country itself and in foreign relations. This treaty defined, among other issues, the German territory (FRG, GDR and Berlin), acknowledging the Oder Neisse border as Poland’s Western border.

■ A treaty on Establishing a unified Germany (The Unification Treaty) that became effective on October 3rd 1990: This extensive treaty that was ratified by the West German Bundestag and the East German Volkskammer with more than two thirds of the votes basically regulated and in detail the GDR accession to the Federal Republic of Germany. Adapting the legal and administrative structures from the GDR to those in the Federal Republic of Germany became a norm to a significant extent.

ESTABLISHING THE NEW SYSTEM

Carrying out the basic political and economic decisions as well as the international law and national law conditions outlined in section 6, the foundations for establishing a new order within the former GDR were laid down.

As far as the political and the administrative structures were concerned, this meant that there were five new federal states established on the former GDR territory, federal state parliaments were elected and federal state governments came into office. Jurisdiction was built up according to the Federal Republic of Germany’s model, the administration was established, profound restructuring within the health and education sector took place.
just as they were put through at universities. East Germany’s National People’s Army (Nationale Volksarmee – NVA in German) was dissolved and integrated into the Bundeswehr at a significantly smaller size. The Ministry for State security had already been dissolved earlier when the GDR had still been in existence. Political as well as administrative support provided for this process came to a significant extent from the western federal states. More than 35,000 West German workers became active in East Germany for this purpose.

Altogether, we can say that the new state structures were established relatively fast and successfully.

In order to build up the economy within the new federal states, the large-scale “Aufbau Ost” program (i.e. East Germany Rebuilding Program) was called into life that calculated with enormous financial transfers to support these federal states. Yet, the economic situation in this area deteriorated further, the East German economy was mostly desperately inferior to its Western competitors given the East German products and prices. Mass dismissals followed. Unemployment rose rapidly. The privatization of formerly state owned companies brought much less money than expected. Building up a new powerful economy turned out to be far more complicated than had been expected and this process is one that has not yet been completed even after almost thirty years.

TRANSFORMING THE POLITICAL LEADERSHIP

The very specific situation occurring during the German reunification process enabled the exchange of the elite to a significant extent, some even say that the GDR elite “was wiped out”. The former GDR top leadership was almost entirely exchanged. According to a survey that was carried out in 1995, only 2.7% of the 410 top positions within the former GDR were occupied by members of the former GDR elite. Thus, the SED-apparatus including its 44,000 functionaries and the 91,000 Stasi staff ceased performing their previous jobs.

Yet the removal of the former political power elite from its positions didn’t happen on the higher socialist service level, which means on the functional elite below. This kind of elite managed to maintain its old positions in a profoundly reduced scale or it switched to other functions – often with the support provided by its old network – and these functions were often in the economic sphere.

About 40% of the East German top positions were occupied by West Germans – the higher the rank was, the higher the Western employee percentage became.

Thus, within the sphere of the judiciary, the heads of the Highest Courts as well as the heads of the Constitutional Courts came from the west; out of 3,000 judges in the GDR, only 1,000 remained in office.

Only approximately 10,000 of the 50,000 professional and temporary professional soldiers in the National People’s Army were absorbed into the Bundeswehr.

Within the schools, approximately every sixth teacher was fired.

All in all, we can say that the rebuilding of the new federal states took place to a large extent under West German leadership – with the degree being different in the individual areas of state duties and the economy.

As far as the further exertion of tasks by former functionaries or taking over new tasks was concerned, the processes that served to check whether a person had been collaborating with the Stasi on an employment basis or unofficially within the GDR played an important role. (For this issue, see the Chapter “Lustration and the process of vetting”)

LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

- A (peaceful) revolution and the subsequent rebuilding process towards a politically and economically new state order mustn’t be underestimated as far as their complexity is concerned. Overcoming the old order and depriving it of power – as had been brought about in the autumn of 1989 due to the people’s movement – became a necessary precondition for the subsequent development. Yet the revolution participants were not those who had the necessary competence and capacity necessary for rebuilding the new. Finally, within the reunited Germany, these resources – i.e. large numbers of qualified personnel and a lot of money – from the old Bundesrepublik, i.e. the Federal Republic of Germany, were relatively easily accessible. Yet this is a condition that’s quite unusual and is normally not given.

- On the one hand, the victims of the old system are the winners of such an overthrow, because the old oppressors are not in power anymore; yet they are not winners in the sense that they would be successful in the new order. These expectations may be disappointed.

- A new constitutional state order sets limits on the criminal prosecution of the actors from the dictatorship that is overcome. These limits are especially vested in the constitutional law principles “Nulla poena sine lege” – no punishment without law – and “In dubio pro reo” – benefit of the doubt. These constitutional state principles were those that led to the old system’s victims’ disappointment. What’s important – as frustrating as it might be in individual cases – is that the criminal law processing is classified realistically.

- It is very important to provide for the dictatorship legacy to be recorded as profoundly as possible. This applies especially to the secret police files. Even if society does not agree upon how to provide access to these files, protecting them against being destroyed or against undergoing an interest-led selection, is important. It is then necessary to carefully clarify what a usage of the files based on constitutional state principles shall look like – taking into consideration the personality and data protection on the one hand and opening the files in order to carry out a reappraisal on the other.

- Overcoming a dictatorship that had lasted for 40 years needs time. Although the basic decisions regarding the main paths for the new legal as well as economic orientation were taken rapidly – as was the case in Germany – the personnel, structural, economic and cultural development steps consume quite a significant time stretch when going into detail. This is something we can also state with respect to Germany and considering a comparison of its highly privileged framework conditions after more than 25 years.

- All this means that: false and unrealistic promises that do not correspond to the challenges of such a complex transition process, are something to be left out. The same applies to promises directed at relieving the suffering that the dictatorship
caused to its subordinates. It is surely necessary to strive for this as far as possible, yet the suffering can only be remedied within limited borders.

- External experts should be welcome in such a rebuilding process with the condition being that they do know the respective subject matter, behave respectfully and sensitively.

Yet it is probably going to turn out that it is indispensable for a country to receive strong support. This should be done in a self-confident way, yet also having in mind that in order to create a transition process and create the new, one also needs the expertise provided by already established constitutional states and that this is then highly valuable.
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Dismantling the State Security Apparatus

Hans Altendorf

Introduction

The process of dismantling the Stasi within the GDR as described within this chapter is to be understood within the context of a preliminary remark that adds up to the preliminary remark from the Chapter “Transformation of the political system”:

On the one hand and due to its structure, the operating methods and its function within the state, the GDR secret police resembled the secret police forces in the other countries under Soviet influence.

On the other hand, the whole post-revolutionary activities, dissolving the Stasi and the transformation into democratic structures is influenced by the very rare framework conditions of German reunification following the date when the GDR entered into the area where the German Grundgesetz (which is de facto the equivalent to another country’s constitution) applied that was in force within the Federal Republic of Germany. This accession took place on October 3rd, 1990. That’s why, apart from an attempt which lasted merely a few weeks prior to the accession, there was no Stasi successor organization. The new federal states in the former GDR territory witnessed the establishment of new structures that corresponded to those within the other Federal Republic of Germany’s states. In this sense, Germany’s transition process differs from that of many other countries that overcame communist dictatorships.

The Stasi’s Meaning and Function within the German Democratic Republic Prior to the Peaceful Revolution

The Socialist Unity Party of Germany (Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands, hence the German abbreviation SED) governed in the German Democratic Republic. Yet this government had never been legitimated by democratic, free elections. The SED’s power had been upheld through a massive security apparatus. The Ministry for State Security (Ministerium für Staatssicherheit, hence the German abbreviation MfS), the Stasi played a key role in safeguarding these power structures. The Stasi perceived itself as the “Shield and sword” of the Party. It had been constructed according to direct instructions by the Soviet secret service.

The accumulation of power was characteristic: The Stasi was a secret police within the country itself, it operated as an intelligence service abroad and was a police investigation authority, it had remand prisons and armed forces. This was one of the most influential institutions within the GDR. This institution was merely controlled by the SED party leadership and within the first years of the Stasi’s existence, by the Soviet KGB.

Within the first years of the GDR’s existence, the Ministry of State Security went about their business with offensive power and brutality. Physical violence, arbitrary arrests and kidnapping from the West figured among its methods; the Ministry of State Security, furthermore, controlled show trials led against unwanted political powers and provided for stiff sentences within these trials.

From the 1970s onwards, the Ministry of State Security increasingly relied on “silent” methods. Persecution and repression were to be veiled. At the same time, the interest in preventing unadapted, system-critical, oppositional behavior further prevailed including the monitoring of such behavior. To be able to do so, the Ministry of State Security had access to all areas of life within the GDR. This included monitoring, eavesdropping, spying on, arresting and interrogating. In doing so, it relied on its close cooperation with the Peoples Police (Volkspolizei), the customs authorities and other GDR institutions. It was able to gather almost any information and documents.

Stasi Structure and Personnel

The Ministry for State Security was organized in a military-like and strongly centralized way.

Basically, the territorial structure consisted of (apart from several facility-specific offices) the 209 locally operating district offices. Depending upon the conditions within each region, these were structured differently and mostly had up to 50 employees. Their tasks ranged from controlling state institutions and societal structures that corresponded to those within the other Federal Republic of Germany’s states. In this sense, Germany’s transition process differs from that of many other countries that overcame communist dictatorships.

According to the GDR administration structure, there was a medium level with 14 regional administrations. Their internal structure corresponded to that of the Headquarters: they were organized according to the line principle, they were significantly larger than the district offices and had far more specialization branches. The regional administrations are described as the actual backbone of the Ministry for State Security’s operative work.

The headquarters of this ministry were in East Berlin and from 1957 until 1989, Erich Mielke was the Minister for State Security.

The “Feliks Dzierzynski” guard regiment was part of the Ministry for State Security, with its foremost task being to guard the party’s and the state’s objects as well as to provide for the leading GDR representatives’ safety and the safety of its guests.

The Ministry of State Security had been continuously growing since its establishment and in 1989, it had 91,000 main employment staff: More than 36,000 within the Berlin headquarters, over 43,000 in the regional and district offices and more than 11,000 in the guard regiment. The Ministry for State Security grew most rapidly during the 1970s: In the light of the détente policy and a rising number of contacts between the West and East, the state leadership feared that it would be massively threatened by “hostile influences”. Monitoring and surveillance measures were highly intensified.

Usually, the Unofficial Collaborators (Unoffizielle Mitarbeiter in German, hence the abbreviation IM) of the Ministry for State Security committed themselves via a written declaration to cooperate in a conspirative way with the Stasi. They were deployed in all parts of society, the economy, administration and within...
the military. They reported from opposition movements, from family circles or from groups of friends or classmates. They contributed with information of a very varied nature – ranging from moods within cooperatives, to banal issues and up to the most intimate personal details. There were Unofficial Collaborators of various types. A small percentage of the Unofficial Collaborators were abroad, mostly located within the Federal Republic of Germany. In 1989 the Ministry of State Security had 189,000 Unofficial Collaborators on its list.


The Ministry of State Security was already aware of the high level of discontent within the country before the events of autumn 1989. From the domestic policy point of view, the emigration movement and the refugee wave going over to Hungary was regarded as the main problem. The international situation gave rise to worries. The liberalization process in Poland, Hungary and especially within the Soviet Union caused anxiety that similar tendencies might develop within the Socialist Unity Party as well. The civil movement which was perceived as relatively marginal and also believed to be under control caused fewer worries.

On October 7th 1989, the Stasi still reacted towards demonstrations linked to the 40th anniversary of the GDR foundation with repressions, using police batons, water cannons and arrests. The Minister for State Security Erich Mielke's orders of October 8th were directed at preparing sharper conflicts and stronger repressions.

Yet, the development was entirely different than the rulers had expected. Within this context, we can regard the Monday demonstration of Oct. 9th 1989 in Leipzig as the decisive event, when tens of thousands gathered to protest and the state bodies didn’t intervene in spite of having carried out the proper preparations. The Stasi, the Volkspolizei and the army, that were prepared for such an intervention would have been able to suppress this civil protest with violence. The fact that there was the threat that a civil war like situation might arise – in combination with a threatened international isolation –, important SED-functionaries on the local level were willing to have a dialogue and an erosion of the top SED leadership level that had already taken place to a significant extent were the most important reasons why repressive intervention against the civil rights movement that had become powerful didn’t follow. Furthermore, it was clear that in contrast to 1953, the Soviet Union was not willing to deploy its troops stationed in the GDR – and there were actually approximately 400,000 soldiers – to suppress the protests. The Stasi leadership thought that it was necessary to change the head of the SED and within the following days, it supported the fall of the SED General Secretary Erich Honecker on October 18th, who had been in office for many years, replacing him with Egon Krenz as his successor. Rejecting open repression was intended to regain the political initiative and provide for the Party’s power. This in turn was meant to be taken care after by stronger surveillance and an undermining of the opposition movement, also making use of the Unofficial Collaborators.

The newly-elected SED General Secretary promised to carry out the reform steps and explicitly declared that it was possible to solve all societal problems politically. This was to be understood as a no to police-state repressions.

The crisis at the top level of both the Party and the Stasi was mirrored by disorientation, an uncertainty regarding the future development and the role that the Ministry for State Security was to play and that it was actually able to fulfill. A sign of this uncertainty was the Minister of State Security’s ordinance of November 6th to move important documents from the Ministry of State Security’s District Offices that were regarded as especially endangered to the better protected Regional Administrations. It was at the latest at this point when the document destruction carried out by the Ministry of State Security started. (For further information on the document destruction in relation to the dissolution process, see the Chapter “Regime Archives”)

The long-standing head of the Stasi, Erich Mielke resigned with the whole GDR government on November 7th. His last appearance in the Volkskammer parliament on November 13th remained in people’s memories due to his last helpless attempt at rescue where he said “he actually loved all people”. Within the strongly uncertain Stasi organization, this was regarded as a clear sign of the leadership having failed.

From the end of October onwards, the dissolution of the Stasi became one of the civil movement’s key demands; demonstrations in the district and regional capitals were directly focused on the Stasi offices.

On November 18th, Erich Mielke’s term of office ended. The Volkskammer renamed the Ministry for State Security (i.e. Ministerium für Staatssicherheit) to the Office for National Security (Amt für Nationale Sicherheit in German, hence the abbreviation AfnS). According to a government declaration, the new office was to demonstrate “a new way of thinking regarding public order and security” and downscale its apparatus. The details were to be laid down in an act, yet such an act was never adopted.

The new leader informed his employees about the “redefinition of tasks, responsibilities and structures of the Office for National Security”; the renewal process was to be unconditionally supported. A staff reduction of 10 % in the first step and later by 50 % was announced. Many service rules were annulled.

At the beginning of December, the file destruction came into the opposition’s focus. It became public that the Ministry of State Security had started to destroy documents on a large scale. From December 4th, the civil rights movement didn’t confine itself to merely demonstrating in front of the Stasi offices but actually forced its way into the district and regional offices in order to stop the file destruction. There were so called “Security partnerships” consisting of state and civil movement representatives being founded in many places, which was an ambivalent issue that on the one hand contributed to a non-violent process, yet on the other hand, this virtually enabled the Ministry for State Security to go on destroying files.

Within the following days, the AfnS collegium resigned, the heads of most of the central departments and regional offices within the Office for National Security were dismissed.

On December 7th, the Central Round Table (Zentraler Runder Tisch in German) demanded the AfnS be dissolved with SED delegate votes also opting for this.

On December 14th, the Ministerial Council decided to dissolve the AfnS. There were meant to be two successor organizations: a GDR foreign intelligence service as a more or less continued
foreign espionage department (the so-called “Hauptverwaltung A”) from the Ministry for State Security with approximately 4,000 employees and a “GDR Constitutional Protection Service” (in German: Verfassungsschutz der DDR) with approximately 10,000 employees in charge of internal security issues. There were no former leadership cadres to be absorbed into the “Constitutional Protection Service”.

Yet these resolutions didn’t survive too long. Civil protests were even directed against planning the successor organizations, the Central Round Table rejected this plan following a fierce discussion. Finally, the Ministerial Council decided on January 13th 1990 to abolish the AfNS without any substitution and “in all its aspects”. On January 15th, thousands of people occupied the AfNS headquarters in Berlin-Lichtenberg as part of the regional civil committee’s initiative to add weight to the dissolution. On January 18th, the government decided to put the Stasi dissolution under public control and to create a “State Committee for the Dissolution of the former Office for National Security” (Staftliches Komitee zur Auflösung des ehemaligen Amtes für Nationale Sicherheit).

Stasi full-time employees had already started to be dismissed in November 1989. In the middle of January, most of the employees (approximately 60,000) were still in service, yet they were all dismissed by March 31st 1990, with the following exceptions. The exceptions were the approximately 200 employees of the Main Directorate for Intelligence (HVA – i.e. the above-mentioned Hauptverwaltung A), which was allowed to dissolve itself; these people were employed for a further three months. A specific group remaining was the “Officers in special services” (in German: Offiziere im besonderen Einsatz) that were actually covertly operating within the state apparatus and in the economic sphere. Here, the dismissals took longer, approximately until autumn 1990. Officially, the Ministry for State Security was declared as entirely dissolved on June 30th 1990.

There hasn’t been any systematic survey regarding the former Ministry for State Security’s former employees in the future Federal Republic of Germany. We know that approximately 1,500 personnel, former full-time employees at the passport control or personal protection were employed by the federal or state police units. Also the office of the so-called special commissioner and the future federal commissioner for Stasi-documents, employed approximately 100 former employees from the Ministry for State Security, predominantly in the building protection service that was responsible for the security of the buildings or they were employed as drivers of the office. A smaller number were entrusted with specialist tasks – which was especially the case in the 1990s. The first Federal Commissioner, Joachim Gauck, who was later elected Federal President, has always described the employment of former full-time employees within the difficult rebuilding process as necessary and defended it against the criticism that had emerged against this situation right from the beginning. Actually, it hasn’t been revealed that these employees neglected their duties – they performed their tasks loyally. Nevertheless, critical voices regarded it as unbearable that an office serving itself; these people were employed for a further three months.

From autumn 1989, the Unofficial Collaborators were successively switched off, the last via an order from January 12th 1990. It was as late as on March 8th 1990 that the government decided to free the Unofficial Collaborators from their commitments to remain discreet that they had agreed upon.

A specific Chapter that is retroactively being regarded as critical with respect to the Ministry of State Security dissolution is the Main Directorate for Intelligence i.e. the foreign espionage department. Following the Round Table’s consent, the HVA was allowed to dissolve itself by June 30th 1990. Yet the Central Round Table had been deceived as far as the character of this department was concerned: The Ministry for State Security declared that the HVA was a normal foreign secret service as is run by any country. Furthermore, it declared that it was necessary to repatriate the agents from abroad, to provide for their protection and proper CV in order not to expose them to threats. At this point, hardly anybody knew that the HVA was also directly participating in persecuting and fighting against political enemies, i.e. that it had been an integral part of the secret police. The result of the consent towards the self-dissolution was that almost all the documents from this department were destroyed.

Although today, there are vast amounts of data regarding the Ministry of State Security’s work stored at the Archive of the Federal Commissioner for Stasi Records (das Archiv des Bundesbeauftragten für die Stasi-Unterlagen, hence the abbreviation BStU-Archiv) available for the legally defined purposes, we still have to state that the Ministry of State Security itself destroyed large volumes of files in order to conceal its own activities and to protect its full-time employees and Unofficial Collaborators. The approximately 15,000 sacks of torn documents that were seized demonstrate the destruction which hadn’t been completed. There are neither reliable data regarding the overall amount of the destruction nor are there reliable estimates. Furthermore, it’s not merely about the scope but also about the quality of the destroyed documents so that quantitative estimates do say very little about the content.

Again, it was the Central Round Table that approved the special documents be destroyed: All magnetic tapes (10,000), 5,000 discs and 500 removable disc storage devices at the Ministry for State Security were destroyed. The official argument was that these documents were not to be worked with again. The Ministry for State Security declared that these documents were present in writing as well. Later, it actually came out that this declaration was wrong. Later on, people succeeded in reconstructing parts of these electronically stored documents that had been destroyed.

For further details regarding the files and the discussion about their future use, see the Chapter “Regime Archives”.

CITIZENS PARTICIPATING IN THE TRANSITION PROCESS

The citizens participating in the transition process is a broad topic: It ranges from the innumerable demonstrations and manifestations to the cooperation in the newly founded committees and initiatives at a local, regional and central level. Here, we shall outline merely the most significant aspects.

The Peaceful Revolution within the GDR that took place in autumn 1989 and the subsequent transition process towards democracy would have been unthinkable without a brave and powerful civil movement. During the 1980s, a varied opposition emerged. Although it had been rather small-scale at first, mostly linked to the Evangelic Church activities, the number of male and female citizens expressing their protest against
the state and party leadership and in favour of democratization rose enormously throughout the revolutionary year. In autumn 1989 something happened that would have been unthinkable some months before: hundreds of thousands of demonstrators in small and larger cities across the GDR went to the streets in spite of the country’s armed forces.

Apart from these dynamics emerging from the population, important framework conditions are to be listed that became important for the Peaceful Revolution and the successful transition process from a dictatorship to a democratic state: the international situation, the dramatic reform processes in the Soviet Union led by Mikhail Gorbachev in the late 1980s, the USSR virtually retreating as far as its troops presence for the GDR’s purposes were concerned, the USA’s support for a united Germany and on the other hand, the GDR ruling system’s visible decay both on the political and economic level.

The East German population’s awakening represents a key condition for the success of the revolution autumn of 1989 and the overall successful transformation process. Even an ailing regime would neither have resigned just like that or collapsed, as it had ruled for at least 40 years; the civil movement had been a rather weak and a marginal phenomenon until 1989. In contrast to other Central and Eastern European countries, the emigrations into the Federal Republic of Germany and state-enforced expatriations into this country weakened the opposition’s potential or at least reduced the number of discontented citizens remaining in the country. Nevertheless, during the summer and in the autumn of 1989, protests within the population emerged on an unimaginable scale. This development was also reflected in the citizens participating in the Stasi dissolution.

To be more precise, we can already detect during the autumn demonstrations that the Stasi and its operations were being focused on. The demands expressed during demonstrations and manifestations across the country referred to free elections, speaking about the electoral frauds in public, freedom to travel and other democratic rights; and also the Stasi’s dissolution or at least its downsizing was the protesting citizens’ declared target everywhere. Occupying the regional Stasi offices from December 1989 and finally, the seizure of the Ministry of State Security’s headquarters on January 15th 1990 clearly express this development. Yet what was being called an “occupation” didn’t mean that the civil movement took these offices entirely under its control. This was rather a continuous process of limiting the actual exertion of power and only partially an effective interference into the procedures within the apparatus. Not even the occupations were able to entirely stop the files being destroyed during this phase. Surely, the knowledge about the ruling as well as the apparatus that had hitherto still been working in general was being used – as it had been the case in the subsequent formalized participations of the citizens – in order to monitor the interests of the system that had not yet been changed. During this phase, active citizens were actually also lay people in handling the secret service apparatus.

Following several local precursors, from December 1989, the Central Round Table in Berlin became a location where the rulers negotiated with representatives of the stronger opposition in equal representation about the shape of the transition process. The fact that such a round table had been established clearly demonstrated that the democratization process was irreversible from now on which thus meant the end for the Socialist Unity of Germany party’s reign – it was forced to publicly negotiate with the declared enemies. Dissolving the Stasi was a key issue of these negotiations.

Hundreds of cities and municipalities followed this Central Round Table example, establishing local or regional Round Tables. It was relatively frequent that the Round Tables built thematic work groups that often focused on security issues or on the Stasi dissolution. There were no unified Round Table procedural rules.

The Round Tables manifested that the Socialist Unity Party regime handed over power and the opposition’s institutionalization; they may be regarded as an important though not decisive factor contributing to an orderly and non-violent system change. They were important locations where consensus-oriented talks took place. Yet their lacking democratic legitimation as well as the frequent deception within the Round Tables by false information from the state bodies was criticized.

Civil committees were constituted from December 4th onwards in Erfurt in all GDR district capitals and in many regional capitals. These committees occupied the Stasi offices and were primarily focused on halting the Stasi file destruction. Opposition members and active citizens were members of these committees. The civil committee in Berlin was founded, but late on, on January 15th 1990. This came in connection with the mass demonstration that took place in front of the Stasi headquarters and the occupation thereof.

Civil committees were not composed according to any specific rules.

The Security partnerships of state institutions (the People’s Police, prosecuting offices) and citizens active in the civil movement occurred in many places in order to prevent escalations and the emergence of violence. As important as this might be for safeguarding the non-violent character of this revolutionary process, it was, on the other hand also the rulers’ last opportunity to put through their interests at various levels, albeit with restrictions. As far as the civil movement is concerned, which couldn’t have had any insider knowledge, this was the ticket to the spheres of state power that had hitherto been top secret.

The State Committee for the Ministry of State Security dissolution (formal expression: Office for National Security) was established in February 1990 through a GDR government resolution. It was meant to create a civil control for the dissolution process. Three commissioners, with two of them being from the civil movement, were vested with governing power to control this process.

Further citizen participation phenomena were – to some extent, together with the previously mentioned institutions – work groups, investigation commissions, commissions composed of equal numbers of representatives, consulting groups and dialogue forums.

LESSONS LEARNT

POSITIVE

Although the political opposition within the GDR in the 1980s was relatively weak and internally split, it was able to get a response from a vast group of inhabitants during 1989 in relation
to the democratization process. This large-scale participation of citizens in cities and within rural areas can be regarded as one of the key conditions for the success of the revolution process.

■ It was neither Gemany’s unity that became effective on October 3rd 1990, nor was it the decision taken by the first and only freely elected GDR parliament in March 1990: the decision to dissolve the State Security without any substitution had already been taken in December 1989/January 1990. Given all the problems linked with the transition, the rulers didn’t even manage to establish small successor organizations. This clear step was surely linked to the reunification that was already on the horizon, yet due to the significant pressure from the civil movement, it already occurred during a phase when these perspectives hadn’t yet become clear and when the decision powers hadn’t yet been redistributed.

■ The different forms in which opposition citizens participated in the change process (especially the Round Tables and the Civil Committees) can be regarded as an important precondition for the revolution’s peaceful course. The fact that a transition process which was shaped this way left time for the old rulers to put through their interests (e.g. wiping out any traces by destroying files) is not a counterargument serving against a peaceful transformation which prefers talks and political negotiations.

■ People managed to prevent large-scale file destruction. The Archive of the Federal Commissioner for the Records of the State Security Service with its large stock bears witness to this. It is the civil movement’s achievement that the destruction was detected and made public and that powerful attempts were made to counterbalance the destruction or to limit it.

■ It is to be positively valued that parts of the old system (albeit only small ones) supported the transition process by providing the civil movement, and later the democratically legitimized institutions, with their insider knowledge about the apparatus’ mode of operation. Until today, this has remained a controversially discussed issue. For sure, it’s a very sensitive one. Yet as far as the highly complex transition processes of this kind are concerned, it hardly appears to be dispensable relying on constructive and expert powers from the old system, albeit for a limited period of time. Within this context, clarifying the preconditions and conditions for such participation is important (honestly meant breakup with the past, indispensability of the expertise, transparent participation, close following/control of the activity, fixed-term activity within sensitive areas).

NEGATIVE

■ It was not possible to prevent the Stasi destroying documents entirely or partially on a large scale that would have been of significant importance for reconciling with the past. These file destructions partially took place during a period in 1989 when the course of the revolution had not yet become clear, i.e. these activities couldn’t be controlled from the outside. It’s the civil movement’s achievement having vitally disturbed this process by occupying the Stasi offices from December 1989 onwards and having made it a publicly perceived problem. Nevertheless, an effective or comprehensive prevention or at least monitoring of the destroyed files was not provided due to this. Thus, documents were destroyed in a not precisely definable scope which would have documented the Stasi’s activities and listed the people collaborating with the Stasi.

Nevertheless, what is positive and needs to be stressed is that in spite of the file destruction, there have been vast amounts of Stasi documents preserved – which was quite contrary to the situation in any previously collapsed state. These documents enabled a comprehensive analysis of the Stasi’s activities. Based upon law, they have been made accessible since 1991 for historical reappraisal with the dictatorship in general, for personal perusal of the files as well as for prosecution purposes, for vetting, for rehabilitating victims, for research, for the media and other purposes – under the condition of protecting the personality rights of the affected persons.

■ The Central Round Table approved the Stasi’s foreign espionage department, the Main Department for Intelligence (Hauptverwaltung Aufklärung) dissolving itself. This self-dissolution caused an almost full-scale destruction of the working documents from this field. The state leaders achieved the approval through deceiving the opposition. As it later came out, the HVA was not “merely” a foreign intelligence service but represented an integral part of the suppression apparatus also within the country.

■ Destroying the Ministry for State Security’s electronic data carriers was also done with the Central Round Table’s approval. Also in this case, deception paved the way to approval: the claim that there was a written copy of all the electronically stored information was proven as false later on.

■ Due to the fact that a vast amount of the Stasi documents were already opened in the early 90s, an imbalanced situation occurred that did not correspond to the relation of the Stasi’s and the Socialist Unity Party’s balance of power. While the sight was almost lost of the governing party and its responsible persons – with some rare exceptions – there were public discussions against Stasi collaborators even in less important cases which had labor law consequences for these people. Irrespective of how important coming to terms with the secret police work and the Stasi was and still is, the Socialist Unity Party’s leading role needs to be respected also in relation to the Stasi.

Altogether we can state regarding the negative or critical dimensions that on the one hand, there was a dramatic erosion at the state and party leadership level, but both apparatchiks didn’t entirely lose their function. And on the other hand, the civil movement and opposition gained importance and power, yet the latter suffered so much from internal disputes, were not ready to take over power jointly and didn’t have enough expertise regarding the mode of operation of the bureaucratic apparatus. Thus, it wasn’t possible to omit adverse accompanying effects in spite of a highly successful process.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The end of a secret police, of a collapsing and finally also legally ending dictatorship is a complex process if we do not intend to restrict this to the correct but rather bold call for entire dissolution. Each affected country had to find its own ways; this shall apply to the future as well as the respective political and societal context and the very specific power relations within the transition process were and still are of decisive importance. As far as the GDR’s collapse is concerned, the specific German-German history and the prospect of uniting both German countries
formed – as has already been mentioned – important framework conditions. Nevertheless, some general recommendations can be noted down:

- Saving the legacy, preventing file destruction
  This recommendation is meant to provide for the material substance being kept that can serve as an information source as comprehensively as possible and inform about the secret police’s activity. Democratically legitimized institutions and bodies do have to decide upon the orderly access to these documents from the constitutional state point of view (see below). Although it is not clear yet how the approach to this heritage shall be shaped in detail later on, one has to strive to save the existing sources.
- Do not allow yourself to be deceived, create as extensive controls as possible
  The “logic” of a secret police is – on the one hand – to preserve as much information as long as possible – which means so long as the deprivation of power may possibly be prevented. On the other hand, this “logic” also bears the growing probability to such an extent that files will be destroyed by the officers (still) in service as the probability of the regime’s collapse grows. It’s about wiping out traces, protecting collaborators and destroying all that could serve as evidence against these people later on. Also changes, counterfeits of existing documents can figure among these services’ tactics during the transition process. Although the transition should be carried out in cooperation, in a non-violent and as consensual way as possible – for good reason – mistrust of the still active organizations and their activities is apt at this moment and strict controls are necessary. This also applies to situations where the secret police that is to be deprived of power cooperates, as such a situation does not make the above-mentioned “logic” invalid.
- No access to the files without constitutional state regulation
  Secret service documents are most sensitive documents. They bear testimony to an intervention into frequently very personal and intimate spheres of people without paying respect to the rules applicable in a constitutional state. The personal rights of all people within a constitutional state deserve high protection. Providing this protection is a priority when overcoming the dictatorship. It’s precisely here where the difference of a system that disrespects the fundamental rights of individuals becomes apparent. That’s why discussing the rules about the access to these files is of the utmost importance. Carefulness is of more importance than speed, yet it is to be necessary that no unauthorized access occurs during the clarification phase. One has to strive for as large a consensus within the new legal system as possible regarding the document usage; this can prevent an everlasting quarrel about this issue also preventing repeated legal uncertainties or at least diminishing them.
- Inviting external experts to participate in the file access discussion
  With all due respect to a national decision – it is advisable that representatives of other countries or possibly international institutions join the discussion about constitutional state governed access to the files. Both positive and less positive experiences should be mentioned just as the legal dimensions should – as this is actually a complex constitutional law, and data protection as well as an archive-legal issue. A path well paved by constitutional law and the access to the highly sensitive files is to counterbalance the tensions between the interest for reappraising the dictatorship on the one hand and paying due respect to the personal rights of the affected persons on the other – irrespective of whether they are victims or perpetrators – as they are both persons entitled to fundamental rights to an equal extent in a constitutional state.
- Critically reflecting the focus on the secret police
  As important as coming to terms with the secret police activities undoubtedly is, it’s also important to reflect their role within the dictatorship. In the case of the GDR, it can be taken for granted that the Stasi represented the “Shield and Sword” as it called itself, performing thus a role through which it served the Party. Thus, working on the dictatorship activities may not confine itself to discussing merely the secret service activities as this would virtually relieve of blame the communist party that gave the orders. Thus, the role of the secret service within the collapsed system is necessary in order to define the priorities for coming to terms with the dictatorial past. There is the paradoxically seeming danger of exaggerating the role of the secret police as its activities incorporated suppression.
- Approaching the former secret police full time employees
  Generally, further employing the former full time secret police employees within state institutions is to be regarded as a problem. It is to be prevented as far as possible when the newly built institutions’ respect and integrity could be in danger. Yet in all cases a transparent and, furthermore, differentiated approach towards this topic is to be recommended. Thus, it may be important for shaping the transition and reappraisal of the dictatorship to use the former employees’ expertise for inspecting the secret service’s work. Such cooperation in the process of coming to terms with the past should be acknowledged as experience has shown that the vast majority of the former employees are not willing to cooperate in such a way that’s perceived as a betrayal. Yet further employment of formerly collaborating employees should be designed in such a way that the feelings of the victims within the system that has collapsed are not unnecessarily burdened. Thus, these people should not be deployed in institutions serving the reappraisal of the dictatorship. Additionally, as far as further employment is concerned, it should be considered which role the particular person has played within the apparatus. Experience has demonstrated that blanket injustice convictions are not helpful, as only a differentiated check of individual cases brings us further on.
- Approach to former Unofficial Collaborators
  As far as the transition process is concerned, uncovering the collaboration with the secret police carries a lot of politically explosive issues. This is another reason why it’s important to provide for the document security as soon as possible. Actually, only reliable information derived from sources within the files carried out by the offices authorized to do so can establish a solid base for uncovering an Unofficial Collaborator and keeping them far from any political or professional functions. Suspicions or presumptions not based upon facts may not be enough. The consequences for a solidly provable activity as an Unofficial Collaborator have to be differentiated. There was a broad range of unofficial activities; this prohibits blanket decisions. The reactions may range from dismissal from the public services, to changing employment up to unchanged further employment.
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INTRODUCTION

The Ministry for State Security’s files already played an important role during the Peaceful Revolution and the subsequently led fierce debate regarding the files being opened and finally, when the Socialist Unity Party (SED) dictatorship was reappraised. It was right that people warned about focusing too much on the Ministry for State Security and its files as the Ministry for State Security was no independent actor but a Socialist Unity Party power instrument. Yet also other files such as those coming from the Socialist Unity Party, from the parties and mass organizations, from the state administration or the National People’s Army represent important proofs and research opportunities into the repressive structures and activities in the GDR dictatorship. These files were taken over by the Federal Archive (Bundesarchiv). On the one hand, the Stasi files’ central significance lies in the fact that the Ministry for State Security including its observation and eavesdropping system as well as its collecting mania linked to these activities to many GDR citizens symbolized the lack of freedom and lack of transparency. The goal was to unlock the knowledge about power structures, address openly the injustice and make the information accessible which is indispensable for reappraising, thus turning around the purpose for which they were originally intended and used. The timely opening and use of the secret police files without any archive blocking period furthermore represented a legal challenge as this situation meant getting onto hitherto unknown societal-political territory of which there had been no historical example. The Stasi Records Act (Stasi-Unterlagen-Gesetzes, hence the abbreviation StUG) of 20.12.1991 laid down the foundation for a comprehensive reappraisal by using the Stasi files which is a process that has not been completed yet.

THE MINISTRY FOR STATE SECURITY ARCHIVES AT THE TIME OF TAKEOVER

In many ways, the legacy of the Ministry for State Security constituted an unprecedented and difficult task that was hardly to be coped with by the conventional archive working methods. This was not merely due to the content and the way the files originated but also due to the size, the complicated structure of the search and storage system organized according to the conspiratorial principles and methods used by the secret police and last but not least, it was due to the shape and the order in which the documents were when they were taken over.

As far as the content was concerned, it comprised the product made by a gigantic surveillance apparatus in whose eyes every dissenting person was already a potential enemy. The Ministry for State Security has countless times collected and processed information about citizens from the GDR or other countries infringing elementary personal rights of privacy and documented its own repressive measures. A key role in this process had the reports of the Unofficial Collaborators (Inoffizielle Mitarbeiter, hence the abbreviation IMF). In the late period there were approx. 180,000 of them. Apart from the files on the victims and the Unofficial Collaborators, there were also files about the permanent staff, the prosecuting offices files as well as other files of various kinds. After completion, the files processed in the numerous service units, were stored in the Archive department XII (Archivabteilung XII) which means not according to the usual archive storage principle, i.e. not in the respective service unit section but these files were stored in the “storage space” (“Ablagen”), instead. Thus, there was a main “operative storage space” (“operative Hauptablage”) and a general main storage space (“allgemeine Hauptablage”), with the classification appearing nontransparent, arbitrary to outsiders.

The main issue with the archive was the personal files related to surveillance.

The Ministry of State Security’s central search mechanism was a huge index card system. The central card files contained information collected by the Ministry for State Security, which was regarded as interesting – be it for whatever reasons. These card files listed people (the so-called F 16), files (the so-called F 22), code-names (the so-called F 77) as well as streets and important objects (the so-called F 78). The fact that it was possible to take over these files in a virtually undamaged shape played a decisive role for the subsequent use of the archive for reappraisal purposes. Today, this card file classification forms the central search method applied for finding out whether a person was monitored by the Ministry for State Security and whether there are files on this person.

The Ministry for State Security’s operational activities had been stopped due to many district administrations having been occupied by angry citizens at the beginning of December 1989 and due to the Berlin Central Administration having been seized by demonstrators and occupants on January 15th 1990. The state of the Ministry for State Security’s legacy at the time when it was taken over in the Central Administration in Berlin and in the individual District Administrations proved to be quite inconsistent.

The records from the District and Object-specific Offices pertaining to the Ministry for State Security had already been brought by their staff to the Regional Administrations and partially been destroyed. In the course of the Peaceful Revolution, the scope of the files found was partially packed into sacks and brought to safe places such as bunkers, car parking halls or prisons, even though these facilities were patentely unfit for storing and processing the files.

In the Berlin based Central Administration files had also partly been destroyed, though part of them had only been pre-shredded, i.e. torn manually. The majority of these files were saved. When these files were taken over, only about one half of them had been stored in the archive. The other half of these files was found in the respective bureaus of the service units (and only in Berlin, there were 5,800 of these). As a first step, these incredible amounts of files were wrapped into packs and tied together indicating the respective office they had been found in. In this sense, there was neither order nor were the files accessible.
Following January 15th 1990 when these documents were taken over, this archive was submitted to the GDR State Archive Administration and the buildings were guarded by the police and Civil Committee members.

The overall volume of the rescued documents from the former Ministry for State Security was comprised of:

- Documents: approximately 111 so-called file kilometers, with approximately 41 Mio. index cards
- Filmed documents: if converted, this would correspond to approximately 47 km
- Sacks with torn documents: 15,000 of which containing reconstructible documents
- Audiovisual media (photographs, films, videos, audio tapes): approx. 1.7 Mio.
- Furthermore several computer files, as the Ministry for State Security had been using IT since the 60s as well.

This meant that people had to deal with one of the largest archives in Germany and the fate as well as the use of this archive was now to be decided upon.

The insufficiently secured archive legacy from the Ministry for State Security was now fronted by high expectations and the pressure created mainly by civil rights activists to use the Stasi-files for uncovering the Ministry for State Security’s manipulations.

**DESCRIPTING THE TRANSITION**

After the Ministry for State Security Archives had been seized and taken over, securing the buildings and documents became the primary task. The period prior to March 1990 especially, had not been free of uncertainties and uncontrolled influence exerted by forces of the Socialist Unity Party and the Ministry for State Security. Thus, it was mainly the employees of the Ministry for State Security who tied up the documents into bundles. This was carried out under the Civil Rights Committee supervision yet it was not possible to guarantee this supervision everywhere. Even in February 1990, employees of the Ministry for State Security had been destroying files in an uncontrolled manner.

In March 1990, the Central Round Table approved that all magnetic data carriers of the Ministry for State Security that contained personal data – including the electronic card file system of unofficial collaborators – be erased and destroyed. People didn’t want to risk this information to be misused, yet were deceived by the misleading explanation that this information was available on paper as well.

Already in February 1990, the Task Force for Security of the Round Table, approved that the files of the Main Intelligence Administration (Hauptverwaltung Aufklärung, hence the abbreviation HVA) be destroyed in the course of this unit dissolving itself. Later on, this also proved to be a mistake.

Already at the beginning of the 1990s, files from the Ministry for State Security were first used by the GDR Department of public prosecution. Given the compromises and the retreat of the Socialist Unity Party rulers, these institutions as well as the police now appeared to support reappraising the Ministry for State Security’s activities together. Though a ministerial decree dating back to 8.2.1990 generally blocked the use of files, the prosecuting offices and courts were granted access to the Ministry of State Security files in connection with investigating cases of abuse of power, and mainly in connection with the first applications for rehabilitation.

During the first and only free elections to the GDR parliament, the Volkskammer (People’s Chamber) on 18. 3. 1990, it became public that several prominent top candidates within the new democratic parties had been long-term Unofficial Collaborators (IM) of the Stasi. The sources of these discoveries were information published by former Ministry for State Security officers. A first check of the representatives had been carried out by a Volkskammer Special Committee following the elections and according to the available options. Among others, two ministers of the new government resigned after their contacts with the Ministry for State Security had become public.

After the democratically legitimized government had been built, the Minister of the Interior became responsible for the Ministry for State Security archives. This partially led to tensions with the civil committees that had hitherto taken over the responsibility. In June 1990, the Volkskammer entrusted Member of Parliament, Joachim Gauck, who was chair of a Special Committee for the control and the dissolution of the Ministry for State Security/ for the Office for National Security (Amt fü r Nationale Sicherheit, hence the abbreviation AFNS), to prepare a bill for handling the Stasi files.

A controversial debate flared up in the GDR regarding this issue. The arguments ranged from the demand to destroy at least a part of the files, especially the personal data files, to blocking access to these files for a long time and there were even arguments going so far as to demand a comprehensive opening and handing over of the files to the respective affected victims (“Everybody gets his file”). The GDR government had a restrictive opinion. The Prime Minister de Maiziere – who himself was facing reproaches for having allegedly been an Unofficial Collaborator – expressly claimed that he feared “blood and thunder” would follow especially if the files were made accessible to the citizens. The government bill of 1990 then provided that the files should be used only in exceptional cases.

The Volkskammer Act that was finally passed on 24. 8. 1990 following a critical debate and fundamental amendments granted the affected people the right to information if this wasn’t interfering with other people’s interests. Furthermore, this act stipulated that additional to rehabilitation purposes and for prosecuting crimes linked to the Ministry for State Security activities, the files should be used for safety checks and for proving whether a person had been officially or unofficially collaborating with the Ministry for State Security – with the affected person’s consent. On principle, information to intelligence services was not to be provided.

In the meantime, the German-German negotiations regarding the GDRs accession to the Federal Republic of Germany assumed concrete forms. When it became public that the Act of the Opening of the Stasi’s Files was not to be incorporated by the Reunification Treaty in line with the mutual will expressed during the negotiations between East and West and that the Stasi-files were to become part of the Federal Archive agenda both de jure and de facto, the civil rights activists started protesting. They didn’t want to abandon this achievement of the Peaceful Revolution. Again, former Stasi offices were seized by civil rights activists.

The discussion regarding Stasi file use gained another dimension due to having been extended to the West German territory. Leading politicians from the West feared as well that granting access to the files would threaten social peace as well as poison the climate in the reunited Germany or even cause a split within
the society. Furthermore, granting access to the personal data without any blocking periods appeared to be hardly compatible with the rule of law in the Federal Republic of Germany.

Due to the time pressure caused by the Unification Treaty that was soon to come into effect, the need to provide for an early and comprehensive legal regulation of the Stasi file use was expressly defined in additional agreements to the Unification Treaty.

Joachim Gauck, the Special Commissioner for Stasi-Documents appointed by the Federal government commenced his work immediately after the reunification on October 3rd 1990. He was supported by a committee that was set-up consisting of members from the Federal Ministry of the Interior and members from the former Civil Rights Committee as well as employees from different federal institutions who were entrusted with this task. Together they faced an almost impossible task: The Special Commissioner had to establish the structure of an authority, in parallel hire employees and train them, provide for the archive’s provisional mode of use and to find documents in order to be able to process thousands of official applications and to provide information without delay. For these special, difficult and demanding tasks within the information and archive sector, no trained personnel were available. The staff volume was to rise within a few years from slightly below 60 to more than 3,000.

To most, this meant “learning by doing.” Based on the preliminary user rules in connection with the additional agreements to the Unification Treaty, it was possible to provide information as early as December 1990 onwards. This information was used in relation to rehabilitation authorities or to prosecuting offices (now anchored in the constitutional state system), and for the purpose of checking the representatives and members within the public service. Several thousand applications came in every day.

Thanks to the central card index system, it was possible to find out relatively quickly whether a person was registered by the Ministry for State Security. Yet, especially finding the files that had not yet been archived proved to be very difficult under the given conditions. There were many cases where this would not have been possible without the insider knowledge of certain individual former staff from the Ministry for State Security who were willing and cooperated.

On 20.12.1991 the Act comprehensively governing the access to the Stasi’s documents, i.e. the Stasi Records Act (§StUG) came into force. This was preceded by an objective discussion at a parliamentary level. It led to a general consensus, which was last, but not least a result of the lessons learnt from German history after 1945, according to which a comprehensive reappraisal of the Ministry of State Security and the Socialist Unity Party Dictatorship was to be made possible immediately and without any blocking periods. The framework conditions were now defined by the “Grundgesetz” (the Federal German constitution) and the general right of privacy anchored in it, the civil rights activists’ interests and the interests of the victims in the former GDR as well as the safety interests of the reunited federal Germany.

The StUG aimed at paying due respect to and balancing the different interests and providing a solution to the main disputed issues and it proved to be surprisingly stable within the subsequent period.

The Ministry for State Security archives became the agenda of the Federal Commissioner for the Records of the State Security Service (der Bundesbeauftragte für die Stasi-Unterlagen der ehemaligen DDR, hence BStU) who was elected for a 5-year period (eligible for a maximum number of 2 periods) by the Bundestag (Federal Parliament). Yet they remained decentralized, located at their hitherto sites in Berlin and the former Regional Administrations. The BStU is not subject to a subject-specific supervision, but only to legal supervision by the federal government (§§ 35 ff. StUG). As far as fundamental issues are concerned, he is advised by an advisory committee (§ 39 StUG), the members of which are appointed by the federal parliament and individual federal states.

As the main issue this act stipulates that the BStU has the exclusive competence to store and take custody for the Stasi-files, which is closely linked with the duty of disclosure and duty to hand over all external Stasi-files (§§ 7 ff. StUG) as well as the use of these files exclusively for the purposes specified in the act, i.e. the use is strictly bound to a specific purpose (§§ 4 subs. 1, 29, 32 subs. 4 StUG).

The StUG not merely gave the victims the right to get information but emphasized the individual’s right to get access to the information collected on him. This claim of the civil rights activists corresponded to the “Right on information self-determination” derived by the Federal Constitutional Court from the Grundgesetz. This not only refers to the protection of personal data that may not be re-used without consent, but also to the fundamental right to see these data and to determine their use. In order to be able to grant the Stasi victims the right to inspect their personal data, extensive protective rules were required to protect data of third persons. According to the StUG, the right to gain access into “one’s own file” also encompasses the right to get to know who provided the information about the person. Disclosing the legal (uncodified) names of Unofficial Collaborators without their consent requires a restriction of the personal rights of former employees of the Ministry for State Security. Differentiating between “victims and perpetrators” (the StUG actually doesn’t use these terms) thus became a general principle throughout the whole StUG. This act differentiates between the “affected and third persons” who have an unrestricted right to inspect the files regarding themselves on the one hand, and the “collaborators” or the “beneficiaries” on the other hand, who may only inspect their own personnel files, not the case files. But above all, they do have to accept that their names are disclosed without prior consent within the legally defined purposes of use. The StUG formally defines the previously mentioned groups of persons in § 6 StUG.

The right of access to personal files has been anchored in §§ 12 ff. StUG. If certain conditions are met, information may also be provided regarding the fate of lost or deceased relatives (§ 15 StUG).

The rush of applicants that arose in January 1992 surpassed all prognoses. By March 1992, already 200,000 applications had been filed and in 1995, there were already more than one million. The talks to be led with the applicants required not only expert knowledge but also empathy, as many had been victims of the measures applied by the Ministry for State Security and were now facing file contents that partially felt like a burden. Especially those who opposed the GDR regime and who significantly contributed to the files being opened, but also simple citizens who merely wanted to make use of their most fundamental rights in the GDR, now had the opportunity to gain clarity regarding the methods the Stasi used for interfering in their lives by influencing them covertly. They now had the opportunity to read what the Ministry for State Security knew about
them, which person from their surroundings had provided information, which methods had been applied to recruit Unofficial Collaborators, but also who resisted the recruitment attempts. Especially the last subject was of vital importance for trusting the respective people’s personal environment. Particularly tragic fates resulting from particularly insidious Stasi methods called “Zersetzungsmethoden” (decomposition methods) became known, due to which friendships and families were destroyed or as a result of which people suffered mental crises. Quite frequently, the Ministry for State Security decisively contributed to youngsters being sent to childcare homes and youths to educational institutions. Understandably, the affected persons’ reactions to reading the files that sometimes amounted to several folders and several thousand pages of record were varying – depending upon the circumstances and the persons themselves. Especially during the first period these reactions frequently included horror, speechlessness, disappointment, grief and anger. In cases of less voluminous documents, they were sent to the applicant by post. In difficult or significantly larger cases, an appointment for personal inspection of the documents was made, in which the documents were explained to the applicant in a preliminary talk. It has proven to be sensible to keep in contact with victims’ organizations to which the person could be referred if necessary.

For further information on the purpose of vetting, see the Chapter “Lustration and the process of vetting”.

The question to what extent the state authorities, investigative bodies and especially intelligence services were to be granted access to the information that had been collected by the previous secret police about affected and third persons proved to be essential. The use of documents that resulted from unconstitutional activities should in no way prolong and repeat the injustice suffered by the victims of the Ministry for State Security. Thus, any use of the documents to the disadvantage of a victim is prohibited (§ 5 Abs.1 StUG). Except in the case of criminal prosecution of regime-related crimes, the Ministry for State Security files may only be used as evidence in cases that are listed in a specific list of serious crimes such as murder, manslaughter etc. (§ 23 Abs.1 Nr.1 StUG). The Ministry for State Security documents were of great importance in detecting the Socialist Unity Party’s assets abroad as it enabled the detection of assets that were placed in foreign front companies. A special investigation committee and an investigative commission of parliament had been established for this purpose.

The StUG basically prohibits the use of documents on affected and third persons by the now responsible federal German intelligence services. Exceptions are only allowed in the case of the intelligence services’ own employees, if the inspection is serving the employees’ safety (§ 25 Abs.1 StUG). This restriction, furthermore, mitigated the sharpness of the previously disputed issue of providing information. In this case, the very specific situation of the reunified Germany became apparent. The secret services active working in the Federal Republic of Germany were interested in counterintelligence-related and terrorism-related information, whereas they didn’t show any interest in the Ministry for State Security’s reports on citizens pertaining to the opposition within the GDR. First named documents have to be archived separately by the BSU like other documents classified as secret (§ 37 Abs.1 No. 3 StUG) and may only be used if the Ministry of the Interior agrees. Yet this refers to rare cases only.

By granting access to the researchers and media (§§ 32–34 StUG), the foundations for a comprehensive and historical reappraisal of the Ministry for State Security’s and the Socialist Unity Party’s activity were laid. The use of personal data in research and by the media naturally represents an especially sensitive area of application as here personal rights require special protection, yet at the same time, they are in a charged relationship with the fundamental rights of freedom of press and freedom of research.

In this case too, a legal distinction is made between the affected and the third persons on the one hand, who do have to give their consent to any provision and use of documents – in contrast to the collaborators and beneficiaries on the other.

Furthermore, there is a special category of people comprising prominent persons of contemporary history and holders of political functions or of a public office, as long as the request refers to their contemporary history role or their line of public action. As a result of a supreme court ruling, caused by the West German politician Helmut Kohl, access to Ministry for State Security documents relating to prominent persons of contemporary history and holders of a public office was modified. In this case, a notification procedure was introduced which gave the person of contemporary history or the holder of a public office the opportunity to raise objections in advance regarding the planned provision of the documents (§ 32 a StUG). Only after following another – judicially reviewable – consideration of legal interests, these objections can be ignored.

According to the law, any provision of documents for research or media purposes is limited by the overriding legitimate interests of third persons who need to be protected, which is especially the case for documents of a highly personal content that aren’t connected to the reappraisal in any way. Such documents cannot be handed out.

As additional protection, the legal preconditions for the provision of the documents by the BSU authority have to be observed by the recipient as well, when he himself publishes later on (§ 32 Abs.3 StUG).

The task to inform the public about structure, methods and about the mode of operation of the Ministry for State Security (§ 37 Abs. 1 No. 5 StUG), formed the foundation for establishing basic research in history issues and for using the Stasi-files for political education by the authority of the BSU itself.

CURRENT SITUATION

The legal basis for the use of Stasi-documents, i.e. the StUG has not fundamentally changed within the 25 years of work on millions of cases. Yet there were turning points, new findings and special conflicts in practice, which partially resulted in changes and the further development of the act.

As far as the personal records inspection is concerned, the option that had previously been granted to the victims, namely to demand that their personal documents be erased, was annulled before this provision had actually come into effect, as it is de facto not possible to strictly separate it from information on other people. Yet there is the option to prevent the relatives of a deceased person gaining access after their relative’s death if the person stipulates this by a written declaration prior to his/her death (§ 15 Abs. 5 StUG).

In 2006 and in line with the archive law, the use of victim’s documents (basically 30 years after their death) was permitted.

More than 25 years after the BSU commenced his work, the numbers of applications are still at a level nobody reckoned
with at the beginning. In 2016, an overall number of 64,000 applications were filed.

Almost 40,000 citizens filed an application in 2016 for personal data inspection; ¼ of them did so for the first time.

Many citizens decide to get an insight into their files only after a very long time. The reasons are manifold (they become pensioners, they hesitate to clear the uncertainty about assumed information in the files, questions of their grandchildren etc.).

In 2016 still more than 3,000 applications related to rehabilitation, compensation and criminal prosecution were made.

The number of research and media applications is currently and constantly at approximately 1,300 per year. In contrast to previous years ¾ are now pertaining to research and ¼ to the media.

The respective departments for processing these applications are specialized according to topics, so that during the applicant’s topic-related research, specialist advice can be provided. In the future documents shall also be provided in digitalized forms and generally processes shall be digitalized in order to meet the requirements of our time.

The archive indexing of the Ministry for State Security records is not yet finished. Until 2016, at least those documents that had not yet been archived by the Ministry for State Security were indexed according to topics. After the archive indexing process is completed, new search indexes shall be established and made available online as a long-term perspective. Hitherto, more than 1.6 million partly torn or damaged paper sheets have been manually reconstructed by 2016. A pilot project with an IT-supported reconstruction method developed by the Fraunhofer-Institut is intended to help reconstruct at least part of the torn documents in sacks. Due to unresolved issues regarding costs and effort, this process has hitherto not been used on a large scale.

As far as the preservation of the records is concerned, inventory protection measures, such as the digitalization of video- and audio-material play a vital role. Frequently, written documents require preservation too.

Until now, numerous publications and handbooks written by the BStU research department focusing on the Ministry for State Security have been published to inform the public about the Ministry for State Security’s areas of activity, to give reports on various aspects of the state and the society within the GDR, as well as on the cooperation of the Ministry for State Security with other Communist secret police forces. Political education such as education at schools is supported by providing appropriate material. The Ministry for State Security’s activities are shown in a permanent exhibition in Berlin, through regional as well as trans-regional temporary exhibitions and by a travelling exhibition in Germany and abroad. There is a plan to establish a comprehensive presentation of the Stasi’s activity using sample cases in the former Central Administration building of the Ministry for State Security. In previous years, the BStU public relation effort has focused more and more on establishing a media library on the Internet as well as on using the new media.

International relations, be it via cooperating with partner organizations in other post-communist countries and numerous visits paid by delegations from all over the world play an important role as well.

Currently, the BStU has a staff of about 1,600 staff in Berlin and its 12 branch offices (as of 2016).

With regard to the future of the Stasi-files the German Bundestag (parliament) decided on 9. 6. 2016 to promote and consequently support the reappraisal of the Socialist Unity Party dictatorship and to take care that the existing access options according to the StUG will be maintained in the future. This decision was preceded by a recommendation of 5. 4. 2016 by an expert commission assigned by the German Bundestag. This recommendation says that the Stasi file archive is to be incorporated into the German Federal Archives (Bundesarchiv), while still retaining a certain organizational independence and remaining on its historical site in Berlin. The documents nowadays stored in the branch offices shall remain at appropriate locations within the five new federal states on a long-term basis – while maintaining the centralized administration. The territory of the former Central Administration of the Ministry for State Security shall be reshaped and turned into a centre of information and events.

LESSONS LEARNT

Opening the Ministry for State Security archives was based on the historical experience that it’s not oblivion but only confrontation and uncovering the actual entanglements, injustice and betrayal that constitute a solid base for overcoming the impacts of a dictatorship. Germany opted for a timely and large-scale opening up, while granting access for its citizens as well, and at the same time providing for a comprehensive guarantee of personal rights to be protected and respect of state-related security interests. The path Germany has embarked on was and still is ambitious and demanding. Especially balancing the interests coming to terms with the past and the rights of the individual became a central and ongoing challenge in handling the Stasi documents in Germany. The fact that the GDR acceded to the Federal Republic of Germany was a special and favourable factor.

By setting the regulations in the Stasi Records Act (StUG) and establishing the authority BStU and permitting the provision of Stasi documents for certain purposes only, the legislator merely created the preconditions and framework for a reappraisal process within society. There was no intention of claiming to have the sovereignty of interpretation or the sovereignty of evaluation, but the intention of the opening was to deprive the Ministry for State Security staff who were the sidekicks of the Socialist Unity Party dictatorship, and the functionalist elite from the former GDR of the chance from creating legends.

■ Taking into consideration that there is an act that has remained stable throughout 25 years as far as the fundamental issues are concerned and given the fact that it formed the basis for 7 million applications for the provision of information or inspection of the Stasi files, we may regard the path that has been chosen as a success story. Especially the fears of negative impacts referring to a split society, social unrest or even acts of vengeance have not been fulfilled.

■ Establishing the office of the Federal Commissioner for the Records of the State Security Service (BStU) by parliament and electing him in an election with a consensual result across the political parties, this independent institution with significant instructional autonomy and a centralized responsibility for the Stasi records, has proved to be successful in preventing the misuse or an inappropriate exploitation of the Stasi-documents during the transition period. The BStU is controlled by government, the parliament and the judicial system.

■ As far as criminal prosecution, vetting and rehabilitation were concerned, the documents from the Ministry for State Security
proved to be indispensable information sources. (for further information on these issues, see the respective chapters).

- Since 1992, more than 2 million individuals have made use of their right to apply for a personal inspection of the Stasi-documents. In approximately one half of these cases, the result was that information had been collected on them, and in more than one third of the cases, documents were found. Although facing the facts that came to light was painful for the affected people in many cases, it has generally been perceived as a liberation and an important step towards regaining sovereignty over their lives.

- The Ministry for State Security records being used by the press, in radio broadcasting and in movies have significantly contributed to the reappraisal of the Socialist Unity Party dictatorship by the public. The media are indispensable actors within the public discourse of civil society. Without the media portraying the Ministry for State Security’s and the Socialist Unity Party’s power mechanisms, sometimes namely exemplified by the fate of individual people documented in numerous reports or documents, it would not have been possible to explain the Socialist Unity Party dictatorship and the reappraisal thereof to the broad public in the Eastern and Western part of the country equally. It was frequently the press that became the first actor to uncover the connections and the entanglements of important personalities or areas of society.

- The GDR power mechanisms being reappraised via topic-related research projects is equally important. Thanks to numerous publications, analyses and monographies issued by either private researchers or by research institutes investigations were carried out regarding the Socialist Unity Party dictatorship in relation to any possible aspect using the Stasi documents for this purpose, explaining and presenting them in a more comprehensive context. Also Research projects of the utmost importance, such as those on the victims on the German-German border, on the fate of political victims or the Ministry for State Security’s influence on West German policies as well as regarding the cooperation with other Eastern European secret services have been completed or launched only throughout recent years.

- Furthermore, the Ministry for State Security files are an appropriate starting point for introducing the issues of dictatorship, of rights of freedom and of a constitutional state to younger people in the framework of political education by showing them individual cases that have been prepared for this purpose.

- Even in the GDR, where the dictatorship fell within just a few weeks, where the secret police archives were occupied and where the Ministry for State Security was finally dissolved, people didn’t succeed in saving all Stasi-files without any losses. Such a thing would have required a sharp break without any transition and a strict safeguarding of the files being stored consistently. The question remains, whether it is realistic to interrupt a secret police’s activity so abruptly that this secret police does not have any option to destroy file material prior to handing over the archives. In the case of the Ministry for State Security, such destruction took place even after its activity had ended. Yet the type and the scope of this destruction didn’t reach a level that would be sufficiently high for questioning the reappraisal itself.

- Due to the vast amount, it was not possible to complete the topic-related indexing of the records as well as the provision of a complete search system for research purposes even after 25 years.

- Making personal data available, at an early point, especially concerning the former Ministry for State Security staff, was only possible by differentiating between documents related to different groups of persons (“the affected” and “the collaborators”) that were granted a different level of protection as far as handling the documents and the use thereof was concerned. Yet if the content of the information and an Unofficial Collaborator’s motives for their activity were not taken into consideration, there was the threat that already the notion of an “Unofficial Collaborator file” (Unterlage zu einem IM) would be perceived or used as a stigmatization. First, this was merely about the procedural issue whether providing the information (as information of an affected person) required previous approval. It is difficult and problematic to clearly differentiate between “perpetrators” and “victims”. The evaluation of the content is something only the affected person is entitled to carry out, he/she is responsible for considering all the circumstances and sources of information. Classifying whether a document may or may not be provided is a tricky task in cases of doubt. The decision has to be taken on by the BStU staff. If it is not possible to conclusively prove that a person had willingly and willingly collaborated with the Ministry for State Security, it is not possible to provide the document without consent.

- The price paid for the extensive access rights granted while ensuring a simultaneous protection of personal rights consists in the high effort linked to this work. The files have to be processed in an appropriate way, which means that, for example, information about unrelated third persons has to be made illegible (i.e.blackened). Furthermore, it was not possible to reject repeated applications as long as the indexing within the archives is not completed.

- It is not possible to assess whether and to what extent clarifying discussions or reconciliations among friends or in families took place as a result of personal file inspection. Yet apparently, former Unofficial Collaborators hardly ever conceded their guilt. Mostly, former Unofficial Collaborators evade a confrontation with people they had been reporting on. Yet this is an aspect pertaining to private life and something that cannot be influenced by the state.

- As far as the applicants for research purposes are concerned, they are not used to the indirect research via the BStU-staff, as this method differs from work in other archives with search systems that are tailored to serve their purposes. Many private applicants appreciate the project-accompanying advice offered by BStU employees in relation to the research work carried out in the numerous partial stocks within the Stasi-archive, whereas primarily professional, specialized researchers criticize that they do not have the option of carrying out free, direct research within the archive via externally available search mechanisms as it’s possible in other archives. They fear that information gets lost in the indirect research performed by the BStU-staff and complain about the anonymization that is too frequent in their opinion. Within this context the BStU research department finds itself in a charged relationship towards external researchers which have to rely on and go by the application procedure (according to § 32 StUG). Since the option to inspect
RECOMMENDATIONS

- The secret police archives are of special importance in overcoming a dictatorship. They can significantly contribute to make the facts known which are required for achieving the different methods and aims of coming to terms with the past.
- The archives and documents are to be protected from destruction, theft or abuse as rapidly as possible – irrespective of how they are to be used later on. They should be especially protected against further access by the hitherto active secret police forces or by unauthorized third persons.
- Any moving of the documents should be done as orderly as possible. Otherwise, there’s the danger that context gets blurred and later use becomes significantly more difficult.
- The documents should be archived, administered and used exclusively by an institution with far-reaching autonomy, which is controlled by parliament based on legal basis.
- The admissible purposes for gaining access to these documents and for using them should be legally defined and formulated as clearly as possible. Especially the victims’ personal data (the affected and third parties) should be strictly protected and basically, the use thereof should be permitted only with the victims’ consent.
- The information about affected persons being used by security agencies or the intelligence services should be limited to narrowly defined cases of overwhelming public interest. One has to find methods of clearly differentiating secret police manipulations from the past that deserve to be reappraised from future legitimate security interests that have to be taken care of.
- In sensitive cases, the personal file inspection by the victims should include a personal talk with the file specialist from the respective providing institution. Furthermore, the aid by professional psychological victim counselling should be mediated if necessary.
- The media are important partners in the process of coming to terms with the past and the public discussion about it. Inappropriate use should be prevented.
- When handing out personal data, interests that need to be protected should be paid respect to and highly intimate information unrelated to reappraisal as such, should be left out in any case.
- The archive indexing of the archive stock should also be carried out according to research-relevant topics and research as such should be provided with appropriate search mechanisms as soon as possible.
- Due to inventory protection reasons and due to reasons of using the material effectively, digitalization options should be made use of at an early stage. This should be primarily focused on documents that are of fundamental importance as far as research, media and political education is concerned. As far as victim files that are used only a few times, digitalization is not such a current topic.
- Reappraisal is a long-term process both within the private and within the societal sphere and this process requires endurance. The authorities administrating the secret police archives should be prepared for that.
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LUSTRATION AND THE PROCESS OF VETTING

JOACHIM FÖRSTER

INTRODUCTION

A decisive factor in establishing a constitutional democracy following the collapse of a dictatorship is that not merely the leading representatives and functionaries of a country but rather the whole public service shall provide a guarantee for the new constitutional order to become reality in daily life and be reliably promoted. It was necessary for the GDR citizens who hadn’t been in touch with democratically legitimized state power to be able to trust the future state institutions. Preventing the hitherto existing political insider relationships also played a vital role. The vetting as to whether the people had collaborated with the Ministry of State Security played a significant role in this respect.

STARTING POSITION

Following the rules stipulated in the Unification Treaty of 27. 8. 1990, the employment relations within the public services in the former GDR generally existed further (Art. 10 as amended by Appendix 1 of the Unification Treaty (in German “Einigungsvertrag”). Yet a termination of employment without prior notice was possible in cases where the principles of humanity of the constitutional state had been breached, or where a collaboration with the Ministry of State Security had been detected which made it unacceptable to further continue the employment. Furthermore, as far as the period of the following two years is concerned (i.e. until 3. 10. 1992), an ordinary right to terminate was provided for in cases of a lack of expertise or of the lack of personal suitability of an employee.

From October 1990 on, many ideologically and politically influenced GDR institutions were shut down and thus, there was a significant reduction in personnel. Also the fact that highly ideology-driven school subjects such as civics or “Wehrkunde” (Military training) were abolished led to several dismissals. The same applies to the diplomatic service and the National People’s Army. As far as the judiciary is concerned, judges and prosecutors had to pass a special aptitude test. Only about 1/3 of them remained within the federal German judiciary system.

The checks as to whether a person had collaborated with the former Ministry for State Security which had already started in the GDR with regard to the Volkskammer representatives freely elected in 1990, became the key issue from 1992 onwards, following the reunification and the Stasi Records Act (Stasi-Unterklagen-Gesetz, hence the abbreviation StUG) and led to the vetting of many functionaries and especially public sector employees within the new federal states, that means the territory of the former GDR.

TRANSITION

The Stasi Records Act (StUG) laid down a binding and detailed explanation of the categories of persons that could be checked, as to whether they had collaborated with the Ministry for State Security. It defines regarding which persons a request to the Federal Commissioner for records of the State Security Service of the former GDR (BStU) (§ 20 Subs. 1 No. 6 and 7 StUG) is admissible. This included all public administration members, members of the federal parliament and of the federal state parliaments (regional parliaments, municipal councils), government members and other holders of official functions, party and association functionaries, judges and lawyers, church functionaries, workers’ councils, people in managing posts within the business sphere as well as people in security-relevant areas. Also the applicants for jobs in these offices could be checked. Checking members of parliament was generally possible only on a voluntary basis.

The responsibility and right to submit such a vetting application was based on the legal provisions applicable for the office or organization handing in such an application. After checking whether the prerequisites were fulfilled, the BStU archives were searched for clues pointing to a full-time or unofficial collaboration with the Ministry of State Security. If such clues were substantiated and if documentary evidence was found, a report was issued to the applying authority describing and summarizing the file content relevant for evaluating the extent of the activity in question. Copies of the respective documents were attached. As far as the Unofficial Collaborators were concerned, this comprised the type and duration of the collaboration, their code name, the case officers, the size of the files, the reason, aim and course of the recruitment, the date of signing the declaration for commitment, the motives, the type and the number of reports delivered, the benefits such a person received, including awards etc. In certain cases, it was difficult to state whether an Unofficial Collaborator had been cooperating willingly and wittingly with the Ministry for State Security, if neither written declaration of commitment nor clear reports filed to the Ministry for State Security were found. In case of full-time employees, it was usually relatively easy to prove the cooperation and determine their field of work, but the cadre documents usually contain little detailed information on their duties.

In certain cases – e.g. in cases of an Unofficial Collaborator under the age of 18 – no report at all should be delivered.

Evaluating the documented activities was not the BStU’s task but was carried out by the applying authority responsible for the respective personnel or by a special commission, which held hearings of the respective person. The eligible authorities and committees that were entitled to hand in an application also decided on whether and which consequences should be taken on base of the report. Frequently, further explanation of the context, especially the specific, conspiratorial working methods of the Ministry for State Security and the meaning of the terminology, were required from the BStU – yet this didn’t comprise an evaluation with respect to the future employment of the vetted person.

Only in exceptional cases – if an involvement of members of parliament or of certain higher ranking functionaries with the Ministry of State Security was discovered by chance – the BStU
had to issue a report even without prior application (§ 27 Subs.1 StUG).

On principle, the information given within the context of a report shall only be used for the purpose it has been applied for (§ 29 StUG).

The option of vetting people with regard to activities for the Ministry for State Security was to end on 31. 12. 2006. The legislator presumed in 1991 that after 15 years, a person should not be reproached for such a connection any more. Yet this period was prolonged twice (in 2006 and in 2011) – each time with amendments (see below).

The first years which are decisive for the renewal of the public service, witnessed the highest number of vetting. By May 1993, it had already exceeded one million. In 2006 the overall number of applications regarding members from the public service, MPs or other functionaries amounted to approximately 2 million.

Yet right from the beginning, there were differences between the different new federal states regarding their vetting practice. Frequently, the respective departments decided themselves, whether a check or consequences would be necessary. There were neither any unified federal or state rules regarding which persons in which offices or functions were to be checked nor in which cases a further employment should be regarded as unacceptable. Usually, the employees had to indicate possible activities for the Ministry for State Security in a questionnaire, which meant that it was not only necessary to evaluate the collaboration itself but also, whether a person had fraudulently lied in relation to it.

After some uncertainties at the beginning, judicial decisions on the subject of protection against unlawful dismissal led to a differentiated practice in the individual cases that had to be decided upon. Reports with hints at collaboration with the Ministry of State Security didn’t automatically lead to a person being fired. Within this context, the relatively broad definition of an Unofficial Collaborator in the StUG needs to be considered, according to which a written commitment to provide was regarded as sufficient. But even a job applicant's false statement related to contact with the Ministry for State Security didn’t automatically lead to a dismissal. There is no centrally issued statistical evaluation of incriminating reports in relation to the consequences taken. Yet there are studies of individual cases from different categories. According to these there are significant deviations between different groups (police, teachers, financial sector etc.) yet one can presume an average rate of approximately 5 to 6 % of the checks where an involvement with the Ministry of State Security was discovered. In approximately half of these cases, the respective persons retained their employment after the check, but here again – there are clear differences between the individual federal states and areas. According to estimates, in approximately 42,000 cases, the persons concerned were fired. The option of vetting within the non-public sector, especially as far as management employees from the private sector are concerned, was used in only a comparably small number of cases.

The microfilm files (the so-called Rosenholz-files) from the Main Intelligence Administration (Hauptverwaltung Aufklärung, hence the abbreviation HVA) being handed over to the BStU in 2003 led to another wave of checks during subsequent years within the public service of some federal states and also for members of the parliament. Yet, due to the mostly missing files and additional documents it was often impossible to prove a wittingly and willingly committed collaboration with the Ministry for State Security. Thus, the frequently expected revelations remained far below expectations. Still, a number of activities for the Ministry for State Security were proven this way. Prior to the vetting options period running out in 2006, fierce political debates were held on the issue of whether the time for a clean break had already come. Furthermore, the fact that it could not be ruled out that further important new information would be uncovered thanks to newly accessed files, played a certain role. Finally, the StUG (7. StUGÄndG of 21. 12. 2006) was amended and determined that the option of vetting should remain only for certain functions (government members, members of parliament and municipalities, leading officers, judges etc.) until 31. 12. 2011 (§ 20 Subs.1 No.6, Subs.3 StUG). Furthermore, a separate provision was made for higher-ranking and international functionaries in the field of sports (§ 20, Subs.1 No.6 g StUG). Finally, several options of vetting now remained for an indefinite period of time (concerning persons working in the field of historical analysis and reappraisal of the GDR and State Security or rehabilitation issues, § 20 subs.1 no.7, for security checks, § 20 subs. 1 no. 11 StUG etc.).

CURRENT SITUATION

Due to the now limited circle of persons to be vetted, the number of checks significantly decreased from 2007 onwards. Within the public service, there were only several hundred applications per year, for members of parliament and other important functionaries – especially within the municipal sector – there were less than 2,000 applications per year on average. Still, the approaching end of the vetting option period again became the subject of political discussions. This was caused by media reports about the past of some public servants being linked with the Ministry for State Security, especially referring to the police force of the federal State of Brandenburg. The checks of the 90s became a publicly discussed topic and within the federal state of Brandenburg, they were also examined by an “enquete”, i.e. an inquiry commission within the federal state parliament.

On 22. 11. 2011, the German parliament (Bundestag) prolonged the vetting option period of the StUG yet another time – until 31. 12. 2019, with the circle of leading officials being widened and now including lower level officials (§ 20 subs.1.no 6 d StUG). An additional vetting option for members of the public service was newly introduced in cases of substantiated suspicion. Yet both new regulations do not play a significant role today. Nevertheless, what is of practical importance, are the checks of representatives, even at the municipality level, as these elected people may be of older age and involvements with the Ministry of State Security are still an issue that people are focusing on in the respective regions.

LESSONS LEARNT

- The checks as to whether individuals holding an office or performing a function within the parliament, administration or the judiciary had formerly collaborated with the Stasi contributed to establishing a functioning constitutional democracy within the new federal states and strengthened the trust in the administration and justice system as well as freed the educational sector from insider connections coming from the old
system, particularly in the state sector. This has been facilitated by the special conditions of German reunification.

- Due to the early beginning of the checks, speculation and rumors could be counterbalanced in good time. Basically, thanks to a differentiated vetting practice with decisions taken individually, the proportionality principle has been preserved.
- Dismissals of former employees of the Ministry for State Security from public service in Germany were carried out on basis of a wide societal consensus.
- The confidentiality of the vetting procedure and the reports being linked to a particular purpose prevented persons being stigmatized.
- Time limitation of vetting corresponds to the principle of a state under the rule of law not to reproach a person for his past for their whole life.
- Yet even after 25 years, the public is still very sensitive when it comes to the credibility and trustworthiness especially of elected and high-ranking representatives within state and municipal institutions. Thus, even today, there are heated debates regarding the Stasi’s past of people within public life.
- The vetting rules should not be upheld if there is the threat that they would serve a sheer formalism and no new information would be expected.
- It is important that the institutions, which decide upon the consequences resulting from discovered involvements with the Ministry for State Security, receive proper expert advice.
- It has proven to be a disadvantage within a federalized Germany that there were no unified directives as to how to make use of the vetting options. Thus, significant differences appeared between individual Federal States and areas both with respect to carrying out the vetting and to the consequences arising from them.
- It is understandable yet not unproblematic that people significantly focused on the Ministry for State Security. Thus, frequently a prior collaboration with the Ministry for State Security became the one and only criterion for further employment, whereas jobs within the governing Socialist Unity Party of Germany (German abbreviation “SED”) were neglected. Unequal treatment, which arose from this situation could only be partially balanced and even this only later on.
- In contrast to the public sector, the private sector used the vetting only to a limited extent. Thus, for example, the publicly owned media and the privately owned media differed significantly as the latter showed little or late interest in coming to terms with the past regarding the State Security.
- Unfortunately prior to 3.10.1990 former full-time employees of the Ministry for State Security were not prevented from becoming attorneys.
- In spite of comprehensive vetting and large-scale research it wasn’t possible in all cases to answer the question of collaboration with the Ministry for State Security beyond reasonable doubt – including cases of prominent politicians. This was, of course, partly due to incomplete records.
- There’s always the danger that contacts to the Ministry for State Security could be politically exploited. This can only be counterbalanced through the greatest possible transparency also by the respective persons themselves.

RECOMMENDATIONS

- The vetting should be started as soon as possible in order to prevent speculation and exploitation regarding secret police contacts.
- The checks should be carried out according to joint directives and criteria in order to prevent unequal treatment. Yet, it is absolutely necessary to decide each individual case while taking the whole context into consideration. The concrete activity performed by individuals for the secret police should be the focus. Furthermore, attention should be paid to how openly, and how honestly, the respective person has dealt with his/her past.
- Setting a time limit for the vetting option is essential when seen from constitutional law and from the societal-political principles point of view. Still, sensitiveness of the public and the victims as well as their claim for coming to terms with the past should not be underestimated. Mistakes committed at an early stage and untimely leniency can hardly be remedied later without new findings.
- Checking whether a person has previously worked for the secret police is correct and important, yet it shouldn’t become the one and only criterion per se or the decisive criterion as to whether to employ the respective person further on. Other functions within a dictatorship’s repressive system shouldn’t be neglected.
- Trust in the judiciary and thus also checking the judiciary is very important. Furthermore, apart from leading functionaries, the police, teachers and other persons of trust should be checked with priority for contacts with the secret police.
- The private economy should not be exempt from checking whether people in its leading positions had connections to the secret police. Also the private media should not refrain from coming to terms with the past.
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INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION OF THE CRIMES OF THE REGIME

JUDICIAL RECONCILIATION OF THE GDR’S PAST

CHRISTOPH SCHAEGGEN

INTRODUCTION

There have been two totalitarian regimes in Germany in the previous century with the Nazi regime prevailing from 1933 until 1945 and during the 1945–1989 period, the communist dictatorship gained control over the eastern part of Germany, in the GDR. Following the breakdown of both systems, it was each time the German criminal justice’s task to prosecute and punish the injustices that had been committed. The criminal prosecution of Nazi crimes that had been eagerly put through in the early stages by the victorious powers, almost came to a standstill after the Federal Republic of Germany had been founded as there was a massive desire for amnesty. It was as late as in the 60s that the following generation started posing questions when the time of keeping silent and pushing the issue to one side ended. Due to this temporarily missing will to prosecute, the German criminal justice system still has to deal with the darkest chapter of German history even after more than 70 years. In the time between the peaceful revolution in autumn 1989 and the reunification with the old Federal Republic of Germany on October 3rd 1990, criminal justice with the GDR-judiciary was responsible for communist state injustice reconciliation – this judicial system had hitherto remained a supportive structure of the system that had broken down. Thus the focus wasn’t laid on the violation of human rights which is an immanent feature of a dictatorship but on the economic privileges provided to communist leaders and on the electoral frauds that could hardly be denied any more. It was only with the judicial system of a reunited Germany when all aspects of state injustice within the GDR were criminally prosecuted. The mistakes committed during the reconciliation of injustice from the Nazi period were not to be repeated and people were able to make use of their legal expertise. The judicial reconciliation that was finished after more than a decade, already belongs to history today.

THE HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION IN THE GDR UNTIL 1989

The GDR constitution didn’t contain any fundamental rights area protected against the state’s influence. On the one hand, it laid down civil rights, yet on the other hand, these rights were not to be understood as individual rights of freedom in relation to the state but rather represented rights of participation and discretion in establishing the communist state order and the communist social order. The immanent borders of the fundamental rights that were understood in this way, were constituted by the “societal interests” which in turn were interpreted by the Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SUePG) as binding on the basis of this party’s monopoly of knowledge and leadership.


4 Werkentin, “Souverän ist, wer über den Tod entscheidet”, 184; Fricke, Politik und Justiz, 525. Hitherto, at least 205 death penalties have been proven – see Fricke, Politische Strafjustiz im SED-Staat, 22, at least 170 death penalties were carried out, see “Im Namen des Volkes”, 217.

The GDR inhabitants had been hindered right from the beginning until the end of the country’s existence from living a life according to their own ideas and from 1961 onwards, they were even imprisoned by a border protected by the army. Using power that was not derived from the people’s will but vested upon the impec- cability of the communist party that was the leader of the workers and peasants, there were trials to establish the first anti-fascist and socialist country on German soil. Heavy human rights violations pertaining to the criminal categories of murder, manslaughter and deprivation of liberty were committed on a large scale and systematically by the military that was protecting the borders, by the judiciary in politically motivated criminal proceedings and by the Stasi which led operations directed against people who had been declared enemies of the GDR. At least 265 people were killed by gunfire or mines in an attempt to cross the border from East to West Germany and several hundreds were partially or very seriously wounded. According to estimates, more than 280,000 people fell victim to the politically motivated judiciary. There were 72 death penalties, 52 of which were actually carried out. Especially within the first years, political prisoners were housed under inhumane conditions, blackmailed to make certain decla- rations and mistreated – though not systematically. Prosecuting these deeds as a crime was intentionally hindered.

The Ministry for State Security persecuted persons that had fled from the GDR or who had harmed the GDR from its point
of view, even abroad – intending to liquidate these people. Furthermore, hundreds of people were kidnapped from the West, smuggled into the GDR and sentenced there. Within the country, there was a nationwide monitoring of long-distance calls, letters and parcels that also served to gather foreign currency and the so-called Zersetzung (or: decomposition) methods were being applied in order to fight the “negative and adverse forces”. The latter especially included systematically discrediting and undermining the self-confidence and opinion of selected people.³ The high value ascribed to the performance of athletes in relation to the GDR’s reputation within the world and to stabilizing the country internally made the GDR develop a state-administered doping system where not only the consequent health problems of adults but also those same problems among unaware youths were willingly accepted.

**OPTIONS AND LIMITS FOR PROSECUTION**

When the GDR entered the FRG on October 3rd 1990, the application area of the old republic, the FRG was extended to the former GDR territory.⁴ A transition regulation was applied to crimes committed within the GDR prior to its accession.⁵ An amnesty for crimes committed by members of the GDR state apparatus hasn’t been provided for herein which is why also impacts on the life, health and freedom of people were subject to criminal inspection. This criminal law was considered as indispensable for a successful unification process, for a reconciliation between victims and offenders and for establishing a strengthening of trust into the constitutional state. On the other hand, all the responsible people were aware of the fact that criminal law could play an important role within the unification process, yet not the main one. It was foreseeable that criminal justice would merely be able to react to part of the injustice. Apart from criminal reconciliation, rehabilitating and awarding damages to the victims, compensating the incurred financial losses but also historical and political revision were to be used.

Criminal prosecution was limited merely by the limitation period. Thus it had been clarified both by jurisprudence and the legislator that the limitation period was suspended during the GDR era because, according to the leadership of the state and the party within the GDR, criminal prosecution of systematically committed injustice hadn’t been promoted during this era.⁶ The criminal prosecution limitation period had been further postponed through two other limitation period acts by three or five years respectively.⁷

Yet it was necessary to stick to the limits laid down by the Constitution. According to this, an act or the failure to act may be punished only if it is considered as criminal both prior to such an event according to an act and if it’s considered criminal during the time when the decision is made as well. Applying this prohibition of retroactive punishment for deeds committed by state functionaries in the former GDR required three aspects: first, it was necessary to check, whether the punishable character was defined by law at the crime scene and at the time of the crime; furthermore, whether the punishability prevailed until the time when the decision was made and finally; which law was the more beneficial one for the perpetrator. This regulation whose principle for legal amendments within a legal system isn’t conflictual, leads to significant problems, if it is to be applied to activities committed in another legal system that appear to be punishable where there are other value systems and protective mechanisms of norms.

The most significant difficulties were connected with answering the question regarding which law was applicable to the deeds committed during the GDR era. This defined the criminal liability of border soldiers and their commanders for the dead and injured at the border and the GDR judiciary members’ liability for death penalties and deprivation of liberty due to a sentence.

The GDR had laid down a legal permission with the Border Act⁸ and permitted the firing of even deadly shots in order to prevent escapes or to wound the so-called “border violators”. The GDRs political criminal law which criminalized making the use of one’s rights for freedom such as the freedom to exit, the freedom of opinion, the freedom of assembly and the freedom to demonstrate enabled the GDR judiciary to put through a hard line against citizens criticizing the regime or those willing to emigrate by punishing the “traitors” even with the death penalty.

There was a clarification process that lasted several years and referred to the criminal proceedings against the people responsible for killing refugees at the border. During this process, even the German Constitutional Court and the European Court of Human Rights were contacted by the accused and it has been found out that the GDR acts including the interpretation thereof shall not be paid any attention to in cases where the state severely crossed the line in its deeds that is given to any state according to common opinion.⁹ In doing so, the Federal Court of Justice (German abbreviation: BGH) added up to its jurisprudence regarding the reconciliation with injustice from the Nazi period.¹⁰ The standard for reviewing such a “crossed line” was the Human Rights Pact signed by the GDR and the UN Human Rights Declaration from 1948. It has been stated that the right to live in a society of peoples has a role superior to any other value and that the state is entitled to interfere in this right only in limited extraordinary cases. Given the Border Act and its application in everyday life, the protection of the border was prioritized over human life. This constituted an arbitrary decision regarding the right to live that could not be justified by anything. This jurisprudence posing limits to the right of the state “to govern its internal affairs” may be regarded as pioneering and groundbreaking also for the following criminal law approach regarding the misuse of a country’s monopoly of power. The judiciary of the reunited Germany has become the “pacemaker of human rights protection”.¹¹

Thus, it was possible to prosecute and punish the people responsible for killing the refugees. The prosecution offices filed

---

5 Directive 1/76, BStU, ZA, Dsl, Bdl.-Dok. 3235.
7 Appendix I Chapter III Topic C Section II Nr. b) regarding the Reunification Contract
8 Limitation Period Act from 26. 3. 1993 (BGBlI 1993 S 392), BGHSt [Federal Criminal Court], Bd. 40, 113 ff.
11 BGHS 39, 1 ff; 168 ff., 355 ff.; 40, 218 ff. and lately sentences from 20. 3. 1995 - 5 StR 111/94 – and from 24. 4. 1996 - 5 StR 322/95 –, where the Federal Court of Justice addresses all the arguments opposing its jurisprudence.
12 BGHS 2,234 ff.
challenges against approximately 500 persons due to completed or attempted manslaughter. 275 of the accused were also sentenced. The Politburo members and the National Defense Council members who organized the deadly regime and other high-ranking military leaders were sentenced to up to seven and a half years in prison. Soldiers acting upon a command and mostly committing a preventable mistake in relation to what they did, were given suspended sentences.

The fundamental conviction of all civilized peoples regarding the general prohibition of killing made jurisprudence consider the GDR judiciary’s death penalties as lawful only in cases where the most severe injustice and most severe guilt was punished. A judge blunted by his/her political conviction and submission to his/her political leaders could not refer to having committed an unintentional act nor did a provision of a reduced sentence on the basis of having committed a mistake apply to him/her. The responsible judges and lawyers were sentenced because of a perversion of justice and manslaughter because of the fact that the GDR judiciary pronounced death sentences and executed these even in cases where the act that had been committed didn’t cause significant damage. Yet judiciary members who were involved in GDR citizens being hindered on a large scale from exercising their human rights such as the freedom to exit, the freedom of opinion, the freedom of assembly and the freedom of association due to prison sentences, could hardly be criminally prosecuted given the prohibition of retroactivity. It was almost only in cases where the type or the level of the sanction was in gross disproportion to the crime committed that led to the moderate conviction of less than 200 judges or prosecutors.

Punishing members from the Ministry for State Security for the measures that were disrespectful to the life and freedom of people was predominantly complicated due to the difficulties in proving these and due to the perpetrators’ bad state of health. On the other hand, there were predominantly legal difficulties preventing a criminal prosecution below the level of interventions that had an impact on life, health or freedom. Only 69 members from the Ministry for State Security were convicted.

**FINAL REMARKS**

Due to the given legal situation that it was on the one hand necessary to start proceedings even in cases where there was a slight suspicion but on the other hand, it was almost exclusively necessary to apply the GDRs written law as there was the prohibition of retroactivity and to consider also the other procedural rights of the accused applicable in a constitutional state, there was a tremendous discrepancy between the high number of approximately 74,000 investigation proceedings led against approximately 100,000 suspects and the low number of merely 753 convicted people. It is understandable that most of the victims of the systematic injustice within the GDR are disappointed by this result. Bärbel Bohley, the GDR human rights activist who has unfortunately died too early expressed her discontent this way: “What we wanted was justice, what we’ve got is a statute under the rule of law.” Allegedly, if another form of approaching the injustice committed by and in the GDR, such as an amnesty or a commission for finding out the truth and serving the reconciliation had been opted for, the result would not have been more but less justice that can never be achieved but which one can merely strive for. Within Germany, it was politically correct to opt for criminal prosecution and against amnesty. Penalties for infringements of law are the rule in a constitutional state. In contrast to many other states where the regime changed, people didn’t have to fear any civil war like conditions neither did they have to fear social unease. The overwhelming majority in both German countries was against an amnesty. The political rulers from the former GDR and the successor to the Socialist Unity Party of Germany, the SUGP, were too weak to have a decisive influence on forming the political will within the reunited Germany. To a large extent, it was possible to switch the elite within the former GDR territory even in the sphere of the judiciary as there was a large amount of unburdened and competent personnel available in West Germany available to transfer the legal and administration system from West Germany to the former GDR territory. It was due to these positive conditions present during the reunification process that enabled and committed Germany to start an attempt led by rule of law principles and to work on a reconciliation with all forms of communist injustice within the GDR through criminal penalties.

The communist regime in the GDR showed its inhumane face by killing people on the border between East and West Germany and people succeeded in punishing these most severe crimes. Apart from the cases where decisions were made, general declarations were stated regarding the fact where the borders for a dictatorship lie in relation to its interfering with human rights. Currently, given the legal situation and following the change of regimes, the rulers are facing sentences merely in cases of interference into somebody’s life or physical integrity. In the case of the infringement of other rights the citizens have, especially their civil liberties, the perpetrators do not have to fear too much. The national law they designed protects them. Something has to change about this. Without freedom of opinion there are no other rights. The Berlin trials contain another lesson international law still has to learn. Withholding fundamental rights constitutes a crime. Let's hope that this understanding falls upon fruitful soil in the long term within the international community and is reflected in international criminal law.

**LESSONS LEARNT**

Criminal justice thus contributed to protecting fundamental human rights by criminal law. In spite of the GDRs opposed legal practice, it was possible to punish and individually ascribe severe human rights violations. The prohibition of retroactivity did not prevent this. A state’s arbitrarily killing people cannot be justified by the state’s legalizing this nationally. Another key contribution of these criminal proceedings is clarifying and recognizing the GDRs past. The actual judicial findings can – apart from their legal evaluation – claim to be substantially reliable.

15 BGHS, 41, 317.
16 BGHS, 41, 317, 339.
Both the period required for the whole procedure and a unified approach have been negatively impacted by the fact that the legislator didn’t make any declarations regarding the applicable criminal law leaving this aspect up to practical experience and that the competence area for criminal prosecution hasn’t been properly adapted given this task’s special character. If a centralized police and criminal prosecuting office had been established, the procedures would have been speedier and divergences within the prosecution activities would have been prevented.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

It isn’t possible to generalize answers to the question regarding whether and how a reconciliation with the pre-democratic past is to be carried out. Both the way of the transition from dictatorship to democracy and the balance of political powers prior to and after the change represent the decisive factors. Hitherto and in any discussion led following a dictatorship being replaced by democracy, the opposite poles are prosecute and punish on the one hand and forgive and forget on the other. Hidden amnesty through factual non-prosecution, full-scale or partial amnesty laid down by the law or the establishment of commissions striving for the truth and reconciliation are paths one can opt to go along. In our experience, the question as to which option a state chooses furthermore depends upon the fact whether the elite changes and which impacts the decision that is to be made will have on the internal peace and stability of the hitherto young democracy. A recommendation to promote a certain approach towards a dictatorship past can thus not be made. Yet seen from the perspective of a constitutional state, punishment represents the normal reaction towards the breach of law. Furthermore, the discussion in many new democracies which opted for impunity demonstrates that the issue of punishing the perpetrators still remains subconsciously vivid and is being re-discussed whenever the slightest impetus emerges. Countries opting for criminal prosecution should consider the experience the German criminal justice has acquired which states that it is very difficult to prove the required personal responsibility for crimes committed by henchmen who have been given orders by their rulers within the regime that has collapsed, if it’s the case of crimes below a threat to somebody’s life. In that sense, partial amnesty should be considered.

---
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REHABILITATION OF VICTIMS

Anna Kaminsky

INTRODUCTION

To the GDR, democratizing the state and society didn’t merely refer to fundamentally restructuring political structures within the legal system, in the educational sector or within the economy, but also to the way people dealt with the past. This subject had previously been exclusively oriented towards legitimizing the leading communist party’s (Socialist Unity Party – SED) governance. As far as the reappraisal of the past is concerned, the issue of how to deal with the perpetrators and victims forms one of the most important issues that have to be clarified. In other words, it’s about considering how those that have been persecuted, imprisoned or disadvantaged for political reasons could be offered legal rehabilitation and how the disadvantage from which they suffered could be compensated. Considerations like this had been made already at the time when the revolutionary upheaval was going on in the GDR. Carrying out this kind of clarification and reappraisal of the injustice and crimes that have been committed during the second, the communist dictatorship in Germany, one should prevent the mistakes that were linked to the sluggish reappraisal of the Nazi crimes.

According to estimates, there were approximately 200,000–250,000 political prisoners in the Soviet Occupation Zone and in the GDR that were sentenced to a total of 1 million years of imprisonment.1 Furthermore, hundreds of thousands were administratively repressed. People had to be subdued and moved to forced settlements and move out of the border areas, or they faced manifold chicanery and obstacles as family members. After the GDR had been founded, more than one thousand people were kidnapped, taken to Moscow and shot there.2 Tens of thousands vanished in the Gulag camps. Furthermore, there were hundreds of thousands who were “administratively” persecuted. These were, for example, the people who were forced in several actions to move away from the areas adjoining the border to the FRG as well as a group of persecuted pupils or the children and youths that were taken away from their families due to political motives and put into children’s homes. Among the persecuted people, there were also those, whose attitude towards the GDR was regarded as “ill-disposed and hostile” and who had to suffer repressions at work and in their private life and on whom the “Zersetzung”-method (decomposition) was applied. Only the registration place in Salzgitter documented more than 40,000 cases from 1961 until 1989. Within recent years, attention has been drawn to new groups of affected persons and new topics: the forced labor system in prisons, as well as the fact that children were brought to children’s homes due to political reasons or the sensitive topic of politically motivated forced adoptions or children taken away from their families. The actual numbers are not known in many of these cases, which is partly due to the fact that research and studies are missing which would enable one to estimate the scope of this kind of persecution. More than 30,000 political prisoners were bought free by the Federal Republic of Germany between 1962 and 1989.

Whereas until September 1989, it had not been possible to discuss in public about the arbitrariness one experienced and about the political persecution people suffered, this changed during autumn 1989 already prior to the date when the Berlin Wall fell, i.e. prior to November 9th 1989. One of the important starting points of these debates was a lecture by Walter Janka that took place in the “Deutsches Theater” on October 28th called “Schwierigkeiten mit der Wahrheit” (Difficulties with the truth), which had been forbidden up to that time. This lecture, which starred Ulrich Mühe, one of the most renowned GDR actors who played in the Oscar winning movie “Das Leben der Anderen” (The Lives of Others) later on, was transmitted across the whole GDR. This lecture constituted a twofold breach of taboo: Not only was a hitherto forbidden book read in the most renowned GDR theatre, but above all, this was the first time that people had expressed their experience of injustice and crimes during the communist dictatorship. This lecture led to many letters being sent in by the audience where people described their experience of injustice. From now on, reports on political persecution, suppression and the omnipresent surveillance by the secret police, the Stasi, characterized the public discussion. What had previously been hushed up under the threat of punishment with persecution and imprisonment, now came into the spotlight. Influenced by the nationwide protests in the GDR and the publicly articulated crimes and injustice within the system, already the representatives of the last and only democratically elected East German parliament the Volkskammer and the GDR judiciary prepared various bills for reappraising the past, opening the archives, punishing systematic injustice and rehabilitating the victims.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF THE REHABILITATION

Following 1989/1990, a lot of hope was laid on the judiciary, on the prosecution of crimes that had been committed in the communist dictatorship as well as on rehabilitating, compensation and acknowledging the victims. Taking into consideration the trust laid in the legal options of a democratic constitutional state and the possibilities that are limited within the scope of

1 The data on this issue varies. Oliver W. Lembcke indicates that there were 330,000 (Oliver W. Lembcke, Rehabilitierung politisch Verfolgter in der DDR. Politisches Programm und Praxis des Rechts, in Jahrbuch Politisch-es Denken 2008/09, 170). Beer/Weißflog are indicating a spectrum of 170,000–280,000 political prisoners, see Kornelia Beer, Gregor J. Weißflog: “Ich könnte ein dickes Buch schreiben...” Zur gesundheitlichen und sozi- alen Situation von in der SBZ/DDR politisch Inhaftierten, in Horch & Guck, 2009, (3), 56. Ansgar Borbe summarizes the differing figures in a table (see Ansgar Borbe, Die Zahl der Opfer des SED-Regimes, Erfurt: Landeszentrale für politische Bildung Thüringen, 2010, 18).
applicable law and the chance to be able to fulfill the respective hopes and expectations, one had to create further supportive options in order to achieve reconciliation. In cases where the justified expectations for a legal prosecution of dictatorship injustice committed by the perpetrators were not effective, it was necessary to find other instruments in order to mitigate the damage caused to the victims of dictatorship despotism as well as to mitigate the damage suffered by the politically persecuted. The respective rehabilitation and compensation regulations were adopted in parallel with the legal options of carrying out a criminal prosecution. Thus, already at the beginning of 1990, an attempt was made to “compensate” the injustice caused by the ruling communist party SED dictatorship in a kind of self-cleansing process. The prosecution offices checked the criminal sentences that had been imposed on opponents and critics of the communist party dictatorship and possibly “reversed” these sentences, which meant that they were declared invalid. The criminal sentences against prominent victims of justice such as Walter Janka, Wolfgang Harich, Vera Wollenberger, Rudolf Bahro and Erich Loest were annulled and consequently, these people were “rehabilitated”.

On September 6th 1990, the GDR Volkskammer adopted the first Rehabilitation Act. Parts of this act were taken over by the reunification treaty and applied until the communist party SED Injustice Settlement Act of November 4th 1992 that governed the criminal rehabilitation came into force. The first Socialist Unity Party Injustice Settlement Act was followed by the second Socialist Unity Party Injustice Settlement Act in 1994 which regulates the administrative-legal and professional rehabilitation. Hitherto, these legal regulations have been amended five times with new victim groups such as the children that had been accommodated in children’s homes under prison-like conditions and the youths brought to reform schools having been included as well. In August 2007, the third Socialist Unity Party Injustice Settlement Act came into effect, which was the act on “Special Allowance for Victims of Imprisonment”, introducing the so-called “victim’s pension”. Former political prisoners that had been incarcerated for more than 180 days are entitled to receive this victim’s pension amounting to € 250 (since 2014: € 300) for their entire life. Until the former victims become pensioners, this payment is conditioned by the fact of whether these persons are in social need.

Hitherto, 206,000 applications for criminal rehabilitation have been filed. Criminal rehabilitation is in turn the precondition for compensation payments. Until now, 170,000 out of these persons have been rehabilitated. An overall compensation amount of € 660m has been paid. According to statistics provided by the Federal Ministry of Justice as well as according to the overall amount of over € 2B had been paid. According to statistics published soon on the website of the Ministry of Justice, 300 Million is available for that in total. € 50 Million is available for that in total. € 50 Million is available for that in total. € 50 Million is available for that in total. € 50 Million is available for that in total. 2

Furthermore, there are victim groups – such as the persons kidnapped from the territory on the Eastern bank of the Oder or the Lusatian Neisse and taken to Siberia – that more or less are not entitled to receive any compensation payment. While the prisoners from Soviet special camps are entitled to receive compensation for having been imprisoned because these camps were in the future GDR territory, the people that had been deported from the former Eastern part of Germany and forced to labor – mostly these people were women – received nothing, because according to the Prisoner Aid Act (Häftlingshilfegesetz, hence the abbreviation HHG) §1 sent. 6, they pertain to a group of people who were “accommodated in a camp due to a commitment to work” and who counted as “living reparations”.

Due to the fact that they are unable to present a certificate according to the Prisoner Aid Act (HHIG), they frequently receive nothing. The only place they can turn to in applying for special allowances according to the principle of neediness is the foundation for former political prisoners. On July 6th 2016, the Budget Committee in the German Bundestag decided to provide a total of € 50m until the end of 2018 via the prisoner aid foundation in order to provide further aid to these victim groups comprised of a high percentage of women. This especially refers to women who were taken to the Soviet Union between September 1st 1939 and April 1st 1956 to perform their “work assignment” in the Soviet Union. The respective one-off special payment amounting to € 2,500 can be applied for only until 31. 12. 2017. Yet for most of the women and men who suffered this fate, this acknowledgement comes too late as most of them have already died.

**SOCIAL SATISFACTION – STATUS OF THE REHABILITATED**

Many statements claimed repeatedly how important it is for the affected to strive for a criminal prosecution of system injustice and that “(...) clarifying and acknowledging the system injustice that has been committed” has a special function for the victims. Nevertheless, given the very low number of actual convictions, this plays only a marginal role. “Ascertaining the truth” and “legal denunciation” of these deeds frequently petered out. It was by far too often due to limitation periods running out, due to missing documents or missing clear evidence of a specific guilt in the criminal law sense as well as the old age of many suspects that

---

4 This statistics shall be published soon on the website of the Ministry of Justice.
6 In November 2015, the Budget Committee in the German Bundestag decided that those who had been deported to Siberia to perform enforced labor and had been hitherto excluded from the aid, may file applications from now on. € 50 Million is available for that in total.
prevented a conviction. Thus, the investigations and reporting contributed to the fact that public awareness of the injustices that had been committed was raised. Yet to those who had become victims of political persecution under the communist regime, the low number of convictions was disappointing and disillusioning. 100,000 preliminary proceedings led to 750 actual trials and in only 40 cases, the accused was sentenced.

Furthermore, many former victims and persecuted people repeatedly experienced significant trouble in pursuing their claims for compensation and acknowledgement which was especially the case if they suffered from health-related problems. Here, especially the regulation that the burden of proof for psychological and physical damage which the affected suffered is placed on the affected people who then have to prove that the damage is a result of the persecution and the imprisonment they suffered from.

The fact that the affected persons are frequently less well off than the former “representatives of the system” is an additional burden. On the one hand, they actually received a one-off payment amounting to € 306 per month in detention as a kind of compensation. The “victim pension” of € 250 per month that was introduced in 2008 and raised to € 300 per month since 2014 and which was meant to appreciate those that had demonstrated their courage towards the dictatorship but paid for it with imprisonment and persecution, is only paid to people in need who in turn have to regularly prove to the authorities that they suffer from a financial crisis. Only after becoming a pensioner, they receive this “victim’s pension” automatically, without having to prove their neediness.

Furthermore, many people get to know when they become pensioners which disadvantages they have as a result of the persecution even after several years. This refers not only to victims of unjustified imprisonment but also to tens of thousands who were acknowledged as victims according to the administrative rehabilitation act. Having been persecuted and suffered income loss during the dictatorship period meant that their pension calculation time was shortened as well but many people become aware of this only when they themselves become pensioners. On the one hand former members of the repressive organs may not be punished for their previous activity with a pension reduction, but they actually are entitled to their pension that they earned due to working in the GDR. This was stated in a resolution made by the German Federal Constitutional Court (pension legislation is no pension punishment legislation). On the other hand, the people formerly persecuted by the regime frequently suffer a pension shock when getting old.

The people who had suffered under political persecution and state despotism after 1945 and felt they had been forced to remain silent about the injustice they suffered from, believed that after 1989, the time had come for their fate to be publicly brought to light and for them to be acknowledged. What had started as a promising process for many of the affected in 1989/1990, has now been replaced by disillusionment and bitterness which in turn frequently distorts the view even of the positive achievements. Improvements are definitely appreciated, yet the expectations in general and the hope that the injustice they suffered would be acknowledged, have not been fulfilled. Firstly, many formerly persecuted people believe that their financial and professional situation still lags far behind the opportunities the people had who were responsible for the previous regime. Secondly, the impression that following the first regulations dating back to the beginning of the 1990s one had to argue and fight for every single improvement, be it even the smallest one, is very tiring. The famous German historian Jörg Siegmund stated in 2002 in his investigation into the Associations of the Victims of Socialist Unity Party injustice that “their interests are not backed by society.”

This is not merely due to the fact that only one fifth of the citizens in the current Federal Republic of Germany, i.e. the former GDR citizens, could have been affected to a greater or lesser extent by the persecution in the Soviet Occupation Zone /the German Democratic Republic. The image of the GDR being a moderate or rather “commodious” dictatorship which originated in the 1970s and 1980s overshadows the perception of massive suppression and persecution in the Soviet Occupation Zone /the German Democratic Republic carried out by the Soviet occupation power and the Socialist Unity Party in the period from the 1940s to the 1960s. This period was characterized by extraordinarily massive human rights violations and brutal terror. The fact that the GDR had been perceived during the 1970s and 1980s merely as the “other” German country in line with the policy of détente which in turn led to neglecting the repressive traits this regime had, is hitherto making it complicated for the people to accept knowledge about the injustice and crime.

The discussions that have been led since 1990 concerning the approach to the victims of communism/Stalinism including the value we can ascribe to them within the reunified culture of memory haven’t become a less current topic in spite of all the enjoyable developments within the previous twenty-five years. For the persecuted and the victims, the legal reconditioning was especially connected with many disappointments, as, for example, Ulricke Guckes outlines in her thesis. Bärbel Bohley characterized this situation as early as in the 1990s saying “What we wanted was justice, what we’ve got is a state under the rule of law.” Many felt like being discriminated as “second-class victims” and complained that people showed too little interest in their fate. Although it was possible to achieve numerous financial improvements, the financial losses incurred due to the persecution and imprisonment weren’t made up for in most cases. It is very difficult for many affected people to understand and notice that there are financial restrictions given the blank spaces in their CVs; especially bearing in mind that these restrictions to pension payments do not apply to the representatives of the former regime. Rainer Wagner, the chair of the Union of the Associations of the Victims of Communist Tyranny (Union der Opferverbände kommunistischer Gewaltherrschaft, hence the abbreviation UOKG), said during a hearing in the Committee on legal Affairs of the German Parliament in November 2014 that “the victims can only be appreciated if the perpetrators aren’t paid court to any more and if they are not better off than their victims.” And Dieter Dombrowski, his successor at the UOKG explained in a paper bearing the headline “How can we advocate our interests effectively” (Wie können wir unsere Interessen wirksam vertreten) that one of the problems of the people persecuted by the communist dictatorship is that they frequently “are facing problems in presenting our interests to the public.”

8 Siegmund, Opfer ohne Lobby.
ORGANIZATIONS OF FORMER VICTIMS

In order to add weight to their demands, but especially in order to get in touch with fellow sufferers, there were numerous victims’ associations founded immediately after the communist dictatorship in the GDR had collapsed. Associations that had already been existing in West Germany such as the oldest victims’ association, the Association of Victims of Stalinism (Verband der Opfer des Stalinismus, hence the abbreviation VOS) established in 1951, founded new unions in the East. The oldest victims’ associations founded after 1990, were those consisting of former special camp prisoners as for example in Sachsenhausen, Mülheim or Buchenwald. These were the prisoners that had been incarcerated by the Soviet occupation force in the former Nazi concentration camps like Buchenwald or Sachsenhausen immediately following 1945. More than one third of the 120,000 prisoners didn’t survive the imprisonment. In 1992, the existing associations united, establishing the Union of the Associations of the Victims of Communist Tyranny (Union der Opferverbände kommunistischer Gewaltherrschaft, hence the abbreviation UOKG), which is also a member of the “Internationale Assoziation der Verfolgtenverbände (InterAsso)”, i.e. the International Association of Victim’s Unions which is organized according to German law. The work of these associations is paid for by donations from its members and relatives as well as from resources provided by the “Federal Foundation for the Reappraisal of the SED-dictatorship” and the respective State Commissioners for the Records of the State Security Service or rather for the reappraisal of the communist dictatorship.

LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

■ The way policy and society chooses for approaching the victims is one of the most important issues that are to be solved after a dictatorship is overcome. The experience drawn from Transitional Justice processes worldwide shows that the issue of transition is comprised of far more than just court trials or administrative changes. Especially if one reaches the limits of the law within a constitutional state, other forms have to be found in order to provide the victims and persecuted not merely with financial compensation or criminal rehabilitation.

■ In this case, it’s important to find forms and means of appreciating the victims and giving them the opportunity through visible identification points such as memorials, national memorial days etc. to see that their fate and experience is reflected and stored in both the public space and awareness.

■ Furthermore, it’s important to establish public structures in order to create a public awareness within commemorations themselves as well as in the education sector, in research and in science, and this awareness is to be about the crimes and the injustice as well as the victims and the responsible people and the perpetrators. Such a thing can be achieved, for example, by:

a/ constructing memorials, monuments and commemorations in public spaces, creating public ceremonies and by being appreciated both by the leading representatives of the country and by civil society

b/ establishing institutions free of party political instrumentalization and routine policy interests and thus – push forward the clarification regarding the previous regime on a safe financial basis by carrying out diverse activities

■ It’s necessary to create “sheltered” or safe areas where victims receive psychological care and where there are specialized contact persons with whom they can talk about their fate and consequences they suffer from.

■ Funds should be established that enable the representatives of the victims of tyranny, war and dictatorships to publish their topics independently and to represent these topics within the political sphere and society.

■ The legal obstacles must be kept as simple as possible, including the approach to regional contact persons. This then serves in order to receive legal advice and to put through material and immaterial claims and to keep these processes as transparent and as simple as possible in order to make up at least partially to the victims.

11 www.uokg.de

12 In English: the International Union of Association of Persecuted People

[Translator’s note]
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EDUCATION AND PRESERVATION OF SITES OF CONSCIENCE

ANNA KAMINSKY

INTRODUCTION

Apart from the criminal prosecution of the perpetrators and responsible people as well as the rehabilitation and compensation for the victims, the educational and memorial work counts as an important element for historical clarification. By passing on historical wisdom and knowledge about the injustice that has been committed, we may at the same time ensure that society acknowledges the suffering and honors the victims with empathy, also acknowledging their courage to stand up against the dictatorship. The discussions in the early stages following the reunification of Germany were characterized by a climate of fear that was expressed both at home and abroad. This fear referred to the situation that Germany now might try to evade its historical responsibility for the Nazi regime and the crimes that had been committed – trying to portray itself as the victim of two totalitarian regimes. It was especially during the 1990s that many discussions were characterized by the issue to what extent people should deal with the second German dictatorship.

Following almost thirty years of focusing on the communist dictatorship and its impacts on Germany, we can say that the fear of the Nazi crimes being relativized didn’t manifest itself. Rather, and in a parallel to the communist dictatorship reappraisal, people started considering the Nazi dictatorship more as well. In 1996, January 27th became the official National Holocaust Memorial Day. Following an extensive public discussion, the central Holocaust Memorial was built in the center of political Berlin, in the vicinity of the German parliament – the Reichstag – and the Brandenburg Gate. It was the Inquiry-Commission entrusted with the communist (SED)-dictatorship reappraisal that recommended for providing for the stable state funding of the former Nazi concentration camps in West Germany also known as the “Topography of Terror” that would be organized from the capital of Berlin. The Inquiry-Commission succeeded in formulating a principle that’s hitherto been characteristic in relation to reappraising both dictatorships in Germany from the 20th century: “Nazi crimes mustn’t be relativized by the acts committed after the war, yet the injustice in the aftermath of the war mustn’t be minimized by pointing to the Nazi crimes.” This is the Federal Republic of Germany’s main motto when reappraising any of the dictatorships.

GDR COMMUNIST DICTATORSHIP REAPPRAISAL INSTITUTIONS

There were numerous institutions founded in the Federal Republic of Germany whose aim was to reappraise the communist past. These institutions cover numerous topics and organizations, including both civil society initiatives and clubs that frequently emerged from former GDR opposition groupings such as, for example, the Robert-Havemann-Gesellschaft (Robert Havemann Society), the Umweltbibliothek Großenhensdorf (Environmental Library Großenhensdorf) or the Leipzig Civil Movements Archive. Victims associations were founded that portray the spectrum of repression and persecution by the communist dictatorship. But also state-funded museums such as the Forum of Contemporary History in Leipzig which mainly focuses on displaying opposition and repression within the GDR were founded. Furthermore, regional museums increasingly address recent history in their exhibitions documenting repression and persecution in people’s everyday lives.

Institutions were founded both at the level of individual states and at the federal level. They focus on reappraising the second dictatorship. Among these institutions, there were the institutes of the State Commissioners for the Records of the State Security Service of the Former German Democratic Republic and the Federal Commissioner for the Records of the State Security Service of the Former German Democratic Republic (est. in 1991) as well as the Federal Foundation for the study of communist dictatorship that was established in 1998. The reappraisal topics are also being governed by the Federal and State Political Education Headquarters, by adult education centers and many other institutions whose task is to perform political-historical educational work with these institutions coming from the sphere of churches, trade unions or political foundations close to political parties.

Since its foundation in 1991, the largest of these reappraisal institutions has been the office of the Federal Commissioner for the Records of the State Security Service of the Former German Democratic Republic. It has 1,600 employees and a budget exceeding € 100 m. The first act on approaching the Stasi documents already comes from the GDR period and was adopted on August 24th 1990. Each person in question was thus to gain access to the files issued in relation to them. Furthermore, the files were to be used for the criminal and legal as well as the historical reappraisal. Last but not least, people who would be proven guilty according to these documents were to be withdrawn from public life. The GDP People’s Chamber representatives thus laid down the fundamental issues for the Act on the Stasi Documents (Stasi-Unterlagen-Gesetzes, hence the abbreviation StÜG), which was approved by the all-German Bundestag. Respectively, Joachim Gauck, the first Federal Commissioner for the Records of the State Security Service of the Former German Democratic Republic summarized the Volkskammer’s motivation this way: “These checks are to be carried out because within this part of Germany not a single person has ever had a positive experience since 1933 with the representatives of state power, 1 See Bernd Faulenbach: Probleme des Umgangs mit der Vergangenheit im vereinigten Deutschland. Zur Gegenwartsbedeutung der jüngsten Geschichte, in Werner Weidenfeld, ed., Deutschland. Eine Nation – doppelte Geschichte. Materialien zum deutschen Selbstverständnis, Köln: Verlag Wissenschaft und Politik, 1993, 190.
parliamentarians, judges, policemen, officials. (...) We as the representatives figured that the aid of establishing trust into the new democratic structures might consist in removing the Stasi supporters from the offices and parliament."

Yet approaching the Stasi files was not quite an undisputed issue both in the Western and Eastern part of Germany. Thus, some spoke in favor of entirely closing the files or even destroying them altogether while others wanted these documents to be comprehensively opened and this legacy of the dictatorship to be preserved. The argumentation lines did not sharply correspond to the former border between the eastern and western part of the country. Looking back, we can say that this discussion was one of the first all-German discussions regarding the future approach towards the dictatorship. Politicians from both the former East and West Germany, such as, Friedrich Schorlemmer or Wolfgang Schäuble, the then Minister of the Interior in the Federal Republic of Germany presented arguments for destroying the Stasi files or at least locking them up in a federal archive for a minimum of several decades. It was a hunger strike and the repeated occupation of the former Stasi Headquarters which in 1990 caused the opening of the files to be codified in the reunification treaty of both German states.

The tasks carried out by the Archive of the Federal Commissioner for the Records of the State Security Service (das Archiv des Bundesbeauftragten für die Stasi-Unterlagen), hence the abbreviation BSitF-Archiv) do not merely refer to the safety and administration of the Stasi files. It also served for providing files that were used in order to check employees in the public service, especially in the former GDR territory. Yet one of its most important tasks was to enable the affected persons to look into the files. The Stasi had collected information on more than six million people.

Influenced by the “fierce debate led in relation to the Stasi file opening during the nineties,” especially GDR-opposition representatives in the All-German Bundestag argued in favor of establishing an inquiry commission that would focus within the subsequent two legislation periods between 1992 and 1998 on the causes, the history and the impact of the communist dictatorship in the Soviet Occupation Zone and in the GDR. The expertise and eye-witness reports collected in 34 books comprising of more than 30,000 print pages do not merely reflect the then state of knowledge and debates. They also represent the only source for the historical reappraisal. The commission not merely presented far-reaching recommendations on the memorial work regarding both the Nazi- and SED-dictatorships. It furthermore recommended establishing a federal foundation for the study of communist dictatorship that was agreed upon by a vast majority across different political parties. This federal foundation was to support the society, science and political education permanently focusing on the causes, the history and the impacts the dictatorship had on the Soviet Occupation Zone and the GDR. This institution has 25 employees and an annual budget of approximately €5.4m with more than €3m being assigned to supporting third party projects.\textsuperscript{3}

**RESEARCH AND EDUCATION**

On the one hand, the GDR public image during the 1990s appeared to be primarily influenced by revelations regarding the Stasi and the so-called Ostalgy-phenomenon (\textit{i.e. a pun on the words “nostalgia” and “east” that are very similar in German}) shows; on the other hand, GDR research at universities and research institutions witnessed a real boom. As Ralph Jessen put it in 2010, the comprehensive opening up of the archives and the accessibility of the documents about the dictatorship “(...) placed the historization of the GDR on entirely new foundations [...]”. Almost the entire dictatorship’s archive heritage was available for history research without blocking periods. Although the files of all ministries and administrations in the GDR became accessible, it was especially the secret service documents being opened that created an interest which goes on until today. Until the end of the 2000s, more than 1,500 projects had been carried out. Ralph Jessen found out in relation to his assessment published in 2010 that more than 16,000 contributions appeared during the period from 1990 until 2010 – with 6,000 of these being books. Furthermore, there were more than 900 doctoral theses on the GDR history written between 1990 and 2008.

Apart from the inquiry commissions in the German federal parliament (the Bundestag) whose subject of research was GDR-history, also non-university institutes such as the Center for Contemporary History (Zentrum für Zeitgeschichte) and the Military History Research Office (Militärgeschichtliches Forschungsamt) were primarily focused on GDR research. The Special Commissioner of the Federal Government for Stasi Documents named in 1990 and transformed into the office of the Federal Commissioner for the Records of the State Security Service of the Former German Democratic Republic established in 1991 received its own research department.

GDR history research has made significant advances especially as far as research into the power structures and the mechanisms for “Durchherrschung der Gesellschaft” (\textit{i.e. approximately “total governance of society”}) are concerned. Meanwhile, even everyday issues of the SED became more and more important in spite of critiques at the onset saying the investigation of everyday issues would further boost the trivializing and glorifying of the dictatorship. Sabrow stated retroactively regarding the Nazi regime research drawing thus a parallel to dealing with the SED dictatorship that “No suspicion could have proven more false: it was the everyday history which gave us a deeper understanding of the cumulative radicalization of the Nazi-regime.”\textsuperscript{7}

---

In spite of this vast research activity, there have remained some blank spots in relation to the dictatorship. This refers to the everyday mechanisms that serve in order to stay in power and range from loyalty, inclusion and adaptation on the one hand, as well as intimidation and repression on the other. Furthermore, the previous years have witnessed a rise in investigations about rebellions, opposition and resistance.

Following the end of this boom and the passing away of people who had been focusing on research for a very long time such as the doyen of communism research, Prof. Dr. Dr. hc. Hermann Weber, the respective professorships and departments were abolished without being replaced. Currently, research facilities focusing on issues such as the GDR, Germany and communism research as such are almost exclusively located in the extra-university area, i.e. at institutes such as the ZKF Potsdam, the IFZ München or the HAIT Dresden.

Although research witnessed a boom that manifested itself especially in the 1990s, educating this topic at universities and colleges became criticized during the 1990s. It was not merely about criticizing GDR history appearing in university curricula too little. Further reproaches were that the approach towards the Socialist Unity Party dictatorship was too uncritical. Pasternack’s first evaluation made in 2001 listed the sobering resumé that “the intensity of teaching GDR history is gradually decreasing.” According to him, dealing with GDR history as such was said to have dropped down to the level of 1989/1990 just as the research had done – yet without reaching a top level in between. For example in 2001, 62 % of all German universities didn’t offer any course about the GDR. Just as the low number of courses were, also the topics of courses about the GDR offered at universities were critically analyzed. While the researchers especially focused on uncovering the structures because there was such a multitude of sources available from the top governing and power group within the dictatorship, the research was dominated by Stasi topics. On the other hand, the GDR was significantly reflected via literary reflections written by Christa Wolf, Erwin Strittmatter or Stefan Heym. Yet authors who were forced to emigrate such as Rainer Kunze or Sarah Kirsch etc. received significantly less attention. Currently, more recent research regarding “education” is to follow.

The picture of research into the second dictatorship being pushed aside more and more at least within the academic sphere, is completed also by the fact that the renowned German magazine DeutschlandArchiv (Germany Archive) that had been the only platform for publications and most recent research on GDR history and German policy, ceased to edit paper versions at the beginning of the 2000s, the issue of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany’s dictatorship and the German partition was hardly mentioned. Many pupils left school, without having reached the topic of post war history in classes. Furthermore, even 15 years following German reunification, “a more holistic approach to German post-war history” was regarded as missing. Later, these findings were confirmed by, for example, Klaus Schroeder’s findings in 2008.

Yet these studies revealed positive aspects as well: 80 % of the interrogated pupils indicated that they wanted to get to know more about the second dictatorship. Furthermore, and in spite of the missing factual knowledge, 80 % proved to be aware of the difference between a democracy and a dictatorship. It was proven in this survey that the knowledge of pupils living in the former GDR territory regarding the dictatorship was less developed than that of pupils in the western part of Germany (Schroeder 2008). This corresponds to findings from respective polls carried out among adults. There are manifold reasons for this: On the one hand, the pupils perceive their knowledge from their homes first. Taking the general questions that have been posed as a starting point, the opinion “not everything was bad and now it’s also the way that not all that glitters is gold” appears to be reflected directly in the pupils’ attitude.

Given this impression resulting from the poll results, curricula and coursebooks in all German federal states have been reworked again and newer research results incorporated into them. At least as far as the framework conditions are concerned, the topics of German post war history have been made more easily accessible. Several didactic materials serve to support teaching in classes. The Conference of Cultural Ministers (Kultusministerkonferenz, hence the abbreviation KMK) has issued a recommendation for dealing with theSED-dictatorship and called for a so-called

EDUCATIONAL WORK AS PART OF CURRICULAR AND EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

In contrast to the business cycles of research on the communist dictatorship within the GDR, the curricular education activity has an anticyclical shape. The radical changes of 1989/1990 required “(indispensably) that the curricula be revised (…)”, as it had also been stated in a first research paper at the end of the nineties. Already in the middle of the 90s, the curricula in most federal states were adequately adapted and thus, the teaching books were adapted as well. The actual exchange of the teaching materials took a bit longer. According to research on curricular content and teaching that was carried out at the beginning of the 2000s, the issue of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany’s dictatorship and the German partition was hardly mentioned. Many pupils left school, without having reached the topic of post war history in classes. Furthermore, even 15 years following German reunification, “a more holistic approach to German post-war history” was regarded as missing.

In spite of this vast research activity, there have remained some blank spots in relation to the dictatorship. This refers to the everyday mechanisms that serve in order to stay in power and range from loyalty, inclusion and adaptation on the one hand, as well as intimidation and repression on the other. Furthermore, the previous years have witnessed a rise in investigations about rebellions, opposition and resistance.

Following the end of this boom and the passing away of people who had been focusing on research for a very long time such as the doyen of communism research, Prof. Dr. Dr. hc. Hermann Weber, the respective professorships and departments were abolished without being replaced. Currently, research facilities focusing on issues such as the GDR, Germany and communism research as such are almost exclusively located in the extra-university area, i.e. at institutes such as the ZKF Potsdam, the IFZ München or the HAIT Dresden.

Although research witnessed a boom that manifested itself especially in the 1990s, educating this topic at universities and colleges became criticized during the 1990s. It was not merely about criticizing GDR history appearing in university curricula too little. Further reproaches were that the approach towards the Socialist Unity Party dictatorship was too uncritical. Pasternack’s first evaluation made in 2001 listed the sobering resumé that “the intensity of teaching GDR history is gradually decreasing.” According to him, dealing with GDR history as such was said to have dropped down to the level of 1989/1990 just as the research had done – yet without reaching a top level in between. For example in 2001, 62 % of all German universities didn’t offer any course about the GDR. Just as the low number of courses were, also the topics of courses about the GDR offered at universities were critically analyzed. While the researchers especially focused on uncovering the structures because there was such a multitude of sources available from the top governing and power group within the dictatorship, the research was dominated by Stasi topics. On the other hand, the GDR was significantly reflected via literary reflections written by Christa Wolf, Erwin Strittmatter or Stefan Heym. Yet authors who were forced to emigrate such as Rainer Kunze or Sarah Kirsch etc. received significantly less attention. Currently, more recent research regarding “education” is to follow.

The picture of research into the second dictatorship being pushed aside more and more at least within the academic sphere, is completed also by the fact that the renowned German magazine DeutschlandArchiv (Germany Archive) that had been the only platform for publications and most recent research on GDR history and German policy, ceased to edit paper versions at the end of 2012 being only available as an online platform since 2013.

In 2016, the German Bundestag decided to provide €30m until 2021 in order to strengthen university research and courses and thus, bringing especially the younger generation closer to the topic of communist dictatorships and the German partition. It’s especially the younger generation that has not experienced life within the GDR dictatorship on its own, yet unfortunately, it’s being informed about it by the schools too little. Thus, the known deficits within the sphere of university education are to be counterbalanced.

15 See Bildungskatalog der Bundessstiftung Aufarbeitung mit über 120 thematischen Angeboten.
project day to be organized on each November 9th – this project day would be about democracy and dictatorship in the schools in order to encourage the people to deal with German 20th century history.

Furthermore, there have been several initiatives during the past few years that have served for the pupils dealing with German and European post war history more in the classes. This strategy includes that this topic was included as one of the final exams topics with this change being initiated by the Cultural Minister Conference. It’s natural that only topics which could become part of the tests were taught at school. The educational reforms put through during the previous years, according to which the so-called MINT subjects (i.e. mathematics, IT, natural sciences and technology) are being extended at the expense of teaching history proved to be another complicating factor. Also the fact that the educational reform in many federal states actually led to cutting school time from 13 to 12 years significantly limited the space available for shaping history lessons. Furthermore, the fact that the education of teachers in teacher training courses now has to include the topic of the time of communism, is an additional factor. Also in this context, the following becomes valid: The teachers will hardly be able to teach the pupils what the teachers themselves don’t learn as students in teacher training courses.

EXTRACURRICULAR EDUCATIONAL OPTIONS

The curricula offer is being supplemented by extracurricular offers provided by e.g. memorials and museums providing information at historical places such as the former Stasi headquarters, camps or prisons or along the former German-German border or the Berlin wall about repression, political injustice and partition. These historical places have been witnessing new visitor records in recent years. By now every federal state capital in the former East Germany territory has its own memorial at a history-relevant location which makes up for the frequent deficits in the offer provided by schools through offering project days for children and the youth. Furthermore, the State Centers for Political Education, the Evangelic and Catholic academies as well as political foundations are focusing on topics such as the Socialist Unity Party dictatorship, on the German partition and its impact. In comparison to this, East German institutions are devoting one fifth of their offer to these tasks, whereas in the case of West German ones, it’s about 6 %.

ARRIVAL AT THE CENTER OF SOCIETY?

What does the resumé following almost 30 years of reappraisal and dealing with the second dictatorship now look like? Lately, Martin Sabrow has stated that there is a “Processing consensus” in Germany due to which the “historical burdens from the time after 1945 are being shifted to the center of attention (more and more)”. There are actually numerous offers. Cinema movies such as “The Lives of Others”, “Good bye Lenin”, “Sonnenallee”, “We Wanted To Go To the Sea” or “Barbara” became hits. Best-selling candidate books that have been awarded prizes such as Uwe Tellkamp’s “The Tower” influenced the picture of the collapsed state from the literary point of view. Renowned theatre stages such as the Maxim Gorky Theater in Berlin focus on GDR topics in several productions as was the case, for example, at the occasion of the 60th anniversary of the uprising of June 17th – there was a whole theatre festival planned here. Also music bears some steps of this reappraisal such as, for example, the song “Little Paris” made by the young band “Meisterdeep” from Leipzig.

On the one hand, formal political acts organized at the top level on the occasion of memorial days such as the uprising of June 17th 1953 or the construction of the Berlin wall and that have a manifold shape prove that there is a broad political support provided for dealing with the communist dictatorship. On the other hand, they are a proof of the fact that the collective commemoration of the second dictatorship is on its way to gaining ground in the all-German memory and becoming part of the way the united Germany perceives history, although polls regarding the communist dictatorship reveal a partially different result. On the one hand, there are still differences between the East and West. Life in the dictatorship is perceived more critically by West Germans than by East Germans. Thus, 75 % of West German respondents in a poll answered the poll question whether “the GDR was a country of injustice” positively, whereas in the East, only 37 % shared this view. Furthermore, the East and the West still show differences in their interest in dealing with the second dictatorship in Germany. Most reappraisal institutions are located in the former East Germany.

LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Transitional Justice processes do not merely serve for answering questions arising with respect to the criminal prosecution of the perpetrators on the one hand, and for rehabilitating and compensating the victims on the other hand. Moreover, they also serve for making the awareness of the crimes that had been committed, of the perpetrators and the victims but also of different forms of resistance, courage displayed in the public and courage in general a part of the national culture of memory.

Doing this, the different actors and civil society need to be supported in carrying out educational work independently on the political parties. This includes, among others.

■ Establishing institutions which promote educational work regarding the previous regime on a safe financial basis through various activities, doing so independently of everyday political interests and in a manner independent of party-political instrumentation.

■ It is especially important to support research and scientific activities that build up on a factually based approach on the structures as well as the responsible people within

16 See Anna Kaminsky, Orte des Erinnerns. Gedenkzeichen, Gedenkstätten und Museen zur Diktatur in SBZ und DDR, Berlin: Ch. Links Verlag, 2016. This volume contains more than 900 places of remembrance, memorial places and museums across the whole of Germany. These places focus on repression and resistance against the communist dictatorship.
18 See http://www.gorki.de/spielplan/und-das-beste-zum-schluss-ein-abschluss-spektakel
the repressive mechanisms and on their representatives as well as the committed injustice and the crimes. This represents the basis for passing on knowledge at schools, at universities systematically as an obligatory curriculum topic and within teacher training and it also forms the foundation for working at extracurricular educational facilities.

All this repeatedly requires societal and political negotiation processes to be carried out; knowledge can’t be ordered, but needs to be understood as an inclusive subject of formation of opinion through education, through dialogues and the willingness to listen to an opposing opinion. Yet this does not mean that one would admit any kind of topic.
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### TIMELINE OF THE MAJOR EVENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>September 9, 1989</td>
<td>Founding appeal “Aufbruch 89” (Start 89) and establishing the “Neues Forum” (New Forum) as the first GDR state-wide opposition movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 9, 1989</td>
<td>70,000 people peacefully demonstrate in Leipzig against the communist dictatorship and for political changes. The state authorities don’t deploy the troops and policemen assembled in Leipzig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 9, 1989</td>
<td>Following a misleading press conference led by politburo member Günther Schabowski regarding the new GDR act on travelling, hundreds of thousands enforce that the Berlin Wall checkpoints and the checkpoints along the whole border between East and West Germany are opened</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 28, 1989</td>
<td>Federal Chancellor Kohl presents a “10-point-plan” for German reunification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1, 1989</td>
<td>The GDR constitution is changed and the leading role of the state party SED is canceled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 4, 1989</td>
<td>Civil rights activists occupy the Stasi headquarters in Leipzig in order to stop the destruction of files. Further locations follow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 7, 1989</td>
<td>Establishment of the Central Round Table according to the Polish example. Here, representatives from the opposition and the civil rights movement negotiate together with government representatives about reforms and democratic transformations of the country as well as about preparing free elections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 18, 1990</td>
<td>The only free elections in the GDR take place. The parties that promise a fast unification with the Federal Republic of Germany emerge as the winners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 18, 1990</td>
<td>Agreement concluded between the Federal Republic of Germany and the GDR about creating a monetary and economic union on July 1st 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 1, 1990</td>
<td>The monetary and economic union becomes effective. From this date, GDR citizens use the Deutsche Mark (or “DM”) as their currency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 23, 1990</td>
<td>The East German parliament, the Volkskammer declares the accession to the Federal Republic of Germany according to article 23 of the Federal Republic of Germany’s “Grundgesetz” on October 3rd 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 12, 1990</td>
<td>Conclusion of the “Two Plus Four Treaty” concluded between the GDR and the Federal Republic of Germany on the one hand and the victorious powers from WWII on the other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 3, 1990</td>
<td>GDR accession to the Federal Republic of Germany. Germany is reunited again following 41 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 14, 1991</td>
<td>The Act on Stasi Documents (Stasi-Unterlagen-Gesetzes, hence the abbreviation STUG) is adopted and the office of the Federal Commissioners for the Records of the State Security Service (der Bundesbeauftragte für die Stasi-Unterlagen, hence the abbreviation BStU-Archiv) is established by the German Parliament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 1, 1992</td>
<td>The BStU commences its work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 12, 1992</td>
<td>The German Parliament decides to establish an inquiry commission “For the Reappraisal of History and the impacts of the Socialist Unity Party dictatorship in Germany”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 4, 1992</td>
<td>Adoption of the 1st Act on Socialist Unity Party Injustice Settlement for criminal law rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 13, 1992</td>
<td>Start of the 1st East German Border Guard Law Suit led against the people responsible for the deaths on the border between East and West Germany and at the Berlin Wall. Altogether, 246 persons were charged in 112 trials, including 10 Socialist Unity Party leadership members such as Erich Honecker, Günter Schabowski and Egon Krenz as well as 42 leading military officials and 80 former border guards. 132 persons are sentenced, most of them being given suspended sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 20, 1992</td>
<td>Establishment of the offices of the State Commissioners for the Records of the State Security Service of the Former German Democratic Republic (der Landesbeauftragte für Unterlagen des Staats sicherheitsdienstes der ehemaligen Deutschen Demokratischen Republik) as a contact partner for the victims and affected persons of the Socialist Unity Party dictatorship at the level of the five East German federal states that the former GDR territory is comprised of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
December 31, 1992
Closure of the Central Registration Office of the State Judiciary Administrations in the town of Salzgitter that documented more than 40,000 violent crimes in the GDR and at the Berlin Wall and along the rest of the border between East and West Germany

June 23, 1994
Adoption of the 2nd Act on Socialist Unity Party Injustice Settlement for professional and administrative legal rehabilitation

June 22, 1995
Establishment of the 2nd inquiry commission “For overcoming the Socialist Unity Party Dictatorship within the process of German unity”

April 2, 1998
Adoption of the Act on the Federal Foundation for the study of communist dictatorship

July 24, 1999
Adoption of the memorial concept for memorial places of national and international importance

December 31, 2005
End of the criminal reappraisal of injustice in the Soviet Occupation Zone and in the GDR; end of the last legal processes against the former perpetrators

August 29, 2007
Adoption of the 3rd Act on Socialist Unity Party Injustice Settlement, “Act on Special Allowance for victims of imprisonment”, the so-called “victim’s pension” amounting to € 250 per month for prisoners that have spent more than 180 days in prison due to political reasons and who can prove their neediness

November 5, 2010
Prolongation of the rehabilitation period until 31. 12. 2019

December 22, 2014
5th Amendment to the Criminal Law Rehabilitation Acts and increasing the pension to € 300 per month
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INTRODUCTION

The democratic transition in Poland ended a 40-year long communist dictatorship. The most important factors of the political change were economic crisis, popular rejection of the communist dictatorship, and withdrawal of Soviet support for the ruling communist party.

The country’s communist-controlled economy was inefficient, ideologically biased, and was generally directed at fulfilling the military obligations of the Soviet overlords rather than the needs of nation. The so-called “economy of planned deficiency” suppressed private enterprises and property. Foreign trade structure drained the country of the most needed resources. The continuous austerity of life periodically worsened, and two such low points marked the last two decades of dictatorship in the years 1976–1983 and 1987–1988. Foreign debt was an additional burden for the economy.

The Solidarność trade union, established in the summer of 1980, was a major, peaceful, anti-regime organization (8 million members in a nation of 37-million). The movement was mostly crushed by martial law declared by the militarized communist government on 13th December 1981. Repression followed to suppress the trade union and to break its structures; however, the potential resistance in Polish society was still significant.

The Soviet Union in the ’80s was on the verge of collapse, caused by economic crisis and military competition with the West. By the end of the decade USSR was not able to efficiently control and support its satellite states, Poland included. Gorbachev’s solution was to rearrange the policies in satellite countries to maintain pro-Soviet forms of government with minimal engagement; this meant that USSR was unable to directly control its local proxies, and left them to manage themselves.

All of the abovementioned factors combined to contribute to the start of the political transition in Poland.

POLITICAL SYSTEM AT THE DAWN OF TRANSITION

THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF THE POLITICAL SYSTEM

The communist dictatorship in Poland was the result of the Soviet occupation which began in 1944. The basic laws concerning the form of government were formally democratic, but some features of the legal system were designed to keep the communist party at the helm of state. The 1952 constitution stated that a leading role in the country’s rule belonged to the working class; the other clause stated, that Polish People’s Republic (Polska Rzeczpospolita Ludowa, PRL) is to be “organized as planned economy”, “contains, disowns and liquidates social classes living on the expense of workers and peasants”. Formally the 1952 constitution shaped the government’s as a democratic republic, where the highest powers were allocated to parliament, with a separate judiciary, and executive power. Amendments to the 1952 constitution in 1976 formally acknowledged the actual state of affairs; that the PRL is a socialist state, the leading role in the state’s life belongs to the communist party, PZPR, and the country’s social and political life is organized in the syndicate body called the Front Jedności Narodu (FJN, “Front of the Nation’s unity”), in fact PZPR-controlled facade organization. The 1976 amendments also embedded the alliance with Soviet Union in the constitution. The electoral law did not allow registering candidates from outside of the FJN. The parties or movements not under the control of the PZPR were not allowed to register and were considered illegitimate. From 1947, all of the elections were rigged.

POSITION OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY BEFORE THE REGIME CHANGE

The country’s communist party, Polska Zjednoczona Partia Robotnicza (PZPR, “Polish United Workers’ Party”) was the sole ruler of state. The party’s apparatus (central and local committees) effectively controlled the government, local, social and industrial institutions and other bodies. The legally allowed political parties (Stronnictwo Demokratyczne, SD, and Zjednoczone Stronnictwo Ludowe, ZSL), state-organized and controlled trade unions (Ogólnopolskie Porozumienie Związków Zawodowych, OPZZ) and some minor organizations were in fact subordinated as members of FJN and treated as puppets for the “national unity”.

NUMBER OF POLITICAL ENTITIES IN 1989

After the 1981–1982 PZPR membership overview (when a significant number of members resigned or were expelled), approximately 2 million members were counted. Approximately 120 thousand members were counted for the SD. Approximately 300 thousand were counted for the ZSL. Approximately 4 million members were counted for OPZZ, the state-acknowledged trade union network.

In the years 1988–1989, “Solidarność”, in the process of re-establishment, the member’s count did not reach that of 1980–1981 (more than 9 million of members). Several hundred “Solidarność” committees were acting openly (although not legally) in 1988. The re-registration of its committees were allowed on April 17, 1989, for the workers’ trade union and on April 20, 1989 for the farmers’ trade union. The number of “Solidarność” members in the 1989 may be estimated at more than 2 million.

CONTROL OF THE POWER STRUCTURE

The communist constitution did set up a number of judiciary and control bodies: the control chamber (Najwyższa Izba Kontroli, NIK, since 1957), the administrative court (Najwyższy Sąd Administracyjny, NSA, since 1980), the constitutional court (Trybunals Konstytucyjny, TK, since 1982), the tribunal d’etat (Trybunals Stanu, TS, since 1982), the ombudsman (Rzecznik...
Participants were assembled with three “sides of negotiations”: agreements concerned parliamentary elections, and freedom government, health service, education and science, agriculture, and the “trade union side” (representing the party-controlled trade union Solidarność side” (representing the democratic opposition), and the minor organizations of the ruling block), the “opposition side” (representing the communist party and coalition side” (representing the communist party and its minor allies). The public negotiations, the so-called “Okrągły Stół” (Round Table) was held from 6th February to 5th April 1989. The act altering the constitution passed on 7th April 1989, formed a new parliament with special provisions concerning the division of seats: 65% of seats in the lower chamber of parliament were reserved for the candidates of communist party and its minor allies. 35% of seats in the lower chamber were allocated for “party-less candidates”, or free open competition. This solution formally guaranteed the dominance of the communist party. The agreements were signed on the 5th of April 1989. The relevant acts concerning the Round Table core agreements were passed on the 7th of April 1989. The date of election was appointed at the 4th of June 1989. The 4th of June 1989 election was the beginning of the real transition. The landslide victory of the Solidarność candidates (the majority of votes going to candidates of the lower parliamentary chamber, and 99 of 100 seats in upper chamber taken), had a shock effect on the ruling party. The ruling block succeeded in electing former dictator Wojciech Jaruzelski as president of PRL, but the bid to designate his right-hand man Czeslaw Kiszczak to the seat of prime minister failed. In August of 1989, the solidarity of the ruling block was finally broken, the representatives of the minor allies of PZPR, SD and ZSL agreed to form a government together with Solidarność. On the 24th of August 1989, the new, non-communist Prime Minister, Tadeusz Mazowiecki, was appointed by parliament. Only two seats in government were, for the time being, reserved for the former rulers: the ministry of national defence, Florian Siwicki and ministry of internal affairs, Czeslaw Kiszczak, the latter in charge of the secret service, SB. The decomposition of former ruling party deepened, and during its 11th general meeting on 28th January 1990, the party dismissed itself. The dismissal of communist party, and the subsequent formation of next-generation post-communist parties had a detrimental effect on the position of communist ministers and president. Kiszczak and Siwicki were finally dismissed in July 1990. The presidential term of Jaruzelski was shortened by a parliamentary act on the 27th of September 1990; the act proclaimed the general election of president. The presidential election had two rounds, and on the 9th of December 1990, Lech Wałęsa won. The counter-candidate, acting Prime Minister Tadeusz Mazowiecki, resigned from the post, and the new government of Jan Bielecki was formed.

The disintegration of the PZPR and its apparatus resulted in the foundation of several successor parties and movements. Formed in 1990, Socjaldemokracja RP (SdRP), then the coalition Sojusz Lewicy Demokratycznej (SLD) were the most important of the post-communist movements, and until 2015 remained major parliamentary parties, in 1993–1997 and 2000–2005 Sojusz Lewicy Demokratycznej (SLD) was the ruling party. The ZSL adopted the name “Polskie Stronnictwo Ludowe” after the anti-communist peasant party dismissed in 1949 and absorbed some independent peasant activists; PSL is still an important political party in Poland. SD’s continued its existence without successes: the party never achieved more than several parliamentary seats.

The matter of parliament’s reliability as representative body in the new situation appeared to be urgent; the parliamentary term was shortened, and a new general election was announced in the fall of 1991. The new parliament was elected without previous obsolete limitations.

**LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF THE CHANGES**

The act altering the constitution passed on 7th April 1989, formed an upper parliamentary chamber, the Senat (Senate), and...
the institution of State’s President, dismissing the former collective head of state office Rada Państwa, State’s Council. The Electoral laws on parliamentary elections passed also on the 7th of April 1989, secured the Round Table’s agreement concerning the proportions of parliamentary seats allocated to ruling block’s candidates and those given to free competition. At least 10% of seats were guaranteed to the so-called “country’s list” (i.e. voted in all constituencies), reserved for candidates of the ruling block. The upper chamber election had no such limitations. Also on the 7th of April 1989, other acts concerning the most important elements of Round Table’s agreements were passed – i.e. the act on societies, allowing free associating, concerning political activities, and acts on trade unions, and amendments to the labour code allowing free workers’ and peasants’ trade unions.

Laws dismissing the coercive socialist economy were passed between 1988 and 1989, for example, on economic activities allowing free trade and enterprises on the 23rd of December 1988, banking law on the 31st of January 1989, laws concerning foreign currencies trade on the 15th of March 1989, and laws concerning the stock exchange were passed on the 22nd of March 1991.

The freedom of movement was empowered by the government’s decree on the 7th of December 1988 concerning the issue of passports; the communist passport laws were finally replaced by the parliamentary act of 29th of November 1990.

The surprising outcome of the 4th of June 1989 elections which showed the popular denial of voting for regime candidates and the “country’s list” resulted in passing of the 12th of June 1989 decree allowing a new vote in the constituencies where parliamentary seats guaranteed the ruling block candidates were not taken.

The new election code was passed by parliamentary act on the 10th of May 1991, abolished previous guarantees for the former ruling party and their allies, and established fully democratic rules.

An act on the 8th of March 1990 concerning local government ended the existence of the communist-controlled local administration and established democratic local governing bodies.

An act on the 23rd of November 1989 abolished the office for the religious affairs, ending the existence of a state body controlling religious communities.

An act on the 11th of April 1990 abolished the censorship office and amended the press code to support freedom of press.

An act on the 28th of July 1990 on political parties finally allowed the registration of political parties (instead of previous regulations concerning associations). An act on the 23rd of May 1991 amended the former law concerning the matters of trade unions.

The 29th December 1989 adjustment to the constitution changed the name of state from PRL to Rzeczpospolita Polska (RP, Republic of Poland), annulled all of former constitutional provisions concerning the socialist character of state and the role of communist party, and added fundamental civil rights provisions. The amended constitution was the basic law in Poland until the voting for the new constitution in 1997.

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COMPETITIVE POLITICAL SYSTEM

The provisions of the Round Table agreements were not meant to establish democratic rule. As Jaruzelski allegedly said, the agreements left the “control packet” of power in the hands of former rulers. However, the political process led to the alienation and demise of the PZPR, and as a result, the deeper changes which enabled the transition to a democratic republic and fully democratic elections in 1991. In the course of the “contract parliament” term, new laws concerning basic civil rights, free market, and abolishing coercive institutions were passed. The first free parliamentary elections in the fall of 1991 marked the end of the first, most important, period of democratic transition in Poland.

LESSONS LEARNT

The Polish transition, after 1989, is seen as a composite of successful changes and unfulfilled wishes.

The conversion from the communist-designed “rationed revolution” to a real democratic transition was the major positive outcome of the Polish experience of 1989. The PZPR plan was to establish the half-dictatorship, with the “control packet” still in the hands of communists, with limited (and possibly the most troublesome) segments of power commissioned to the representatives of nation. The disintegration of the PZPR parliamentarily block resulted in real democratic change, and opened the way to a far more advanced reform of politics, economics, and foreign relations in Poland.

The peaceful transition was seen as a value itself, especially in comparison with the events of the Rumanian revolution. The potential reaction of the army and the security services was seen as a possible significant threat to the transition. The reluctant stand of Tadeusz Mazowiecki’s government towards the eventual, untimely, settlements of the security services affairs, the liquidation of the communist party and its assets, and even movement towards the fully democratic elections are seen as a hesitancy resulting from the assumed incertitude of the political position and the overestimated strength of the communist party and its apparatus. The peaceful change was a smooth way to adapt the former regime functionaries to the new situation. The initial lack of any effective transitional justice, the massive fraud schemes called “endowment of nomenklatura”, and the many other flaws of transition were seen as a price for democracy, or as the cost of the power swap negotiated during the Magdenka and Okrąglą Sól talks. Mazowiecki’s “thick line” policy seemed to be a working option for the transitional government until the moment of visible decomposition of the communist party and the subsequent dismissal or decomposition of its apparatus and ruling schemes. The eventual danger of reaction by the post-communist structures appeared to be overrated. However, the opportunity for deepening changes appeared, it was never taken serious advantage of, and served only as an excuse for the Wałęsa’s “acceleration” campaign, and the subsequent divisions in the “Solidarność” movement.

So-called “The Zero Option”, the general purge of communist functionaries from the state apparatus or at least from significant segments of it, was never carried out. Also, the key to the eventual transitional justice, the barring of communist personalities and organisations from public posts, was never performed. The lack of general solutions concerning the settlement of communist crimes resulted i.a. in the lack of clear and just procedures for property restitution. Nevertheless, the transition of ex-communists to democratic public life, although flawed and marked by corruption, appeared peaceful and did not result in major threats to the republic, for example, there was no coup-d’états.
One of the results of not barring communists from public life was the relatively quick return to power of post-communist parties in 1993, and the constant impediments in dealing with the past, especially concerning access to the archives of the former regime. The integrity and efficiency of the state was seriously impaired by retaining former regime men in governing and judicial bodies.

The legal system in post 1989 Poland might be described as corrected continuity of the communist legal system. The laws were amended step-by-step to adjust them to the standards of modern rule of law and democracy; nevertheless, the status of laws passed in the period 1944–1990 was only partially challenged. The legitimacy of the communist state was declared inexistent, but the legal consequence of communist lawfare was never summarily questioned. The effect was the permanence of communist legal dealings that were to be challenged in separate legal actions.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations concerning political transition are highly political in nature and cannot be applied, without adjustment, to local terms and potential of the national and social community. The objective of transition is to establish a stable, lawful, and democratic republic, with fair, independent, open justice system. Any delays in settlements may cause irreversibility for the injustices committed by the former regime.

**Legal system:** The legal system of the former regime should be taken under scrutiny to restore the rule of law and to mend the losses suffered by citizens under dictatorship as quick and profoundly as possible. The legitimacy of regime laws cannot be recognized automatically or without examination of their consequences.

**Sanitization of the political and governance system:** The integrity of the state cannot be undermined by the admittance of former regime members and organizations to public life. The regime organizations, parties, coercive institutions should be abolished and their assets seized by state. The former regime functionaries and collaborators are not fit to serve a democratic republic; the proper procedures (following the “Epuration” or “Denazification” proceedings) of assigning criteria and level of responsibility, and eventual punishment or limitations of personal rights should follow open judicial procedure.

**Settlement of the regime crimes:** The crimes of the regime should be prosecuted without procedural or political reservations. The legal system should guarantee the rights of the victims of the regime, and restitution of property and other lost entitlements first, as far as it is possible in the common interest.

**SOURCES USED AND FURTHER READING**
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**FRANCISZEK DĄBROWSKI**

**INTRODUCTION**

**POSITION AND STRUCTURE OF THE STATE SECURITY APPARATUS BEFORE THE TRANSFORMATION**

The communist security apparatus in communist Poland consisted of several institutions and organisations of different competences and affiliations.

**Służba Bezpieczeństwa** (SB, security service) (1956–1990) – was the main security force of the communist regime in Poland, acting as a security and political police unit, disguised as a part of Milicja Obywatelska (MO, see below), a criminal and public order police, with central units based in the Ministry of Internal Affairs (Ministerstwo Spraw Wewnętrznych, MSW). The SB’s local units were formally part of relevant districts and local MO commands (since 1983 part of the district and local “Offices of Internal Affairs”). SB continued the activities of its predecessor, Urząd Bezpieczeństwa (UB, security office, 1944–1956, central units: Rzeszt Bezpieczeństwa Publicznego, RBP, public security department, 1944; Ministerstwo Bezpieczeństwa Publicznego, MBP, ministry of public security, 1945–1954; Komitet ds. Bezpieczeństwa Publicznego, Kds.BP, Committee for public security, 1954–1956).

In 1989, several departments in the MSW constituted the structure of the SB, or were manned by SB functionaries:

- Biuro “A” (Biuro Szyfrów): encryption and communications unit
- Biuro “B”: surveillance unit
- Biuro “C”: registry and archive
- Biuro “W”: post control unit
- Biuro Historyczne: historical unit
- Biuro Ochrony Rządu: personal protection unit
- Biuro Paszportów: pass control unit
- Biuro RKW: signals counterintelligence unit
- Biuro Studiów (formed 1982): special unit in charge of invigilation of prominent former Solidarity members and underground organisations
- Biuro Śledcze: investigation unit
- Department I MSW: foreign intelligence unit. The main tasks of Department I were: classical politic and economic intelligence, penetration and disintegration of Polish diaspora in the Western countries, scientific and industrial espionage.
- Department II MSW: counterintelligence unit. The main tasks of Department II were surveillance of non-communist diplomatic personal in Poland, classical counterespionage, control of relations between Polish citizens and foreigners.
- Department III MSW: security and political police unit formally tasked with the “fight against antisocialist activity in the social superstructure”.
- Department IV MSW (formed 1962): “Church affairs” unit. The main tasks of Department IV were surveillance, control and disintegration of activities of Polish Roman Catholic Church (seen as one of the major enemies of socialist state), and to far lesser extent, other religious communities.
- Department V MSW (formed 1979 as Department III-A MSW): unit in charge of infiltration of independent trade unions.
- Department VI MSW (formed 1985): unit in charge of control of agriculture, food processing industry, and forestry.
- Department PESEL: unit in charge of the electronic system of population records.
- Department Społeczno-Administracyjny: unit in charge of the control of legally acting associations and organisations.
- Department Techniki (former Biuro “T”): technical measures of surveillance unit (eavesdropping, phone tapping, photo, and video surveillance)
- Gabinet Ministra: cabinet of minister of internal affairs, staff and analysis unit
- Główny Inspektorat Ministra: main inspectorate of minister of internal affairs (control of operative units)
- Zarząd Ochrony Funkcjonariuszy (formed 1985): internal disciplinary and control unit
- Zespół MSW: analysis of operative information unit
- Departments I–VI and Biuro Studiów MSW (and subordinate local units) were the main operatives of units of the SB, the “A”, “B”, “C”, “T”, “W”, and the RKW units were auxiliary and operative-technical support.

**Milicja Obywatelska** (MO, “citizen guard”): was a criminal and public order police. The headquarters of MO Komenda Główna MO (KGMO), since 1954, was one of the central units of MSW. Formed in 1944 by the communist government, the MO was a public law and order enforcement agency, with separate central and local units, but formally subordinated to the security police HQ (RBP 1944, MBP 1945–1954). After the dismissal of the MBP in 1954, the MO was subordinated to the newly formed MSW. The reorganisation of the security apparatus in 1956 saw the MO as part of the MSW, together with SB, KBW, WOP (see below) and some civilian administration. Although generally tasked with matters of criminal investigations and public order, the MO was on the first line of duty when containing riots or other unwanted activity was required. The special riot police units, the ZOMO (Zmotoryzowane Odwody MO, the MO’s “motorized reserve”, formed in 1957) gained notoriety for its brutal actions against political demonstrations.

**Ochotnicza Rezerwa Milicji Obywatelskiej** (ORMO, MO’s “volunteer reserve”): formed in 1946, acting as an auxiliary “volunteer” force for the MO, especially for the containment of riots, and social discontent.

**Wojskowa Służba Wewnętrzna** (WSW, “internal military service”): counterintelligence and security unit of the military (est. 1957, successor of the Główny Zarząd Informacji, GZI, the main directorate of intelligence), responsible for containing unwanted political activities in the army.

**Zarząd II Sztabu Generalnego Wojska Polskiego** (Z II SG WP, 2nd Directorate of the General Staff of the Armed Forces):...
military foreign intelligence (est. 1952, as the successor of Oddział II SG WP).

Wojska Ochrony Pogranicza (WOP): border protection troops, formed in 1945, the main force responsible for the securing of the state frontier; its “reconnaissance unit,” Zwiad WOP, was in charge of operative activities in the border zone.


Wojskowa Służba Wewnętrzna Jednostek Wojskowych MSW (WSW JW MSW, “military internal service of the MSW’s troops”): counterintelligence and security unit of the WOP and the NJW (till 1965 WOP and KBW).

Główny Urząd Kontroli Prasy, Publikacji i Widowisk (GUKPPiW): censorship office.

Urząd do spraw Wyznań (Uds.W, Office for Affairs of Religious Nominations): office responsible for legal and political contacts with churches and religious communities (primarily with the Roman Catholic Church).

Although not a security or law enforcement agency, the Ministerstwo Spraw Zagranicznych (MSZ, Ministry of Foreign Affairs) was one of the main “cover institutions” for the foreign intelligence unit of the MSW, Department I. Stations of foreign intelligence were placed in embassies and consulates, the agents and officers of the MSW had a great number of posts in the ministry. The other central government body, the Ministerstwo Handlu Zagranicznego (MHZ, Ministry of Foreign Trade) was an office supervising the trade missions abroad: another important “cover institution”.

NUMBER OF MEMBERS: THE SERVICE APPARATUS AND SECRET COLLABORATORS

In February of 1990 the SB counted 12,400 functionaries in local branches (in 1984, 18,400). On the 31st of December 1989, the central units of the SB counted more than 6,200 men (on the 31st of December 1988, more than 7,100 men). It is estimated that in the summer of 1989, the SB counted 24 thousand functionaries.

The number of SB informants (“secret collaborators”, TW) since 1981 constantly soared, and in 1988 reached approximately 98 thousand; considering that number of unregistered sources is estimated to be approximately 15 thousand, the whole number could have significantly exceeded 100 thousand. The count sank acutely in 1989, due to the the SBs response to political transformation; informants and agents were withdrawn from activities, their entries were also withdrawn from the registry.

In 1990, the military secret services, after the fusion of military foreign intelligence (Zarząd II SG LWP) with the internal military service (WSW), counted 496 officers and employees.

The operative assets of military foreign intelligence in 1989–1990 can only be estimated after the number of sources in 1985. The Zarząd II SG LWP had 494 informants in the country with 366 auxiliary sources (couriers, connection men, contact addresses), and 156 sources abroad.

The number of collaborators of the military secret service (WSW) is estimated to be 10 thousand men; it should be noted, that approximately 10 % of collaborators were so-called NP, “nieoficjalny pracownik,” “unofficial employee” (officers and NCOs secretly tasked with operative work, mainly running of minor informants). It should be also noted, that although the total number of informants and NPs of the WSW was rather stable (soaring in the ‘80s), the constant flow of conscripts to the army and the release of reservists caused the need for permanent recruitment of new informants in the ranks. The informants released from the army were withdrawn from the active network of the WSW, while new informants were recruited; there was a constant flow of informants (it should be noted that in ‘80 the total number of WSW informants soared, i.e. the recruitment of new informants was higher than withdrawal of released). The data concerning released informants were handed to the SB, and some were “re-recruited” in civilian life.

The censorship office employed more than 400 people in 1989; this institution did not run networks of informants or collaborators.

POWERS OF THE SECURITY APPARATUS

In the 1980s, the powers of SB were partially embedded in the legal system; an act on the 14th of July 1983 concerning the office of the minister of internal affairs (MSW) tasked the SB and the MO with “protection of state security and public order”. The SB (as well as the MO) was entitled to conduct the operative, investigative, administrative, and legal proceedings. The other source of legal power of the SB was the criminal proceedings code; the SB, acting as a part of the MO, was entitled to conduct investigative activities on behalf of the public prosecution office (formally, only when ordered, but practically it never happened; political or state interest cases were rarely or never investigated by the prosecution office itself). The 1983 act of office of the MSW and the criminal proceedings code entitled the MO and SB men to conduct arrests and searches and to use the direct duress (use of fire weapons included) to “enforce the public order” or in the presumption of a crime. The activities of the foreign intelligence branch of the SB (as well as military foreign intelligence) were not legally based.

The activities of the military security services were only partially legally based on military criminal proceedings code (and partially the act on border protection), enabling the WSW and WOP to conduct investigative proceedings.

The operative and auxiliary activities of the security services were subject to internal regulations. The vast number of regulations concerned matters of recruitment, use and rewarding operative sources (informants, agents, other categories of contacts), terms, rules and aims of operative proceedings, the terms of registration proceedings, use of information gathered in the registry, terms of conducting surveillance, setting up wiretapping and eavesdropping, post control operative proceedings and use of the materials gathered, passport control proceedings. The number of methods used by the security services included the use of blackmail, “compromising material”, during the recruitment of informants, tapping of phones and flats, post control, covert entries, was in fact illegal, but authorized by superiors of functions involved without any judicial or independent review.

The 1956 decree on border protection was the legal basis for the security enforcement activities of border protection troops (WOP).

The censorship office’s activities were based on the 1981 act on censorship (following the 1946 decree). The act demanded compulsory presenting all text and images before publishing,
exhibiting or performing, and entitled the censorship office to prevent the publication of materials “claiming independence or territorial integrity” of the state, “encouraging the overthrow or the denigration” of the state’s rule, “threatening the constitutional basics of the state’s foreign policy and its alliances”, containing “war propaganda”, disclosing official secrets, “encouraging crime”, disclosing details of investigations and court proceedings held in secret, threatening “religious feelings and the feelings of people of no religion”, spreading “national and racial hatred” and “noxious contents”, that is, encouraging alcoholism, narcotics addiction, cruelty, and pornography. Actually, all of the provisions were quite formal, and the censorship banned the publication or disclosure of materials of any unwanted character (primarily political and religious) due to the instructions obtained from the communist party leadership.

COMMUNIST SECRET SERVICES IN TRANSITION 1989–1991

REACTION TO POLITICAL CHANGES

The reaction of the communist secret services in Poland to the transformation of political system had three parallel layers: the staged reorganisation, the mass weedling of operative documents and archives, and the influencing of the political changes to control extra-parliamentary movements.

Existing paperwork hints, that during the weeks after the 4th of June election the SB gathered information on “opposition members of parliament”. It clearly suggests that the SB leadership initially attempted to gain influence on the Solidarity members in parliament. The failure of the parliamentary bid to establish Czesław Kiszczak as prime minister, and the subsequent decomposition of the post-communist parliamentary coalition led the SB to a reaction concerning its own structure; disposing of compromising materials, securing operative assets (functionaries and informants), and disguising its own structure as “apolitical state security guards”.

FORMS OF TRANSFORMATION OF THE SECURITY APPARATUS

The impact of political changes in the summer and fall of 1989 made the SB leadership uncomfortable about their perspectives. The answer was to get rid of sensitive files, and staging a reorganisation of the SB. In the spring of 1989, the unit in charge of postal control, Biuro “W” MSW, was formally dismissed; the activities of the unit, the covert opening and control of correspondence were contradictory to the essential human and citizen rights. The eventual disclosure of the Biuro “W” MSW existence and its dealings would be catastrophic for the communist party and especially for the SB. The structures of “W” units were transferred to the II directorate of the SB, the “counterintelligence” unit, which hid the real scope of “W” work (as the postal control was called in MSW) under the cloak of presumed “counter-espionage”.

On the 24th of August 1989, the day of the swearing in of the first non-communist Prime Minister, Tadeusz Mazowiecki, the then minister of internal affairs, Czesław Kiszczak, ordered the reorganisation of MSW departments. The central units of the SB were merged building new structures. Department III MSW, the unit in charge of invigilation and containment of political opposition, was renamed “Department Ochrony Konstytucyjnego Porządku Państwa” (“the department for the protection of the constitutional state order”). Department IV MSW, the unit in charge of the invigilation of Church was dismissed, its structures and assets were merged with the former Biuro Studiów MSW (also an operative unit) to the new Department Studiów i Analiz MSW (“the department of study and analysis”). Departments V and VI were merged into the new Department Ochrony Gospodarki (“the department for the protection of the national economy”). The SIGINT unit (Biuro RKW) was merged into Department II. The reorganisation intended to simulate the transformation of the SB to the “state political police”. The 11th section of the 1st department MSW (Wydział XI Department I MSW), the unit in charge of “countering ideological diversion”, which acted against Polish émigrés, was dismissed on the 1st of September 1989. In the October of 1989 the SB officers’ school (Wyższa Szkoła Oficerska im. F. Dzierżyńskiego, WSO) in Legionowo (named after Cheka founder and chief of Polish descent, Feliks Dzierżyński) was reorganised, formally dismissed, and merged into the MSW academy (Akademia Spraw Wewnętrznych, ASW) as a “state security department” (Wydział Bezpieczeństwa Państwowego ASW).

Similarly, in November 1989, ZOMO was renamed to “Odziały Prewencji MO” (“MO prevention units”). The internal political unit of MSW, Służba Polityczno-Wychowawcza (“political-educational service”) was dismissed in the November 1989. Departments I (foreign intelligence) and Department II (counterintelligence) and the technical-operate units were allegedly excluded from the structure of the SB (although those units were mentioned in December 1989 as parts of the SB).

The internal reorganisation of the MSW followed a new concept for a security service; operations against the parliamentary opposition and Church were to be ceased, and the new aims of activity would be countering economic crime, terrorism and subversive dealings (as Kiszczak understood the activities of extra-parliamentary opposition). The “volunteer” police force ORMO was dismissed by a parliamentary act on the 23rd of November 1989, although it appeared, that ORMO members anticipated the ensuing dismissal, and formed “Stowarzyszenie Wspierania Porządku Publicznego” (“association for support of public order”), that quickly acquired some significant permissions from the MSW enabling it to act as security contractors and a paramilitary force. Shortly after, these circumstances were made public, and ultimately in December of 1990 the Highest Court abolished the SWPP.

The changes in the MSW were not only to the SB. The handlers of the SB had foreseen the ensuing overhaul or even dismissal of the service, and did everything possible to get rid of compromising materials and move their functionaries to secure posts, outside of the structures of the SB. Also, the personnel of the SB were transferred to the other branches of MSW, mainly to the criminal police (MO), and significant numbers of SB officers retired. Other members found work at newly formed private security companies. In effect, in the end of January 1990, the central units of the SB in the MSW formally counted 3, 500 members.

The staged reorganisation of the MSW aimed to build some kind of “stay-behind” structures for the stranded SB members, and to keep control over the remaining security service units. Making a “leap forward”, Kiszczak suggested to Mazowiecki to form a political advisory committee in the MSW that would control the dealings of the security service, but did not plan to grant the committee access to operative information and procedures.
Between 1989 and 1990, the parliamentary coalition prepared a series of acts abolishing the SB and separating the police force from future security services. The acts were voted on the 6th of April 1990, transforming the MO into a new police force, dismissing the SB and forming a new security force, Urząd Ochrony Państwa (UOP, Office for the State’s Protection).

An act on 6th April 1990 of the UOP stated, that the SB is to be dismissed on the 31st of July 1990; the new deputy minister of internal affairs ordered the immediate cessation of SB activities on the 10th of May 1990 (excepting the communication units). The former SB functionaries were permitted to apply for employment in the UOP, although under a compulsory overview of their dealings in the SB. Of the more than 14 thousand former SB officers who applied to the UOP, 5 thousand were rejected during the initial overview in local “verifying committees”. From the 4.5 thousand former SB members that appealed the ruling to the central verifying committee, 1.8 thousand succeeded in the appeal. Departments I and II personnel (foreign intelligence and counterintelligence) came through overview practically untouched, the technical-operative units (“T” and communications branches) and surveillance units (“B” branch) were exempted completely from the overview. The new UOP was formed from 10 thousand former SB employees, with intelligence, counterintelligence and auxiliary units practically intact; only the former leadership of the SB was excluded from further service. Only one unit of UOP, Biuro Analiz i Informacji (analysis and information bureau, an OSINT unit) was formed from scratch; its personnel consisted of former opposition activists.

The MSWs academy, Akademia Spraw Wewnętrznych, was dismissed by the government decision of the 10th of September 1990; the ASW formally ceased to exist on the 31st of March 1991, part of was used as a new Higher School of Police (the ASW’s buildings were allocated to Warsaw University).

The reorganisation of the military security services proceeded similarly, but with one important difference; there was no overhaul of the army’s security services; its personnel was almost entirely transferred to the new agencies. Only a handful of commanders were dismissed. Apparently the dismissal of the SB took a greater part of politicians’ and lawmakers’ attention, and the military services were not on their radar. The parliamentary subcommittee for the scrutiny of the WSW dealings was formed in 1990, but the outcomes of its dealings were practically unknown at the time; only a handful of information on the subject was published in 2008.

The internal military security service, the WSW, was formally dismissed in April of 1990; the military police branch of the WSW was reformed into a separate unit, Żandarmeria Wojskowa (ZW, military police), the security branch of the WSW was merged with Zarząd II SG WP (foreign military intelligence) into Zarząd II Wywiadu I Kontrwywiadu SG WP (2nd Directorate for Intelligence and Counterintelligence of General Staff). This unit was reformed in August 1991 and renamed Szefostwo Wojskowych Służb Informacyjnych (WSI, military information service). The separate MSWs’s WSW unit (in charge of control of MSWs’s military units) was dismissed in July 1990, and a separate ŻW unit for MSW troops was formed in September 1990.

Border protection troops (WOP and its security unit, Zwiąd WOP) were formally dismissed by a parliamentary act on the 12th of October 1990; formally ceasing to exist on the 16th of May 1991. The personnel and assets of the WOP were transferred to the newly formed border guard force, Straż Graniczna.

The NJW MSW troops survived the first stage of transition, and were used as a diplomatic and government protection unit. In the years 1998–2001, the units of NJW MSW were dismissed; its personnel and assets partially transferred to Straż Graniczna and the government’s protection office.

The Censorship office was dismissed by a parliamentary act on the 11th of April 1990.

**CONTRIBUTION OF CITIZENS TO THE TRANSFORMATION**

The impact of public opinion, especially the to the reinstated by the 1989 Solidarity press, “Gazeta Wyborcza” and “Tygodnik Solidarność” was one of the crucial factors in the control and subsequent dismissal of the communist security services. The free press informed the public about the alleged attempts to destroy the regime archives, the transition of the ORMO into a privileged security association, and the failed government plans to sustain the institution of censorship.

The main factors of the dismissal of the security services were the political transformation and forming of a new government between the summer and fall of 1989. The then former democratic opposition gained, initially limited, insight into the dealings of the “power ministries”. The forming of a parliamentary coalition led by the Solidarity faction enabled the forming of the government and the voting of acts dismissing the former security services. It should be noted, that without the constant public demand for the abolishing of the SB, and the efforts of members of parliament to explain the dubious dealings of the security services, the government would remain reluctant to move forward with a fast transformation.

The popular reaction to the disintegration of communist party included the demand for the dismissal of the SB. The decomposition and then self-dismissal of PZPR were met with a series of rallies in numerous cities, from January until March of 1990; the demonstrators demanded resignation of Wojciech Jaruzelski (then president of Poland), dismissal of the PZPR and the SB. In Poznań, Szczecin, Kraków and Gdańsk demonstrators tried unsuccessfully to storm the buildings of the SB, the buildings of the SB in Warszawa and Rzeszów were blocked by rallies. However, the demonstrators were not numerous enough to occupy the SB buildings, or cease the activities of the secret service or to seize the archives.

The demand for change in the security authorities came from an unexpected direction; the political transition enabled the forming of an independent trade union in the MO units; the loosening of political control let some the MO functionaries demand the separation of the MO from the SB and the forming of the criminal police. Nevertheless, the demonstrations and dissent inside the MSW were not the decisive factors of change; the cause of the transformation of the security services was the political transition. The security services, just like the whole state apparatus, lost their communist handlers and Soviet support (the official KGB station in Warsaw was closed in summer 1990), and the establishment of a connection to CIA in May 1990, might have significantly contributed to the developments in the matter.

**LEGAL AND POLITICAL FRAMEWORK OF CHANGES TO THE SECURITY APPARATUS**

The initial changes in the structure of the SB, in the second half of 1989, were of a dubious legal nature. The structure of the MSW
according to the 1983 act concerning the office of the minister of internal affairs, was to be decided by the government. On the 22nd of August 1989, two days before the swearing in of the new, non-communist prime minister, Tadeusz Mazowiecki, the departing communist prime-minister Mieczysław Rakowski authorized the then minister of internal affairs, Czesław Kiszczak, to reorganize the ministry. Although such delegation of power was illegal, it was not immediately objected to. The subsequently announced parliamentary plans to arrange the matters of security services were met with a ministerial initiative. Kiszczak and his apparatus submitted to parliament their own proposals concerning the organisation of future security services. The controversy matters concerned the subordination of the future office of state protection (UOP) to the office of the ministry of internal affairs, or to the office of prime minister, relative to the office of the republic’s president; the separation of the criminal police from the security service, and the ensuing overview of SB personnel. Ultimately, parliamentary bodies dominated by former Solidarity activists decided the future organization of the UOP and police.

The dismissal of the communist ministers of internal affairs (Czesław Kiszczak) and of national defence (Florian Siwicki), and the subsequent appointment of new non-communist ministers led to the effective dismissal of communist services, and forming of the new ones; although manned almost completely by old personnel. The employment of former SB functionaries was allowed after mandatory overview by special committees, as described in the government’s decree of the 21st of May 1990, it concerned the employment of former SB officers in UOP.

The SB was dismissed by a parliamentary act on the 6th of April 1990, it concerned the formation of the UOP.

The MO was reorganised and transformed into the Police by parliamentary act on the 6th of April 1990, it concerned the forming of Police.

The ORMÓ was dismissed by parliamentary act on the 23rd of November 1989.

The Akademia Spraw Wewnętrznych was dismissed by government decree on the 10th of September 1990.

The military political academy (Wojskowa Akademia Polityczna, WAP) was closed by a government decree of the 21st of May 1990. It’s supervisory unit, Główny Zarząd Polityczny WP (main political directorate of the army, GZP WP) was dismissed in December of 1989 by the ministry of national defence.

The censorship office was dismissed by parliamentary act on the 11th of April 1990 regarding adjusting press regulations.

The border protection troops WOP were dismissed on the 16th of May 1991 due to the stipulations of a parliamentary act on the 12th of May 1990, it concerned the forming of the border guard agency Straż Graniczna. The personnel and assets of the WOP (and of the maritime brigade of the border protection vessels – unit commanded by the ministry of national defence), were transferred to the SG.

The military security services and its political units were transformed by order of the military supervisors.

NEW SECURITY SERVICES AND LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES IN POLAND 1990–2017

The security services were initially controlled by parliamentary permanent committees of the administration, and internal affairs and national defence. The separate permanent committee for the supervision of the security services (Komisja do spraw Służb Specjalnych, KSS) was formed by parliamentary act on the 27th of April 1995, it concerned the parliamentary proceedings regulation.

Urząd Ochrony Państwa (UOP, “office for the state’s protection”), intelligence, counterintelligence, antiterrorist and security agency was formed by parliamentary act on the 6th of April 1990 and started its activities on the 1st of August 1990. The UOP was reformed by parliamentary act on the 24th of May 2002; the agency was split into Agencja Wywiadu (AW, intelligence agency) and Agencja Bezpieczeństwa Wewnętrznego (ABW, internal security agency).

Wojskowe Służby Informacyjne (WSI, “military information service”), military intelligence and counterintelligence agency was formed as a branch of the ministry of national defence on the 22nd of April 1991, its existence was legally recognized by parliamentary act on the 25th of October 1991, it concerned matters of national defence; and subsequently by the special parliamentary act on the 9th of July 2003. The WSI was dismissed in 2006 by parliamentary act on the 9th of June 2006. The dismissal of WSI was followed by overhaul of its personnel and the forming of the new agencies, Służba Wywiadu Wojskowego (SWW, military intelligence service), and Służba Kontrowywiadu Wojskowego (SKW, military counterintelligence service) by parliamentary act on the 9th of June 2006.

The criminal and public order police (Policja) was formed by parliamentary act on the 6th of April 1990; the personnel of the former MO were transferred to the new police force (with the exception of those MO functionaries who until the 31st of July 1989 were SB functionaries).

The military police (Zandarmeria Wojskowa,ZW) was separated from the dismissed WSW in April of 1990 by order, of the then, minister of national defence, Florian Siwicki, and formed officially on the 1st of September 1990. The existence of the ŻW was legally recognized by parliamentary act on the 25th of October 1991, it concerned matters of national defence (as well as the existence of the WSI).

The border guard agency Straż Graniczna (SG) was formed on the 16th of May 1991 by the parliamentary act on the 12th of October 1990.

The Polish republic has two law enforcement agencies, not directly preceded by similar institutions under communist rule, fiscal intelligence (since 1991 various units of the ministry of finance, today it is the Department Zwalczania Przestępczości Ekonomicznej, the department combating economic crime in the country’s revenue service), formed by parliamentary act on the 28th of September 1991, it concerned fiscal control, and the country’s anticorruption bureau (Centralne Biuro Antykorupcyjne, CBA), formed by parliamentary act on the 9th of June 2006.

LESSONS LEARNED

The functioning of the new security services was under limited public scrutiny due to the secret character of their duties. However, the matters of state security remain secret; some significant features, mainly flaws, of the new security services were revealed.

The effective parliamentary supervision over the security services was vital for the lawful activities of the latter, the permanent parliamentary committee however, was, and is, significantly
dependent on the flow of information from the services involved. The impact of public opinion and the free press seems to be one of the most important factors for public control over the activities of secret services (especially when the oversights, and errors, or inaction of the services are made public).

The flaws of the decision to retain former SB functionaries (and to follow SB methods) in the new republic’s services became apparent when some landmark scandals broke out.

In March 1993, the leader of, the then, opposition party Porozumienie Centrum, Jarosław Kaczyński announced that the UOP issued a secret instruction (called after it’s number “instruction 0015/92”), it concerned the operative invigilation and disintegration of the opposition parties and movements. The UOP denied the allegations of its operative dealings against the opposition, nevertheless the notorious instruction was withdrawn after the revealing of its contents.

In December 1995, the then, acting Prime Minister, Józef Oleksy, was accused by minister of internal affairs, of being a secret agent of Russian foreign intelligence, codenamed “Olin”. In the course of the subsequent investigation and parliamentary examination, it was revealed that almost all of the UOP commanding officers involved in the case were SB functionaries, and one of the acting UOP operatives was a notorious former MSW foreign intelligence agent.

In 1997, the newly formed post-communist government announced that in the in the years 1991–1997, a cell tasked with operative invigilation and disintegration of opposition parties and movements existed in the UOP, which recruited and handled agents, forged documents, and conducted disinformation campaigns. The leader of the cell, Jan Lesiak, was a former SB officer, engaged in high-profile operations against the opposition prior to 1990.

In 2006, the continuous rumours about the allegedly illegal and criminal activities of the WSI were met with a parliamentary motion to abolish the whole military security service and to form a new military intelligence and counterintelligence agencies from scratch. The subsequent examination of WSI dealings revealed, that the service was as inefficient as the counterintelligence agency, its officers were trained by Soviet intelligence and maintained highly suspicious contacts with Russian intelligence operatives, (the agency was involved in illegal international weapons trade and criminal dealings at home and overseas; the most significant case was the WSI involvement in the so-called Fundusz Obsługi Zadłużenia Zagranicznego/FOZZ affair, a massive fraud scheme concerning foreign debt handling agency), invigilation and disintegration of opposition parties, ran disinformation campaigns in the press by its agents. The leadership of the WSI consisted almost exclusively of former Zarząd II SG LWP and WSW officers.

Private security companies were the hideouts of dismissed former SB and MO functionaries. The general opinion on the sector, that such companies were necessary as police in the early 90s, was seen as inefficient, but the clandestine links of security contractors with the criminal underworld, the police and the secret services was seen as a threat to common security. However, the connections of security contractors seemed to be substantial in some criminal cases, the presumptions of the ensuing major threats to the state’s security appeared to be exaggerated.

The special services established in the first years of new Polish republic were to be reformed or even dismissed (as WSI), partially because of their limited capacity to protect national security. The reluctance of the first non-communist governments to radically abolish the communist security system, and to penalize its men, created a relative lack of resistance (as a communist apparatus was also in crisis), but resulted in serious impediments for the settlement of the crimes of the regime. In fact, in early 1990, communist crimes were not properly investigated and prosecuted. The communist security services’ members even retained their pensions privileges (abolished partially in 2009, and on wider scale in 2016). The presence of the former SB functionaries in the new secret services caused significant – and well-founded doubts about the reliability of the service as institutions of a democratic state.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations are highly political in character. The dismissal of the secret services of the regime is always a serious risk to public order. Continued activity, superficially reforming, or simply not touching the old secret services is a serious threat for a democratic transition, and for transparency in public affairs and national security. The men of the former regime’s security services may, and usually do, have clandestine connections, and loyalties to external powers (as in communist states, with USSR and other services), and the criminal underworld. The secret services are a segment of the state with efficient control of key national resources. On the other hand, the interruption of these activities, especially in the counterintelligence area, may be, although temporarily, harmful for national security. It should be noted that the real purpose of the regime’s secret services was the protection of the regime itself, with profound detriment to the citizens and their fundamental rights. The former security services as a structure, and its members (although skilled in secret activities) are not fit to protect the democratic state and a sovereign nation. The painful and effort-consuming solution is to dismiss regime’s secret services, and to build a national security services from scratch. The next step should be a systematic vetting and replacement of the military and police officers, as well as and NCOs, and a systematic vetting and replacement of the civil service (especially the foreign service).

A resolution of the former regime’s security service problems is also a settlement of the former regime crimes. The relevant laws concerning criminal responsibility for the dealings of the former regime should also cover a strict examination and punishment of the former security service functionaries, with the extraordinary use of amnesty in exchange for vital evidence and a common design scheme for proving guilt.

Parliamentary supervision of the security services, although dependent, on the services’ information and on camera acting, is an efficient and lawful measure for the control and examination of the actual dealings of security system.
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INTRODUCTION

In the popular view, the “regime archives” are seen as the archival resources that were kept secret from the public during communist rule. This popular view often focuses on the most secret archives of the regime, i.e. archives of only the party and the security police. There were other institutions running relevant sectors of the totalitarian state, but the dealings of the communist party leadership and the security services built the core of the system and were most hidden – and therefore seen as most important.

The institutions most concerned (and its relevant collections) were as follows: the communist party (Polska Partia Robotnicza, PPR 1943–1948, Polska Zjednoczona Partia Robotnicza, PZPR 1948–1990), the ministry of foreign affairs (Ministerstwo Spraw Zagranicznych, MSZ), the Committee for the Defense of the Country (Komitet Obrony Kraju, KOK), satellite parties, networks of the secret services and coercive institutions consisting of the security service (Resort Bezpieczeństwa Publicznego, RBP 1944, Ministerstwo Bezpieczeństwa Publicznego, MBP 1945–1954, Komitet ds. Bezpieczeństwa Publicznego, KdSBP 1954–1956, Ministerstwo Spraw Wewnętrznych, MSW 1956–1990), the military security service (Główny Zarząd Informacji, GZI 1943–1957, Wojskowa Służba Wewnętrzna, WSW 1957–1990), the military foreign intelligence (Oddział/Zarząd II Sztabu Generalnego 1944–1990), the border guard security and reconnaissance unit (Związek Ochrony Pogranicza, WOP 1945–1990), counterinsurgency troops (Korpus Bezpieczeństwa Wewnętrznego, KBW; Nadwiślańskie Jednostki Wojskowe MSW, NW MSW), military political bodies (military political directorate: Główny Zarząd Polityczno-Wychowawczy, Główny Zarząd Polityczny, military academies), military HQ (Sztab Generalny WP), censorship (Główny Urząd Kontroli Prasy, Publikacji i Widowisk), other repressive institutions (Komisja Specjalna do Walki z Nadużyciami i Szkodnictwem Gospodarczym), the committee for suppression of the black market and private enterprises; Urząd ds. Wyznań, authority responsible for policy towards religious communities), judiciary bodies, including special military courts (Wojskowe Sądy Rejonowe, Najwyższy Sąd Wojskowy – district military courts, supreme military court) and the special military prosecution service (Wojskowe Prokuratorie Rejonowe, Najwyższa Prokuratura Wojskowa – the district military prosecution service office, the supreme military prosecutions service office), and other various government bodies. The number of institutions and organisations engaged in coercive policy comes from the totalitarian character of the state (only the most important bodies were listed above, as decisive centres of power).

The main question for the former regime regarding records were: the threat of destruction (or transfer to the foreign power) of records, the transfer of the archives from regime organisations and institutions to state controlled institutions, and access for researchers and the general public (connected to questions of the legal status of the archives and its declassification).

REGIME ARCHIVES: SITUATION ON THE BEGINNING OF DEMOCRATIC TRANSITION

On the dawn of the transition of archival resources, the main regime body’s documents were held in separate archives, and were in principle not accessible to the general public – with some remarkable exemptions granted to the regime-approved researchers. The communist party records, as well as records of the preceding communist organisations, were kept in the archive of the party’s Central Committee (Centralne Archiwum KC PZPR). The secret police (Służba Bezpieczeństwa, SB whose central units were part of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, Ministerstwo Spraw Wewnętrznych, MSW) ran its own archive and registry unit, the so called “Bureau »C«” of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (Biuro “C” MSW, in local units: Wydział “C” – “C” Division), some units had their own registries. Bureau “C” kept the files of operative procedures, informants’ and agents’ case-files, employees’ personal files in separate and secret collections. Even the existence of Bureau “C” was hidden from the public: it was named “Centralne Biuro Adresowe” (Main Address Bureau – only for the “address information” purposes) or “Centralne Archiwum MSW” (Central Archive of MSW; only in cases of research on the files of the WW2 and pre-war provenience); the dealings of the main operative archive and registry of the security police were kept secret, as well as all actual dealings of the secret police. The military security services had their own secret registries and archives, separated from the military archival service. As the governance of the state was in fact secret, the archives were of key significance, not only for historians, but also for politicians – as a primary source of information about internal affairs. The opening of the archives was not considered a matter of the so called “Round Table” settlements in 1989; political reform and other reforms were discussed with the assumption that the communist party would stay in power. The landslide victory of Solidarność in the June 1989 election and the first events of the political transition did not profoundly change the situation.

CONTENTS OF THE REGIME ARCHIVES

The archives of the former regime central bodies are very large and contain a vast number of different categories of documents concerning matters due to its competence or jurisdiction and internal organisation of those institutions.

The former communist party archives consisted of several archival fonds. Sectors and secretaries’ offices of the party’s central committee were in control of the state’s central ruling bodies, the documentation of those units mirrored the most important governance matters. The minutes of the party’s central committee’s (and other party’s central bodies) proceedings are one of the most important collections. The other main parts of the former party’s central archives were the historical archives (containing records of the communist party from the mid-war period and files of proceedings of the party’s historical research
unit), central registry (containing personal files of members affiliated to the party’s central bodies), control committee records (containing files of disciplinary proceedings), and records of the party’s school.

The contents of the former security services are similar in general; the collections consist of several separate archival fonds containing case-files of agents and informants, operative and investigative files, object files, personal files of members of the service, administrative documentation like minutes of proceedings, operative guidelines, instructions and orders, information reports and evaluations, financial and accountancy records. The important part of the every security service archive was the registry, containing several card indexes, registration and archival logs, finding aids and archival protocols.

ATTEMPTS TO DESTROY THE REGIME ARCHIVES

On the brink of the transformation, the archives of the regime’s institutions were still in possession and use by them; this situation led to the imminent threat of the “cleansing” of the politically sensitive documents. When the downfall of the communist share in rule became visible, the heads of the PZPR, the SB and the WSW apparently ordered the destruction of crucial materials; the minutes of the sessions of the central committee of the PZPR from ’80s were destroyed, as well as a great number of documents of the security police and military services. The key preparations for this action were already made in 1980 (during the first Solidarity period, when foreseen martial law measures could led to unwanted developments).

The files of the secret police were destroyed in formal accordance with, or in open defiance of the internal rules of document weeding: in fact, SB officers were engaged in the destruction of nearly all current operative case-files as “of no operative value”, the SB archives were extracting and weeding closed case-files and relevant cards from registries. The preserved weeding protocols from that period seem to be irrelevant. Apparently (as secondary sources indicate) the destructions of “all documents concerning illegal structures” and clergy, as well as object-files were ordered verbally in the summer of 1989 (during the first Solidarity period, when foreseen martial law measures could lead to unwanted developments).

The files of the secret police were destroyed in formal accordance with, or in open defiance of the internal rules of document weeding: in fact, SB officers were engaged in the destruction of nearly all current operative case-files as “of no operative value”, the SB archives were extracting and weeding closed case-files and relevant cards from registries. The preserved weeding protocols from that period seem to be irrelevant. Apparently (as secondary sources indicate) the destructions of “all documents concerning illegal structures” and clergy, as well as object-files were ordered verbally in the summer of 1989. A report from July 1989 exists, stating that “according to the minister’s order” the archive started to “analyse” and “separate and specially secure” documents of special importance in four categories: informants’ case-files closed after 1975 (especially of those used against the opposition), operative and investigative case-files concerning opposition members (especially those who entered parliament in 1989), case-files concerning bishops, cardinals, and priests engaged in opposition, and all documents concerning polls and elections since 1946. At the same time (summer 1989) the leadership of the communist party archive sector and the SB were consulting the transfer of some records from the MSW archive to the party archive.

It seems to be enough to suggest that “analysing, securing and separating” of files were in fact preparation for the mass weeding of documents that could compromise covert actions and crimes of the regime, or compromise its active agents and informants.

On 26th August 1989, the deputy minister of internal affairs accepted the proposal made by the directors of Department IV of the MSW (in charge of Church surveillance) and Biuro “C” MSW (archive and registry) to destroy all of the operative case-files of Department IV (and its subordinate units), including those in the archive. On 1st September 1989, the former director of Department IV (the unit was formally dismissed) ordered former units of this department that all operative case-files concerning priests (the old ones in archive either) were to be destroyed. The preserved files, in this case paperwork, show how the weeding process supposedly started in other units of the security service.

Apparently, nearly all operative case-files concerning priests and parishes (existing since the 1963 in the system of the “permanent invigilation” of Roman-Catholic Church) were destroyed, with only a few accidental exemptions; this action was meticulously done – even the old case-files were withdrawn from the archive and weeded. Also, the records of the MSWs 4th Department (Department IV) from the last 10-year period of activity, and the operative case-files were almost completely destroyed. Other divisions of the SB were also weeding their resources, with apparent priority given to active informant’s case files, but in a much more clumsy manner. During the process, some of the internal rules were observed: the operative units informed the registry unit of the weeding of the relevant file; some important case-files that were already archived were withdrawn from the archive and then declared “weeded as of no operative importance”. These reports and weeding protocols were however, not in every instance accurate: some (although not numerous) case-files were reported as weeded, but reappeared later untouched; weeding protocols were also unreliable, or not written at all. Unexpectedly (and luckily for the sake of future research and legal proceedings) the main registry tools, i.e. registration and archival logs remained untouched (perhaps they were not seen as important).

The card indexes were damaged only a bit less than archives; the registry cards were probably seen as “statistics paperwork”, secondary to the case-files. The weeding of case-file should be followed by the weeding of the relevant registry card – but in many cases those cards were only prepared for weeding. Now, the existing card indexes are, in some cases, the only evidence documenting (with other instruments: registration, archival logs, and operative fund accountancy) the proceedings run by the former communist secret service.

As the entire process was done in a rush, there were also rumours about “privatisation” of files, i.e. theft of documents committed by SB officers awaiting dismissal, or passing of files to informants. The landmark case the “privatisation” emerged in February 2016 when the widow of late Czesław Kiszczak (former communist minister of internal affairs) proposed selling the case-file of the informant “Bolek” to the Institute of National Remembrance (Instytut Pamięci Narodowej, IPN); the case-file contained compelling documentation pointing to Lech Wałęsa (historical leader of Solidarity) as an SB informant, active in 1970–1975.

Information of the mass weeding of SB documents soon leaked to the public, and became a theme of parliamentary intervention in the MSW. The reaction of the MSW was contradictory; on 31st January 1990, the communist minister of internal affairs, Czesław Kiszczak, ordered all weeding of all documents to be strictly prohibited; three weeks later, the deputy minister assured the general prosecution service office that no action of the mass weeding of documents was ever ordered or conducted by the MSW. Actually, the weeding of SB files continued, although not in previous extent (for example, a significant part of the main operative card-index was prepared for weeding, but was saved when found in “evacuation sacks” months later), and
was stopped only when the SB was finally dismissed by parliamentary act. The remnants of the SB archives and registries were taken over by new state security police, Urząd Ochrony Państwa (UOP), and were partially reconstructed. Nevertheless, the report of the analysis unit of the ministry of internal affairs published in July 1992 pointed out that the clandestine weeding of SB documents started in the Summer of 1989, and continued to the January 1991.

The size of the loss of the operative archives and registries of the SB cannot be ultimately established. It appears that a majority of case-files of active agents and informants, key operative case-files concerning leading personalities of the opposition, almost all case files concerning priests, parishes, and higher clergy, and a significant number of foreign intelligence case-files were destroyed. The destruction of the files was mirrored by the extracting and weeding of relevant cards from the operative card indexes. “Separated card-index” (assembled in 1989–1990) contained approximately 525 thousand cards; about 55 thousand were weeded by 1990. The remnants of “separated card-index” were also prepared for – but unfinished – weeding. The main operative-archival electronic database (Integrated System of Operative Card-Indexes, Zintegrowany System Kartotek Operacyjnych, ZSKO) was also the subject of data cleansing: the preserved database was reconstructed from the back-ups made in 1988 and 1990. Another example of the weeding of significant documents concerned the SOUD registry; the Polish branch of the SOUD organisation was a part of the SB archive, and from the beginning of the activities of the system, accumulated a significant volume of documents. At the turn of 1989 and 1990, the collection was destroyed; a KGB connection officer took the main normative Russian acts and relevant agreements away in the spring of 1990.

The military security service (WSW) was far more effective than the SB in getting rid of its archives, probably thanks to the deeper secrecy of its dealings. In November 1989, Gen. Edmund Buła ordered the weeding of almost all of the documents of the WSW and the former military security service, the Stalinist Informacja Wojskowa (Head Directorate of Military Information, Główny Zarząd Informacji, GZI). As a extraordinary parliamentary sub-committee for the examining of the dealings of former WSW stated, the destruction of the military security service archive continued until the end of July 1990, when the Chief of Army HQ ordered control of the archives (there were also instances of document weeding after the order). The destruction was described as “total”. As the military control body stated in 1991, the weeding of informants’ and operative case-files had already started in 1982, but the most profound damages were made in the first months of 1990. Approximately 77 % of all the resources of the WSW archive were destroyed, and its section containing the files of the GZI suffered an 84 % losses. The action was considered “dealings attempting to destroy compromising evidence”. The losses of the WSW archives in the local branches were even higher.

REGIME ARCHIVES IN TRANSITION

The records transfer process of the regime institutions and organizations from the original handlers to institutions of public trust was painful, long, and full of difficulties. The content of both the party’s and the secret service’s archive was seen as extremely politically sensitive; as they contained the documents compromising regime policy and dealings about a great number of citizens involved in the maintaining of totalitarian rule.

The self-dismissal of the communist party (PZPR) on 29th January 1990 enabled the seizure of party’s assets – i.e. the archives. On 23th January 1990, the government (although reluctantly) ordered the forming of a committee responsible for the examining of party property and restitution of the state’s assets (the decision was approved by parliament on 26th January 1990). One of the committee decisions was that the party’s archives should become a part of the state archival network. The relevant parliamentary act on 9th November 1990 declared that all former communist party’s assets (as it were on 24th August 1989) were to become state property. These acts were crucial for the seizure and transfer of the records of the communist party from its archives to the national archival service.

In 2000, the commissioner responsible for the restitution of state assets was admitted to see some of the party’s records in AAN, he stated later that the documents were in disorder, and pointed out that the extent of missing records, indicated that a deliberate destruction of files had occurred. The Commissioner focused on records concerning the party’s financial affairs (and therefore – as they concered the assets that could be seized – a subject of destruction). The abovementioned statement is contradictory to the general description of the PZPR’s archive as seized “by order”.

Although the central archive of the PZPR had already been transferred to the AAN in 1990, the records were not accessible for a very long period. Access to the PZPR’s archive (as “fonds in the process of ordering”) was granted only to a handful of researchers despite the huge interest by historians and the public. However, those obstacles were seen as an impediment, the resources were not declared secret. Access to the PZPR resources was gradually widened.

Initially, the archive of the MSW was a subject of very peculiar scrutiny; in the beginning of 1990 the minister of public education formed a committee tasked with getting insight into the SB archive (but without clear aims or powers); the committee consisted of several public personalities, i.e. Prof. Andrzej Ajnkiel and Prof. Jerzy Holzer, renowned historians, Bogdan Kroll, then head of AAN and Adam Michnik, former opposition activist (then MP). The dealings of this committee remain unclear, there is no record of the files that were presented to the body, its final report was very brief and mainly stated that the contents of the MSW archive are “incomplete”. It should be noted, that abovementioned committee was granted, apparently, direct and significantly wider access to the MSW archive than the parliamentary special committee for the examination of activity of the MSW (already formed on 1nd August 1989); the latter committee complained of numerous impediments and the lack of cooperation by the ministry.

After its dissolution, the archives of the former communist security services became part of the new republic’s civil (Urząd Ochrony Państwa, UOP) and military (Wojskowe Służby Informacyjne, WSI) services’ operative archives – and for a long time were practically inaccessible to the public or press, with a few exemptions granted for researchers in the UOP archive. The range of access was also carefully limited; the case-files of agents and informants were not released at all, the researchers were not granted access to the finding aids and the registry. The resources were treated as secret, and relevant security classifications (dating from pre-1989 period) were deemed still valid.
The significance of information from the former security services archives for domestic policy and for the public was clearly recognized. In June 1992, the matter became a subject of political discussion, when a parliamentary resolution ordered the minister of internal affairs to disclose file information concerning MPs and leading government personalities recorded by the communist security services. The subsequent developments had a catastrophic effect for the, then, government; on the night after the information concerning the MPs was found in the registry and the archive of the MSW were circulated, a parliamentary coalition of fear emerged and voted to form a new cabinet. Two weeks later, the constitutional court declared the "Illustration act" unconstitutional and void. The list (called "Lista Macierewicza" after the name of Antoni Macierewicz, then minister of internal affairs in charge of the implementation of parliamentary resolution), although originally secret, was published by some newspapers. The matter of any dealings of the former communist security services became one of the most important issues in Polish politics; the contents of the regime archives also became the focus of public interest. The archive was still deemed secret for several, or less, legitimate reasons. The secrecy classifications from the communist period were not made summarily void; communist regulations and laws concerning public secrets were upheld as valid. The secret security archive was declared as containing documents still important for national security (especially concerning matters of foreign intelligence) and of extreme personal sensitivity. In the public discussions ignited by the events of 1992 the following matters were considered: state security interests connected to the contents of the security services archives, the protection of dignity and personal data of people affected, and possible threats to the political stability of the country. The subject of the debate quickly became controversial; some emotional arguments were raised, principally describing eventual settlements as a "witch-hunt". The fact that the sole handler of the former security service archive was the UOP; although formally a new service, it was manned and commanded by old SB-men. Also, the fears of politically motivated misuse of documents from the SB archive emerged, as well as for the integrity of the resources.

As the former secret services archives were practically closed, anxieties about its presumed misuse emerged, as well as the general assumption that the government still was using the assets of the former communist security service, i.e. both its functionaries and informants, possibly also its operative networks, and vast collections of documents containing sensitive information. This lead to the general assumption, held by numerous post-Solidarity circles, that this particular sector of government, i.e. secret services, got through the democratic transition with only little ruffle of feathers, and can still seriously influence policy and economic life with its clandestine connections - without the control of lawmakers or the public. The existence of clandestine informant networks was seen during the communist rule as a threat to the basic social bond: mutual trust. Keeping records of the former security service secret, after the democratic change was seen a limited continuity of social technology, contrary to public interest and the democratic rule of law. The fact that someone was a functionary of the communist secret service or its informant was (and still is) seen as a profoundly compromising to persons and their dealings, and makes the person affected vulnerable to blackmail or recruitment. Nevertheless, as long as the former security archives were kept closed, the public was denied the knowledge of such people. The records "privatised" by former SB-men were another matter; former SB circles leaked or even forged documents and information in an attempt to compromise some political personalities, as it happened in cases such as Zbigniew Najder and Jaroslav Kaczyński. The missing records could have been smuggled to Russia or sold to foreign powers security agencies.

The formal examination of records of former regime was only held in few proceedings. In the beginning of '90, the Ministry of Justice – thanks to special entitlements granted by a parliamentary act on 23rd February 1991, launched the judicial review of numerous sentences concerning people "engaged in activities for an independent Polish state". Nevertheless, the proceedings were only based on the contents of the courts' records, secondary to the operative case-files; the latter were not examined and were still kept secret. A parliamentary inquiry concerning the fates of approximately 100 people killed by authorities during the martial law period (1981–1983) was focused on particular cases, and did not lead to the assumption of general rules or acts concerning the settlement of communist crimes. The few trials – concerning massacre in Wujek coal mine (16th December 1981), massacre in Lubin (31st August 1982), murder of Grzegorz Przemyk (12th May 1983), tortures in the detention prison of Ministry of Public Security (MBP) in the '40s and '50s, supervision over the conspiracy to kidnap and murder of Rev. Jerzy Popiełuszko (19th October 1984), introduction of Martial Law in 1981 - were prolonged and only a handful of perpetrators were sentenced. The examination of documents needed during abovementioned proceedings was extensive, and revealed a number of aggravating circumstances, but the outcomes were particular - connected to the specific proceeding. Numerous legal obstacles caused by the natural resistance of the culprits also affected the proceedings.

The rather unsatisfactory outcome of the legal proceedings concerning communist crimes was a significant factor influencing the popular demand for the open access to the regime archives – as a resource of legal evidence and fund of information needed for a healthy social and political life.

The governing of sensitive data by a secretive institution seen as a post-communist organization raised concerns about its information handling; it lead to calls for the transfer of the abovementioned resources to an independent institution. The settlements held in the former GDR influenced public opinion and
some political circles demanded the forming of “Polish Gauck-Behoerde”. Another matter was the screening of public personali-
ties for ties with the former communist security service; post-Sol-
idarity movements declared the need for such an arrangement.

Matters dealing with the regime archives were only disput-
ed after the abovementioned disastrous 1992, first attempt to
screen MPs was abandoned; the next government and a parlia-
mentary majority were not prone to disclose any information
from the archive. The return of the post-communist coalition to
power in 1993 halted any possible movement on the issue; social
democrats and their agrarian allies, both from former regime
provenience, were not interested in disclosing the records of
the former communist secret service. The matter was unresolved
until the 1996 landslide victory of the post-Solidarity coalition.

The subsequent voting of the parliamentary act on 11th April
1997 concerning vetting of public personalities (“lustration”),
parlamentary declaration condemning communist totalitari-
anism of 18th June 1998, and the parliamentary act on 18th De-
cember 1998, forming the Institute of National Remembrance
cleared the way to the open access to the archives of the com-
munist security services and the legal use of records from those
archives. Abovementioned acts formed two new institutions
commissioned to deal with the archives of the former communist
secret services: Biuro Rzecznicza Interesu Publicznego (BRIP, Bu-
reau of the Public Interest Advocate) – in charge of vetting public
personalities, and Instytut Pamięci Narodowej (IPN, Institute of
the National Remembrance) – in charge of archives, research,
and prosecution of communist crimes.

BRIP started its activity in 1998, and in the first years of work
it relied on the cooperation of the archival unit of Poland’s security
services, the UOP (in 2002, divided to two separate agencies:
Agencja Bezpieczeństwa Wewnętrznego, ABW – Agency for In-
ner Security, and Agencja Wywiadu, AW – Intelligence Agency)
and the WSI. Forming of the IPN and the following transfer of
archives meant, that “lustration” proceedings run by the BRIP
were assisted partially by the archives of the secret services and
increasingly of the IPN’s archive. BRIP was abolished in 2007, and
its tasks were transmitted to the IPN – since then the use of rec-
ords for the vetting proceedings were joined into one institution.

Although the Institute of National Remembrance was for-
Alicial element of archival work) in such circumstances was not
restricted”) were listed in protocols that were also given secrecy
clauses.

The lawmaker’s decision to fit the access proceedings into
the rules of administrative code (that formally guaranteed the ju-
dicial review for rejected applications) contributed to the relative
complication of the access proceedings (in comparison with ac-
cess proceedings in state archives).

The declassification and sanitizing of records was a complex
issue; the pre-1990 classification clauses were still deemed as
valid. The inaccuracy of the official secrets act was a serious
impediment to further activities at the IPN; initially the secrecy
clauses were interpreted according to formal entitlements of
a non-existing communist security service; only secrecy clas-
sifications issued before 1983 (when the communist parliament
pronounced an act of the office of ministry of internal affairs,
formally recognizing the existence of the security service) were
abolished. The relevant secrecy laws were gradually changed,
allowing declassifying secret documents issued before the dis-
missal of the SB (31st July 1990) and the military secret services
(31st December 1990). An initial clash with the state’s personal
data protection office was dismissed by exempting the IPN from the country’s personal data protection rules; lawmakers considered the disclosure of information concerning the communist rule of greater public interest, than an individuals’ personal data protection. Finally, subsequent changes in the official secrets act declared all records open, which were to be transferred to the IPN archive – except the “restricted resource”. The existence of the “restricted resource” was terminated in the last enactment of the act forming the IPN (2016); the security services were obliged to conduct an ultimate overview of the resource, release unnecessarily classified files, and submit well-founded requests for the preserving of secrecy classifications of remaining records – till 15th June 2017.

The initial rules of access to the files and data in the IPN’s archive followed a very strict German pattern; clauses of the BSU Act were mirrored in the first enactment of the IPN-Act. Subsequent changes in the act relaxed those rules step-by-step; today there is no compulsory sanitizing (“anonymization”) of data in disclosed documents; other terms of access were also loosened. The only important restriction was introduced in favour of people affected by persecutions; they have the right to file a demand for restrictions to access data concerning their personal life.

The development of the terms of access was primarily shaped by the country’s policy. The demands for broader access to files, widening of the vetting proceedings (that influenced also archival proceedings), general support for IPN’s activities (and relevant expectations) were parts of the political program of post-Solidarity parties, and were mirrored in several major adjustments and changes in acts concerning the IPN and vetting (“lustration”) proceedings. There were also other circumstances that heavily influenced the activities of the IPN and the raised public awareness concerning matters of the regime archives.

Possibly the most important of these incidents was the serious leak of data concerning informants and officers of the SB and the KBW. In the beginning of 2005, one of the databases compiled in the IPN (and accessible to researchers in the IPN’s archive reading room) was leaked and broadly disseminated on the Internet. The list was soon named “Lista Wildsteina”, i.e. “Wildstein’s List” after the name of journalist, Bronisław Wildstein, who initially admitted that he was the person responsible for leaking the database. The data-sheet was compilation of about 162 thousand entries consisting of names and signatures, without additional information – but an accompanying (apparently true) rumor stated, that the database contains signatures of case-files of SB’s informants, personal files of the SB and military security services’ officers. The database covered only Warsaw’s IPN’s resources, and did not contained data concerning operative case-files, records of foreign intelligence and military security services. The “List” attracted great publicity and raised a lot of questions about the contents of the IPN’s archive and, above all, about the vast amount of information previously unknown to the general public. The immediate effect of the leak was an adjustment to the IPN Act, forging a “fast lane” for people who wanted to check whether the case-files listed in leaked database with names identical as their own refer in fact to them.

The dismissal of military intelligence and counterintelligence agency (Wojskowe Służby Informacyjne, WSI) in 2006 followed the apparent dysfunction of service and serious criminal allegations against it’s officers – unveiled the deceitful conduct of the WSI towards the IPN. The WSI was in charge of numerous records of former communist military intelligence and counterintelligence agents, directly listed in the IPN Act as belonging to IPN’s archive – and therefore under mandatory transfer. Those records were not transferred to the IPN and not even reported. The WSI purposely hid those files in their documentation repositories as “non-archival paperwork” prepared for weeding, in order to pretend that those records were not files required by the IPN, and to avoid putting them into their own archival unit (where such files could be identified and requested by the IPN). The WSI also restricted a great number of former communist military security service’s files that already been seized by the IPN, practically rendering them inaccessible for people affected, the press and researchers.

**CURRENT STATUS**

The main archives holding the collections (collection holding institutions, CHI) of the former communist regime in Poland are:

- Archiwum Akt Nowych (AAN, Central Archive of Modern Records) – the main state archive holding the records of the central institutions existing after 1918, i.e. holding the archives of the communist party, central government bodies, censorship office, and other institutions of country-range importance.
- Instytut Pamięci Narodowej (IPN, Institute of National Remembrance) – holding archives of the former security services (security service, military security services, military foreign intelligence), counterinsurgency troops, border troop reconnaissance unit files, and selected files of the judiciary and penitentiary bodies.
- Wojskowe Biuro Historyczne (WBH, Military Historical Bureau) – the body supervising the military archives holding resources of Army HQ, Committee for the Defence of the Country, military political directorates, military political academies. The records of local party committees, local government branches, especially district censorship offices are held in local state archives. Records are accessible according to state archives regulation, in a simple and unaffected way (information about rules for access to the AAN is available at address: http://aan.gov.pl/p,62,zasady-udostepniania). Information on records kept in the state archival net is available on the Head’s Office of State Archives database internet search engine “SEZAM”: http://baza.archiwa.gov.pl/sezam/sezam.php. Another search engine of the state archival net (with access to the digital repository) is also available on internet: http://www.szukajwarchiwach.pl/. Detailed finding aids kept in the AAN and other state archives are available in reading rooms.

The records of the former communist security services are available at the IPN’s central archive in Warsaw and in 17 local branches. Access to the files is granted to people affected (and their relatives), journalists, researchers, and – with some restrictions – for functionaries of the former regime. The files of public personalities are accessible – by a separate proceeding – for every citizen. Access to files are provided after filling a formal application. Information on the access proceedings and application forms are available on internet: http://ipn.gov.pl/pl/archiw/udostepnianie/rodzaje-realizowanych-w. Information about the IPN’s resources is published in the internet archival inventory: http://inwentarz.ipn.gov.pl/; although the internet inventory contains only a part of archival database (constantly updated), the full version of the database is available for researchers in IPN’s reading rooms. A brief information about the resources
of the central branch of the IPN’s archive is available on internet: http://ipn.gov.pl/pl/archiw/zasob/31562,Informacja-o-za sobie-archiwalnym-Archiwum-IPN-w-Warszawie-Centrala.html. Another tool that provides the information to the public about the contents of the IPN’s archive, are the Internet catalogues of the IPN’s vetting unit (Biuro Lustracyjne, BL, Lustration Bureau). Accessible on-line database (http://katalog.ipn.gov.pl/) consist of four lists (“catalogues”): the catalogue of leading functionaries of state and party during communist rule, the catalogue of security services officers, the catalogue of the vetted public personalities, the catalogue of people affected by dealings of the communist secret services. All of the catalogues contain information about files and registry entries concerning the people listed.

The WBH is a budy supervising military archival network, i.e. the most important archives are: Centralne Archiwum Wojskowe (CAW, Central Military Archive) in Warszawa-Rembertów, Military Archives in Nowy Dwór Mazowiecki (Archiwum Wojskowe, former Archiwum Ministerstwa Obrony Narodowej, AMON, Archive of Ministry of National Defence), Toruń, Olesnica and Archive of the Navy in Gdynia. Both the CAW and the AW in Nowy Dwór have published their inventories, and finding aids are available in the reading rooms. Information concerning access, rules for the CAW are available on-line, as well as brief information about the CAW resources. A brief directory of finding aids for the AW in Nowy Dwór Mazowiecki is also available on-line.

The records of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs from communist period are available in the archive of the ministry (Archiwum MSZ). Inventories are not accessible on-line, A brief descriptions of resources is published on the Ministry’s website.

The private papers of some of the prominent communist personalities are kept in the Archiwum Dokumentacji Historycznej PRL (since 2011 governed by Akademia Humanistyczna w Pułtusku); a brief description of the contents of the archive is available online.

One of the most important collections of documents concerning communist rule in Poland is kept by the non-profit organization Ośrodek Karta (est. 1984 as underground documentation center). Karta runs the Opozycji (Opposition Archive) and Archiwum Historii Mówionej (Oral History Archive) collections, containing a huge volume on Solidarność records, MSW documents, opposition activists’ papers and recordings of history witnesses’ testimonies. The description of the collections and detailed finding aids are available online.

Nearly two decades of open archives policy resulted in the boosting of research and a broad use of data from the archives in public life. Since 2001, the IPN has published more than 1700 books, and publishes the editions of three scientific and two popular-scientific journals. The information from archives is still widely used in the vetting (“iustration”) proceedings. Archival research has been irreplaceable for the recent efforts in identifying mass graves and the bodies of the victims of the communist regime.

**LESSONS LEARNT**

The conclusions from the Polish experience concerning dealings with the communist regime archives may be divided into two categories: conclusions concerning the legal system, and conclusions concerning practical solutions.

One of the flaws of the Polish legal system concerning the democratic transition period was the respect for the formal rules of communist law. The communist legal system was illegitimate, in its core; its norms were promulgated in the form of laws by unelected (or “elected” in falsified or mock elections) bodies. In fact, the communist regime, although very committed to the formal shape of its dealings, was in fundamental denial of the concept of the rule of law, and its legal system and laws were only a facade for the party’s dictatorship. Communist “laws” and “acts” should be applied in the transition period with regard to their existing and presumable consequences, and their pre-1990 results should be judged after their impact on national, social, and individual interest, and respectively declared void, temporarily valid or valid. The post-1990 Polish praxis did not contain such procedures or evaluations; the validity of laws and acts of the communist period were sustained or judged in accordance with the then binding constitution (also communist, and promulgated by an illegitimate body). The possible adjustments to the legal system were consequently and intensively voted, but the consequences of communist rule were to be challenged as legally binding. This circumstance refers not only to matters of the former regime archives, but also to a vast number of social issues, i.e. restitution of property seized by communist authorities. The main problem that emerged due to respecting the legality of communist activities, and the regard for the archives of the communist regime institutions, was the matter of the validity of the secrecy classifications. It took more than a dozen years of transition to lawfully declare the secrecy classifications from communist period void – and only in relevance to the records seized by the IPN. The positive lesson was that even in such an unfriendly legal environment, institutions and laws needed to deal with the communist past were established, and former regime regulations were successfully overran. The lawmakers in the series of acts and enactments clearly decided that the settlement of communist rule must prevail regarding the particular interests connected to the respect of the secrecy classifications or personal data protection. The core reason for such achievement was the political will to remove the impediments to free speech, to challenge the legacy of former regime, and to change the state’s system from post-communist to democracy.

The practical experiences of the Polish dealings with the archives of the former regime were followed legal and political circumstances. The precautionary policy of the first non-communist coalition (1989–1991) and of prime minister Tadeusz Mazowiecki (summarily called “policy of a thick line”, dividing the communist past from the democratic present and future, but was also widely understood as an informal amnesty for the former, led to the keeping of the communist generals Czesław Kiszczak and Florian Siwicki, as ministers of internal affairs and national defence. They had apparently ordered or protected the mass destruction of documents of the security services. The parliamentary intervention, subsequent deposition of abovementioned ministers, and the dismissal of the communist secret services in 1990 stopped the destruction of archives. In the beginning of 1990, the government was also very reluctant, or self-restricted, towards the process of the disintegration of the communist party; the lawful measures allowing the takeover of party’s assets (archives included) were issued, but only the self-dismissal of the party enabled the seizure of its archives and other property. However the archives were seized quickly and successfully, the forfeiture of party’s other property became long, difficult and inefficient process.
A rather unsatisfactory experience concerning the regime archives was the result of the process of the forming of the new security services. Two agencies were in charge of the archives of the dismissed communist secret services, and assumed its contents were of secret operative assets. This led to the long-term restriction of access to the archives. The security services, as collection holding institutions, practically, unilaterally decided on the sequence, contents, legal status, and description of records transferred to the IPN. Another result was the creation of the “restricted resource” in the IPN’s archive – that wouldn’t probably have existed, if former security services archives were not treated as operative assets of the new security services. The cases of continued use of some registry tools, or records and card-indexes resulted in the restriction of its contents, that required sanitization before declassification. The case of the WSI dismissal in 2006 shows that the military security agency hid some records from the IPN and restricted access to many of the records already transferred. In the years 2010–2017, a great number of files initially placed in the “restricted resource” were reviewed, and finally released and declassified. The activities connected to the abolishment of the “restricted resource” revealed a vast amount of records that apparently were restricted without any important reason, and subsequently withheld from access for a number of years.

The secret services passed the records to the IPN’s archive in a number of separate series. The IPN’s archive was then shaped after the sequence of transfers (the transfer protocols were treated as internal finding aids, and its numbers became archival signatures); the original structure of the former communist security services archives was not reconstructed.

The mass destruction of the former communist security services archives (including the erasing of entries in the electronic databases) resulted in a lack or deficiency of evidence concerning numerous crimes by the regime and damages suffered by people affected. The subsequent investigations, access and vetting proceedings were thwarted, or needed additional effort to reveal the activities of the communist secret services. The sustaining secrecy of archives meant that people affected by communist crimes were denied access to vital information.

Another experience is connected to the governing of the archives. The seizure of the archives by an independent institution is not identical with instant access. The legal terms of access are vital for the general public; limitations of access to the files caused by prolonging proceedings, restrictions caused by sanitization (“anonymisation”) or secrecy clauses are significant impediments for people affected and public opinion.

The recognition of contents, and the structure and history of resources is key to efficient access proceedings. The “elaboration of archival funds”, i.e. arranging of files in the funds, conservation work, preparation of finding aids and indexes, research of funds structure and history, digitization needs time, skilled personal, equipment, and money. The secret services run their archives with a strict connection to the card-indexes or electronic databases – which should be used as an independent sources of information and indexes for the archival funds until the moment of the preparing of the proper finding aids. The IPN’s experience with providing access to the files for numerous applicants in the course of elaboration of the acquisitioned records are generally positive, i.e. the IPN archive managed to provide access to the claimants, researchers and the press; nevertheless, the priority for providing access and acquisition of archival funds required a substantial effort by the employees (especially those working with the card-registries), and intensive declassification proceedings slowed down the elaboration of archival fonds.

One of the most important issues of the archival work, especially when a part of the resource or its original finding aids are restricted, or partially unavailable is digitization of the archival resource. The term includes the arranging of electronic finding aids and indexes, and the scanning of the original finding aids, indexes, card indexes, registry instruments, single documents, and whole files and collections. The IPN and the state archival network constructed these databases, although not inter-operative, and in the case of the IPN, only partially available for the general public (although much more detailed). The IPN’s efforts to integrate the digitized original card indexes with the electronic finding aid system provided a powerful archival tool, significantly boosting the efficiency of work.

The general risk related to the use of the former security services archives is the disclosure of information of a sensitive nature. The IPN was exempted from general rules concerning personal data protection; however, these matters are considered significantly important. The employees of the IPN are obliged to keep secret everything they are acquainted with, except for matters of scientific research. The responsibility for the disclosure of sensitive information lies with the people (victims, researchers, journalists) who were granted access to the files; it is assumed, that the Institute bears no responsibility for the contents of records made by the former security services.

In a difference to the BStU, the IPN has only limited experience with the reconstruction of destroyed or damaged records. There is no virtual reconstruction program similar to the German one (it must be noted, that such program is very expensive). The IPN’s branch in Katowice leads the advanced effort of manual reconstruction to a significant number of restored files.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

The general recommendations and expectations towards dealing with the archives of former repressive regimes were covered in the so-called Quintana Report of 1995 (redacted in 2009), which also covered the Polish experience (see: Further reading).

Some legal solutions should be recommended:

- Dealing with the regime archives in a democratic transition needs a stable legal environment, providing in the first place the right to free, unrestricted access to the archives for victims of the regimes, parliamentary and judicial bodies, and researchers and the press.
- The seizure of the archives of the former security services, government bodies, military units, courts and penitentiary institutions, coercive and repressive institutions, and other organisations, especially parties, companies, paramilitary groups, must be legally secured.
- The security classifications concerning the documentation of the former regime must be declared void. Access to archives cannot be restricted due to the security classification without independent review and without important reasons.
- The rules concerning personal data protection regarding the contents of regime archives should be relaxed to maximum reasonable extent. The limited right to protect sensitive personal information should be granted to victims of the regime only, provided that it would not harm eventual investigations and judicial proceedings.
■ The regime archives should be held in a separate institution, independent from executive powers (especially law enforcement and security agencies), possibly under direct parliamentary control.

■ The legal system should provide penal measures against people who destroy, hide or withhold, damage, records, registries, and assets of the former regime secret services and other organisations.

Practical recommendations and observations:

■ at the early stage of the transition, the documentation of the regime institutions, i.e. current office paperwork, registry tools (as diaries, logs), archives, registries, card-indexes, microfilm and microfiche collections, and data systems should be carefully secured, at the original premises when possible. Any attempts to steal, burn, flood, scatter or damage the records, registries, data carriers should be prevented. When possible, photographic coverage of in situ situation should be provided.

■ How to find the secret archives? The archives and card indexes are usually kept in cellars and attics, in rooms without windows (or with windows secured with dense grill and blinds), and with fire-resistant doors. Additional fire and flooding protection devices, as well as air conditioning (files should be kept in stable temperature and in low humidity) are often seen there. Vital IT installations are often housed in rooms without windows, with additional power supply and special fire protection systems. Pay close attention to metal lockers, locked single rooms, and caches.

■ Former regime functionaries should not gain access to the premises where records are secured. The theft or destruction of any part of the registry or data system might be fatal to the whole collection. Conceal vital evidence against harm for later investigations and judicial proceedings.

■ The remains of shredded, torn, damaged or scattered documents, data carriers, computers must not be disposed of, but should be preserved and described with regard to the exact place of recovery: building, room number, locker, possible unit of origin; Shredded, torn, partially damaged or mixed documentation (data carriers) can be reconstructed or arranged later (with use of technical measures unavailable on spot).

■ Wet, fragile or fungus infected records should be kept separately (wet frozen) and as soon as possible undergo conservation, disinfection.

■ The electronic data carriers should be technically secured. The carriers’ contents (data, metadata and software) should be backed up to a second or multiple safety data carriers. Written manuals, handbooks, notes, instructions for handling data systems and printouts should be secured as well as the computers, data carriers, and other devices.

■ Microfilm/microfiche should be secured, as well as the readers, and other reading devices, registry and archival machines (i.e. rotomats, index-lockers, perforation readers), communication, and encryption devices. Those devices may be unique, or very difficult to replace.

■ Secure the seized records, indexes, books, logs in their original state and form. It will later help to attribute the seized documentation to the proper part of archival fonds, unit of origin, and connection to other records and registry aids.

■ Do not rearrange or mix the secured card-indexes and document collections – even if such rearrangement (for example, in alphabetical order) would provide some practical gain. Do not dispose of file covers or envelopes, binders, tags, labels.

■ Even seemingly the most inferior documentation (untitled logs, officers’ personal diaries, minor card-indexes with anonymous data, accountancy records, attendance lists, deployments documentation) might be of vital relevance, especially when other parts of the archive or registry were damaged or destroyed. The complexity of the secret services and government bodies means that important information was noticed in numerous places. The registry systems were often compilations of numerous data sub-systems, card-indexes, and logs that provided full information only when complete. Securing of office paperwork is vital for later investigations concerning the dealings of regime functionaries, and the fate of victims (and even their place of burial).

■ The records of the former security services cannot be handled solely by the new security services; it may lead to a merging of old and new registries and case-files and the subsequent continuous secrecy of the archive. Resources important to the new secret services can be separated, when needed, but it should stay under independent control and be catalogued (even if the secrecy of resource would be required).

■ Access to the regime archives should be provided as soon as possible. Limitations or restrictions to access will inevitably raise suspicions about the contents of the resources or its presumed mishandling.

■ The arranging of seized resources and archival research should be started as soon as possible. The restoration of the original scheme of the archive and registry should ease access proceedings and enable the assessment of eventual losses and damages. The research of contemporary instructions, manuals, internal norms (concerning operative proceedings, registry, secrecy measures, and organisation schemes) of the former security services is key to the reconstruction of the resource scheme, and for explaining the documentation’s contents to people granted access to the files (especially investigators).

■ Simultaneously to the arranging of the resource, an independent digital finding aid should be completed, enabling efficient inquiries and analysis of the resource structure. The digital finding aids should be accessible on-line.
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LUSTRATION

Radosław Peterman

Reckoning with the totalitarian past is one of the fundamental elements of the political transformation of every country going out of a totalitarian dictatorship. This issue was also faced by Poland, once the communist era ended. Janusz Kochanowski, Polish Ombudsman [Rzecznik Praw Obywatelskich] (2006–2010), noted that since the beginning of the Third Republic of Poland, i.e. from the early 1990s, in the public debate, what was weak “... were voices calling for decommunization, delegalization of the communist party, and the punishment of those guilty of communist crimes was an issue that was rarely raised. What was much louder was the slogan of the ‘thick line’ or the idea that ‘one should support the logic of reconciliation rather than the logic of justice’” (J. Kochanowski, Rzeczpospolita samorządna, published by LexisNexis, p.128). This type of attitude was represented not only by the political commentators but also by the so-called “Solidarity” decision-makers, especially within the Ministry of Internal Affairs. It was often said that an attempt to clarify the past could start a new wave of mutual accusations and allegations. For those people, trust and forgiveness was more important than seeking the truth. It is significant that such views as to the logic of reconciliation rather than the logic of justice refer only to communist crimes.

Reconciliation with the past in Poland has encountered various obstacles and resistance from some backgrounds. Lustration arouses particularly resistance. Lustration, which can be understood both as:

Firstly – a procedure intended to disclose the fact of working or cooperating with the security authorities of the communist state;

or, secondly, a system of legal remedies used by state authorities to prevent persons related to the communist regime from occupying important public posts.

In Poland, what was advocated was lustration as a procedure of disclosing the service, work or cooperation in the security authorities of the communist state of the People’s Republic of Poland.

In the summer of 1991, during the preparation for the first free elections to the Sejm, the Parliament began a discussion on lustration. Asa result thereof, on 19 July 1991, the Senate of the Republic of Poland, i.e. from the early 1990s, in the public debate, what was weak “… were voices calling for decommunization, delegalization of the communist party, and the punishment of those guilty of communist crimes was an issue that was rarely raised. What was much louder was the slogan of the ‘thick line’ or the idea that ‘one should support the logic of reconciliation rather than the logic of justice’” (J. Kochanowski, Rzeczpospolita samorządna, published by LexisNexis, p.128). This type of attitude was represented not only by the political commentators but also by the so-called “Solidarity” decision-makers, especially within the Ministry of Internal Affairs. It was often said that an attempt to clarify the past could start a new wave of mutual accusations and allegations. For those people, trust and forgiveness was more important than seeking the truth. It is significant that such views as to the logic of reconciliation rather than the logic of justice refer only to communist crimes.

Reconciliation with the past in Poland has encountered various obstacles and resistance from some backgrounds. Lustration arouses particularly resistance. Lustration, which can be understood both as:

Firstly – a procedure intended to disclose the fact of working or cooperating with the security authorities of the communist state;

or, secondly, a system of legal remedies used by state authorities to prevent persons related to the communist regime from occupying important public posts.

In Poland, what was advocated was lustration as a procedure of disclosing the service, work or cooperation in the security authorities of the communist state of the People’s Republic of Poland.

In the summer of 1991, during the preparation for the first free elections to the Sejm, the Parliament began a discussion on lustration. Asa result thereof, on 19 July 1991, the Senate of the Republic of Poland adopted a resolution calling on the Government of the Republic of Poland to “make the Minister of Justice (the Attorney General) verify whether candidates running for the Sejm or the Senate are included on the lists of employees or associates of former public security authorities or special military services, and to make this fact public in relation to those candidates where this was the case.”

The first legal act introducing the lustration was a resolution of the Sejm put forward by MP Janusz Korwin-Mikke on 28 May 1992, which instructed the Minister of the Internal Affairs to disclose the names of MPs, senators, ministers, regional governors, judges and prosecutors who used to be secret agents of the Security Bureau [Urząd Bezpieczeństwa (UB)] or the Security Service [Szczuba Bezpieczeństwa (SB)] between 1945–1990 (MP 1992.16.116). The resolution did not apply to military collaborators of the special services. On the very same day, a group of deputies filed a complaint with the Constitutional Tribunal [Trybunał Konstytucyjny] for the resolution. On 4 June 1992, Antoni Macierewicz, the existing Minister of the Internal Affairs, presented a list of persons registered in the archives of security intelligence as secret agents of UB and SB in the Sejm. Contrary to the Sejm resolution, the list did not include the names of regional governors, judges and prosecutors. The list included the names of the then President of the Republic of Poland, Lech Wałęsa and the then Speaker of the Sejm, Władysław Chrzanowski and about 60 Members of Parliament from almost all parliamentary groups. On the very same day, on the initiative of the President of Poland Lech Wałęsa, the Sejm adopted a resolution to dismiss the government of Jan Olszewski.

The Constitutional Tribunal ruled that the activities of Minister Macierewicz, in connection with the resolution adopted by the Sejm, were not in compliance with the Polish legal system, i.e. the Constitution of the Polish People’s Republic, which had been in force since 1952. The Constitutional Tribunal had no doubts that the obligation to disclose persons who were secret agents concerned those who wanted to perform or perform public functions, however, it was not specified what is and what is not a public function. Nor was the term of “cooperation”, essential for the whole process of lustration, defined. The adoption of the resolution was suspended pursuant to the Announcement of the President of the Constitutional Tribunal of 19 June 1992 on the suspension of the resolution of the Sejm of the Republic of Poland of 28 May 1992 (M.P. 1992.20.157) with effect from 19 June 1992, while it was repealed on 20 October 1992 by virtue of Announcement of the President of the Constitutional Tribunal of 20 October 1992 on the effectiveness of resolution of the Sejm of the Republic of Poland of 28 May 1992 (M.P.1992.34.245).

1 The expression “thick line” – a political slogan derived from the Prime Minister Tadeusz Mazowiecki’s speech delivered at the Contract Sejm on 24 August 1989. He said: “The government I will create shall not be liable for the mortgage it inherits. It does, however, affect the circumstances in which it shall act. We shall draw a thick line between the past and the present. We will only be liable for what we have done to bring Poland out of the present state of collapse.” At present, the term “thick line” is associated in the social consciousness with tolerance for former political leaders of the People’s Republic of Poland and the security services reporting to them.

2 At the time of the drafting of the resolution, the military special services were omitted as a result of the rapid work concerning the parliamentary resolution on lustration.

3 The prepared list was not the first one. Already in July 1989, just after the June parliamentary elections, under the command of Undersecretary of State of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, General Henryk Dankowski a list of agents elected to the Parliament was created at the Ministry of Internal Affairs. This archive (numbered 560) was soon lost. One of the inspectors thereof was the head of the Ministry of Internal Affairs Andrzej Milczanowski, the other one was the subsequent Minister of the Internal Affairs Henryk Majewski. Both had publicly questioned the credibility of the documents of the former SB.

4 The short time of the drafting of the Sejm resolution made the team responsible for preparing the information about regional governors, judges and prosecutors have no time to prepare it.
On 17 June 1992, the Senate began work on a new bill on the conditions of occupation of certain positions in the Republic of Poland, which was adopted by the Senate on 28 July 1992. The Senate’s bill contained a catalogue of positions which required the lustration procedure to be conducted (Article 1) and defined obstacles preventing some positions from being occupied (Article 3). The procedure essentially relied on the appointment of a para-court body, a Board of Appeal by the President of the Supreme Court, who would review appeals to certificates issued by the Ministry of Internal Affairs in the manner regulated by the Polish Code of Administrative Procedure. In September 1992, five other lustration bills were sent to the Sejm, which were delegated to the Sejm committees, where they quietly waited until the end of the term, i.e. 31 May 1993, and ended their life. The issue of lustration case was abandoned for several years because the post-communist party – SLD – won the parliamentary election and was not interested in lustration and decommunization.

Between 1994–1996 five bills concerning lustration were submitted to the Sejm. These bills were considered in 1996 by the Extraordinary Committee to consider lustration bills. It was only on 11 April 1997 that the first Polish lustration law was passed. This Act was entitled “The Act on Disclosure of Work or Service in State Security Authorities or Cooperation with State Security Authorities between 1944–1990” (Journal of Laws 1997.70.443). This happened one year after Resolution 1086 of the Plenary Assembly of the Council of Europe on measures to dismantle the heritage of former communist totalitarian systems. The Polish lustration law of 1997 was based on the following assumptions:

- lustration was limited to persons performing public functions;
- the persons performing public functions within the meaning of the Act included, among others, the President of the Republic of Poland, MPs, Senators, Members of the European Parliament, persons appointed to the leading positions of the State, the Head of the Civil Service, General Directors in ministries, central offices or regional offices, judges, prosecutors and lawyers, rectors, deputy rectors in state and non-state universities, the directors of channels and directors of the regional centres and agencies of the Polish Television and the Polish Radio;
- the persons covered by the lustration were to submit so-called lustration declarations in which they were to declare possible service, work or cooperation with the security authorities of the People’s Republic of Poland from 22 July 1944 to 10 May 1990;
- the lustration declaration was made at the time of granting consent to standing for election or to accepting a public function;
- the declarations were not to be made by persons born after 1 August 1972;
- the content of the declarations in which the person admits to working, cooperating or service was to be made public by being posted in the Monitor Polski [Official Gazette of the Government of the Republic of Poland];
- the declaration’s disclosure of information on the service, work or cooperation with security authorities was not to result in any negative effects on the person subject to lustration;
- in order to verify the lustration declarations, the position of the Commissioner for Public Interest [Rzecznik Interesu Publicznego] was created, and Bogusław Niziński, Supreme Court Judge Emeritus was the first person appointed to hold this position; the obligations of the Commissioner for Public Interest included conducting investigative proceedings and, if necessary, submitting motions to the Court for a lustration lie to be ruled;
- should a declaration be ruled to be a false one, this information was to be made public – it was to be announced in Monitor Polski. The result of such a lustration judgment was also the loss of moral qualifications relevant for public positions. The person submitting a false declaration was to be called a lustration liar.

Almost from the very beginning the judges tried to paralyze the lustration since the General Assembly of Appellate Courts in Poland did not select 21 judges who, according to the law, should hear lustration cases. As a consequence of this attitude of the judges, the Sejm had to amend the law and, as a result of this amendment, the Court of Appeal in Warsaw was established as the lustration court.

In the end, the Commissioner for Public Interest began his activities from 1 January 1999. At that time, about 26,000 lustration declarations were received at the Commissioner’s Office. 200 declarations in which their signatories admitted to service, work or cooperation with security authorities were to be published as positive ones. The Commissioner for Public Interest submitted more than 150 lustration declarations to the court to initiate lustration proceedings. In the period 1999–2004 the lustration court ruled that 63 declarations included the so-called lustration lie, which resulted in the ban on holding public functions.

The passing of the 1997 Lustration Act also resulted in the creation of the Institute of National Remembrance – the Commission for the Prosecution of Crimes against the Polish Nation by virtue of the Act of 18 December 1998, which, by law, had taken over archival documents produced by the communist security intelligence – both civil as well as military ones – from the Polish security intelligence. This solution enabled the documentation of communist security intelligence to be gathered in one place in an institution not dependent on the government and subject exclusively to parliamentary control.

This lustration act remained effective until the end of 2006. Following the parliamentary elections in 2005, the Sejm passed a new Act of 18 October 2006, entitled “on the disclosure of information on the documents of the state security authorities from 1944–1990 and the content of these documents” (Journal of Laws 2007.63.425 as amended). The preamble to the act reads as follows:

“We declare the work or service in the security authorities of the communist state or the aid given to these authorities [by the personal information source] consisting in combating the democratic opposition, trade unions, associations, churches and religious associations, violation of the freedom of speech and assembly, violation of the right to life, liberty, property and security of citizens, to be permanently linked to the violation of human and civil rights for the benefit of the communist totalitarian system.

5 The catalogue of positions included, among others, the following functions: MP, senator, local councillor, executive positions in the leading, central and local administrative bodies, judges, prosecutors, notaries public, lawyers, legal counsellors, soldiers and officers of the rank of colonel and generals in the Armed Forces, the Police, the Fire Service and the Prison Service.

6 The obstacles preventing a position from being occupied included service in the security authorities of the communist state, cooperation with these authorities, taking up positions in the Polish Workers’ Party [Polska Partia Robotnicza, PPR] or the Polish United Workers’ Party [Polska Zjednoczona Partia Robotnicza, PZPR].
Bearing in mind the above, as well as the need to ensure that the functions, positions and professions that require public trust should be held by persons who given their past conduct give and have given the guarantee of honesty, nobility, sense of responsibility for their own words and deeds, civil courage and righteousness, and in view of the constitutional guarantees ensuring that citizens are entitled to information on persons performing such functions, occupying such posts and performing such professions (...)”

This act expanded the list of public functions holding of which involved the lustration obligation. The persons who perform public functions within the meaning of the Act include, among others, the President of the Republic of Poland; Members of Parliaments, senators, Members of the European Parliament, top state officials, Members of the Monetary Policy Council, members of the Management Board of the National Bank of Poland, members of the Council of the Institute of National Remembrance, President of the National Health Fund and the deputies thereof, President of the Social Insurance Institution and the deputies thereof, President of the Agricultural Social Insurance Fund and the deputies thereof, Chairman, Deputy Chairpersons and members of the Financial Supervision Authority, members of the foreign service, persons appointed or nominated to the positions by the President of the Republic of Poland, the Sejm, the Presidency of the Sejm, the Senate, the Presidency of the Senate, the Sejm and the Senate, the Speaker of the Sejm, the Speaker the Senate, or the President of the Council of Ministers, Presidents of Courts; judges and prosecutors; heads of the public prosecutor’s office or military unit of the prosecutor’s office, members of local government, rectors and deputy rectors of state or non-state higher education institutions, directors of channels and their deputies, editors or authors of news or political shows and directors of local branches and agencies of “Telewizja Polska – Spółka Akcyjna” [Polish Television], “Polskie Radio – Spółka Akcyjna” [Polish Radio], director general of the Supreme Audit Office and the staff of the Supreme Audit Office supervising or performing inspections, persons holding managerial positions: in offices of public authorities, including central and central authorities of state administration: director of a department or an equivalent unit, deputy director and head of a department or an equivalent unit, in governmental administration in the regions: the director and deputy director, the head of the service, inspectorate, the deputies thereof, the staff of the Institute of National Remembrance, treasures of a region, county or municipality, secretaries of a county or municipality, the general director of Poczta Polska [Polish Mail] and the deputy thereof and member of the Council of Poczta Polska, members of the management board, members of the supervisory boards of state banks, directors and deputy directors of state enterprises, academics and higher education staff, state and non-state school directors, lawyers, legal counsels, notaries public; court enforcement officers, professional soldiers occupying positions of colonels (commanders) and generals (admirals).

Pursuant to the original version, the new lustration act required persons who applied for the aforementioned functions or held them at the time of the act becoming effective to submit an officially certified statement on the existence of documents of security authorities in the Institute of National Remembrance archives. The certificate was to be issued solely on the basis of documents. In addition, criminal proceedings in the manner of criminal proceedings were not to be conducted as regulated by the 1997 lustration law. The certificate could be appealed against to the court. The court was to conduct proceedings based on the provisions of the Polish administrative procedure and not the provisions of the criminal procedure as previously provided for. However, this version of the law did not enter into force because the then President of the Republic of Poland Lech Kaczyński disagreed with this model of lustration and as a result of his own legislative initiative the law was amended in 2006.

The lustration bill, put forward by the President of the Republic of Poland Lech Kaczyński, the lustration model was yet again based on the criminal procedure. For the purpose of its implementation the prosecutor’s lustration section was established in the structures of Institute of National Remembrance. The criminal departments of the common courts of law retained the right to adjudicated the non-compliance with the truthfulness of the lustration declarations. On the other hand, the scope of the persons obliged to submit a lustration declaration remained the same as in the original version of the lustration act of 2006. The amended lustration law was still subject to the review of the Constitutional Tribunal, which did not raise objections to the essential form, i.e. the necessity of such a law being in force (Judgement of the Constitutional Tribunal of 11 May 2007, case file K 2/07). This law came into force at the beginning of 2007.

The current balance of the 2006 Lustration Act 2006 (as at 31 December 2016) is as follows:

More than 375,000 lustration declarations were submitted to the Lustration Bureau from 2007 to the end of 2016. Approximately 2,500 people admitted to work or cooperation. Approximately 60,000 declarations made by public officials or applicants as to their cooperation (or work) with the security authorities of the communist state or lack thereof were verified. Of these verified declarations, prosecutors questioned the veracity of almost 850 lustration declarations which were submitted to courts with a request that the courts rule that the persons referred to in these requests have filed untruthful lustration declarations by concealing their cooperation or service in the security authorities of the communist state. In more than 500 cases the courts validly and finally ruled that the persons subject to lustration concealed the fact of their cooperation (or work).

It should also be stressed that, in view of the lustration in Poland, the body of judicial decisions (of the Constitutional Tribunal and the Supreme Court) worked out the standards still in force, according to which, in order to accept that one’s conduct could be classified as cooperation with the communist security intelligence, it should be proven that:
1/ the person in question contacted with the state security authorities and provided them with information;
2/ the contact of such person with representatives of the state security authorities had to be a conscious one, i.e. the person was aware of contact with a representative of the communist security intelligence;
3/ the contact of such person with security intelligence had to be of secret nature;
4/ the person’s actions were to consist in operational acquisition of information;
5/ the conduct of the person could not be limited only to the declaration to cooperate, but should be materialized in particular actions for the benefit of the communist security authorities.

An additional new element introduced by the 2006 Lustration Act and the amendment to the Act on the National Remembrance Institute (IPN) of 2006 (Journal of Laws 2006.63.424, as amended) is the necessity to publish, on the website of IPN, electronic catalogues containing information on the retained public records.
of persons holding such positions as: President of the Republic of Poland, MPs, senators, MEPs, ministers, judges of appellate courts and the Supreme Court, appellate prosecutors, mayors. This catalogue refers to almost 5,500 posts.

In addition, the Lustration Bureau prepares and publishes thematic catalogues: of persons subject to surveillance and repressions (currently a list of almost 10,000 people subject to surveillance by state security authorities), of officers and soldiers of state security authorities (currently including entries for more than 62,000 persons) and of persons holding managerial positions in the party and state of the former People’s Republic of Poland (more than 24,000 persons included).

Finally, it is worth reciting the arguments of lustration opponents:

- the dubious quality of the archives given their partial destruction;
- the threat of destroying political, cultural, religious authorities (e.g. the case of Lech Wałęsa);
- lustration as political adventurism in the use of files.

The then President (in 2006) of the Constitutional Tribunal, Jerzy Stępień, justified the reluctance to disclose the archives of former security intelligence of the People’s Republic of Poland by saying: “A man can be destroyed with real information much more effectively than with firearms. (...) The truth as such is not the highest value in our constitutional order (...) the highest value is dignity, not truth.”

One should, however, bear in mind Resolution 1096 of the Plenary Assembly of the Council of Europe on measures to dismantle the heritage of former communist totalitarian systems which reads in point 12: “The Assembly emphasizes that in general, if several criteria were met, these measures [i.e. lustration and decommunization] may be considered compatible with the standards of a law-abiding democratic state.”

In conclusion, the following question remains to be answered:

Is lustration understood as a procedure for disclosing information about materials created by former security authorities of the People’s Republic of Poland on persons performing public functions today a good instrument to reconcile with the totalitarian past? Or would it be more appropriate, as some advocate, to pour the archives of the Institute of National Remembrance with concrete for 50 years and forget about the past and thus give the opportunity for gossip, allegations and blackmail to arise.

LESSONS LEARNT

- Thanks to the lustration in Poland, many people who intend to take public offices resign from these positions due to their past.
- The lustration prevented public persons from being blackmailed with archival materials that were preserved in the Institute of National Remembrance.
- The lustration continues to be perceived by many of its opponents only as an element of political struggle.
- The hearing of lustration proceedings before criminal courts makes judicial proceedings continue for years, and the judgments issued by these courts are debatable. In such cases, there is talk of “court truth” which deviates strongly from “historic truth”.

RECOMMENDATIONS

- The most important public functions of election and appointment should be subject to lustration.
- The lustrated persons should be able to verify their statements before the common courts of law.
- The lustration procedure should be public.
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INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION OF THE CRIMES OF THE REGIME

Radosław Peterman

After the collapse of communism in Central and Eastern Europe, new democratic governments had to handle the issue of reconciliation with perpetrators of repressions and human rights violations. Due to the complexity of the emerging problems, reconciliation with the past means adopting a deliberate policy with regard to the past, that is, planning and arguing a consistent catalogue of state activities relating to the history of public institutions, society and the legal system. The policy with regard to the past should strive to accomplish five basic goals: determination of the truth, imposition of punishment, moral condemnation, reparation for harm, cultivation of memory.

In Poland, prosecution of Stalinist crimes began in 1991. This was possible thanks to the transformation of the Main Commission for the Investigation of Nazi Crimes in Poland, which prosecuted Nazi crimes as of 1945 (initially under the name of the Commission for the Investigation of German Crimes in Poland) in the Main Commission for the Investigation of Crimes against the Polish Nation. It broadened the scope of action to include the prosecution of Stalinist crimes as crimes against individuals or groups committed by the authorities of the communist state until 31 December 1956 (Journal of Laws 1991.35.195). However, until 1998 the activities of the Institute of National Remembrance (IPN) did not produce tangible results. The reason for this was that the criminal proceedings followed a long way procedure, i.e. first the Institute of National Remembrance – the Commission for the Prosecution of Crimes against the Polish Nation prepared the case and then the prosecuting authorities prepared it again before referring the case to the court. The prosecution of Stalinist crimes got significantly prolonged. It was only after the amendment to the Act on the Institute of National Remembrance in December 1998 that IPN was able to prosecute the cases more swiftly as IPN was then granted prosecution powers.

In spite of the passage of time, some officers of the Stalinist regime have been brought before the courts. In 1994, the Sejm condemned the “criminal activity” of Security Bureau [Urząd Bezpieczeństwa (UB)] and the Military Information [Informacja Wojskowa (IW)], responsible for the suffering and death of many thousands of Polish citizens. The most prominent trial of UB’s officers was the case of col. Adam Humer, former head of the investigative department of the Ministry of Public Security [Ministerstwo Bezpieczeństwa Publicznego (MBP)]. In 1996 the Warsaw court sentenced him to 9 years of imprisonment for mistreatment of political prisoners between 1946–1954. In 1998, the court dismissed Humer’s appeal, though for a formal reason the sentence was reduced slightly from 9 years to 7.5 years. Officials of the Military Information also stood trial. The first judgement against the IW officer was issued in 1998. The Military Garrison Court in Warsaw sentenced Wincenty Romanowski, 75, to 1.5 years of imprisonment for mistreatment of a prisoner in 1946. The court found the methods of the defendant not to have been nothing different from the methods of the Gestapo.

On the other hand, there has never been a judge issuing judgments as ordered by UB and IW or the Security Service [Służba Bezpieczeństwa (SB)] that has been sentenced in a final and binding manner. Having remembered court judgements of the 1980s, and especially of time of the martial law, after 1990 voices were raised that all judges who had shamelessly disobeyed the principle of judicial independence in those times should be disqualified and have the right to practice the profession revoked. The disciplinary law applicable after 1990, however, could not be applied to the so-called flexible judges as disciplinary offenses are barred by limitation after just one year. Hence, legislative intervention was required. The first attempt to regulate the possibility of dismissing a judge for court crimes or servility towards communist authorities was made in 1993. On 15 March 1993, an act on the system of common courts of law was passed. Under the act, the President, at the request of the National Council of the Judiciary of Poland [Krajowa Rada Sądownictwa (KRS)], could dismiss a judge found by the disciplinary court to have disobeyed the principle of judicial independence. It was assumed that judges unable to resist external pressure have mental deficiencies that prevent them from performing the profession. However, this solution was recognized by the Constitutional Tribunal as incompatible with the Constitution.

As a result of the reluctance of the judicial environment, another attempt to purge it was made only after four years. On 17 December 1997, the Sejm passed a law amending the act on the system of common courts of law and certain other acts. This time, yet again, due to formal shortcomings in the procedure of passing the amendment, the Constitutional Tribunal considered the law unconstitutional. This notwithstanding, the Constitutional Tribunal pointed out the validity of the final regulation of the problem consistent with the procedures: “By restricting the deliberations only to the period closed by 1989, it must be borne in mind that such abuses of independence occurred at that time, that there is still a need for their disclosure and clarification”, while “the general rules of the judge’s liability, adjusted to the conditions of the democratic state, are not a sufficient mechanism.”

Ultimately, the problem was statutory resolved on 3 December 1998, when the law on disciplinary liability of judges who disobeyed the principle of judicial independence between 1944–1989. By virtue of the provisions of the act, with regard to a judge who disobeyed the principle of judicial independence between 1944–1989 when adjudging in trials that constituted a form of repression for independence activity, political activity, defence of human rights or the exercise of basic human rights, the application of the statute of limitation was excluded in disciplinary proceedings concerning judges. This exclusion was not indefinite – it was determined that it would end on 31 December 2002.

In the period between the date of this law becoming effective until October 2001, 30 cases were submitted, 28 of which were
filed by the Minister of Justice, and only two were submitted by Disciplinary Proceedings Representative. The National Council of the Judiciary of Poland made no request. In all the cases as requested by the Minister of Justice the Disciplinary Proceedings Representatives clearly distanced themselves from the cases, indicating that they acted as instructed by the minister. All the cases concerned only about 50 judges, mostly retired, of whom only one was not a penal judge. In the course of proceedings as many as 41 judges had already been released from the charges they faced. Four cases were immediately returned to the Disciplinary Proceedings Representative, and in the case of the others, as a result of the investigation, it was not proven that the judge had disobeyed the principle of judicial independence.

The whole verification process showed shameless corporate solidarity, which undoubtedly was the main cause of its failure. The farce was enhanced with was the decision of the Supreme Court in 2010, which replaced the legislator by providing the statutory concept of communist crimes with a sense that in fact denied the existence of court crimes throughout the times of the People's Republic of Poland, including the Stalinist times. This resolution, criticised even within the Supreme Court, was issued against IPN's request to waive the immunity of former SN judge Zdzisław Bartnik, who showed full dependence with regard to communist authorities during the martial law. The Supreme Court held that IPN's request was clearly unfounded and entered the resolution in the so-called book of legal principles, a remnant of the law of the People's Republic of Poland, disciplining other courts and thereby violating the principle of their independence.

The aforementioned resolution put an end to the verification of the justice system of the People's Republic of Poland, but it is not surprising if all the scandalous actions of the judges of the People's Republic of Poland in today's justice system are analysed, if one unveils the "dedication and determination" of the judiciary and the prosecutors – which refers primarily to the older staff – with which they began to verify their ranks and purge them to remove judges compromised by their dependence with regard to the communist regime.

The results of the verification of the justice system of the People's Republic of Poland showed that all the judges of the communist period acted ethically and were independent. The activities of disciplinary courts showed something different than what was known in society. Disciplinary courts proved, in spite of the facts, the innocence of the judges. The negligence and omissions of the disciplinary courts while handling of the abovementioned cases were evident.

Another form of justice for those who used repression was the so-called "dezubekizacja" [anti-security intelligence activities]. The first attempts were made in the 1990s to reduce pension benefits provided to former officials of the repressive apparatus. The first law passed by the Sejm in December 1992 was vetoed by President Lech Wałęsa. The second act, dated December 1997, was vetoed by President Aleksander Kwaśniewski. Finally, the Act on Amendments to the Pensions Act of Professional Soldiers and Their Families and to the Pensions Act of Officers of Police forces, Internal Security Agency, Foreign Intelligence Agency, Military Counterintelligence Service, Central Anticorruption Bureau, Border Guard, Government Protection Bureau, State Fire Service and Prison Service and their families (Journal of Laws of 2009, No. 24, item 145) was passed in 2009. The law entered into force in 2010.

This law was first appealed against to the Constitutional Tribunal (TK) by a group of left-wing (SLD) MPs. The MPs alleged that the law made use of collective responsibility, punishment without trial and determining guilt, breach of the principle of trust in the state and protection of acquired rights, the principle of equality and the right to social security. TK expressed the belief that the withdrawal of uniformed pensions would constitute of the removal of the unfairly acquired privilege. In 2010, a group of former security officers of the communist state filed a complaint with the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) on the aforementioned act. In 2013, in its decision, the ECHR considered that the reduction of the pension did not imply "excessive burdens on the applicants who did not lose their means of subsistence or total deprivation of benefits, and that the scheme was even more beneficial than other pension schemes". The ECHR reminded that the Security Service (SB) officers worked for a security apparatus modelled on the Soviet KGB, it compared the services of the People's Republic of Poland to the Stasi and the Securitate.

Judges of the ECHR explained that working in the SB, designed to violate fundamental human rights protected by the Convention, should be considered as an important factor for the definition and justification of categories of persons to be subject to reduced pension benefits. The aforementioned act reduced the pension of about 25 thousand former civil security intelligence officers of the People's Republic of Poland and former members of the Military Council of National Salvation [Wojskowa Rada Ocalenia Narodowego (WRON)].

In addition, it should be noted that according to the Act on Institute of National Remembrance, all political killings committed in the People's Republic of Poland shall be subject to the statute of limitations in 2030 while all other communist crimes shall be subject to the statute of limitations in 2020. In 2010, the Supreme Court considered those crimes, which are punishable by imprisonment for up to 5 years, barred by the statute of limitations.

At this point it is worth pointing out that the Main Commission for the Investigation of Crimes against the Polish Nation, operating within the Institute of National Remembrance, completed more than 14,000 investigations, over 60 percent of which refer to communist crimes. Most of the investigations were conducted from the beginning with the knowledge that it would be impossible for the perpetrators to be brought before the court because of their death. But it is important to identify all the circumstances of the crime, the symbolic and legal dimension, as well as important reference materials for further historical research. IPN prosecutors submitted 326 indictments with regard to 508 people. Pursuant to these indictments courts have so far convicted 137 people.

---

1 Martial law in Poland between 1981–1983 - state of exception introduced on 13th December 1981 in the territory of the People's Republic of Poland in violation of the Constitution of the People's Republic of Poland. It was suspended on 31 December 1982, and was abolished on 22 July 1983. Throughout its course, a total of 10 131 Solidarity activists were imprisoned and about 40 people lost their lives, including 9 miners from the Wujek mine during the strike pacification.

However, it must be stated that, due to the lack of a reliable and comprehensive reference of the legal system to the past, no thought-out policy with regard to the past was created in Poland at the beginning of the political transformation. Polish politics at the beginning of the 1990s lacked the will to accomplish the five basic goals with regard to the past: determination of the truth, imposition of punishment, moral condemnation, reparation for harm, cultivation of memory. They were gradually implemented, which is why it is not fully understood in society. On the other hand, former officers and their principals often argue that they acted in accordance with the then generally applicable law, which consequently excludes the possibility of holding them liable, including criminally liable, in any way. In addition, there are problems related to the statute of limitations, resulting in the discontinuance of criminal prosecution or the ineffectiveness of civil law claims. Another issue is the reluctance of law enforcement agencies to take action which is not only of legal but also political nature. Despite these reservations, it seems that the democratic state of law has an obligation to prosecute at least the worst crimes committed in the past. It also turns out that the actions taken repeatedly by officers of the state apparatus were acts which were not only contrary to the basic principles of human rights or international law but also to the law in force at that time. Unfortunately, in Poland no decision has been made to adopt any of the models of treating the past accepted in the world.

LESSONS LEARNT

■ Poland has started to prosecute Stalinist crimes fairly quickly.
■ In order to effectively prosecute the crimes, a special body was created bringing together prosecutors appropriately prepared to conduct such cases.
■ Undue pension benefits were taken away from people involved in political repression against citizens.
■ In Poland, the judging environment failed to purge itself.
■ Newly created security intelligence and law enforcement agencies heavily relied on people involved in the repressions against citizens.

RECOMMENDATIONS

■ The countries in which democracy is restored should first verify the judicial environment and the prosecution authorities.
■ What is important is also the effective prosecution of persons who committed crimes in the context of political repression.
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Despite the lack of major controversy over the rehabilitation of people repressed for political reasons, the restoration of dignity and the redress for the victims through the legislature has encountered resistance until this very day. The Second World War dashed the plans to maintain independence, and after the war, the German occupation was replaced by the Soviet one. In the historical dictionaries of the People's Republic of Poland, the word 'independence' was readily replaced by the concept of 'liberation.' Admittedly, the Sejm adopted without much opposition in February 1991 a law on nullification of all the rulings granted to persons subject to repressions in the People's Republic of Poland for the activities aimed at the independent existence of the Polish State, and on the granting compensation for damage and redress for the suffered harm (Journal of Laws 1991.34.149). This law initially included persons who were subjected to repression by law enforcement and judicial authorities or out-of-court bodies operating in the present territory of Poland between 1 July 1944 and 31 December 1956 and within the territory of Poland within the limits set by the Treaty of Riga, during the period from 1 January 1944 to 31 December 1956, for activities aimed at the independent existence of the Polish State or because of such activity. The word 'independence' used in this act caused controversy when it was decided to extend the law to include the time-limit thereof until 1989. Finally, the amendment of the law covered the activities of the anti-communist opposition until 31 December 1989, including those who were subject to internment as a result of the introduction of martial law in Poland on 13 December 1981. Three possible compensatory measures were introduced:

- compensation for the damage sustained;
- redress of the damage suffered;
- coverage, in whole or in part, of the cost of symbolic commemoration of a person unjustly repressed if his or her death resulted from the execution of a judgment declared invalid.

Article 1 § 1 of the above law considered "judgments issued by the Polish law enforcement and judicial authorities or out-of-court bodies in the period from 1 January 1944 to 31 December 1956 to be invalid if the alleged or attributed act was related to activities aimed at the independent existence of the Polish State, or if the judgment was issued because of such activity, as well as judgments issued against resistance to collectivization of agriculture and compulsory agricultural supplies." However, this law requires a person harmed by the communist authorities to prove in a lengthy trial that the acts attributed to him/her, not constituting a crime, were a form of activity aimed at the independent existence of the Polish State. This situation often humiliated those people. The law enacted at the time constituted a specific legal prosthesis in the face of the assumed continuity of statehood between the People’s Republic of Poland and the Third Republic of Poland, both from the point of view of international law and of internal law, resulting, for instance, in that in spite of the political transformation, the verdicts given by courts of the People’s Republic of Poland did not lose their legal force and thus continue to function in legal transactions today.

Despite the fact that the law has been in force, not all the people have applied for the annulment of judgments given during the People’s Republic of Poland for political reasons. Therefore, the Institute of National Remembrance together with the Supreme Bar Council undertook an action entitled “You have the right” under which lawyers provided free legal counselling to victims of the communist authorities.

Originally, the Act established only the obligation for the State Treasury to pay compensation and redress for the damage sustained as a result of repressions for the activities aimed at independent existence of Poland. The 2007 amendment added the decision of internment during martial law as a basis for these benefits to paid out. This decision was the consequence of the need for consistent action of the law maker, as the law regulates the state’s attitude toward citizens fighting for its independence and should cover the broadest possible range of forms of conducting independent activity.

The martial law introduced in December 1981 is one of the most important events in the history of modern Poland. It aroused great controversy and political-historical disputes. The founders of the martial law, led by General Jaruzelski, justified its necessity with the economic situation of the state and threat of an armed intervention from the neighbouring countries of Poland, of the so-called real socialism block. A thesis was proclaimed that martial law had been introduced in accordance with the law effective in the state and that it had been implemented in a humanitarian manner and without much loss to society. He was considered so-called a “less evil” solution protecting the public from the tragedy of a civil war or an armed intervention of foreign countries.

Those repressed during the period of martial law in Poland (1981–1983) rejected these justifications and found that martial law had been introduced in violation of the law in force contrary to the opinion of society, that it had been introduced not in the interest of Poland but of the USSR, that it had been a “war with the nation”, that it had been introduced in a very brutal way and had caused great personal and moral losses. After the election of the new parliament on 5 December 1991, the Parliamentary Club of the Confederation of Independent Poland [Konfederacja Polski Niepodległej] led by L. Moczulski accused the so-called authors of martial law and requested the Sejm to bring them before the State Tribunal under the charge of the martial law and its consequences. The motion included 9 senior officers of the Military Council of National Salvation [Wojskowa Rada Ocalenia Narodowego (WRON)] and 15 members of the 1981 Council of State [Rada Państwu]. The Sejm established the Constitutional Responsibility Committee to examine the validity of the motion. On 19 September 1993, new elections were held which brought the victory of the left-wing parties. The new Sejm changed the composition of the Constitutional Responsibility Committee. On 13 February 1996, the Commission decided, by means of the majority of 12 to 5 with 1 abstained vote, to request that the Sejm should discontinue the case. On 24 October 1996,

**REHABILITATION OF VICTIMS**

**Radosław Peterman**
the Sejm approved the Committee’s motion. It was not until more than ten years later that the Ombudsman [Rzecznik Praw Obywatelskich] requested, in a letter of 12 December 2008, that martial law be considered to have been introduced unlawfully. In its motion to the Constitutional Tribunal, the Ombudsman argued that the assessment of the constitutionality of the introduction of the martial law in 1981 was not irrelevant to social consciousness. Due to the fact that the victims of the actions of the communist oppressors had encountered obstacles and sometimes even blockage on their way to pursue their freedoms and rights in a democratic state of law, the Ombudsman decided to make it easier for victims of the totalitarian repression of the totalitarian state to pursue moral and legal redress and to render justice. It was also necessary, in the Ombudsman’s opinion, to officially declare the unconstitutionality of these decrees, in view of the protection of constitutional rights and freedoms, as well as significant from the trial perspective for the judicial authorities to rule as to the possible liability of persons whose actions led to the issuance of these decrees. It should be noted, however, that the Ombudsman did not dispute the Decree of 12 December 1981 on the forgiveness of certain offenses and crimes (Journal of Laws, No. 29, Item 158), since the decree contained amnesty provisions which were beneficial for individuals within the scope of its activity. The Constitutional Tribunal stated that issuing a judgment on the constitutionality of the decree on martial law and the decree on special proceedings was necessary to ensure the protection of constitutional freedoms and rights.

After hearing the case, the Constitutional Tribunal, in its judgment of 16 March 2011, case file no. K 35/08, stated the unconstitutionality of the decree on martial law and the decree on special proceedings because of the lack of the Council of State’s competence for the issuance thereof. The Constitutional Tribunal established that the adjudication as to the martial law decrees was necessary for the protection of constitutional freedoms and rights. It was aware, however, of the fact that many of these rights and freedoms could not be restored and their violations could not be redressed. The Tribunal, did however, recognize that the judgment in this case was important for the consolidation of the rule of law and, irrespective of its limited direct effect, served to safeguard the principle of citizens’ trust in the State and its institutions. Recently, the Act of 20 March 2015 on the activities of the anti-communist opposition and on people victimized for political reasons which grants cash benefits and financial aid to them, was recently adopted.

In Poland, there are still many burial places of victims of communist terror between 1944–1956 yet to be discovered. Probably one of the most notorious cases is the fate of Gen. August Emil Fieldorf aka “Nil” and captain Witold Pilecki. The enforcement of harsh law was carried out by military courts, which took over the jurisdiction over civilian population accused of so-called state crimes. Military courts operated from January 1946 until the turn of July and August 1955. During this period, they issued 3468 death sentences, of which 1363 were carried out. The communist authorities did not inform families about the sentences and the burial sites. For decades communists strive to erase the memory of the soldiers of the resistance underground from the social consciousness. They tried to obliterate all the traces thereof. The existing legal acts treated the prisoners’ bodies as state property and gave prison authorities the power to decide as to their burial. In most cases, the bodies of the executed prisoners were not given to their relatives. The bodies of the people who dies during the investigation or in the course of the penalty was less harsh. Usually it was agreed to provide the bodies to the relatives. However, it was ordered that during the funeral the coffin was to remain closed to hide traces of beating.

To keep everything most secret, burials took place at night, in specially designated sections of the cemeteries. Often the victims were buried without coffins. Some reports indicate that sometimes the corpses were sprinkled or poured over with special corrosive substances to prevent any identification. The prisoners’ tombs were not marked, and burials were rarely recorded in the cemetery books.

It was not until the IPN was created that exploration work was started. Only in 2011 did the IPN launch a national research project “Searching for unknown burial sites of victims of communist terror between 1944–1956.” The partners of the Institute in this undertaking include the Ministry of Justice, the Council for the Protection of Memory of Fight and Martyrdom [Rada Ochrony Pamięci Walk i Męczeństwa], the Pomeranian Medical University of Szczecin, the Medical University of Wrocław, the Polish Genetic Database of Victims of Totalitarianism [Polska Baza Genetyczna Ofiar Totalitaryzmów], the Institute of Forensic Studies [Instytut Ekspertyz Sądowych] in Kraków. This project aims to establish the location of the burial sites of those who were executed and murdered in the Stalinist period, the exhumation and identification of the remains. The remains of several hundred murderers were recovered on the grounds of the “L” cemetery quarter in Powązki Cemetery in Warsaw and Białystok Detention Centre, and in many other places. So far, about 50 of them have had their identities recovered by means of DNA-based identification. The law on graves and military cemeteries in force until 2014 did not allow or even impeded effective search. As a result of the amendment to this law, it was possible to exhume and to honourably bury the victims of communist terror of 1944–1956.

After 1989, several hundred veterans’ organizations were established or formed according to various criteria (nationwide, regional, gathering veterans of all formation or of a chosen period or organization) including from several hundred thousand to several dozen members. At the same time, the Veterans and Persecuted Persons’ Office [Urząd do Spraw Kombatantów i Osób Represjonowanych] was established by virtue of the act of 24 January 1991 on veterans and some people being victims of war and post-war repressions. The basic legal acts that define the tasks carried out by the Office include: the Act of 31 May 1996 on the financial benefit of persons deported for the purpose of forced labour and imprisoned in labour camps by the Third Reich and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics; the Act of 7 May 2009 on the redress to families of victims of collective liberation protests of 1956–1989 and the Act of 20 March 2015 on activists of the anti-communist opposition and persons repressed for political reasons.

The Veterans and Persecuted Persons’ Office is the central government administration authority in Poland the task of which is to undertake actions to provide participants in the fight for Poland’s independence and victims of war and post-war repressions with the necessary aid and care and due respect and remembrance. The specific tasks of the Office include, among others, undertaking initiatives related to the cultivation and popularization of traditions of the struggle for independence and sovereignty of the Republic of Poland and the memory of
the victims of war and post-war period. The Office also issues decisions to grant the rights and benefits to veterans, activists of the anti-communist opposition, and victims of repressive totalitarian regimes, as well as the widows and widowers of them.

LESSONS LEARNT

- It is important to invalidate judicial decisions issued in political trials.
- The persons who were subject to repression should receive redress for physical and mental suffering.

RECOMMENDATIONS

- The country rebuilding its democracy should first and foremost invalidate judgments given as a result of political repression.
- The persons repressed should receive immediate assistance from the state and be appropriately honoured.

SOURCES USED AND FURTHER READING

Act of 23 February 1991 on invalidating the judgements against persons subject to repression for their activities aimed at the independence of the Polish State (Journal of Laws of 1991, No. 34 Item 149).
Ciesielski, Stanisław, Materski, Wojciech, Paczkowski Andrzej, Represje sowieckie wobec Polaków i obywateli polskich, Warszawa: Ośrodek Karta, 2002
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After 1989 very significant changes in the memory of the past in Poland have occurred. Back then the dispute had already arisen over what kind of state Poland was during the years of the communist rule, and what conduct and attitudes at that time should be considered proper or reprehensible. In the 1990s there was much discussion about the balance sheet of the People’s Republic of Poland [Polska Rzeczpospolita Ludowa, PRL] which was joined by historians, sociologists, economists, and political commentators. Discussions were held in specialist publications as well as in the weeklies and daily journals. The following list of the most important questions surrounding the dispute stems from these debates:

Did the PRL meet the sovereignty criterion so that it could be considered one of the forms of Polish statehood?

Was the PRL a totalitarian state, or did it have such features throughout its duration, or only in the Stalinist period?

Was socio-economic progress achieved during the period of the People’s Republic of Poland, or did the system of government suppress modernization?

There are various answers to these questions, both in journalistic discussions and in scientific monographs. However, one can try to extract some regularities, opinions shared almost by all.

Almost everyone agrees that until 1956 Poland’s sovereignty was so limited that it resembled the status of a protectorate. This is confirmed by many published reference documents and symbolic facts, such as the results of the first post-war elections (1947) dictated by Stalin, leading the Polish army by generals seconded from the Red Army, Stalin’s amendments to the draft of the 1952 Constitution of People’s Republic of Poland. Almost everyone also agrees that after 1956 Poland gained significant level of autonomy. However, among the participants of the dispute, there is an outstanding opinion expresses by Professor Tomasz Strzembosz: “Personally, I think that Poland was under a specific occupation, both internal and external, from 1944 to 1990.” At the same time prof. Krystyna Kersten emphasizes: “We will not understand the history of the People’s Republic of Poland if we do not know the mechanism of dependence on Moscow. Today we do not know how this mechanism worked, what decisions were made first in Warsaw and only accepted (or rejected) by the headquarters, what decisions were taken in Moscow and deliver for execution to appropriate comrades in Poland”. In the People’s Republic of Poland there were no free elections, freedom of speech, free press or freedom to erect monuments according to the sympathies of individual political movements. Politicians and social activists noticed the potential to build on the images of the past and to create a sense of community around it. The emergence of museums, monuments, associations of history fans, films and books are the result of the renaissance of interest in the past. State institutions, political parties and social associations have their own “historical policies”. They take action on the borderline of academic learning, education, propaganda, and sometimes also entertainment, to create a strong group identity.

The fundamental directions of changes in Polish memory after 1989 was determined by the following processes: gradual differentiation of memories and interpretation of the past; introducing events related to the past harm caused by Poles to representatives of other nations and minorities into the public discourse of the past and to the official memory; popularization of this type of approach to the past, in which the relationship of individuals to the past is no longer mediated by the state and nation; increased importance of reference to local and regional traditions and the change in the way they are invoked.

With such a varied perception of the recent past it is difficult to build a uniform historical policy. Under such circumstances the Institute of National Remembrance (IPN) was also created, which in addition to storing archives produced by the security authorities of the communist state and the prosecution of communist crimes by prosecutors of the Main Commission for the Investigation of Crimes against the Polish Nation, also had the task of conducting historical education and research in the history of the People’s Republic of Poland.

From the very beginning of the existence of IPN, opponents of this institution often repeated the thesis that the Institute is the tool of a political environment centred around the Law and Justice Party [Prawo i Sprawiedliwość (PiS)], which uses it in the ongoing political struggle. This claim was untrue, because politicians representing PiS did not participate in the creation of this institution. It was created on the sole initiative of politicians stemming from the NSZZ “Solidarność” Trade Union. It was in this environment that discussions about the need to establish an institution like the German Gauck’s Office were held in Poland from the early 1990s. Indeed, the Institute of National Remembrance was created in 1999 primarily thanks to the involvement of three persons: Minister Janusz Pałubicki, who wrote the bill together with a group of experts, including lawyers – prof. Witold Kulesza and prof. Andrzej Rzepliński as well as historian prof. Andrzej Paczkowski. IPN has always been a thorn in the flesh of the post-communist camp.

In 2001, post-communist politician Leszek Miller from the Democratic Left Alliance [Sojusz Lewicy Demokratycznej, (SLD)] stood for the election promising to liquidate the Institute. On the other hand, President Aleksander Kwaśniewski, who also came from the post-communist side, did not find the liquidation of IPN favourable to him. One of the main reasons was the participation of President A. Kwaśniewski in the run for re-election, as well as issues related to the investigation of the murder of the Jewish population of 10 July 1941.

Thus, what was done was to make cuts in the budget, which effectively suppressed the process of creating a material base of IPN, without which it was simply impossible to take over hundreds of thousands of files from the security authorities of the People’s Republic of Poland. The work of the Institute in 2000–2006 took place in three divisions, which logically complemented each other and allowed scientific, legal and
moral reconciliation with the past. In 2006 the fourth division – the Lustration Office – replaced the previous lustration authority, namely the Commissioner for Public Interest [Rzecznik Interesu Publicznego].

In terms of structure, the IPN differs significantly from similar institutions operating in Germany, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania, Bulgaria and Hungary and in the Baltic states. The question of whether the assignment of such a variety of tasks to a single institution was deliberate remains the subject of the dispute.

The Educational and Research Division of IPN conducts scientific research and educational and publishing activities. It organizes scientific conferences and collects reports of witnesses of history. It publishes scientific and popular books and journals. It organizes training, lectures, film shows, exhibitions and competitions for various audiences, prepares educational materials, including multimedia and internet materials, for students and teachers. For more than 15 years, more than 2,000 publications have been created, including books and magazines (“Biuletyn IPN”, “Pamięć i Sprawiedliwość”, “Pamięć.pl”, “Aparat Represji w Polsce Ludowej 1944–1989”, “CzasyPismo”). There have been almost 500 exhibitions, which have been presented around 7000 times in Poland as well as abroad. In order to popularize scientific research, more than 800 conferences were held within IPN. If one takes into account all forms of educational activities of the Institute (competitions for youngsters, lectures, teacher trainings, workshops, historical film shows accompanied by lectures, educational rallies, tutoring classes, preparatory courses for high school graduates, etc.), there have been 35,000 of them!

In addition, the Educational and Research Division of IPN has created 30 educational websites. Another area of IPN activity is research carried out in 11 national projects. Documentation projects in the form of competitions for non-governmental organizations are also being implemented.

In order to commemorate the fate of the Poles during World War II and the time of communism, IPN has created an Internet Index of Poles murdered and repressed for aiding Jews and the project “Personal losses and victims of repression under German occupation”. The education activities are equally important – these include the provision of schools with very carefully prepared – also on the basis of archive resources – educational packages, devoted to many important topics of recent history.

Conducting educational and scientific activities and restoring remembrance has allowed the truth about the period of Nazism and communism to be conveyed. For nearly half a century the truth about Polish history was distorted, and the heroes of the struggle for independence were left to oblivion.

RECOMMENDATIONS

- Preserving the memory of the vastness of the number of victims, loss and damage suffered during and after World War II.
- Commemorating patriotic traditions of struggles with occupiers, Nazism and communism.
- The obligation to prosecute crimes against peace, humanity and war crimes.
- The obligation to make sure that all those victimized by the state violating human rights have been redressed.

SOURCES USED AND FURTHER READING


Act of 23 February 1991 on invalidating the judgements against persons subject to repression for their activities aimed at the independence of the Polish State (Journal of Laws of 1991, No. 34 Item 149).
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http://ipn.gov.pl/kwis
http://ipn.gov.pl/kwis/geneza
http://pamiec.pl/pa/portale-tematyczne
http://www.truthaboutcamps.eu
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## TIMELINE OF THE MAJOR EVENTS

**February 1, 1988**
Government implements drastic rise in prices

**April 25, 1988**
Strikes in Bydgoszcz and Inowroclaw

**April 25 - May 5, 1988**
Strikes in Bydgoszcz, Inowroclaw, at the Nowa Huta ironworks in Kraków, and the ironworks in Stalowa Wola

**April 29, 1988**
Gen. Kiszczak orders preparations for martial law

**May 1, 1988**
Anti-government rallies in Łódź, Kraków, Płock, Poznań, Warszawa, Gdańsk, Wrocław, Bielsko-Biała, and Dąbrowa Górnicza

**May 2–10, 1988**
Strike in the Gdańsk shipyard

**May 3, 1988**
Andrzej Wielowieyski, council of Solidarność leadership, is informed by the central committee PZPR members, Józef Czyrek and Stanisław Ciosek that Gen. Jaruzelski agrees to negotiate with Lech Wałęsa

**May 5, 1988**
Strikes and rallies in Szczecin, Wrocław, Belchatów, Katowice, and Gdańsk; students’ rallies in Lublin, Warszawa, and Kraków

**June 3, 1988**
St. Ciosek suggests to Rev. A. Orszulik (speaker of the Episcopal Conference of Poland) about forming a new government with the democratic opposition

**June 22, 1988**
Public transport strike in Szczecin

**July 11–16, 1988**
M. Gorbachev visits Poland; Warsaw Pact summit

**July 13, 1988**
Ironworks strike in Stalowa Wola

**July 21, 1988**
Lech Wałęsa passes secret letter to Gen. Kiszczak agreeing to the talk's proposal

**August 15 – September 3, 1988**
Second wave of strikes in numerous coal mines in Upper Silesia, strikes in the port and factories in Szczecin, the ironworks in Stalowa Wola, shipyards in Gdańsk, and the Nowa Huta ironworks in Kraków; rallies in numerous towns

**August 20, 1988**
Committee for the country’s defence (Komitet Obrony Kraju, KOK, commanding military and security body) orders the start of preparations for martial law

**August 22, 1988**
Televised speech of Gen. Kiszczak issuing threats against striking workers

**August 25, 1988**
Statement of opposition leaders promising a cessation of strike action in return for free trade unions

**August 26, 1988**
Gen Kiszczak, in a televised speech, proposes talks with the opposition; strike committees in Gdańsk, Jastrzębie-Zdrój, Szczecin and Stalowa Wola authorize Lech Wałęsa to negotiate with authorities

**August 27–28, 1988**
Meeting of the PZPR central committee

**August 31, 1988**
Gen. Kiszczak meets Lech Wałęsa. Wałęsa issues statement calling for an end to strike action, announces talks at the Round Table with authorities about cooperation for economic, political, and social reforms

**September 10, 1988**
The Solidarność organizational committees announce support for Lech Wałęsa as the Solidarność leader for talks concerning Round Table

**September 15–16, 1988**
Talks in Warszawa and Magdalenka to prepare the scope and character of the Round Table negotiations

**September 19, 1988**
Zbigniew Messner’s government resigns

**September 27, 1988**
Mieczyslaw Rakowski appointed prime minister

**October 3–11, 1988**
Rallies in universities in Warszawa, Kraków, Wrocław, Gdańsk, Poznań, Katowice

**October 19, 1988**
Authorities issue objections about the participation of several opposition leaders in the Round Table talks

**November 1, 1988**
Rakowski decides to liquidate the shipyard “Lenin” in Gdańsk

**November 11, 1988**
Rallies commemorating the Independence Day of 1918
November 18–19, 1988
Meetings between Wałęsa and Gen. Kiszczak. Authorities object to restoration of the Solidarność trade union

November 30, 1988
Television debate between Wałęsa and Alfred Miodowicz, leader of communist-controlled OPZZ trade union. Public opinion polls show 63% support for Wałęsa

December 7, 1988
Government decree liberalizing passport laws

December 13, 1988
Massive rallies in Wrocław, Warszawa, Kraków, Lublin, Jastrzębie-Zdrój, Łódź, Płock, Poznań, Toruń, Wałbrzych on anniversary of the 1981 martial law, clash with the MO

December 18, 1988
Komitet Obywatelski przy przewodniczącym NSZZ “Solidarność”, Citizens’ Committee for “Solidarność” Chairman formed

December 23, 1988
Act for economic activity allowing free trade and private enterprises

January 1989
Talks by PZPR representatives with RC Church representatives concerning political reform

January 16–18, 1989
Meeting of the political bureau of the PZPR’s central committee; bureau agrees to legalize “Solidarność”

January 27, 1989
Meeting in Magdalenka, Gen. Kiszczak, Wałęsa, Bronisław Geremek, Tadeusz Mazowiecki discuss terms of the Round Table negotiations

January 31, 1989
Liberal banking law passed

February 6, 1989
Round Table negotiations begin

February 25, 1989
Meeting of opposition organizations protesting the Round Table in Jastrzębie-Zdrój thwarted by the SB, 120 people detained

March 15, 1989
Law concerning foreign currencies trade passed

March 17, 1989
Conflict on the electoral law project; authorities intended to pass the electoral code before agreeing on election matters at the Round Table

March–April 1989
Numerous rallies clash with riot police

April 5, 1989
Agreements by the Round Table signed

April 7, 1989
Series of acts concerning partially free elections, trade unions, and freedom of associations passed

April 13, 1989
Rada Państwa (state’s council) establishes the dates of elections

April 17, 1989
Registration of the Solidarność trade union

April 18, 1989
Gen. Kiszczak and Wałęsa form the Komitet Porozumiewawczy (connection committee) controlling the execution of the Round Table agreements

April 20, 1989
Registration for the farmers’ Solidarność trade union

April 23, 1989
Komitet Obywatelski designates Solidarność candidates to the chambers of parliament

May 1, 1989
Mass rallies by Solidarność, clash with riot police in Gdańsk and Wrocław

May 6–10, 1989
Strike in copper mines in Lower Silesia

May 8, 1989
First issue of “Gazeta Wyborcza”

May 9, 1989
First TV program of the Solidarność election broadcasting team

May 12, 1989
Gen. Jaruzelski announces presidential bid

May 16–18, 1989
Clashes with riot police in Kraków

May 17, 1989
Acts concerning freedom of conscience and the legal status of Roman Catholic Church passed

May 23–24, 1989
Rallies protesting the rejection of the registration of the independent students’ union

May 28–29, 1989
Academics strike in 28 universities

June 1, 1989
The Biuro “W” MSW (postal control unit) absorbed by Departament II MSW (counterintelligence unit)

June 2, 1989
First issue of the renewed weekly newspaper “Tygodnik Solidarność”

June 4, 1989
First round of parliamentary election, landslide victory for Solidarność; 160 seats in lower chamber and 92 in upper chamber taken by Solidarność candidates
June 12, 1989  Act concerning the 2nd round of parliamentary election passed
June 18, 1989  Second round of parliamentary elections; communist block gets 296 seats in lower chamber of parliament. Solidarność has 161 MPs and 99 senators, the PZPR, 173 MPs, the ZSL, 76 MPs, the SD, 27 MPs, and minor regime-block organizations, 23 MPs
June 30, 1989  Rally in Warszawa against Jaruzelski’s presidential bid, clashes with riot police
July 29, 1989  Gen. Jaruzelski resigns as 1st secretary of the central committee of communist party; Rakowski ascends
August 1989  Start of preparations for the mass weeding of the SB and PZPR documents
August 1, 1989  Rakowski resigns as prime minister
August 2, 1989  Lower chamber of parliament appoints Gen. Kiszczak as prime minister; forms the extraordinary committee for examination of dealings of ministry of internal affairs
August 7, 1989  Wałęsa proposes the ZSL and the SD to form a government with Solidarność
August 16, 1989  The SD and the ZSL exit the communist block and agree to form a government with Solidarność
August 19, 1989  Gen. Kiszczak resigns as prime minister, Tadeusz Mazowiecki appointed
August 24, 1989  Gen. Kiszczak, acting as minister of internal affairs, orders the reorganization of the security service SB
August 24, 1989  Lower chamber of parliament appoints Tadeusz Mazowiecki as prime minister
September 1, 1989  Departments III, IV, V, VI, general inspectorate of industry protection and Biuro Studiów MSW are reorganized as Departament Ochrony Konstytucyjnego Porządku Państwa, Departament Ochrony Gospodarki, and Departament Studiów i Analiz
September 1, 1989  The Wydział XI Departamentu I MSW (11th division of 1st department, unit in charge of invigilation and disintegration of Polish organizations abroad) dismissed
September 15, 1989  Biuro RKW MSW (SIGINT unit) absorbed by Biuro “A” MSW (communications HQ)
September 22, 1989  Independent students’ union NZS registered
October 1, 1989  The security service academy WSO in Legionowo absorbed by the MSW’s academy ASW
November 21, 1989  The Zarząd Polityczno-Wychowawczy MSW (political supervision service) dismissed
November 23, 1989  Acts abolishing the ORMO volunteer police force and office for the affairs of religious communities passed
December 1989  Military main political directorate dismissed
December 29, 1989  Parliamentary act changing the constitution; restoration of the Republic of Poland
September 1989 – January 1990  Mass weeding of documents of security services
January 23, 1990  Government issues decree concerning the seizure of PZPR assets
January 28–29, 1990  The communist party PZPR dismisses itself; anti-communist rally clash with riot police
January 31, 1990  Gen. Kiszczak orders a stop to the weeding of SB documents
January–March 1990  A series of rallies demanding the seizure of PZPR assets and the dismissal of the SB
February 15, 1990  Zarząd Ochrony Funkcjionariuszy MSW (internal control service of MSW) dismissed
March 8, 1990  Act concerning local government passed
April 6, 1990  Acts concerning the police, the ministry of internal affairs, and the state protection agency UOP, and abolishing the SB security service passed
April 11, 1990  Act abolishing the censorship office passed
April 18, 1990  The Internal military service, WSW, dismissed by order of the minister of national defence
May 10, 1990  The security service, SB, activities cease
May 21, 1990  The military political academy, WAP, dismissed
May 27, 1990  Elections of local governing bodies
July 6, 1990  Dismissal of Gen. Kisiczak as minister of internal affairs, and Gen. Florian Siwicki as minister of national defence
July 28, 1990  Act on political parties passed
July 31, 1990  The security service, SB, liquidated, the UOP is formed
September 1, 1990  The Żandarmeria Wojskowa (military police) and the Zarząd II Wywiadu i Kontrwywiadu SG WP (military intelligence and counterintelligence agency) formed
September 10, 1990  Decree abolishing the MSW academy ASW passed
September 27, 1990  Parliamentary act shortens the presidential term
October 12, 1990  Act abolishing the border protection troops, WOP, passed
November 9, 1990  Act concerning the seizure of PZPR assets passed
November 25, 1990  First round of presidential election
November 29, 1990  Act concerning passport laws passed
December 9, 1990  Second round of presidential election, Lech Wałęsa succeeds
March 22, 1991  Law concerning stock exchange passed
March 31, 1991  The ASW academy liquidated
May 10, 1991  New election code passed
May 16, 1991  The dismissal of the border protection troops, WOP; the state border protection agency Straż Graniczna formed
May 23, 1991  New law concerning trade unions passed
August 22, 1991  The military intelligence and counterintelligence agency, WSI, formed
September 28, 1991  Act concerning fiscal control (i.a. matters of fiscal intelligence) passed
October 25, 1991  Act concerning national defence, military intelligence and counterintelligence agency WSI, and military police ŻW matters, passed
May 28, 1992  Act demanding the release of information about the SBs secret collaborators holding public posts passed
June 4, 1992  Minister of internal affairs Anteni Macierewicz releases the list containing former SB records concerning members of both chambers of parliament and government members; governments demise
June 19, 1992  Constitutional court finds the 28th of May act unconstitutional
July 1992  The "Macierewicz’s List" published by press
April 27, 1995  Permanent parliamentary committee for the supervision of the security services formed
December 1995  The "Olin" affair
April 11, 1997  Lustration act passed
June 18, 1998  Parliamentary resolution condemning communist totalitarianism
December 18, 1998  Act forming the Institute of National Remembrance passed
May 24, 2002  Act abolishing the UOP and forming the foreign intelligence and state security agencies (AW, ABW) passed
July 9, 2003  Act concerning the WSI passed
January 2005  The electronic inventory of SB informants and functionaries leaked from the IPN
June 9, 2006  Acts concerning the dismissal of the WSI and the forming of the military foreign intelligence and counterintelligence agencies (SWW, SKW), and the forming of the anti-corruption service CBA passed
February 16, 2007  Publication of the report on WSI activities
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THE IMPOSSIBLE TRANSFORMATION OF THE CEAUȘESCU REGIME FROM WITHIN

The configuration of the postcommunist Romanian political system was heavily influenced by the abrupt and violent overturn of the Communist regime, led since 1965 by Nicolae Ceaușescu. Romania was the only Eastern European country where the communist system collapsed in December 1989 upon a popular uprising that ended up in a bloody revolution claiming more than one-thousand victims. The peculiarly oppressive and personalized feature of the Romanian communist regime had made it impossible in the 1980s for the emergence of a moderate, businesslike, pro-Western faction within the ruling party. Those who were dissatisfied with Ceaușescu’s personality cult did not attempt to modernize the system, but contrived palace revolutions based on the models of the interwar political machinations that had occurred in Romania, or the military putsch that had overthrown Marshal Antonescu in August 1944. Ceaușescu’s potential party opponents were marginalized, and even disappeared, while opposition activity among Romania’s intelligentsia remained confined to a few individual exceptions, and this also prevented the internal reception of Soviet perestroika and glasnost. Between December 21 and 22, 1989, the active intervention of the Army and the discrete support from the political police (Securitate) played a decisive role in bringing down Ceaușescu’s absolute power. The exceptionally closed nature of the Romanian dictatorship predestinated it to a non-negotiated, violent fallow.

THE 1989 REVOLUTION AND THE NATIONAL SALVATION FRONT

According to the database of the Romanian Revolution of December 1989, no less than 1,290 casualties could be identified on December 17–31. Most of them were civilians and were shot dead during the convulsive days between the fall of Ceaușescu’s dictatorship on December 22, and the execution of the presidential couple. Nicolae and Elena Ceaușescu faced a drumhead court-martial, created at the request of the Council of the National Salvation Front (CNSF) which happened on December 25, after a short mock trial. The National Salvation Front (NSF) was a transitional power structure created on December 22, 1989 to handle the chaotic situation of the victorious revolution. The first public statement of the new power structure was issued early on the evening of December 11. The communiqué of the NSF was broadcast by the state television and read by Ion Iliescu, a former party apparatchik who had been marginalized by Ceaușescu, but enjoyed the support of both the internal opposition and the Soviet embassy in Bucharest. The crucial text was based on a draft prepared before the flight of Ceaușescu from Bucharest, and amended by Silviu Brucan, a former communist propagandist and diplomat who had turned into a dissident during the 1980s, and who played a key behind-the-scenes role in the setting-up of the new power structure. The preamble announced the creation of FSN, which was “supported by the Romanian army” by “all the healthy forces”. It announced the dissolution of all “power structures”: the government and the State Council. The entire executive power was assumed by the Council of the National Salvation Front, formed by 38 members who represented a heterogeneous conglomerate of Army staff, former communist bureaucrats, genuine revolutionaries, artists, and intellectuals. On December 27, Ion Iliescu was elected head of the CNSF. The second part of the proclamation contained ten main objectives, the first of them being the abolition of the one-party system (the PCR was outlawed by decree on January 12, 1990, and on January 18 another decree ordered the nationalization of all party properties) and the establishment of a multiparty and democratic government. The declaration called for free elections in April of 1990, and declared the separation of powers between the branches of government. Other provisions concerned the restructuring of the economy, stopping the destruction of villages, and the protection of civil rights of national and ethnic minorities. The chaotic transition from the personalized dictatorship of Ceaușescu to a pluralist political system went along with the public debate over the “misteries” of the revolution. The bloody overturn of the Ceaușescu regime had left open questions, the most important of which was the never attempted identification of those “terrorists” who were responsible for the death of hundreds of people. Behind this, the most sensitive issue was around the ambiguous role played by the security forces. How was it possible that the all-powerful Securitate failed to suppress the small demonstration of solidarity with the persecuted protestant reverent László Tőkés in Timișoara, on December 15–16, paving the way for the emergence of a revolutionary movement? From the first moment, the new power structures overemphasized the positive role of the Romanian Army, underlying the beneficent function played by the only political institution that had emerged from the upheaval, the NSF. The logical and factual shortcomings of the official narrative started to emerge shortly after the events, when it became clear that the Army and other state agencies had been involved in mass shootings before changing sides. Anti-communist revolutionaries from Timișoara and those affiliated with liberal right wing (anti-Ilieșcu), post-communist political parties conceded that the 1989 events started as a genuine popular revolt but ended in a “hijacked” or “expropriated” revolution. Most scholars agree that Ion Iliescu and “Gorbachevist” pro-reform communists coalesced around him seized power on December 22 and expropriated the revolution via the National Salvation Front. Despite its democratic appearance, the CNSF became the expression of authoritarian tendencies because it acted as the only legitimate representative of the newly established democracy. Not surprisingly, the key personalities of the Romanian transition were two former party and nomenklatura members: Ion Iliescu and Petre Roman.
REBRANDING THE OLD ELITE: THE EARLY POST-COMMUNIST POLITICAL SYSTEM

Ion Iliescu (b. 1930) belonged to a group of old-guard Communist activists dismissed by Ceauşescu, and who opposed his personal rule; they were supported by the CPSU first secretary, Mikhail Gorbachev, as an alternative leadership for Romania. After the Timişoara riots, on 22 December 1989, Iliescu took the lead of the CNSF. In February 1990 Iliescu became head of the Provisional Council of National Unity (PCNU), while contrary to the previous promises, the CNSF announced that it had transformed itself into a political party to participate in the impending national elections. Miners from the Jiu Valley attacked participants in the enormous anticommunist demonstrations that the newly reconstituted “historical” liberal and peasant parties organized in early 1990. The National Salvation Front won a landslide victory in national elections held on May 20, 1990, receiving more than two-thirds of all votes cast, and NSF leader Ion Iliescu was elected president for a two-year term with 85 percent of the vote. The weak and scattered opposition tried to challenge NSF revolutionary legitimacy by transforming itself into a permanently mobilized anticommunist force through the students’ protest in Bucharest and in other major cities. The moral rejection of the Iliescu-led semiauthoritarian system marked the birth of the myth of the “unfinished revolution” and entrapped the pluralistic public sphere in the binary logic of “us” against “them”. Starting from these premises, the activity of the unofficial pro-NSF militia culminated in the bloody procession of miners marching through the streets of Bucharest between June 13 and 15, 1990. The first, infamous and violent demonstration, labeled Mineria, claimed dozens of victims and was followed through autumn 1991 by three other episodes of the incumbent use of politics by other means. What made the Romanian situation special in an Eastern European comparative perspective, was the upward spiral of extra-institutional pressure from the streets on systemic transformation.

The fate of the government led by Petre Roman, between May 1990 and October 1991, illustrates well the distressing nature of the institutional transformations in post-communist Romania. Petre Roman (b. 1946) was the son of Valter Roman (b. Ernő Neuländer), a prominent member of the early communist nomenclatura. A trained engineer, Roman spent several years in France during the 1970s, and then entered the Romanian academic sphere. He started his political career at the end of December 1989, when, after the toppling and execution of Ceauşescu, he joined Ion Iliescu and the founders of the National Salvation Front. Roman became a member of the Provisional Council of National Unity, and on 26 December 1989, prime minister of a provisional government. Between 1990 and late 1991, the government, led by Petre Roman, was assigned the impossible task of navigating a heterogeneous coalition of unreformed socialists and nationalists into the unknown realm of Western-type democracy. In the parliamentary elections of May 1990, Roman won a mandate and remained in office until 1 October 1991, when he was forced to step down by striking miners from the Jiu mining region. Leaders of the Jiu strike were suspected of connections with President Iliescu, who had entered into conflict with Roman over leadership and over the rate at which economic liberalization was unfolding (Roman favored an acceleration). During his first and second term in office (1990–96), president Ion Iliescu relied massively on the former Communist apparatus and the reshaped the political police to slow down market reforms. In December 1992 he was reelected president, formally resigning from the leadership and membership of the NSF, which, after a split and the departure of its liberal and anti-Communist activists, changed its name to the Democratic National Salvation Front, and then to the Party of Social Democracy in Romania, in 1993. In 1992–96 market reforms were slowly introduced, but Iliescu and the PSDR-based government were reluctant to integrate the country within the European Union and NATO. Until 1995, Iliescu and the PSDR cooperated with the extreme nationalists and took a distinctively pro-Russian stance concerning major security issues, as shown by the appointment of a former pro-Soviet high officer, Mihai Caraman, as the director of the “new” Foreign Intelligence Service. Caraman was dismissed on April 1992 upon strong pressure from NATO general secretary, Manfred Wörner.

THE 1991 CONSTITUTION

From 1990 to 1996, the collapse of the communist party structures did not put forward any strong democratic alternatives to the Ion Iliescu-led “original democracy”. The latter was a definition Iliescu repeatedly used to describe Romania’s post-communist political path, as envisaged by the National Salvation Front and by its successor parties. In the creative interpretation of the Western democracy, the multiparty system would have been a mere facade, since genuine competition was jeopardized by the infrastructural and media preponderance of the successor party. The new Constitution adopted by the Romanian parliament on November 21, 1991, and approved by popular referendum defined Romania as a “national, sovereign, independent, unitary, and indivisible state”, and enshrined the return to multiparty democracy and the rule of law. However, the structure of powers and the collective mentality inherited from the communist period made it challenging to effectively make the declared principle of the separation of executive, legislative and judicial powers. Iliescu and its pendants made extensive and often nontransparent use of the administrative resources at their disposal, contributing to the weakening of the freshly adopted system of checks and balances. The French-inspired Constitutional Court operated in Romania until the early 2000s as a mixed juridical-political institution with a marginal impact on the country’s juridical culture. The juridical system inherited the pre-1989 communist-trained staff, and during the 1990s only partially emancipated itself from the legislative and executive power through a gradual accumulation of legal procedures and competences. The Nordic institution of ombudsman (literally “attorney of the people”), whose role is to defend the rights of citizens against public institutions, was established in the 1991 Constitution, which only became effective in 1997. The slow progresses toward a full-blown democracy were sanctioned by the Council of Europe, which initially rejected Romania’s application upon its failure to comply with basic European democratic standards (Romania had to wait until 1993 to gain full membership).

A SMALL STEP FORWARD:
THE 1991 CONSTITUTION

THE 1996 “SECOND REGIME CHANGE”:
SUCCESSES AND FAILURES

The first major change in the institutional setting and the political culture of the ruling elites was pushed forward by the 1996
presidential and parliamentary elections. Iliescu’s post-communist party was ousted from power by a coalition of democratic and anti-communist groups in alliance with the civil society, and the formerly marginalized party of Hungarian minority, Democratic Convention of Romania (DCR), under the leadership of university professor Emil Constantinescu. In November 1996 the DCR won the parliamentary elections, and on 17 November 1996 Constantinescu defeated Iliescu in a dramatic run-off of the presidential election. During his term, which lasted until December 2000, Constantinescu supported steps toward the accession of Romania into the European Union and NATO. He gave his backing to the NATO intervention in Kosovo, causing distress in the pro-Serbian sectors of Romanian society. He tried to introduce structural reforms leading to the strengthening of the market economy and civil society, and he also attempted to come to critical terms with the country’s dictatorial past through the establishment of a vetting institution. Nevertheless, Constantinescu failed to lead the country out of economic recession. In the presidential elections of 2000 he backed Prime Minister and National Bank governor Mugur Isărescu, who nevertheless lost to Ion Iliescu and the post-communist left. Constantinescu famously claimed he had been defeated by the former secret services and their intact power system. In fact, the right-wing coalition of 1996–2000 did not possess the administrative capacities and the political skills that the country’s catastrophic state would have required.

THE LAST 15 YEARS: BETWEEN EURO-ATLANTIC INTEGRATION AND SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET

The incumbent Social Democratic Party followed, until 2004, a different agenda from the isolationist course of the early 1990s. The central figure in this evolutive process was international lawyer Adrian Năstase, a former scholar with an extensive, albeit shady, Western background. Năstase had spent the years 1980–82 on scholarships in Great Britain and Norway working at the UNESCO Department of Human Rights and Peace in London and at the International Institute of Peace Studies in Oslo, and subsequently served as director of the International Institute of Human Rights and Peace in Strasbourg and researcher at the French Society on International Law in Paris. The young talented Năstase was loyal to the Ceaușescu regime after 1989, but then put himself at the service of the post-communist political sphere. In 1990 Năstase began a political career in the National Democratic Convention of Romania (DCR), under the leadership of political scientist Vladimir Tismaneanu. However, historian and civil activist Marius Oprea, who had previously led a fierce battle against the reluctance of public authorities to tackle the issue of communist crimes, denounced in a documented pamphlet the involvement, starting in the 1970s, of President Băsescu with the communist secret service as an undercover officer with the economic foreign intelligence. More recently, a similar case based on newly released archival evidence has been made against former Prime Minister Ion Iliescu and the formerly marginalized party of Hungarian minority, and anti-communist groups in alliance with the civil society, and he also attempted to come to critical terms with the country’s dictatorial past through the establishment of a vetting institution. Nevertheless, Constantinescu failed to lead the country out of economic recession. In the presidential elections of 2000 he backed Prime Minister and National Bank governor Mugur Isărescu, who nevertheless lost to Ion Iliescu and the post-communist left. Constantinescu famously claimed he had been defeated by the former secret services and their intact power system. In fact, the right-wing coalition of 1996–2000 did not possess the administrative capacities and the political skills that the country’s catastrophic state would have required.

LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The structural and personal intertwining between the political sphere and security structures is not an exceptional feature in the postcommunist power structures. Romania, however, plays a peculiar role for the extreme personalization and the heavy influence of the operative mindset of the former Securitate on the formally democratic secret services. Romanian secret services have been widely criticized for being under the political control of one man or one group, rather than under the control of elected bodies. In any case, they have been continuously useful for political infighting. The internal security agency has also been accused of illegally investigating journalists, media agencies, and politicians. The leadership of the Minister of Interior is a very important factor with regard to controlling the political arena and the business sector in Romania. This point mostly refers to the controversial “secret service” of the security services, the General Directorate for Intelligence and Internal Protection (Direcția Generală de Informații și Protecție Internă, DG IPI), that was partly reorganized in 2016 in order to make it more accountable. Since its creation in 1990, DG IPI has functioned as a “deep state” within the labyrinth of Romanian politics. The leadership of the DG IPI had access to the archives and resources of the institutions and consequently had compromising information about politicians and businessmen, and used this information to either boost or weaken the popularity of a political party. The countless scandals that have exposed the crumblial relationship between
the Romanian secret services and domestic political life show that the Communist past still casts a shadow over everyday political practices, and represent a serious obstacle to the emergence of a full-blown democratic culture in Romania. To prevent the ubiquitous secret services from capturing other state agencies and the political sphere, a more effective supervision of the activities of the secret services would be necessary. This move should be accompanied by a comprehensive reform of the internal security system, aimed at making it financially more transparent and juridically more accountable.

**SOURCES USED AND FURTHER READING**
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Dismantling the State Security Apparatus

The Romanian Secret Services from 1948 to 2016:
Performance, Legality, Transparency

István Bandi, Stefano Bottone

About Sources

Writing about intelligence services is an extremely difficult scholarly challenge, as the researcher is bound by the professional and moral liability to avoid the accusation of bias. Basic sources of such a work might include secondary literature, and a vast amount of legally available online and offline sources like legal regulations pertaining to secret services as well as the public annual reports that these organs submit to the Romanian parliament. In the case of present-day special services, operational files stored in the internal archives of every institution are not available for scholarly use. News, data and results of domestic or international research published in (or made available to) the media must be treated as different types of sources. A most valuable source for this work has been presented by transcripts and press accounts of penal lawsuits launched after 1989 in Romania, where the discrete involvement of special services has often unraveled to the public. Other useful source have been on the one hand the specialized offline “internal” bulletins produced and/or distributed by media outlets controlled by the secret services, and on the other hand those online platforms which have been created over the last years by individuals or groups linked to the assertive Romanian civil society, and whose main goal is to denounce the growing infiltration of the secret services into the Romanian political and societal life.1

Managing and retaining secrets are one of the unavoidable consequences of intelligence activity, and an adequate degree of conspiracy is indispensable for the effective fulfillment of the special tasks assigned to intelligence bodies. At the same time, in modern democracies secret services operate in an equilibrium built on legality, compliance with human rights and the division of powers. Their performance is expected to be transparent and measurable. Secret services are a double-edged sword. They are necessary and useful, but may turn into a destructive weapon if they fall into the wrong hands, endangering both themselves and the public. In a democratic system they can prevent hazards and terrorist acts, contributing to protect the national interests of their countries. In a different historical situation or in a different social system, they will likely serve as an instrument of repression and deprivation of fundamental rights. In all cases, secret services must be subjected to societal control. What happened when such control rights were not assigned to the society? How and in what quality this control took shape? And how does this burdening legacy impact the effectiveness of Romanian special services today? These are the main questions this chapter will try to answer.

Security Services Between Legalism and Repression. A Review of Organizational History from 1945 to 1989

After the political turn of August 23, 1944, the new Romanian government initiated an intelligence cleansing at the intelligence level to remove those staff members who were known to be close to Nazi Germany. The first wave of reform affected Department II of the Chiefs of Staff, better known as Bureau 2, the military intelligence called Special Intelligence Service – SSI (Serviciul Special de Informații), and the General Security Unit (Siguranța Natională, better known as Siguranța) which operated within the criminal police. The scope of their work encompassed foreign intelligence, domestic intelligence and counter-intelligence. The Police and the General Directorate of Security (Siguranța) had been particularly penetrated by Nazi sympathizers. Parallel to this, Soviet-backed communist infiltration began in the realm of protective structures. This trend intensified when Petru Groza’s pro-communist government took office on March 6, 1945. After a short transition period, the Siguranța, the General Directorate of Security, the Special Intelligence Service, the police and the gendarmerie were all taken over by the communists. Officers trained in the prewar era were gradually replaced by a new staff, selected on the exclusive basis of political loyalty.

The political police, better known as, Securitate (first official name: General Directorate of People’s Security – Direcția Generală a Securității Poporului – DGSP) was established by Decree No. 221 of August 28, 1948 as the fruit of communist party efforts to set up a strong monitoring and repressive body. This organization was set up a meager eight months after the People’s Republic was proclaimed in Romania.2 Securitate exercised profound influence on the personal fate of millions of citizens over four decades. With a development curve far from being linear, the Securitate underwent ten reorganizations over this time, but its size and operative duties were always aligned to the political goals of the regime Securitate had been called to safeguard.

Securitate’s history in 1948–1989 can be divided into four distinctive periods lasting ten years each:

---

1 See the most active forums and information sources: www.contributors.ro, a pilot initiative of the Societatea Online; www.militiaspirituala.ro, the website of the Asociația Mânca Civică Miliția Spirituală; and www.romania-curata.ro, website of the civil network Alianța pentru o Românie Curată.
2 Special Intelligence Service.
3 The Republic was proclaimed on December 30, 1947.
1/ 1948–1958 were the learning years, the period of violent confrontation with the “enemies of the working class” when the foundation of the Securitate’s operational mood was laid down in terms of methods and tools applied. In the 1950s, Securitate officers gained notorious fame as the dreaded Party’s fearful weapon. The organization suffered the highest number of reorganizations in this first period of “identity searching.” Accordingly, their name between September 1, 1948 and April 1, 1951 was General Directorate of People’s Security (Direcția Generală a Securității Poporului – DGSP), then changed to General Directorate of State Security (Direcția Generală a Securității Statului – DGSS) between April 1, 1951 and September 20, 1952. From the latter date and resulting from the experimental application of the Soviet model, an independent Ministry of State Security (Ministerul Securității Statului – MSS) was launched. The new body soon proved not to be a viable structure. As a consequence, the MSS was merged into the Ministry of Interior on September 7, 1953, and the Securitate continued to operate within that ministry. Party leadership was almost constantly busy aligning the Securitate’s organization to the regime’s needs. The next reorganization attempt came in 1956 and aimed at improving Securitate’s operational efficiency. This move was closely tied with the endeavor to keep the repressive institution under the Party’s control and avoid scenarios in which it could become a tool of internal power struggles. In the favorable situation created by the de-Stalinization process, the fear that Gheorghiu-Dej could use Securitate for his own purposes spurred certain members of the Political Committee to desire a change. On 10 July 1956, the Ministry of Interior was reorganized into the Interior Department and the Security Department, removing the latter from the direct control of Alexandru Drăghici, a loyal follower of Dej. After the Hungarian revolution, however, the hardliner Drăghici gained back full control of the political police, and a second wave of massive state violence against all potential opponents started in March 1957.

2/ 1958–1968: This period began with the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Romania in 1958, and ended in 1968, when a comprehensive reform of the security apparatus was implemented. On July 1967, Decree no 710/22 transformed Securitate into the State Security Council (Consiliul Securității Statului – CSS) within the Ministry of Interior Affairs. The State Security Department (Departamentul Securității Statului – DSS) was given the task “to coordinate, control and direct in a unified manner the efforts of security organizations aimed at preventing, uncovering and eliminating any and all activities against the security of the state.” The department was led by the State Security Council as a “decision-making organ” ensuring that the unit worked in compliance with the “principle of collective work and leadership”. The Council was led by a chairman who was also the first deputy of the interior minister. On April 3, 1968, this Council separated from the Ministry of Interior Affairs and functioned as a central body. The former Minister of Interior, Alexandru Drăghici, was dismissed, put under internal surveillance and expelled from the Party.

3/ 1968–1978: Following the formal condemnation of the so-called “authoritarian tendencies” of the 1950s, an attempt was made to modernize the institution by introducing modern standards in respect to human resources, logistics and work methods. Organizational changes took place in 1968; CSS was detached from the Ministry of Interior, and in 1972, the Securitate rejoined the Ministry of Interior. Further steps were made in 1973, when a separate Foreign Intelligence Directorate (Direcția de Informații Externe – DIE) was established, and in 1978, when the formerly abolished DSS was recreated to better define the operative tasks of each unit and avoid overlaps. This ten-year period was also characterized by power struggles between the Romanian Communist Party (RCP) and the Securitate, and the Securitate’s operational work underwent a growing bureaucratization. The Securitate’s operational organization could be detached. The defection of the Romanian intelligence deputy chief, general Ion Mihai Pacepa, inflicted a serious blow to the prestige of Securitate. The political leadership reacted by tightening control over the secret services.

4/ 1978–1989: In the last decade of the communist regime the state security experienced a professional decadence that ran parallel to the bankruptcy of the whole system. Security tasks were increasingly neglected and day-to-day activities were overly politicized.4 Pursuant to Decree No. 121 of the State Council of April 8, 1978, the DSS came to be part of the Ministry of Interior and performed the ministry’s responsibilities in protecting state security and in detecting and preventing crimes against state security. Until as late as 1989, the DSS retained its structure established in 1978 in nearly unchanged form. Changes were limited to the addition of units specializing in counter-terrorism, and to the increased fight against financial crime.

**COLLABORATION AND COLLABORATORS, THE SOCIAL EMBEDDING OF THE SECRET SERVICES**

In the early period, Securitate employed a staff of approximately 4,000⁴ to fulfill its purpose as defined by the Romanian Communist Party. Owing to institutional reforms and to fulfill their role properly, the Securitate was transformed into a stand-alone ministry. In 1956, after the merger with the Interior Ministry, the headcount was 56,754. The number of those dismissed in the first wave of internal cleansings of 1956 equaled 25,139. In 1967, Securitate staff numbered 16,740 and apparently avoided major changes in subsequent decades, as the corresponding figure in 1989 hardly exceeded 15,000.

It is very important to point out that the Securitate was solidly embedded in society and in the overall state apparatus, as it could rely on such organs as the new Soviet-type Police (Militia), the Securitate Troops (Comandamentul Trupelor de Securitate – CTS), the Justice organization, the Law Enforcement Directorate, and last but not least, the Communist Party. Acting in close cooperation and built one on the other, these structures could successfully sustain the totalitarian regime. The Romanian communists who came into power with Soviet support, only managed to enforce total control over the gendarmerie in 1949. This force was converted into Militia, a military police unit with a staff of nearly 60,000. It must be noted that the rapid replacement of staff members with persons loyal to the Party was not easy.

---

Therefore, even in the early 1950s, only 35,000 of the approved 52,000 jobs could be filled.

By the 1960s this headcount decreased to 30,000. The changes carried out in the late 1960s and in 1978 left the Militia's staff and organization unaffected, both in terms of headcount and organizational role. Cooperation with the Securitate was continual, as the Militia also performed information gathering tasks, especially in the rural environment. Militia joined in all repressive measures initiated or monitored by the Securitate, e.g. mass internment and forced relocations in the late 1940s and early 1950s. Later they took part in oppressing the miner riots in the Jiu Valley in 1977, and in breaking up the workers' anti-Ceaușescu protest in Brașov in 1987. Their role in sustaining the regime did not stop at mass measures. They also focused on and acted against specific individuals that could lead to the death of the person subjected to the proceedings.6

A similar role was assigned to and fulfilled by the Command of the Security Troops, a repressive body established in 1948 by reshaping the prewar Gendarmerie. As of the late 1940s, the aggregate number of staff for its central and regional organizations totaled to 64,000. At first, the CTS was subordinated to the Interior Ministry, then after a number reorganization steps, border control was taken from them in 1960, and the number of staff was reduced to slightly over 23,000. At that time, the CTS reported to the Securitate. According to archive sources, their headcount remained nearly unchanged until 1989.7 This law enforcement body played a key role in supporting the regime. In the 1950s, CTS implemented campaigns of forced relocation and internal displacement of opponents and those classified as potential threats to the state security. CTS staff also guarded work camps and internment camps. After the consolidation of the 1960s, security troops actively participated in the violent repression of the aforementioned anti-regime protests.

**JURISDICTION AS A SEPARATE UNIT WITHIN REGIME-SUSTAINING INSTITUTIONS**

The Romanian Communist Party (RCP) implemented a Soviet-type power structure. In that model, the law enforcement organs of the state were transformed into “the fist of the people” and charged with the principal responsibility of “safeguarding the revolutionary gains of the people”. The same way, the communist party enchained the judicial system to gain full power. As with the Securitate, the institutional history of jurisdiction in communist Romania can be divided into two distinct periods: the first ending in the mid-1960s, and the second ending in 1989. In the first period, jurisdiction was under total political control, as shown by the fact that court rulings were appointed by the Political Committee of the RCP and the work of judges was supervised by party committees at courts.8 Pursuant to applicable laws, those convicted to death penalty due to acts against the state were not entitled to appeal until as late as 1956. Even then, appealing was only enabled formally in the name of “socialist legality”, since appeals were almost always rejected and the original verdict was carried out.9 Organic cooperation with the Securitate was also a result of follow-up investigations. In practice, the Securitate supervised information gathering by the political police at the courts.

Another form of depriving individuals from their rights was the implementation of mass administrative measures, legitimized by the dictatorship’s jurisdiction either in advance – as “blank checks” – or retrospectively. For example, if the Securitate arrested someone without authorization from a prosecutor, the Securitate official involved in the case was made immune to any disciplinary action. What is more, as the legal status of justice agencies was transformed in the early 1950s and their involvement in sustaining the regime increased, prosecution was militarized and the organization was assigned unlimited power. It is not surprising that the Securitate and justice agencies worked hand in hand to present statistics proving their effectiveness in combating various “enemy” categories (wealthy peasants, clergy-men, or the former aristocrats and state functionaries in the pre-1944 period). They acted so on political impulse, but also on their own initiative, serving target achievement motivations by boosting penalty statistics by declaring people guilty in advance.

The time of mass repression was followed in the late 1960s by the introduction of more sophisticated investigative tools and working procedures. The Securitate employed less and less violent operational methods to keep society under control.11

---


7 90% of that staff comprised enlisted soldiers.


11 This did not mean, however, that life-threatening methods disappeared. Lethal actions of Romanian secret services abroad against emigrated persons are a good illustration of that. The use of terrorists for carrying out penalties remained acceptable for the regime, as shown in the 1981 Munich attack by international terrorist Carlos and his associates against the Romanian section of Radio Free Europe. See Liviu Tofan, *Securitatea: Terrorsul Carlos în solda spionajului românesc*, Iași: Polirom, 2013. Other evidence of the ruling regime’s double game was the Haiducu case. ▶
Similarly, the disguised deprivation of rights became dominant in judicial proceedings as well. Keeping the interests of the working class in focus remained an ideological guideline, except that while in earlier times it was the usual business for Securitate and the Militia to imprison fellow citizens; under Ceaușescu the justice system was brought aboard to create the impression of “socialist legality”. The reassignment of criminal acts into a different legal category continued to enable repression. Attempts to overthrow the political order and counter-revolutionary acts, financial crimes and criminal acts against public property all became politicized. Measures of mass repression did not disappear as the Securitate continued to identify and process data on “dangerous truants” or “parasites” as they were called in authority parlance at the time, then the Militia would arrest these individuals. According to reports, Amnesty International was aware of 5,800 imprisoned individuals as of 1982.

The system of prison institutions is another key area to mention when analyzing the history of the secret services. When these institutions were subordinated to the DGSP in 1949, they actually underwent comprehensive operational transformation. Counter-espionage, intelligence and recognition are professional areas where officers must be subject to supervision. Political inmates were confined at special locations, and many of them were forced to undergo the Soviet educational theorist Anton Makarenko’s method of brutal psychological reeducation at prisons in Pitești, and two other sites, as well as at Danube–Black Sea Canal labor camps. This was done in an effort to obliterate the former identities of the young, suspected right-wing extremists (“total psychological exposure”) as the first step toward their adaptation to the desired new ideology (“metamorphosis”). This system of reeducation was abruptly discontinued in the autumn of 1952, and some of the guards at the prisons where it was utilized were brought to trial and condemned to death. Many of those who had been exposed to the experiment either committed suicide or became insane following their release from prison. In prison institutions, the Securitate’s presence was continual via the Investigation Directorate. Its impact on society was also evident throughout the network of undercover agents.

THE SECURITATE’S RELATIONSHIP TO THE PARTY: EMBEDDEDNESS AND CONFLICTS

The relationship between the communist party and secret services was solid from 1945 all the way to 1989. Yet the relationship can be divided into phases based on changes in its quality. In the time of the political transition to total power, the previously top quality, secret service was transformed along a Soviet Stalinist model. The former national structures were dismantled with the help of purification committees and leaders were selected on the basis of political loyalty. Already in the early 1950s, only 400 of the 10,000 security officers were not members of the party or its youth organization. The new role of protecting the People’s Republic and its institutions against domestic and foreign enemies not only appeared in the name but also in the statutes of the security service established in 1948 (General Directorate of People’s Security – Direcția Generală a Securității Poporului – DGSP). Control by the party was already present in the secret service from 1949 in the form of a political directorate. Special services had their own party committees in place that reported directly to the Central Committee of the Party. Regional and county-level units worked in close cooperation with Securitate branches. Securitate was not obliged to report on its own activities, but regularly briefed local party bosses on the operative situation on the ground.

In addition to the party committees operating in the services, control by the party was also enforced through the human resources directorate and the training directorate. The former ensured proper selection while the latter made sure to keep staff members properly politically educated. Regarding both pre-1964 (Soviet-trained), and post-1964 (national-minded) Securitate, it remains a disputed issue whether the Securitate was under collective party control, or it mostly dependent on a single individual.

When Nicolae Ceaușescu came into power in 1965, the relations between the Party and the Securitate changed as well. The party general secretary personally supervised the intelligence, and Securitate was increasingly directed by the RPC Political Committee via the State Security Council. By the mid-1970s, it became a routine for local and regional parties to supervise the Securitate’s operative work. A rather illustrative example of the party’s influence is the composition of the enrollment committee that interviewed would-be professional officers: the party delegated five members, and the concerned organizational unit of the services delegated one professional member. Party control over interior ministry organs was further strengthened by the fact that Nicu Ceaușescu, from the mid-seventies, the son of the general secretary was a member of the Interior Ministry’s Political Committee, as Secretary of the Central Committee of the Union of Communist Youth. Still, even such forced ideological and party control proved insufficient to induce full ideological commitment in the Securitate staff; as the 1989 revolution would have demonstrated.

VIOLATIONS OF LAW BY COMMUNIST SECRET SERVICES BASED ON COMMUNIST LEGAL PROVISIONS

The following overview provides some examples of the systematic violation of law committed by the security services and the law enforcement against Romanian citizens between 1945 and 1989.

1/ Abuse of power based on Decree 221/1948. This decree ordered that only professional state security officers are entitled to act in “investigating criminal acts that endanger the democratic political system and the security of the people”. Based on

- Haiducu was a dormant Securitate agent who attempted to assassinate intellectuals living in Paris in the early 1980s. The assassinates were ordered by Romania and targeted Virgil Tănase and Paul Goma. See Liviu Tofan, A patra ipoteză. Ancheta despre o uluitoare afacere de spionaj, Iaşi: Polirom, 2013.
- 15 Marius Oprea, Banalitatea răului. O istorie Securității în documente 1949–1989, Iași: Polirom, 2002, 359. According to Oprea, minister of Interior Drăghici was the grey eminence behind Gheorghiu-Dej and in that capacity he performed direct control over the service services.
this elastic legal background, individuals who were deported, sent to work camps, subjected to forced relocation or show trials all belong to the victims. This legal provision opened the way to deprive them of their rights as an alleged enemy of the state. The notion of “enemy” was given by those in power, and included the members of historical parties, the former leaders of law enforcement organizations, defense forces and public administration, church leaders, church personnel and priests of various denominations, and ethnic minorities.

2/ In the mid-1950s, on the borderline of historical eras, just when the grip of the regime became looser, Council of Ministers Resolution 337/1954 set out provisions on designating new places of residence for those released from forced relocation or deportation. National Assembly Decree 89/1958 authorized the Securitate to designate mandatory job positions for those who may have committed crimes but did not endanger the political order. Securitate Troops and Militia also took part in carrying out these violations as both organizations were part of the Interior Ministry.

3/ In the Ceaușescu era, the legal framework pertaining to the Securitate reworded the organization’s objectives. However, these changes were only rhetoric in nature and did not impact the substance of the contents. According to State Council Decree 295/1968, the primary task of the services was to “detect, prevent and eliminate any hostile activity against the state and the social system”. In fact these authorities acted in defense of the dictatorship when carrying out investigations, when identifying individuals who acted against the socialist order of society. A record was kept of these individuals, using preventive network methods, by checking their correspondence, eavesdropping on them and employing similar methods. Another preventive measure was the separation (by way of isolation or defamation) of the person concerned from his living and work environment. Secret actions were taken to expel the individual from his job, or from the settlement he was living in. Violations committed by the various security agencies on the grounds of maintaining socialist social order took place in high quantity and in diverse forms. It must be stressed that violations of communist legal system took place on a daily basis by law enforcement, e.g. although the Constitutions of 1948, 1952 and 1965 guaranteed the secrecy of correspondence and telephone conversations, these rules were transgressed in mass quantity. The authorities were free to commit such violations as the legal provisions pertaining to their operations (i.e. decrees 221/1948, 295/1968 and 121/1978) simply did not regulate the specific order of secret service procedures and the application of the related methods. However, the Securitate’s internal rules of procedures, commands and directives provided accurate instructions to staff on how the aforementioned operational methods must be used. In fact this in itself could be a violations. The unlimited use of other specific secret service means (secret intrusion, eavesdropping, filming or photographing, etc.) rested on the same controversial legal background, comprising contradictory decrees and internal regulations. 16 The cases mentioned above were unlawful even by the legal standards of the era. Thus after 1989, the institutions assigned to scrutinize the communist repression machine also needed to investigate whether the professional staff of the law enforcement organizations, at the time, violated constitutional and/or fundamental human rights. Often the one-time officers of organizations that served the communist dictatorship use this very legal paradox in their own defense, stating that they only fulfilled orders. They also argue that the officers of the special services of the era carried out professional duties and that the political leaders of the dictatorship are liable for mass deprivation of rights and excesses. 17

The extremely high figures referring to those surveilled and as secret informans (or “agents”, according to the Romanian terminology of agentii), resident agents, or “home managers”, must be placed into the context of the deep embeddedness of the secret services in the communist (and post-communist) Romanian society. In the late 1940s, the number of agents exceeded 42,000, 18 while in 1951 the persons targeted were above 460,000; that is to say almost 5% of the overall adult population. 19 Until the comprehensive reorganization in 1968, “enemy categories” underwent several changes. The Interior Ministry command 155/1959 extended the scope of enemies to be monitored and recorded, subjecting entire groups and segments of society to operational surveillance, monitoring and, inevitably, record keeping. In 1965, records were kept of 560,000 individuals 20 while the number of collaborators reached 119,000 21 by 1967. The record keeping system was put through a revision in the late 1960s, when a more permissive redefinition of the concept of “enemy” paved the way for a sharp decrease of both monitored individuals and collaborators. According to archive sources, 84,000 collaborators were known in 1968, then their number moved upward in the 1970s and 263,000 collaborators were kept on record in 1986. 22 The same figure reached to 486,000 in 1989, on the eve of the regime change. Monitored individuals decreased to 51,000 by the mid-1970s, then figures took an upward turn, with more than 110,000 persons being subject to active surveillance in 1989. 23 As recollected by a senior officer of the Securitate’s 1st Directorate (counter-intelligence), the number of collaborators was 100,000 per year. 24 This figure is not contradictory to the data mentioned by archive professionals, since it is not clear yet whether the number of collaborators was calculated from Securitate records, and if both active and inactive, but not yet deleted, collaborators were counted. 25

---

17 Malureanu, Apararea ordinii constituționale, 84. Several members of the ACMRR din SRI (Society of Retired and Reserved Officers of the Romanian Intelligence Service), including the aforementioned Malureanu, Filip Teodorescu and others strongly argue that the liability of the dictatorships should be separated from the activities of special services. These views were published in the volume Un risc asumat, București: Editura Viitorul Românesc, 1992), and in the publication ADEVĂRĂȚI VĂZUTI, issued by the ACMRR-SRI for the 25th anniversary of the SRI in 2015.
22 Anisescu, “Dinamica”, 35. The same data were communicated to Constantin Titu Dumitrescu and the Romanian Senate Committee investigating abuses committed by the Securitate by the SRI, on January 4, 1994.
23 Malureanu, Apararea ordinii constituționale, 115.
24 Malureanu, Apararea ordinii constituționale, 151.
25 Passive staff means dormant agent. Different categories are represented by those who passed away and were not yet deleted from the records and those who remained in the records due to other reasons (e.g. intelligence opportunities disappeared).
The key expectation of Ceaușescu and the political elite regarding the Securitate was to detect, prevent and terminate attempts to overthrow the regime. In the petrified state staff of the late 1980s, the Securitate was the most efficient part. The secret service gathered excellent intelligence and informed Ceaușescu of the most relevant international developments.26 The Romanian president was informed timely of the Gorbachev–Bush meeting to be held in Malta on December 2–3. The position paper contained details on the possible negative outcome of the talks for the Romanian regime, and took for granted the unverified information that the two leaders reached an agreement on Romania.27 But his behavior at his last visit to Moscow on December 4th was just as anachronistic as his strategic responses to the rapid changes throughout the region.28 By 1989, Ceaușescu’s departure from reality had been realized for a long time by the American secret services. As described in the chapter devoted to the transformation of the Romanian political system after 1989, even if the United States and their allies did not take part in the overthrow of the Ceaușescu regime, they had longtime identified a new potential leadership under the guidance of Ion Iliescu.29

Neither senior political leaders, i.e. the RCP Central Committee,30 nor the Securitate turned against Ceaușescu in organized form until his attempted escape on December 22, 1989.22 Securitate’s senior officials placed themselves under the command of the Defense Minister who arbitrarily took power. The most effective and highest ranking secret service units, the Counter-Terrorism Special Unit – Unitatea Specială de Luptă Antiterroristă, USLA), and the Command of the Securitate Troops (Comandamental Trupelor de Securitate, CTS) followed suit; during the night of December 22 to 23, they placed themselves under direct army control. A CFSN statement aired on Romanian state television early in the morning of December 23, 1989 solemnly declared: “The Armed Forces and the Securitate will work in full cooperation to ensure the country’s stability and the well-being of citizens.”32 Secret services by nature tried to defend themselves as institutions. The leadership of Securitate reportedly acted in this manner when it issued a central briefing to the regional units in November 1989, informing them that the dictator could fall from power or even die in the near future, and events should be expected that may involve clashes between the army and demonstrators.33 To prepare their staff for such situations, high-ranking DSS officials commanded that the Securitate shall not intervene forcefully in anti-Ceaușescu demonstrations.34 Ceaușescu’s secret service did not take open action against the dictator and according to certain accounts, this behavior originated in the servile attitude and incompetence of the party’s puppets working in the management of secret services.35 At the same time, this calculated passivity enabled a significant portion of staff to keep their function after the regime change. According to an East-German intelligence report, as early as September 1988, NATO assigned the Securitate’s staff into three distinct groups. The first included high-ranking leaders put in position solely by the dictator’s grace, thus their loyalty was beyond doubt. The second category was the largest in number, comprising staff members who approached their duties as a profession. What this meant is political views were less decisive for them, thus they would have performed similar professional tasks in a different political regime as well. The last group included mostly younger professional officers who were only interested in building their careers and therefore did not criticize the leadership at the time at all.37

The recollections of Iulian Vlad, Securitate’s last commander-in-chief, draw up the image of a competitive organization and a leadership that recognized the opportunity to protect the organization through inactivity. In 1989 Securitate purposely restricted its range of work to informing duties, with the clear goal of preserving its organizational capacity throughout the regime change. The spirit of these recollections cannot be incidental, as they credit the thesis that Securitate’s benign neglect gave a decisive help to the revolution.38 A quite different picture takes shape from the recollection of Virgil Măgureanu, the first director of internal counterespionage (Serviciul Român de Informații, SRI) after 1989. According to Măgureanu, communist special services did not have a single, harmonized plan to manage the situation during the revolutionary events of 1989. Nevertheless, he could recall several individual cases that took place before the regime’s fall and involved escapes and hiding.39

After the 1989 revolution, the presence of secret service leaders in the Ministry of Defense and in the new leadership of the army proved to be insufficient for eliminating misunderstandings and conflicts between military units and the CTS.40 Transparency and

26 In a classified report no. 0075/1989 dated December 1, 1989, the DSS informed Ceaușescu that spheres of influence of would be discussed at the meeting between the two great powers. Cristian Troncotă, Duplicității, O istorie a Serviciilor de Informații și Securitate ale regimului comunist din România, București: Editura Ilioaia, 2003, 207–208.


28 At this meeting, Ceaușescu expressed strong support of a maverick stand and seriously overestimated his own international role by voicing proposals to other Warsaw Pact countries regarding what they should do regarding the withdrawal of Soviet troops. The rigidity of his arguing and thinking is well described in Vasile Buga, Sub lupa Moscovei: politica externă a României 1965–1989, București: INST, 2015.


31 According to Burakowski, Ceaușescu formally resigned in front of the party’s Executive Committee, but all the present assured the leader of their full support. Burakowski, Dictatura, 411.

32 Virgil Măgureanu, Alex Mihai Stoenescu, De la regimul comunist la regimul Iliescu, București: Editura RAO, 2008, 118.


34 Serban Sandulescu, Decembrie ’89. Lovitura de stat a confiscat Revoluția Română, București: Editura Omegna Ziau Press, 1996, 246–282. Colonel Dumitru Rașină, chief of Securitate of Arad county, recalled that at a briefing held in the Brașov regional unit, higher officers mentioned that Ceaușescu would be dead within three months.

35 Troncotă, Duplicității, 165.


38 Troncotă, Duplicității, 230.

39 Măgureanu – Stoenescu, De la regimul, 56.

disinformation often took victims on both sides. One specific case involved the slaughtering of a USLA squad on the night of December 23 to 24. This case is a good illustration of how power groups made use of the revolutionary situation in repositioning themselves, and that secret services were losing the related power struggles against the army.

The first political organ of the new political regime was the Ion Iliescu-led Council of the National Salvation Front (Consiliul Frontului Salvaţiei Naţionale, CFSN). Decree 4 on December 26, 1989 reassigned the Securitate under the Ministry of Defense.44 With this decision, the new Romanian government closed the Securitate’s history and launched the establishment of a new secret service structure. The final termination of the Securitate organization was brought on by Statutory Provision 33 on December 30, 1989. Upon termination, the organization comprised 15,322 individuals, including 10,114 officers, 3,179 deputy officers and 1,288 civil employees. This staff included county and central organizations, and naturally covered institutions as well. The leader was Major-General Iulian Vlad in the capacity of State Secretary of the Interior Ministry.45 On December 31, 1989, the last Securitate chief Iulian Vlad was arrested, and deputy prime-minister Gelu Voican Voiculescu was assigned as temporary chief of the civilian secret service.

In summary, the former leaders of secret services seemed to have adequately assessed the complex situation posed by the 1989 revolution. Out of the various tactical options arising from the complexity of the situation, they chose the one that seemed to promise the most benefits in the short run.

TRANSITION TO A NEW INTELLIGENCE STRUCTURE

The interim leader of the civilian secret service, Gelu Voican Voiculescu guaranteed the protection of former secret service staff members46, and the National Security Committee (Consiliul Siguranței Naționale) was to be the new governing body. The opportunities conveyed by the dismantling of the former organization raised interest from several professional groups and organizations. The military counterintelligence ( Direcția de Informații ale Armatei, DIA) planned to take over the Securitate’s intelligence organization and counter-espionage functions, while Măgureanu was planning the creation of a mammoth-sized secret service by merging the former internal counterintelligence and foreign intelligence departments into a single body. Finally, a long-time intelligence officer with broad Soviet connections, Mihai Caraman entered as the winner. In January 1990, after visiting both the CFSN and the Ministry of Defense, Caraman began to organize a new intelligence service in his capacity as state secretary and Defense deputy minister.47 The resurfacing of this renowned intelligence officer of the 1960s and especially his reactivation of old-time cadres dismissed by the former leaders did not seem like forward-looking measures. The logistical and administrative staff of the renewed organization was oversized and created room for a patron-and-client system.48 Pursuant to CFSN Decree 111, on February 8, 1990 the foreign intelligence suffered a major internal reorganization. Army control would be terminated at the end of the year, when legislators adopted Act 39/1990 on establishing a stand-alone foreign intelligence service (Serviciul de Informații Externe, SIE). The new organization was placed under the supervision of the Romanian Supreme Defense Council (Consiliul Suprem de Apărare a Ţării, CSAŢ), and Mihai Caraman was confirmed in the position he would fill until April 1992. Systemic reforms did indeed not take place in the early 1990s, and the SIE remained overly centralized and managed by hands-on control.49 Due to incessant warnings from the Romanian civil organization and international human rights organizations, and on the explicit request of NATO secretary general Manfred Wörm, the alleged former Soviet spy Mihai Caraman resigned as SIE leader in 1992. His fall opened the way for another old professional to emerge, Ioan Talpeș, a former staff member of the military, also served as president Iliescu’s national security and police advisor, holding a deputy minister rank. Under his guidance, the SIE began to align with the Western secret services. To gain the confidence of his Western partners, the new director regularly fulfilled US requests to share classified information on the network of undercover officers.50

In early 1990, the military got possession of an unbelievable amount of information when screening tens of thousands of secret service officers and confiscating their archived operational files. At the same time, the left-wing post-communist government felt the need for a totally new and politically committed secret service. Pursuant to a new informative body was established in 1990 under the denomination of Service Protecting Facilities of Public Interest (Serviciul pentru Paza Obiectivelor de Interes Public). The creation of the special military organ coded Military Unit 0215 (UM 0215) was assisted by such big names of the former Securitate as Nicolae Dogaru; the UM 0215 reported directly to the Interior Ministry. Its staff included officers from the former Bucharest Securitate Branch (Securitatea Municipiului București, SMB) and from one of the most influential, albeit less known secret service in post-communist Romania has been the General Directorate for Intelligence and Internal Protection (in Romanian, Direcția Generală de Informații și Protecție Internă, DGIPI), subordinated to the Ministry of Administration and Interior. Thus, it is the secret service of the Ministry of Interior. DGIPI was established in 1990 upon CFSN Decree No. 100, from the branch of the Securitate covering Bucharest, and the former IV Directorate of the communist secret police, and military counter-information. DGIPI turned into the UM 0215 (“two and a quarter,” in the popular parlance of the 1990s), then transformed into the Special Directorate of Intelligence of the Ministry of Interior. Then, in 1998, it was turned into the General Directorate for Intelligence and Internal Protection (DGIPi) subordinated to the Ministry of Administration and Interior.51

The Militia organization was officially dissolved and its remnants reorganized into a new civil security, the Police, an organization also seeking to assume specialized law enforcement tasks. In the period reviewed, the Police organization was chaotic.52

---

41 Monitorul Oficial al României (the Romanian Official Gazette) published the decree concerned in Issue 5, Year 1, dated December 27, 1989.
42 Herbstritt – Olaru, Stai, 436–437.
45 Dragomir, Recviem, 356.
46 Măgureanu – Stoenea, De la regimentul, 253.
47 Măgureanu – Stoenea, De la regimentul, 10.
Operational continuity with the communist Militia was gained by former work schemes like the infamous anti-hooliganism and “anti-parasitism” raids, or the clearly undemocratic stance of the special unit charged with monitoring opposition political parties. Even if this latter unit was dissolved after the first Minerai of June 13–15, 1990, the exact role played by its staff during the tragic events that led to the death of several dozen people remains unclear. In the early post-communist period, the new/old secret services gravitating around the two power centers (the President and the Prime minister), who were in strong competition and put considerable efforts in their reciprocal weakening and defamation.

The formal establishment of new, internal, counterintelligence became urgent to Iliescu after several ethnic clashes between Romanians and Hungarians in the Transylvanian city of Târgu Mureș claimed several casualties in March 1990, and put Romania in a negative focus in the international press. Dated March 28, 1990, Decree 181 of the Interim Council of National Unity established the, already mentioned, SRI as Romania’s new counter-espionage organ. The new organization under the leadership of former university professor Virgil Măgureanu was first put to the test during the bloody Minerai of June. The SRI’s partial intervention in support of the government raises serious questions about the professionalism of counter-espionage at the time and about their role in establishing the rule of law. During the Măgureanu era, which lasted until 1997, the staff members taken over from the Securitate were rotated within the organization on an ongoing basis. This scheme prevented the return of past practices at a systemic level. At the same time, the change of staff could only take place gradually, as young, trained professionals were not available in sufficient quantity and quality. Further the SRI treated staff mobility extremely flexibly. This approach made it easier for staff members who got their jobs as protégés of the Ministry of Defense to leave the SRI.

The pre-1989 heritage was a heavy burden in terms of human resources. Old-style officers could hinder the execution of orders and were able to compromise specific operations. The community of post-1989 special services in Romania was further expanded with institutions that were responsible for various areas: the Guard and Protection Service (Serviciul de Protecție și Pază, SPP), the Special Telecommunication Service (Serviciul de Telecomunicații Speciale, STS), and the Independent Service for Defense and Anti-Corruption (Serviciul Independent de Protecție și Anticorupție, SIPA), the latter being placed within the Ministry of Justice.

The Guard and Protection Service originated from a small personal protection unit the military leadership decided to set up immediately after the 1989 revolution. The task of the four officers involved in the original project was to provide physical security to the provisional political leadership in turbulent times. The SPP was later legalized by Decree 204 of May 7, 1990 passed by the Interim Council of National Unity. In the new structure, the primary task of this unit was to protect the President, the Prime minister, and high-ranking Romanian and foreign officials. The Supreme Defense Council gave the structure the name Guard and Protection Service on November 15, 1990, and the SPP became formally independent by the National Security Act 51 of July 21, 1991.

In the 1990s, this special service organization was confronted several times with the fact that many of its staff members used to serve in the former Securitate’s Fifth Directorate or Security Directorate. The STS (Special Telecommunication Service) was set up pursuant to the December 18, 1992 resolution of the Supreme Defense Council. In fact, they were built on the former DSS organization, the Securitate’s “R” Unit or Special Unit. From an organizational viewpoint, they could only gain full separation from the Ministry of Defense based on Government Decree 229 of May 23, 1993. This decree was the first legal provision that defined the STS organization and its operational framework as a stand-alone agency. They only achieved independence pursuant to Act 92/1996.

The military intelligence of the Defense Ministry preserved its original pre-1989 structure until February 1991. Even then, only its name was changed to Direcția de Cercetare a Armei, i.e. Military Reconnaissance Directorate. This name was soon changed to Military Information (Direcția Informații Militare, DIM) in September 1993. Parallel to this, pursuant to Ministerial Order 41, the Counter-Espionage Directorate was established beginning in May 14, 1990. The Directorate reported to the minister of Defense. General Victor Negulescu was appointed to lead the organization. Negulescu had an operational past as Romania’s military attaché to Rome in the late 1980s.

**EFFICIENCY AT ROMANIA’S SPECIAL SERVICES**

During Ion Iliescu’s rule from 1990 to 1996, both Romania’s society and thus its secret services were characterized by the work ethic and everyday practices of the previous era. Non-state-owned media outlets in Romania were not powerful enough in the early 1990s, thus only foreign publicity could exercise influence on the political leaders. According to several trustfully accounts, a remarkable number of former Securitate higher officers were hired by the new security services. Both the 1991 Constitution, and 14/1992 Act on the SRI’s operational code declared that special services must operate in a politically neutral manner. This was not the case during the Măgureanu years.

---

50 Oprea, Moștenitorii Securității, 109–110.
51 Dragomir, Revvrin, 359.
52 Măgureanu – Stoicescu, De la regimul, 167, and Monografia SRI 1990–2015, Bucharest: Editura RAO, 2015, 68. The official history of the post-1990 internal secret service represents an excellent, albeit not independent source to understand the transformations SRI underwent through the last 25 years.
57 See Vlad Stoicu and Liviana Rotaru, “Doi si-un sfert din adevar: Toti oamenii presedintelui”, Evenimentul Zilei, June 16, 2010: http://www.evz.ro/detalii/stiri/doi-si-un-sfert-din-adevar-totii-oamenii-presedintelui-890231.html (accessed July 12, 2017). The authors mention that at the UM 0215, subsequently DGPI, out of the total staff of 275 (as of June 1990), 178 were members of the Securitate Fourth Directorate. The article also discusses routines in the pre-1989 era that still characterized the UM 0215 in the 1990s.
58 The role of Măgureanu as SRI leader in the Mineriads of the 1990s is currently investigated in an ongoing lawsuit as it July 2017.
Not incidentally, in 1997, the NATO Security Office launched the first institutional partnership in Romania, not with SRI, but with the more flexible SIE, the civilian foreign intelligence. SRI, SPP and Army officers were often involved in corruption cases. The most astonishing for its international implication was probably the Jimbolia affair. During the 1990s, Romania broke the UN embargo against Yugoslavia, as people with decision-making power such as SRI-chief Măgureanu, and the minister of Transportation Aurel Novac organized an illegal network through which 1,107 wagons of gas and diesel gas were smuggled to Yugoslavia from the border locality of Jimbolia. The huge profit was used to finance the government party before the 1996 elections that President Iliescu would lose despite all attempts at keeping power. The 1996 elections represented a landmark in the Romanian post-communist transition. The new president Emil Constantinescu quickly replaced the longstanding chief commanders of the SRI and SIE, Măgureanu and Tulpes, both loyal to Iliescu, with more palatable figures from within the security system. These changes alone did not help Romania's accession to NATO, but they did indicate the country openness to Europe and its endeavor to unite with the European Union and NATO. The new element in the changes at the helms of special services was the appearance of people who had a new worldview regarding politics. In fact, a new deputy director was appointed at each organization, including the STS. Traditionally, the position in question is that of the manager responsible for operations. In most cases when a new person took this job, he was not a professional expert. President Emil Constantinescu claimed in 2009 that he reformed the special services on his own decision and based on his actual mandate when he replaced 38 generals with managers who had never joined the former Securitate. Still, true reform focusing on professional matters did not take place. Both the SRI leader and the SIE leader prepared materials that enabled compatibility with NATO, but their institutional implementation never started. In 2000, Iliescu was again appointed president for a third mandate. Key positions were filled again with members of the pre-1989 era Securitate. Further, counter-terrorism also changed after the 2001 terrorist attacks. In the early 2000s, the SRI and SIE made considerable efforts to prove their NATO compatibility. The Parliament adopted Romania's Second National Security strategy and the Supreme Protection Council enacted new operational rules. Both institutions actively pursued cooperation with foreign counterparts, including NATO's Office of Security, the partner services of NATO member states, and transnational security agencies such as INTERPOL and EUROPOL. The SRI started to take the lead in the fight against terrorism and also against internal corruption. In April 2002, Romania hosted the first joint meeting of NATO and NATO candidate services, and in May 2002, Romania hosted its first joint conference of all Balkan intelligence services on the topic of counter-terrorism. At an international level, the renewed services mostly showed spectacular progress in counter-terrorism efforts. These measures were recognized and appreciated by Romania's Western partners, and contributed much to improve the country's image among the intelligence community.

CONTROLLED PUBLICITY

The link between transparency and efficiency has been a decisive element in the recent history of the Romanian secret services. The principal organization in domestic operations, the SRI continually strives to achieve a positive public image. In 2004, Romania joined NATO and as the right-wing, pro-Western candidate Traian Băsescu became President, a new era began in the history of the secret services as well. Significant changes in personnel took place. Many staff members were retired and young leaders were put at the helm of the SRI, including professionals like George Maior, Florin Coldea, Silviu Predoi and Mihai Răzvan Ungureanu. The generational change is the easiest to capture at counter-intelligence. After the 2004 presidential elections, a definite change of direction finally took place at the SRI starting in 2006. This change was supported by political leaders and was characterized by a deep strategic partnership with the USA. The first spectacular milestone was the meeting of George Maior, a former diplomat who was appointed as the new leader in 2006, with the Director of National Intelligence, John D. Negroponte, at the SRI's headquarters in Bucharest. Their talks were followed by a bilateral meeting of Maior and CIA director Michael Hayden in 2007. The 2011 visit of FBI director Robert Mueller to Bucharest was a sign that the quality of relations has been sustained. Similarly, the visit of CIA director John O. Brennan to Bucharest in 2013 also demonstrated solid and fruitful cooperation.

The SRI worked dynamically to develop a new image by building professional relations with foreign counterparts. At the same time, Romania's number one special service also built political and diplomatic ties: In 2008, simultaneously to the NATO summit in Bucharest, a convention of the newly established Young Atlantists network was held at the SRI headquarters, with British foreign minister David Miliband as keynote guest. On the same occasion, SRI chief George Maior met with Laura Bush. In 2011, the meeting of Charles, Prince of Wales with George Maior represented a great diplomatic recognition for the SRI and Romania.

59 Eurocolumna, Tigareta I-II, and Portelanul scandals.
60 In the Jimbilia case, the SRI Banat, SRI Timiş, SRI Bihor regional branches were involved in the illegal business. See on this Cristina NICOLESCU-WAG-GONNET, No Rule of Law; No Democracy. Conflict of Interests, Corruption, and Elections as Democratic Deficit, Albany (NY): State University of New York Press, 2016, 79–80.
62 Victor Veliscu was advisor to the SRI director, Dan Gheorghe was security director at the Otopeni International Airport, Aurel Rogojanu was advisor to the SRI director, Marian Ureche was appointed as leader of the SIPA (the intelligence service operating until 2006 under the Justice Ministry), Tudor Tănase was assigned to the STS, while Mihai Caraman became an advisor to the prime minister. The parliamentary committee supervising the secret services was led by former intelligence officer Ristea Priboi. According to investigations by historian Marius Oprea, Priboi conducted political police activities inside Romania. He was involved in the 1981 actions of the Securitate against a large group of intellectuals – the Transcendental Meditation affair. Priboi was also involved in the repression of the 1987 workers' strike in Brasov. Several witnesses have claimed they were investigated by him, including one who accuses him of participation in acts of torture. Oprea, “The Fifth Power. Transition of the Romanian Securitate from Communism to NATO”, in New Europe College Yearbook, 2003–2004, no. 11, 163–64.
The elaboration and adoption of a new national defense strategy in 2006 marked the beginning of a new era. To achieve recognition by, and openness to the Romanian society, actions were taken in compliance with applicable laws to create a new image of the services. Such actions included large demonstrations and flag initiation ceremonies. Further promotional actions included the issue of memorial stamps and 10-lei memorial medallions commemorating the SRI’s 25th anniversary.

A key element in the Western partnership became the fight against international terrorism, a cornerstone of Romania’s present national defense strategy. The implementation of this strategy and its public impact in Romania and abroad was significant. The first example was the rescue of three Romanian journalists captured in Iraq, an intelligence success that delivered a message of intransigence: “Wherever they take them, we will find them.” Romania’s answer to post-9/11 challenges was crys-...
may also raise questions about efficiency when looking at special services headcounts from an international benchmark. Among NATO member states, Romania ranks second regarding the number of professional special service staff. In the USA, officially, the FBI has 35,344 officers/agents for a population of 314 million, while Romania has a reported (the exact figure is not a public information) intelligence staff of 12,000 for 20 million inhabitants. Regarding budgets, the SRI’s funding exceeds that spent on healthcare, as the organization has a budget of RON 1.2 billion, i.e. approximately USD 300 million at its disposal while the SIE’s budget is only RON 214 million (USD 53 million). The two organizations are thought to have an aggregate staff of 15,000.

In addition to professionalism and efficiency, transparency and control continue to need improvement. Since 2000, Romania’s armed forces have been directed and managed along guidelines and recommendations issued by the DCAF (Democratic Control of Armed Forces – Geneva Center). These guidelines are aimed at ensuring proper organization and transparency. At the same time, the credibility of the report issued in 2003 to certify the successful democratic transition of the Romanian secret services was jeopardized by the unconventional biography of its author. The US-born intelligence expert, Larry Watts, has been in fact been one of the most effective agents of influence for Romania’s intelligence network in the United States since the middle of the 1980s, when he first visited Romania as a PhD student in history. A longstanding advisor to former president Iliescu and foreign intelligence director Ioan Tałpăș, Watts is deeply embedded in Romanian political circles and the intelligence community. Albeit informative, the position papers published by Watts in the early 2000s in the Western specialized press were clearly useful for the political agenda of Romanian governmental circles, which had always supported his activity. This circumstance should suggest to scholars and stakeholders to critically read and evaluate the over-optimistic conclusions reached by Watts and his Romanian pundits.

EU Recommendation No. 1713/2005 sets forth solutions for monolithic forms of control like parliamentary committees that supervise the special services. Best practices to follow include Belgium, Canada and England, where the presence of civilian specialists in committees is a day-to-day practice that ensures civilian control over the services. In Romania, the participation of civilian experts in parliamentary committees is not a novelty, as two of the 19 members of the Supreme Council of Prosecution (Consiliul Suprem ale Magistraturii – CSM) represent civil society. Thus best practices in terms of form are already in place, only the legal framework and its application must be provided for.

The ongoing Sebastian Ghiță case highlights the risks of purely political parliamentary control. Consequently, the presence of professional civil representation in special committees is desirable.

LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

While Romania’s commitment to combating corruption is beyond doubt, the related procedural practices may raise questions. Adrian Tutianu, chairman of the parliamentary committee supervising the SRI made a public statement at a press conference on February 28, 2017 claiming that the SRI had entered into cooperation agreements with other state organizations since 1992. These are classified cooperation arrangements under which SRI officers were enabled to pursue activities at the institutions concerned.76 At the same time, anti-corruption efforts should be subject to consistent and transparent control by the DNA-SRI (law enforcement and secret service). This approach could help avoid serious international assessments like “Romania’s National Anti-corruption Directorate is an active participant in its position struggles.”77 In addition to European institutional supervision mechanisms like the Cooperation and Verification Mechanism and other supervisory procedures, attempts should be made to establish bottom-up, non-partisan civil control in each supervisory body that oversees special service operations. By doing this, Romanian civil society could be represented proportionally in supervisory bodies, further increasing public confidence in special services.


71 Information based on 2010 data.


75 Sebastian Ghiță, a former Social Democratic representative and member of the parliamentary committee that supervises the SRI, made incriminatory public statements about SRI deputy-chief Florian Codlea, dismissed in January 2017, and about Laura Codruța Kövesi, the influential head of the Anti-Corruption Directorate (Direcția Națională Anticorupție, DNA). Ghiță’s statements albeit biased negatively affected the credibility of both institutions. His accusations were echoed not only in the governmental press hostile to the anti-corruption fight but also by authoritative civil forums such as www.romaniaurata.ro and www.riseproject.ro.
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REGIME ARCHIVES
AN OVERVIEW OF THE CNSAS

ISTVÁN BANDI

ANSWERING SOCIAL DEMAND

Citizens of former Soviet-bloc countries regarded 1989 as an “annus mirabilis” [a miraculous year]. Public demand for removing the communist dictatorship and holding accountable those participating in it was had already been formulated in Article 8 of the Timișoara Proclamation of March 1990; the first lustration act initiated by Romanian civic society. “The act on elections should prohibit, for the first three parliamentary terms, the nomination of former communist activists and former Securitate officers on any list. (...) In order to stabilize the situation and to reach nationwide reconciliation, it is of utmost importance to keep these individuals off of public life.” (http://www.societateatimisoara.ro/)

It is a matter of fact that Romania underwent a troubled and long transition to full-blown democracy, and after 1989 the country was governed, for a long time, by political figures whose career and mental setting were deeply rooted into the pre-1989 era. These individuals played a key role in delaying the screening and revelations of the past. Over the last few years, most probably as a beneficial consequence of the intensive public discourse around the crimes and human rights violations committed by the communist regime in Romania, the societal attitude towards the recent past experienced a major change. While in the early 1990s, polls taken by CSOP (Centrul pentru Studierea Opiniei și Piete) showed that 44% of those surveyed considered the fall of communism a good thing, just twenty years later in 2011 the same rate was up to 61%, while 37% regarded it as a positive thing that the communists took power in Romania after World War II (Agerpres – Sondaj CSOP-IICCMER).

EVOLUTION OF THE INSTITUTION’S LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND POLITICAL CHALLENGES

At the end of the 1990s, as a closing act of the transition period, the first bill was presented in Parliament, enabling insight into the Securitate archives. The bill was pushed forward by Peasant Party Senator Constantin Ticu Dumitrescu, a former victim of the communist dictatorship and chairman of the Association of Former Political Prisoners. The institutional model for this initiative was the German Federal Commissioner for the Records of the State Security Service of the former German Democratic Republic. After suffering several amendments to the content and form, the bill was passed by lawmakers in December 1999 as Act No. 187, “concerning one’s access to his/her own files and the disclosure of the Securitate as political police.” Albeit not conceived by the same intent as Ticu Dumitrescu’s original bill, an act passed during the presidential term of liberal-democrat Emil Constantinescu enabled the formation of the National Council Scrutinizing the Securitate’s Archives (Consiliul Național pentru Studierea Arhivelor Securității – CNSAS) in 2000. The CNSAS was intended as an informal lustration agency similar to

the Bulgarian Dossier Commission, but during its almost twenty years of activity the mandate and scope of activities of the CNSAS have gone through changes to its legal parameters and the political environment surrounding the institution. The CNSAS was created as a budgetary organ supervised by the parliament and directed by an 11-member board, the members of whom were and still are delegated either by political parties, churches, or other public institutions for six-year terms. The law charged the new institution with preventive screening and disclosure of public servants with a past of collusion with the communist state security. It also charged the CNSAS with the management of access to individual files of former victims and scholars, and with the gradual takeover of the former political police’s archived sources for academic and educational purposes.

However, in the first operational period, the CNSAS did not possess proper infrastructure, archives, or adequate staff. After the 2000 elections, the post-communist Party of Social Democracy in Romania – PDSR, led by Romanian president Ion Iliescu, took the helm again, negatively affecting the Council’s activity. The Board was supposed to name the individuals responsible for severe violations of law by the regime before the change of the political system, while carrying out screenings, without taking over the archives of communist secret services. A major political crisis erupted in 2002, when members of the Council split over the semantics of lustration. Six of them, (public intellectuals Andrei Pleșu, Horia-Roman Patapievici, Mircea Dinescu, former political prisoner Viorel Niculescu, and historians Claudiu Secașu and Ladislau Csendes) did not accept the idea of unveiling the names of secret collaborators of the Securitate, without also exposing those professional officers who actually performed as political police. Five other members disagreed with this stand and therefore did not attend board sessions for months, contributing to the slow down of the lustration process that was progressing slowly anyway due to the lack of archival materials. These members included university professor of law Emil Boc, who was also conservative prime minister between 2009 and 2012, and Social Democrat, lower chamber member, Ion Predescu, who served as a member of the Constitutional Court between 2004 and 2013. Only in 2003 did the Social Democrat cabinet agree to increase the external storage capacity of declassified materials handed over to the CNSAS by the post-1989 security services (Romanian Information Service / Serviciul Român de Informații – SRI; Foreign Intelligence Service / Serviciul de Informații Externe – SIE; and Military Archives and Documentation Service / Serviciul Arhive și Documentare)1

1 CNSAS or “council” refers here to the more than 250 staff of the institution, while “board” refers to the 11-member administrative body that supervises the council.
3 The Romanian word documentare equally refers to recording, classifying and retaining information.
The CNSAS was assigned a depot in the locality of Popești-Leordeni, located in the surroundings of Bucharest, (hereinafter the permanent external storage of CNSAS). Fast-paced work began, in mixed committees, including members of the CNSAS and the aforementioned secret services, to transfer as many classified documents as possible to the newly established institution. A major benefit of this new approach was that during 2004–2005 the new centre-right government encouraged the services to take major efforts to transfer their archived documents and micro-film into the new depot. The Ministry of the Interior, however, did not take action at all upon the claim that no law or decree had ever specified and regulated the scope of declassified materials that should be (or should have been) handed over to the CNSAS. Thus, the unintended victims of the power clash within the government were not the real targets of the disclosure process – those who had served and/or collaborated with the communist regime, but rather those individuals who attempted to bring over as many documents as possible to the the CNSAS archives. In the beginning, the vicious combination of unregulated circumstances and the lack of experience gave rise to expensive document management procedures. Exposing archived files to lengthy transportation is anything but ideal in terms of security. It would have been better to follow the German and Polish practice, according to which the declassified files were kept and made accessible to former victims and scholars in those local state security headquarters where the documents had been previously stored. A different approach would have spared private citizens and researchers long, exhausting trips to Bucharest only to exercise their right to read their own security file.

The outcome of 2004 parliamentary elections and the clear victory of a pro-European, anti-communist centre-right coalition, led by newly elected president Traian Băsescu, produced a major positive impact on the CNSAS and archive policies in Romania. On February 28, 2005 the Supreme Defence Council (CSAT) issued a resolution to ask for the urgent transfer of 12,000 rm. of documents in addition to the 700 rm. of documents transferred by the SRI to the archives in the previous five years (see the 2006 annual report of CNSAS). Urgency decree (Ordonanţa de Urgenţă – OUG) No. 149 dated November 10, 2005 set out new provisions to guarantee the regular business of the institution.

In 2006, further positive developments were advanced by the imminence of Romania’s membership into the European Union. On February 22, Emergency government decree No. 16 (OUG 16/2006) expanded the circle of those eligible for lustration and required persons holding important public offices to fill in a form to clarify their position concerning cooperation with the former Securitate. In the case that their declaration proved to be false, they could be held accountable according to this decree. In March, a new executive board was appointed at the CNSAS, this time including the author of the 1999 lustration law, Constantin Tici Dumitrescu. On December 16, president Traian Băsescu solemnly condemned communism as an “unlawful and sinful” political system.

Further documents were transferred to CNSAS in 2007; when the quantity of documents handed over to the archives reached 20,000 rm., the CNSAS could fully comply with obligations set out in the institution’s founding act. The mixed committee formed by CNSAS experts and representatives of the special services convened 32 times throughout that year to promote document transfers and the screenings of a total of 17,734 individuals. 4,159 of these proceedings were launched automatically based on statutory provisions, while 13,575 were initiated on request of CNSAS. Finally, the Board passed 4,610 resolutions. 101 persons were declared “collaborators” (that is, secret informants) of the Securitate, and another 381 were found to have been in a professional relationship with the political police as officers. In 341 additional cases, the Board passed resolutions on collaboration based on individual submissions. In 2007 security screenings almost tripled compared to the previous year. It must be underscored that in the meantime, the institution’s headcount did not increase. Even though the budget would have allowed for a staff of 300, only 255 positions were filled (see the 2007 annual report of CNSAS). Although the year 2007 provided major impetus to screening, identification of former agents, research and document transfers, a horde of legal measures passed in 2008 brought a turnaround at the institution in terms of screening and research of the recent past.

A major conflict concerning the attributions of the CNSAS erupted in early 2008, upon a lawsuit about the alleged involvement with secret services of Senate vice-chairman Dan Voiculescu. Attorney Sergiu Andon, chairman of the Lower House requested the review of Act 187/1999 for compliance with the constitution. Constitutional Court Resolution No. 51 of January 31, 2008 declared the unconstitutionality of the 1999 act establishing the CNSAS and of the subsequent government decree that regulated its activities. The liberal government of Călin Popescu-Tăriceanu prevented a full setback by quickly passing two complementary emergency decrees. With the decisive support of the prime minister's security policy advisor, public intellectual Marius Oprea, Parliament unanimously passed act 293/2008 in December that year. The act is still in effect and sets the framework for the institution’s operation. The new law ordered that each resolution issued by the CNSAS Board declaring the involvement of an individual with the secret police must be reviewed and decided on by a court. Thus the final verdict must come from a court in each case. This procedure of law application reduced the effectiveness of the CNSAS and the Board. It required that once approved by a majority vote of the Board, all cases processed in the archives (ACNSAS) by the responsible directorate in charge must be submitted to the Bucharest Court’s public administration department. While the proceedings are free of charge, the CNSAS is required to attach to all submissions, authentic copies of the relevant archived documents. The person subjected to scrutiny is entitled to contest the court decision. The court is required to publish its non-appealable final decision in the Official Gazette. As a consequence, the screening procedure has become more complicated and lengthy. In accordance with the new legal provisions, the CNSAS Board submitted 292 cases to the Bucharest Public Administration Court in 2008. Dated early 2010, the 2009 annual report showed that 213 cases were still underway at the court, 12 cases were voided owing to the subject person’s death, while collaboration was confirmed in 53 cases and allegations of collaboration were rejected in 11 cases. For a comparison, the corresponding figures from the CNSAS’ counterpart organization in Germany can be quoted. In the first ten years of operation, the Joachim Gauck-led BStU screened 1.7 million persons, identifying 950,000 STASI officers and agents.

Moreover, despite the well-sounding definition put into the 2008 law, unveiling ("deconspiracy") only refers to the identification of an alias. This can only be initiated by the target person (or his legal predecessor) who was the subject of the monitoring. The new law made accountable and liable the owners or tenants of "covered" flats, that is to say individuals who agreed to make their homes available for hosting meetings between state security officers and their secret informants. Often they also allowed state security officers to carry out "operational tasks" at work places. These homes were technically equipped for facilitating secret investigation actions, like roping in agents, having conversations with network members, intimidation, defamation and other actions. A major controversy emerged around the role of the clergy after the extent of the collaboration with the communist state security had started to emerge, causing public scandal among believers and distress in the ecclesiastical hierarchies. According to the law in force since 2008, security screening of church leaders not restricted.

A new hope emerged in the wake of an international treaty signed in Berlin in December 2008 that placed cooperation between Bulgarian, Czech, Polish, German, Hungarian, Romanian and Slovak archives in a new foundation, which has helped embedded the CNSAS to increase its international visibility. 2009 marked the first time when indemnification of the victims of communism was enabled. There is symbolic significance in the fact that the act regulating indemnification was numbered Act 221. The rules and procedures of this act were hardly comprehensible. While relatives were also eligible for legal remedy, the related provision was very difficult to apply as the Court of Constitution declared it non-compliant in 2010 (ruling no. 1358, dated 21 October 2010). Finally, the issue of indemnification was escalated to the European Court, but the proceedings were still underway in 2015.

### THE CNSAS ARCHIVES: STRUCTURE AND ROLE

The laborious genesis of the CNSAS archives as described in the previous paragraph has several structural reasons that must be mentioned before describing what the archives look like. In compliance with the 1996 archives law, the CNSAS has been defined as the stakeholder and the manager of the Securitate archives. The CNSAS was not allowed to rearrange the incoming documents or to alter the structure of the archive collections as inherited. The CNSAS was compelled by legal force to preserve the documents as they had received them from the former secret services. If these declassified materials had been transferred in the 1990s, their archival processing could have been more efficient and might have involved a larger quantity of documents. Contrary to the method used in Germany and Poland, Romania chose to centralize the document processing, instead of establishing county-level branches of the CNSAS, which would have enabled them to act as stakeholder. On top of this, centralization is not yet over, since the transfer of documents does not mark the end of the process, for individual papers cannot be used unless all documents have been sorted in an inventory. The documents taken over from the Romanian Foreign Intelligence Service (SIE) are structured in the same manner as those of the counter-intelligence (eg. former Securitate) archives. Both possess an “intelligence” archival fond (Fond Informativ), a “network” fond (Fond Rețea), and a “documentation” fond (Fond Documentar). The files of military counter-intelligence have not yet been systematically processed by the CNSAS staff. For the time being, most professional researches and private inquiries have focused on the three aforementioned sub-fonds.

Another initial shortcoming was that the state organs that transferred declassified materials to CNSAS did not hand over any electronic inventories of these files. The list of fonds and sub-fonds was put together by a professional team of the state security

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Identified individuals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Establishment of CNSAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>1 collaborator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>2 collaborators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>26 collaborators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>60 completed identifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>49 completed identifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>270 collaborators, 156 officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>330 collaborators, 402 officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>610 collaborators, 210 officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>739 collaborators, 298 officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>847 collaborators, 337 officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>867 collaborators, 234 officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>858 collaborators, 206 officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>888 collaborators, 253 officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>914 collaborators, 214 officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>1047 collaborators, 121 officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>not published yet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Number of those involved in the lustration process. Source: CNSAS annual reports, 2000–2015.

5 The owners and tenants of covered houses (in Romanian: gazde case conspirative) were individuals who agreed to make their homes available for hosting meetings of secret agents. Often they also allowed state security officers to carry out “operational tasks” at the work places. These homes were technically equipped for facilitating secret investigation actions, like roping in agents, having conversations with network members, intimidation, defamation and other actions.

6 For a curious combination, 221 was the number of the act that ordered the establishment of the General Directorate for People’s Security (Direcția Generală a Securității Poporului) in 1948.

7 The 2003 annual report was controversial regarding the identification of agents. While the “number of unveiled agents” line in the summary chart on page 42 says that 26 identifications were finalized in 2003, the main text on page 36 says that the Board issued a certification of collaboration about three persons and found 46 people to be former officers of the former political police.

8 The 2004 annual report also is ambiguous about the number of identified collaborators and officers, respectively. The only reliable indicator is the 60 completed identifications.
ARCHIVE PERSONNEL only on the basis of the sorting order of the re-
ceived documents that had been worked out by the Securitate’s rec-
ording and archiving rules back in the 1970s. The fate of inves-
tigation files (Fond Penal) can aptly illustrate how difficult it was
to sort documents belonging to the same fond. The investigation
files had a turbulent past because they shed light on the politically
inspired court rulings, and the number of those imprisoned based
on political motives in communist Romania between 1945 and
1989. Although some believe that such rulings only existed until
1964, when some 15,000 political prisoners had been released
upon a general amnesty, archival evidence shows that politically
motivated proceedings continued until 1989, the last political trial
being staged in March of that year. During the communist regime,
the investigation files were divided among several state institu-
tions, and nothing happened after 1990 to restore the unitary fea-
ture of these files. Some of these files were preserved by the Ro-
anian Intelligence Services (SRI) until 2000, when the transfer
of the archives to the CNSAS began, while the Ministry of Justice
held other significant portion of documents. Thus, the CNSAS
was practically forced to initiate cooperation with the Ministry of
Justice as well. Owing to other responsibilities, the ministry was
required to safeguard the investigation archives. This arrange-
ment generated multiple shortcomings, for whenever a private
applicant or a researcher requested insight into the documents
of a specific case, those documents may have been kept at two or
more different locations. At the same time, the Ministry of Justice
had to work with the very same documents in certain rehabili-
tation proceedings. The situation was worsened by the circum-
stance that the political rehabilitation of former political prisoner-
s began in the same year, when the CNSAS was established, and
the Ministry of Justice launched related proceedings. Judges
and attorneys used former Securitate files as a starting point, and
many of those files were held at said ministry, while another part
of them at the SRI. Parallel to this, the CNSAS requested the trans-
fer of the papers based on its legal obligations. Finally, the CNSAS
managed to collect the dossiers of the investigation fond from
the SRI, the Ministry of Justice and the Ministry of Public Admin-
istration. After the mass document transfers to the state security
archives in 2005–2007, the last years of the expansion of the ar-
chives slowed down considerably to a yearly rhythm of approxi-
mately 200 rm of paper-based documents.9 The CNSAS currently
stores 25,000 rm of paper documents at the Central Archives of
Bucharest (DAC – Direcția Arhiva Centrală), and at the Popești-
Leordeni Archives (DAPL – Direcția Arhiva Popești-Leordeni).
In addition to paper-based documents, the archives also store
microfilm. As of early 2017, more than 600,000 micro films were
in possession of the archives. Most of them being transferred in
the past three years. When taking micro film and mechanized
data storage devices into consideration, the quantity of paper-
based data kept in the archives can be actually doubled. Thus
if all data on such media were printed, the length of documents
kept at the CNSAS would amount to nearly 50 000 rm. This makes
the CNSAS the third largest document collection repository, on
the activities of the Communist state security, in Eastern Europe.

PROBLEMS AND SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING
THE ACCESS TO STATE SECURITY ARCHIVES

Sticking to the principle of “keeping those involved [with secret
services] away from public matters”, announced in the March
1990 Timișoara Proclamation, the CNSAS represents a key in-
stitution for revealing the past and contributing to transitional
justice in its capacity as the main stakeholder of the documents
of the communist dictatorship’s secret services.10 Unfortunately,
over the last almost twenty years, the societal “high hopes” to-
wards moral regeneration have by far exceeded the narrow ma-
noeuvring space given to the CNSAS by the lawmakers. Day-to-
day lustration of the state apparatus has been triggered or slowed
by a combination of unwillingness and inertia.

One of the most important public achievements of the CNSAS
has been the ability for individual access to state security files.

Eligible individuals entitled by law can get access to relevant
files concerning their security past. However, research condi-
tions are far from ideal due to several factors, such as the small
size of the research room, or the excessive workload of archival
staff. Professional researchers and individual citizens asking for
their own file have to wait for longer periods, and this might es-
specially hurt those belonging to the elder generations, in their
right to access relevant documents. Time-consuming procedures
for the identification of former informants and/or officers is an-
other potentially disadvantageous factor for elderly applicants.

The CNSAS does not possess an integrated catalogue that could
provide guidance on which documents are still with their former
stakeholders (special services and/or other branches of the pub-
lic administration), thus one applicant may not receive, upon his
first request, all the documents pertaining to him.

Procedures for academic research are in place, albeit there are
inconsistencies. In this regard, it would be very helpful to the CN-
SAS, if the external research staff were allowed to contribute to
agent identification as well, although this would require a change
to the legal framework. Second, more computers would be need-
ed for a faster and more effective examination of the applications.
A personnel increase at all the archival branches of the CNSAS
would be one precondition. From an archiving standpoint, as of
today, the CNSAS has only processed and utilized a very small
portion of the documents received from other archives, as it does
not have either enough staff, nor the appropriate technological
assets for carrying out any major inventory taking or archiving
chores. The headcount at the Archives Directorate (DAC) lo-
cated in the headquarters is 20, while another 15 staff works at
the repository in Popești-Leordeni (DAPL) that was established
after 2008. As per applicable regulations, however, the latter
staff are not responsible for processing documents for archiv-
ing purposes. If the organizational unit comprising 20 archiving

9 CNSAS annual reports 2005–2016, and interview taken by the author with the
director of the archives of CNSAS, dr. Laura Stancu (Cornea), Bucha-
rest, March 2, 2017.
10 One major step forward in revealing the Securitate’s institutional history
was the institutional and organizational history monograph written by
the CNSAS research community and published in 2016, titled Securitatea
1948–1989, edited by Florian Banu and Liviu Tăranu. The publication is
a piece of academic work encompassing nearly ten years of research in
various archives (ACNAS – National Council for Investigating the Se-
curitate’s Archives; ACN – Archives of the Gendarmerie’s National Com-
mand; AMAE – Archives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; AMI – Archives
of the Interior Ministry; AMR – Romanian Military Archives; ANIC – Central
National History Archives; ANR – The National Archives of Romania; ASRI – Archives
of the Romanian Counter-Intelligence Services). Another significant work is a monograph by Florian Banu,
a renowned researcher at the CNSAS, published in 2016 and titled From
the SSI to the SIE. The History of Romanian Espionage in the Communist
Era (1948–1989). This monograph relies on archive sources and reviews
organizational history topics along with operational ones.
associates processed 160 files a day, it would take them at least 100 years to create a comprehensive, searchable inventory list that encompasses the entire archives. This calculation assumes static conditions while we know that approximately 100–200 rm of additional documents are transferred to the CNSAS each year. Thus, the processing timeline mentioned above would be extended with additional decades. Digitalization is one possible way for efficient, secure and lasting document processing and retention. An example of a step in the right direction is that the CNSAS has begun to scan archived materials and selectively publish them on their website. However, with the current human resource and financial constraints, it seems a very distant goal to make 10,000 rm of documents available for digital research within the foreseeable future.

Thus the rules of procedure for screening is very complicated and lengthy, as private submissions from eligible individuals, cases revealed through academic research, and investigations triggered by legal requirements all land on the Board’s table. The number of staff at the unit charged with preparation is just 20, which even in the election year didn’t change. Further, the legal provisions enacted in 2008 slowed down the process of publishing the names of collaborators and secret service professionals who bear responsibility for wrongdoings.

As far as the administration and management are concerned, the CNSAS suffers a serious and structural problem of public underfunding. If decision makers charged with budgeting took into consideration the fact that in terms of size, the CNSAS comes third after its German and Polish counterpart institutions, it would bring significant improvements to the institution’s position. While the headcount of these units is several thousand strong, the number of CNSAS employees decreased from 250 after the enactment of new regulations in 2008 to 228 by the end of 2015. Similarly, the CNSAS annual budget of EUR 2.5–3 million between 2008 and 2015 is much lower than that of the German BsTU or the Polish IPM. Filling the currently vacant general director and deputy positions at the CNSAS could definitely improve the coherence of the organization and its relationship with Parliament. Management representation would bring improvement to the institution. The centralization of the inventory of the archive fonds and sub-fonds, while developing the infrastructure and professional criteria for the searching of materials could improve the flow of information and make the institution even more open to the academic community and society as well.

The screening process of public servants in Romania is still underway. As much as the circumstances allow, the CNSAS delivers on its duties. Regarding the future, the primary objective of the institution is to continue with the process. As the German Lutheran pastor and intellectual Karl Bonhoeffer reminds us, however, the most difficult task in dealing with the totalitarian past is to overcome lethargy. Still, we must proceed through the phases of understanding if we really want to get to know what happened before 1989. Like in every other spheres of life, getting to know the facts can change the quality of our existence in respect to the secret service archives as well. The second task is even more difficult. The harm done to society must be remedied with relentless efforts. However, it requires the identification of the collaborators who contributed to the establishment and sustenance of the past regime. We may hate communism, but no democratic political system can authorize anyone to harm those who dream of reviving the fallen political system of the past. At the same time, tolerance (not acquiescence) and forgiveness should set the path which cannot be brought to conclusion with proceedings based on agent lists. Let us not degrade the need for historical revelation and public access to information to the level of power struggles. Let us prove that we can bear the sometimes painful truth of a better explored past, and that we are bold enough to have faith in a better future.
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Lustration

Luciana Jinga

Romania adopted several lustration law projects, but none of them was fully implemented. No politicians or other public persons ever lost official authority positions because of a juridical act condemning their past collaboration with the communist regime.

Forms of Protection of the Newly Established Constitutional, Political and Economic Structures

The Proclamation of Timişoara, March 1990

The Proclamation of Timişoara was published for the first time in its final form on March 8, 1990 and publically presented on the 11th of March in an assembly that took place in the Opera Square, in Timişoara. The 13-point document called for continuing to build on the victory over the communist dictatorship achieved in December 16–20, 1989. The inhabitants of Timişoara, the city where the Romanian Revolution started, wanted a wider recognition of their sacrifice. The proclamation thus demanded the symbolic recognition of the city’s key role in the revolution. The authors also made practical demands for economic reform and for establishing authentic democratic practices. They called for temporarily (for the first three running legislatures) banning former Communists and Securitate officers from running for office and also demanded a ban on former party activists running for the position of President of the country. Such a ban would have disqualified Ion Iliescu, and other former communists from leadership in political life.

The Evolution during 1990s

After The Proclamation of Timişoara, the first legislative proposals regarding the access to personal files and the disclosure of the Securitate as political police came quite early, when Constantin Ticu Dumitrescu, the President of the Association of Former Political Prisoners made an amendment to the Electoral Law in March 1990, asking for restrictions on former members of the Romanian Communist Party. The amendment did not pass. In 1992, after the first parliamentary elections in Romania, Constantin Ticu Dumitrescu initiated a Parliamentary motion banning any person, who during 1945–1989, had worked consciously as an informer for the Securitate, delivering notes and information about other persons, to be elected, or to maintain a state office or an administrative or teaching position. This motion was signed by 114 Senators and 200 Deputies and was discussed by the Parliament, and voted by a majority. The motion never came into force. Because of this, one year later, in 1993, Ticu Dumitrescu presented a legislative proposal with the same content. It was never discussed in the Romanian Parliament during 1993–1996. In the electoral campaign of 1996, the Romanian Democratic Convention (CDR) made a promise to reveal the past. Many voted for the CDR because of this promise. It was the biggest issue separating the CDR from the other important candidate, the PDSR party. In 1996 the Democratic Convention won both the general and the presidential elections. Emil Constantinescu, the candidate of the Democratic Convention had an incredible campaign, in which he promised the renewal of a political class, with no former communist officials and secrets agents among future politicians. The Romanians were swayed by all these promises and voted for a change. The general disappointment was as high as the hope invested in president Constantinescu when he announced that the new government wouldn’t support a lustration law because such a legislative act would demonstrate the ruler’s weakness, incompetence and incapacity to use the power given to them by people. Many voters felt betrayed and withdrew their support for the newly elected authorities. Between 1997 and 1999 the Democratic Convention collaborated with the Social Democrats in changing the essence of the initial law project presented by Constantin Ticu Dumitrescu.

Use of Secret Service Archives

In 1999, a year before the general elections, the Romanian Parliament adopted Law No. 187/1999, on Access to Securitate Files and the Unveiling of the Securitate as a Political Police. The law has 26 articles that cover the following distinctive themes:

- The right of any Romanian citizen to see his/her own files, and to find out the identity of the Securitate agents and collaborators who created and offered information present in that file.
- The right of any Romanian Citizen, Romanian public institution, or NGO to know if those already appointed or running for certain public offices are agents or collaborators of the former Securitate and the obligation of all candidates for the named positions to give a certified declaration whether she/he worked as an agent or a collaborator for the Securitate, and if the nature of this involvement can be considered political police.

The law defines the terms:
- Political police – all structures within the Securitate, created for the establishment and maintenance of the totalitarian communist power, as well as for the repression or limitation of fundamental human rights and liberties
- Securitate agents as political police – any person who had an operative position (formal position) within the Securitate (1945–1989), including those working undercover.
- Securitate collaborators as political police – persons who received money or any other benefits for his/her activity in this capacity, held a secret house or a meeting house for the use of the Securitate, was a resident (was not an agent, but conducted operative actions), and any other person who gave information to the Securitate, that affected, directly or indirectly, fundamental human rights and liberties. A notable exception is the information obtained during the investigation of political prisoners.
The National Council for the Study of the Securitate Archives (CNSAS), set up as an independent public institution, controlled by the Romanian Parliament, mandated to investigate the past of public officials and electoral candidates based on the secret files.

The law produced little effects because:

The law said nothing about the transfer of the archives from the Romanian Information Service (the intelligence agency) to the National Council for the Study of the Securitate. The Romanian Information Service had the right to deny access to those files that contained information concerning a "national security matter". As the law did not specify what a "national security matter" is, the SRI acted discretionary and the files of post-communist politicians were kept under lock. The transfer of the files started in 2005 and according to SRI officials, most of the archive is now stored by CNSAS.

The law did not include any sanctions for politicians who chose to lie in their declaration.

At the time, the problem was not that evident, as the law stipulated any false declaration will be punished according to the Penal Code. An example of this is the case of Dan Voiculescu, at the time of the verdict, the leader of the Conservative Party and owner of the successful media Consortium, Antena 1. The CNSAS investigated his case in 2008 and gave the official verdict of collaborator of the Securitate in 2011. This also meant that Dan Voiculescu lied in his declarations (2004, 2008) by not admitting his liaisons with the Securitate. One month after the CNSAS verdict, the General Prosecutor was petitioned to send Dan Voiculescu to trial for false statement. To a general surprise, the prosecutor ruled that Voiculescu couldn’t go to trial for false statement in his declarations. The explanation was simple. His act of lying had no legal repercussions. Of course, it was an immoral, but not an illegal gesture, as the Romanian Constitution has no provisions for vetting former Securitate agents and collaborators.

ATTEMPTS FOR LEGAL REGULATION OF L UST RATIONS

Both civil society and public opinion were divided on whether a lustration law, almost 20 years after the fall of the communist regime, would contribute to the cleansing of the political scene. President Băsescu, elected in December 2004, publically declared his support for a lustration law, while Crin Antonescu, leader of the Liberal Party, said that a late lustration law would have no real effects in the Romanian society.

Despite the general believe that Romania would never find important party leaders before 1989.

Despite the general believe that Romania would never find the tools to fight former communist activists and Securitate agents still active in politics and the economy, in 2006, the Romanian presidency and government showed the political will to condemn the political past. President Traian Băsescu publically condemn the communist regime in the Romanian Parliament (December 2006); the Institute for the Investigation of Communist Crimes started its activity (May 2006), and the government approved the Emergency Governmental Ordinance No. 16/2006, which expanded confession-based lustration in Romania and entrusted the CNSAS with the task of verifying personal statements signed by public office holders and detailing their past collaboration or non-collaboration with the Securitate. The final verdicts were to be published in the state gazette, Monitorul Oficial. A step forward was that if the verdict differed from the public statement, the CNSAS had the authority to notify the courts, as the act of signing a false declaration is a legal offense, in the case of state representatives, punishable with the loss of public office.

According to the same Ordinance, any collaboration (not only as political police) with the Securitate of judges and prosecutors holding or seeking administrative leadership positions in the court system, or the prosecutor's offices, or elected to the Superior Council of the Magistracy, led to disqualification. This provision was in force from 2004, according to Law No. 303/2004, as well as Law No. 247/2005, concerning the professional status of judges and prosecutors. All three legislative acts affected only those appointed after the laws came into force (2005) and not those still occupying public offices, but appointed before. In practice, as the case Florica Bejenariu shows (judge elected to the Superior Council of the Magistracy; before 1989 she wrote 52 informative reports for the Securitate), the judicial system refused to apply this provisions.

One of the political leaders unveiled by the National Council as a former secret agent was Dan Voiculescu. He not only refused to apologize for his activity as secret agent of the Securitate, but contested the verdict and asked the Constitutional Court to review the constitutionality of the entire lustration legislation. In January 2008 the Court found Emergency Ordinance No. 16/2006 unconstitutional, invalidating all verdicts that the Council had handed down up to that moment, and threatened to shut down the CNSAS completely. ICCR researchers and other members of civil society joined CNSAS employees for public protest in support of the CNSAS and its activity. The government solved the situation by limiting the CNSAS mandate to storing secret documents and granting citizens access to their files, while transferring to the courts the right to decide who was (or was not) a former agent or collaborator of the Securitate.

A lustration law project was introduced in 2006 by four Liberal legislators, including Deputa Mona Muscă. After a lot of procrastination and political wrangling, in May 2010 the Chamber of Deputies adopted the proposal, while the Senate petitioned the Constitutional Court on its constitutionality. The Court agreed that lustration infringed the constitution by blocking some citizens’ access to elected positions and failing to individualize guilt. As a direct consequence the law was modified only to include nominated public offices. The liberal-democrats also eliminated from the law any mention of the Communist Youth League leaders, as the Prime Minister at the time, Emil Boc, served as a Communist Youth League leader in Cluj County.

In February 2012, Mihai Răzvan Ungureanu, head of the External Information Service from 2007 to January 2012, replaced Emil Boc. Ironically, Ungureanu also served as a leader of the Communist Youth from, from 1985 to 1989. The person chosen to replace Mihai Răzvan Ungureanu, as director of External Information Service, was Teodor Meleşcanu, an old school diplomat of the communist government. Soon, Romanian officials realized that the lustration law project also mentioned the vetting of communist diplomats. Subsequently this professional category was eliminated from the law.

The bill affected neither former Securitate agents who continued their activity as agents of the post-communist intelligence services (because their files were considered an issue of national security), nor those whose secret files mysteriously vanished, as in the case of presidents Ion Iliescu and Traian Băsescu, both important party leaders before 1989.
Romanians started to make jokes about the situation, saying that in its final form, the law will mention only Nicolae Ceaușescu and his wife, already dead in the Romanian Revolution.

The leaders of the Hungarian minority in the Romanian Parliament also asked for the law to include the removal of all communist prosecutors, but the proposal was rejected by the Committee for legal matters of the Parliament. A former political prisoner asked the Committee for a re-evaluation of the provision, offering as motivation, his own history of abuses perpetrated by communist prosecutors. In the end, the Parliament plenary adopted the amendment.

Besides the prosecutors, the law included persons who held remunerated political positions in the central and local structures of the Romanian Communist Party, full members and alternates of the party’s Central Committee, ministers in the communist governments, and the directors of the publishing houses.

The law was adopted by the Romanian Parliament on 28 February 2012. Just a week later, on March 7 2012, the Constitutional Court, petitioned by the professional organizations of judges and prosecutors, found the Lustration Law unconstitutional. The project was dropped; in the last five years no other legislative initiative replaced it.

**IMPLICATIONS FOR THE STATE AND SOCIETY**

On March 29, 2012, the CNSAS elected a new leading structure. One of the members elected was Corneliu Turianu. Immediately, the civic organization Miliția Spirituală, responsible for revealing names of Securitate agents and collaborators, published an article showing that Corneliu Turianu, was a former member of the Romanian Communist Party, held leading political positions in the 1970s, as secretary of the party organization at one of the regional law courts in Bucharest and was responsible for the ideological and political training of the judges within Bucharest Tribunal. Andrei Muraru, a researcher at the Institute for the Investigation of Communist Crimes and the Memory of the Romanian Exile, and later president of the same institution, publically accused Turianu for his communist past and asked for his vetting from the leading structure of the CNSAS. Corneliu Turianu accused Andrei Muraru of misleading the public and won. The judges pointed out that Andrei Muraru, in his declaration, placed Turianu as secretary of the party organization of the Bucharest Tribunal, and not of the regional law court, as mentioned in the documents. Turianu kept his leading position at the CNSAS until his death, in November 2016.

Without a lustration law, Securitate agents and collaborators, communist prosecutors and judges held positions of authority in key post-revolutionary Romanian Institutions.

Two excellent political scientists, Lavinia Stan and Raluca Grosescu, in their studies, showed that the Romanian Revolution resulted in elite reproduction, not elite replacement. The second echelon of the communist leadership (local leaders, Communist Youth League leaders, party members that held authority positions in different economic structures) replaced the first echelon (namely the Executive Committee of the Communist Party). The historian Marius Oprea joins the two political scientists with his analysis on how the former communist officials and the Securitate agents are the big winners of the Revolution, representing the majority of new political and economic elites.

**LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

A quick overview shows that former communist officials and Securitate agents dominated the cabinets and the Parliament after 1990, 1992 and 2000. More recently, for the elections in 2012 and 2016, mass media campaigns revealed another troubling phenomena. Former communist leaders and Securitate officers have been replaced by active officers of the Romanian Secret Service, the successor of the former Securitate. The first three post-communist presidents, Ion Iliescu, Emil Constantinescu, and Traian Băsescu, seven of the nine prime ministers (Petre Roman, Nicolae Văcăroiu, Victor Ciorbea, Mugur Isărescu, Adrian Năstase, Emil Boc, and Mihai-Răzvan Ungureanu,), were drawn from the ranks of the communist state, party, economic, or student leadership. After 2012, the concerns regarding the communist past of the President and Prime Minister were replaced by scandals of corruption that reopened the discussion about the necessity of a real lustration process in Romania. The admission process to NATO and the European Union might have been an instrument to put real pressure on Romania to keep the newly established constitutional, political and economic structures. It seems, however, that the Western partners have come to terms with the reality of a geo-strategically important country, where ubiquitous security agencies have conquered the role of political king-makers. A central issue for the next years will be how to limit the growing power of this unelected ruling elite without affecting national and regional security.
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INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION
OF THE CRIMES OF THE REGIME

Stefano Bottomi

This chapter analyzes the instruments the Romanian juridical system has adopted since 1989 to deal with the crimes perpetrated by different state agencies during the communist regime, and reconstructs the rugged path towards the establishment of a framework of legal regulation that would make possible the criminal prosecution of perpetrators and their political supervisors.

A JURIDICAL FARCE: THE CEAUŞESCU TRIAL OF DECEMBER 25, 1989

The first act of the transitional justice in Romania was the trial of Nicolae and Elena Ceauşescu on December 25, 1989. During and after the process, the entire responsibility for the multifaceted crimes committed throughout several decades in their modern repressive bureaucracy was directed on a single and highly symbolic target, the presidential couple. The personalization of the criminal past allowed many co-executors to avoid any civil and criminal liability.

On December 22, 1989 Ceauşescu and his wife fled the capital in a military helicopter but were captured and taken into custody by the armed forces. The idea of the public trial announced on December 23 by Ion Iliișcu was quickly set aside. The jury was also chosen by the National Salvation Front (NSF). Two lawyers from Bucharest were called to “recite” the part of the office defense, respectively for Elena and Nicolae. The NFS’ choice to form an extraordinary military tribunal alleviated some of the normal procedural guarantees and was therefore functional in the hurry to liquidate the President, but this posed serious legal challenges.

First, Nicolae Ceauşescu’s repeated invocation of a judgment before the Grand National Assembly (GAN) was legally founded. Every member of the GAN was in fact protected by immunity and according to the 1965 Constitution was still in force, he/she could not be “stopped, arrested or sentenced in criminal trial without the prior approval of the Grand National Assembly during its sessions, or the State Council, in its sessions.” The GAN was also invested in the power to elect and revoke the President of the Republic, as well as controlling its actions. In strictly legal terms, Ceauşescu was right to raise this objection, because the GAN had not yet been officially dissolved.

Obviously, any reasoning for the legitimacy of the judiciary conflicted with the crude reality of the institutional limbo that culminated on December 25, with the execution of the presidential couple. The legitimacy of the NSF was, in fact, to be demonstrated, and the shape of the new regime was still in the forefront, because the NSF turned itself into the nation’s government on December 26. In that political void, the tribunal defined itself as “the people,” and proclaimed that it had formed a new power structure. The Ceauşescus, on the other hand, refused to recognize the tribunal and regarded their overthrow as a foreign-directed “coup d’etat,” a thesis that would become popular after 1990 among former Securitate officers and opinion makers.

Even if one takes for granted that the military court was legally entitled to judge the case, a further contradiction emerged. Although Ceauşescu had proclaimed a state of emergency on December 17, authorizing the military courts to operate in an exceptional procedure, such circumstances could not rule out the regular celebration of the trial. The two office lawyers provided to Ceauşescu talked about their special client in the most describable terms and did not provide the slightest defense, even reaffirming at every opportunity the guilt of the defendants. The behavior of the judge was also far from correct, as he began to apostrophise the deposed President as a “coward,” who had organized “orgies” and had worn “luxurious clothes.”

On the other hand, the crimes that had been challenged by the two Ceauşescu and confirmed by the judgment – genocide, usurpation of state power, acts of diversion and compromise of the national economy – were all largely unfounded, with the exception of the compromise of the national economy. The latter, in fact, found easy evidence (though not exposed in a story) in the disastrous condition of the Romanian economy, a direct result of the policies of Ceauşescu. The rest of the accusations would probably have been dismantled by any defender under normal circumstances. A further element that contributes to undermining the legality of the trial was the complete lack of an investigation phase: the charges of imputation therefore revealed all their fragility and improvisation. The accusation of genocide, in fact, was based on the number of victims of repression. These were calculated on the basis of unsubstantiated estimations of 12,000 casualties, in Timișoara, provided by East European news outlets, that had spread stories of torture, massacre of pregnant women and children, of mass graves, of attempts to sabotage nuclear power plants and aqueducts, of snipers refugee in underground tunnels, and of foreign terrorists. The tribunal therefore spoke of 64,000 casualties, which were purported to be a result of the orders of the former President, which would have allowed, at least theoretically, to speak of genocide. The indiscriminate repression of more than 60,000 people in a few days could have not been assimilated to a mass extermination, but the absence of the conditions for that charge was already evident at that time. It is not a coincidence that, in the subsequent trials of the suspects responsible for the victims of Timișoara, the original charge of “genocide” was transformed into “aggravated killings”.

The other two charges related to usurping of the powers of the state and of having committed acts of diversion held a strong symbolic value, but besides being inaccurate at the procedural stage, contained few legally relevant elements. The institutional system that converged on Nicolae Ceauşescu was in fact based on constitutional and legislative pillars, and in principle, was not the product of the abuse of power. If communist practices were found to be forbidden by the new power, they were rather
linked to the nomenclature which cynically exploited its privileged position. Ceaușescu’s institutional architecture in Romania was not commendable in terms of democracy and the rule of law, but the President’s despotic role was written in clear letters in papers and statutes. Even in the case of the December 1989 events, Ceaușescu’s behavior was morally despicable but legally unimpeachable. The President and Chief of the Armed Forces defended the power of what was seen by the threatened institutions as an attempt at subversion and sought, violently and unsuccessfully, to restore public order. The disputed diversionary acts are correctly referred to in article 163 of the Penal Code, which provided for the death penalty for such offenses.

To further undermine the legal validity of the trial, the death sentence was most probably written before the trial began. There was no room for any alternative to the condemnation, no one mentioned the possibility of appeal. There was no time span between the self-proclaimed prosecution and the shooting; the ten days provided for by the Code of Criminal Procedure for the referral to appeal, or the five days of grace before the deaths of the perpetrators were not expected.

EARLY TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE: THE ANTI-COMMUNIST TRIALS OF THE 1990s

Between late December 1989 and January 1990, the new provisional government abolished numerous measures of illegal character – like the infamous abortion ban – and “contrary to the interests of the Romanian people” ordered on December 30 the dissolution of the communist State security agency (Departamentul Securității Statului). However, the new government’s activity soon raised serious doubts about the commitment of the authorities to decommunize. The 1965 Constitution was not formally abrogated: it was essentially forgotten and acted in an extra-constitutional space, at least until the decree of March 18, 1990, which entrusted the future parliament with the task of adopting a new Constitution, paper. The Securitate was not dismantled, but merely integrated into the Ministry of Defense and subsequently renamed the Romanian Information Service (SRI). Thirdly, the allegiances of the Warsaw Pact were kept loyal, wiping out any doubts about the ideological position of the new rulers: reformism within a system of values that was inherited from the previous regime and that no one intended to question. Finally, the orders, the directives, the institutional restructuring, and the same appointments came entirely from the political body, the Council of the Front, that assumed full powers. The Council of the Front also gave itself the power of nomination and revocation of the government, definition of the electoral system, nomination of the Committee for Constitutional Reform, approval of the state budget, signatory of international treaties, declaration of State of war, and the power to introduce capital punishment.

In the first months after the victorious revolution of December 1989, the new transitional power allowed and even stimulated some attempts at giving justice to the casualties of the revolutionary period. Extraordinary military courts were set up nationwide according to a decree published on January 8, 1990. The machinery of justice began with an emphasis on the prosecution of so called “terrorists”, but their existence could not be proved and none of the supposed targets were brought to justice. A number of public trials took place in 1990–1991 against former dignitaries and army officers, and although none of the trials showed the same disregard for fair juridical procedures as that against Ceaușescu, they nonetheless contributed to undermine public confidence in the judiciary, due to exaggerated charges that had to be later changed or even dropped.

The first of them concerned Ceaușescu’s four closest aides: former Interior Minister Tudor Postelnicu, former deputy Prime Minister Ion Dinca, former RCP organization chief Emil Bobu, and former deputy PM Manea Mănescu. The four dignitaries faced accusation of complicity in “genocide” because of the orders issued to fire on peaceful demonstrators in December 1989. They were sentenced to life imprisonment, and all of their properties were confiscated. In March 1990, a series of proceedings that came to be known as the “Timișoara Trial” charged 25 Security and criminal police (Militia) officers with complicity in genocide for the mass killings in Timișoara. The trial lasted almost two years, during which the charges were downgraded to aggravated murder and complicity in murder. When the sentence was passed, on December 9, 1991 only eight defendants were jailed with sentences ranging from 15 to 25 years. Six defendants were acquitted, one had died during the process, while ten defendants were convicted but subsequently pardoned or released for their time served in prison taken into account. By 1994, all the previously convicted persons for the Timișoara massacre had been released for different reasons. The same happened for the trial started in Bucharest against the members of the Political Executive Committee of the RCP in July 1990. Just as in Timișoara several months before, the initial charge of “genocide” had to be modified to instigation of aggravated murder. At the end of the procedure, only 9 out of 21 defendants received relatively mild sentences for “complicity in murder” and “negligence of duty”, and even those sentenced were soon liberated for health reasons. As Edwin Rekosh has shown in his analysis of the lustration process in Romania, the post-1989 trials shared the worst aspects of two contradictory political impulses. “They started as highly politicized show trials caught up in the hysteria of the moment, but in the end the concrete results were effectively subverted through indirect means, presumably due to political influence.”

Only the 1996 government change and the coming to power of the Democratic Convention made it possible for new, more professional and unbiased wave of trials. In 1997, military prosecutors brought to justice generals Victor Stânculescu and Mihai Chitac Athanasius as the main people responsible for the armed repression in Timișoara. In 2000, the generals were sentenced to serve 15 years in prison, but after a new political change, which brought back to power the postcommunist Social Democrats, the General Prosecutor of Romania made an appeal for annulment in 2001. The case was reopened and the defendants were released from custody. Finally, on October 15, 2008, the High Court of Cassation and Justice convicted the two generals to serve 15 years each in prison for involvement in the massacre of Timișoara. On March 2013, the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) in Strasbourg compelled the Romanian Government to pay compensation of around 350,000 Euros to victims of the 1989 Revolution in Timișoara. “During these procedures, the examination of the case by the courts was repeatedly interrupted,”

noted ECHR in its resolution, and “it took another eight years before the case file was settled”.

**THE CASE OF FORMER MINISTER OF INTERIOR DRĂGHICI**

It must be noted that although the victims of Romanian communism have to be numbered in the hundreds of thousands of arrested, deported or executed people, until very recently only four indictments laid by public prosecutors referred to crimes ordered or committed by communist dignitaries before those of December 1989 (the so called “revolution file”). On the one hand, the state did not take any action to investigate the killings or inhuman treatment committed in the interrogation cells of the Securitate or in communist prisons. On the other hand, the complaints lodged with the prosecutor’s office by the victims were investigated with a slowness equivalent to inaction. Certain criminal investigations were quickly stopped due to the death of incriminated persons, others were interrupted on the grounds of lack of evidence. In other instances, a combination of internal and external pressures stopped any attempts of justice. In August 1992, after former political prisoners had long asked to open a case against Alexandru Drăghici, former Interior Minister between 1952 and 1967, and one of the main men responsible for the mass repression of the Stalinist era and post-1956 period, the Romanian general prosecutor asked for Drăghici’s extradition from Hungary, where the former high-ranking dignitary had fled with his wife after the 1989 revolution. In 1993, Drăghici and three Securitate officers were accused of instigation and aggravated murder. However, the accusations did not make reference to political crimes, but to the shooting, in 1954, of an individual having a personal conflict with Drăghici. Thus, the indictment did not refer to the role that Drăghici had played in repressing political opponents, but only to an act of personal abuse, which had no relevance to the political repression of the communist regime.

The extradition request was rejected by the Hungarian authorities, which argued that the statute of limitation for this crime had expired. Drăghici died undisturbed in December 1993 in Budapest, although a Romanian court had found him guilty in another case of incitement to murder, and sentenced him *in absentia*.

**LESSONS LEARNT**

As shown well by Raluca Ursachi and Raluca Grosescu in their analysis of post-communist juridical practices of lustration, from a juridical perspective, the trials against former communist dignitaries in Romania after 1990 were based on the same legal framework of the time of the facts, according to the principle *nulle crimen sine lege*. The investigation of the various cases and their judgment in court were confronted in this context with a number of difficulties of juridical order, the major obstacles being: 1) the amnesty of certain crimes by presidential decree enacted at the end of Ceauşescu regime; 2) the statute of limitation; 3) the difficulty to frame these crimes and abuses as imprescriptible crimes as defined by the socialist Criminal Code.

The extreme politicization of trials involving persons belonging to the former communist, and the social composition of courts that, where until very recent times judges and prosecutors whose career had started well before 1989, were in a dominant position, can also explain why the post-communist wave of trials failed to achieve the goal of providing justice for both communist crimes and the mass repression in December 1989.

**SOURCES USED AND FURTHER READING**


Romania offered rehabilitation with considerably delay. The first law that annulled the communist-era convictions handed down on political grounds came in 2009, only to be declared unconstitutional and blocked. The compensation program, on the other hand, was one of the first measures taken by the first post-communist government, but provided mostly symbolic benefits and very little financial support.

**SCOPE AND TYPOLOGY OF THE REHABILITATION**

First of all rehabilitation of those convicted on political grounds is a symbolic gesture that speaks itself about the abuses of the communist courts. Second, after December 1989, many former political prisoners were asking for rehabilitation for practical reasons. They needed a clean record in order to occupy public positions or to get a travel Visa. Access to the public system jobs still had the condition of a clean record by Romanian authorities. In the eyes of Romanian society, political prisoners were no better than any other convict. Colleagues, neighbours, and even family members were reluctant to associate with them.

**LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF THE REHABILITATION AND THE COMPENSATION PROGRAM**

**DECREE-LAW NO. 118/1990**

In 1990, Romania adopted Decree-Law No. 118, regarding some of the Rights for People Persecuted for Political Reasons during the Dictatorship Installed in Romania on the 6 March 1945, which covered those who were displaced, deported, imprisoned, abused in psychiatric institutions, or confined to a particular place of residence by the communist courts or the Securitate, if the measure was taken as a means of political persecution. The Decree-Law provided symbolic financial compensation for each year of imprisonment (200 lei) or displacement endured, free medical assistance and medication, free use of public transportation, and means and income tax exemptions. Here it is important to stress that a larger category of persons (retired persons for example) benefited from similar measures. The time spent in prison, labor camp, or obligatory residence was recognized as working time for pension purposes. Those who spent time in prison or psychiatric wards could count towards their state pension, both the time period and the time they could not work because of the invalidity resulting from imprisonment. When calculating pension rights, each year of persecution counted as eighteen months. These rights extended to persons who could not work because the Securitate monitored them for some political reason. The victims’ living relatives could claim small pension rights as successors. Local commissions consisting of representatives of the Ministry of Labor and the Association of Former Political Prisoners decided which former victims could qualify for these rights. The decision could be appealed within fifteen days after notification of the claimants.

Individuals who were convicted for crimes against humanity or who were proven to have conducted fascist activity within an organization or movement could not enjoy reparations granted through this law. This is an important distinction which was maintained in other laws and in judiciary practice as well.

Until 1996, the Social Democrat government continued to deny the criminal character of the communist regime and refused to raise compensation to more meaningful levels, and adopt the rehabilitation law.

**EMERGENCY ORDINANCE NO. 214/1999**

Emergency Ordinance No. 214/1999, repeatedly amended between 2000 and 2015, also provided reparations to the victims of the communist regime. Based on this legal document, those persons who were convicted for crimes committed for political reasons or subjected to administrative abuse, as well as individuals who participated in activities of armed opposition or forced the overthrow of the communist regime between 1945 and 1989 were entitled to be granted the status of “fighter in the anti-communist resistance”. According to article 2 of this law, the main acts which could qualify as crimes committed for political reasons are protests against the communist dictatorship and its abuses, the support for pluralist and democratic principles, propaganda for the overthrow of the communist social order, armed opposition against the communist regime, and respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. The status of “fighter against anti-communist resistance” is granted by a committee formed by representatives of the Ministry of Justice and the Ministry of Administration and Interior, as well as representatives of the Association of Former Political Prisoners in Romania. The holders of the “fighter against anti-communist resistance” status benefited by receiving restitution of confiscated goods and rights provisioned by Decree-Law No. 118/1990. Again, the title was not granted to members of the far-rightist Iron Guard movement. Law No. 568/2001 extended these benefits to those who engaged in armed fighting against the regime during the 1945–1964 period or who were expelled by the communist regime from schools and universities on political grounds. The consequences of the two laws remained minor as the additional benefits were mostly symbolic. More than that, the ordinance was applied differently across the country, generating a series of discrepancies between former victims who had similar cases but resided in different localities.
1990–2009 – REHABILITATION ON INDIVIDUAL BASIS

For two decades the Romanian post-revolutionary governments passed no measures regarding the rehabilitation of former political prisoners. The rehabilitations were decided on an individual basis at the discretion of the prosecutor general, who could invoke an appeal to the court of last resort (recurs in anulare). This procedure allowed a political figure appointed by the executive to overturn definitive court orders. The prosecutor general used the procedure to block both the return of property awarded by the courts, and also to challenge the legality of the criminal and administrative court verdicts handed down before 1989. Another possibility of obtaining rehabilitation was to convince the courts to reopen the case. Former political prisoners, however, did not use this legal solution because of the time, money, and time consuming procedure. What they wanted was for the state to recognize its past mistakes and grant rehabilitation automatically.

In 2000, sixteen former political prisoners condemned to forced labour by the communist courts from 1951 through 1954 were rehabilitated and their jail sentences were annulled, but the procedure remained discretionary.

LAW NO. 221/2009

In 2009, the Romanian Parliament passed Law No. 221/2009 on the Politically Motivated Convictions and Administrative Measures Handed Down from 6 March to 22 December 1989. The project was initiated in 2007 by the historian Marius Oprea, the first president (2005–2010) of the Institute for the investigation of Communist Crimes and the Memory of the Romanian Exile, Constantin Ticu Dumitrescu, head of the Association of Former Political Prisoners, and Minister of Justice, at the time, Monica Macovei. The law rehabilitated all persons sentenced for political reasons by communist courts to jail, forced labor, or forced domicile on the basis of criminal code stipulations, communist laws, and administrative measures that condemned acts of dissidence and opposition, armed or unarmed. The law extended to persons who had already benefited from Decree-Law No. 118/1990 and Government Ordinance No. 214/1999. All abusive court sentences were annulled and erased from all records. In addition, within three years of the law's adoption, politically persecuted persons, and their descendants, could apply to the Romanian state for compensation of moral damages for the time spent in prison and for property lost in abusive confiscations that accompanied the court sentences to jail, forced labor, or forced domicile. Persons who had been demoted to an inferior army rank could also ask for the reversal of that decision. As in the case of previous legislation on rehabilitation, these advantages did not extend to the "persons condemned for crimes against humanity, and those who had promoted racist and xenophobic ideas and doctrines that encouraged hate or violence toward ethnic, racial or religious groups", mostly referring to members of the Ion Antonescu regime and the Iron Guard.

According to the law, a crime had a political nature, if the person expressed opposition or protested against the totalitarian regime, had an affiliation with democratic principles by protesting against the communist dictatorship, the communist ideology, the abuse of power by those who held the reigns of the country, supported principles of democracy and political pluralism, participated in propaganda that was aimed to revert the social order to democracy, used weapons to eliminate the representatives of the communist regime by force, respected human rights and liberties, or eradicated communist discriminatory measures grounded in religion, political opinion, wealth, or social origin. The political nature of these convictions had to be assessed by the court, because communist sentences rarely mentioned the political opinions of the accusers or the country's political situation.

As in the case of the previously discussed law, article 7 mentions that the provisions of Law No. 221/2009 are not applicable to persons convicted for crimes against humanity or for carrying out racist, xenophobic or anti-Semitic propaganda. This specification is important as it allows us to ascertain that the political nature of a conviction is determined by the reason for the conviction, and not only by the conviction's legal grounds. While most claims were rather small, a handful of them reached hundreds of thousands of Euros. For the government, already facing a global financing crisis, it became evident that the total sum of claims could seriously burden the national budget and decided to put a cap on the amount of compensations, by the Ordinance No. 62/2010.

One month later, an Romanian Ombudsman challenged Ordinance No. 62/2010 in the Constitutional Court, arguing that it violates provision regarding equality of rights stipulated by article 16 of the Constitution. Basically, the Ombudsman pointed out that the ordinance establishes differential legal treatment between persons who have already had a final decision based on Law No. 221/2009, and persons whose requests had not been settled at that moment. The Constitutional Court acceded to this perspective and ruled that the provisions of Ordinance No. 62/2010, which established thresholds for compensations, are contrary to Romanian fundamental law. Furthermore, the Court considered that the application of the ordinance to situations in which there is an undefined judgement, in the first instance, also violates the principle of non-retroactivity, stipulated by article 15 (2) of the Constitution.

However, on 21 October 2010, The Constitutional Court settled the objection of nonconstitutionality raised by the Ministry of Public Finances, in the Tribunal of Constanța with several files regarding the application of Law No. 221/2009. The Court found that there are two legal norms which provision allows for the allocation of money to persons persecuted for political reasons by the communist dictatorship, namely Decree-Law No. 118/1990 and Law No. 221/2009. As Decree-Law No. 118/1990 established the conditions and the value of the monthly compensation, a second regulation with the same objective infringes on the supreme value of justice proclaimed by article 1 (3) of the Constitution. Furthermore, the parallel regulations regarding these types of compensations also infringe on article 1 (5) of the Constitution regarding the mandatory observance of laws. As a consequence, the Court declared as unconstitutional article 5 (1) (a) thesis one, according to which the state is obliged to allocate compensation for moral damages caused by political convictions.

Furthermore, the ruling of the Constitutional Court is also relevant regarding the nature that reparations have in the Romanian legislation. According to this decision, the objective of compensations for moral damages suffered by the victims of the communist regime is not the restoration to the situation before the gross violations of human rights law occurred. The aim is rather to produce a moral satisfaction through the acknowledgement and
condemnation of measures which violated human rights. Furthermore, the Court considered that the obligation to allocate compensation to persons persecuted by the communist regime has only a moral nature. This view is motivated by the Constitutional Court, through several rulings of the European Court of Human Rights, which found that the provisions of the European Convention on Human Rights do not impose on member states specific obligations to repair injustices or damages caused by previous regimes.

**SOCIAL SATISFACTION**

According to some voices, approximately one million Romanians could have benefited from the provisions of Law No. 221/2009. However, by the time the law was passed the number of political prisoners still alive had quickly declined. In September 2010 there were 174 cases in which the courts handed down definitive decisions awarding compensations in virtue of Law No. 221/2009. The courts awarded compensation packages ranging between 300 and 1 million euros.

One of the arguments in favour of the law was that another important category of victims, the victims of and participants in the 1989 revolution, had already benefited from other important category of victims, the victims of and participants, such as the women that suffered or died as consequence of the pronatalist law, the children that suffered and died in the homes for “unrecoverable minors”, or those committed to detention centres for minors. The exclusion is odd, taking into consideration that Marius Oprea, the most vocal initiator of the law, as President of IICCR, supervised a team of researchers that documented these situations.

**ORGANIZATIONS OF FORMER VICTIMS**

**THE ASSOCIATION OF FORMER POLITICAL PRISONERS IN ROMANIA (AFDPR)**

The first, and still most representative organisation of the former political prisoners created on the 2nd of January 1990, is Asociația fostați deținuți politici din România, The Association of former political prisoners in Romania. It was formed for the expressed purpose of seeking reparations for the suffering of its members. The initiative group included well known former political prisoners like Constantin Dumitrescu, Radu Ciuceanu, and Constantin Lăţea. In December, the organisation reached 120,000 formally registered members and 41 national branches. The headquarters was established in Bucharest, and the first Congress of the AFDPR was in October 1990, in the presence of 600 active members, who elected Constantin (Ticu) Dumitrescu as president of the organization. This event also marked the first official split between the founding members, which resulted in the expulsion of Radu Ciuceanu. 1995 represented a second turning point of the organization. With the support of the The Christian Democratic National Peasants’ Party, a group organized around Cicerone Ioanîţoiu, they left the AFDPR. The Congress, held the same year, reaffirmed the unity of its members and confidence for the historical leader, Constantin (Ticu) Dumitrescu. As president of the Association of Former Political Prisoners, his initiatives touched on all the important aspects of Romanian transitional justice. The first major breakthrough was the rehabilitation of former political prisoners (Law No. 118/1990). Subsequently, in 1991, he addressed a criminal complaint against those responsible for the crimes of the totalitarian regime. In 1993, he initiated what later become the Ticu Law (Law No. 187/1999 on Access to the Securitate Files and the Unveiling of the Securitate as a Political Police). His last important initiative was the 2007 law project concerning the legal redress for those who received politically motivated convictions, and the administrative measures from 6 March 1945 to 22 December 1989, adopted as Law No. 221/2009, a year after his death.

His successor Octav Bjoza was re-elected for a new mandate until 2019. In 2012 the social democrat government appointed him as honorary ambassador for the European Union, and since 2014 he has been head of the State Office for acknowledging the merits of those who fought the communist regime in Romania. The same year he was decorated by the Romanian President Klaus Iohannis. Recently, Octav Bjoza teamed up with Radu Ciuceanu, the director of the Institute for the National for the Study of Totalitarianism and other representatives of former political prisoners, against Law No. 217/2015 (on the ban of organizations and symbols of fascist, racist or xenophobic character and of the promotion of the cult of people that are guilty of crimes against peace and humanity), by questioning the fascist nature of the Romanian Legionary Movement.

**OTHER NATIONAL OR LOCAL ORGANISATIONS OF FORMER POLITICAL PRISONERS**

Federația Română a Fostilor Deținuți Politici și Luptătorii Anticomuniști/ The Romanian Federation of Former Political Prisoners and Anti-Communist Fighters, or Fundația Luptătorii din Rezistenta Armata Anticomunista/ the Foundation
"The Fighters in the Armed Anti-communist Resistance", although an active part in the public actions of former political prisoners remained in the shadow of AFDPR.

**ICAR FOUNDATION**

Another important organisation is the ICAR Foundation, created in 1992, which provides medical, psychological, legal, and social rehabilitation services to survivors of communist-era political persecution and gross human rights abuses. ICAR is the only organization in Romania that has set out and implemented such a program. It helped to establish 2 other rehabilitation centres that offer a various range of rehabilitation services to victims of serious human rights abuses (such as arrest, condemnations on political, ethnical or religious ground, deportation, exploitation, extermination in concentration camps, torture, inhuman or degrading treatments) among former political prisoners and their immediate families either by in-house services or by referral to external professional networks.

**OUTCOMES OF THE LAW NO. 221/2009**

**NEGATIVE**

The National Council for the Study of the Securitate Archive and the Institute for the Investigation of Communist Crimes, the two institutions that could provide the documents and legal assistance to former political prisoners, were quickly overwhelmed by petitions from potential beneficiaries, but also from the courts who asked them to acknowledge their rights. In March 2012, the total number of such requests for the CNSAS reached 11,000, the ICEICMER had less than 20 researchers who had to solve another 2,000 petitions.

Former political prisoners denounced the stipulations of the law that required them to go to court to find justice. The law recognized as political in nature only the convictions expressly included among communist laws and criminal code provisions after 1964, that were listed in article 1.2, and asked the courts to demonstrate the political character of all other convictions. The law obliged political prisoners who received non-political sentence, usually charged with petty crimes, to petition the courts to have their rehabilitation rights recognized. A category particularly problematic concerned those committed to psychiatric facilities, and literally, forgotten by the system and their families. Despite the existence of Securitate records on their names, without medical documentation, the courts, in many cases, did not granted any reparation packages.

Emergency Government Ordinance No. 62/2010 limited moral damages for political imprisonment to a total of 10,000 Euros for victims, 5000 Euros for their spouses and children, and 2500 euros for their grand-children. It was assumed that the victims who received reparations through Decree-Law No. 118/1990, Emergency Ordinance No. 214/1999 and Law No. 568/2001 qualified for lower compensation levels than the victims who had received no support prior to 2010, whereas victims who had suffered for longer periods of time and from more serious human rights violations were entitled to higher compensation levels.

In November 2010 the Constitutional Court invalidated Emergency Government Ordinance No. 62/2010 and Law No. 221/2009. This decision blocked the reparations program and reversed compensations to the meagre levels in force prior to the adoption of Law No. 221/2009.

The quick and unexpected evolution of the situation generated confusion among potential beneficiaries and divided former communist-era victims into three categories: 1) those to whom court decisions handed down between the adoption of Law No. 221/2009 and Emergency Ordinance No. 62/2010 who were awarded unlimited reparations, 2) those to whom court decisions handed down between the adoption of the Emergency Government Ordinance No. 62/2010 and the Constitutional Court decisions of 2010 granted reparations not exceeding the equivalent of 10,000 Euros, and 3) all other victims who either did not ask for compensations or in whose cases the courts were unable to reach a decision by late 2010 (the vast majority). The Small Judicial Reform of November 2010 scrapped the possibility of contesting restitution verdicts at the Supreme Court with a second appeal. Different appeal courts gave different solutions to similar restitution cases, adding more frustration to former victims.

The total number of communist-era victims who have asked for reparations and rehabilitation remains unknown. According to the Ministry of Work and Social protection, the total number of communist-era victims that received compensations decreased from 63,259 in 2009 to 54,378 in 2013. According to the AFDRP, in 2014, 30,000 wives and descendants entitled to compensations, 20,000 persons deported, and 3000 former political prisoners were still alive.

The court practice shows that the vast majority of requests were for restitution, which implies rehabilitation as first step, and very few asked for rehabilitation alone. Because of the considerably delay; only a small fraction of the former political prisoners were still alive and could benefit from it.

The compensation program, although one of the first measures taken by the first post-communist government, provided mostly symbolic benefits and very little financial support. The Law No. 221/2009 that was meant to expand the compensation scheme produced effects for less than 12 months and was quickly replaced by other less favourable legislative measures. But not even the less favourable Emergency Ordinance No. 62/2010 produced effects because, both legislative stipulations were soon declared unconstitutional and blocked.

The rehabilitation law came into force two decades after the fall of other communist regimes. Because of the considerably delay; only a small fraction of former political prisoners were still alive and could benefit from it.

The associations of victims are pushing for a historical reconsideration of the fascist nature of the Iron Guard. This would increase the number of possible beneficiaries but by default is raising public notoriety of the Romanian extreme right extremists.

**POSITIVE**

In 2014, the leaders of the Liberal Party initiated a law project to raise the monthly amount of compensations, from 200 lei to 400 lei (90 Euro). The law passed in February 2015.

In 2014, the Romanian Government transformed the former State Office for the victims of and participants in the December 1989 revolution to the State Office for the acknowledgement of merits for those who fought the communist regime in Romania between 1945–1989. This State Office is organised as public institution,
subordinated to the Government, has a clear objective to initiate new legislation and to coordinate the application of current Romanian legislation regarding the rights of the revolutionaries of December 1989, the fighters of the anti-communist resistance, but also persons that suffured after participating in the 1987 anti-communist events of Brașov. The exact categories concerned by the activity of this institution are those described by Law No. 341/2004, Law No. 221/2009 and the Decree-Law No. 118/1990.

The institution is organised as a link between the associations of victims and the Romanian public authorities, both at local and central level. Besides the legislative responsibilities, other objectives include:

- Financing programs initiated by the anti-communist fighters or by associations of victims,
- Elaborate studies in order to identify sustainable financial resources for the programs initiated by the anti-communist fighters or by associations of victims,
- Insure the creation and administration of a national data base of all the anti-communist fighters;
- Offer support to all the associations of victims in organizing national and international events.
- Initiates memorialisation programs and projects.

The Current head of the State Office is Octave Bjoza, the president of AFDPR.
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During the communist era, the memorialization practices excluded everything that had any connection with the old regime, favoring a new typology of symbols that advocated the communist party’s policies and ideals. City and street names were changed, and places that had connections with the short but eventful history of the communist party became places of memory - such as Doftana prison (an important penitentiary were communists were incarcerated on political grounds during the interwar period), and the Tg. Jiu Camp (a concentration camp were several communist party members were detained during World War II). The situation reversed with the fall of the communist regime in 1989. The transition period involved a set of practices that were supposed to mark the end of the dictatorship and the total disavowal of a dictatorial and traumatic past - renaming localities, public squares, streets, institutions by replacing the names of former communist leaders with new ones dedicated to the fight against communism and democracy. In this respect, special attention was granted to former repression sites - as places of memory that marked the resistance and the struggle against the dictatorship. Thus, several projects intended to commemorate the communist past ensued, most of them related to different sites that illustrated the traumatic existence during the late regime.

From this perspective, the Romanian case presents some curiosities. The first initiatives emerged and developed from civil society, as the political power installed after the fall of the communist regime failed to engage in the unfolding of the traumatic experience of communism. These unofficial initiatives marked a turning point that prompted, and later influenced, official advancements in the field. Still, the major and the most important project requested and advanced by civil society is still unfulfilled - as of today, a Museum of Communism in Romania is nothing but a project. In the same respect, educational projects served to the traumatic past tend to suggest a similar pattern. Even if important steps were made, and significant projects implemented, the overall image remains confuse. As will be explained, the impact of these projects is inconclusive, while a new generation of nostalgia for the communist regime proliferates.

The first initiative that intended to curate and memorialize communism as a traumatic past occurred in early 1990’s, and it was an unofficial enterprise, introduced by civil society. Ana Blandiana, poet and former dissident, president of the Civic Alliance, at that time, advanced the idea of founding a Memorial dedicated to the victims of communism. The Memorial for the Victims of Communism and to the Resistance was established in 1993, as an initiative of the Civic Academy Foundation (Fundação Academia Cívica). The Memorial consists of an International Center for Studies in Communism, based in Bucharest, and a Memorial Museum, established in 1995, within the precinct of the former prison of Sighet; a small town in North-Western Romania. The project of the Memorial was submitted to the Council of Europe in 1993 and, after two field visits by the CE experts, the Memorial was taken under the aegis of the Council of Europe in 1995. The Memorial Museum was inaugurated in 1997, when the Romanian authorities recognized the Memorial as a site of national importance. One year later, the Memorial was recognized as a “site of conscience” by the Council of Europe, along with the Auschwitz Memorial, and the Peace Memorial in France. Even if initially, the Memorial Museum focused mainly on the traumatic history of the Sighet penitentiary during Communism, the curated themes evolved, and were supplemented over the years; thus, nowadays, the Memorial Museum intends to offer a comprehensive overview on, the history of Central and Eastern Europe under Communism, the establishment of the Communist rule in the Soviet Bloc countries, the Stalinist terror, the 1956 events in Poland and Hungary, the “Prague Spring” of 1968, and the history of “Solidarność” in Poland.

Since 1998, the Civic Academy Foundation organizes each year a summer school dedicated to students aged 14–18. In this event, the former prison becomes a non-traditional classroom where youngsters have the opportunity to learn about different aspects related to the communist past. The students attend conferences and seminars introduced by prominent historians, participate in round tables and debates, and visit the thematic exhibitions presented during the summer school.

Another important actor of the civil society that launched several projects related to the traumatic communist past is the Association of Former Political Prisoners (AFDPR). Founded in January 1990, the Association gathers former political prisoners, deportees, and other persons who suffered different types of persecutions during the communist regime. The Association is organized as a central organization, based in Bucharest, with subsidiaries in every county. Since 1990, AFDPR initiated the largest and most important “memory project”, erecting more than seventy-five monuments dedicated to the victims of communism, and posting several other marble plaques in places considered to be sites of memory and consciences related to communist repression. Such monuments and/or marble plaques were constructed adjacent to famous political prisons or labor camps: Aiud, Gherla, Târgşor, Poarta Albă, Cânvic, Pitești, Miercurea-Ciuc. Other monuments were erected in villages where armed resistance fighters fought Securitate troops, and in villages were uprisings occurred against collectivization: Teregoa, Caransebș, Sâmbăta, Nușoara, Răstolnița, Ibași, Mesentea, Oravița. Moreover, monuments dedicated to the struggle against communism were also constructed in different towns and cities around the country: Alba-Iulia, Bistrița, Brăila, Cluj-Napoca, Craiova, Cugir, Călărași, Drobeta Turnu Severin, Oradea, Râșnov, Vâlcea, Reșița, Satu Mare, Târgoviște, Timișoara. Two monuments were also erected abroad, in Paris and Thonex (Geneve).

Another important project launched by the AFDPR is the monument dedicated to anti-communist resistance recently assembled in a central public square in Bucharest. Initiated in 1997, the project was only finalized in May 2016, when the 30
meters high monument “Wings” was inaugurated. The monument was built on the place where a statue of Vladimir Illich Lenin used to rise during the communist regime. The statue was removed in 1990 (not by the authorities, but through a private initiative) with applauses from the crowd. The granite pedestal of the Lenin statue was recuperated in 2014 and used for the pedestal of the new monument; as a historical reparation, this intended to exorcise Romanian society from the evil of the communist dictatorship.

The existence, and activity, of the Sighet Memorial, supported by the continuous efforts and advancements of the AFDPR, preceded and anticipated the official condemnation of the communist regime as “criminal and illegitimate” (December 18, 2006). The condemnation was based on an official and comprehensive report compiled by several experts that formed the Presidential Commission for the Study of the Communist Dictatorship in Romania.

The official report, compiled by the Presidential Commission, included several recommendations related to issues such as condemnation, memorializing, legislation and justice, research and archives, and education. The recommendations related to the need to memorialize the traumatic communist past referred to establishing a National Day for the Commemoration of the Communist Victims, the erection of a Monument of the Victims of Communism in downtown Bucharest, the establishing of distinct sections dedicated to the “communist horrors” within history museums in the country, the establishment of a Museum of the Communist Dictatorship in Romania, the organization of conference series within the major Romanian universities, discussing themes related to the Communist past, the review of the final report within an abridged and adapted to didactic purposes form, in order to be used as a high school textbook. The recommendations also stated the need to institute twelve presidential scholarships, to be awarded to young researchers interested in the study of the communist past.

Simultaneously with the presidential initiative, another similar initiative was instituted, but by the Government. This parallelism was due to the political rivalry between the President Traian Băsescu (member of the Democrat Liberal Party) and the Prime Minister Călin Popescu Tăriceanu (member of the National Liberal Party). The above-mentioned parties ran together in the 2004 elections, as a coalition and managed to defeat the Social Democrat Party with a powerful anti-corruption and anti-communist discourse. In once, of the disputes between the President and the Prime Minister, both institutions tried to capitalize on the major theme of the electoral campaign – anticommunism.

The Institute for the Investigation of Communist Crimes and the Memory of Romanian Exiles (IICCMRE) is a government organization founded in December 2005. Formerly named the Institute for the Investigation of Communist Crimes in Romania (IICCR), the institution was created when governmental ruling 1724/2005 was passed. The merger in November 2009 between the latter (IICCR) and the National Institute and Memory of Romanian Exiles (INMER) represents its current form. The objectives of the Institute include, but are not limited to, investigating and identifying human rights violations and abuses during the dictatorship, providing appropriate resources for those wishing to take action in such cases, preserving the memory of the Romanian exile, and of the crimes, which had transpired during the regime in all former communist countries. Since its foundation, IICCMRE became one of the most important institutions that dealt with the communist past, introducing and promoting several memorialization and educational projects.

The “Prison of Silence” Memorial in Râmnicu Sărat and the Educational Centre on Communism in Romania are two of these projects. IICCMRE aims to transform a former place of isolation into one of reflection about the criminal nature of Communism. The prison in Râmnicu Sărat had operated for several years as a transit point for political prisoners who were being transferred to other detention centers to serve their sentence. A series of representatives of political parties, clergymen, as well as other unwanted persons were incarcerated for longer periods of time in “The Prison of Silence”. Among the most famous prisoners were former leaders of democratic parties. In June 2007, IICCMRE took over the administration of the former prison in Râmnicu Sărat and initiated a series of actions destined to raise awareness among policy makers, and inform the public about the commemorative value of the site, but also aiming to reach practical solutions in regard to the restoration of the building that is now in an advanced state of decay.

Another important project developed by IICCMRE was the establishment of a Museum of Communist Crimes in Romania. According to IICCMRE, the necessity of such an initiative lays in the low levels of interest about the recent past among the younger generation and the pedagogical challenge of transmitting historical data. Moreover, such an undertaking concerns the process of strengthening the rule of law by offering a more detailed knowledge of the mechanisms of an arbitrary state rule. IICCMRE undertook numerous actions in order to raise awareness for the necessity of founding a Museum of Communist Crimes in Romania (MCCR), such as the campaigns The Right to Memory, The Reasons for Building a Museum of Communism in Bucharest, organized in partnership with the Romanian Television, and the debate for The Right to Memory. The Museum of Communism in Romania aired for four months on Adevărul LIVE, the online platform of the most popular Romanian newspaper. An international workshop was also organized to gather and analyze the rationales behind building the MCCR in Bucharest.

Beside these museum projects, IICCMRE organizes various educational programs for secondary school pupils, college students, and teachers: summer schools (e.g. The Summer University from Râmnicu Sărat and Făgăraș-Sâmbăta de Sus Summer School), as well as workshops, seminars, competitions, conferences, exhibitions and other events dedicated to young people from Romania and abroad. The IICCMRE’ educational activity is focused on professional cooperation with schools and institutions of higher education, in order to enrich the supply of pedagogical materials and facilitate the teaching of recent history. Considering the lack of both curriculum and handbooks dedicated to the history of communism in Romania, IICCMRE sought to become a lobby agent for the implementation of an adequate program of study on Romanian communism. In July 2008, in response to IICCMRE’s recommendation, the Ministry of Education drew up the syllabus for an optional course entitled “A History of Communism in Romania”. The same year, IICCMRE in collaboration with experts from the Advisory Presidential Commission for the Study of the Communist Dictatorship in Romania, the National Council for the Study of the “Security” Archives, and the Ministry of Education, published a first textbook on communism in Romania; a first such initiative at the European level. The textbook offers a package of lessons related to communism during the interwar, the taking over of
power, state institutions, the destruction of civil society, political repression, the economy, private life, resistance and dissidence. In 2008, IICCMRE launched a methodological teacher-training program, which intended to promote specific teaching methods in the area of the history of communism. These trainings were based on school curriculum and the didactical materials put at their disposal by the Ministry of Education.

Another important educational project implemented by IICCMRE refers to a MA program on Communist studies. Initiated in collaboration with “Al. I. Cuza” University of Iasi, a MA program on the “History of Communism in Romania” was launched in 2008. The partnership between the two institutions also involved the founding of a Center for Communist and Post-Communist Studies in Iasi. The program was dismantled in 2014, due to the lack of interest from both students and the university administration. In 2014, a similar program was launched through an initiative by the Faculty of History, University of Bucharest. The MA program in Bucharest is still functional.

The collaboration between IICCMRE and the Advisory Presidential Commission for the Study of the Communist Dictatorship in Romania, and their lobbying towards the authorities led to another important advance related to the memorialization of the communist past. Law No. 198, which passed on November 11, 2011 established that August 23 became the National Day for the Commemoration of the Victims of Fascism and Communism, while December 21 became the National Day for the Memory of the Communist Victims in Romania.

Besides the state founded initiatives, several private projects that in the recent years aimed to memorialize communism were launched. An interesting fact is that all these memorialization projects doubled by educational initiatives.

An important initiative was linked with a preeminent former prison – Jilava. The prison started to function at the beginning of the 20th century, within the precinct of a former military fort; part of a defense belt built around Bucharest in the 1870’s. The Jilava Fortress (built in 1310), which was used as a prison for political detainees between 1949 and 1960, and became a museum of the city in 1968. Since 2004, the Negru Vodă Foundation initiated the founding of a Memorial within the precinct of the fortress – the Memorial Museum of the Anti-communist Resistance Făgăraș.

This succinct overview of the major museum and educational projects initiated in post-communist Romania may allow us to draw some conclusions related to the positive and negative aspects of these advancements. The memorialization and educational projects related to the traumatic communist past were implemented as early as the 1990’s, both by official (the state authorities) and unofficial (civil society) actors. These advancements implied both positive and negative consequences.

A major issue related to these problems of the removal of communism and its symbols from public spaces after 1989, was that they were sometimes replaced by national and chauvinistic symbols; this refers to the interventionist Iron Guard and/or the figure of pro-fascist Marshal Ion Antonescu (ruler of Romania during World War II), mainly due to their relentless anti-communism. This type of symbolism is sometimes also associated with the anti-communist resistance and the Romanian gulag – still several of the political prisoners were related to the fascist Iron Guard movement.

In the same respect, post-communist society also experienced the emergence of a new generation of nostalgia for communism. Some of them are nostalgic for their youth, others because they believe that the communist regime offered them social and economic stability that post-communist democracy failed to deliver, and others identify themselves with the nationalism promoted by the Ceaușescu’s regime. The nostalgia for communism is also due to the inability of the authorities, historians, and civil society to document and explain the crimes of communism, and its intrinsic totalitarian nature. The evolution of political elites after 1989 also influenced the process. The fact that most of the political leaders were, in fact, members of the second (or third) echelon of the former communist ruling class, their ignorance and refusal to discuss the recent past, their reluctance to pass laws on restitution, access to the Securitate files also explain the growing numbers of the nostalgics.
Another important issue to emphasize relates to the fact that the hegemonic discourse on the traumatic past was strongly shaped and influenced by political power. After the fall of the communist regime, Romanian authorities ignored and even refused to challenge and debate the recent past; a situation that led to the radicalization of civil society’s narratives on communism. Thus, the major narratives related to this issue were generally both simplistic and “Manichean”, as it portrayed the communist past as a confrontation between “good” and “evil”. The symbolic narrations on communism appear as the expression of the triumph over it, as in a winner’s version of the past. It speaks about what should be remembered from the past, and what should be forgotten. Subsequently, with the official initiatives related to the “discussion” of the communist past (the Presidential Commission established in 2006, and the government agency - IICCMRE, established in 2005), the situation did not necessarily improve, as the two institutions were considered as “actors” of political disputes between the parties, many of the achievements of these institutions were ignored or considered as politically biased. Still, the recent advancement of the historiography seeks to balance the type of narratives that are strongly influenced by the traumatic past, in order to provide a scientific account on the illegality and criminality of the communist dictatorship, raise awareness on the constant violation of human rights, and restore the dignity and the memory of the victims of the regime.

Moreover, another major theme that these memorialization projects illustrate is that of communism as an accident in the history of Romania, induced by external forces (i.e. the Soviet Union), and maintained during half of century through violence and terror. In this respect, the responsibility for the horrors of communism in transferred to an amorphous group of foreigners and aliens, while the Romanians are exonerated by any responsibilities or blames.

Although a Museum of Communism has not yet been established in Romania, there are several initiatives that intend to accomplish the task. Still, all these initiatives do not attempt to complete the projects independent from the authorities, considering that it is the state’s responsibility to commit to and finance such an enterprise. Even if there are several politicians that consider the founding of a Museum of Communism as a stringent necessity, a vast majority ignore the issue, while the economic and social problems of the Romanian society serve as an alibi for their disregard. Moreover, on this particular issue, it is important to highlight the preference of the major actors for quantity, and not necessarily for quality. The existence of several competing projects related to the establishment of a Museum of Communism proves the lack of consensus between the important institution on themes and issues: the name and location of the projected museum, the mission of this museum, what it should highlight, how the traumatic past should be displayed, etc. It also proves the existence of a competition between the different actors regarding this endeavor for official/unofficial primacy over the project. Even if a Museum of Communism in Romania remains a problematic issue, such a project could be facilitated by the collaboration of all the actors involved in these types of undertakings, but also by a consequential involvement of the authorities, that could accelerate the project.

Lessons Learnt and Recommendations

Related to the educational projects developed during the past years, a few comments are necessary. A cursory overview of these achievements may suggest that, even if tardily, many important projects were implemented. But the implementation of these projects was both lengthy and inconclusive. Despite the efforts of IICCMRE and the Ministry of Education, which led to the introduction of a national high school course, and their constant interest in providing constant and meaningful feedback to school-teachers on the latest didactical materials and methodological upgrades, the success of this project was limited. This situation is due to the school curricula’s planners’ permanent lack of interest and consideration for the history courses, in general (the number of history courses dramatically declined over the past years – resulting to a single course/week), the congested curricula that hardly approves the introduction of new courses, and the lack of interest/knowledge of teachers, who were supposed to gain new qualification. Moreover, the optional high school course “History of Communism in Romania”, introduced in 2008 was distress by the introduction in 2015 of a new optional course – “The Recent History of Romania” (a project funded by the EU), which practically annulled the previous course. A similar pattern of lack of success refers to the MA program on Communist studies introduced in 2008 at the University of Iasi. The program concluded in 2014, due to the lack of interest of both the students and the university administration. However, another similar program was introduced in 2014 at the University of Bucharest, a project in progress. These educational projects ineffectiveness is due to several causes: the late and lengthy implementation, the lack of interest from both students and teachers, and a congested and inadequate curriculum. But by far, the most severe cause relates to their optional status in the curricula. For more coherent and more efficient politics on education and on preserving the memory of the traumatic past, extensive and compulsory programs need to be introduced.
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**TIMELINE OF THE MAJOR EVENTS**

**November 20–24, 1989**
14th congress of the Romanian Communist Party in Bucharest. Despite the peaceful collapse of communist regimes throughout Eastern Europe, Nicolae Ceaușescu turns down general expectation of internal change and promises to maintain the leading role of the Party.

**December 2–3, 1989**
Summit in Malta between US President George Bush and CPSU General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev. Although the fate of the increasingly isolated Romanian communist was not in the agenda of the meeting, according to available evidence, Romanian intelligence informed Ceaușescu of a plan orchestrated by the great powers to get rid of him.

**December 4, 1989**
Last Gorbachev–Ceaușescu meeting in Moscow. The Soviet leader urges his Romanian counterpart to launch reforms resembling those undertaken in the Soviet Union and the rest of the Eastern Bloc.

**December 14, 1989**
Rumours of an aborted anti-regime meeting in Iași.

**December 15–16, 1989**
Ethnic Hungarian Reformed priest László Tőkés speaks out publicly against Ceaușescu in Timișoara. More and more citizens of all faiths back him amid the attempt of the authorities to forcibly remove him. First clashes between the riot police and groups of young protesters.

**December 17, 1989**
A huge crowd marched on the communist headquarters at city hall in Timișoara. Portraits of Ceaușescu are burned and thrown from the building. The army intervenes against the anti-regime protesters on Ceaușescu’s order before he leaves for Iran on a previously planned official visit. More than sixty people are killed, their dead bodies brought to Bucharest to be cremated.

**December 18–20, 1989**
The revolt extends to other cities in Western and Central Romania. After returning home from Iran, Ceaușescu proclaims martial law during a television speech and blames Hungarian irredentism for the turmoil.

**December 21, 1989**
The protest reaches Bucharest while Ceaușescu addresses the crowd in a live broadcast outdoor speech. The army and the special security forces commit further bloodshed in Cluj, Sibiu, Brașov and other cities. During the night, December 21 to 22, bloodshed is perpetrated in Bucharest, leaving over 150 victims and hundreds of injured.

**December 22, 1989**
More demonstrators reassemble early in the morning and huge crowds of workers march to downtown Bucharest from the industrial platforms and are locked in a standoff with the army in the main square of Bucharest. Ceaușescu tries to speak from a balcony, but is shouted down. The presidential couple flees the capital by helicopter. A National Salvation Front is appointed to handle the chaotic situation of the victorious revolution. Heavy fighting erupts throughout the country until December 25 amid rumours of terrorist groups activity, most probably members of the still loyal Special Antiterror Unit (USLA).

**December 25, 1989**
Ceaușescu and his wife Elena are put on trial and executed. Armed fight abruptly end after their lifeless bodies are shown on TV.

**December 27, 1989**
The entire executive power is assumed by the Council of the National Salvation Front (CNSF), supported by the Army and all “healthy forces”. Former communist Ion Iliescu is elected president of the CNSF.

**December 30, 1989**
Repressive security services (Departamentul Securității Statului) are dissolved via decree by the CNSF. In reality, officers continue to receive their salary and many of them perform operative duties at the service of the new power structure.

**January 12, 1990**
The Romanian Communist Party is outlawed by decree of the CNSF.

**January 18, 1990**
All party properties are nationalized by decree of the CNSF.

**January 29, 1990**
The post-communist CNSF calls for miners from the Jiu Valley to attack political rivals amid growing internal tensions.

**February 6, 1990**
The National Salvation Front becomes a political party and decides to run for the first democratic elections.

**February 18, 1990**
Second violent visit of the Jiu Valley organized by miners to Bucharest.

**March 11, 1990**
The Proclamation of Timișoara is publically presented on the 11 in a mass rally assembly in Opera Square of Timișoara. The 13-point document calls for total lustration in the spirit of the 1989 anti-communist revolt.
March 15–21, 1990  Interethnic clashes in Târgu Mureș between Romanians and Hungarians leave several casualties and hundreds of injured

March 26, 1990  The Romanian Intelligence Service is established formally as the new independent security agency. According to independent estimates, its staff is overwhelmingly composed by higher officers from the dismantled Securitate

May 20, 1990  The National Salvation Front wins a landslide victory in national elections, receiving more than two-thirds of all votes cast, and NSF leader Ion Iliescu is elected President of Romania for a two-year term with 85 percent of the vote. The NSF victory over the anticommunist opposition makes it impossible to start any lustration procedure in the following period

November 21, 1991  A new Constitution is adopted by the Romanian parliament and then approved by popular referendum. The text defines Romania as a “national, sovereign, independent, unitary, and indivisible state”, and enshrined the return to multiparty democracy and the rule of law. However, the structure of powers and the collective mentality inherited from the communist period prevent the application of the declared principle of the separation of executive, legislative and judicial powers

December 7, 1993  The chairman of the Association of Former Political Prisoners, senator Constantin Tici Dumitrescu introduces a motion on secret informants that amounts to a lustration proposal. Although the text only refers to part-time (non professional) informants and excludes officers, the Romanian Parliament does not support the motion

December 7, 1999  The Romanian Parliament adopts Law No. 187/1999 on Access to the Securitate Files and the Unveiling of the Securitate as a Political Police. The Law covers 1) the right of any Romanian citizen to see his/her own files and to find out the identity of the Securitate agents and collaborators who created and offered information present in that file; 2) the right of any Romanian citizen, Romanian public institution or NGO to know if those already appointed, or running for certain public offices are agents or collaborators of the former Securitate, and the obligation of all candidates for the named positions to give a certified declaration of whether she/he worked as an agent or a collaborator for the Securitate. The law prescribes the creation of the National Council for the Study of the Securitate Archives (CNSAS), set up as an independent public institution, controlled by the Romanian Parliament, and mandated to investigate the past of public officials and electoral candidates based on the secret files

December 18, 2006  The Presidential Commission for the Study of the Communist Dictatorship in Romania, formed in April 2006 as a panel headed by political scientist Vladimir Tismăneanu and focused on examining the activity of institutions that enforced the communist dictatorship, presents its final report to Parliament. The 660-page text is adopted as an official document of the Romanian Presidency and published on its website. The report made Romania the third former Eastern Bloc country, after the Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria, to officially condemn its Communist regime

January 31, 2008  A major crisis affects the activity of CNSAS after the Constitutional Courts ruled that Law No. 187/1989 on lustration was unconstitutional, since the CNSAS College has been given the status of parallel judicial structure and simultaneously performs the double function of prosecutor and judge. The governments allows the CNSAS to continue its operation through two Emergency Governmental Ordinances

November 14, 2008  Law No. 293/2008 establishes a new comprehensive frame for the activity of CNSAS

July 7, 2008  The Institute for the Investigation of Communist Crimes in Romania officially launches the first high school curricula, and later textbook, on the History of the Romanian Communist regime

February 28, 2012  The Romanian Parliament gives the final vote on the Lustration Law

March 7, 2012  The Constitutional Court, petitioned by the professional organizations of judges and prosecutors, finds the Lustration Law unconstitutional and the project is dropped

July 23, 2015  Alexandru Vișinescu, a communist-era Romanian prison commander is convicted of crimes against humanity for the deaths of 12 inmates, is sentenced to 20 years in prison, in the country’s first such trial. It is considered a historic sentence because any crimes committed in the communist era can also be condemned. Vișinescu case is initiated and documented by the Institute for Investigation of Communist Crimes and Memory of Romanian Exile (IICCMRE)

June 1, 2017  Following the success of the Vișinescu’s case, IICCMRE files a denunciation to the Prosecutor’s Office for the inhuman maltreatment of children admitted to foster homes during the communist regime in Romania. The case mainly refers to the sick or disabled children who used to be admitted in the hospital foster homes in Cighid, Pastrăveni and Sighetu Marmăției, where over 10,000 children were subjected to inhuman treatment and aggression
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Nikolai Bobrinsky

INTRODUCTION

The process of dismantling the Soviet totalitarian communist regime and establishing the new Russian state is most often associated with the word “Perestroika”, which usually stands for the political and economic changes in the USSR that preceded its collapse in 1991. The fall of the Soviet Union is a separate event, closely related to the failure of the communist regime. In turn, these historic events are closely related to the Cold War and its termination.

This chapter discusses only those aspects of the above mentioned processes that are associated with Russia. In this respect, we should note that the Soviet Union included a considerable part of the lands which had been a part of the Russian Empire before its collapse in 1917. Having seized power in Russia, the Communist Party divided its historical territory into several separate republics, and in 1922 it united them into the Union. One of these republics was the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic, or the RSFSR. Being an artificial political unit in the USSR over the largest part of its history, the RSFSR gradually grew into an independent political entity from 1989 onward – and after the fall of the Soviet Union it became an independent state.

THE SOVIET POLITICAL SYSTEM AT THE DAWN OF PERESTROIKA AND THE ROLE OF RUSSIA IN THE SYSTEM

By the mid-1980s the Soviet Union was a centralized single-party dictatorship. De facto the supreme power in the state belonged to the Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the Communist Party (CPSU) headed by its General Secretary. It was enforced via governmental bodies that were under the complete party control. Regional, republican and All-Union parliaments (called Soviets) were formed out of the candidates approved by the party units at the respective level. The election of deputies was by ballot, where one or more party-approved candidates participated. The party assigned people to all the key positions in the governmental and non-governmental organizations (the list of these positions is usually referred to as the “nomenklatura”, or the political establishment).

The Communist Party itself was also organized in a strictly centralized manner, where inferior subdivisions followed and performed the decisions of the superior ones. The number of Soviet Communists in the second half of the 1980s reached 19 million people.

The power of the CPSU was based on its total penetration into the society – party units were organized in entities and institutions, party membership was an informal precondition for any career promotion – on the systematic ideological dictatorship and suppression of dissent as well as on the well-developed structure of the political secret police – the State Security Committee (KGB).

The ideology of the Soviet Communist regime was Marxism-Leninism, which provided for the establishment of the future classless communist society that did not recognize private property and market relations. Individual entrepreneurship was prohibited and prosecuted. Moreover, Marxism-Leninism imposed the fight against religious beliefs and practices. All the parties, except for the communist one, were prohibited. The activities of unauthorized public associations were not allowed.

After the death, in 1982, of Leonid Brezhnev who had headed the CPSU for 18 years, and the short-term rule of Yuri Andropov followed by Konstantin Chernenko, in March 1985 Mikhail Gorbachev became the Communist Party General Secretary and the actual leader of the Soviet Union.

Unlike other republics in the Union, by the beginning of Perestroika the RSFSR did not have its own communist party. According to the 1978 Constitution the highest state authority was the Supreme Soviet. It passed laws and was called for time-limited sessions. The regular body of the Supreme Soviet was its Presidium. Similarly to other soviets of different levels, the deputies of the RSFSR Supreme Soviet were in fact appointed by the Communist Party and then “elected” with no alternatives. The RSFSR executive power was headed by the Council of Ministers. The RSFSR authorities enjoyed the powers assigned to them by the Constitution of the Soviet Union.

THE MILESTONES OF PERESTROIKA IN THE USSR BEFORE THE POLITICAL SEPARATION OF THE RSFSR

The political understanding of Perestroika in the Soviet Union may be generally described as the search for new political means to reform the state management system, which brought in new public powers that were out of the regime’s control, and the CPSU first lost its monopoly on power, followed by the power itself. One of the Soviet system institutions, which had been just a fiction for years, but had gradually attained a larger political significance, was the republics of the Soviet Union, including the Russian one. The process of gaining independence from the Union centre began only during the fifth year of Perestroika, in 1989. It had been preceded by a number of important events.

In early 1986 Mikhail Gorbachev announced the policy of Glasnost, which initially meant revealing and publishing the drawbacks hampering Perestroika and the acceleration of the technological and socioeconomic development in the Soviet press. After the Chernobyl nuclear power station catastrophe on April 26, 1986, the prohibition of showing negative news on the situation in the country was removed as well as on the public debate of the flaws and problems of the Soviet society. Over
two years, glasnost led to a drastic change in the attitudes in the Soviet society. The changes, however, seemed insufficient for Gorbachev's team, who expected to rely on the public support and encourage the party bureaucracy to adopt the policy of socioeconomic reforms. Therefore, in the middle of 1988 it was decided to move forward from the freedom of speech to the democratization of the political system. At the 19th CPSU Conference the principle of “alternative” elections (i.e. involving competition) to the soviets at all levels was proclaimed as well as granting them real powers. It was also planned to expand the rights of the Union republics.

For the purpose of these principles in December 1988 the USSR Constitution was amended: the Supreme legislative body of the Union was the Congress of People's Deputies, elected for 5 years and convened once a year. The Supreme Soviet was turned into the Congress regular body, elected by it. The first election of the People's deputies was scheduled for spring 1989.

Gorbachev's line towards democratization led to the rapid growth of independent non-communist movements and groups, which were first informal. Though at the 1989 election the CPSU did not have organized party opponents yet, in many districts its members were defeated by popular independent public figures. At the Congress they organized the first Soviet legal political opposition – the Interregional Deputies' Group. One of its co-founders and the actual leader was Boris Yeltsin. He came from the top level of the party and headed the CPSU committee of Moscow during the first years of Perestroika. In 1987 he publicly criticized conservative members of the political bureau and was dismissed from office. Nonetheless, despite Soviet traditions, Yeltsin's political career did not terminate at that point: 18 months later he gained a clear victory at the election of the People's deputies in the Moscow district and was elected to the Supreme Soviet.

At the Congress of People's deputies the opposition united demanding to terminate Article 6 of the USSR Constitution, which stipulated the “leading and guiding” role of the CPSU in the Soviet state and society. This demand grew in popularity, and early in 1990 unprecedented mass demonstrations were held in Moscow to support it. In these conditions Mikhail Gorbachev, mainly following his own tactical reasons, agreed to abolish the CPSU monopoly on power and to introduce a multi-party system along with establishing the post of the USSR president. Thus, Gorbachev, though allowing for limitations in the political positions of the Communist Party, took the highest newly created office in the state. The abolishment of Article 6 of the Constitution was a vital step in the emancipation of once strictly and centrally controlled Soviet regional and industrial elites, whereas now they were becoming increasingly independent. It also opened the way to establishing new political parties.

**DEMOCRATIZATION AND THE POLITICAL SEPARATION OF RUSSIA**

In autumn 1989 the RSFSR performed the constitutional reforms, following the previous year's changes in the All-Union Constitution: a two-chamber parliament was introduced, elections of people's deputies by the universal, equal, and direct suffrage and secret ballot were declared. Parliamentary elections were held in March 1990. The candidates of the Democratic Russia opposition bloc won in many large cities, Boris Yeltsin managed to become the chairman of the RSFSR Supreme Soviet.

Further political separation of Russia was influenced by the personal ambitions of the new RSFSR leader and his team as well as by the wide public support of the measures to dismantle the communist system in politics and economics, which forced Russian politicians to oppose the cautious and hesitating position of the Union centrists. The first and brightest manifestation of the Russian republic as a new political subject was the Declaration of Sovereignty adopted on June 12, 1990 by the overwhelming majority of the RSFSR Supreme Soviet. The declaration announced the supremacy of the Constitution and laws of the RSFSR across its territory. As a result there emerged the “war of laws” between the RSFSR and the Union centre. In October 1990 the RSFSR Supreme Soviet introduced liability for the enforcement on its territory of the USSR regulations, which were not ratified by the Russian parliament. After that the entities which were subordinate to the centre were transferred to the RSFSR jurisdiction. The 1991 budget law introduced a single channel tax system, depriving the Union centre of its own revenues.

Another manifestation of the growing significance of the RSFSR was the establishment of the Russian Communist Party in summer 1990. It united the representatives of the CPSU conservative wing, who did not agree with Gorbachev's weak and inconsistent policies. At the same time Boris Yeltsin declared that he was leaving the CPSU and moving on to a clearly anticommunist position. He was followed by many democratic politicians, including the mayors of Moscow and Saint-Petersburg Gavriil Popov and Anatoly Sobchak.

Mikhail Gorbachev attempted to stabilize a USSR that was gradually falling apart by encouraging the republics to sign a new union treaty. One of the remedies in his fight for the Union was the referendum in March 1991. Three quarters of the Soviet voters opted for its preservation. In Russia the referendum was completed with a question on introducing the post of the president of the republic, elected by universal suffrage (and not by the Supreme Soviet, as it was at the All-Union level). This proposition was supported, thus opening the way to electing Boris Yeltsin the president of Russia. At the election of June 12, 1991, he won in the first round with 57.3 % of the votes. Now Yeltsin's power was based on the will of the people, and not on the semi-communist Supreme Soviet. Along with the presidential election there was a referendum in Leningrad. The majority of the northern Russian capital's citizens voted for a return of the city's historic name of Saint-Petersburg instead of the name given by the Bolsheviks after the founder of their party.

By summer 1991 there was a tense political and socioeconomic situation in the country. Prices were soaring. Even in Moscow it was hard to find foods and consumer goods. Negotiations on signing the new union treaty were close to completion. According to the draft, the USSR was to turn into a loose confederation, fully dependent on funding from the republics. After signing the new union treaty, Mikhail Gorbachev expected to get rid of the conservative people in the union government who stood for the idea of preserving the “strong” USSR. In response, they proceeded to plot a coup d'etat, aiming to prevent the reforms and fully restore the central power and the power of the Soviet Communist Party.

The coup attempt commenced on August 19, 1991 and lasted three days. A state of emergency was announced across the country as well as the transfer of the country leadership to the State Committee for the State of Emergency (which was immediately
informally called a “junta”). The State Committee for the State of Emergency was headed by the USSR vice-president Gennady Yanayev. He was joined by the chairman of the USSR Cabinet of Ministers, the Minister of Defense, the Head of the KGB and a number of other Soviet high officials and public persons. Armed troops were sent to Moscow.

However, the conspirers were indecisive. Boris Yeltsin was not arrested. The “White House”, the seat of the Supreme Soviet of Russia became the centre of resistance to the coup. Tens of thousands of people gathered to protect it and build barricades. Meetings protesting against the State Committee for the State of Emergency were held in many cities of the USSR.

Yeltsin entered into negotiations with the commanders and officers of military units that had been sent to Moscow. By the morning of the third day of resistance it became clear that the troops would not fire. Representatives of the State Committee for the State of Emergency flew for negotiations to Gorbachev, who had earlier been isolated by them in the Crimea, but the latter refused to meet them. Upon returning they were arrested on Yeltsin’s order.

From August 22, Yeltsin and Russian democrats began reaping the rewards of their political victory. The Russian national white-blue-red flag was lifted at the “White House”. On August 23, Yeltsin announced the suspension of the activity of the RSFSR Communist Party in Russia, forced Gorbachev to appoint loyal people to the Russian Government such as the Defense Minister, Foreign Minister and the Head of the KGB, as well as dissolve the Union government. Union ministries were resubordinated to the Russian Council of Ministers. At the same time Gorbachev resigned as the General Secretary of the Central Committee of the CPSU and offered the Central Committee to dissolve itself. The buildings of the Central Committee and the Moscow city committee of the CPSU were vacated and sealed. On August 29, an extraordinary session of the USSR Supreme Soviet suspended the activity of the CPSU across the Soviet Union. In September the Congress of the USSR People’s Deputies dismissed the supreme authorities of the USSR (except the president) and terminated its activity.

On November 6, Yeltsin ended the story of the Communist Party that had ruled Russia for nearly 74 years. Pursuant to his Decree, the activities of the CPSU and the RSFSR Communist Party were terminated, and their organizational units were dismissed. The dissolution of the 19-million Soviet Communist Party did not lead to any attempt at resistance or protest, in particular, due to the fact that the president specifically prohibited any prosecution of citizens for membership of the party. One of the brightest symbols of the democratic victory and the final failure of the communist power was the demolition of the Moscow monument to the founder of the VchK-KGB, Feliks Dzerzhinsky. However, the larger part of the public communist symbols are still there.

Despite the thumping victory, many recollect that in the first months after the coup Yeltsin and his supporters were rather passive. In particular, he did not try and hold new elections to the RSFSR Supreme Soviet. As a result the following two years the president sought to carry out radical reforms having the old Soviet parliament, elected early in 1990 under the considerable influence of the CPSU.

Nevertheless, in spite of Gorbachev’s efforts, it became impossible to preserve the Soviet Union after the August events in 1991. The final verdict on the USSR was the referendum on the independence of the Ukraine, held on December 1, 1991. 90 % of referendum voters were for independence. On December 8, the presidents of Russia, Ukraine and Belarus signed an agreement, where they called the republics represented by them independent states and established the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) in lieu of the USSR. On December 21, in Almaty, the CIS was joined by eight more Soviet republics. In one of the Almaty decisions it was declared that the foundation of the CIS meant the termination of the USSR as a state.

**Dismantling Soviet Political Institutions in an Independent Russia**

The RSFSR independence coincided with the removal of the references to the Soviet regime and socialism from its name. The new state was named the Russian Federation – Russia.

The new name, however, did not free Russia from the vast Soviet political and legal heritage in the form of the Constitution, legislation, parliament, state borders (repeatedly changed during the Soviet times under the transfer of Soviet territories between the Union republics) and administrative division. Radical economic reforms that began in 1992 were performed almost exclusively with the support of President Yeltsin, who, for some time, even assumed the duties of the Head of the Government.

Former leaders of the RSFSR Communist Party tried to appeal in the Constitutional court (the new judicial body, established in 1991) against the validity of President Yeltsin’s decrees on terminating the activity of the CPSU and nationalization of its property. In response a group of the Supreme Soviet deputies asked the court to recognize the CPSU and the RSFSR Communist Party as non-constitutional. After a large number of hearings and having heard various witnesses the court passed a compromise decision: it dismissed the claim for recognising the party as non-constitutional, referring to the actual termination of its activities, but it substantially ruled for the validity of the decrees on its dissolution. Nonetheless, the court position enabled the restoration of the party under the name of the Communist Party of the Russian Federation (KPRF).

At the end of Perestroika the RSFSR-RF Constitution was subject to numerous and frequently controversial changes, therefore, the president’s and the Supreme Soviet powers were often contradictory. The conflict between the parliament, Soviet in its origin, tending to conserve old economic rules and even nationalistic revenge, and the president, who adhered to building the market and privatization of state property, was inevitable. This confrontation lasted from spring 1992 till autumn 1993 and brought about a range of acute political crises, including an attempt to dismiss the president from his office. As a means of strengthening his own legitimacy, in 1993 Yeltsin used a referendum again. This time it was a vote of confidence in him as the head of state and the need to hold new elections to the Supreme Soviet. The president managed to win the support of most voters, but the result was insufficient to adopt a legally binding decision on the early parliamentary elections.

The political crisis was accompanied by work on the draft Russian Constitution. However, the prospects of its adoption were uncertain. In the end Yeltsin decided to untangle the deadlock. On September 21, 1993, referring to the impossibility of further cooperation with the legislative branch of power, which allegedly hampered economic reforms, and to the transformation of the Supreme Soviet into the ‘headquarters of the deconstructive
opposition”, he issued a decree on gradual constitutional reform, ordering the Congress of People’s deputies and the Supreme Soviet to terminate their activities. The powers of the people’s deputies became invalid. The decree scheduled the elections to the new legislative body – the Federal Assembly – on December 11–12, 1993.

The majority of the people’s deputies did not obey the decree. The parliament was also supported by the Constitutional court, which announced the president’s actions non-compliant with the Constitution. The Supreme Soviet declared Yeltsin’s dismissal from office and transferred his powers to the vice-president Aleksandr Rutskoi. Nevertheless, the government, Moscow city and regional administrations stayed loyal to Yeltsin. There emerged an armed hot spot around the “White House” (still the seat of the Russian Supreme Soviet). Inside the building armed groups supporting the parliament were formed, the militia tried to block passages to it, municipal services cut off the power supply and other utilities. The attempts at demonstrations to support the parliament were roughly prevented by the militia. The acute phase of the conflict lasted two weeks and reached its climax on October 3–4, when the supporters of the Supreme Soviet started attacking: they seized the building of the Moscow mayor’s office and tried to take the television centre by storm. This attempt was stopped by the army and special police units. By the end of the day the resistance of the Supreme Soviet supporters was suppressed, its leaders surrendered and were taken into custody.

Nonetheless, there were no further repressions against the losers. As had been announced, on December 12 Russia held the elections to the State Duma and the referendum on the new Constitution, which resulted in its adoption.

LESSONS LEARNT

The history of the political transition of Russia from the communist totalitarian regime was not completed in 1993. It cannot be firmly stated that this transition has yet been completed, because the sustainable democratic order in Russia was never formed, and over the recent decade the power has been kept to a large extent by non-democratic means by the former CPSU officials, Komsomol (Young Communist league) and the KGB people. When naming the reasons for promoting this development, many usually mention the model of the state power originating from the struggle between Yeltsin and the Supreme Soviet, stipulated in the 1993 Constitution, where the president was given the leading role and the balances to his power were obviously insufficient. The very political crisis of 1992–93 could have been avoided if the Soviet constitutional form had been abandoned two years earlier, after the victory over the coup of the State Committee for the State of Emergency and the fall of the communist power. The possibilities which opened up to the country in autumn 1991 were soon irreversibly lost, the old political and economic elite, unlimited in terms of the political competition and illustration, rapidly restored its positions. The power ratio during the post-Soviet period was also influenced by the dramatic lack of non-Soviet human resources in the new Russian state authorities. Emigrants, who actively participated in the life of many other post-socialist countries, actually did not come back to Russia: due to the length of the communist rule in the USSR and the gradual assimilation by the early 1990s the Russian political emigration mainly dissipated. However, they were not specifically invited to Russia, only some people originating from the Russian Empire and the USSR were granted their citizenship back.

On the other hand, it cannot be denied that the political transformations were relatively peaceful. Unlike in the former Yugoslavia, in Russia, no full-scale civil war started at the initial stage. Unfortunately, in 1994 a war did begin – in Chechnya. This blood-drenched conflict took up significant resources and efforts as well as strengthened public disappointment in the new power.

Thus, in a nutshell, we could mention the following political transition lessons that post-Soviet Russia gave to the world: try to gain democratic legitimacy promptly, even at the cost of breaking the existing well-established rules. Invite people with experience of life and work abroad, mainly emigrants. And avoid wars.
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DISMANTLING THE STATE SECURITY APPARATUS
TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE SOVIET STATE SECURITY BODIES IN POST-SOVIET RUSSIA

Evgenia Lezina

THE STATE SECURITY APPARATUS DURING PERESTROIKA

Russian Intelligence Services originate from the Soviet Committee for State Security (the Soviet KGB), established on March 13, 1954, and the successor of, founded in 1917, the repeatedly transformed and renamed security bodies of the All-Russian Special Commission for Combating Counter-revolution, Sabotage, and Speculation (Cheka) – the Political Department (GPU) – the Unified State Political Department (OGPU) – the People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs (NKVD) – the People’s Commissariat for State Security (NKGB) – the Ministry for State Security (MSS) – the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD).

“The Committee for State Security at the USSR Council of Ministers and its local bodies are political bodies, performing the guidelines of the Central Committee of the Party (CPSU) and Government on the protection of the Socialist state from attacks of foreign and domestic enemies, as well as the defense of the USSR state border. Their mission is to thoroughly monitor the secret activities of the Soviet state enemies, reveal their intentions, prevent criminal activities of imperialistic intelligence services against the Soviet state”, as defined in the Soviet KGB Regulations dated January 9, 1959.

The accurate data of the Committee for State Security workforce were never disclosed. By the early 1990s western sources estimated it at 490,000–700,000 people. According to Vadim Bakatin, the last Head of the Committee, in August 1991 the KGB staff equaled 480,000 people, including 220,000–240,000 border security forces and 60,000 government communications troops (there is an opinion, however, that border security forces were not included in the 480,000). 90,000 employees, according to Bakatin, worked in the security bodies of the Soviet Republics. In addition, numerous agents collaborated with the KGB (informers, secret agents (seksoty)), but their number has not been revealed.

At the end of Perestroika the KGB headquarters included about 30 units – chief directorates, divisions and departments. It should be noted that the operational structure, functions and principles of the late-Soviet State Security apparatus were established during the period when the KGB was headed by Yuri Andropov (May 18, 1967 – May 26, 1982). In fact the KGB was directly subordinate to the CPSU Central Committee and its Political Bureau, which caused the “fusion of the CPSU and state security bodies” and turned the Committee into the “armed party forces that protected the CPSU power physically and politically, allowing the party to control the society effectively and closely.”

KGB local units included 14 committees in the Soviet Republics (except for the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic (RSFSR)); state security bodies in autonomous republics, regions, krais, cities and districts. Moreover, the Soviet KGB included security bodies of the armed forces, fleet and internal troops, transport; border security forces; government communications troops; educational and research institutions; as well as the so-called “First Departments” of the Soviet establishments, organizations and entities.

KGB key functions before the USSR collapsed were foreign intelligence (First Chief Directorate, PGU), Counterintelligence (Second Chief Directorate), military counterintelligence (Third Chief Directorate), transport and communications counterintelligence (Fourth Directorate), economic counterintelligence (Sixth Directorate), field surveillance (Seventh Directorate), cryptographic operations (Eighth Chief Directorate), wiretapping and room eavesdropping (Twelfth department), electronic intelligence (Sixteenth directorate), fighting organized crime (OC Directorate), USSR state border guard (Chief Directorate of Border security forces), security guards of the CPSU leaders (until 1990) and the Soviet Government (Ninth Directorate, from February 29, 1990 – Security Guard Service), government communications management (Government Communications Directorate), Investigation Department etc.

The most important activity of the secret police was the fight against the “hostile activities of anti-Soviet and nationalistic elements inside the USSR”, in other words, the silencing of dissent. The notorious Fifth Directorate was responsible for that. It was founded in 1967 upon Yuri Andropov’s personal initiative. As stated in his note to the CPSU Central Committee dated April 17, 1968, “the newly established fifth divisions are designed to fight ideological subversion, inspired by our foreign foes”.

By the mid-1980s the Fifth Directorate had established 15 departments: the First department was responsible for

the operations in “artistic associations, research institutes, cultural and health care establishments”; the Second planned and performed jointly with PGU operations against foreign national centres; the Third supervised operations in higher educational establishments, preventing any “hostile activities of students and teaching staff”; the Fourth was responsible for religious organizations; the Fifth assisted the local KGB bodies in preventing any mass anti-social activities; the Sixth was engaged in analytics; the Seventh was in charge of “detecting and verifying the persons, intending to use explosive materials and devices for anti-Soviet purposes”, for searching for the authors of anti-Soviet documents and counterterrorism (understood as any verbal and written threats to the state leaders); the Eighth department was responsible for “detecting and preventing ideological subversion activities of Zion centres” (and it mainly fought against Jews seeking repatriation to Israel); the Ninth was in charge of the investigation of “those, suspected of organized anti-Soviet activity (except for nationalists, clergy, sectarians); detecting and preventing hostile activities of the persons, who make and distribute anti-Soviet materials; carrying out secret operations on revealing anti-Soviet activities of foreign revisionist centres in the USSR”; the Tenth jointly with the PGU worked on counter-intelligence “against the ideological subversion centres of imperialistic states and foreign anti-Soviet organizations (except for the hostile organizations of Ukrainian and Baltic nationalists)”; the Eleventh department was initially engaged in ensuring the security of the Olympic Games, and after 1980 it switched over to the surveillance of sport, health care and scientific organizations; the Twelfth group (with the rights of a department) was responsible for the communications with the security bodies of socialist countries; the Thirteenth department fought against informal youth movements; the Fourteenth supervised the mass media and the Association of Journalists, and, finally, the Fifteenth focused on the Dynamo sports society. Though at the end of Perestroika, in August 1989, the Fifth Directorate was renamed the “Directorate for Constitutional Order Protection” (Directorate “Z”), its main goals remained unchanged.

Furthermore, the KGB supplied the CPSU Central Committee (until March 14, 1990) and the Soviet supreme authorities with information, related to the state security and defense, the social and economic situation in the Soviet Union, the issues of foreign policy and the economy. In September 1989 the Operational Analysis and Information Service was set up in the Committee, and on October 30, 1990, it was transformed into the Analytical Directorate.

It is to be added that the KGB routine activities were supported with the deliberate establishment of the secret services positive image, the cult of chekism.”

During Perestroika the state security headquarters managed to maintain their powers and their “weight”, not being subject to any significant changes in structure or human resources.6 In 1985 at the April plenum of the CPSU Central Committee the Head of the KGB Viktor Chebrikov (December 17, 1982 – October, 1 1988), who earlier supported the nomination of Mikhail Gorbachev as the General Secretary, was elected a member of the Political Bureau of the CPSU Central Committee. Being granted this high status, which had earlier been held only by the long-reigning KGB Head Andropov, “gave Chebrikov himself and his closest KGB entourage, a sense of significance and a special political role in the renovated party leadership.”

It may be mentioned that Gorbachev saw the KGB not as a threat to his transformations, but rather as a support for them. There is a good reason why in his Perestroika programme report at the 27th CPSU Congress in 1986 Gorbachev specifically emphasized the remaining role and significance of the political secret police: “In the conditions of the growing subversive activities of the imperialistic intelligence services against the Soviet Union and other socialist states the responsibility level of the state security services is increasing dramatically. Being governed by the party, strictly complying with the Soviet laws, they put lots of efforts into revealing hostile schemes, preventing any subversive actions, and securing the sacred borders of our Motherland”.10

The rhetoric of the people from the secret police during the Perestroika period also stayed largely the same. In their reports the heads of the KGB gave assurances that their agency sought to ensure and encourage successful Perestroika development and “adapted their activities by improving their applied practices”. However, in these speeches there were increasingly strong condemnations, well-known from Andropov’s times: the chekists more and more often blamed foreign intelligence services and their agents in the USSR for the growing internal crisis.11

For instance, speaking in September 1987 at the formal meeting devoted to the 110-year anniversary of the birth of the VChK founder Feliks Dzerzhinsky, Viktor Chebrikov declared: “All the social strata of our country are under the focus of attention of the imperialistic intelligence services… Our foes are trying to push individual representatives of art intelligentsia to the marginal positions of criticism, demagoguery and nihilism, demonization of some historic periods in the development of our society…”12

On October 1, 1988 Chebrikov, as the Head of the KGB, was replaced by Vladimir Kryuchkov, while Chebrikov was appointed the Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee supervising administrative and law-enforcement bodies, including the KGB. Until September 20, 1989 he was also the Head of the Commission of the CPSU Central Committee for legal policy. In this position Chebrikov initiated a number of repressive decrees, signed by Gorbachev, in particular, the one dated April 8, 1989, toughening liability for “anti-state crimes”.13

The Head of the KGB Vladimir Kryuchkov (October 1, 1988 – August 22, 1991), elected in October 1989 a member of the Political Bureau, also stayed loyal to chekist principles and rhetoric. For example, in August 1989 the hateful Fifth KGB Directorate was
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renamed the “Directorate for Constitutional Order Protection”, which was supported with a propaganda campaign, manifesting the rift from the old goals and methods. However, justifying the need of this renaming, Kryuchkov stated in the letter to CPSU Central Committee that the “intelligence services and subversive centres of the foe” were trying to “inspire the spots of social tension, anti-socialist actions and civil unrest, provoke hostile elements to the actions, aiming at the violent overthrow of the Soviet power”.

Being headed by Kryuchkov, the KGB took part in the forced suppression of mass protests in April 1989 in Georgia and in Lithuania in January 1991, which resulted in dozens of deaths.

Finally, on Kryuchkov’s initiative, the law on the state security bodies in the USSR was adopted in May 1991. This law had been developed jointly with the KGB key people. It ensured nearly complete independence of the Committee from the Soviet political leaders, preserving its structure and powers, as well as providing it with full control of any documents related to the state security. The law was supported by the Defense and State Security Committee of the Supreme Soviet, which was controlled by the KGB and consisted mainly of secret police officers.

This way the secret political police successfully adapted to the changing conditions while maintaining their major goals and supporting the pace of their activities. The Committee sought to improve its image and therefore on April 22, 1990, the KGB Public Relations Centre was set up (based on the former Press Office but considerably expanding its workforce and structure). One of the propaganda techniques was the focus on fighting against crime and “economic sabotage”. In December 1990 the KGB established a separate Directorate for Combating Organized Crime (Organized Crime Directorate, or OP) to deal with these issues.

According to the state security retired Major General Oleg Kalugin, dismissed in 1990 for criticizing the secret services, the Committee remained the most untouchable compared to the other law-enforcement bodies: “And after five years of Perestroika the KGB was a state in the state, a body, enjoying huge powers, theoretically capable of crushing any government”.

USSR KGB REORGANIZATION AFTER THE 1991 AUGUST COUP

The reason for reforming the existing state security services structure was an attempted putsch in August 1991 by the high officials, who set up the State Committee for the State of Emergency (GKChP). The KGB Head Kryuchkov was one of the main coup organizers, supported during the preparation by a number of Committee people.

After the loss of the putsch, the arrest of Kryuchkov and other former GKChP members (all of them were accused of “high treason”, but then were granted amnesty in February 1994), on February 19, 1992 in his book “Liberation from KGB”.

The main principles of Bakatin’s reforms were disintegration, decentralization and de-ideologization. Disintegration implied “the division of the KGB into different independent departments and a deprivation of its monopoly on all the activities related to security: to tear the Committee apart into parts, which, directly subordinate to the Head of State, would balance one another, compete with one another”. Decentralization, according to Bakatin’s idea, was to “provide full independence to the Republican security bodies mainly combined with coordination and to some extent operative activities of inter-republican units”. At the same time Bakatin realized that the achievement of the above target was determined not by his will, but rather by the developing Union disintegration processes. The third of Bakatin’s reorganization lines was in the KGB de-ideologization. “The traditions of chekism are to be eradicated, chekism as an ideology must terminate its existence. We must comply with the law, but not ideology”, declared the new Head of the Committee. However, it is unclear how he thought to achieve that goal without any radical reforms of the most repressive Soviet institution. In early 1992, summarizing the results of his activities after retiring from the state security bodies, Bakatin acknowledged: “No success was achieved. I do not believe that the security services have already become safe for the citizens. There are no laws, no controls and no professional internal security services”.

Nevertheless, just after the August putsch, the KGB workforce started shrinking and a number of departments were separated and became independent. In August 1991 the Security Guard Service was transformed into the Security Guard Directorate at the USSR Presidential Executive Office. On August 29, based on the Eight Chief Directorate (cryptographic), Sixteenth
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Directorate (electronic intelligence) and the KGB Government Communications Directorate the Government Communications Committee at the USSR Presidential Office was set up. In September dismantling reached the Directorate for the Constitutional Order Protection 27; the former Fifth Directorate, responsible for the counterintelligence to combat a foe’s ideological subversion.

On October 22 the USSR State Council issued a resolution suggesting the dissolution of the Union KGB and establishing in its place the USSR Central Intelligence Service (based on the First Chief Directorate), the Inter-Republican Security Service (Vadim Bakatin stayed on as its head) and the Committee for the USSR State Border Security Guard with the common command of the border forces based on the Chief Directorate of the State Border forces. De jure these units were set up after the USSR President Mikhail Gorbachev signed the law on reorganizing the state security bodies on December 3, 1991. It was the date when the USSR KGB formally terminated its operations, whereas the security bodies shifted to the “exclusive jurisdiction of the sovereign republics (states)”. The story of the national security services began.

RUSSIAN KGB REORGANIZATION

The RSFSR was the only republic of the Union that had not had its own Committee for State Security before May 1991, when on the initiative of the Head of the RSFSR Supreme Soviet Boris Yeltsin, it was decided to establish the republican KGB by dividing the RSFSR State Committee for Security and Defense. At first the staff of the RSFSR KGB was around twenty people, but along with the dissolution of the Union Committee its powers and workforce increased. After the August putsch the competence of the Russian Committee included separate units of the Union KGB: on August 21 – the KGB Directorate in Moscow and Moscow region, on September 5 – the bodies of state security of most subjects of the RSFSR, earlier directly subordinate to the USSR KGB, and from November 1, 1991 – the Seventh Directorate (field surveillance), Operations and Technology Directorate, the Twelfth Department (wiretapping and room eavesdropping) as well as the pretrial detention centre.

On November 26, 1991 the KGB of the RSFSR was transformed under Presidential Decree into the Federal Security Agency (FSA) of the RSFSR. By that time the staff of the Russian security service headquarters had grown to 20,000 employees with another 22,000 working locally.

After the termination of the Union KGB on December 3, the Russian Federation, which stayed with the bulk of material and human resources of the Soviet state security apparatus, was able to take advantage and use the inherited structures by itself.

POST-SOVIET TRANSFORMATIONS OF RUSSIAN INTELLIGENCE SERVICES

Yeltsin’s strategy was to preserve the secret police organization, but minimize its ability to challenge his presidential power. As a result, five separate security services were set up based on the former KGB. However, no personnel purges were carried out. On the contrary, the continuity with the Soviet Committee for State Security was observed both in human resources and functions.

First of all, on December 18, 1991 the USSR Central Intelligence Service was reorganized as the Foreign Intelligence Service (FIS). It inherited the structural units and staff of the KGB First Chief Directorate, where, according to different estimates, during the late-Soviet period the workforce was from 12,000 to 16,000. Yevgeny Primakov remained the Head of the FIS. On September 30, 1991, he was appointed the Head of the First Chief Directorate while previously he had been an agent of the KGB foreign intelligence for many years.

On December 19, President Boris Yeltsin signed the Decree establishing the Ministry of Security and Internal Affairs of the Russian Federation (MBVD), which was designed to become the key Russian intelligence service, uniting the Soviet Inter-Republican Security Service, the Russian Federal Security Agency, as well as the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the USSR and the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the RSFSR. The new ministry was headed by Yeltsin’s close associate, the former Soviet Interior Minister Viktor Bannikov.

On December 24, based on the Government Communications Committee at the USSR Presidential Office and some other KGB units, responsible for radio-electronic intelligence and cryptography, the Federal Agency for Government Communications and Information (FAPSI) was founded. It was headed by a former chekist, the Head of the Government Communications

28 Sazarin, Изображение ом KGB, 125; Albats, Fitzpatrick, The State within a State: The KGB, 23.
31 The Decree of the President of the RSFSR No. 293 dated December 18, 1991 “On Establishing the RSFSR Foreign Intelligence Service”, in Gazette of the Congress of People’s Deputies and Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR, 1991, (52), art. 1890.
Committee at the USSR Presidential Office Aleksandr Starovoytov, who from May 1986 until August 1991 was the deputy head of the KGB Government Communications Directorate for Science and Technology.

In addition, at the end of 1991 the Security Guard Directorate at the USSR Presidential Executive Office was dissolved and used as the basis for establishing the Chief Guard Directorate (GUO). Earlier, in July 1991 the Presidential Security Service started its operations. Both organizations originated from the Ninth Directorate of the Soviet KGB, responsible for the security of the top party officials and statesmen whose workforce reached, as some estimates say, approximately 15,000 employees.36

Before June 1992 the GUO was headed by the former Ninth directorate officer Vladimir Redkoborodov, followed by Mikhail Barsukov, who from 1964 had served in the Kremlin KGB regiment.

The Head of the President's Security Service (September 3, 1991 – June 20, 1996) and also the first deputy head of the GUO was Aleksandr Korzhakov, who had also worked in the Ninth Directorate in 1970–1989, where at the end of this period he was one of the three bodyguards of Boris Yeltsin, then the First Secretary of the CPSU Moscow City Committee.

In late 1992 additional functions were delegated to the GUO – they were related to the organization of secured communications for the Russian leader. For this purpose the Federal Agency for Government Communications and Information was re-subordinated to it.

In June 1996 the GUO was renamed as the Federal Guard Service (its chief was general lieutenant Yuri Krapivin, whose career from 1972 was also related to the KGB, including the Ninth Directorate), whereas the President’s Security Service merged with the Federal Guard Service.37 According to some sources, by 1996 the staff of the GUO had grown from 8,000 to 20,000, and the executives took the functions, not directly associated with the physical security of the leaders: according to the laws adopted in the early 1990s, the GUO was entitled to perform operational-investigation activities, including covert surveillance and wiretapping.38

The President’s decision to unite the secret services in the Ministry of Security and Internal Affairs was violently criticized: this idea reminded people of Stalin’s terrifying People’s Commissariat for Defense (NKVD) headed by Lavrenty Beria. As a result Yeltsin’s Decree dated December 19, 1991, was appealed against in the Constitutional Court of Russia and on January 14, 1992, it was recognized as contradictory to the Constitution. The Constitutional Court order served as the basis to establish two separate bodies, on foreign intelligence, on state secrets and on the Russian Federation state border. Their distinguishing features included the width of powers, granted to the secret services, and their guaranteed tough control by the president. On the contrary, the possibilities of public and parliamentary control weakened dramatically.

The Law on Operative Investigation Activity, adopted in April 1992, entitled five governmental agencies to carry out operative investigation activities: bodies of the Internal Affairs, the Ministry of Security, Border Security, the Foreign Intelligence Service and operative units of the Chief Security Directorate (art. 11).40

39 Waller, Secret Empire: The KGB in Russia Today, 116.
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It is notable that the Law on Federal State Security Bodies which became effective in July 1992 appeared nearly identical to the law, adopted in 1991 on the KGB initiative: in several places the wording was absolutely the same. The sections of the law, describing the rights and responsibilities of the federal state security bodies, provided the Russian intelligence services with functions that were similar to those of the Soviet secret police. In particular, the law reserved their right to delegate their employees to any institutions, organizations and enterprises “to solve security issues” (art. 11).45 It meant that the intelligence services could still freely infiltrate the mass media, civil groups and political alliances. In addition, the secret services could “provide the security” for “federal, interstate and international public-political and religious events” held in Russia, which allowed for broader interpretations (art. 12 (I)). To ensure state security under natural disasters and riots, and under the prevention of some crimes the state security bodies were empowered to “freely enter housing and other premises owned by citizens, land plots owned by them, the areas and premises of companies, institutions and organizations regardless of their forms of property.” The only condition for these entrances was the need to notify the prosecutor of them within 24 hours (art. 12 (e)). Taking into consideration the unaccountability of the secret services and the specifics of the Russian law-enforcement practices, this form of the law could also become subject to abuse.

The law on security established that the Russian president “controlled and coordinated the activities of the state security bodies”, and also “made day-to-day decisions on security provision” (art. 11).46

The law on state secrets, adopted in July 1993, introduced an extremely wide definition of the term state secret, which significantly reduced the rights of the citizens to get information on the activities of the governmental authorities – both in the past (using archive data), and in the present.47

During the escalation of the presidential and parliamentary antagonism in 1992–1993 and the deepening economic crisis, Boris Yeltsin was seeking support in the law-enforcement bodies, whose significance in domestic Russian politics was continuously growing. At the same time the President feared that an exaggerated strengthening of the secret services could potentially be a threat to his power.

After a two-year confrontation between Yeltsin and the Supreme Soviet, which ended up in dissolving the parliament on September 21 and the seizure of the House of Soviet (Russian White House) on October 4, 1993, the Ministry of Security was reorganized into the Federal Counterintelligence Service (FSK) in December that year. A Presidential Decree on the MB dissolution stated that “it appeared to be impossible to reform the system of VChk-OGPU-NKVD-NKGB-MGB-KGB-MB bodies” and that “the recently taken measures to attempt to reorganize them were mainly formal and decorative”.48 These tough words, however, did not at all mean rethinking the role of the security bodies. They just showed Yeltsin’s dissatisfaction with the willful secret services, which took the side of the Supreme Soviet and did not provide the President with sufficient support in his opposition to the parliament.

Despite the loud statements, instead of qualitative reforms, Yeltsin again used intelligence services to strengthen his personal power and to prevent any attempts by parliament to challenge him in the future. Hence the FSK was fully controlled by him: under the Service Regulation, it was subordinate directly to the president.49 According to the appointed Secretary of the Presidential Security Council Oleg Lobov, Yeltsin’s right-hand man from the times of Sverdlovsk (now Yekaterinburg) regional committee, “the counterintelligence service is designed to protect the new presidential rule”, it must “support the president”.50

The personnel policy of the renamed body also confirmed the continuity with the Soviet past. Colonel General Nikolay Golushko was appointed the Head of the Service (December 21, 1993 – February 28, 1994) – a former Ukrainian SSR KGB Chairman (1987–1991), who distinguished himself by especially cruel repressions of dissidents and dissenters. In addition, from 1974 to 1978 Golushko ran the department “combating nationalism” in the KGB Fifth Directorate.

The announced then FSK re-attestation of the service leaders did not lead to changes of key people in the counterintelligence headquarters and its regional directorates. Out of 277 top officials subject to re-attestation, only 13 failed, moreover, partly due to the retirement age. Sergey Stepashin, who replaced Golushko as the FSK Director (March 3, 1994 – June 30, 1995), summarizing the results of the re-attestation in March 1994, was pleased to note that “we did not follow the Eastern European example and did not fully destroy Russian Intelligence Services."51 Being one of the main organizers of the First Chechen War that started in 1994, Stepashin consistently advocated the expansion of secret services powers, at the same time insisting on the priority of the state interests over civil rights. In an interview given in June 1994 he made a claim that would be incompatible with a democratic state of law: “We will infringe upon the human rights of a person if this person is a criminal.”52

The FSK included nearly all units of the dissolved Ministry of Security, except for the Border Security Forces, which were singled out as an independent Federal Border Service – Chief Command of the Russian Federation Border Security Forces (FPS – glavkomat). Pursuant to the FSK Regulation, the tasks of the counterintelligence service bodies were: detecting, preventing and suppressing intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance of foreign secret services and organizations against the RF; seeking intelligence information on security threats; providing the President with information on RF security threats; the war on terror, arms and drug trafficking, illegal armed groups, as well as illegally established or prohibited non-governmental organizations regardless of their forms of property” . The only condition for these entrances was the need to notify the prosecutor of them within 24 hours (art. 12 (e)). Taking into consideration the unaccountability of the secret services and the specifics of the Russian law-enforcement practices, this form of the law could also become subject to abuse.

The FSK included nearly all units of the dissolved Ministry of Security, except for the Border Security Forces, which were singled out as an independent Federal Border Service – Chief Command of the Russian Federation Border Security Forces (FPS – glavkomat). Pursuant to the FSK Regulation, the tasks of the counterintelligence service bodies were: detecting, preventing and suppressing intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance of foreign secret services and organizations against the RF; seeking intelligence information on security threats; providing the President with information on RF security threats; the war on terror, arms and drug trafficking, illegal armed groups, as well as illegally established or prohibited non-governmental organizations regardless of their forms of property”.
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organizations, encroaching on the RF constitutional order; ensuring state secrets protection within their competence; counterintelligence operative cover of the RF state border.\textsuperscript{51}

FSK leaders initially claimed an expected staff downsizing from 135,000 to 75,000 due to the delegation of some functions to other institutions. However, it is impossible to establish the fact of staff cuts because the information has been classified. At least, in early July the officials themselves mentioned a workforce of 100,000 people.\textsuperscript{52} Most likely, Yeltsin’s strategy was to weaken the central national security body politically, distributing chekists in different governmental authorities. Nonetheless, according to Michael Waller, it was similar to the effect of fungi growth: spores were not restrained any more, but "distributed through the entire society."\textsuperscript{53}

The Chechen War made Yeltsin increasingly rely on law-enforcement bodies. There were new transformations, further strengthening the role of the state security bodies. In early 1995 the Law on the Federal Security Service Bodies in the Russian Federation was signed and became effective on April 12.\textsuperscript{54} From this day the FSK was renamed the Federal Security Service (FSB), and its powers were significantly expanded.\textsuperscript{55} According to the law, FSB core activities included counterintelligence and intelligence, the war on terror and high-threat crimes, border security activity, information security, and the control of corruption (art. 8).

In July 1995 Sergey Stepashin was dismissed and his post was taken over by the former Head of the Chief Guard Directorate Mikhail Barsukov (July 24, 1995 – June 20, 1996). One of his first steps in the new office was setting up an FSB counterterrorism centre (FSB ATC) to coordinate different counterterrorist services. The centre was the successor of the former Soviet KGB Counterterrorism Directorate (UBT). It included two famous special forces units – Alpha group, before 1995 it had been a part of the Chief Guard Directorate (Department “A”), and Vympel group, a part of which had been subordinate to the Ministry of Internal Affairs since 1993, while the other made up the Special Operations Directorate (Department “V”). In October 1998 special forces were united in the newly established FSB Special Forces Centre (FSB CSN).

On December 20 1995, the anniversary of the VChk foundation, a public holiday was established – the Day of Security Bodies.\textsuperscript{56} Before that, December 20 had been celebrated for decades informally by the state security staff as the Day of the Chekist. And two years later on December 20 President Yeltsin delivered a speech, which was considered by many as the final “rehabilitation” of the secret services. According to Yeltsin, “we nearly pushed too far in revealing the crimes of the state security bodies. Their history included not only black periods, but also glorious ones, which are something to be proud of.”\textsuperscript{57} The President also noted that “today our security services people are genuine patriots. They work not for the glory and awards, but – I dare say – for an idea. For the state security. For the peace and quiet of our citizens. And we must respect the work done by the security service officers. Their hard and often heroic work.”\textsuperscript{58}

After the first round of the presidential election, held on June 16, 1996, Yeltsin dismissed the head of FSB Barsukov, replacing him with Nikolay Kovalyev (July 9, 1996 – July 25, 1998), who had served in the KGB from 1974 – first as a field officer of the district department of the KGB Directorate in Moscow and Moscow region, and then an officer and later the head of the Fifth service of the KGB Moscow Directorate (combating ideological subversion). From the mid-1990s observers continuously mentioned a deterioration of the human rights situation in Russia.\textsuperscript{59} In the background of concerns about the potential return of the political investigation system on July 6, 1998, President Yeltsin issued a decree setting up a Constitutional Security Directorate in the FSB, being, in fact, the reincarnation of the Constitutional Order Protection Directorate, the former KGB Fifth Directorate.

The Head of the new unit Gennady Zotov in his interview to “Nezavisimaya Gazeta” in November that year described the objectives of his directorate as follows: “The state sought to establish an FSB separate unit, ‘specialized in’ combating security threats to the Russian Federation in the social and political area. … Owing to a number of objectives, related to the fundamental specifics of Russia, reasons special attention has always been paid to the protection of the state against ‘internal revolt’, i.e., in other words, against the security threats in the social and political areas, since the ‘internal revolt’ for Russia has always been more terrifying than any military invasion.”\textsuperscript{60}

Thus, President Yeltsin did not opt for the path of dissolving the Soviet secret services, but, divided the KGB into several individual organizations, preserving most of their functions and personnel. According to the secret services researchers Andrei Soldatov and Irina Borogan, Yeltsin’s idea was “to encourage rivalry in the splintered intelligence community, providing a precarious system of checks and balances”: “Under Yeltsin, the foreign intelligence agency remained in direct competition with military intelligence; the FSB struggled with the communications agency, which kept a close on political and social situation in Russia. After obtaining a report from the FSB Director, Yeltsin could compare it with the report from the communications director.”\textsuperscript{61} In any case, according to Soldatov and Borogan, in 1998 there appeared changes in the secret services competitive system created by Yeltsin: “First, the founding fathers of agencies lost their posts, independent people who had become accustomed to fiercely defending the interests of their structures. …” Then there began to appear stubborn rumors about a draft decree being walked
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through the Kremlin corridors which would combine all the fragments of the KGB into one agency.”

On July 25, 1998, Vladimir Putin was appointed the FSB Director (July 25, 1998 – August 9, 1999), the former KGB officer, who served from 1975 to 1991 first in the Leningrad KGB Directorate working in counterintelligence, and then, from 1985 to 1990, in the local intelligence centre in Dresden under the cover of the position of Dresden USSR-GDR Friendship Centre Director. Later Putin was appointed the head of the Government, leaving his colleague from the Leningrad KGB Directorate Nikolay Patrushev as the FSB leader (August 9, 1999 – May 5, 2008).

On December 20, 1999, at a formal meeting devoted to the Day of the Security Services, Prime-Minister Vladimir Putin addressed the stroika and forced to adapt to the new situation, the KGB and the Foreign Intelligence Service employed about 13,000 people.71 And, finally, according to 2008 data, the presidential guard.70 According to other estimates, in the mid-2000s the Federal Guard Service staff included considerably grown after Putin’s arrival.69 The workforce of the Russian intelligence service during Putin’s rule became truly large-scale. On March 11, 2003 the president dissolved the Federal Agency for Government Communications and Information (FAPSI) and the Federal Border Service (as well as the Federal Tax Police Service) as separate bodies. Though this process commenced when Yeltsin was still in office, and the number of high officials with a law-enforcement background (top leadership, government, regional elite, parliament) grew from 11.2 % to 17.4 %, during the first years of Putin’s reign by 2004 this figure reached 24.7 %.62

According to some estimates, by 2007 the share of direct or indirect intelligence presence in authorities could have been above 75 %.63

The consolidation and reinforcement of the secret services under Putin’s rule became the key political offices. Since the 2000s nearly all the top positions in the presidential office, government and economic area have been controlled by the people from the law-enforcement bodies. Furthermore, informally the Ministry of Internal Affairs became fully integrated into the FSB, while parts of the dissolved FAPSI were divided between the FSB and the Federal Guard Service. The workforce of the Russian intelligence service during Putin’s reign has also been growing steadily. As mentioned above, formal data on the workforce of the state security bodies were not disclosed. Nevertheless, by the end of the 1990s, according to available data, the FSB employed from 80,000–90,000 to 120,000–130,000 people, including two elite special operations units.64 After the merge of the FSB with the FAPSI with the FSB, the staff of the latter could have grown and reached 350,000 people.65 At the same time experts say that the Federal Border Service included some 180,000 people in the 1990s.66 However, from the early 2000s it appears that the figure rose to 200,000–210,000.67

The workforce of the Federal Guard Service was within the 13,000–20,000 range according to different estimates by the late period of Yeltsin’s rule and it might well have considerably grown after Putin’s arrival.68 According to other estimates, in the mid-2000s the Federal Guard Service staff included approximately 20,000–30,000 people, inter alia, 3,000–5,000 of the presidential guard.69 And, finally, according to 2008 data, the Foreign Intelligence Service employed about 13,000 people.70

Despite being in the focus of public attention during Perestroika and forced to adapt to the new situation, the KGB and then the Russian state security, partially changing their methods and increasing their propaganda efforts, were never actually challenged and pressed by the public. It is true that the monument to the founder of VChK Felix Dzerzhinsky was spontaneously dismantled during the strife between GChKP members and the RFSSR President Boris Yeltsin. However, neither during nor after the putch was it demanded to take similar action to the very state security structures and to ban their members from taking positions in the new democratic authorities and institutions. In spite of a long-lasting repressive policy towards the citizens (forced regulation of their life, long isolation, civil rights restrictions, pressure against dissent etc.), the Soviet Committee for State Security, unlike its analogues in most countries in Central and Eastern Europe, was not so accredited as to disrupt its functional, personnel and symbolic continuity with the past. The Russian secret services openly admit and emphasize their role as followers of the Soviet secret state security services traditions.

A poll, conducted during the last year of the USSR existence, showed that the KGB had higher public trust (62 %), than other institutions (police, courts, the mass media etc.).71 And 10 years later, when the Levada-Centre asked people if it bothered respondents that President Vladimir Putin who took office in 2000 had long been in the KGB and FSB, 78 % confessed that fact was not of any concern to them and only 5 % stated that it was a high concern to them.72 Sociologist Lev Gudkov noted in 2003 that “Putin’s relation to the state security and armed forces looks for many Russians a merit rather than a flaw for his reputation”.73
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REGIME ARCHIVES

Svetlana Shuranova

INTRODUCTION

The breakthroughs in historical, source and archaeographic studies, made using the Russian archives in the 1990s are a generally recognized phenomenon. Before that Soviet archives had been appendices to the administrative system, which accumulated classified documents. A necessary element of Perestroika after August 1991 was a leap to the information culture, including the removal of unjustified limitations on the access to archive documents. Changes in the political situation triggered the advent of resolutions, temporary provisions and laws, which bridged the existing gap in the issues related to declassifying and using archive documents. Nevertheless, the historical scientific model has not been implemented yet, it is this model that is oriented on involving shady documents about the past into the public sociocultural interaction.

In today’s Russia it is possible to observe the return of a departmental monopoly on archive documents, the selective approach to users using unforeseeable and subjective criteria. Compared to the openness of the archives in the early 1990s, currently Russia is experiencing a real regress. Therefore, many key aspects of the Soviet past and, first of all, the history of public terror, actually stay unstudied, citizens are not always able to learn information about the fate of their own relatives out of those who suffered from political repressions. The clusters of classified data, the availability of unprocessed documents, partial accessibility of the scientific-reference sources, restrictions arbitrarily imposed by archivists under protectionist ideas, – all this is today’s reality. The archive user has to experience the barriers of state order limitations, subjective decisions and technical possibilities.

REGULATION AND FUNCTIONING OF ARCHIVES IN RUSSIA

Archives are valuable storage facilities, which are designed to provide access to historical knowledge, as well as to keep a database. According to the law an archive is an institution, which stores, systematizes and releases the documents, being within its archive fund. The tasks of open usage of documents, in particular, to dispel historical myths are always opposed by the “protective” function of the archive service. An archive document operates in the system, oriented on different values and legal criteria for making decisions. For instance, one and the same document must be accessible for scientific use, but following the administrative logic, it must be protected from attacks against “personal data”, “personal secrets”, and “state secrets”. This is where controversy emerges – on the crossroads of the academic, educational and administrative systems. The conflict of state, corporate, personal and public interests is inevitable: opening and concealing powerful archive resources is an instrument for public conscience manipulation. The infrastructure of storing, searching for archive information and legal regulations are also essential aspects of archive operations as an institution.

There are state (national) archives, departmental archives, municipal archives and non-governmental archives. State archives include federal archives and the archives of the Russian Federation subjects – regional archives. Federal archives are subordinate to Rosarchive - the Federal Archive Agency, – while regional archives are subordinate to the regional administration and Rosarchive. Departmental archives are divisions within different departments (ministries), and are subordinate to them. They may keep documents of the RF Archive funds only temporarily, according to article 18 of the Federal Law on archives in the Russian Federation (dated October 22, 2004). For example, the FSB is a successor of the documents on mass repressions and declassified documents of VChK-OGPU-NKVD-MGB-KGB, and the archives of FSB Directorates store the overwhelming majority of these cases. It is formally clarified whether these documents belong to Rosarchive now, but the period of temporary storage of these documents is specified in article 22 of the law on archives and is 15 years. In the 1990s the transfer of archive investigation cases of the rehabilitated persons from the FSB to the public archives started, but so far it has been implemented only partially. Many departmental archives still enjoy the right of unlimited-period document storage.

Archive operations are mainly regulated by the above mentioned federal law on archives in the Russian Federation. According to part 1 article 24 of this law the user is entitled to freely seek and receive archive documents for studying. In addition, legal bases of the archivists and archive activities are regulated by a great number of other regulations. Pursuant to part 4 article 29 of the RF Constitution, every person is entitled to freely seek and receive information in any legal way. The provision of services on releasing archive documents is regulated by numerous federal laws, decrees of the RF President, resolutions of the RF Government and orders of the Russian FSB.

The issues, arising out of the information being a state secret, its classification or disclosure is regulated by the Law on State Secrets dated July 21, 1993. According to the law the maximum document classification period is 30 years. It means that in 30 years the documents must be disclosed or the classification is to be renewed. As an exception, this period may be extended on the opinion of the Interdepartmental Commission for the Protection of State Secrets. In March 2014 the commission’s opinion extended the classification period for a huge volume of information of the state security bodies by another 30 years. Until 2044 the classification will be marked on any documents containing information regarding intelligence, counterintelligence, operative investigation activities, on the persons collaborating confidentially with the state security bodies, on state security staff taking part in special operations, – the list of information categories consisting of 23 points enables it to extend the classification period of any document, executed by the state security bodies between 1917 and 1991.

The term personal data should be specifically indicated. It was introduced by the Federal Law on Personal Data, adopted by the State Duma. This federal law does not touch upon
the procedure of accessing archive information. Moreover, according to article 1 of this law, it is not applied to
- processing personal data by individuals for personal and family needs only;
- the issues of storing, completing, recording and using archive documents containing personal data.

In turn, the connection between the “personal data” and access to archive investigation cases of the repressed persons is regulated by order of the Russian Ministry of Culture, the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the Russian Federal Security Service (hereinafter “order of three ministries”) dated July 25, 2006 on approving the procedure of access to the materials stored in the state archive and the archives of the governmental bodies of the Russian Federation, terminated criminal and civil cases against the persons subject to political repressions, as well as filtration and control cases. According to this order, personal data include the information on personal and family secrets, facts, events and circumstances of the private lives of the repressed persons. Personal data can be found in nearly all the documents related to repressed people. Personal secrets include: the secret of intimate relations, the secret of property and financial standing (including bribery), medical secrets (e.g. alcohol addiction), and children adoption secrets. The access to the documents containing personal data is provided to the relatives of the people mentioned in the document, provided the relationship is confirmed. When at least 75 years have passed from the time of executing the document, access to the materials for the researchers, not being relatives, is possible only provided the written consent of the repressed persons, and after their death – their successor. In particular, the research into the materials of the cases against millions of people who were subject to repressions during the Soviet period is given according to the procedure, established in the RF law dated October 18, 1991 on the rehabilitation of victims of political repressions. The rehabilitation process is a powerful foundation for searching for and discovering archive documents on the activities of the repressive bodies, repression campaigns and individual lives.

The provision of access to archives is generally vital for studying the twentieth century history. Today the situation with the publication of the archive documents, related to the evolution and operations of the Soviet totalitarian system, which deprived a person of their basic rights and freedoms, is of the greatest interest. Archive documents of the operative holdings of the Soviet KGB, the holdings of archive criminal investigation cases, classified document management holdings, and the holdings of dossiers of the KGB-NKVD staff members have not been revealed and made public yet. This deprives us of the possibility to reevaluate the past, and estimate the scale of ongoing and expected changes. This, in particular, damages the development of history as a science.

**BETWEEN STATE CONTROL AND PUBLIC PROPERTY**

The legal restriction on using archive information in the twentieth century started in 1924–26 and gradually the problem of archive and archive document accessibility faded away from the legal public conscience. An interesting case, which took place in 1951, was described by a Candidate of Sciences (PhD) in History and archivist M. A. Leushin: the administration of Moscow State University contacted the Central Committee of the All-Union Communist Party requesting classification of professors, post-graduate students and undergraduates due to the difficulties in accessing old archive holdings of the 19th–20th centuries and the total secrecy of documents. In response to the letter, archivists prepared a report, approved by the USSR Ministry of Internal Affairs, substantiating the access denial by the fact that most documents were written by “counterrevolutionary elements with the spirit of hatred and hostility to the Bolshevik party and the Soviet state”. The report also referred to classify the university faculty and students.

Historians Arseniy Roginsky and Nikita Okhotin remark that over the whole period of its history the Soviet power actually destroyed archive documents with a limited storage time when there was no operative need for them any longer, but, as a rule, it was routine destruction according to the archive management instructions published in the state security bodies. The exception was the mass destruction of documents under L. P. Beria’s order of 1940 to clean the archives of “unrecorded” materials, and also the destruction of archive documents during WWII under the threat of being seized by the enemy. A part of the documents did not survive the evacuation. It is known that in 1954–55 archives were cleaned of the documents “discrediting honest Soviet citizens” along with the starting liberation of the Gulag prisoners. According to the total estimates, out of approximately 20 million of the Soviet KGB archive cases only some 5 million cases had survived by 1991.

During Perestroika there appeared a number of large-scale programs on reevaluating the past. In the conditions of the dramatically democratized conscience in the early 1990s the issues of accessing the documents and discovering Soviet secrets were in the focus of public attention. In 1992 the decree of the Russian President on protecting state secrets and the resolution of the Russian Government on the issues of organizing the protection of state secrets of the Russian Federation were issued. The work on declassifying archive documents, related to the state archive policy, commenced following the decree of the Russian President of June 23, 1992, on declassifying legal and other regulations, serving the basis for mass repressions and attacks on human rights. The Rosarchive order of June 15, 1992, introduced the temporary procedure of accessing archive documents and the rules of their use, where it declared the principle of general accessibility of Russian archive documents. This document for the first time established a 30-year document access restriction period, provided they contain state secrets, and a 75-year personal document access restriction period. Its essential provisions were confirmed by the resolution of the Supreme Soviet of the Russian Federation on the temporary procedure of accessing archive documents and their use. At that time the Supreme Soviet set up a commission for preparing the guidelines on accessing terminated criminal and filtration control cases, which began being submitted from the Soviet KGB archives to the national storage. In 1992–1993 whole sets of archive cases were declassified. These were related to the CPSU ideological

---

1 M. A. Leushin, "Проблемы доступности архивов в начале 50-х годов", in Вестник архивиста, 1996, (4), 41–45.
fight against dissidence in the USSR etc. In 1993 the commission on accepting KGB and CPSU documents into the national storage was dissolved, while the law on the state secrets was adopted, and the functions of declassification were delegated to the Interdepartmental Commission for the Protection of State Secrets. In 1994 Boris Yeltsin signed the resolution, according to which the ministries had to delegate the powers to declassify their documents to the heads of the state national archives, but it was never implemented. By 1997 the implementation of the presidential decree on declassifying had slowed down notably, and the archives lost their right to declassify documents themselves. In many governmental bodies at the levels of all subdivisions, declassification expert commissions were established. Groundless secrecy period extensions for most documents became normal again, while declassifying became exceptional. The unlimited authority of ministries and other governmental bodies enabled them to create the full image of the criminal policy of the USSR and led to the inaccessibility of the most valuable information sources for researchers.

Today it is possible to state that there is an expressed institutional conflict between archive users and archivists. The archive is more often considered by users either under the secular logic (as a service provider), or under the "messianist" logic as a social institution, designed to store (but not protect) the public knowledge of the society of itself. In turn, archive staff, vice versa, tend to "de-routinize" their professional activities, and do it based on evidence. The minutes of formal meetings document the codes of ethical rules for the archivists and enable them to say that the primary mission of the archives is to protect the integrity and safety of the documents to be stored. The protective trends in the archive operations intensify along with a toughening up of archive law. However, the top-bottom legal regulation of the archive practices brings a number of unexpected effects.

The protective trends in the archive institution activities were determined due to the adoption in 2004 of the law on archives, inclusion of the norms of criminal and administrative liability for stealing documents in the Criminal Code, and the adoption of the federal law on information, information technologies and protection. It is also worth mentioning the order of three ministries dated July 25, 2006. It is owing to this order that the access of researchers to the archive investigation cases became highly complicated.

In practice today users face limitations, which are not included in the regulations restricting access to regulations. This can be explained by an ambiguity of wording in the regulations, which leave space for interpretation. From the standpoint of practical relations between archive users and archivists the situation looks as follows: the discrepancies between mutual expectations and rigid regulation of the archive agenda on the one hand, led to "shallowing" the bureaucratic form of the archive on the one hand, on the other - to too much paperwork.

It is known that there have been cases, where the access to information was organized to avoid the formal access procedure - the user with "contacts", a network in the archive staff, has an opportunity, for example, to get information without being involved in the bureaucratic procedures accompanying the access to information ensuing from a formal request. One of the effects of this situation is the dependence of the research field on the possibility to access relevant materials. When choosing the topic to study, the researcher, experienced in working with archives, looks into the availability of the materials and the freedom of access to them. The researcher may avoid touching upon a topic, knowing that basically no access may be received to the materials.

The chances to access information are unequal, and the very historical knowledge can still be a manipulation tool, always depending on the will of authorities and bureaucrats.

**CURRENT STATUS**

At present the practices of providing and rejecting access in Russia differ depending on the region, type of archives, type of documents and other circumstances. To justify rejections different archives may use different regulations as well as arbitrary administration decisions. This is also related to the possibility of the free interpretation of regulations in various regional archives. The archive law. However, the top-bottom legal regulation of the archive practices brings a number of unexpected effects.

- **Refusal to provide a scientific reference base** (the full list of the holdings, lists, reference cards and other materials, enabling the researcher to get oriented in the volume of archive materials and identify what is generally stored in the archive).
- **Most often it is the case of departmental archives, which are absolutely non-transparent** to researchers. Article 24, paragraph 1, subparagraph 1.1 of the law on archive activities in the Russian Federation says that the access to archive documents is provided by giving the archive documents user reference search tools and information on these tools, including as an electronic document. This provision is also available in the rules of storing, collecting, recording, and using archive documents, approved by the Order of the Ministry of Culture and Mass Communications in 2007. In practice, archives do not always provide full lists of their available holdings and the lists of the written-off cases. National archives frequently do not mention the holdings containing the cases of the repressed persons, at all. It is to be noted that the law on the archive activities in the Russian Federation does not include the term "closed storage", and the law on the state secrets in the RF does not include this term either. FSB archive subdivisions also do not provide any reference information materials on the documents stored by them. The lists of declassified and partially declassified FSB documents of the secret document management in 1936–1937 are unavailable, because they are documents "for restricted use" upon the decision of the FSB Central expert commission dated January 9, 2014. Regarding departmental archives, the procedure works based on the following principle: in your request indicate the name, or full name and year of birth of the person you are interested in, and we will see if we have the respective documents. In 2016 within the research carried out by the International Memorial, I interviewed a historian, who mentioned the case when he was not given an archive dossier, since it did not have the list of the documents included therein. That means that in the alphabetical index this archive of the specific person was there,

but it had not been analyzed, therefore, the access to it was not provided. “Actually I know that there is the material, which is of potential interest to me, I know the person in whose archive this material is stored, but I cannot be given access as long as there is an archivist who will analyze and record the elements of the archive”, the researcher told me.

- **Refusal to provide requested materials for imaginary reasons or without any reasons.** Most frequently the reason to refuse access is the reference to the personal secret information contained in the case. This secret is not strictly identified legally and the decision on whether there are indeed these data in the case or not is arbitrarily made by the archivist. Other reasons include references to “decay”, “a missing case”, “fungi on the case materials” etc. In addition, the rejection may also be based on various intradepartmental or archive guidelines and instructions contained therein.

- **Restriction of access due to the order of “three ministries” dated July 25, 2006.** The point is about a 75-year limitation period for accessing the documents, under which it is possible to gain access only by providing the archive with a notarized permission of the person whose name in mentioned in the document, or, in the case of his/her death, the permission of his/her descendants.

- **Refusal to provide cases referring to the confidential character of the data therein.** In archives the process of declassification has been nearly terminated. Scheduled declassification of materials, whose classification period has expired, is not in place at all. Researchers’ access is limited even to those archive documents whose maximum classification period has already expired. The requirements of the RF law on the state secrets are not fulfilled in terms of the need to justify the present damage to the security of the Russian Federation by distributing the data, which were referred by the authorities to the state secrets. Pursuant to article 6 of the RF law on the state secrets, the reference of the data to the state secrets is made in compliance with the principles of legality, relevancy and timeliness. The data may be regarded as a state secret following the expert's findings, which identify the reason for classifying specific data, probable economic and other effects of this action considering the balance of the vital interests of the state, society and citizens. Furthermore, article 8 states that the classification level degree of the data being a state secret must correspond to the severity of the damage which may be caused to the RF security due to the distribution of these data. Currently the legal practice allows for referring the data to the state secret provided no justification is given regarding the security damage due to the distribution of these data.

As was mentioned above, one of the main problems is the absence of a dynamic balance of priorities and interaction in the archive-related administrative and research aspects. In 2014–2016 the International Memorial interviewed archive researchers to analyze well-established routine norms and phenomena, which comprise routine practices of accessing archive documents and materials in Russia. On the level of applying certain provisions, regulating archive activities, researchers singled out common problems related to the influence of specific archive institutions staff to the possibility for citizens to get materials. Several examples are given below:

> “Since 2006 the access to archive investigation cases has been closed completely. For relatives only. The point is about the so-called ‘order of three ministries’. And, since we started working on the Memory Book in 2003, before this order, we managed to work a little with archive investigation cases. Despite the fact that I am the head of a working group on creating the Memory Book, that is I was appointed by the regional administration, and I have a kind of FSB representative, who is a member of the working group, as a subordinate, I am not entitled to work with archive investigation cases under this order”. – Anonymous researcher

> “Considering regional archives, you can be well prepared legally, know all your rights, understand what you are allowed to receive and what not, but the paragraph ‘at a director’s discretion’ kills all the rules.” – Anonymous researcher

> “When my request for cases was rejected, it was not even at the level of the archive administration, these were just some employees who worked in the former special fund. They themselves looked at the cases and at their discretion told me that they would not give them to me, since there may be some personal data. Naturally, it is still an open question what their grounds were not to provide me with those cases.” – Anonymous researcher

Among the most significant for the user and archivist communication practices, the interviewed respondents also singled out insufficient archive funding, overloading archivists with work, inefficient work management, unsatisfactory condition of archive materials, premises, and the problem of digitalizing archive sources.

### LESSONS LEARNT

Legal claims against archives in the case of their refusal to provide access are a rare phenomenon. In a number of specific cases justice is very hard to achieve. It is also extremely hard to create the legal field and support infrastructure for the claims from those, whose rights to access information were infringed. The remedies for accessing archives are still legally sought by the researchers who cooperate with the Memorial. As regards the success of this work, in terms of the Russian court orders positive for claimants, it is impossible to expect quick success, but it is the fight against abuses of specific archives that may establish pre-conditions for gradual changes to the situation for the better. Here the legal cases on the access to archive information will be considered.

Archive users regularly face the problem of copying documents they need. Archives under different pretexts prohibit the use of photocopying and offer their often expensive services. In January 2016 Andrey Galinichev submitted a claim where he demanded to recognize paragraph 3.1.12 as partially invalid in the 2013 Procedure of using archive documents in the national and municipal archives of the Russian Federation, which prohibits copying using any technical devices. Part 4 Article 29 of the Russian Constitution says: "Each person is entitled to freely search, receive, transmit, produce and distribute information by any legal means". Andrey Galinichev and Dmitry Poslavsky appealed to this article and also to the laws on the archive activities and on information when they decided to stand their ground and seek free document copying via the Supreme Court. In March 2016 Galinichev and Poslavsky won the case: the Court recognized limitations on copying archive documents with a user's technical devices as invalid. The fact of the court decision has already been included into the order issued by the Ministry of
Culture. Now an archive user is entitled to use his or her own technical devices to photocopy documents. Thus, owing to a private civil initiative, users have been legally provided with the right to the free photographing of an unlimited number of documents at their own discretion.

In practice archives continue refusing researchers access to a huge volume of archive documents of the Soviet period, whose maximum classification period has already expired, without referring to the availability of the respective opinion of the Interdepartmental Commission for the Protection of State Secrets. In 2010 the FSB Central archive refused to fulfill a request from the historian Nikita Petrov on declassification and providing him for studying a few archive orders of the USSR MGB dated 1940–1950 referring to the fact that the documents include data that are a state secret. In 2014 it refused the researcher Nikita Astashin access to the documents, related to mass riots in the Union Republics in 1961–1982, stored in the departmental archive. In both cases governmental bodies made decisions on restricting access to information without any legal powers to do so.

The experience of court trials shows that in the law application practice there may be free interpretation of recognizing data as a state secret provided no proof of any damage to the state security. The same may be said about the restriction on a researcher's access to archive documents whose maximum classification period has expired. In March 2014 the Interdepartmental Commission for the Protection of State Secrets decided to extend the classification period of a vast scope of documents of the state security bodies by 30 years. The requirement of the law on the exclusive and exceptional nature of classifying has obviously been violated. The petition requesting the cancellation of the commission’s opinion was signed by over sixty thousand people. In response to the petition the commission responded that the decision on extending the classification period does not apply to the materials related to mass repressions. They must be accessible according to the presidential decree of 1992 on declassifying legal and other regulations serving the grounds for mass repressions. However, in practice archives continue refusing access to archive documents of the Soviet period. Researcher Sergey Prudovsky sought the declassification of a letter of the People’s Commissar for Internal Affairs of the USSR, Nikolai Veyzov, one of the main organizers of mass repressions. The FSB refused to declassify the document referring to that very opinion of the Commission for the Protection of State Secrets as the one containing “information sensitive for Russia”. Moscow city court took the side of the FSB, and later the decision was also supported by the Supreme Court.

Equally topical are still the problems of restricting researchers’ access to documents under the pretext of a personal or family secret. According to the existing legislation, the right to access information (including archive documents) may be restricted only under the federal law. However, currently archive legislation includes regulations establishing restrictions on accessing archive information which are not specified in the federal laws. These regulations include the order on approving the procedure of accessing documents dated July 25, 2006, mentioned above. The provisions of this regulation were appealed against by the Memorial organization in the Supreme Court. Nonetheless, the court did not see any controversies. In practice archives often refuse researchers access to any materials of the cases related to the repressed persons without clarifying the issue of actual personal data availability in the requested materials. This is shown by the numerous refusals to provide access to documents received by the Memorial from different archives. The absence of clear criteria of “personal and family secrets” creates the risk of holding people criminally liable groundlessly. A vivid example is the criminal prosecution of the historian Mikhail Suprun for the preparation of Memory Books of the repressed Germans in the USSR. Suprun was accused under Article 137 of the RF Criminal Code of the illegal collection of data on citizens’ private lives, which were their personal and family secrets, since the collected information contained different biographical data of repressed persons.

Another problematic provision is paragraph 5 of the “order of three ministries”: “This Provision does not regulate the issues of access to the materials of criminal and administrative cases against the persons who were not granted rehabilitation, or the cases which have not been reconsidered according to the procedure established by Russian law. To the applications from citizens regarding the access to the materials of criminal and administrative cases with negative decisions on rehabilitation of the persons mentioned therein, archives issue certificates on the reconsideration findings”. This is the basis for refusing to provide researchers with the materials, if the citizens involved were not rehabilitated. Archives reject even relatives’ requests to provide the materials on non-rehabilitated persons. A recent example of restricting access on these grounds: Sergey Prudovsky tried to get personal records on three convicted NKVD members, who themselves once took part in organizing repressions. The FSB Directorate in Moscow and Moscow region rejected the request referring to Article 11 of the RF law on the rehabilitation of the victims of political repressions, according to which the case can be studied with the rehabilitation person himself/herself or by his/her relatives (at the same time the NKVD employees in question were not rehabilitated and this law does not apply to them).

In 2015 an important effort was made to support the interests of the civil society in Ukraine: the Verkhovna Rada adopted the law on the access to archives of the repressive bodies of the Communist totalitarian regime of 1917–1991. All the documents, related to repressions, violation of human rights and freedoms, are submitted to the national archive at the institute of the national memory of Ukraine. It opened the opportunity to study these materials for all those who wish, including Russian historians. However, this has not been the grounds for declassifying similar documents in Russia. Moreover, Moscow courts refuse to recognize extending the document classification period as illegal, despite the fact that such documents were made public in Kiev and published on the Internet. The Supreme Court does not recognize the documents, which obviously show repressive campaigns, as those referring to repressions.

Today few academic community historians and researchers risk speaking in the courts and in the mass media against well-established access restriction practices. To develop the archive users activity to protect their rights in 2014 Memorial launched the project and an online resource http://dostup.memo.ru/ designed to inform the public of the status quo and existing access to the archive information. It is also a platform for providing legal advice to citizens and researchers seeking to get information in the state national archives.
At present the trend indicates an intensification of the mechanisms, deepening the political and cultural problems of working with archive evidence and supporting formal conservative memory policy. Therefore, the focus is to be on the public domain, where the issues of access to archive documents are articulated and viewpoints of an active social group of researchers are expressed.

The fight for the researcher’s entitlement to be freely granted access and distribute information from archives is among the top priority issues related to solving the tasks of ensuring subordination and transparency of the state management. To seek higher openness of the data related to the crimes of the Soviet regime it is necessary to take actions in the legal field, the expert’s domain and to appeal to the public (and, which is equally important) by actively working with specific cases of violating citizens’ rights to access information.

To solve the issue of the access to archive information it is required to comply with the idea of freedom of information, as one of the vital human and civil rights. It means the opportunity to gain free access to the archives for any individual or any legal entity avoiding the use of a selective approach, compliance with the conditions of departmental storage of archive documents, disclosing the documents that are to be declassified, an opportunity to get access to the quality scientific reference base, the possibility of any forms and kinds of using archive information.
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LUSTRATION: MISSED OPPORTUNITY

Nikolai Bobrinsky

INTRODUCTION

The concept of lustration embraces a wide range of measures designed as remedial action for the repressive policy of former authoritarian regimes, including the detection of their intelligence agents, publication of their names and various restrictions to taking public offices (normally, those of civil servants). In the post-Soviet Russia none of these measures has ever been introduced. Therefore, the chapter discussing lustration in Russia will be limited to the cases of unsuccessful attempts to launch it and the description of the effects of refusing it.

ATTEMPTS TO PUBLISH KGB AGENTS’ NAMES

The start of lustration public discussions dates back to the coup d’état loss of the State Committee of the State of Emergency (GKChP) in August 1991. The winner of the political crisis, Russian President Boris Yeltsin, tried to remove the two main pillars of the Soviet Communist regime – the party and the secret services. Though it turned out rather easy to deal with the former, the latter appeared highly resistant. For this purpose, a person new to the state security bodies, Vadim Bakatín, was assigned the Head of the KGB. A number of parliamentary and ministerial committees were set up to investigate and verify the constitutionality of various Committee activities. It was decided to withdraw the archives from the KGB. In October 1991 a Committee for the Party and KGB archives transferring was set up. It included members of the democratic movement and representatives of the Memorial society.

At that moment the idea of revealing the names of KGB secret informers became popular. Despite accepting the role of the state security bodies liquidator, V. Bakatín rejected the above proposal by stating just a week after the loss of the GKChP putsch that “it was not people to be blamed but the system that made them” and that the appeals to open the archives might divide the society even deeper. Some members of the inspection committees working in the KGB decided to take the initiative and in early 1992 they published excerpts of the reports of KGB department 5 (ideological counterintelligence) with informers’ agent names.

Alongside these chaotic revelations, the Committee for the archives of the CPSU and the KGB prepared a proposal to transfer the personal records of the former members of the state security bodies (stored for at least 30 years), dossiers and agents’ personal records to the state archives. However, these courageous projects did not enjoy the required public and political support. Those who objected to lustration took advantage of the situation and as early as in March 1992 they ensured the passing of the Law of the Russian Federation On criminal investigation activities (part six, article 6). It stipulated the provision of classifying the data of the organization and the tactics of criminal investigation activities (part six, article 6). Thus, the issue of disclosing the names of the KGB employees and informers was taken off the political agenda just seven months after the putsch loss.

CPSU CASE AND LUSTRATION BILL

The next opportunity to carry out lustration was related to the consideration of the so-called CPSU case in the Russian Constitutional Court, where the issue of the constitutionality of the very CPSU was raised. The recognition of the Communist Party as unconstitutional could entail the prohibition of its restoration in Russia, and, as the chief justice Valery Zorkin confessed subsequently, to lustration – the ineligibility of its members for official positions. Nevertheless, CPSU constitutionality was not considered, which gave the chief justice of the Constitutional Court the grounds to credit himself with saving the country from civil war, which, according to him, lustration could have provoked. The communist party was successfully revived as the Communist Party of the Russian Federation (CPRF) and it started playing a significant part in Russian political life.

Later attempts to implement lustration in Russia were related to the name of Galina Starovoytova, who was the deputy of the Soviet and then Russian parliament for many years. It was she who was the first to put forward the bill on lustration at the end of 1992. She understood lustration as a measure to fight antidemocratic revenge and a return to totalitarianism.

In one of the further versions of the bill, Starovoytova offered to introduce temporary (5–10 years) professional restrictions for the following categories of people:

- all former dismissed secretaries of party, industrial and regional organizations of the CPSU;
- former first, second and third secretaries of district, city, regional and krai committees of the CPSU;
- employees of the central republican and all-union committees of the communist parties, acting prior to the decree of President Yeltsin on the CPSU prohibition (including the secretaries of the respective central committees, but excluding service personnel).

2 Decree of the President of the RSFSR dated August 24, 1991 No. 82 On Archives of the USSR State Security Committee.
3 Resolution of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR dated October 14, 1991, No. 1746-I On establishing a committee for transferring the archives of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) and the KGB to the state storage and use.
The restrictions were to be applied to these people not unconditionally, but only in one of the cases below:

- if the total work experience in these positions was at least 10 years;
- if as of the date of the GKChP putsch they were in one of the above positions and did not voluntarily declare their departure from the CPSU, or
- if they were employees of the bodies of the People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs, (NKVD) – the Ministry of State Security (MGB) – the KGB, including those in the reserve, or if they had agreed to collaborate with them, or had been working in these bodies during the last ten years prior to adopting the new Russian constitution (1993).

Professional restrictions, according to Starovoytova’s bill, had to apply to the civil services (starting with the heads of district and city administrations and finishing with federal ministers), education and the mass media. At the same time for the “active carriers of totalitarian regime policy” (as those subject to lustration were jointly called) it was allowed to take directly and publicly elected offices.

The project separately specified measures to ensure loyalty to the new Russian constitution from the armed forces and intelligence services – as examinations on the knowledge of constitutional provisions and an oath of fealty to it.

**FINAL FAILURE OF LUSTRAITION, ITS CAUSES AND EFFECTS**

Starovoytova’s attempts to push the bill through parliament, the last of which was made in 1997, completely failed. A year later the very supporter of the lustration ideas was shot dead near her house in Saint-Petersburg.

The failure of her efforts was caused, inter alia, by the skeptical attitude to lustration of many respected democrats. For instance, a founder of the Memorial Society and the first human-rights ombudsman in Russia Sergey Kovalev was always against it.” The veteran of the Russian democratic movement Yuliy Rybakov, who was first a deputy of the Leningrad council, and then of the State Duma, later regretted this decision of his fellow-thinkers to lustration: “Both Sergey Kovalev and I, as well as dozens of democrats who had undergone repressions, knowing their people, were afraid of a wave of score-settling, which could get out of control and, as it seemed to us, would terminate the movement for freedom altogether. Today it is clear to me that the failure to support Starovoytova, to force the President to make this necessary step was our fatal mistake.”

Since there were no lustration measures, Russian successors of the KGB (the Ministry for State Security – the Federal Counterintelligence Service – Federal Security Service and a number of other bodies) started restoring their influence on sociopolitical life. As early as in 1993 it was reported that the security reserve officers institute would be revived in the ministries and departments and their representatives would be sent off to commercial entities. For example, in 1992 the former head of the 5th department of the KGB Filipp Bobkov became the head of the analytical department of JSC Group Most owned by oligarch Vladimir Gusinsky, who held, inter alia, the leading national TV channel NTV.

The climax of the state security staff return to the state leadership was the race for power in the second half of 1999, when Boris Yeltsin’s political appointee KGB lieutenant-colonel Vladimir Putin defeated the former head of the KGB first central board Eugeny Primakov. Vladimir Putin’s 17-year reign has been under the full-scale influence of the former Soviet security services on the political and economic life of the country.

During Putin’s first two presidential terms lustration and decommunization became marginal ideas on the whole. The gradual return to them occurred at the end of the first decade of the 21st century. In 2011 the council for civic society and human rights development, during the tenure of Putin’s successor Medvedev, offered to prohibit for civil servants the rejection or justification of totalitarian regime crimes11 and reschedule the Federal Security Service professional day, as it was celebrated on the date of the establishing of the CheKa (All-Russian Special Commission for Combating Counter-revolution, Sabotage, and Speculation), which laid the basis of Soviet punitive agencies. However, these projects were not supported politically.

**NEW RISE OF THE LUSTRAITION ISSUE IN RUSSIA**

Along with the advent of the political opposition to Putin’s regime in Russia the issue of lustration gained new significance. Now Putin’s opponents see there a means to overcome power abuse and systematic impunity, which became established in the governmental machine. There are attempts to carry out “public lustration” or at least prepare the materials for it in the future. In 2012 the Yabloko party and an informal association “The League of Voters” collected data on over 1000 persons involved, according to the observers, in falsification at the elections.12 One of the leading opposition leaders of Russia, Alexey Navalny, who announced his intent to race for the presidential post in 2018, launched a special website “The Black Notebook”, which includes judges and officers of law-enforcement bodies, participating in violations of human rights.13

**LESSONS LEARNT**

The lack of any lustration in post-Soviet Russia is an independent and important symbol of the country’s failure to transit to democracy. The Communist Party power was, actually, replaced by the power of its major intelligence service, which for nearly eight decades eradicated domestic foes of the party and, finally, took its place. Perhaps, it was the rejection of lustration and the dismissal of the Soviet punitive agencies that was one of the main causes of the democracy loss in Russia.

---
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13 http://blackbook.wiki/
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INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION OF THE CRIMES OF THE REGIME

NIKOLAI BOBRINSKY

INTRODUCTION

In the field of criminal justice the results of the Russian transition are negligible: no person involved in organizing and implementing repressive communist regime policy in the USSR was convicted by Russian courts. Criminal investigation materials, initiated following political repressions, are not available to the public, and in some cases - classified. The main reasons for this outcome are the lack of political will of the new Russian government, weak social demand for holding Soviet officials liable as well as different legal constraints.

STATE VIOLENCE AND DISCRIMINATION IN THE USSR FROM THE STANDPOINT OF CRIMINAL LAW

It is not a stretch to state that the repressive policy against its own people was always inherent in the Soviet regime, except, perhaps, for the last few years of its existence. Its content, scale and victims underwent significant changes over time.

The law “On rehabilitation of victims of political repressions” adopted in October 1991 (hereinafter the Rehabilitation Law) provides the general definition of political repressions. They are understood as various coercive measures, applied by the state under political motives, and represented by the deprivation of life or freedom, placement for coercive treatment in mental health institutions, forced emigration and deprivation of citizenship, deportation of population groups from their places of permanent residence, exile, forced relocation to special settlements, forced labor under the restriction of freedom, as well as other ways of depriving or restricting the rights and freedoms of the persons who were recognized as socially dangerous to the state or political order in terms of the strata, social, national, religious and other features, implemented under resolutions of judicial and extrajudicial bodies, or administratively by local executive bodies and non-governmental organizations exercising administrative powers.

Obviously, according to the law authors this definition was to cover most cases of political violence and discrimination from the Soviet authorities. A sample of the description (incomplete) of the key Soviet repressive practices may be found in the report by Nikita Petrov “Crimes of the Soviet regime: Legal assessment and punishment of the guilty ones”.

Following the fundamental legal principle of nullum crimen sine lege, criminal liability for political repressions may be based either on Soviet laws or on international law. The very fact that the political repressions were ordered by the Soviet state leaders would seem to exclude the possibility of their contradiction to the Soviet laws and, moreover, criminal liability for their committing. However, in fact, their relation to the positive law of the USSR varied during different historic periods of the Soviet regime and depending on the content of the repressive measures. According to the criterion of compliance with the Soviet law, political repressions may be roughly divided into those legalized, implemented under administrative regulations non-compliant with the law, and those fully deprived of any legal grounds, i.e. illegal ones. The issue of factual justification of repressive measures was not considered here.

An example of the first category is a criminal sentence on anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda, the second category – repressions applied by illegal extrajudicial bodies, the third – murders committed by the officers of the KGB without any legal records.

In the latter case it is evident that the Soviet law was violated. Since these political repressions were applied by public officers, their actions should be characterized as excess of power (in the example above – combined with willful murder). Nevertheless, it should be noted here that the Soviet criminal law, unlike the contemporary Russian law, did not stipulate criminal liability for carrying out an illegal order. This way, the performers of even quite arbitrary acts of political violence, in case they were held criminally liable could refer to the unavailability of legal opportunity to avoid carrying out the order with no risk of being criminally prosecuted themselves.

In the second case the law might be violated due to the contradiction of administrative regulations, which served the grounds for non-judicial bodies, to the provisions of the Soviet Constitution and legislation. However, in this case repression performers could also refer to the fact that the correspondent administrative regulations were not considered illegal at the time of their application. They were unconditionally binding, otherwise the above performers could face criminal liability for negligence or for sabotage. These reasons, nonetheless, do not relieve of responsibility the persons who adopted the respective illegal regulations, who could be recognized accomplices of excess of power regardless of the actual perpetrators’ liability.

2 In particular, art. 110 (“abuse of authority or office”), art. 193.17 (“abuse of power, excess of authority, omission of power, and negligence to the office of the high officials of the Workers’ and Peasants’ Red Army, Workers’ and Peasants’ Militia and the Directorate of the NKBD State security service”) of the RSFSR Criminal Code of 1926, art. 171 (“abuse of power or office”), art. 179 (“compulsion of evidence”) of the RSFSR Criminal Code of 1926.
3 Art. 102 (“aggravated willful murder”) and 103 (“murder”) of the RSFSR Criminal Code of and similar articles (136 and 137) of the RSFSR Criminal Code of 1926.
4 According to article 193.2 of the RSFSR Criminal Code of 1926 (as revised in 20. 10. 1934) non-fulfilment of any “order in the course of service” was punished, and in articles 238 “Defiance” and 239 “Non-fulfilment of Order” of the RSFSR Criminal Code of 1960 there was no criterion of connection between the order and service. In particular, officers of the state security bodies could have been held accountable under these articles of the Criminal Code.
Political repressions stipulated in the Soviet laws cannot be deemed wrongful and therefore are not criminal. In the above example the well-founded application of the criminal law on responsibility for anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda (article 70 of the RSFSR Criminal Code of 1960) by the investigator and judge may not be considered a crime under Soviet legislation.

In addition to the abuse of power, Soviet legislation established liability for governmental officials to be prosecuted for applying the repressive regulations in case of their obvious unfoundedness—abuse of authority, criminally prosecuting a person who is known to be innocent, wrongful sentence, arbitrary arrest or detention, compulsion of evidence.

Pursuant to international law, many episodes of Soviet political repressions may be characterized as war crimes or crimes against humanity. Those actions, being crimes against humanity (various acts of violence and discrimination under large-scale or systematic attacks against civilians), are recognized as such, regardless of whether they contradicted national law or not. However, the practical possibility of criminal prosecution under international law depends on the implementation of international crimes in the national law. In the USSR little was done in this respect: only some war crimes were subject to prosecution (in particular, looting, violence against civilians, ill-treatment of the prisoners of war).

CRIMINAL PROSECUTION OF POLITICAL REPRESION PARTICIPANTS IN THE USSR BEFORE PERESTROIKA

Some of the organizers of political repressions were prosecuted as early as during Stalin’s years. In March 1938 the former director of NKVD (People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs), one of the Gulag (Central Administration of Corrective Labor Camps) organizers Genrikh Yagoda was convicted at the third “Moscow the Gulag (Central Administration of Corrective Labor Camps) trial” and several days later executed for his involvement in the plot of the “right-Trotskyist bloc.” Two years later his successor Nikolay Yezhov, who headed the NKVD during the “Great Purge,” was executed too. Some other leading officers of Stalin’s secret police were purged during his rule. The race for power after Stalin’s death resulted in prosecution of the ex-minister of Internal Affairs Lavrenty Beria and his subordinates in the state security bodies. In total, the policy of “denouncing Stalin’s personality cult” in the years of Nikita Khrushchev’s rule (1953–1964) led to 62 former chekists being repressed.

It is hard to consider these criminal proceedings as just retribution for the Stalin epoch crimes. Except for Yagoda, the cases of purged chekists were considered in closed court hearings. They were convicted not for murders or the abuse of power, but for various counterrevolutionary crimes.

ATTEMPTS TO INVESTIGATE POLITICAL REPRESSIONS DURING PERESTROIKA AND THE FIRST YEARS AFTER THE USSR COLLAPSE

The Rehabilitation Law, which was passed two months prior to the collapse of the Soviet Union, contained the provision on liability for the prosecution of those involved in political repressions. “Officers of the VChK, GPU-OGPU, UNKVD-NKVD, MGB bodies, Prosecutor’s Office, judges, members of committees, ‘special meetings,’ ‘dovikas’ ‘troikas’ (two- and three-person extrajudicial commissions, respectively), members of other bodies exercising judicial power, judges involved in investigating and considering cases on political repressions, are liable for prosecution under the existing criminal law” (part two, article 18). It was expected that the lists of the persons, duly recognized as guilty in framing-up cases, applying illegal investigation methods and in obstructing justice, would be published regularly.

This provision of the Rehabilitation Law, however, was not to be implemented. Even before adopting the law, starting from 1989 investigation bodies commenced criminal proceedings related to the political repressions of Stalin’s times, mainly in response to finding the graves of their victims. By the time of initiating criminal proceedings at least 45 years had passed after the time of the mass executions. Most of the main organizers of Stalin’s repressions had already died (those who lived longest among the Stalin period members of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the Communist Party, Vyacheslav Molotov and Georgy Malenkov died in 1986 and 1988, respectively, and Lazar Kaganovich died in 1991). Nonetheless, some of the rank and file members of Stalin’s security bodies were still alive and were questioned as witnesses. However, no information on indictments or trials related to Soviet political repressions has been published. Normally, investigative bodies used to terminate criminal proceedings due to the death of the guilty party. For instance, the investigation of the workers’ demonstration shooting in Novocherkassk was terminated in 1994, while a well-known criminal case of the Katyn massacre of Polish prisoners of war was terminated in 2004. Afterwards, the practice of initiating criminal proceedings following the detection of buried victims of political repressions died out, too.

To terminate a criminal case due to the death of the persons who had committed crimes, the investigator had to indicate those people in the resolution and describe their unlawful acts. This way, even after the death of those involved in political repressions the state could formally establish the circumstances of their offences. However, publishing resolutions on terminating criminal proceedings of political repressions was not stipulated by law. As a result, the facts found during the investigation stayed unknown to the public and are still often controversial. In some cases, such as the Katyn massacre, the resolutions on

6 Петроц, 91.
case termination were even classified due to the availability of the documents being state secrets in the materials of these cases.

The judicial assessment of Soviet political repressions in post-Soviet Russia was limited merely to the recharacterization of the actions committed by those OGPU-NKVD-MGB officers, who had been repressed in Stalin’s and Khrushchev’s times. As stated above, they were convicted of various counterrevolutionary crimes. The adoption of the Rehabilitation Law gave an opportunity to their relatives to apply for the quashing of the sentences in those cases. Rehabilitation was denied to such OGPU-NKVD-MGB leaders as Genrikh Yagoda, Nikolay Yezhov, Viktor Abakumov, Lavrenty Beria and a number of other senior officials of these bodies.

For these cases the law provided for judicial review of the reasons for the denial. Russian courts recognized rehabilitation denials as valid. However, pursuant to some published court rulings in cases of rehabilitation denial, the subsumption of wrongful acts was changed from counterrevolutionary crimes to the abuse of power (or excess of authority), entailing severe consequences, heavily aggravated, according to article 193-17-b of the RSFSR Criminal Code of 1926. In particular, Abakumov was postmortem recognized by the RF Supreme Court as guilty that he and MGB officials subordinate to him “for a prolonged period of time systematically abused power, which was expressed in framing up criminal cases and applying illegal ways of physical coercion during the investigation”, and entailed heavily aggravated effects – “prosecution of many innocent citizens.”

The practice of changing Soviet court sentences postmortem, was, in fact, a compromise between the need for rehabilitation of purged officials of the Soviet secret police (due to groundless accusations of counterrevolutionary crimes against them) and the impossibility of denying their responsibility for abuse of power during repressions.

REASONS FOR REJECTING CRIMINAL PROSECUTION OF COMMUNIST REGIME CRIMES

It appears that the key reason for rejecting the prosecution of the living perpetrators of political repressions in post-Soviet Russia was the lack of political will in the new state leadership and weak social demand for restoring justice by means of criminal justice. The latter may be explained, inter alia, by the mistrust in the impartiality of the former Soviet judges who kept their positions after the fall of the Soviet power. President Yeltsin’s Government decided to be limited to the trial of the persons involved in the defeated coup attempt of the GKChP in August 1991. These people included high Soviet officials, who tried to prevent dismantling the CPSU power and the USSR disintegration. However, even this trial, which began in 1993, was not completed due to amnesty passed by the State Duma at the beginning of the next year. In addition, a kind of ersatz criminal justice for the Communist crimes in the USSR was the so called “CPSU process” – a trial in the Constitutional Court regarding the Constitution compliance of President Yeltsin’s decrees, by which the Communist Party was actually dismissed. Under this trial the court was offered to verify the compliance with the Constitution of the very CPSU. During the long court hearings dozens of witnesses were interrogated and various secret documents were studied regarding the activities of the Communist Party highest bodies. Nevertheless, this trial did not come up to the expectations of those who wanted it to become the Russian Nuremberg. In its ruling, the Constitutional Court, though on the whole recognizing the President’s decrees on the dissolution of the Communist Party compliant with the Constitution, rejected settling the issue of the CPSU constitutionality, which was the essential hope for recognizing the crimes committed by the Party leaders. The description given by the Russian Constitutional Court to the power of the Communist Party in Russia fitted three sentences: “For a long period of time the country was reigned by the regime of unlimited, violence-based power of a clique of Communist functionaries, united in the Political Bureau of the CPSU Central Committee headed by the General Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee.”

Nevertheless, this trial did not come up to the expectations of the leaders. In particular, Abakumov was postmortem recognized by the RF Supreme Court as guilty that he and MGB officials subordinate to him “for a prolonged period of time systematically abused power, which was expressed in framing up criminal cases and applying illegal ways of physical coercion during the investigation”, and entailed heavily aggravated effects – “prosecution of many innocent citizens.”

The practice of changing Soviet court sentences postmortem, was, in fact, a compromise between the need for rehabilitation of purged officials of the Soviet secret police (due to groundless accusations of counterrevolutionary crimes against them) and the impossibility of denying their responsibility for abuse of power during repressions.

LEGAL BARRIERS FOR CRIMINAL PROSECUTION

When explaining the rejection of criminal prosecution for political repressions, Russian officials referred to the lack of legal grounds for it. For example, in response to the application submitted by the relatives of Polish prisoners of war killed in 1940 to the European Court of Human Rights regarding inefficient investigation of the circumstances of their deaths, the Russian government declared that the investigation of the Katyn criminal case had been carried out “in breach of the criminal procedure requirements, for political reasons, as a goodwill gesture to the Polish authorities,” since the limitation period under 193-17-b of the RSFSR Criminal Code for the aggravated power abuse was 10 years and, in addition, the Soviet NKVD officers involved in the execution had died before the investigation began.

Indeed, under the Russian law criminal proceedings are allowed only against a living person. If a suspect of a crime dies, the criminal case may not be initiated, and a criminal case initiated earlier is subject to termination. The exception is provided for considering the issue of rehabilitating the deceased who were criminally prosecuted.

Even if the suspect of a crime is alive, he or she may be kept safe from justice by the limitation period for criminal prosecution. Its expiry is the basis for refusal to initiate a criminal case. The maximum limitation period under the RSFSR Criminal Code of 1960 was 10 years. Thus, the government lost an opportunity to

10 There were also exceptions. For example, Pavel Sudoplatov, a senior official of the state security and the organizer of extra-judiciary killings, convicted in 1958 of high treason as an “accomplice of traitor Beria and his closest cohorts,” was rehabilitated in 1992 by the RF Chief Military Prosecutor’s Office.

11 Quotation according to the text of the RF Supreme Court Presidium Resolution dated December 17, 1997, placed in the GARANT legal system.


criminals and accompanying political repressions, as early as in the Soviet times and the early 1990s.

The only exception to the limitation period for criminal prosecution is for the crimes which may be punished by the death penalty or life imprisonment. According to part 4 article 78 of the RF Criminal Code the issue of applying a limitation period for such crimes is to be settled by the court. It means that the time that has passed since the offence is not an obstacle to initiating a criminal case and carrying out investigation. Out of political repressions related crimes only aggravated murders can be referred to this category.⁰⁵

The scope of political repressions, to which the above murder-related limitation exception applies, depends on the criminal and legal assessment of the “state coercion by means of putting to death”, if the terms of the law on rehabilitation is used. According to the rules of subsumption of crimes used by the Soviet courts, the abuse of power, related to killing, must be assessed cumulatively.⁰⁶ For example, this kind of assessment was given to the extra-judicial killing of the residents of the settlement of Khaidakh by Soviet troops during the Chechen deportations in 1944. At the initiation of the criminal case upon this fact⁰⁷ the prosecutor of the Urus-Martan district, Chechen-Ingush Autonomous SSR, having inspected the scene of the crime and having questioned its witness, found sufficient elements of the crimes, specified in part 2 article 136 and article 193-17-b of the RSFSR Criminal Code of 1926 – that is heavily aggravated murder and power abuse (or excess of authority) by a Red Army (or equivalent bodies) commander.

It is to be noted that capital punishment, provided for the aggravated abuse of power and excess of authority under article 193-17-b of the 1926 Criminal Code was later (in the 1960 Criminal Code) replaced by a period of imprisonment from 3 to 10 years (article 260-b). Therefore, this crime is indeed subject to the 10-year limitation period. In other words, even the most cruel and massive Stalin period repressions, not related to willful murder, stayed out of reach of the Russian law enforcement system.

Statutory limitations could be overridden if international law were applied as the grounds for criminal prosecution. As mentioned before, many episodes of the Soviet political repressions correspond to the elements of the crimes against humanity. Limitation periods do not apply to crimes against humanity by virtue of the Convention on the Non-Applicability of Statutory Limitations to War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity, ratified by the Soviet Union in 1969.

For instance, in Estonia the officers of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the Ministry of State Security, involved in deportation from Estonian SSR in 1949 and fighting against anti-Soviet resistance (“forest brothers”) in 1953–54, were convicted of crimes against humanity. In Latvia the Minister of State Security of the Latvian SSR Alfons Noviks was found guilty of crimes against humanity. He was accused of organizing deportation and prisoners’ torture.⁰⁸ Similar crimes were committed at that time in other parts of the Soviet Union as well.

The European Court of Human Rights found in two decisions⁰⁹ that criminal prosecution for crimes against humanity, committed by Soviet officials in Estonia in the late 40s – early 50s, does not contradict the principle of nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege established in article 7 of the European Convention on Human Rights. Nevertheless, according to Antonio Cassese’s opinion, the arguments of the European Convention on Human Rights in these orders were erroneous: the court did not take into account that in the late 1940s international law implied a compulsory link between crimes against humanity and an armed conflict (in the case of Estonia, this link was available, since deportation in 1949 was a direct consequence of the USSR aggression against Estonia in 1940). The prohibition of crimes against humanity in peace time first appeared only in the late 60s in the international law.¹⁰ This reason is of high importance for the issue of assessment of Soviet political repressions as crimes against humanity since they were normally unrelated to armed conflicts. By accepting Cassese’s viewpoint, international law provides legal grounds for criminal prosecution of the repressions committed only in the 1970–80s. It seems that out of the repressive practices of the period only punitive psychiatry can meet the criteria of the crimes against humanity – it was a widely spread way of fighting against the dissidents of the time.

The above mentioned opportunities of criminal prosecution under international law, have not been of practical significance in Russia, since crimes against humanity have not been implemented in the Russian criminal law.

LESSONS LEARNT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Assessing the opportunities of criminal prosecution, which the Russian Government had in the early 1990s, it is to be admitted that they were in any case limited by the period that had passed from the time of completion of the most large-scale political repressions. In Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia, where from the first years of independence, attempts were made to investigate and prosecute Stalin’s repressions, investigation bodies managed to bring to court criminal cases only regarding lower rank perpetrators of the repressive policy, whereas its organizers and higher rank perpetrators (with few exceptions) were relieved from liability due to their death. Apparently, the Russian society was not ready to put the blame for the regime crimes upon common people, who “just carried out orders” and were already quite elderly. On the other hand, after Stalin’s death, political repressions were of a much lower scale and mainly referred to a very limited stratum of dissident intelligentsia. The scarce victims of the repressions of that time, even gaining certain power and influence on the rise of democratization,

---

⁰⁵ Aggravated murder under article 102 of the RSFSR Criminal Code of 1960 (i.e., in particular, killing two and more people or the one collusively committed by a group of people) and the murder, committed by a military, heavily aggravated, under part 2 article 137 of the RSFSR Criminal Code of 1926.

⁰⁶ Resolution of the Plenum of the USSR Supreme Court dated March 30, 1990 N 4 “On judicial practices in the cases of the abuse of power or office, authority or misconduct, negligence and forgery in public office”.

⁰⁷ Черкасов, Крот истории.


could not or did not wish to demand punishment for their offenders. In particular, the rejection of prosecution against those involved in repressions was the official position of the Memorial society founded in 1989.21

However, the unsatisfied need of retribution for the unprecedented Communist regime crimes against its people is still present in the Russian society. In 2016, for example, this need was suddenly manifested in the heated debate on the Memorial published lists of NKVD members in 1935–1939 and the investigation by Denis Karogodin from Tomsk into the fate and killers of his great-grandfather, who died during the “Great Terror.”
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INTRODUCTION

The rehabilitation of the victims of repressions is an essential part of the Russian policy to overcome the effects of the crimes of the Soviet totalitarian communist regime. Russia has managed to do a lot in this respect. However, the rehabilitation reflects, brighter than other aspects of the policy on the Soviet past, the ambiguous and compromising nature of the post-Soviet transitional justice in Russia.

THE RUSSIAN REHABILITATION CONCEPT IN AN INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT

At the beginning of this chapter a short remark should be made on what rehabilitation means in the Russian and international contexts. In various UN documents on the transitional justice, rehabilitation is understood as a form of reparation for victims of gross violations of human rights, including the provision of “medical and psychological aid, as well as legal and social services”. At the same time in the Soviet and Russian legislation and legal practices, rehabilitation has a completely different meaning – firstly, the restoration of the honour and reputation of an unfairly accused or purged person, secondly, the restoration of the previously existing rights by canceling the decision on finding this person guilty and on applying specific legal sanctions against him/her.2 As to the terminology used in the above-mentioned international documents, rehabilitation in this meaning refers, first of all, to satisfaction, and, then, to restitution – two other forms of reparations.

Since in Russia the ways of indemnification to the victims of political repression are not limited to rehabilitation, below you will find the review of all these measures based on their classification suggested in the UN General Assembly Resolution 60/147 dated December 16, 2005: “Basic principles and guidelines on the right to a remedy and reparation for victims of gross violations of international human rights law and serious violations of international humanitarian law”.

REHABILITATION IN THE USSR

The first stage in the rehabilitation of the victims of political repressions in the USSR dates back to the mid-1950s – early 1960s, and it is related to overcoming the consequences of Stalin’s personality cult. During that period rehabilitation enabled many prisoners of the Gulag to be released early, freed from limitations on the choice of residence and profession. However, despite the revision of repressive measures, the circumstances of their application and the places of burials were concealed from their relatives and society as a whole. From the mid-1960s the intensity of rehabilitation dropped dramatically. The process was renewed only during Perestroika. That was the first time when the term “victims of political repressions” was used, and the very image of repressions gradually extended beyond Stalin’s period. The most significant decisions of that time include the decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR dated January 16, 1989, which cancelled (though, with a number of exceptions) all the decisions on applying repressions, made by extra-judiciary bodies in the 1930s – early 1950s. These years also featured the revision of the verdicts of the Moscow show trials in 1936–1938, which became the public symbol of Stalin’s terror towards the contemporaries. The official statistical data of the rehabilitated in the USSR were not published; but according to different estimates, their approximate number was from 1.5 to 1.9 million people.3

REHABILITATION AND OTHER FORMS OF INDENMIFICATION, CAUSED BY POLITICAL REPRESSIONS, IN RUSSIA

Russian Law on the rehabilitation of the victims of political repressions was adopted in October 1991, before the collapse of the USSR. The failure of the putsch in August 1991 created favourable conditions for passing a rather radical version of the law, which was in many respects ahead of its time.4 Members of the Memorial society, founded by those repressed and their relatives to remember the victims’ sufferings, participated in preparing the text of the bill.5 The main aim of the law was to

---


2 А. Л. Кононов, К истории принятия Закона “О реабилитации жертв политических репрессий”, в Реабилитация и память. Отношение к жертвам советских политических репрессий в странах бывшего СССР, Москва: “Мемория” – “Звенья”, 2016. Para. 21

3 The first indicator was found as a sum of the data, given in a thesis by Ye.G.Putlova, the other – in the work by V. N. Zemskov. See: Е. Г. Путлюева, История государственной реабилитационной политики и общественного движения за увековечение памяти жертв политических репрессий (1953 – начало 2000-х гг.) – Автореф. дисс.на соиск. ув. ст. к.и.н.), Екатеринбург: 2011, 20–22; В. Н. Земсков. Отчаяние и народ. Почему не было восстания, Москва: Алгоритм, 2014, 62.

4 Кононов, 12–18.

eradicating the consequences of political repressions. To achieve it, the following measures were stipulated:
- Rehabilitation itself;
- Recognition of those who suffered as victims and condemnation of political repressions;
- Restoration of citizenship;
- Paying damages;
- Paying pecuniary damages for depriving of freedom, forced treatment in medical institutions;
- Provision of housing;
- Social support;
- Return of the property lost due to repressions, or refunding or paying pecuniary damages for the property.

These reparations were not fully implemented. The 25 years that have passed since the time of adopting the law allow us to review its application practices and provide some interim results.

PERSONAL SCOPE OF APPLICATION OF LAW ON REHABILITATION

The law on rehabilitation applies to two categories of people:
- Victims of political repressions – those, to whom coercion was applied directly, and also children, who were left as minors without parental care (of one or both parents), of the people repressed for political reasons, and those who stayed with them (or the persons, who replaced them) in penitentiaries, exile, expulsion, or a special settlement.
- Those affected by political repressions – children, spouses, parents of people who were executed or died in penitentiaries and then were rehabilitated postmortem, that is the people who were not personally subject to coercion, but were deprived of their close relative as a result of repressions.

The victims of political repressions enjoy more rights than those who were affected by them.

Under the Russian law on rehabilitation the rights are granted only to those victims of political repressions who were subject to them on the territory of the RSFSR. Repressed RF permanent residents may, under certain conditions, also use the law in case the repressions were applied outside the RSFSR. In addition, the law applies to foreigners, repressed by Soviet Union court sentences (including the Supreme Court of the USSR, military tribunals and other national special courts), as well as by the orders of extra-judiciary bodies outside the Soviet Union, provided they were accused of actions against Soviet citizens and the interests of the USSR.

POLITICAL REPRESSIONS AS A CONCEPT

The main criterion of recognizing repressions as political is the respective motive of their application. Some kinds of repressions are specifically indicated in the law on rehabilitation (Article 3). Moreover, five sets of corpus delicti, specified in the Soviet Criminal Codes, are recognized as political repressions per se regardless of whether there is any actual evidence for accusation (Article 5). Regarding specific situations of mass repressions – the suppression of the peasants’ uprising in 1918–1922 and the Kronstadt Rebellion in 1921, deportation of peoples during the Second World War, repressions against the clergy and believers, shooting protesters at the demonstration in Novocherkassk in 1962 – specific regulations were adopted. They indicated the illegal nature of the repressions against the participants of the above events and the need to rehabilitate the affected. Since the law on the rehabilitation does not indicate all the applicable coercive measures during collectivization (in particular, expropriation of property, cattle, tools), the practice of its application to de-farming (de-kulakization) remains unstable.

The achievement of the 1991 law compared to the preceding official regulations on rehabilitating victims of political repressions was in recognition of the fact that repressions began at the time of establishing the Soviet power and lasted until its demise, and not during one specific limited period in its history.

The criterion of the political motive for repression leaves significant freedom to the prosecution and internal affairs bodies in the way of how and whom to recognize as the victims of political repressions, and whom to refuse this status. In practice the first priority of rehabilitation belonged to those whose cases were subject to revision by virtue of law, with no verification of the actual circumstances (e.g., accusations of anti-Soviet campaigning).

In addition, the law provided for the crimes, whose commitment (if proven with evidence) excludes rehabilitation (Article 4). Therewith, the body that passed the verdict is of no importance – whether it was a court or an extra-judiciary body, and what the initial accusations against the repressed person were. From the political point of view, exceptions to the right to rehabilitation mean that the contemporary Russian state recognizes such repressions as grounded, regardless of the way prosecution was carried out against the repressed person.

One of the rehabilitation law developers Anatoly Kononov explained the reason for exceptions as being for political issues: “From the viewpoint of pure law; any and all extra-judiciary decisions should have been cancelled immediately – those passed by non-constitutional ‘troikas’, ‘special councils’, ‘executive boards’ etc., and the person who underwent criminal repressions because of them, should be considered rehabilitated, since their guilt was not found in court. However, these bodies also punished former military criminals, bandits and raiders. To carry out investigation and legal proceedings anew for their cases many decades after the events was impossible for many reasons. But if they had been rehabilitated, they would have been granted the status of the victims of political repressions automatically as well as given benefits equal to those provided to the veterans of the Great Patriotic War. The social conscience could not put up with it, and the authors of the bill had to introduce exceptions. They referred to such forms of socially dangerous actions, which, though being political, were subject to punishment in any civilized country.”

Among the exceptions specified in the law on rehabilitation there is the organization of armed gangs, committing murders, robberies and other violent actions, as well as personal involvement in committing these actions within armed gangs. Any organized armed resistance would meet this definition. If we consider the Soviet state as a civilized country, this attitude to armed combating against it would be quite grounded. Out of the political reasons the developers and supporters of the law

7 Victims of Political Terror in the USSR; http://lists.memo.ru/
8 Kononov, 21.
in 1991 did not have an opportunity to recognize any armed resistance to the Soviet power as legal. In this respect it is necessary to mention a paradoxical provision of the decree of the RF President dated June 18, 1996 No. 931 On the peasants’ uprising in 1918–1922, according to which peasants participating in the rebellions in 1918–1922 could not be considered members of armed gangs in the meaning given in the law on rehabilitation. To establish legal grounds for rehabilitating peasant rebels, it was required to introduce an exception to the exception especially for them. The overall decision on rehabilitating all the participants of the resistance to the Communist regime in Russia was never adopted. The only retrospectively allowed form of resistance, recognized in the law on rehabilitation, was escape from prisons (paragraph “е” Article 5).

The definition of political repressions in the law on rehabilitation is open and includes “another form of depriving or restricting the rights and freedoms of persons, recognized as socially dangerous for the state or political order by class, social, national, religious or other criteria”. However, according to the consequences of rehabilitation and legal practices prescribed by law, any politically motivated economic and administrative coercion and discrimination unrelated to imprisonment or deportation – in particular, nationalization of property rights, punitive tax system, coercive collectivization and labour in collective farms, professional and job limitations according to social, ethnic and religious criteria – were not recognized political repressions.

**REHABILITATION**

Rehabilitation means recognizing that enforced coercion against a person was politically motivated and either illegal or groundless. The decision on rehabilitation is made by the bodies of the Prosecutors’ Office or internal affairs. Despite certain doubts about delegating the issue of rehabilitation to the competence of legal successors of those Soviet agencies, which were actually involved in political repressions, and the non-transparency of their activities, the problem of establishing a special body responsible for revising political cases of the Soviet epoch was never raised at the national level.

To confirm the restoration of honour, the victim of political repressions was given a certificate on rehabilitation. In addition, it was expected that the lists of rehabilitated persons would be published in official periodicals indicating the main biographic data and accusations under which the people were rehabilitated. However, the state did not publish these lists, instead, non-governmental organizations and individuals have been engaged in this process.

In total, since the effective date of the law on rehabilitation, over 3.5 million people and over 250 thousand children of the repressed people were recognized as affected by political repressions.9

**RESTITUTION**

The law on rehabilitation outlines different measures of restitution, aimed at restoring the status of the repressed, which existed prior to the coercion against them.

Firstly, their sociopolitical and civil rights (rights to vote, freedom of movement and residence and so on), lost due to repressions, were restored, as well as military ranks and special titles. Their state awards are returned.

Secondly, the rehabilitated were given the right to return and reside in the areas and settlements where they used to live before repressions were applied to them. However, after cancelling most of the existing restrictions on the freedom of movement and residence in the USSR this measure lost its practical significance.

Thirdly, according to the law, all the residents of the Russian Federation who were deprived of citizenship without their free determination, were granted the Russian Federation citizenship again.10 In practice this provision could only be used by those people who resided in the RSFSR “immediately before emigrating from the former USSR for permanent residence”.11 When applying for a Russian national passport they had to provide a “document, confirming their permanent residence in Russia immediately before going away from the former USSR and a certified copy of the certificate of birth in Russia”. Restoration of Russian citizenship on these conditions evidently did not take into account the persons who lost it as a result of emigration from Russia during or after the Civil war of 1917–1922. Soviet displaced persons, refusing to repatriate due to political reasons, as well as the children and other descendants of these people. In particular, the decree of the All-Russian Central Executive Committee and the RSFSR Council of People’s Commissars dated December 15, 1921 on terminating the citizenship of certain categories of persons being abroad, was not cancelled. Some of their representatives were granted citizenship by the decrees of the RF President.12

Fourthly, rehabilitated persons are given back their property, seized and otherwise alienated from them due to the repressions. In the case of the death of the rehabilitated person, the return, refund or payment of pecuniary damages is to be made to their children, spouse or parents. Besides a relatively narrow pool of candidates for the above return, this measure is limited to some cases of expropriation only, which partly diminishes its value.

Pursuant to the law on rehabilitation, the following items are not subject to return:

- property, nationalized (municipalized) or subject to nationalization (municipalization) by law, existing as of the time of its confiscation from the rehabilitated person. Therefore, real estate property in towns was not subject to return, except for some cases. The return of residential houses was allowed but carried out only on condition of meeting a number of requirements and in practice depended on the discretion of law-enforcement bodies;

- property, destroyed during the Civil and Great Patriotic Wars, and as a result of natural disasters;

---

9 The concept of public policy on remembering the victims of political repressions: http://government.ru/media/files/AR59E5d57Y9kLddoMfH2RSLhQpsCOjDERdp.pdf
10 Some persons, deprived of the Soviet citizenship for political reasons in the 1960s–1980s, were granted the citizenship again even before adopting the law on rehabilitation, under the decree of the President of the USSR - The decree of the President of the USSR on cancelling decrees of the President of the USSR Supreme Soviet on depriving certain persons, residing outside the USSR of the Soviet citizenship No. 568 dated August 15, 1990.
11 See: The provision on the procedure of considering the issues of the Russian Federation citizenship, approved by the decree of the RF President dated April 10, 1992 No. 386, p. 10–11.
- land, horticultural areas, non-harvested crops;
- property, seized from the civilian circulation (e.g., museum collections).

In our opinion, the nationalization of property, bank accounts, seizure of cultural values also belong to political repressions, in the meaning given to them in the law on rehabilitation. Nevertheless, the results of these coercive measures are not in fact confirmed in the law on rehabilitation. Afterwards, the Parliament and the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation refused to revise them.\(^1\)

In fact it is possible to seek restitution of movable property, not included in museum collections or otherwise limited in circulation, and buildings in rural areas (e.g., those seized during de-kulakization or lost due to deportation\(^14\)).

Provided it is impossible to return the property, its cost is refunded or (provided evaluation is impossible) compensated. The size of the paid damages and compensations are limited to 4,000 roubles for all property, except houses, and 10,000 roubles for all the property, including houses.

**COMPENSATIONS AND BENEFITS**

The law on rehabilitation provides for a lump sum monetary compensation for the deprivation of liberty, as well as social support. The size of compensation is calculated depending on the period the person was deprived of liberty. In the original version of the law it was 180 roubles per month, but not more than 25 thousand roubles. Later on the compensation was calculated based on the minimum wages – three quarters of the minimum wages per month and not more than 100 minimum wages in total. Today the law again indicates fixed rates, though they are rather miserable – 75 roubles per month of imprisonment or stay in mental health institutions, but not more than 10,000 roubles.

Initially the law on rehabilitation established a list of non-monetary benefits to be provided to the rehabilitated persons. This was, first of all, the right to high priority housing allocation in case it was lost owing to the repressions. Furthermore, benefits for the disabled and the retired who were subject to the deprivation of liberty, exile or expulsion for political reasons:
- high priority package tour grants for health resort treatment and recreation;
- top priority medical aid and a 50 % price reduction for prescribed medicines;
- free provision of a Zaporozhets automobile upon providing respective medical indications;
- free pass to all means of city public transport (except for taxis), and public motor transport (except for taxis) in rural areas within the local administrative area where the person lives;
- free travel (a return trip) once a year by railway transport, and in the areas where railway transportation is missing, – water, air or intercity motor transportation at 50 % fare reduction;
- 50 % reduced payment rates for accommodation and utilities within the limits, established by the law;
- high priority fixed telephone installation;
- high priority joining of horticultural societies and housing construction cooperatives;
- high priority admission to care homes for the elderly and the disabled, stay and full board fully funded by the state with at least 25 % of the payable pension;
- free prosthetic dentistry including work and repairs, special rates for other prosthetic and orthopedic products;
- special offers for food and non-food products.

Since 2005 the provision of the rehabilitated persons with housing and social support has been within the competence of the RF regions. They identify the scope and procedures of support themselves.

The report prepared by the Presidential Commission on rehabilitating the victims of political repressions in 2013–2014\(^15\) gave an overview of social support elements provided to the rehabilitated people in different regions of Russia. For example, such a social support element as free or a 50 % price reduction on the supply of prescribed medicines was in place in 28 subjects of the Russian Federation. In addition to the benefits earlier provided in the law on rehabilitation, in some regions rehabilitated persons were given monthly allowances. Their size varied considerably: from some hundreds of roubles (Orenburg, Saratov, and Tomsk regions - 300–370 roubles, the Yamal-Nenets autonomous district – 177.5 roubles) to several thousands (4,092 roubles in the Chukotka autonomous district; over 1,000 roubles in the cities of Moscow and Saint-Petersburg, and, taking into account the benefits in paying for housing utilities, public transport, holiday resort packages and specially priced medicines – over 3,300 roubles). The size of the monthly allowance to the persons affected by political repressions is, normally, lower than that to the rehabilitated people: from hundreds of roubles (Republic of Bashkortostan, Buryatia, Vladimir, Voronezh regions etc.) to one thousand roubles (Saint-Petersburg etc.).

An objective of the law on rehabilitation, indicated in its preamble when adopted, was “to ensure currently possible payment of damages” caused by political repressions. In the conditions of the economic collapse in 1991 this clause was clear and justified. However, it stayed unchanged even during the years of rapid economic growth in the early 2000s, when the state could easily afford to pay damages in the scope, significantly higher than that stipulated by law. On the contrary, it was in 2004 under the monetization of benefits that the payment of damages were limited, and the objective of paying also non-pecuniary damages was excluded from the preamble of the law on rehabilitation. It is no coincidence that after the European Court of Human Rights order under the claim submitted by Klaus and Yuri Kiladze versus Georgia in 2010, thousands of repressed persons and members

\(^1\) In a number of its rulings, the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation specified that the revision of the completed nationalization (municipalization) of the property in compliance with the decree of the All-Russian Central Executive Committee dated August 20, 1918 on cancelling the private property right to real estate in towns referred to the competence of the legislature (see, e.g. Ruling dated June 18, 2004 No. 261-O).

\(^2\) The legislation recorded its refusal to perform such revision in paragraph 3 Article 25 of the RF Land Code.


\(^4\) The Commission is an advisory body in the RF Presidential Executive Office, which includes representatives of governmental agencies and non-governmental organizations, engaged in remembering the victims of political repressions (http://www.kremlin.ru/structure/commissions/institution-25). Unfortunately, the data of its activities are very limited. In particular, its reports on the implementation of the law on rehabilitation are not published. The text of the most recent report is available on the website of the Russian Association of Illegal Political Repressions Victims – rosagr.natm.ru/dynamic/docs/konsol.doc.
of their families filed cases, being mistaken in believing that this order would bind Russia to indemnify for non-pecuniary damages caused by political repressions.16

MORAL CONSIDERATION (SATISFACTION)

As stated above, rehabilitation, according to its content is, inter alia, an individual measure of moral consideration (satisfaction) of the persons affected by political repressions. This objective is achieved via formal recognition of the fact that repressions were applied groundlessly and that the person who suffered from them was innocent. This recognition is documented as a certificate on rehabilitation. The state practice is actually limited to this action in this issue: formally the lists of the rehabilitated people have not been published, and their memory is honoured mainly by non-governmental organization and individuals.

The collective satisfaction to the victims of political repressions is provided as a formal recognition of political repressions in Soviet Russia and their condemnation in the preamble of the law on rehabilitation: “Over the years of Soviet power millions of people became victims of the tyranny of the totalitarian state, were subject to repressions for their political and religious beliefs, as well as due to social, national and other reasons. Condemning the long-lasting terror and mass prosecution of people as incompatible with the idea of law and justice, the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation expresses profound sympathy to the victims of unjustified repressions and their relatives, declares its steady striving for real guarantees of the protecting legality and human rights”.

Besides the overall recognition and discussion of the law on rehabilitation, the Russian authorities published official documents discussing individual cases or kinds of political repressions. A part of these documents is mentioned above. They can include the statement of the State Duma dated April 2, 2008 “to honour the victims of famine in the 1930s in the USSR”, where it mentions the reasons of the tragedy, recognizes causative relations between the famine and coercive collectivization and condemns “the regime, which neglected people’s lives for the sake of achieving economic and political objectives”. The statement of the State Duma dated November 26, 2010 “on the Katyn tragedy and its victims” is also to be mentioned. There the execution of Polish prisoners of war is called a crime, committed “upon the direct instructions of Stalin and other Soviet leaders”.

In some respects, the CPSU case trial at the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation was an act of collective satisfaction to the victims of the crimes, committed by the totalitarian Communist regime of the USSR. The documents and materials of the CPSU crimes provided by the RF President during this process may be considered as their formal recognition by the Head of State. However, they are not even mentioned in the text of the RF Constitutional Court order, while the materials of this case were officially published only once in the mid-1990s.17

ATTEMPTS TO EXTEND THE POLICY OF OVERCOMING THE CONSEQUENCES OF POLITICAL REPRESSIONS

Over the validity period of the law on rehabilitation its gaps and drawbacks became obvious. During Dmitry Medvedev’s presidency there were two attempts to strengthen the measures for overcoming the consequences of political repressions. First in 2009 the Presidential Commission on the rehabilitation of the victims of political repressions suggested revising many provisions of the law on rehabilitation – to recognize the deprivation of property rights during collectivization and punitive tax system as political repressions, apply social support designed for the repressed to their close relatives who survived, increase compensations. In addition, the Commission recommended preparing a state programme of remembering the victims of political repressions, under which it was expected to establish the National Political Repressions Remembrance Book and the Russian National Memorial Museum to the victims of political repressions.18

The work on the new policy of overcoming the Soviet past was continued by another body at the RF Presidential Executive Office – the Council for Civil Society and Human Rights. It offered even more decisive steps.19

- to erect monuments to the victims of political repressions in the capital and all large cities across the country and open Memorial Museums to the victims in Moscow and Saint-Petersburg;
- engage the Federal Security Service (the KGB successor) and the Ministry of Internal Affairs in the search for the burials of the repressed persons;
- open the access to all archive documents, related to political repressions;
- establish a unified database of the “victims of the totalitarian regime in the USSR”;
- cancel Soviet regulations related to the repression policy;
- officially reveal the persons responsible for mass repressions and ban the use of their names for towns and streets;
- ban officials from denying or justifying the crimes of the totalitarian regime;
- change the dates of professional holidays of law-enforcement bodies to those not related to their Soviet predecessors (in Russia the day of the security services is still the day of the founding of the VChK – the first Soviet punitive body, the forerunner of the OGPU-NKVD-MGB-KGB).

These radical, by Russian standards, ideas were not to come true. Instead of the large-scale public and state programme for remembering the victims of the totalitarian regime and the national reconciliation, it was decided to stay limited to rather modest measures – to open a monument to the victims of political repressions in Moscow, to provide access to non-governmental

---

16 The European court rejects the claims of the relatives of politically repressed persons in Russia. The website of the legal protection center Memorial, March 22, 2013; http://memohrc.org/news/evropeyskiy-sud-otklyonyaet-zhaloby-rodstvennikov-politicheskikh-repressirovannyh-iz-rossii
17 The materials of the case on verifying the constitutionality of the decrees of the RF President, related to the activities of the CPSU and RSFSR Communist Party, and on verifying the constitutionality of the CPSU and RSFSR CP. - M.: Publishing House Spark, 1996–1998. In 6 volumes.
18 Formally these suggestions were not published. Their text was placed on different online resources, including websites and blogs, e.g.: http://arudnitski.livejournal.com/50732.html.
19 Suggestions on founding the national public programme on remembering the victims of the totalitarian regime and on the national reconciliation Rossiyskaya Gazeta, April 07, 2001; https://rg.ru/2011/04/07/totitarizm-site.html
organizations engaged in searching for and arranging burials of the repressed persons and archive research into repressions to the public funding of non-profit organizations and protect newly detected burials.20

Other political initiatives include, in particular, a bill, submitted by the LDPR, on rehabilitating participants of the White movement, rejected by the State Duma in 2006.21

REHABILITATION AND CONTEMPORARY RUSSIAN SOCIETY

The attitude to the victims in Russian society is still highly controversial. They are on the one hand recognized, while on the other hand they are rejected, remembered or deliberately left in oblivion and even demonized. The examples of positive trends in the public perception of the rehabilitated persons include an annual event called "Returning Names", being a public reading of the names of the killed people, and the "Last Address" movement, engaged in installing memorial tablets on the houses where the repressed people lived before their arrests. Negative examples are more numerous – the recognition of the Memorial Society as a foreign agent, closing the Gulag Remembrance Museum "Perm-36", the increasing justification and glorification of Stalin, which cannot but offend the living repressed persons and their families.

LESSONS LEARNT

It appears that rather unsatisfactory results of the state’s efforts to overcome the consequences of repressions have, primarily, political reasons. Even during the first years after the fall of the Communist regime in Russia the victims of repressions and their societies gradually lost their initial positions in the political process, which they had managed to find on the rise of Perestroika during the last years of the existence of the USSR. Later there was no one to protect their interests at the national level.

Institutional reasons should be mentioned too. The rehabilitation of the victims of repressions and related measures including the payment of damages are within the competence of ordinary governmental agencies – the Prosecutor’s Office, the Ministry of Internal Affairs, Social Security bodies etc. They have always had some issues of higher priority to deal with. No special body, which would be designed to focus on this task only and therefore related to the interests of the repressed persons, has ever been set up to rehabilitate and remember the victims. Nonetheless, the work carried out over the past twenty-five years by the state and non-governmental organizations deserves deep respect. Millions of innocent affected people have been revealed and saved from oblivion. However, there is still a long way to go to their full public recognition and a condemnation of the repressive Communist regime. And the opportunities for full indemnification have been irreversibly lost in most cases.22
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SOVIET TIMES

In the Soviet times, before the era of Glasnost and Perestroika, the memory of repressions was rather private in nature.

Under Stalin’s rule the transfer of the information about repressions was hindered by the environment of fear, suspiciousness and silence. Those few proceedings mentioned in the official press were represented as a necessary step to liberate the society from the internal enemies of the people. A doubt regarding the justifiability of repressions alone could be the reason for detention. Speaking of arrests and the GULAG was often an off-limits subject even inside the family. They were afraid to be informed on by family members or that children could let it slip unintentionally at school, for instance.

When Stalin died in 1953, the era of mass arrests ended. In his report at the 20th Communist Party Congress (1956) Nikita Khrushchev officially explained the past events in the country by the side effects of the cult of personality of Joseph Stalin. The era of the ‘Thaw’ started. In 1961 after the 22nd congress the body of Stalin was removed from the Mausoleum (the body of Lenin still reposes in the Mausoleum by the Kremlin wall).

It shall be mentioned that the official recognition of repressions alone significantly changed the public views. The Soviet government, however, did not intend to radically change the relationship between the government and the public. Just in a few months after the confidential report, the uprising in Budapest was put down involving Soviet tanks. The rule of ‘parallel’ to the official press was extended to the USSR. Organizations and non-official print media founded by dissidents documented the arbitrary rule in Russia and in other Soviet countries. Dissidents used the underground press to give coverage to the movement of repressed people for their rights, to tell the readers about the events in modern camps, to publish uncensored works of literature, which information was "parallel" to the official data, testimonies concerning the GULAG, in particular. In this respect the publications prepared for Samizdat (underground publications) and Tamizdat (publications abroad) by the participants of the dissident movement were a dramatic proof of the repressive system that existed in the USSR in the post-Stalinist times. In 1958–1968 Alexander Solzhenitsyn wrote his novel The Gulag Archipelago (first published in Paris in 1973, in USSR – since 1989). For this work Solzhenitsyn collected a kind of anthology of eyewitness memories. He used his own experience, but even more leaned on the written and oral testimonies of his contemporaries who had made it through the GULAG.

The dissident movement played a particular role in the commemoration of repressions in the Soviet time. The core of the dissident activity was the fight for the rights of the individual in the USSR. Organizations and non-official print media-founded by dissidents documented the arbitrary rule in Russia and in other Soviet countries. Dissidents used the underground press to give coverage to the movement of repressed people for their rights, to tell the readers about the events in modern camps, to publish uncensored works of literature, which information was “parallel” to the official data, testimonies concerning the GULAG, in particular. In this respect the publications prepared for Samizdat (underground publications) and Tamizdat (publications abroad) by the participants of the dissident movement were a dramatic proof of the repressive system that existed in the USSR in the post-Stalinist times. In 1958–1968 Alexander Solzhenitsyn wrote his novel The Gulag Archipelago (first published in Paris in 1973, in USSR – since 1989). For this work Solzhenitsyn collected a kind of anthology of eyewitness memories. He used his own experience, but even more leaned on the written and oral testimonies of his contemporaries who had made it through the GULAG.

Summing up, the very reading, storing and distribution of testimonies concerning Soviet repressions in the times before Perestroika can be considered a sort of memory of repressions in the USSR.

Irina Scherbakova, researcher of the memories of the GULAG, highlights that “it is namely memoirs and other personal documents (letters and diaries) that were the main source of information about the system of repressions then, while archives containing documents concerning repressions were completely secret and historians did not even have a general idea of what could be kept archived.” Yet in the times of Khrushchev and later, camp memoirs and belles-lettres on the topic of camps were still not published, just circulated in script and later were published underground or abroad.

These manuscripts could see the light of day only under Perestroika. The topic ceased to be taboo, the media started publishing articles about camp experiences and interviews with former prisoners, famous people who had made it through the GULAG.

The dissident movement played a particular role in the commemoration of repressions in the Soviet time. The core of the dissident activity was the fight for the rights of the individual in the USSR. Organizations and non-official print media founded by dissidents documented the arbitrary rule in Russia and in other Soviet countries. Dissidents used the underground press to give coverage to the movement of repressed people for their rights, to tell the readers about the events in modern camps, to publish uncensored works of literature, which information was “parallel” to the official data, testimonies concerning the GULAG, in particular. In this respect the publications prepared for Samizdat (underground publications) and Tamizdat (publications abroad) by the participants of the dissident movement were a dramatic proof of the repressive system that existed in the USSR in the post-Stalinist times. In 1958–1968 Alexander Solzhenitsyn wrote his novel The Gulag Archipelago (first published in Paris in 1973, in USSR – since 1989). For this work Solzhenitsyn collected a kind of anthology of eyewitness memories. He used his own experience, but even more leaned on the written and oral testimonies of his contemporaries who had made it through the GULAG.

Summing up, the very reading, storing and distribution of testimonies concerning Soviet repressions in the times before Perestroika can be considered a sort of memory of repressions in the USSR.

---

1 Irina Scherbakova, GULAG Memory Map: Problems and Gaps, in Laboratorium, 2015, (1), 117.
2 Irina Scherbakova gives a detailed timeline of the transformation of GULAG memories in her article The GULAG in Memory. An Experience of Researching Memoirs and Oral Testimonies of Former Prisoners; http://urokiistorii.ru/memory/oral/2009/05/pamyat-gulaga
THE PERIOD FROM 1986 TO THE BEGINNING OF THE 2000s

A number of researchers point out that the term “transition period” cannot be applied to Russia. This term implies “transition” from totalitarianism to democracy and this scenario has been never implemented in Russia. However, we may speak of an attempt at such a “transition” after the year 1986. Many actions initiated then had a large importance for the social and political climate, influenced the formation of the collective memory of the totalitarian past over time. A variety of significant projects and initiatives started in the 1990s still continue or retain influence in the today’s society.

The period of Perestroika and Glasnost is associated with the boom of recollections of the GULAG and post-Stalinist repressions. At that time, memoirs were published, the public interest to the testimonies grew, first monuments to the victims of repressions were installed. On the one hand, the era of Gorbachev’s “glasnost” rather meant some censor liberalization. It was allowed to speak aloud of the Stalinist times, but prohibited to doubt the “Socialist choice” of the country. But even this was enough to radically change the world perception of the people of that time.

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

On the wave of the public interest in the tragedy that had been disguised for decades the Memorial Society (www.memo.ru) was founded in 1989.

Memorial emerged as an association of sympathetic individuals interested in searching for and filing the scattered data concerning repressions in the USSR and in the commemoration of the victims. The very name of Memorial reflects a social attempt to create the first public memorial to the victims of Soviet repressions. Initially under the conditions of classified archives members of this society were able to collect these data questioning eyewitnesses, analyzing written and oral memories. Gradually the archive of the Society started filling up with originals and copies of personal files, which relatives of the victims and former prisoners have been able to request and receive from the state archives since the end of the 1980s. Memorial represented a network of regional associations connected by the common charter. This network regional type of organization was also imposed by the history. The desire to know the truth about the repressions in the USSR joined thousands of people all over the country, some of them started to study history professionally. Now Memorial is one of the largest and oldest non-profit organizations in Russia where professional historians majoring in the GULAG and secret services of the USSR are engaged. It also includes activists who search for the burial places of the prisoners, identify the remains, arrange reburial, conduct expeditions to the former places of detention, transfer and work of camp prisoners, install memorial signs at the places of terror, collect, publish and study testimonies, collect and investigate documents and items related to the GULAG and the history of the dissident movement in the USSR. The members of Memorial Society were involved in the elaboration of the State Rehabilitation Law (adopted in 1991), developed recommendations for government agencies regarding the actions necessary to change the public consciousness toward repressions in the USSR. The team of the Society defends human rights and engages in the rehabilitation of repressed persons, renders legal assistance to the victims who applied for recognition and compensation. Sometimes they help with confirmation of the status of participant of the war / victim of Nazi crimes (deportation to Germany for compulsory labor), as very often this was connected with the following repression experience. This work was especially active in the 1990s after the adoption of the Rehabilitation Law. Moreover, until recently Memorial had been collecting contributions to support old people who had lived through camps (now the generation of these people has almost completely passed away). Even today it is essential to consult the relatives of the repressed persons who wish to know the fate of their relatives who had “disappeared” after arrest.

Dealing with the issues of the violation of human rights in the USSR, Memorial could not escape being involved in the mass abuse of the individual rights in contemporary Russia. Therefore, activists of the organization monitored the Chechen wars in the 1990s discovering, disclosing and analyzing the information about crimes against civilians, defending the interests of the aggrieved parties in the ECHR. The members of Memorial Society were involved in peace-making of ethnic conflicts (e.g. Sergey Kovalev and Oleg Orlov, board members of Memorial, took part in the hostages release negotiation in Budyonnovsk).

Memorial stood at the origins of the first public campaigns in memory of the repressed. On October 30, 1989, the proclaimed Day of Remembrance of Victims of Political Repressions, a chain of people holding candles in their hands surrounded the building of the KGB at Lubyanskaya Square in Moscow. In 1990 a stone monument sponsored by the friends and relatives of repressed persons was installed on the same Lubyanskaya Square. It became the first memorial to the Soviet regime’s victims.

Already in 1988–1989 newspapers started publishing the lists of victims of Soviet repressions, often according to the information received from the regional divisions of the KGB. Later the researchers from different regions started searching archives, and thus Memorial Books appeared containing lists of names with biographical profiles of the victims. Today the consolidated database of the repressed persons numbers 2.6 million names: http://lists.memo.ru/

Since the beginning of the 1990s Associations of Victims of Political Repressions have been emerging all over the country. These appeared naturally: such associations gave the opportunity to the people with a similar fate to get acquainted, to support each other and to fight for their rights.

In 1990 the first steps were made to found the Sakharov Center. In the middle of the 1990s the Archive of the famous Academy Member Andrey Sakharov, a museum and social center were opened. Alongside the museum and archive activity dedicated to the history of freedom and captivity in the USSR, the center has become an essential discussion platform, where cultural and social problems of the past and present are discussed. These discussions are conducted in the form of public lectures, seminars, narrated film shows, theatrical performances, exhibitions (including such famous ones as Forbidden Art or Caution! Religion).

3 Arseny Roginsky, Lev Ivanov. Watch, for example, the record of the conference The Long Echo of the Dictatorship held in September 2014 in Memorial Society, Moscow: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xqf11f7W1kt=25s
MUSEUMS

There are only a few topical museums in Russia related to the issue of repressions in the USSR. In the 1990s all these museums emerged owing to the endeavors of local historians who collected the testimonies of their countrymen, examined the burial places of the victims, evidence from the places of detention, searched for documents in local archives, etc. As a rule, these are small museums or small exhibitions in local history museums.

The only museum in the country that was created on the place of a former camp is Perm-36 Memorial Museum. It was founded in 1994 in the village of Kuchino, Perm Krai, on the place of the correctional labor colony Perm-36, where political criminals had been “reformed” since the beginning of the 1970s. The museum was founded by a group of local historians. The barracks were renovated (display items were placed there), a part of the camp facilities were rebuilt (flag towers, fences, precautionary facilities, etc.), deep research work was performed. However, under the latest political conditions the museum was literally seized from the group who had founded it and transferred to the state (later in detail).

The NKVD House of Detention Museum in Tomsk is located in the basement of the building where the secret prison of the Tomsk city department of OGPU/NKVD was situated in 1923–1944 (200 sq. m display area).

Other topical museums created in the 1990s occupy tiny spaces provided by local authorities. As independent museums they just slightly differ from the exhibitions of the GULAG in local history museums. A perfect example of such museums is the Memory of Kolyma Museum, in Yakognoye settlement, Magadan Oblast, opened by the efforts of the local enthusiast Ivan Panikarov. Until 2005 the museum was located in a two-room apartment bought by Panikarov for this purpose. Panikarov had been personally gathering the museum collection since 1989. The full list of museums can be found on the website Virtual Museum of the GULAG developed by the team of the St. Petersburg division of Memorial Society.

It is remarkable that the former Soviet prisons for political prisoners, which still exist, usually also have their own museums. These possess the spirit of succession – contemporary sentence execution services carry on the “glorious traditions” of the Soviet prisoner oversight bodies. They point out the merit and professionalism of prison employees, portraits and service records of the “veterans of the movement” are displayed at the place of honor, the word “repression” is usually not mentioned and the very phenomenon of political prisoners in the USSR is also concealed. A good example of this is the Museum of the Butyrka Prison in Moscow.

NECROPOLEIS

As for today approx. 700 places of execution and/or burial of USSR terror victims have been revealed.1 The number of such places of burial of arrested, detained, resettled persons is obviously bigger, most of them are still not found due to the remoteness of the places of detention from the modern populated settlements, due to the unavailability of the archives of the Federal Security Service and of the Ministry of the Interior to the researchers, as well as due to the lack of consistent and centralized actions in this field. Most of the mentioned burial places were found by chance, during excavation works for the construction of commercial facilities and residential houses. The disinterment and identification of the deceased are usually performed by local historians and public activists who sometimes fail to find out the story of the burial. Some large burials have obtained the status of Memorial Burials of the Victims of Political Repressions by the efforts of non-governmental organizations (e.g. Makarikha (Arkhangelsk Oblast), Sandarmokh (Karelia), Levashovo (Leningrad Oblast), Butovo Firing Range (Moscow) etc.). Memorial signs/monuments (personal – by family members or collective) are installed at the places of discovered burials and memorial events are arranged.

MONUMENTS TO THE VICTIMS OF POLITICAL REPRESSIONS

It is impossible to establish the number of such dedicated monuments, memorial plates and signs installed since 1991. The difficulty is caused by the lack of a uniform register of monuments in Russia, the disunity of organizations (and individuals) initiating the installation of monuments in different regions of Russia and also by the complexity of definition of a monument. Nevertheless, as of today the Sakharov Center recorded on a designated web portal 714 monuments in the country (http://www.sakharov-center.ru/asfcd/pam/?t=list&c=Russia&id_c=1 – this list is constantly updated). In 2007 the St. Petersburg Memorial Society recorded 587 monuments and memorial signs.6

Most of these monuments were installed by individuals or non-governmental organizations of victims and their relatives and not by the government. For this purpose, they need to get consent from the authorities regarding the place of installation and the appearance of the monument. Local authorities will usually give their consent to the installation of such monuments on the outskirts or at the places of the discovered burial, rather than on central streets of a city or town. The authorities resist greatly the installation of memorial plates on the existing buildings and facilities related to the history of terror (e.g. places where decisions had been made) or to the deportation of prisoners (railway stations), places where prisoners had worked (secret R&D laboratories, factories) or items constructed by prisoners.

This difficulty inspired the creation of the memorial project The Topography of Terror, where places associated with the history of political repressions in Moscow and the Moscow region are plotted on an online map. The reference map contains descriptions of over 740 locations organized topically.7 The project exists online and in the form of signposts installed in the city.

TEXTBOOKS

In the first years of the Russian Federation schools did not receive new Russian history textbooks. Teachers who worked at the very beginning of the 1990s clearly perceived the mismatch between the Soviet textbooks and the reality that was freely discussed in

4 http://www.gulagmuseum.org/search.do?objectTypeName=museum&page=1&language=1
5 See the topic section of the website Virtual Museum of the GULAG: http://www.gulagmuseum.org/search.do?objectTypeName=necropolis&page=1&language=1
6 http://www.gulagmuseum.org/search.do?objectTypeName=monuments&language=1&page=1&objectTypeName=monuments&language=1
7 http://topos.memo.ru/
newspapers and books and often looked for the sources of information personally, brought newspaper clippings and available publications to the lessons. By the mid-1990s book houses prepared different teaching aids at the discretion of the school administration.

Before 2000 there was no uniform state educational standard in history, there were only state requirements in respect of the minimum attainment level of the school graduates. There were textbooks “recommended” and “permitted” for teaching at school (the label was given by the Ministry of Education). Thus, in the first 10 years after the collapse of the Soviet Union it was mainly teachers who took responsibility for the contents of the historical education. Textbooks “permitted” for teaching at school included quite brave and pioneering projects. For example, the Soviet history textbook for secondary schools by Igor Dolutsky, a historian from Moscow, was aimed at “education of a responsible citizen” or as the author explained in an interview at “teaching a student to resist the government.” On the other hand, teachers of history could choose textbooks with strong nationalist connotations. An extreme example of this kind was the textbook for high school students of history by A. Barsenkov and A. Vdovin, professors of the Moscow State University (2004). Alongside conspiracy theories, anti-Semitic insults and distasteful opinion regarding the Caucasus people, it found excuses for the crimes of Stalin. The latter were represented as necessary side effects on the way to a radiant future. After a public outcry in 2010 the book lost its label of “recommended textbook.”

At the same time there were attempts to accumulate the best teacher's experience in the discipline. In 2001 the Sakharov Center launched a national contest for the teachers of history, social science and literature, Lesson Topic – History of Political Repressions and Resistance to the lack of freedom in the USSR. The best guidance papers sent to the contest were published in books and sent out to regions, contest winners were invited to the annual conference in Moscow. This contest has existed for 10 years. Since the beginning of the 2000s the St. Petersburg division of Memorial Society systematically posted study manuals by lessons on the topic of repressions on their website.

In 1999 International Memorial in Moscow launched a contest for school students – A Man in History. Russia 20th century (still exists). The contest induced school students from all Russia to collect evidence from the period of repressions. The contest receives from 1,200 to 3,000 works annually. The participants interview eyewitnesses, work with photographs and documents from family archives and address regional archives. During the years of its existence unique previously unclaimed materials associated with the regional history of repressions have been collected.

Several years were used to elaborate the method of talking about the period of totalitarianism. Many projects were launched when the hope for the possible democratic development of Russia was alive. However, starting from the end of the 2000s the free space for historical studies at school has been gradually getting narrower (later in detail).

2000s–2017 / CURRENT STATUS

As already mentioned above it is impossible to define clearly the time of the “transition period” end in Russia. Basically, speaking of the public climate in the country after the year 2000 the parallel existence of two tendencies may be mentioned – the continued movement toward democratization (especially in the first term of V. Putin and the term of D. Medvedev) and conservative trends. Obviously the democratic course would be impossible in Russia, but for the changes made in the 1990s. Currently the main civil rights and liberties are obviously restricted. Foreign and Russian foundations engaged in the expansion of liberal education are being gradually forced out of the country.

In 2012 the State Duma of the Russian Federation adopted amendments to the Non-commercial Organization Law, where NCOs engaged in “political activity on the territory of Russia” or receiving “monetary funds and other property from foreign states, international and foreign organizations” were acknowledged as being “foreign agents.” The law predetermined legal prosecution of organizations put on the list of “foreign agents” by force, complicated the procedure of tax inspections and was basically aimed at the reputational damage of a number of NCOs.8 In 2015 the Sakharov Center was included in the list of foreign agents, in 2016 – International Memorial. Both organizations are currently in litigation concerning this status.

In 2015 the US embassy in Russia was compelled to close cultural exchange programs, all American foundations stopped their programs on the territory of the Russian Federation.

In 2012 Perm-36 Memorial Museum was basically dissolved and liquidated. Alongside its main role, commemoration of the terror in the USSR, the Museum was gradually becoming a free discussion platform for the problems of the contemporary society. The authorities of the Perm Krai found a formal reason to dismiss the management of the Museum and to appoint their “own people” to the vacant jobs. As a result, the Museum was not closed, but ceased to be the commemoration place of repressions. For example, the guides now are former guards, the exhibition is dedicated to the efficiency of the penal system, only general information from the history of the GULAG is represented.

The current historical period also meant the end of the free press in Russia. Today there are no free TV channels in Russia (except just a few available under paid subscription and working under the risk of being closed at any time). Popular online media experience strong pressure as these may be blocked by internet providers anytime upon the decision of the dedicated state committee (Rospotrebnadzor). In the sense of the policy of memory, all this news means an actual lack of memorial initiatives regarding terror history in the media agenda, the press, especially TV, lacks critical discussion of the Soviet period of history in general, the period of Perestroika and the 1990s is being defamed. And on the contrary we can talk about the nostalgia of the Soviet times fostered in the media. The leading TV channels manipulate the ideas of the imperial glory of the USSR, praise the technical and foreign policy achievements of the Soviet Union, first of all, the victory in the Great Patriotic War or confrontation with the USA in the Cold War. Moreover, some TV channels make an information attack on NGOs engaged in historical education.

Since the end of the 2000s, initiated by the government, the project of introduction of a single history textbook for schools has been actively discussed. In 2009 the so called “Textbook by

8 Discussion of the situation in detail - see e.g.: http://www.bbc.com/russian/russia/2016/04/160420_gosduma Ngo_law
Filippov9 was introduced as a pilot project. This teaching aid was an attempt to literally rehabilitate the name of Stalin. Repressions and terror were justified in this book by a historical need and declared a rational and pragmatic method of managing politics and the economy, the number of persons repressed by Stalin was decreased approx. 10-fold. The textbook lacked chapters concerning the famines, the deportation of nations inside the USSR, the Katyn massacre. The publication was severely criticized by the academic community, and the Ministry of Education was forced to reject it as a single mandatory textbook for schools.

However, in 2015 the talks about creating a uniform state standard for teaching history, sociology and literature at school recommenced. The elaborated standard was trying to account for the whole diversity of social attitudes in the most controversial issues. Thus, the standard incorporated such painful topics as repressions, the Holocaust and collaborationism during the Great Patriotic War. However, the list of essential topics made the standard so cumbersome that as a matter of fact it is impossible to use it in practical education.

A peculiarity of contemporary schools is their growing political engagement. Since the middle of the 2000s “lessons of courage” and “lessons of patriotic education” have been introduced at schools, where the idea of the necessity to defend the state from external enemies is promoted and military-oriented values are asserted. Representatives of the Russian Orthodox Church, veterans of the Great Patriotic War, of the Afghan and Chechen Wars are invited to such lessons. Today’s programs and out-of-school activities pay special attention to the cult of the Great Patriotic War, and first of all, the victory of 1945, which is perceived as the main achievement in Soviet and Russian history. Celebratory assemblies, parades and meetings with veterans have become compulsory on Victory Day, May 9th. Teachers often have explanatory political conversations with school children during humanitarian lessons – history, sociology and economics.10

Since the end of the 1990s one more serious actor appeared on the Russian stage of the memorial policy – the Russian Orthodox Church. On the one hand, the ROC is often perceived by the public as an institution joined with government agencies. The government takes a lot of measures aimed at the growth of the material wealth of the church, engages in a declarative advocacy of Christian values in the mass media, education, in the speeches of leading politicians… On behalf of the believers, new legislative initiatives related to the restriction of civil rights and freedoms have been introduced (Law on the Protection of Feelings of Religious Persons, victimization of homosexuals, introduction of Orthodox subjects at school, show trial against Pussy Riot 2012).

On the other hand, the Church now is a powerful ally of public institutions in the issues of the commemoration of terror victims and a critical attitude toward the Soviet legacy. In particular, through the mediation of the Church a lot of monuments were installed to the victims of repressions all over the country, cemeteries were defined and consecrated. The point is that the concept of New Martyrs is important for the modern ROC, honoring of the churchmen executed or arrested in the times of terror. The representatives of the Church install memorial signs on the churches (meanwhile only in Moscow and the vicinity of Moscow) in commemoration of those who suffered for their faith. For the first time in Russia the Orthodox church in honor of the New Martyrs was opened at the Butovo Firing Range (in the south of Moscow).11

LESSONS LEARNT

In a very primitive way, we can speak of two antagonistic paradigms of memory present in the community. One of these focuses the historical attention on the individual, his/her inherent rights, and the other on the interests of the state, which sometimes can be more important than the rights and liberties of individuals. Critical comprehension of history, respect for civil values in the past and present are common to the people who dream to see their country on the way of social transformation. Such a trajectory finally implies transparency and responsibility of government institutions in front of the individuals, real functioning of the election system, free press and civil society institutions.

This system of values is alien to the contemporary political elite of Russia. The political agenda itself, the values communicated by the media controlled by the government, the methods of commemoration suggested by the government, all of these evidence that it is rather the idea of the individual development path of Russia, the Eurasian program, the imperial philosophy that are popular.12

In practice it means a parallel existence of different commemoration methods in respect of the totalitarian past in society.

The civil society today successfully advances important initiatives in the memorialization of the GULAG experience. There is a whole range of interesting online projects popular among the internet audience. Thus, the project Bessmertny Barak (rus. The Immortal Barrack) created by the efforts of volunteers and financed by donations of the readers gained much interest: http://bessmertnybarak.ru/ Since May 2015 the biography of one repressed person is posted daily on this web page, including photos and abstracts from available documents. The number of the website readers registered at Facebook amounts now to almost 55,000 persons.

Posledny Adres [rus. The Last Address] (www.poslednyadres.ru) is the most important offline project of recent years. It involves the installation of small memorial plates on the houses where the arrested people were taken from. The installations are initiated by private individuals who have to pay a definite contribution covering the costs of the manufacturing of the plate. The team of the project working in Memorial Society checks the story of the repressed person, agrees on the installation of the plate with the inhabitants or the owner of the house. The first plates of Posledny Adres were installed in Moscow on December 10, 2014. “Until now over 460 plates have been installed in 30 cities, towns and villages of Russia in the framework of the Posledny Adres project,” the website of the project informs us. As of today, the Posledny Adres Foundation has already received and registered over 1,500 applications for the installation of memorial plates in different localities of Russia.13

11 See Church of Russian New Martyrs and Confessors in Butovo: http://www.patriarchia.ru/db/text/243827.html
12 On the topic of the two paradigms of the historical consciousness in Russia see the analytical report of the Free Historical Society What Past Does the Russian Future Need (January 2017): https://komitegi.ru/analytics/3076/
13 https://www.poslednyadres.ru/about/
The issue of political repressions in the USSR is not popular in the pro-government historical discourse. The memorial policy of the government is aimed rather at the glorification of the achievements of the USSR (victory in the war of 1941–1945, space exploration) or the revelation of cultural heroes of the past. They create the history of the state, which one should be first of all proud of. The fact of repressions cannot be concealed, but it is still preferable not to recall them. The unworked issue of “how one should treat the totalitarian past” induces much stress in the community.

This acute social split in respect of the attitude toward the Soviet legacy results for instance in an ideological confrontation concerning the issue of the installation of Stalin monuments. Since 2010 approx. 100 Stalin monuments emerged in the country (far from all in public spaces of the cities, approximately one third of the total amount is concentrated in the North Caucasus). But even more frequent than the actual installation of Stalin busts, heated discussion of another application for such a monument in different populated localities of Russia is taking place.

According to the polls conducted by sociologists, the ranking of Stalin reached its historical highest point in post-Soviet Russia in February 2017. According to the latest data 146 % of respondents treat the Secretary General of the Central Committee of the All-Union Communist Party Stalin with admiration, respect and affection. At the same time the number of those who treat Stalin absolutely negatively grew compared to the previous years. “Whereas at the beginning of 2016 he was treated with dislike, fear, disgust and hatred by 17 %, in 2017 it was already 21 %,” sociologists of the Levada-Center mention. This evidences the growing polarization of the public moods in the country.

It needs to be said that the government is probably aware of the problem of the society split and makes attempts to balance it. Thus, in 2015 Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev approved The Concept of the State Policy on Memorializing the Victims of Political Repressions.15 The concept was initiated by the Human Rights Council under the President of the Russian Federation, Memorial Society and some public persons who approached President Medvedev with the respective proposal in February 2011 announcing the so called Destalinization Program.16 The discussion of the Program by its authors and the President ended in the same year 2011, however a number of important proposals from this document formed the basis of the Concept of the State Policy adopted already under Putin’s third term as a president. Regrettably this concept is obviously more of a declarative instrument. For example, almost all provisions in the section Lines of Activity to Memorialize the Victims of Repressions failed to be implemented. The program of archaeological search for burial places and memorialization of the places of repressions failed to be implemented, we lack free access to archives, developed research and educational programs to teach the respective topics at schools and high schools, and so on according to the document text. Nevertheless, a few steps have been made to implement this program. In particular, the Museum of GULAG underwent significant revamping and they started to work on the creation of a monument to the victims of totalitarianism in Moscow.

The State Museum of GULAG was opened in 2004. Its exhibitions were formed according to the principle of emotional immersion of the visitor in the horror of repressions, the small number of authentic exhibits was compensated for by installations and interactive effects. This place did not enjoy special fame or popularity among city dwellers and tourists. In 2015 the Museum of GULAG received from the government a new modern four-story building and the possibility to increase the area of exhibitions 4-fold, including a library, a conference hall and a teaching center. Basically the new exhibition complies with the standards of a modern Western museum, it is supported by scientific facts, includes oral testimonies, historical exhibits and features a spectacular design. The museum organizes sets of lectures, traveling exhibitions, theatrical performances and readings. In other words, it is designed to catch the fancy of a young sophisticated audience. However, the opened museum faces criticism on the part of the academic community, as well as public institutions. The criticism is aimed at the general historical concept communicated by the museum. For example, one of the authors writes, “Having walked through all the halls, at the end the visitor sees a video featuring Vladimir Putin, Sergey Sobyanin [the mayor of Moscow] and Patriarch Kirill, where they bless the policy of memory now embodied by the museum. This policy of memory strives to put a symbolic period to the history of repressions. According thereto repressions are something that had happened in the past, and although this past still distresses us, it is only residual pains and all we need is to heal these pains, as the original source of them does not exist anymore. But we know that of all people the current President, the members of the United Russia [political party] and the Patriarch have no moral right to say that political repressions have become a thing of the past, because we see exactly the opposite.”17

The idea to install the main Monument to the Victims of Repressions expressed by Putin personally in 2015 also faced a severe rebuff, in the first place, from the public that seemingly should advocate the installation of such a monument. The community was confused by the extremely brief terms of the best design tender, the ill choice of the place for the future monument and worried that the government would try to close the discussion of the topic of repressions by the installation of the monument. But the main question is the same as for the Museum of GULAG - can the government that continues to exercise political repressions install a monument to the victims of repressions?18

Meanwhile, the tender has been completed, the design chosen, the foundation established that is collecting the public part of the money for the monument.19 “The memory of the victims of political repressions unites and reconciles the Russian society, reinforces the sense of responsibility for oneself and for the state”, is included in the motto of the new foundation. The new monument is expected in October 2017. The Russian society has not lived through the experience of parting with the Soviet past. The state feels like the successor of

15 Full text of the concept is available at the RF’s Government website: http://government.ru/media/files/AR59E5d7yB9LddoPH2RSlhQpSCQDERdP.pdf
16 The text of the Proposals on the Creation of the National Governmental and Public Program “Memorialization of the Victims of the Totalitarian Regime and National Reconciliation” is available under: http://sokistorii.ru/1766
18 See detailed analysis of the discussion around the new monument in the material by G. Revzin – Memorable History // http://kommersant.ru/doc/2678868
19 Memory Fund: http://memoryfund.ru/
the USSR, the government includes people who have previously worked in the KGB.

In Russia it is young people and a scarce number of civilians who are engaged in the elaboration of the topic of the totalitarian legacy of the Soviet Union and governmental violence. The discourse of the elaboration of the totalitarian past is related to the experience of the critical comprehension of the nature of power, discussion of the main human rights and liberties. This is exactly why the handling of the past often becomes the basis for critical discussion of the contemporary social problems related to fundamental rights.

The current government suggests two strategies: to keep a silence in respect of repressions or to reconcile with the past. Both ignore the public trauma of the modern society. Instead of a thorough understanding of what happened to the Russian/Soviet community in the 20th century, they suggest accepting what happened, leaving the history in the past and to move on.

At the same time recent years are distinguished by a tougher political regime, enhanced attacks on civil institutions, including organizations engaged in memorial activity. The Concept of the State Policy on Memorializing the Victims of Political Repressions is implemented under such conditions that Stalin is glorified and Memorial Society is called a “foreign agent” and their work is complicated in every possible way. This makes one think that the modern government is attempting to monopolize the right to talk about repressions and fight against the attempts to speak of the past in an alternative way.
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### TIMELINE OF THE MAJOR EVENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 11, 1985</td>
<td>Mikhail Gorbachev took the office of the CC CPSS General Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 1986</td>
<td>M. Gorbachev declares a policy of glasnost at the 17th Communist Party Congress, which marked the beginning of the restoration of freedom of speech and the mass media as well as the reduction of censorship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1988</td>
<td>The 19th CPSS Conference decided on the democratization of the political system and holding competitive elections to the new parliaments of the Soviet Union and the Russian Republic (RSFSR) - the Congress of People's Deputies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 16, 1989</td>
<td>The Decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR on additional measures to restore justice for the victims of the Stalin period repressions. The verdicts of Stalin-era quasi-judiciary repressive bodies were annulled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 1989</td>
<td>The Memorial society was founded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March–May 1989</td>
<td>Elections of the USSR People’s Deputies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 27, 1989</td>
<td>The Constitutional reform in the RSFSR. The Congress of the RSFSR People’s Deputies became the supreme state body elected by the universal, equal, and direct suffrage and secret ballot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 1990</td>
<td>Foundation of the Democratic Russia Election Bloc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 14, 1990</td>
<td>Article 6 of the USSR Constitution on the “leading and guiding power” of the Soviet Communist Party in the state and society was changed. A multi-party system was proclaimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 1990</td>
<td>The competitive elections of the RSFSR People’s Deputies, Moscow and Leningrad city council deputies were held</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 29, 1990</td>
<td>Boris Yeltsin was elected the chairman of the RSFSR Supreme Soviet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 12, 1990</td>
<td>The RSFSR Supreme Soviet passed the Declaration of State Sovereignty of the RSFSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 9, 1990</td>
<td>The USSR law on public associations legalizing a multi-party system was adopted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 17, 1991</td>
<td>The Referendum on the preservation of the USSR and holding the election of the RSFSR president</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 26, 1991</td>
<td>The RSFSR law on the rehabilitation of repressed peoples was adopted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 12, 1991</td>
<td>The first election of the RSFSR president was held. Boris Yeltsin won it. At the same time regional elections were held too, as well as a referendum on restoring the original name of Leningrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 20, 1991</td>
<td>President Yeltsin’s decree on the legal prohibition of the activities and influence of the party in governmental bodies, institutions and organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 19–22, 1991</td>
<td>The coup d’etat in the USSR and its failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 22, 1991</td>
<td>The replacement of the RSFSR red flag with the Russian historical flag (white-blue-red)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 23, 1991</td>
<td>Yeltsin suspended the activity of the RSFSR Communist Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 24, 1991</td>
<td>President Yeltsin’s decrees on transferring the CPSS and KGB archives to the public archive storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1991</td>
<td>The restoration of the historical names of Leningrad and Sverdlovsk cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 6, 1991</td>
<td>The CPSS was prohibited in the territory of Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August–December 1991</td>
<td>Dissolution and winding up of KGB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 18, 1991</td>
<td>The RSFSR law on the rehabilitation of the victims of political repressions was adopted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 24, 1991</td>
<td>The concept of the RSFSR judicial reform was passed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1991</td>
<td>The complete collapse of the USSR and the establishment of Russia as the successor of the USSR in international relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 25, 1991</td>
<td>Renaming the RSFSR as the Russian Federation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May–November 1992</td>
<td>The CPSS case in the Russian Constitutional court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 29, 1993</td>
<td>The failure to impeach President Yeltsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Event Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 25, 1993</td>
<td>The referendum on confidence in President Yeltsin and the need of early presidential and parliamentary elections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June–July 1993</td>
<td>Constitutional meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 21, 1993</td>
<td>President Yeltsin’s decree on the gradual constitutional reform which terminated the activity of the Congress of People’s Deputies and the new parliamentary elections to the State Duma were scheduled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 22, 1993</td>
<td>The Supreme Soviet dismissed President Yeltsin from office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 3–4, 1993</td>
<td>The armed confrontation between President Yeltsin and the Supreme Soviet in Moscow. The actual dissolution of the Supreme Soviet and arrests of its leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 10, 1993</td>
<td>Opening of the first memorial sign on the former NKVD training area in Butovo, Moscow region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 12, 1993</td>
<td>The referendum on adopting the draft RF Constitution, elections of the State Duma deputies and members of the Federation Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 23, 1994</td>
<td>Newly elected State Duma announced political and economic amnesty applied, in particular, to the participants of the 1991 Coup and the supporters of the Supreme Soviet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1994</td>
<td>A war in Chechnya broke out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 7, 1996</td>
<td>Declaring the day of the October Revolution the Day of Accord and Reconciliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 17, 1998</td>
<td>The reburial of the remains of Tsar Nicholas II and his family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July–September 2000</td>
<td>Opening of the memorial complexes in the burial places of killed Polish prisoners of war in Katyn and Mednoye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Opening of the GULAG Museum in Moscow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>The transfer of the funding powers for the reparations to the victims of political repressions under the benefits monetization policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 29, 2007</td>
<td>The first event of Restoring names in Lubyanskaya square in Moscow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2011</td>
<td>The preparation and publication of the program to commemorate the victims of political repressions and reach national reconciliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>The launch of the Final address program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Shutting down the Perm-36 Museum under the pressure of the authorities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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